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PREFACE

About two decades ago, under the able guidance of Swami Digambarji, the then
Director of Research, Kaivalyadhama S.M.Y.M. Samiti, Lonavla had published Yoga
Ko¿a Vol. I in two parts containing some 1800 entries from 30 texts. The procedure for
explanation, that was adopted, was of giving not only the literal meaning of the words
but to present a comprehensive information based on the reference and context of the
terms. That Yoga Ko¿a was warmly welcomed not only by students and teachers but
also by Yoga researchers. Inspired by this phenomenon, the staff members to the
Philosophico Literary Research Department Of Kaivalyadhama undertook the
explanation of Yogic terms and concepts from other Yogic texts. The Department
scrutinised those texts also which were already consulted for the preparation of the
first volume of Yoga Ko¿a and collected a few but important left-out words worth
getting entry in the Yoga Ko¿a. When the work was in progress, we thought that, since
the previous Yoga Ko¿a proved its Yogic usefulness and was presently out of print, it
would be proper on our part of combine it with the New Yoga Ko¿a. Accordingly, we
re-arranged all the words in Devan¡gar¢ alphabetical order and presented them in this
form. The main procedure happens to be the same for both the Ko¿a. In all, some 3000
words have been explained on the basis of thirty seven Sanskrit texts on Yoga.

We are really sorry to write that at the time when this work is being printed two of
our earlier editors responsible for Ist Volume and New edition of Yoga Ko¿a-Rev.
Swami Digambarji and Dr. Mahajot Sahay are no more with us. We are extremely
sorry specially for Swami Digambarji, who left us in June 1990, who was really a
source of inspiration without whom it became arduous task for us to complete the
work. The Department pays its homage to Rev. Swamiji by way of publishing this
Yoga Ko¿a We will remain ever indebted to him for his contributions.

Kaivalyadhama S.M.Y.M. Samiti and particularly the philosophico Literary
Research Department is highly thankful to Govt. of India, Ministry of Human Resource
Development, for providing 80% financial aid to Kaivalyadhama for bringing out this
Yoga Ko¿a for the cause of humanity in general and yoga in particular.

The department is also thankful to Ex-joint Director Of Research, Dr. P.V.
Karambelkar, Ex Principal, G.S. College of Yoga & Cultural Synthesis, Dr. M.L.
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Gharote, and the present Joint Director of Research, Dr. M.V. Bhole, for taking keen
interest in the work and also for giving time to time guidance and valuable suggestions.
We give our special thanks to Dr. G. Ramakrishana who took immense pain in going
through the whole mss of Yoga Ko¿a minutely in order to make it more and more
perfect both from language and content point of view.

We also wish to express our appreciations to Shri. T.P. Sreekumaran for typing the
manuscripts of Yoga Ko¿a at all the stage of its development with due precision and
accuracy demanded of him. We express our feeling of gratitude towards all those who
have directly or indirectly contributed towards its preparation or improvement.

Last but not the least, the credit of printing this Yoga Ko¿a in such an excellent
form without making any complaint against the editors of Yoga Ko¿a for the inclusion
of a new sentences even in the final proof, goes to Model press. New Delhi and to Shri
Manoj Talwar in particular, who so devotedly took keen interest in getting it printed.

Finally, we hereby appeal sincerely for constructive and healthy suggestions from
our esteemed readers so that we can incorporate them in our further work of similar
kind.
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PREFACE TO REPRINT EDITION OF YOGA KOáA

It gives us immense feeling & joy to convey that Kaivalyadhama is getting a
very good response from our academic, as well as, the general readers for its
publications which are sold out within no time. The same is true with our Yoga
Ko¿a which is unlike other dictionaries as it provides the meaning of each term
with reference to the context and hence serves the purpose of Mini - Encyclopedia
in the field of yoga. This publication was also sold out  since long which created
pressing demand for its reprint, as it is the only publication of its kind, the work
related to its reprint was entrusted to our Philosophico - Literary Research
Department  and we are overwhelmed by the efforts of this department as it has
- apart from the thorough revision of the whole text with appropriate alterations
and additions - also included in it the English alphabetical Word Index as the
arrangement of word entries in Yoga Ko¿a  was in Devan¡gari alphabetical
order which was not user friendly to our English readers, although this index of
English alphabetical order was prepared long back by Dr. B. R. Sharma and it
was published in the form of booklet independently and was annexed with The
New Enlarged Edition of 1991. However, we received the suggestions of our
readers that this English alphabetical order index should be made a part and
parcel of the text itself and accordingly with a view to facilitate for English
readers who are not well acquainted with devan¡gari script, we have included
this index after the introduction and just before the commencement of text of
Yoga Ko¿a.

While bringing out this edition I wish to place on record my heartfelt
appreciation for the valuable assistance rendered by Dr. B. R. Sharma, H.O.D.
and his team of Philosophico- Literary Research Department for successfully
completing the work painstakingly in stipulated time.

Our thanks are also due to the Ministry of H.R.D. Department of Education,
Govt. Of India for its regular financial and moral support for research works
being carried out and for overall development of Kaivalyadhama.
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Our thanks are due to Mr. Tanpure, proprietor, Ace Enterprises, Pune, who
has long standing experience in printing and a long association with us, has
utilized his expertise towards well-knit printing of the present work.

Last but not least, we appeal to our readers to oblige us by their valuable
suggestions and comments with regard to this work so that their opinions and
suggestions can be included in the future edition.

Swami Maheshananda
Chairman

 Kaivalyadhama S.M.Y.M. Samiti,
Lonavla
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INTRODUCTION

Before one actually starts referring to this kind of dictionary like Yoga Ko¿a, it is
advisable that one must go through its 'Introduction' which is expected to unfold the
scope and nature of such a dictionary enabling the reader to make its better use and
understanding.

About two decades ago Kaivalyadhama Yoga Research Institute had taken up a
gigantic and prestigeous project of preparation of Yogic Encyclopaedia to be undertaken
by handful of devoted and sincere Research Workers of Philosophico-Literary Research
Department. This Encyclopaedia was supposed to give A to Z information about various
Yogic terms, concepts or techniques at one place. Even after our sincere efforts in the
direction of preparing Yogic Encyclopaedia, it could not be completed because of
several limitations. Meanwhile, this esteemed project was thought to be materialised
by initially preparing Yoga Ko¿a so that we could give immediate results of the material
collected for the said project and thus the present Yoga Ko¿a can be considered as an
Encyclopaedia in the making.

Most of the ancient Yogic literature happens to be in Sanskrit language. Though
there are numerous standard Sanskrit-English dictionaries yet they are not sufficient to
fulfil the demands of the readers who are desirous of understanding the concept of
Yogic literature with their every minuteness. It is a well-known fact that dictionaries
of Philosophy, Economics, Political Science etc., came into existence due to such a
demand of the discipline even when the meaning of such words were available in
general English-English dictionaries. And a similar need was felt with regard to Yoga.
As Yoga is a well-developed ¿¡stra, the language used to describe it ceases to be
ordinary Sanskrit language. Hence the general Sanskrit-English dictionaries are of not
much avail simply because of the very nature of such dictionaries. Therefore, the
compilation of present Yoga Ko¿a. The words or terms used in any specific ¿¡stra will
not yield specific connotation unless they are understood with reference to the context
in which they are used. Hence the ordinary Dictionaries are insufficient. Having this in
view, the present Yoga Ko¿a endeavours to give a comprehensive understanding of
Yogic terms with the help of their reference to the context of the respective texts wherein
they have appeared. It is hoped that this Yoga Ko¿a will provide sufficient, useful and
consolidated information and understanding of particular concept, term or practice.
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A sincere effort, on the part of the editors of Yoga Ko¿a, has been made to provide
the explanation based on the factual information available in the text. Even then as it
happens in the case of any branch of knowledge, the understanding of the concepts and
terms gets coloured by the interpretors' own understanding, Hence at certain places,
where the editors have not accepted the traditional explanation of a certain term, they
have ventured to give their own interpretation also without any iota of dogmatism or
bias.

We have selected words for our Ko¿a from the Yogic literature that can be classified
in the following five groups:

1. Yoga S£tra
2. Commentaries on Yoga S£tra.
3. Yoga UpaniÀads.
4. Texts on Ha¶hayoga.
5. S¡nkhya K¡rika.

In all we have consulted thirty-seven texts and though the words from them have
been selected almost exhaustively but we have also evaluated the merit of the words
depending on their Yogic nature and our understanding. Therefore, our sincere efforts
will undoubtedly prove to be helpful to even a layman in going through the texts
considered for this dictionary.

The words selected for interpretation appear exclusively in bold letters in the 1)
main entry, 2) the body of their explanation and 3) the explanation of other words. This
will facilitate the purpose of cross-reference.

It was not possible to give the meaning of all the Sanskrit words or sentences used
in our explanation, because of the problems of space and also of their general nature.
Consequently, such words or sentences have been printed in Italics alongwith their
Devan¡gar¢ rendering.

The main contextual explanation of the word is receded by the nearest literal meaning
of the word.

For the compilation of the present Yoga Ko¿a, we have primarily considered only
those Sanskrit Texts which are traditionally considered to be Yogic Texts. Other Sanskrit
literature which is conventionally not considered as Yogic, nevertheless contain Yogic
wisdom in-built in it, will be our concern for the next volume of the Yoga Ko¿a.
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SCHEME OF TRANSLITERATION

+ - a;  +É - ¡;  < - i;   <Ç  - ¢;  = - u;  > - £;
@ - ¤;  Añ - ¥;  B - l¤;  C - l¥; B - e; Bä - ai;
+Éä - o; +Éè - au; +xÉÖº´ÉÉ®ú - Æ;  Ê´ÉºÉMÉÇ - Å;

EÂò - k; JÉÂ - kh; MÉÂ - g; PÉÂ - gh; RÂó - ´;
SÉÂ - c; UÂô - ch; VÉÂ - j; ZÉÂ - jh; \ÉÂ - µ;
]Âõ - ¶; Ầö - ¶h; bÂ÷ - ·; fÂø - ·h; hÉÂ - ¸;
iÉÂ - t; lÉÂ - th; nÂù - d; vÉÂ - dh; xÉÂ - n;
{ÉÂ - p; ¡Âò - ph; ¤ÉÂ - b; ¦ÉÂ - bh; ¨ÉÂ - m;
ªÉÂ - y; ®Âú - r; ±ÉÂ - l; ´ÉÂ - v; ¶ÉÂ - ¿;
¹ÉÂ - À; ºÉÂ - s; ½Âþ - h; IÉÂ - kÀ; jÉÂ - tr; YÉÂ - jµ;
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This Yoga Ko¿a contains explantions of terms
occurring in the following books

No. Abbreviations Title Particulars

1. ATU Advayat¡rakopaniÀad YogopaniÀadaÅ,
Adyar Library, 1938,
Mah¡deva á¡str¢ (ed.)

2. AP Padacandrik¡ by Ananta V¡¸¢vil¡sa Mudra¸¡laya,
Pa¸·ita  ár¢rangam

3. ANU Am¤tan¡dopaniÀad -do-

4. ABU Am¤tabind£paniÀad YogopaniÀadaÅ,
Adyar Library, 1938,
Mah¡deva á¡str¢ (Ed.)

5. KU KÀurikopaniÀad -do-

6. G GorakÀa¿ataka Kaivalyadhama S.M.Y.M
Samiti, Lonavla, Yogamim¡s¡
Vol.VII No. 4

7. GS Ghera¸·asaÆhit¡ Kaivalyadhama S.M.Y.M.
Samiti, Lonavla, 1978

8. TBU Tejobind£paniÀad YogopaniÀadaÅ, Adyar
Library, 1938, Mah¡deva¿¡str¢ (Ed.)

9. TSB Tri¿ikhibr¡hma¸opaniÀad, YogopaniÀadaÅ Adyar Library,
Br¡hma¸a Part. 1938, Mah¡deva

á¡str¢ (Ed.)

10. TSM Tri¿ikhibr¡hma¸opaniÀad, -do-
Mantra Part.

11. DU Dar¿anopaniÀad -do-

12. DBU Dhy¡nabind£paniÀad -do-

13. NGB N¡goj¢bha¶¶a on Nirnayasagar Press,
Yogas£tra Bombay, 1927

14. NBU N¡dabind£paniÀad YogopaniÀdaÅ, Adyar  Library, 1938,
Mah¡deva¿¡tr¢ (Ed.)
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No. Abbreviations Title Particulars

15. PBU P¡¿upatabr¡hma¸opaniÀad -do-
(p£rvakha¸·a and
uttarakha¸·a)

16. BY B¤hadyogiy¡jµavalkya- Kaivalyadhama S.M.Y.M.
sm¤ti Samiti, Lonavla, 1951.

17. BVU BrahmavidyopaniÀad YogopaniÀadaÅ, Adyar  Library,
1938, Mah¡deva  á¡str¢ (Ed.)

17. BVU BrahmavidyopaniÀad YogopaniÀadaÅ, Adyar  Library,
1938, Mah¡deva  á¡str¢ (Ed.)

18. BG Bhagavadg¢t¡ G¢t¡ Press, Gorakhpur,
Eighth Edition

19. B Bhojav¤tti of yogas£tra Edited by Úhu¸·hir¡ja á¡str¢,
Chaukhamb¡ Sanskrit Series,
Varanasi, Second Edition, 1982.

20. MBU Ma¸·alabr¡hma¸opaniÀad YogopaniÀadaÅ, Adyar
Library, 1938, Mah¡deva-
¿¡tr¢ (Ed.).

21. YKU Yogaku¸·alyupaniÀad -do-

22. YCU Yogac£·¡ma¸yupaniÀad -do-

23. YTU YogatattvopaniÀad -do-

24. YSH Yoga á¡stra by Jaina Dharma Pras¡raka
Hemacandra Sabh¡, Bh¡vanagar, 1926.

25. YSU Yoga¿ikhopaniÀad YogopaniÀadaÅ, Adyar  Library,
1938, Mah¡deva á¡str¢ (Ed.)

26. YS Yogas£tra Chaukhamba Sanskrit Series,
Varanasi, 1935

27. VU Var¡hopaniÀad YogopaniÀadaÅ, Adyar Library,
1938, Mah¡deva á¡str¢ (Ed.)
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No. Abbreviations Title Particulars

28. VS VasiÀ¶ha SaÆhit¡ Kaivalyadhama S.M.Y.M
Samiti, Lonavla, 1984

29. VM V¡caspati Mi¿ra on Chaukhamba Sanskrit
Vy¡sabh¡Àya Series, Varanasi, 1935

30. VBh Vijµ¡nabhikÀu Jivanand V. Bhattacharya,
Saka 1897

31. VB Vy¡sa-bh¡Àya Chaukhamba Sanskrit Series,
Varanasi, 1935

32. SAU á¡¸·ilyopaniÀad YogopaniÀadaÅ, Adyar
Library, 1938

33. SS áiva SaÆhit¡ Laxmi Venkatesvara Press,
Bombay, 1952, Khemaraj
Srikrisnadas (Ed.)

34. SK Ì¿varak¤À¸a's Oriental Book Agency,
S¡´khyak¡rik¡ Poona, 1964, T.G. Mamkar (Ed.)

35. SSP Siddhasiddh¡ntapaddhati Bhatt, Agarkar (Ed.), pub-
lished by V.K. Joshi, 25,
Budhwar Peth, Poona

36. HU HaÆsopaniÀad YogopaniÀadaÅ, Adyar  Library,
1938, Mah¡deva á¡str¢ (Ed.)

37. HP Ha¶haprad¢pik¡ Kaivalyadhama S.M.Y.M.
Samiti, Lonavla, 1980.
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Avi¿uddhi 47
Avivek¢ 46
Ëv¤tti 69
Avyakta 47,48
Avyakt¡ 48
Avy¡pi 48
Avyaya 48
Ëy¡ma 66
Ëyatapr¡¸a 66
Ëyu 66
Ayugapat 39
Ayukt¡bhy¡sa 39
Ayutasiddh¡vayavasam£ha 40

Baddhamudr¡ 228
Baddhapadam¡sana 228
Baddha¿v¡sa 228
B¡dh¡ 231
Bahirakalpit¡v¤tti 229
Bahira´ga 230
BahirlakÀya 230
BahiÀk¤ta 230
Bahumata 230
B¡hya 231
B¡hy¡k¡¿a 231
B¡hyar£pagraha¸a 231
B¡hya¿auca 231
B¡hyaviÀaya 231
B¡hyav¤ttipr¡¸¡y¡ma 231
Baindavasth¡na 234
Bala 229
Bandha 228,229
Bandhatraya 229
Bhadra 238
Bhadr¡sana 238,239
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Bhaga 238
Bh¡gya 239
Bhairavayog¢ 243
Bhaktiyoga 238
Bh¡labh¡ti 240
Bh¡larandhra 240
Bh¡nu 240
Bh¡nuk¢ 240
Bharga 239
Bhastrik¡kumbhaka 239
Bhauma 244
Bhautikasarga 244
Bh¡va 240
Bh¡van¡ 240
Bhavapratyaya 239
Bh¡vitasmartavya 240
Bheda 243
Bhedav¡d¢ 243
Bhoga 243,244
Bhogal¡las¡ 244
Bhog¡yatana 244
Bhogya 244
Bhokt¡ 243
Bhokt¤bh¡va 243
Bhr¡ma¸¢ 245
Bhramaras¤À¶i 244
Bhr¡mar¢ 245
Bhr¡nti 244
Bhr¡ntidar¿ana 244
Bh¤´gan¡da 243
Bhr£cakra 245
Bhr£dahara 245
Bhr£madhya 245
Bhruvormadhya 245
Bhujag¢ 241
Bhuja´g¡sana 241

Bhukti 241
Bh£mi 242
Bh£mity¡ga 242
Bh£r¡dayaÅ 242
Bh£rloka 242
Bh£ta 241
Bh£tadh¡ra¸a 241
Bh£t¡di 242
Bh£t¡tm¡ 242
Bhuvarloka 241
Bhuvodh¡ra¸¡ 241
B¢ja 233
Bila 233
Bile¿aya 233
Bindu 231,232
Bindujaya 232
BindulakÀa¸a 232
Bindumadhya 232
Bindumadhyadhy¡na 232
Bindun¡tha 232
Bindur£pi¸¢ 232
Bindusiddhi 232
Bindustambhana 233
Bodhaka 235
Brahma 235
Brahm¡ 237,238
Brahmacakra 235
Brahmac¡r¢ 236
Brahmacarya 235
Brahmadv¡ra 236
Brahmagranthi 235
Brahmaloka 237
Brahmamah¡k¡yika 237
Brahman 236
Brahman¡·¢ 236
Brahm¡nanda 238
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Brahm¡¸·a 238
Brahmapurohita 236
Brahmarandhra 237
Brahmarandhramukha 237
Brahmar£pi¸¢ 237
Brahmasth¡na 237
Brahmavit 237
Br¡hm¢ 238
Brahmak¡yika 235
Buddha 233
Buddhi 233,234
Buddh¢ndriya 234
Buddhinirmala 234
BuddhisaÆvit 234
Buddhisattva 234

Caitanya 134
Cakra 124,125
Cakradh¡ri¸¢ 125
CakÀu 125
Calad¤À¶i 128
C¡lana 128
Caµcalatva 125
Candra 127,128
Candrasthiratva 128
C¡ndr¡ya¸a 128
Caramadeha 128
Car¡tmaka 128
Carpa¶i 128
CaturakÀara 125
Catura¿it¢ 126
Caturdala 126
Caturmukha 126
Caturtha 126
Caturv¡ra 126
CaturviÆ¿atitattva 126

Caturvy£ha 126
CatuÀka 126
CatuÀkala 127
CatuÀp¢¶ha 127
CatuÀ¶ayasyav¤tti 127
Caura´g¢ 134
CeÀ¶¡ 134
Cetana 133
Cetan¡ 133
Cetom¡trasvar£pa 134
Ceto´'ga 134
Ch¡y¡ 134
Chidra 134
Chinnap¡¿a 135
Cicchakti 129
Cidambara 132
Cid¡tman 133
Cidrasa 132
Cidudaya 133
Cikits¡ 129
Cinm¡tra 133
Cinmaya 133
Cint¡ 133
Cintana 133
Cintya 133
Cit 129
Citi 129
Citim£la 129
Citi¿akti 129
Citr¡ 132
Citratara´ga 132
Citta 129,130
Cittabandhana 131
Cittabh£mi 131
Cittadharma 130
Citt¡ntaragr¡hya 132
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Cittapras¡dana 131
CittasaÆvit 132
Cittasth¡na 132
Cittasvar£pa 132
CittavikÀepa 131
Cittavimukti 131
Cittavi¿r¡nti 131
Cittav¤tti 131
Codaka 134
C£litala 133
Dagdhab¢ja 156
Dahan¢ 158
Dahara 158
Daharapu¸·ar¢ka 158
Daiva 164
Daiv¢sampat 164
DakÀi¸¡bandha 155
DakÀi¸¡gni 155
DakÀi¸¡yana 155
D¡na 159
Da¸·adhauti 156
Da¸·¡sana 156
Dantadhauti 156
Dantam£ladhauti 156
Darbh¡sana 157
Dardar¢ 156
Darpa 156
Dar¿ana 157
Dar¿ana¿akti 157
Da¿¡bh¡va 158
Da¿¡di 158
Da¿apratyaya 158
Da¿av¡yu 158
Datt¡treya 156
Daurmanasya 165
Day¡ 156

Deha 163
Deh¡gni 164
Dehamadhya 163
Deh¡nala 164
Dehas¡mya 163
Dehasiddhi 163
Deh¢ 164
De¿a 162,163
Deva 162
Devadatta 162
Dhairya 171
Dhanaµjaya 167
Dhanur¡sana 167
Dh¡ra¸a 169
Dh¡ra¸¡ 169,170,171
Dharma 167,168
Dharmameghadhy¡na 168
Dharmameghasam¡dhi 168
Dharm¢ 168
Dh¡tu 169
Dh¡tustrilaulya 169
Dhauti 171
Dh¢rat¡ 171
Dh¤ti 171
Dhrtik¡ra¸a 171
Dhruva 173
Dhvani 173
Dhy¡na 171,172
Dhy¡nahey¡ 172
Dhy¡naja 172
Dhy¡nasth¡na 172
Dhy¡nayoga 172
Dhyeya 173
Dik 159
D¢pana 160
D¢rgha 160
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D¢rghas£kÀma 160
Div¡ 159
Divya 159
Divyd¤À¶i 159
DoÀa 164,165
DraÀ¶¡ 165
DraÀ¶¤tva 165
Dr¡va¸i 165
Dravya 165
Dravyatos'titva 165
D¤·hat¡ 161
D¤k¿akti 161
D¤ksthiti 161
D¤¿i 161
D¤À¶a 161
D¤À¶¡ 162
D¤À¶ajanma 162
D¤À¶¡nta 162
D¤À¶i 162
D¤¿ya 161
DuÅkha 160
DuÅkhaphala 160
DuÅkhavigh¡ta 160
Durita 160
Durmitriy¡ 160
DuÀk¤ta 161
Dv¡da¿¡racakra 166
Dvandva 166
Dvandv¡t¢ta 166
Dv¡ra 166
DveÀa 166
Dvipu¶¡¿ray¡ 166
Dyuti 165

Ekabhavika 87
Ekacittatantra 86

Ekada¸·¢ 87
Ek¡gra 87
Ek¡grat¡ 87
Ek¡grat¡pari¸¡ma 87
Ek¡h¡ra 88
Ek¡kÀara 87
Ek¡Æ¿a 88
Ek¡nta 88
Ekastha 87
Ekat¡nat¡ 86
Ekatattv¡bhy¡sa 86
Ek¡tmik¡saÆvit 87
Ekatra 87
EkendriyasaÆjµ¡ 88

Gagana 114
Gajakara¸¢ 115
Gamana 115
Gandha 115
G¡ndh¡r¢ 116
GandhasaÆvit 115
G¡rhapatya 117
Garu·¡sana 116
Gativiccheda 115
G¡yatr¢ 116
Ghanaprajµa 123
Gha¸¶ik¡ 123
Gha¶a 122,123
Gha¶a¿odhanak¡raka 123
Gha¶asthayoga 123
Gha¶a¿uddhi 123
Ghera¸·a 123
Gho·¡col¢ 123
Ghora 123
GhoÀi¸¢ 124
Ghr¡¸a 124
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Gir¡mauna 117
Gol¡kha 121
Gom¡Æsa 120
Gomukh¡sana 120
GorakÀa 121
GorakÀ¡sana 121
Graha¸a 121
Grah¢t¤ 122
Gr¡hya 122
Gr¡hya¿akti 122
Granthi 121
Granthitrayabhedaka 121
G¤hastha 120
Guda 119
G£·hacitta 120
G£·hasupta 120
G£·hatapa 120
Guh¡ 120
Gulpha 120
Gu¸a 117
Gu¸abhokt¤ 118
Gu¸¡dhik¡ra 119
Gu¸akarmavibh¡ga 117
Gu¸aparva 118
Gu¸aprav¤ddha 118
Gu¸asaÆkhy¡na 118
Gu¸asa´ga 118
Gu¸¡t¢ta 119
Gu¸¡tm¡ 119
Gu¸avait¤À¸ya 118
Gu¸av¤ttivirodha 118
Gupt¡sana 119
Guru 119
Gurukulasant¡na 119

Hak¡ra 366

HalakÀa 367
HaÆsa 365,366
HaÆsayoga 366
H¡na 368
H¡nop¡ya 368
Hari 367
Hastibala 368
Hastijihv¡ 367,368
HastiniÀadana 368
Ha¶ha 366
Ha¶hakriy¡mauli 367
Ha¶hasiddhilakÀa¸a 367
Hemanta 370
Heya 370
Heyahetu 370
Hikk¡ 368
HiÆs¡ 368
Hira¸yagarbha 368
Hit¡ 368
Hl¡da 370
Hrasva 370
H¤d 369
H¤daya 369
H¤day¡dh¡ra 370
H¤dayamadhya 370
H¤dayapu¸·ar¢ka 369
H¤ddhauti 369
H¤ddv¡ra 369
Hr¢ 370
H¤tpadma 369
HuÆ 369

Icch¡ 73
I·¡ 73
Indra 74
Indravajra 74
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Indriya 74,75
Indriy¡gh¡ta 75
Indriyajaya 75
Indriyasiddhi 75
IÀ¶a 76
IÀ¶adevat¡ 76
Ì¿vara 76
Ì¿varapra¸idh¡na 77
Ì¿varap£jana 76,77
Ì¿var¢ 77
Ja·a 135
J¡gara 137
Jagatpr¡¸a 135
J¡grat 137
Jaivatanm¡tra 141
Jala 137
Jalabastikarma 137
J¡landhara 138
Jana 135
Janana 135
JanasaÆsada 136
Janasa´ga 136
Ja´gh¡ 135
Ja´gh¡madhya 135
Janma 136
Janm¡dik¡ra¸a 136
Janmakathant¡sambodha 136
Janoloka 136
J¡nu 138
Japa 136,137
Japayajµa 137
Ja¶har¡gni 135
J¡ti 138
Jaya 137
Jay¡ 137
Jharjhara 144

Jhillik¡n¡da 144
Jihv¡ 139
Jihv¡m£la 139
Jihv¡¿odhana 139
Jijµ¡su 138
Jit¡tman 139
Jitav¡yu 139
Jitendriya 139
J¢va 139
J¢v¡bhidh¡ 140
J¢vabhr¡maka 140
J¢vaj¡ti 139
J¢vanmukta 140
J¢vanmukti 140
J¢ve¿vara 141
Jµa 141
Jµ¡na 141,142
Jµ¡nad¢pti 142
Jµ¡n¡gni 143
JµanakarmasaÆyoga 142
Jµ¡nanetra 142
Jµ¡na¿auca 142
J¸¡nav¤tti 142
Jµ¡nayoga 142
Jµ¡nendriya 143
Jµ¡t¡ 141
J¸¡t¡jµ¡ta 141
Jµ¡t¤tva 141
Jµeya 143
J¤mbha¸a 141
Jv¡l¡ 144
Jvalana 144
Jvalant¢ 144
Jyoti 143
Jyotirli´ga 144
Jyotirmay£kha 143
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JyotiÀmat¢ 144

Kada¿ana 89
Kaivalya 107
Kaivalyajyoti 107
K¡kaca¸·¢¿vara 96
K¡k¢ 96
Kal¡ 95
K¡la 98,99
K¡l¡gni 99
Kalal¡di 95
K¡lamukha 99
Kalpit¡ 95
K¡ma 96
K¡m¡khy¡yoni 97
Kamal¡sana 92
K¡mar£pa 96
K¡masa´kalpa 97
K¡m¡vas¡yitna 97
Kampa 92
Kanda 90
Kandamadhya 90
Kandasth¡na 90
Kandayoni 90
K¡ner¢ 96
Kan¢ya 90
Kan¢yas 90
Ka¸¶ha 89
Ka¸¶hacakra 89
Kantha·i 90
Ka¸¶hak£pa 89
Ka¸¶hamudr¡ 89
Kap¡labh¡ti 91
Kap¡lakuhara 90
Kap¡la¿odhana 91
Kap¡lavaktra 91

Kap¡lvaktrasaÆyoga 91
K¡p¡lika 96
Kapha 91
KaphadoÀavi¿oÀa¸¢ 92
Kaph¡dyargala 92
KaphakoÀ¶ha 91
Kara¸a 92,93
K¡ra¸a 97
K¡ra¸abh¡va 98
K¡ra¸atraya 98
Karma 93,94
Karmabandhana 94
KarmasaÆny¡sa 94
Karmasa´ga 94
Karm¡¿aya 94
Karmayoga 94
Karmendriya 95
Karu¸¡ 93
K¡rya 98
K¡ry¡vimukti 98
K¡À¶hamauna 99
Katthana 89
Kau¿ik¢ 108
Kavi 95
K¡yakle¿avidhi 97
K¡yar£pa 97
K¡yasampat 97
K¡yasiddhi 97
K¡yavy£ha 97
Ked¡ra 106
Kevala 106
Kevalakumbhaka 106
Keval¢ 106
Keval¢sa´khy¡ 106
Kevalasiddhi 106
Kha 112
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Kha¸·a 112
Khecar¢ 112,113,114
Khecar¢b¢ja 114
Khegamana 112
Khamadhya 112
Khamaya 112
Khy¡ti 114
KilbiÀa 99
Kleda 109
Kle¿a 109
Kle¿akarmaniv¤tti 110
Kle¿ana 110
Kle¿atan£kara¸a 110
Koll¡¶ama¸·apa 108
Kora¸¶aka 107
Ko¿abheda 108
Krama 108,109
Kriy¡ 109
Kriy¡phal¡¿raya 109
Kriy¡yoga 109
K¤kara 105
Krodha 109
K¤À¸a 106
K¤t¡rtha 105
Kr£rav¡yu 109
KÀam¡ 111
KÀa¸a 110
KÀa¸apratiyog¢ 110
KÀa¸ikav¡da 110
KÀapa¸aka 110
KÀapaya 111
KÀara 111
KÀetra 111
KÀetrajµa 111,112
KÀetran¡¿a 112
KÀetrayoga 112

KÀetr¢ 112
KÀipta 111
KÀ¢ra 111
KÀitijaya 111
KÀura 111
KÀut 111
Kuh£ 103
Kukku¶¡sana 99
Kulapaµcaka 103
Kumbhaka 102,103
Kumbhik¡ 103
Kumbh¢kara¸a 103
Ku¸·al¡k¤tisaÆsth¡na 100
Ku¸dal¢ 102
Ku¸·alin¢ 100,101
Ku¸·al¢sth¡na 102
K£rma 104
K£rman¡·¢ 104
K£rm¡sana 105
K£rmav¡yu 105
KurukÀetra 103
Ku¿ala 103
K£¶a 104
K£¶asthanitya 104
Ku¶il¡´g¢ 100

Labdhav¤ttikle¿a 282
L¡ghava 282
Laghu 281
Laghut£lasam¡patti 281
Laghv¡¿¢ 282
Lak¡ra 280
LakÀa¸a 280
LakÀa¸apari¸¡ma 280
LakÀya 280
LakÀyatraya 281
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Lal¡¶a 282
Lambik¡ 282
Lampik¡ 282
Laulik¢ 284
Laulya 284
Laya 282
Layasiddhi 282
Li´ga 283
Li´gade¿a 283
Li´gadh¡r¢ 283
Li´gam¡tra 283
Li´ga¿ar¢ra 284
Li´gin 284
Lobha 284
Loka 284

Madhubh£mika 248
Madhumat¢nh£mi 248
Madhuprat¢ka 247
Madhya 248
Madhyacakra 248
Madhyaga 248
Madhy¡hn¡rkama¸·ala 249
MadhyalakÀya 249
Madhyam¡ 249
Madhyaman¡d¢ 248
Madhyamapr¡¸¡y¡ma 248
Madhya¿akti 249
M¡dhyasthya 260
M¡dhyasthyajµ¡na 260
Mah¡bandha 256
Mah¡bh¡svara 257
Mah¡bh£ta 257
Mah¡k¡¿a 255,256
Mah¡khaga 256

Mah¡kle¿a 256
Mah¡li´ga 257
Mah¡meru 257
Mah¡moha 257
Mah¡mudr¡ 257
Mah¡nirodha 256
Mah¡p¤thvi 256
Mah¡padma 256
Mah¡patha 256
Mah¡pr¡¸a 256
Mah¡¿akti 258
Mah¡s¡k¡rapi¸·a 258
Mah¡salila 258
Mah¡siddha 258
Mah¡¿£nya 258
Mahat 254
Mahat¢ 255
Mah¡teja 256
Mahattva 255
Mah¡v¡yu 257
Mah¡vedha 258
Mah¡videha 258
Mah¡vrata 258
Mah¡vy¡h¤ti 258
Mah¡yoga 257
Mahe¿vara 258
M¡hendraloka 261
Maitr¢ 267
Mak¡ra 246
Makar¡san 246
Mala 254
Maladeha 254
Mal¡kula 254
Mala¿odhana 254
ManaÅpras¡da 250
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ManaÅspanda 250
ManaÅsthairya 250
Manana 250
Manas 249
M¡nasa 260
Ma¸ayaÅ 246
Ma¸·ala 246
Ma¸·£k¡sana 246
M¡¸·£k¢ 259
Ma¸ip£ra 246
Ma¸ip£raka 246
ManoduÀ¶a 250
Manogati 250
Manojavitva 250
Manoman¢ 250,251
Manom£rch¡ 251
Manoy¡ga 251
M¡nta´gi 259
Manth¡na 252
Mantra 251,252
Mantrayoga 252
Mara¸a 252,253
M¡rga 261
Marman 253
Marmasth¡na 253
Marunnirodha 253
Marut 253
M¡ruta 261
Marutisiddhi 253
M¡t¡pit¤ja 259
Mathana 247
Mati 247
Matsyap¢¶ha 247
Matsy¡sana 247
Matsyendra 247

Matsyendr¡sana 247
M¡tr¡ 259,260
M¡tr¡spar¿a 260
Mauna 268
M¡ya 260,261
M¡y£ran¡da 261
May£r¡sana 252
Me·hra 267
Meghadhvani 267
Melana 267
Meru 267
Meruda¸·a 267
Merukampa 267
Merup¤À¶ha 267
M¢na 262
Mi¿ra (karmaphala) 262
Mit¡h¡ra 261,262
Mithuna 262
Mithy¡d¤À¶¡nta 262
Moksa 267,268
MokÀada 268
MokÀadv¡ra 268
MokÀapatha 268
Moha 268
M¤du 267
M¤t¡sana 267
M¤t¡vasth¡ 267
M¤tavat 266
M¤tyu 267
M£·ha 265
Mudita 263
Mudr¡ 263,264
Mudrik¡ 264
Mukta 262
Muktapadm¡sana 262
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Mukt¡sana 262,263
Mukti 263
M£labandha 266
M£lakanda 265
M£lacakra 265
M£l¡dh¡ra 266
M£l¡gni 266
M£laprak¤ti 266
M£la¿odhana 266
M£la¿akti 266
M£lasth¡na 266
M£lataÅsarga 265
MumukÀ¡ 264
Muni 264
M£rch¡ 264,265
M£rdh¡ 265
M£rti 265
M£rtimat 265

N¡bhi 179
N¡bhicakra 179
N¡bhigranthi 179
Nabhodh¡ra¸¡ 173
Nabhojala 173
Nabhomudr¡ 173
N¡da 177,178
N¡d¡bhivyakti 178
N¡dabindukal¡ 178
N¡d¡nusaÆh¡ra 178
N¡d¡nusandh¡na 178
N¡dar£pi¸¢ 178
N¡·¢ 175,176
N¡·¢cakra 176
N¡·¢kanda 176
N¡·¢¿uddhi 176,177
N¡·¢yoga 176

N¡ga 175
N¡madhey¡ 179
Namasak¡rayoga 174
N¡n¡tva 179
N¡radeva 180
N¡raka 179
N¡r¡ya¸a 180
N¡r¢ 180
N¡r¢bhaga 180
N¡s¡bhyantarac¡r¢ 180
N¡s¡grad¤À¶i 180
N¡s¡gr¡valokin¢ 180
N¡s¡m£la 180
N¡s¡n¡la 180
Nauli 189
Navacakra 174
Navadh¡pr¡¸¡y¡ma 175
Navadv¡r¡¸i 174
Neti 189
Netrasth¡na 189
Nibandhana 181
Nidr¡ 181
Nidr¡jµ¡na 181
Nigamasa´kula 180
Nigarbha 180
NiÅsa´ga 189
NiÅsvana 189
NiÅ¿v¡sa 188
Nij¡¿akti 181
N¢lajyoti 189
Nimitta 181,182
Nimittanaimittikaprasa´ga 182
Niraha´k¡ra 184
Nir¡h¡ra 184
Nir¡k¡ra 184
Nir¡kula 184
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Nir¡lamba 184
Nir¡maya 184
Niraµjana 183
Niraµjanapada 183
Nir¡¿raya 184
Nir¡ta´ka 184
Nirati¿aya 183
Nirb¢jasam¡dhi 186
Nirdvandva 186
Nirgu¸a 185
NirliptaÆ 186
Nirmala 186
Nirmanu 186
Nir¸aya 185
Nirodha 185
Nirodhapari¸¡ma 185
Nirodhasam¡dhi 185
NirodhasaÆsk¡ra 185
Niruddha 184
Nirupakrama 185
Nirupakramakarma 185
Nirutth¡na 184
Nirv¡¸acakra 186
Nirv¡¸apada 186
Nirvic¡r¡ 187
Nirvic¡r¡sam¡patti 187
Nirvic¡ravai¿¡radya 187
Nirvik¡ra 187
NirviÀaya 187
Nirvitark¡sam¡patti 187
Ni¿¡ 188
Ni¿cala 188
Ni¿calad¤À¶i 188
Ni¿caya 188
Ni¿cay¡tmaka 188
NiÀkala 188

NiÀkalabrahma 189
NiÀpatti 189
NiÀprapaµca 189
Nitya 181
Nityamadhyam¡ 181
Nityan¡tha 181
Nityatva 181
Nivartana 187
Niv¤ttaphalasa´ga 187
Niv¤ttaprasava 187
Niv¤tti 188
Niyama 182,183
Niyam¡graha 183
Niyata 182
Niyatam¡nasa 182
Niyatavip¡ka 182
Ny¡sa 190
Ny¡ya 190

Om 88,89

P¡da 201
P¡d¡´guÀ¶ha 201
Pad¡rthabh¡van¡ 192
Padma 192
Padm¡sana 192
P¡kayajµa 200
PakÀap¡ta 190
Paµcadeva 190
Paµcadh¡ra¸¡ 190
PaµcadoÀa 190
Paµc¡gni 191
Paµcama¸·ala 190
Paµcamapada 190
Paµcapaµcagu¸ayoga 190
P¡µcar¡trika 200
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Paµca¿¡ka 191
Paµca¿ikha 191
Paµcasrota 191
Paµcavar¸a 191
Paµc¡vasth¡ 191
PaµcaviÀaya 191
Paµc¢kara¸a 191
P¡¸·arabindu 200
P¡¸i 200
Pa´kaja 190
Para 193
Par¡ 195
Parabrahma 193
Paracittajµ¡na 193
Paradevat¡ 193
P¡raga 201
Paraj¡tisaÆvedana 193
Par¡k¡¿a 195
Param 193
Param¡dev¢ 194
ParamahaÆsa 194
Param¡k¡¿a 194
Param¡laya 194
Paramamukti 193
Param¡nanda 194
Param¡¸u 194
Paramapada 193
ParamarÀi 194
Param¡rtha 194
Param¡tm¡ 194
Parame¿vara 194
Parame¿var¢ 195
Paramodharma 195
Parapi¸·a 193
Pararandhra 195
Par¡rtha 195,196

Par¡¿akti 196
Para¿ar¢r¡ve¿a 195
Paratantra 193
Paratattva 193
Paravair¡gya 195
Par¡vidy¡ 196
Paricaya 196
Paricitav¡yu 196
Paridh¡nayukti 197
Parid¤À¶a 197
Parim¡¸a 198
Pari¸¡ma 196,197
Pari¸¡maduÅkha 197
Pari¸¡makrama 197
Pari¸¡matraya 197
Parinirmitava¿avarti 198
Paripakva 198
Parip£r¸acandrama¸·ala 198
Parit¡pa 197
ParokÀa 198
P¡rthiva 201
P¡rthivadharma 201
Parya´ka 198
Pary¡ya 198
P¡¿¡À¶aka 201
Pa¿cim¡bhimukhaprak¡¿a 199
Pa¿cimat¡na 199
Pa¿cimav¡h¢ 199
P¡¿in¢ 202
P¡¿upata 202
Pa¿yant¢ 200
Pata´gin¢ 192
Pathya 192
P¡tra 200
PauruÀeya 208
P¡vam¡n¢ 201
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Pavana 198,199
Pavanakriy¡ 199
Pavanaprakopa 199
Payasvin¢ 193
P¡yu 201
P¡yum£la 201
Phala 228
Ph£tk¡ra 228
Pi¸·¡dh¡ra 202
Pi¸·¡¸·a 202
Pi¸·asaÆvitti 202
Pi¸·asiddhi 202
Pi¸·avic¡ra 202
Pi¸·¢kara¸a 203
Pi¸·otpatti 203
Pi´gal¡ 202
P¢¶ha 203
Pitta 203
PittakoÀ¶ha 203
P¢y£Àa 203
Pl¡vin¢ 228
Pluta 228
PoÀa¸a 208
Prabh¡va 218
Prabhu 218
Prabhudeva 218
Prabh£ta 218
Prabodha 218
Prac¡rasaÆvedana 210
Pracchardana 210
Pracit¡bha 210
Pradh¡na 218
Pradh¡najaya 218
Prad¢pa 218
Prahara 222
Prajalpa 210

Praj¡pati 210
Pr¡j¡patya 222
Praj¢va 210
Prajµ¡ 211
Pr¡jµa 222,223
Prajµ¡jyoti 211
Prajµ¡loka 211
Prajµ¡pras¡da 211
Prajµ¡viveka 211
Pr¡k¡mya 222
Prak¡¿a 208
Prak¡¿ya 208
Prakhy¡ 210
Prakopa 210
Pr¡k¤ta 222
Prak¤ti 208,209
Pr¡k¤tika 222
Pr¡k¤tikabandha 222
Prak¤tilaya 209
Prak¤til¢na 209
Prak¤tipi¸·a 209
Prak¤ty¡p£ra 210
PrakrtyaÀ¶akar£pasth¡na 209
PrakÀ¡lana 210
Pralaya 220
Pram¡ 219
Pram¡da 219
Pram¡d¢ 219
Pram¡¸a 219
Pramattat¡ 219
Prameya 219
Pr¡¸a 223,224
Pr¡¸adh¡ra¸¡ 224
Pr¡¸ajaya 224
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Yoga-Ko¿a
ªÉÉäMÉ-EòÉä¶É

(Explanations with Reference to a Context)

a-+

a-1 +-1 (DBU 10; BVU 69; BY II 19,
27, 33), the first letter of the word aum2.
It has been variously used in yoga4 texts
representing earth, the fire, the air, the
sky, the God, ViÀ¸u, the Yajurveda, and
the gross waking state of conscious-
ness.

a-2 +-2 (GS V48), the b¢ja3 of vidhi
(brahm¡), which is to be mentally
recited while brahm¡ is being
meditated upon during the p£raka1

phase in sagarbha pr¡¸¡y¡ma2 of the
sahita2 type.

aÆ¿a-1 +∆∂…-1 (TSB 4; TSM 3), consti-
tuent part. AntaÅkara¸a, manas2,
buddhi3, citta2 and aha´k¡ra are the
aÆ¿as of ¡k¡¿a4, sam¡na, ud¡na,
vy¡na, ap¡na1 and pr¡¸a1.2 of v¡yu2;
¿rotra, tvak, cakÀu, jihv¡ and ghr¡¸a
of vahni; ¿abda2, spra¿a, r£pa3, rasa
and gandha of ap1, and v¡k, p¡¸i,
p¡da, p¡yu and upastha of p¤thvi1.
This is the theroy of these upaniÀads.

aÆ¿a-2 +∆∂…-2 (TSM 142-4), according to
this upaniÀad, for the purposes of
meditation, human body is divided into
five parts, each of which is called an
aÆ¿a as follows: (1) p¤thvi2 exten-
ding from soles to knees; (2) ap2 from
knees to hips; (3) agni8 from hips to

navel; (4) v¡yu5 from navel to nose;
and (5) vyoma from nose to the top of
the head. The yog¢ is advised to
meditate upon the gods pervading these
parts of the body one after the another.

akara¸a +Eò® úhÉ (SK 9), absence of
kara¸a meaning: "bringing about",
"actuating", "making actual", "causing
to happen". Asatkara¸a +ºÉiEò®hÉ, there-
fore, means bringing about that which
is quite unreal and asadakara¸a +ºÉnùEò®hÉ
impossibility of bringing about
anything which is absolutely unreal.
Asadakara¸¡t +ºÉnùEò®hÉÉiÉÂ, therefore,
means: since asatkara¸a +ºÉiEò®hÉ is
impossible, hence every effect
potentially exists in its cause. This is
the S¡´khya theroy known as
satk¡ryav¡da.

akart¡-1 +EòiÉÉÇ-1 (BG IV 13,14), one who
performs action without being attached
to its results.

akart¡-2 +EòiÉÉÇ -2 (BG XIII 29), a doer
who regards that all the actions are
performed by prak¤ti and not by one's
own self.

akart¤bh¡va +EòiÉÞÇ¦ÉÉ´É (SK 19),  attitude
of not being a doer of actions, which is
said to be a characteristic of puruÀa1.
That puruÀa1 does not do anything
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follows from the thesis that both
pradh¡na and  vyakta2 are made up
of the three gu¸as1 and that puruÀa1 is
beyond  gu¸as.

akarma +Eò¨ÉÇ (BG IV 16-18), detached
action. The statements "seeing akarma
in karma" and "karma in akarma"
connote "performing duties in a
detached way" and "considering duties
performed in this way as the action"
respectively.

akarmakrt +Eò¨ÉÇúEÞòiÉÂ (BG III 5), without
performing any action.

akalpit¡-1 +EòÊ±{ÉiÉÉ-1 (YSU I 151), one
of the two kinds of extraordinary
powers, the other being kalpit¡. The
akalpit¡ siddhis3 are acquried
unintentionally by some means or the
other. They appear spontaneously if a
yog¢ persists in his yoga1 for its own
sake. Thus akalpit¡ siddhis3 are not
desired by the yog¢, but come to him
in spite of  himself. Hence they are here
said to come to the yog¢s who have
shed their v¡san¡s. Never-theless,
these siddhis3 are paradoxically called
icch¡r£pa <SUôÉ°ü{É (as one would desire).

akalpit¡-2 +EòÊ±{ÉiÉÉ-2 (YS III 43), see
bahirakalpit¡v¤tti.

akalmaÀa +Eò±¨É¹É (BG VI 27), free from
taints (demerit etc.), a characteristic of
j¢vanmukta.

ak¡rya +EòÉªÉÇ (BG XVIII 30, 31), action
forbidden by the scriptures.

ak¢rti +EòÒÌiÉ (BG II 34), disgrace. Non-
performance of one’s enjoined duties
leads to ak¢rti.

akula +EÖò±É (SSP IV 9-11), epithet of áiva.
áiva has been described in SSP as
devoid of birth, caste (var¸a), clan,
hierarchy, name, place etc. and is the
highest and indivisible one.

aku¿ala +EÖò¶É±É (BG XVIII 10) action
without detachment and discrimin-
ation. Person's action is termed as
aku¿ala when performed without
discrimination between self and  not-
self.

akus¢da +EÖòºÉÒnù (YS IV 29), a person who
does not relapse, i.e., fall from  the
position of vivekakhy¡ti. Dharma-
meghasam¡dhi,2 according to
Pataµjali, is attained only if the yog¢
who has attained perfection does not
fall from this position even for a mo-
ment upto the end of his life.

ak¤t¡tman +EÞòiÉÉi¨ÉxÉÂÂ (BG XV II), un-
cultivated, uncultured person. Person
who has not cultivated oneself through
the practices of tapas, subjugation of
indriyas, by abandoning evil ways and
by being ego-free, is ak¤t¡tman and
such a person is unable to realise the
true self.

ak¤tsnavid +EÞòiºxÉÊ´ÉnÂù (BG III 29), im-
perfect knower (ignorant). Interested
only in the fruits of action.

ak¤À¸a +EÞò¹hÉ (YS IV 7), not-black see
a¿ukl¡k¤À¸a.

akrama (jµ¡na) +Gò¨É (YÉÉxÉ) (YS III 54),
knowledge which does not consist of
successive steps. It is knowledge of a
whole - a single insight into a whole.
Vivekaja jµ¡na is of this nature.

akarma akrama (jµ¡na)
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akriya +ÊGòªÉò(BG VI 1), actionless.  Ac-
tionlessness is not the mark of
saÆny¡s¢.

akrodha +GòÉävÉ (BG XVI 2), absence of
anger in all the circumstances. One of
the twentysix attributes of divine vir-
tues (daiv¢-sampat).

akliÀ¶a +ÊC±É¹]õ (YS I 5), not motivated or
prompted by any kle¿a2. Cittav¤ttis are
said to be akliÀ¶a when they are not
motivated by any kle¿a. The person
whose cittav¤ttis are not so motivated
is a yog¢.

akÀam¡l¡ +IÉ¨ÉÉ±ÉÉ (BY VII 137), rosary,
beads. This is made up of spha¶ika,
indr¡kÀa, rudr¡kÀa and putraj¢va and is
used for counting the number of
chantings of mantras.

akÀaya +IÉªÉ (BG X 33), inexhaustible.
One of the epithets of Lord K¤À¸a
signifying the imperishableness.

akÀara-1 +IÉ®ú-1 (ANU 24; ABU 16), im-
perishable, brahman. The word
kÀarate IÉ®úiÉä means "can be emitted" (as
sound) and also "can perish". AkÀara,
therefore, is that which can-not be
expressed in speech and which never
perishes. Such a Supreme Reality is
realised by the practice of yoga4.

akÀara-2 +IÉ®-2 (ANU 20), mono-
syllabic word-here om2,  the syllable
signifying brahman. áabda brahman
is brahman denoted by the syllable
om2. Parama brahma (Supreme
Reality) is  brahman as realised
without being called by any name.

akÀara-3 +IÉ®ú-3 (G 73), letter-here the

letter ha ½þ which is seen by the yog¢s
in the ¡k¡¿a1 of brahmarandhra1.

akÀara-4 +IÉ®ú-4 (BG III 15, VIII 3; 11;
X 33; XI 18; XIII 3; XV 16, 18; BY IX
14), imperishable, the param¡tman,
the Highest Self. Epithet for brahman
devoid of any attributes whatsoever.

akÀara-5 +IÉ®ú-5 (VS III 9, VI, 9, 11),
alphabets of devan¡gar¢ script.

akÀaratraya +IÉ®újÉªÉ (VS III 8), triad of
letters 'a', 'u' and 'm' which are
considered to be beyond time and space
and hence called akÀara-traya. These
letters have also been conceived as
three causes (cf. var¸a-traya).

akÀi +ÊIÉ (TSM 1), cakÀu1, the visual
sense. According to upaniÀadbrahma-
yog¢ akÀi here stands for the ultimate
source and cause of this sense, the
mah¡bh£ta agni4. According to TSB,
the entire universe, material as well as
immaterial, has come out of the five
mah¡bh£tas.

akha¸dma¸dala = akha¸dabrahma
tejoma¸dala = b¡hy¡bhyantara-
lakÀya  +JÉhb÷¨Éhb±É = +JÉhb¥É½þÉiÉäVÉÉä-
¨Éhb÷±É ÷= ¤ÉÉÁÉ¦ªÉxiÉ®ú±ÉIªÉ  (MBU I (3) 5-6,
(4) 1, 4,II (1) 1, 3, 5, 7), the lakÀya of
¿¡mbhav¢ mudr¡. It is described as
paµcabh£tak¡ra¸am { É Æ S É¦ É Ú i ÉEò® úh É¨ É Â
ta·itk£¶¡bham iÉÊbiEÚò]õÉ¦É¨ÉÂ÷ catuÅp¢tham
SÉiÉÖ:{ÉÒ ö̀̈ ÉÂ. It is the brahman Himself who
is avyakta3. Its antarlakÀya aspect is
variously described as jyot¢ VªÉÉäÊiÉ (light)
in the sahasr¡ra, puruÀa1 in the
buddhiguh¡ ¤ÉÖÊvnMÉÖ½þÉù n¢laka¸¶ha xÉÒ±ÉEòh`ö
inside s¢rÀ¡ntargatama¸dala ¶ÉÒ¹ÉÉÇxiÉMÉÇiÉ-

akriya akha¸dma¸dala
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¨Éhb÷±Éú and a¸guÀ¶ham¡tra +ÆMÉÖ¹`ö¨ÉÉjÉ
puruÀa1. According to this upaniÀad,
it is all ¡tm¡-one and the same entity
called by different names. It cannot be
perceived by an indriya1. It is also
described in this text as a white shining
light, resembling lightening, seen inside
the sudh¡cakrama¸dala ºÉÖvÉÉSÉGò¨Éhb÷±É
which is inside the s£ryama¸dala ºÉÚªÉÇ-
¨Éhb÷±É in the head, above the agni-
ma¸dala. According to this text, the
lakÀya of ¿¡mbhavi mudr¡ is not ex-
clusively an antarlakÀya. It is a b¡hy¡-
bhyantarlakÀya ¤ÉÉÁÉ¦ªÉxiÉ±ÉÇIªÉ, which is
described in I (8) 5 and II (I) 2, 5 as the
unmanifest, completely im-perceptible
sagu¸a ºÉMÉ Öh É , nirgu¸a brahman,
beyond n¡da, bindu and kal¡ and
pervading the entire world. He who
knows this ma¸·ala is said to have
attained mokÀa (liberation). It is
b¡hy¡bhyantara (inner as well as
outer) because it is in the yog¢'s head
and the yog¢ is in it.

agamy¡gamakart¤ +MÉ¨ªÉÉMÉ¨ÉEòiÉÞÇ (TBU I
4), a person who tries to realize that
which is beyond the reach of our senses
viz., the brahman. This is one of the
qualification of the person who seeks
supreme realisation by yoga.

agu¸a +MÉÖhÉ (SK 60), puruÀa1, who is the
opposite of the gu¸as and also
whatever is gu¸¡tmaka MÉÖhÉÉi¨ÉEò (of the
nature of the three gu¸as).

agni-1 +ÊMxÉ-1 (YTU 82; ANU19 ; TSM
65; HP IV 19), the internal heat which
resides at the lower end of the

suÀumn¡. It mixes with the v¡yu1

which rises up along the suÀumn¡ and
is called ku¸·alin¢1 when it becomes
replete with citta1 and agni1 According
to ANU, inhaling through one nostril
while the other is closed with one
finger, and pressing the guda1 with a
heel kindles this fire. According to
TSM, ku¸·alin¢1 is roused when
v¡yu1 along with agni1 - the sth¡na ºlÉÉxÉ
(place) of which in the human body is
called the ku¸·alin¢sth¡na EÖòhb÷÷Ê±ÉxÉÒºlÉÉxÉò
(place of ku¸·alin¢1) - rises from
guda1 to head.

agni-2 +ÊMxÉ-2 (GS III 29,98; HP I 31, II
65), heat. Ja¶har¡gni is the heat in the
stomach which is necessary for
digestion.

agni-3 +ÊMxÉ-3 (G 23, 36; HP III 71; GS V
41), the fire which resides in the n¡bhi.
It is also called s£rya3, and ravi as well
as bh¡nu1.

agni-4 +ÊMxÉ-4 (TSM 138; ANU 30; GS
III 75; G 71), a mah¡bh£ta (bh£ta).
Its seat in the body is said to extend
from the middle of the body to the hips.
Its colour is said to be deep orange by
GS and in this text dh¡ra¸¡ is
prescribed on it. G places this agni in
the t¡lu, on which the author prescribes
the vai¿v¡nar¢ dh¡ra¸¡. According to
upaniÀadbrahmayog¢, ¿rotra, tvak,
cakÀu, jihv¡ and ghr¡¸a are the
aÆ¿as of vahni1. Buddhi, which is one
of the aÆ¿as1 of ¡k¡¿a, is said by TSB
to reside in it and to exist as agni,
presumably because it possesses the

agamy¡gamakart¤ agni-4
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r£pa1 gu¸a. SS also uses the word
agni in the mah¡bh£ta context
without calling it bh£ta1 or
mah¡bh£ta.
ANU describes agni1 as trim¡tra
(having three m¡tr¡s). VB would
describe it as a differentiation in and
an expression of the r£pa2 tanm¡tr¡
which he calls trilakÀa¸a ÊjÉ±ÉIÉhÉ, i.e.
having the characteristics of ¿abda2,
spar¿a and r£pa2 tanm¡tr¡s.

agni-5 +ÊMxÉ-5 (G 31), the devat¡
(presiding deity) of suÀumn¡.

agni-6 +ÊMxÉ-6 (G 100), flame. As one
flame mixes with another and the two
become one, so the yogavit ªÉÉ äMÉÊ´ÉiÉ Â
(successful yog¢) becomes one with
paramapada (Ultimate Reality).

agni-7 +ÎMxÉ-7 (TSB 8), one of the twelve
deities which presides over one of the
twelve n¡·¢s.

agni-8 +ÎMxÉ-8 (TSM 138), part of the body
from navel to hips (see aÆ¿a2). This
region is called agnisth¡na.

agni-9 +ÊMxÉ-9 (BG VIII 24), the deity
presiding over the period of six months
of northern solstice (uttar¡ya¸a).

agni-10 +ÊMxÉ-10 (BG IX 16), deity iden-
tified with sacrificial fire.

agni-11 +ÊMxÉ-11 (BY II 4, 20, 98; III 14;
IV 4, 14, 63; IX 96; XI 56), one of the
three m¡tr¡s of oÆk¡ra, other two
being v¡yu and ravi: one of the three
enjoyers, others being pr¡¸a and
¡ditya. One of the seven deities
corresponding to seven Vedic metres.
First among twenty-four deities

presiding over one of the twentyfour
letters of g¡yatr¢.

agni-12 +ÊMxÉ-12 (SSP I 61, 66), one of
the immediate causes of human func-
tioning. Agni has eleven forms out of
which the last and prominent one is
termed as jyoti.

agni-13 +ÊMxÉ-13 (YSU V 28-33), vital fire
in the body. The form of brahman has
got three aspects- sth£la, s£kÀma and
para. Five varieties of vital fire reside
in the subtle body of brahman. These
five fires are k¡l¡gni, v¡·av¡gni,
¿£ny¡gni, vaidyut¡gni, and
p¡rthiv¡gni.

agnikula +ÊMxÉEÖò±É (VS III 46), the region
of fire (cf.¿ikhisth¡na).

agnib¢ja +ÊMxÉ¤ÉÒVÉ (DU V 8), b¢ja letter
on agni, i.e. (raÆ), contemplation on
which, with bindu1 and n¡da1, is here
prescribed during the kumbhaka1

phase of pr¡¸¡y¡ma2.
agnima¸·ala +ÊMxÉ¨Éhb÷±É (MBU II (1) 5).

See akha¸dama¸·ala.
agniÀv¡tta +ÊMxÉ¹´ÉÉkÉ (VB III 26), a class

of gods who are supposed to be able to
realise whatever they think of, to have
all the siddhis2, to have the life of a
kalpa Eò±{É  (a period of millions of
years), to be endowed with perennial
youth and freshness, to have all
satisfactions of desire at their com-
mand, to have self-created bodies, and
to have the choicest and most af-
fectionate nymphs to serve them. They
are said to be the denizens of mahendra
bhuvana ̈ É½äþxpù¦ÉÖ́ ÉxÉ   (a place of habitation
for these gods).

agni-5 agniÀv¡tta
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agnis¡ra +ÊMxÉºÉÉ®ú (GS I 20), synonym for
vahnis¡ra, one of the four antar-
dhautis. It consists in taking the navel
to the backbone a hundred times, and
is said to increase ja¶har¡gni by
getting rid of stomach diseases. Since
it increases ja¶har¡gni therefore it is
called agnis¡ra.
Agnis¡ra differs from kap¡labh¡ti in
so far as each act of drawing the
abdomen inward in kap¡labh¡ti is an
act of exhalation followed by automatic
inhalation, while agnis¡ra is not a
respiratory action.
Agnis¡ra differs from u··iy¡na too.
In agnis¡ra the abdomen is to be
manipulated, while u··iy¡na is a
process of mock inhalation, which is
the work of the thorax (see Ësana by
Sw¡m¢ Kuvalay¡nanda, p.45)

agnisev¡ +ÊMxÉºÉä́ ÉÉ-vahnisev¡ ¥… ·˛˛∫…‰¥……þ (SS
III 38; HP I 61; GS V 26), basking near
fire which is to be avoided by yog¢s,
particularly when they begin the ha¶ha
practices.

agnisom¡tmaka +ÊMxÉºÉÉä̈ ÉÉi¨ÉEò (BY IX 96),
having the qualities of agni (heat) and
soma (cold). The suÀumn¡ and i·¡
n¡·¢s have been considered possessing
the qualities of agni and soma
respectively.

agnisth¡na +ÊMxÉºlÉÉxÉ = vahnisth¡na
¥… ·˛˛ºlÉÉxÉþ (DU VIII 4; G 23; HP II 52;
GS V 41; TSM 138; YTU 91), the seat
of fire in the body. Ordinarily agni1 is
supposed to reside in the navel region,
but its seat is said to stretch from the

middle of the body to the hips according
to TSM and from anus to the chest
according to YTU and DU.

agnihotra +ÊMxÉ½þÉäjÉ (BY IX 139; SS I 6),
offering oblations to fire. While doing
this, the agnihotr¢, the person who
performs the yajµa ªÉYÉ (offers oblations
to fire), is required to relinquish all
desire for fruit and meditate upon the
puruÀa1 in the fire. Performing yajµa
was considered by ancient Indians to
be a supreme duty of every man.

a´ga-1 +ÆMÉ-1 (TBU I 28), limb of the body.
A´g¡n¡Æ samat¡ +ÆMÉÉxÉÉÆ ºÉ¨ÉiÉÉ is, there-
fore, the poise of all the parts of the
body. According to this upaniÀad, it is
that poise in which a person becomes
one with brahman.  In fact, it is a poise
of the mind and not of the limbs of the
body; because it is not like the straight-
ness of a dry tree. On the other hand, it
is the state in which uninterrupted
brahmacintana ¥ÉÀÊSÉxiÉxÉ, (meditation on
the Supreme Reality) is possible. Men-
tal poise, necessary for incessant
brahmacintana ¥ÉÀÊSÉxiÉxÉ, is possible
even while the body is drooping, or
curved, or moving automatically. The
important point is that, manas2 is to be
withdrawn from all objects, just as a
tortoise withdraws its limbs, and to be
thus reduced to quietness. This is the
first step in the yoga taught by this
upaniÀad. It is stopping the mind from
wandering so that attention may be
directed to pr¡¸¡y¡ma2 which is the
next step in this yoga1.

agnis¡ra a´ga-1
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a´ga-2 +ÆMÉ-2 (TBU I 16; TSM 34; HP I
17), yog¡´ga.

a´ga-3 +ÆMÉ-3  (TBU I 16), yama etc.
fifteen components. It is not mentioned
here of what they are the a´gas2

(components). They are yama1,
niyama1, ty¡ga, mauna (silence),
de¿a (selection of the right place), k¡la,
¡sana1, m£labandha1, dehas¡mya,
d¤ksthiti, pr¡¸asaÆyama, praty¡-
h¡ra, dh¡ra¸¡, ¡tmadhy¡na and
sam¡dhi5; and since all these words are
ordinarily used in connection with
yoga, we can say  they are the a´gas1

of the yoga4 taught in this upaniÀad. In
fact, what is taught in this upaniÀad is a
denial of most of the yog¡´gas as
understood by other authorities on
yoga1. Dh¡ra¸¡, dhy¡na and
sam¡dhi1 are the only three a´gas1 of
which the definitions given here resem-
ble those given by the other writers on
yoga.

a´ga-4 +ÆMÉ-4 (TSB 8). This upaniÀad
speaks of twelve a´gas, each having
three aspects: ¡dhy¡tmika, ¡dhi-
bhautika and ¡dhidaivika. The
kara¸as2 which work in us are said to
be the ¡dhy¡tmika; the corresponding
bodily organs, the ¡dhibhautika; and
the twelve deities who are mentioned
by name, the ¡dhidaivika a´gas2.

     The ¡dhy¡tmika a´gas are the most
important ones from the point of view
of this upaniÀad, which is clearly a
psychological text. These a´gas are the
ten indriyas1. manas2 and buddhi1.

Pr¡¸a1, 2 and the other four v¡yus1 and
the five tanm¡tr¡s are said to be
contained in the ten indriyas1; citta2

in manas1 and aha´k¡ra1 in buddhi1.
a´gamejayatva-1 +ÆMÉ¨ÉäVÉªÉi´É-1 (YS I 31),

tremor of limbs-one of the four morbi-
dities incidental to the vikÀepas. When
a yog¢ finds that he is making no
progress in yoga1 and feels frustrated,
he begins to tremble at the slightest
cause, because, in Vy¡sa's language, he
is no longer sam¡hitacitta i.e. he has
lost equanimity of mind.

a´gamejayatva-2 +ÆMÉ¨ÉäVÉªÉi´É-2 (VB II 47),
shifting from one position to another,
which the yog¢s have to avoid for a long
time. The overcoming of a´game-
jayatva falls under prayatna¿aithilya.

a´gal¡ghava +ÆMÉ±ÉÉPÉ´É (HP I 17), levity
in the body-mind complex (a´ga). This
is the effect of the practice of ¡sana.

acala +SÉ±É (BG II 24, 53), steady. State
of mind bereft of the vikalpa and
vikÀepa and fixed (on Reality).

acalad¤¿¡ +SÉ±Éoù¶ÉÉ (G 8; GS II 7; HP I
35), acalad¤À¶i +SÉ±ÉoùÊ¹]õ fixed gaze.
While practising siddh¡sana, the gaze
must be fixed on the middle of the eye-
brows (cf. siddh¡sana).

ac¡pala +SÉÉ{É±É (BG XVI 2), absence of
fickleness; (to be firm in the course of
action undertaken). One of the twenty-
six divine virtues (daiv¢-sampat).

acintya-1 +ÊSÉxiªÉ-1 (ABU 6; TBU I 9, 11),
not capable of being thought of.
Brahman is said to be neither cintya
nor acintya. According to upaniÀad-

a´ga-2 acintya-1
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brahmayog¢, brahman is not cintya in
the sense of being an object of
cognition, because a simple cognition
which is a subject-object relation is not
possible of brahman. At the same
time, brahman is not perfectly
acintya, because there is a method of
knowing Him. He is not quite
unknowable.

acintya-2 +ÊSÉxiªÉ-2 (BG II 25, XII 3),
transcending the categories of thought.
Ëtman is 'acintya'-(Self is) beyond the
categories of thought because it is
imperceptible.

acetana-1 +SÉäiÉxÉ-1 (SK 20). Pradh¡na
and vyakta are both described as
acetana (cetan¡rahita SÉäiÉxÉÉ®úÊ½þiÉ i.e.
without cetan¡). PuruÀa1 is described
as cetana (= cetan¡sahita SÉäiÉxÉÉºÉÊ½iÉþ i.e.
endowed with cetan¡).  By cetan¡, in
this context, is meant anything like
sensation, perception, thought, imagi-
nation, conception or comprehension.
These are the functions of buddhi1 and
buddh¢ndriyas which are differen-
tiated in pradh¡na (= prak¤ti1).  The
cetan¡ of puruÀa is not pr¡k¤tika
|ÉÉEÞòÊiÉEò (petaining to prak¤ti). From
Pataµjali's statements: draÀ¶¡ pratyay¡-
nupa¿yaÅ pù¹]õÉ |ÉiªÉªÉÉxÉÖ{É¶ªÉ: (II 20), and
citeÅ svabuddhisaÆvedanam ÊSÉiÉ ä :
º´É¤ÉÖÊvnºÉÆ´ÉänùxÉ¨ÉÂù (IV 22), it appears that
puruÀa1 introspects the cittav¤ttis1,
and this introspection appears to be the
cetan¡ of puruÀa. It is not the intro-
spection of the sensum or an image by
the mind; but that of cittav¤ttis2 -

perceiving, imagining, thinking by the
puruÀa (cf. sad¡jµ¡t¡¿cittav¤ttaya-
statprabhoÅ ºÉnùÉYÉÉiÉÉÊ¶SÉkÉ´ÉÞiÉªÉºiÉi|É¦ÉÉä: etc.
YS IV 18). Pataµjali's idea is that, while
citta1 itself undergoes a change as it
knows one thing after another, the
puruÀa1 does not undergo any change
and yet introspects all the cittav¤ttis1

as they go on. In this way,we get some
idea of what he means by cetan¡ of
puruÀa1; but we are kept in the dark as
to what Ì¿varak¤À¸a means by the
cetan¡ of puruÀa1.

   In SK 20, li´ga is said to be
cetan¡vadiva (as if it had cetan¡) and
thus a distinction is made between the
consciousness of  li´ga1 (conscious-
ness as we know it) and cetan¡ which
exclusively belongs to puruÀa1. Use of
the word iva <´É (as if)  is significant.

acetana-2 +SÉäiÉxÉ-2 (VB II 5, 15 IV 13),
no sentient. Sentient creatures as well
as nonsentient things may cause
pleasure or pain to somebody. R¡ga is
developed towards those persons and
things which bring pleasure and dveÀa
towards those which bring pain.

acetas +SÉäiÉºÉÂ (BG III 32, XV 11. XVII
6), devoid of discrimination. Those who
perform action having desire of fruits
are acetas.

acyuta-1 +SªÉÖiÉ-1 (TBU I 7, 8), unswervi-
ng. Pad¡cyuta {ÉnùÉSªÉÖiÉ, therfore, means
never falling from one's lofty position.
This is one of the various ways in which
the indescribable brahman is referred
to. Acyuta is also for this reason one

acintya-2 acyuta-1
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of the names of viÀ¸u, who is no other
than brahman.

acyuta-2 +SªÉÖiÉ-2 (VB III 26), that class
of denizens of the satyaloka who en-
joy savitarka - dhy¡na - Pataµjali's
savitark¡-sam¡patti.

aja·a +VÉb÷ (YSU I 26), cetana, i.e. free
from acetan¡. See acetana.

ajap¡ +VÉ{ÉÉ (GS V 85, 86, 90; DBU 63;
BVU 78), ajap¡  g¡yatr¢ so'ham ºÉÉä%½þ̈ ÉÂ
the word which is obtained by reversing
haÆsaÅ. In the state of kevala-
kumbhaka1, though the yog¢ does not
breathe, he is advised to repeat so'ham
ºÉÉä%½þ¨ÉÂ mentally at the rate of fifteen per
minute and the duration of his
kumbhaka1 is measured in terms of the
number of times he repeats the
mantra1. On the first day, he begins
with the duration of one recitation and
gradually goes up to that of sixty-four
recitations, i.e. from 1/15 or 64/15
(=4.27) minutes. Then everyday he
increases the number of recitations
either by one or by five.

ajap¡sa´khy¡ +VÉ{ÉÉºÉÆJªÉÉ = ajap¡pari-
m¡¸a +VÉ{ÉÉ{ÉÊ®ú¨ÉÉhÉ (GS V 86; YCU 33;
DBU 61-3). When a person inhales he
is supposed to make an audible or an
inaudible sound haÆ ½Æþ and when he
exhales he is supposed to make an
audible or inaudible sound saÅ ºÉ:,
Hence a breath is called haÆsaÅ. This
goes on fifteen times every minute.
Breathing is thus supposed to be
unconscious recitation of the ajap¡
g¡yatr¢. It is obviously called ajap¡

because pepole do not intentionally
recite the mantra3. According to GS,
while so'ham ºÉÉä%½þ¨ÉÂ is a mantra3, ½ÆþºÉ:
is just breathing, though it is called a
mantra3. But perhaps haÆsaÅ is also
mentally recited. According to
á¡rad¡tilaka ¶ÉÉ®únùÉÊiÉ±ÉEò (14,81), the ¤Ài
@ñÊ¹ É (author) of this mantra3 is
brahma, its metre g¡yatr¢ and its deity
¿iva - the source of the universe.
LakÀm¢tantra  ±ÉI¨ÉÒiÉxjÉ (24, 57, 58) calls
the first syllable i.e., haÆ ½Æþ, bhokt¡
(enjoyer) and the second i.e. saÅ ºÉ:
bhogya (that which is enjoyed). The
first syllable, according to this text, is
to be raised from the ¡dh¡ra (m£l¡-
dh¡ra) to the m£rdhan ¨ÉÚvÉÇxÉÂ (head) and
the second to be let out through the
mouth.

ajar¡mara +VÉ®úÉ¨É®ú (VB III 26), one of
the four classes of gods who are the
denizens of janoloka and have com-
plete control over bhautika ¦ÉÉèÊiÉEò  (per-
taining to the bh£tas) as well as ain-
driya BäÊxpªÉù (pertaining to the indriyas)
reality. They enjoy the longest span of
life.

aj¡·yanidr¡ +VÉÉb÷¬ÊxÉpùÉ (MBU V 8),
yoganidr¡ tury¡vasth¡ (the fourth
state).

ajµa +YÉ  (BG IV 40), having no
knowledge (of oneself).

ajµ¡naja +YÉÉxÉVÉ (BG X 11 XIV 8),
illusory knowledge born of non-
discrimination.

ajµ¡nasambh£ta +YÉÉxÉºÉ¨¦ÉÚiÉ (BG IV 42),
same as ajµ¡naja.

acyuta-2 ajµ¡nasambh£ta
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aµjanat¡ +\VÉxÉiÉÉ (B I 41), quality of
assuming the form of the object. Ow-
ing to the withering out of the modi-
fications, the citta becomes purified
like a clean crystal and it becomes
capable of assuming the form of the
object leading to the complete merger
of grah¢t¤, graha¸a, and gr¡hya.

a¸im¡ +ÊhÉ¨ÉÉ (G 65; YS III 45; ATU 11;
SS IV 109), ability to the shrink to the
minutest - even to a microscopic size.
It is one of the eight wellknown extra-
ordinary achivements. According to G,
besides acquiring the ability to raise the
retas the yog¢ whose body is
am¤t¡p£r¸a +¨ÉÞiÉÉ{ÉÚhÉÇ (filled with nectar)
attains the eight well-known abilities
like a¸im¡ etc. Neither GorakÀa, nor
Pataµjali, nor Ì¿varak¤À¸a nor Vy¡sa,
uses the word siddhi for this set of eight
achievements. Ì¿varak¤À¸a's eight
siddhis2 are quite different and
Pataµjali's siddhis are much larger in
number. A¸im¡ is acquired (1) by
bh£tajaya ¦ÉÚiÉVÉªÉ (conquest of material
nature, YS III 45); (2) by getting the
body saturated by am¤ta2 (G 45); (3)
by seeing a light above the root of the
upper palate ( ATU 11, DU I (3) 4); (4)
by recitation of mantras3 (VB IV 1);
by clenching the teeth, raising the
tongue so as to touch the upper palate
and inhaling slowly (SS III 94); (6) by
practising ¿aktic¡lana (SS IV 109); (7)
by performing kumbhaka by closing
both nostrils with fingers (SS V 58);
(8) by meditating on sv¡dhiÀ¶h¡na (SS

V 107); (9) by merging of the manas2

in the brahmarandhra even for a split
second (SS V 183); (10) by meditating
on brahman (SS V 211); (11) by prac-
tising mah¡mudr¡, mah¡bandha and
mah¡vedha (HP III 30); or (12) by
practising the other mudr¡s (HP III
130).
According to ATU, success in the
anusandh¡na3 on the big ray of light
localised in front of the uppermost part
of the roof of the mouth brings these
achievements to the yog¢. When a yog¢
succeeds in p£rvat¡raka yoga1, he
sees a ray of light above and acquires
the eight siddhis2.

a¸u-1 +hÉÖ-1 (YS I 40; VB I 36), extremely
small. According to Pataµjali, the
minutest of all things can be the object
of dhy¡na as well as the biggest of all.

a¸u-2 +hÉÖ-2 (VB I 43, 45), atom. The
object like a cow, a pot, a book etc. are
different assemblage of atoms. The
tanm¡tr¡s are said to be the consti-
tuents of atoms and hence they are sub-
atomic reality.

a¸·api¸·a +hb÷Ê{Éhb÷ (SSP I 2), macro-
cosm and microcosm, whole and part.
Here a¸·a refers to brahman, the root
cause of the animate and inanimate
world whereas pi¸·a refers to the
individual body or one part of the whole
creation.

atandrita +iÉÊxpùiÉù (HP I 64), alert, unslug-
gish. Through alert practice, success in
yoga-s¡dhan¡ is achieved even by
young, old, very old, diseased and weak
persons.

aµjanat¡ atandrita
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atapaska +iÉ{ÉºEò (BG XVIII 67 ), one who
is devoid of tapas.

atikr¡ntabh¡van¢ya +ÊiÉGòÉxiÉ¦ÉÉ´ÉxÉÒªÉ (VB
III 51), a yog¢ at the last of the four
stages of yoga1-one who has nothing
more to achieve and whose only
objective is to bring about
pratiprasava.

atij¡gara +ÊiÉVÉÉMÉ®ú (ANU 27), under-
sleeping (= not sleeping enough), which
is one of the seven things that a yog¢
has to avoid, the other six being bhaya
¦ÉªÉ (fear), krodha, ¡lasya, atisvapna,
aty¡h¡ra and an¡h¡ra.

atipram¡¸a +ÊiÉ|É¨ÉÉhÉ (BY XII 4), infal-
lible authority. S¡´khya, Yoga,
P¡µcar¡tra, Vedas and P¡¿upata doc-
trines are considered to be infallible
authorities.

atiprasa´ga +ÊiÉ|ÉºÉÆMÉ (YS IV 21), infinite
regress. Pataµjali here points out a
fallacy in accepting the kÀa¸ikav¡din's
contention, namely, that "PuruÀa need
not be accepted as self-illuminating
seer-principle over and above the citta;
instead, citta itself can be accepted as
both illuminating itself and the object
in the same moment and further if it is
conceded that there cannot be a
cognition of both at the same time then
it should be accepted that one citta is
illumined by another citta." But ac-
cording to Pataµjali if it is accepted that
one citta is illuminated by another citta
then we will have to posit the third citta
for the sake of illumination of the
second citta and again for the third the

fourth citta and thus leading one to
infinite regress (cf. sm¤tisa´kara).

atim¡tr¡ +ÊiÉ¨ÉÉjÉÉ ú(BY VIII 13,14), the
particular time unit. Pr¡¸¡y¡ma
should be practised for the time unit
known as atim¡tr¡. Time taken for
milking the cow or cooking the food or
shooting an arrow or resonance of a bell
are examples of atim¡tr¡. When
pr¡¸¡y¡ma is practised with this time
duration it causes sweat and tremors.

ati¿£nya +ÊiÉ¶ÉÚxªÉ (HP IV 73), brahmara-
ndhra. Brahm¡nanda considers the
vi¿uddha cakra1 in the throat to be the
ati¿£nya.  When v¡yu1 reaches this
spot after piercing the viÀ¸ugranthi,
the yog¢ hears a very rich sound of a
kettle-drum.

atisvapna +ÊiÉº´É{xÉ (ANU 27), sleeping too
much. This, according to this text, is
one of the seven things to be avoided
by a yog¢.

at¢ta +iÉÒiÉú (YS III 16, IV 12) past. (cf
adhvabheda and an¡gata).

at¢ndriya +iÉÒÊxpªÉ (BG VI 21) that which
transcends the senses; that which is
amenable through the buddhi
(intellect) only.

at¢vabhojana +iÉÒ´É¦ÉÉäVÉxÉú (SS III 38),
overeating, which is a hindrance in the
way of yoga1. See aty¡h¡ra.

atya¿nat +iªÉ¶xÉiÉÂú (BG VI 16), one who
eats beyond one's own capacity.
áa´kara, quoting áatapatha-br¡hma¸a,
says that "overeating is as detrimental
to yoga as eating less than required (cf.
ana¿nat). So a yog¢ should eat neither

atapaska atya¿nat
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more nor less than required (cf.
mit¡h¡ra)

aty¡h¡ra +iªÉÉ½þÉ®úú (HP I 15, ANU 27),
overeating. According to ANU, it  is
one of the seven things to be avoided
by a yog¢, and according to HP, one of
the six disturbing factors.

atha +lÉ (VS I 1; VBh I 1; NGB  I 1),
henceforth, hereafter. This term is used
to indicate the commencement of a
¿¡str¢ya-grantha (systematic treatise).
The occurrance of this term in the
beginning of the ¿¡stra has auspicious
connota-tions too (cf. anu¿¡sana.).

adambhitva +nùÊ¨¦Éi´É ú(BG XIII 7), op-
posite of dambhitva. Not to talk va-
ingloriously about one's own duties.

ad¢natva +nùÒxÉi´É (SS III 53), freedom
from depression, one of the
characteristics of a true yog¢. A true
yog¢ never feels depressed.

ad¤¿yakara¸a +où¶ªÉEò®úhÉ (SS III 64), see
antardh¡na.

ad¤¿yat¡ +où¶ªÉiÉÉ (TBU I 50), Oblivion
(absence from the mind altogether).
The yog¢ is advised to relegate all
d¤¿ya to complete oblivion by realising
that it is all unreal. The meaning is that
the yog¢ should not see things, but see
brahman and brahman alone every-
where.

ad¤À¶a +où¹]õ (SK 30), knowledge other
than perception or sensation-
representative as opposed to presen-
tative cognition. In such knowledge
buddhi2, aha´k¡ra2, manas2 and
indriya1 function only krama¿aÅ Gò¨É¶É:

(successively), while in presentative
cognition they may work krama¿aÅ
Gò¨É¶É: (one after another) or yugapat
ªÉÖMÉ{ÉiÉÂ (simultaneously).

ad¤À¶ajanma +où¹]õVÉx¨É (YS II 12), future
life. A karm¡¿aya, according to
Pataµjali, may result in action in the
present life or in a future life.

ad¤À¶vigraha +où¹]õÊ´ÉOÉ½þ (BY II 61), in-
visible form. OÆk¡ra is considered to
be ad¤À¶avigraha since it has no form.

ade¿ak¡la +nä¶ÉEòÉ±Éù (BY XVII 22), im-
proper place and time. The place is said
to be improper when it is unholy and
populated by unrighteous persons and
time is said to be improper when it is
full of inauspicious zodiacs. Ade¿ak¡la
is declared to be t¡masika and hence
unsuitable for d¡na.

adroha +pùÉä½þ (BY XVI 3), absence of the
attitude of injury or violence towards
others. One of the twenty-six divine
qualities (cf. daiv¢-sampat).

advaya +uùùªÉ (ATU 1, 3), the one and the
only Reality (= brahman).
Advayat¡rakopaniÀad +uùùªÉiÉÉ®úEòÉä{ÉÊxÉ¹ÉnÂù is
a teaching about advaya, which can
only be described negatively by
eliminating everything that can be
thought of. That which remains after
excluding everything and denying
reality to everything is the brahman.
It cannot be positively defined; because
it is neither this, nor that, nor anything
else; yet it is and it is the Supreme
Reality. Whoever sees that Reality in a
light standing out before him, even

aty¡h¡ra advaya
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when his eyes are closed, becomes that
Reality. This is the essence of the
teaching of this upaniÀad.

advayatva +uªÉi´É (G 100-1), becoming
one with. According to the monistic
writers on yoga4, when a yog¢ reaches
the highest rung of the ladder in his
discipline he becomes one with the
supreme Reality-brahman-as milk
does when poured in milk, ghee in ghee,
and so on.

adveÀ¶¡ +uäùä¹]õÉù (BG XII 13), one who does
not have malice towards anyone, even
against those who are harmful to
oneself.

advaita +uèùiÉ (HP IV 4), brahman-the one
Ultimate Reality. See advaya.

adhaÅ +vÉ: (SK 44), the lower of the two
ends in the scale of living beings, the
upper one being £rdhva. At the lowest
end of the scale is stambha, the upper
most is brahm¡ the highest of gods. A
life of adharma leads one towards the
lower end.

adhaÅ¿akti +vÉ:¶ÉÎCiÉ (SSP IV 16), one of
the three forms of ku¸·alin¢-¿akti, the
other two being the madhya¿akti and
£rdhva¿akti. For the attainment of
yogic summum bonum all three stages
of ku¸·alin¢ need to be awakened.
AdhaÅ¿akti which is located in m£l¡-
dh¡ra, when uncontrolled, i.e. dor-
mant, is responsible for the incessant
functioning of senses causing various
anxieties and worries to an individual.

adhaÅ¿¡kha +vÉ:¶ÉÉJÉ (BG XV 1), (tree
with) branches below. This is a

metaphorical expression. The world is
compared with a tree, of which
brahman is the root and intellect, ego,
five subtle elements are its branches (cf.
£rdhvam£la).

adhama +vÉ¨É (G 48, 49; TSM 104-5; GS
V 55-6), one of the three stages of
progress made by a yog¢ in the practice
of pr¡¸¡y¡ma2. The duration of
adhama pr¡¸¡y¡ma2 according to G,
is said to be 12 m¡tr¡s1. Siddha-
siddh¡ntapaddhati elaborates "dv¡da¿a
m¡tr¡s1" by laying down twelve om2

m¡tr¡s1 for p£raka1, sixteen for kum-
bhaka1 and ten for recaka. This would
mean a total of thirty-eight oÆk¡ra
m¡tr¡s. According to V¡caspati Mi¿ra,
however, m¤du pr¡¸¡y¡ma2 extends
over a total of thirty-six m¡tr¡s1.
According to LakÀm¢ N¡r¡ya¸a, the
pr¡¸¡y¡ma2 pandits prescribe twelve
m¡tr¡s for each p£raka1, recaka and
kumbhaka1. This also comes to thirty-
six m¡tr¡s1 in adhamapr¡¸¡y¡ma2

(B¡laprabodhin¢ 105). M¡rka¸·eya-
pur¡¸a ̈ ÉÉEÇòhbä÷ªÉ{ÉÖ®úÉhÉ prescribes the same
measure for laghu pr¡¸¡y¡ma2 and
Li´gapur¡¸a  ±…ÉÛ{… ÷Æ˙…h… for n¢ca xÉÒSÉ
(lower) pr¡¸¡y¡ma2, Adhama-
pr¡¸¡y¡ma2 is accompanied by much
perspiration (G 49; TSM 104-5).
Practice of pr¡¸¡y¡ma2 generates
heat, which sometime bring about
perspiration. The important characteri-
stic of pr¡¸¡y¡ma2 is therefore, produ-
cing heat in the body and not perspi-
ration. Perspiration is secondary.

advayatva adhama
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According to TSM, adhama
pr¡¸¡y¡ma2 has the merit of protect-
ing the yog¢ from disease and destroy-
ing his sins. According to GS, adhama
is one of the three grades of sahita-
kumbhaka3, which means the same
thing as one of the three grades of
pr¡¸¡y¡ma2.

adharma-1 +vÉ¨ÉÇ-1 (SK 44; VB II 15),
vice, one of the eight bh¡vas2. It is a
disposition to perform sins (SK). Acco-
rding to SK, the consequence of
dharma is a rise towards a daiva
(divine) and of adharma fall towards
tiryak (animal) j¡ti. This latter is
gamanamadhast¡t adharme¸a MÉ¨ÉxÉ¨ÉvÉ-
ºiÉÉiÉÂ +vÉ¨ÉæhÉ (living a life of adharma
one falls).
According to Pataµjali, if a karm¡¿aya
is apu¸ya its phala would be
parit¡pa. Obviously, the k¤À¸a-
karmas (unrighteous deeds) would
gather apu¸ya. According to Vy¡sa,
parap¢·¡ {É®{ÉÒbÉ (causing pain to others)
would be a k¤À¸akarma. He believes
that adharma is reaped by causing pain
to others.
Pataµjali's theory is that in so far as a
karm¡¿aya is a pu¸ya or an apu¸ya
it is a karmaphal¡¿aya as distin-
guished from karmavip¡k¡¿aya. The
law of karmavip¡ka is a scientific
psycho-physical law; but that of
karmaphala does not seem to be so, if
phala is not only the hedonic tone of
the vip¡ka. But it may be that vip¡ka
alone is determined by karma and that

phala is just the natural pleasantness
or unpleasantness of the vip¡ka, with-
out being governed by a different law.
According to Pataµjali, however, the
law of karmaphala is different. It is a
supernatural moral law.

adharma-2 +vÉ¨ÉÇ-2 (BG IV 7, XVIII 31-
2), karmas prohibited by the scri-
ptures; actions antagonistic to var¸a
and ¡¿rama and also detrimental to the
prosperity and salvation of the beings
is adharma.

adhast¡tkuµcana +vÉºiÉÉiEÖÆòSÉxÉ (HP II 46),
m£labandha1. It is characterised by a
vigorous contraction of the anal region
and is one of the three bandhas5 by
practising which pr¡¸a4 is made to
ascend along the suÀumn¡n¡·¢2.

adhidevat¡ +ÊvÉnäù´ÉiÉÉ (SS V 116; TSB 8),
presiding deity. The presiding goddess
of the vi¿uddhacakra1 is in SS called
¿¡kin¢ ¶ÉÉÊEòxÉÒ. The twelve presiding
deities of the twelve a´gas4, according
to TSB, are ni¿¡kara ÊxÉ¶ÉÉEò®ú, catu-
rmukha SÉiÉÖ̈ ÉÖÇJÉ, dik ÊnùEÂò, v¡ta ´ÉÉiÉ, arka
+EÇò, varu¸a ´É¯ûhÉ, a¿vi +Ê¶´É, indra <xpù,
upendra ={Éäxpù, praj¡pati |ÉVÉÉ{ÉÊiÉ, and yama
ªÉ¨É.

adhim¡tra +ÊvÉ¨ÉÉjÉ (YS I 22), (of) highest
degree, one of the three degrees of
t¢vrasaÆvega, the other two being
m¤du and madhya. Adhim¡tra is
thus the highest degree of saÆvega,
(intensity) for the achievement of
sam¡dhi.

adhim¡traka +ÊvÉ¨ÉÉjÉE  (SS V 15, 21), one
of the stages at which those who

adharma-1 adhim¡traka
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practice yoga1 are found. The adhi-
m¡traka yog¢ possesses the following
characteristics: determination, unwave-
ring perseverance, independence, stren-
gth, truthfulness, courage, mature
judgement, faith, devotion to guru2 and
absorption in the pursuit of yoga1. Such
a yog¢ is superior to the m¤du and
madhya ones: but inferior to the
adhim¡tra yog¢s.

adhim¡tratamayog¢ +ÊvÉ¨ÉÉjÉiÉ¨ÉªÉÉäMÉÒ (SS
V 23-27), the most advanced yog¢ who
is here said to possess the following
characteristics: immense strength,
enthusiasm, a pleasing countenance,
great courage, knowledge of the sacred
texts, perseverance, freedom from
attachment and agitation, youthfulness,
moderation in eating, selfcontrol, fear-
lessness, cleanliness, cleverness,
charity, dependability, competence,
firmness, intelligence, contentment,
forgiveness, strength of character,
virtue, aversion to ostentation, sweet
speech, faith in the holy books,
devotion to gods  and gurus2, love for
aloofness, freedom from all chronic
constitutional diseases, knowledge of
the duties of adhim¡tra yog¢s, and
proficiency in every kind of yoga1.

adhiv¡sa +ÊvÉ´ÉÉºÉ (ABU 22), abode, - here
that in which everything has its being,
- the Ultimate Reality. Brahman is in
this sense the abode of all beings and
can be said to reside in everything.

adhiÀ¶h¡na-1 +ÊvÉ¹`öÉxÉ-1 (SK 17). One of
the proofs of the existence of puruÀa1

given in this k¡rik¡ is that every
sa´gh¡ta must have an adhiÀ¶h¡na
and that adhiÀ¶h¡na is a puruÀa1.
Gau·a-p¡da interprets adhiÀ¶h¡na as
control-ler, on the  analogy of the
controller (the driver) of a chariot and
by sa´gh¡ta he seems to understand
the living body.  However, puruÀa1

alone is not the controller of the living
body. The cont-roller of the body is the
whole entity which transmigrates;
while the puruÀa1 sought to be proved
in this k¡rik¡ is that k£¶asthanitya
(everlasting) with which every li´ga2

is in saÆyoga.  PuruÀa1 is one member
of that whole, the other member being
li´ga1.

adhiÀ¶h¡na-2 +ÊvÉ¹`öÉxÉ-2 (BG XVIII 14),
seat, base, loci and medium.  Here the
body is considered to be the medium
of expression and experiencing the
desire, hatred, pain, happiness etc.
According to G¢t¡, adhiÀ¶h¡na is one
of the five means for the successful
performance of action.

adhodh¡ra¸¡ +vÉÉävÉÉ®úhÉÉ = p¡rthiv¢-
dh¡ra¸¡ { É É Ìl É ´ É Òv É É®hÉ É  = bhuvo-
dh¡ra¸¡ ¦ÉÖ́ ÉÉävÉÉ®úhÉÉ (GS III 70-1; G 69),
the dh¡ra¸¡ of which the object is
prthiv¢1. This tattva3 is to be imagined
inside the chest, along with the figure
of brahma, for two hours and pr¡¸a4

is to be retained there all the while along
with citta1. This dh¡ra¸¡ is said to be
stambhakar¢ (that which stabilises)
and to lead to the conquest of the earth.

adholi´ga +vÉÉäË±ÉMÉ (BVU 80), one of the

adhim¡tratamayog¢ adholi´ga
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three points for having meditation on,
other two being ¡tmali´ga and jyotir-
li´ga (cf.). Adholi´ga is described to
be situated in m£l¡dh¡ra. It is also
technically termed as vair¡jatattva.

adhyayana +vªÉªÉxÉ (SK 51), study.  Ì¿vara-
k¤À¸a reckons it among the eight
siddhis3. But from the context, it is
clear that siddhi3  in this k¡rik¡ does
not mean "extraordinary acquisition",
but "means of attaining success". Study
is as necessary for successful persistent
effort in any direction as are reasona-
bleness, listening to the talks of the
learned people, finding a true friend,
charity and freedom from all the three
kinds of pain.

adhyavas¡ya-1 +vªÉ´ÉºÉÉªÉ-1 (SK 5),
knowledge. PrativiÀay¡dhyavas¡ya |ÉÊiÉ-
Ê´É¹ÉªÉÉvªÉ´ÉºÉÉªÉ would, therefore, mean
sensory perception which is d¤À¶a1 as
explained by Ì¿varak¤À¸a.

adhyavas¡ya-2 +vªÉ´ÉºÉÉªÉ-2 (SK 23),
deciding, determining by which the
antaÅkara¸a buddhi1 arrives at truth.
Hence the statement: buddhi1 is
adhyavas¡ya.

adhy¡tma +vªÉÉi¨É (VBh I 47; BG VIII 3),
adhi + ¡tma, that which has being in
the ¡tman. Here, intellect, i.e. intellect
has being in ¡tman.  Understanding of
the individual self indentical with the
Supreme Reality, the brahman, is
adhy¡tma.

adhy¡tmacetas +vªÉÉi¨ÉSÉäiÉºÉÂ (BG III 30),
consciousness of oneself as the servant
of ¢¿vara.

adhy¡tmapras¡da +vªÉÉi¨É|ÉºÉÉnù (YS I 47),
prak¡¿¡vara¸akÀaya |ÉEòÉ¶ÉÉ´É® úhÉIÉªÉ
(removal of the veil hiding light-cf. YS
II 52, III 43). The idea is that by nature
one should be able to know everything,
but owing to the element of tamas2 in
our make-up, we remain ignorant of
everything except that which our citta1

v¤ttis2 reveal to us. This veil of
darkness is removed by several yoga4

practices. One of which is nirvic¡r¡
sam¡patti.

adhy¡tmavidy¡ +vªÉÉi¨ÉÊ´ÉtÉ (BG X 32),
knowledge that liberates. The best
among the fourteen varieties of vidy¡
(knowledge) recognised by the Indian
tradition.

adhy¡ropa +vªÉÉ®Éä{É (SS I 72), attributing
qualities; Attributing qualities to
brahman is like attributing "being a
snake" to a rope. This is one of the
methods used by the Ved¡ntins in
discourses on brahman, who is said
to be indescribable.
According to this text, this is also one
of the methods used by the 'yog¢s' for
convincing themselves that all is m¡y¡
and that the all-pervading brahman is
the only Reality.

adhy¡sakalpan¡ +vªÉÉºÉEò±{ÉxÉÉ (SS I 42),
the commom error of superimposition,
which the yog¢s have to correct by their
yoga4 (cf. adhy¡ropa).

adhvabheda +v´É¦Éänù (YS IV 12), differe-
nce of time, i.e. between an¡gata,
vartam¡na and at¢ta dharmas1. Past
dharmas are at¢ta, potentialities of

adhyayana adhvabheda
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dharmas1 to appear in the future
an¡gata, and dharmas1 which are ac-
tually present vartam¡na. According
to Pataµjali, they are all real. This
reality, however is metaphysical. From
the practical point of view, only the
vartam¡na is real, as this alone
actually exists. According to Vy¡sa, the
at¢ta dharmas1 exist as those experie-
nced before and the an¡gata ones as
those which are to be experienced in
future. The vartam¡na (present)
dharmas1 alone are those which are
being actually experienced. As at¢ta,
vartam¡na and an¡gata dharmas1 do
not all exist simultaneously there is no
adhvasa´kara +v´ÉºÉÆEò®ú (mixing up of
dharmas1 differing in time); though the
after-effects (saÆsk¡ras) of the past,
and the potentiality of the future are as
real as the present happenings. This is
Pataµjali's theory.

ananta-1 +xÉxiÉ (ABU 9; VB II 47), eter-
nal. One of the qualities by citing which
the indescribable brahman is inade-
quately described. According to VB,
¡sana1 facilitates sam¡patti on eternity
or whatever is an eternal reality.

ananta-2 +xÉxiÉ-2 (YS II 34, 47), very long
time. Long lasting pain and ignorance
result from perpetrating hiÆs¡ etc..
Ësana1 makes a very long sam¡patti
possible. Anantasam¡patti therefore
means a longlasting sam¡dhi1.

ananta-3 +xÉxiÉ-3 (VM II 47), ¿eÀa ¶Éä¹É, the
support of the earth, also called
n¡gan¡yaka xÉÉMÉxÉÉªÉEò (Lord of snakes).

Anantasam¡patti, according to this
commentator, is sam¡patti on
ananta3.

ananyacet¡ +xÉxªÉSÉäiÉÉ (BG VIII 14), one
whose consciousness is identified with
none other than 'that', i.e.,¢¿vara (Lord
K¤À¸a)

ananyayoga +xÉxªÉªÉÉäMÉ (BG XIII 10), yoga
of absolute surrender, the synonym for
'ap¤thak sam¡dhi ' as given by
áa´kara. Ananyayoga consists in
unwavering conviction that there is no
other being higher than Lord V¡sudeva
and He alone is the sole refuge.

anapekÀa +xÉ{ÉäIÉ (BG XII 16), one who is
free from desires. Absence of worldly
desires related to body, mind and sense-
organs.

anabhisneha +xÉÊ¦ÉºxÉä½þ (BG II 27), non-
attachment even towards one's own
body. A quality of the sthitaprajµa.

anabhiÀva´ga +xÉÊ¦É¹´ÉÆMÉ (BG XIII 9; VB
II 40), absence of empathy of (cf. abhi-
Àva´ga). As a result of the practice of
¿auca (one of the niyamas), one loses
the attachment towards one's body and
becomes more and more conscious
about one's self only.

anargala +xÉMÉÇ±É (HP II 75), unobstructed.
The suÀumn¡ becomes quite clean
(free from any obstruction) when
ku¸·alin¢1 is aroused.

anala-1 +xÉ±É-1 (YTU 84), fire, - one of
the live elements. In the human body,
its seat is supposed to be-from the
region of the anus to the chest. It is said
to be triangular in shape and red in

ananta-1 anala-1
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colour. Its symbol is the letter ®ú "ra"
which is its b¢jamantra. Its presiding
deity is rudra (áiva).

anala-2 +xÉ±É-2 (BG III 39), that which is
unappeasable. 'na asya alaÆ pary¡ptiÅ
vidyate iti analaÅ: Since passions
(k¡ma) are unappeasable, they are
called anala.

anala-3 +xÉ±É-3 (BG VII 4), refers to
'anala tanm¡tr¡', a synonym for 'r£pa
tanm¡tr¡'.

anala-4 +xÉ±É-4 (HP II 52), gastric fire in
the body.

anala-5 +xÉ±É-5 (HP III 65), heat sensa-
tion. As a result of the practice of m£la-
bandha, ap¡na reaches the region of
fire, i.e. the navel region, and a heat
sensation is felt along the back.

analadh¡ra¸¡ +xÉ±ÉvÉÉ®hÉÉ = ¡gney¢dh¡-
ra¸¡ +ÉMxÉäªÉÒvÉÉ®hÉÉ = vahnidh¡ra¸¡
´ÉÎ¼xÉvÉÉ®hÉÉ = vai¿v¡nar¢dh¡ra¸¡
´Éè¶´ÉÉxÉ®úÒvÉÉ®úhÉÉ (GS III 61; G 71; YTU 91-
94), one of the five mah¡bh£ta-
dh¡ra¸¡s. It consists in holding anala
in its sphere in the body for two hours
while meditating on rudra. By the
practice of this dh¡ra¸¡ the yog¢'s
body becomes fireproof. G prescribes
vai¿v¡nar¢ dh¡ra¸¡ on teja (light) in
the t¡lu and GS that in the n¡bhi.
According to YTU, the sphere of anala
extends from the region of anus to the
chest.

anala¿ikh¡ +xÉ±ÉÊ¶ÉJÉÉ (HP III 65), flame
of anala, when by means of m£la-
bandha1, ap¡na2 is raised to the seat
of anala, the flame of this fire is fanned

and gets bigger. The meaning seems to
be that heat increases and is felt to be
rising upwards.

anavaccheda +xÉ´ÉSUäônù (YS I 26, III 53),
not limited by, conditioned by, related
to.

anavadh¡ra¸a +xÉ´ÉvÉÉ®úhÉ (YS IV 20),
impossibility of cognising both one's
own nature and the nature of other
object-in one and the same moment.

anavasth¡na +xÉ´ÉºlÉÉxÉ (SK 7), not giving
any consciousness to an object-
ordinarily described as not attending to
an object-which is not a psychologica-
lly correct description; as one can be
conscious of an object without giving
attention to it. Attention is more intense
consciousness. An object may not be
perceived altogether, although it is
present to sense if one's consciousness
is not directed to it.  This happens when
one's consciousness is completely
absorbed by something else. When
consciousness skips over an object in
this way that is anavasth¡na so far as
that object is concerned.

anavasthitatva +xÉ´ÉÎºlÉiÉi´É (YS I 30),
instability, - tendency to fall from the
stage of development which has been
attained.  It is one of the nine antar¡yas
mentioned by Pataµjali.

ana¿nat +xÉ¶xÉiÉ (BG VI 16), one who does
not eat at all. Yoga is possible neither
for ana¿nat nor for atya¿nat. The yog¢
is advised to take a moderate diet (cf.
mit¡h¡ra). áa´kara quotes the
following verse with regard to the

anala-2 ana¿nat
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quantity and quality of the diet of a
yog¢- ardhama¿anasya savyaµjanasya
t¤t¢yamudakasya tu/v¡yoÅ saµc¡raÀ¸¡-
rthaÆ tu caturthamava¿eÀayet // "Half
(the stomach) for solid food and
condiments, one-quarter of the stomach
for water and the fourth quarter be
reserved for the free movement of the
air."

an¡khya +xÉÉJªÉ (YKU I 60), one of the
ten vighnas in the way of yoga1. Of
these seven vighnas are the same as
mentioned by Pataµjali (cf. antar¡ya).
Nidr¡3 here seems to correspond to
Pataµjali's sty¡na and an¡khya to his
anavasthitatva. ViÀaya2 is the tenth
vighna added by YKU. Why the name
an¡khya is given to this vighna is not
clear. Literally the word may mean that
which cannot be described, or that
which they call respiration.  Reference
may be to the accelerated rate of
respiration of those who are not calm.

an¡gata +xÉÉMÉiÉ (YS II 16, IV 12), future,
Pataµjali believed past and future, like
the present, to be the qualities of
dharmas1. All dharmas1 are real acco-
rding to him and so are their qualities.
VB (IV 12) explains the existence of
an¡gata dharmas1 as vya´gyena
svar£pe¸a ´ªÉÆMªÉäxÉ º´É°ü{ÉähÉ (in a potential
state). Potentialities of dharmas1 are
thus an¡gata dharmas1. Dharmas1

which were once present but are no
longer present, though their effect is
seen on the present dharmas1, are the
at¢ta dharmas1. Thus dharmas1 differ

from one another in respect of their
being past, present or future just as they
differ in other respects. This is their
adhvabheda.

an¡di-1 +xÉÉÊnù-1 (ABU 9), having no
beginning-one of the qualities in terms
of which the indescribable  brahman
is often described.

an¡di-2 +xÉÉÊnù-2 (VB II 1, 13; SS III 2),
coming down from times immemo-rial
but not endless. Most of our karm¡-
¿ayas and v¡san¡s are an¡di in this
sense formed early in this life or in
some previous life.

an¡di-3 +xÉÉÊnù-3 ( YS IV 10; VB II 15,
17, 22; SS II 39), original -innate, not
formed as the after-effect of behaviour
or consciousness; hence beginningless
in this sense-not in the sense in which
saÆyoga is. Some v¡san¡s too are
an¡di in this sense; i.e., not formed in
this or a previous life.

an¡di-4 +xÉÉÊnù-4 (BG X 3, XIII 19, 31),
beginningless, uncaused. Ì¿vara is said
to be an¡di. Prak¤ti and puruÀa -two
forms of ¢¿vara are beginningless and
so they are referred to as an¡di, -
causeless, imperishable.

an¡dyapi¸·a +xÉÉtÊ{Éhb÷ (SSP I 20, 21),
beginningless substance. Synonym for
param¡tman. Five qualities of an¡dya-
pi¸·a have been enumerated. It is
akÀaya, abhedya, acchedya, ad¡hya,
and avin¡¿¢.

an¡maya-1 +xÉÉ¨ÉªÉ-1 (VU I 15), literally
absolutely free from unhappiness, here
the pain which saÆyoga and the

an¡khya an¡maya-1
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consequent cycle of births and deaths
imply- hence brahman, the very
opposite of anything born of the ninty-
six tattvas3 enumerated in this text.

an¡maya-2 +xÉÉ¨ÉªÉ-2 (BG II 51), free from
all turmoils, conditionings, bondages
like birth etc.. The state of mokÀa or
liberation.

an¡m¡ +xÉÉ¨ÉÉ (SSP I 4), having no name.
Synonym for unmanifested para-
brahman.

an¡rjava +xÉÉVÉḈ É (SS III 37), duplicity in
behaviour, which a yog¢ is advised to
eschew.

an¡rambha +xÉÉ®¨¦É (BG III 4), without
performance. Without performing
action one cannot attain actionlessness.
The actions referred to here are sacri-
ficial rituals, to be performed in this or
next life to destroy (overcome) the
deposited demerit and to purify the
heart. Sm¤ti declares that it is through
action that demerits are destroyed and
thereby knowledge is revealed (MB,
á¡ntiparvan 204.8).

an¡lasya +xÉÉ±ÉºªÉ (SS III 28, V 95), unti-
ring effort. According to this text, if
Kumbhaka3 is practised untiringly for
three months without a break n¡·¢-
¿uddhi is achieved and all siddhis3

come without delay to the yog¢ who, at
the same time, worships ¿iva inside him
everyday without fail.

an¡v¤tti +xÉÉ´ÉÞÊkÉ (BG VIII 23, 26), non-
returning. One who has realised one's
self does not return to the cycle of birth
and death. The path of knowledge leads

towards the non-returning of the soul
to the cycle of birth and death.

an¡¿aya +xÉÉ¶ÉªÉ (YS IV 6), not carrying
any karm¡¿ayas. The dhy¡naja cittas1

are not laden with karm¡¿ayas, be-
cause they have had no previous births.
Nor do their actions, which are neither
¿ukla nor k¤À¸a, leave any after -
effects behind.

an¡¿in +xÉÉÊ¶ÉxÉÂ (BG II 18), indestructible,
eternal. Characteristic of ¡tman.

an¡¿rita +xÉÉÊ¸ÉiÉ (BG VI 1), disinterested,
taking no shelter in or recourse to (the
fruits of action).

an¡hata-1 +xÉÉ½þiÉ-1 = an¡hatacakra
+xÉÉ½þiÉSÉGò (G 60-61; SS V 114; YKU III
10-11; YSU I 173, V 9) one of the six
cakras1 mentioned by G. It is said to
have twelve spokes and to be situated
in the chest. It is called p£r¸agiri
p¢¶ha by YSU. According to G (82,
86), h¤tpadma is one of the five
cakras1. Its seat is the h¤daya (chest)
and it is here that the three-fold-bound
mah¡svanaÅ ¨É½þÉº´ÉxÉ: v¤Àa ´ÉÞ¹É (roaring
bull) laments. The bull in this stable
(body) who laments his lot is obviously
j¢va1 (G 28) who is bound by the three
gu¸as1. The an¡hatacakra1 may be
the cardiac plexus. SS calls this cakra1

a pa´kaja (lotus) and speaks of its
twelve petals, named k EÂò, kh JÉÂÂò, g MÉÂÂ ,
gh PÉÂ , ´ Ró, c SÉÂ, ch UÂô , j VÉÂ , jh ZÉÂ , µ \ÉÂ , ¶
]Âõ , and ¶h ̀ Âö gives it a deep-blood colour.
It has the b¢jamantra3 of v¡yu2 on it
and is a very pleasant spot to
contemplate.

an¡maya-2 an¡hata-1
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an¡hata-2 +xÉÉ½þiÉ-2 (GS V 76), not pro-
duced by one thing striking against
another-not produced by a vibrating
object. The various kinds of noise
(timbre) heard in the state of bhr¡ma-
r¢kumbhaka3 are those of an an¡hata
sound. HP (IV 70) calls these sounds
sweet like the jingling of ornaments.
According to this text (IV 100) and GS
(V 82), the perfect yog¢ hears an
an¡hata ¿abda. Blended with this
sound he also sees the jyoti1 which is
caitanya and merges his manas2 in it.
That is the final beatitude viÀ¸oÅ
paramaÆ padam.

an¡hatakal¡ +xÉÉ½þiÉEò±ÉÉ (SSP II 5), (hav-
ing dhy¡na on) suÀumn¡ (which is in
between i·¡ and pi´gal¡ in the
ka¸¶ha-cakra) is called an¡hatakal¡.

an¡h¡ra +xÉÉ½þÉ® (ANU 27), fasting. The
¤Ài advises yog¢s to avoid frequent
fasting.

aniketa +ÊxÉEäòiÉ (BG XII 19), one who has
no fixed residence. A yog¢ is called
aniketa, who considers the whole
world to be his home (unattached with
any particular place).

anitya +ÊxÉiªÉ (SK 10; YS II 5), not perma-
nent. As compared to avyakta and
puruÀa1, vyakta is called impermanent
by Ì¿varak¤À¸a.
According to Pataµjali, among other
things, avidy¡ consists in believing
impermanent objects to have a perma-
nent reality.

aniyatavip¡ka +ÊxÉªÉiÉÊ´É{ÉÉEò (VB, VM II
13), having fruition (of karma) over

an indefinite period of time. This in-
definite fruition of karmas has three
courses: (1) the destruction of the action
done, (2) merging with major actions,
or (3) remaining dormant. Fruition may
be either certain, limited by time
(niyata) or uncertain, not limited by the
time (aniyata).

anirodha +ÊxÉ®úÉ ävÉ (HP II 9), without
(much) suppression of the impulse (of
exhalation). One should hold the breath
(during pr¡¸¡y¡ma) without suppres-
sing the impulse (anirodha) to exhale,
i.e., one should not hold the breath
going beyond one's own capacity.

anila-1 +ÊxÉ±É-1 = v¡yu ́ ÉÉªÉÖ = m¡rut ̈ ÉÉ¯ûiÉÂ
= pr¡¸a |ÉÉhÉ = pavana {É´ÉxÉ (HP) I 48;
YTU 92; SS V-160), something which
is felt by the yog¢s as rising up the back
and on which they can concentrate
whenever they like. It is a matter of
tactual sensations only. If these sensa-
tions are concentrated in the head, then
according to YTU, the state of kum-
bhaka ensues spontaneously and the
yog¢ sees a light in the head. Con-
centration on that light is called by this
text sagu¸a dhy¡na and infusion of
agni1 into the v¡yu1, which is thus
taken on the head, is called paricaya.
If a yog¢ succeeds in raising this pari-
citav¡yu along with citta2 this would
be the arousal of his ku¸·alin¢. The
mah¡bh£tadh¡ra¸¡ ¨É½þÉ¦ÉÚiÉvÉÉ®úhÉÉ, accor-
ding to this UpaniÀad, consists in
carrying this v¡yu1 to five different
parts of the body and concentrating on

an¡hata-2 anila-1
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the god there, reciting the mantra3 b¢ja
of the tattva (mah¡bh£ta) which is
supposed to be located in that part. HP
calls this v¡yu ap¡n¡nila. According to
SS, practice of ugr¡sana excites move-
ment of anila inside the body and
destroys dullness. Writers on yoga4 use
the word  v¡yu1 and all its synonyms
in this sense.

anila-2 +ÊxÉ±É-2 (SS III 43; TSM 97), air.
Yog¢s are advised to eat when the right
nostril is taking in and throwing out air;
in other words, when we are breathing
through the right nostril.

anila-3 +ÊxÉ±É-3 (SS III 54), the ¡yurvedic
v¡tadoÀa ´ÉÉiÉnùÉä¹É. Those who are well-
versed in yoga do not suffer from
v¡tadoÀa. V¡ta, pitta and kapha are
generally translated as humours; though
they differ essentially from the humours
of the Greeks.

aniÀ¶a (karmaphala) +ÊxÉ¹]õ (Eò¨ÉÇ¡ò±É) (BG
XVIII 12), a variety of karmaphala.
Action performed with the desire yields
three-fold fruits depending on its
nature. AniÀ¶a is one of three type of
karmaphalas. The other two karma-
phalas are iÀ¶a and mi¿ra. áa´kara
explains aniÀ¶a (karmaphala) as
befalling into hell and animal species
etc.

an¢¿varagu¸a +xÉÒ¶´É®úMÉÖhÉ (BY VIII 32),
evil tendencies (can be removed
through dhy¡na).

anugra +xÉÖOÉ (SS V 77), without hyper-
function; in other words, functioning
normally. The n¡·¢s through which

pr¡¸a2 flows should function normally,
i.e. their functioning should be neither
excessive nor deficient. Pr¡¸a2 would
not flow through them if the n¡·¢s2 get
ugra (abnormally stimulated).

anupalabdhi +xÉÖ{É±ÉÎ¤vÉ (SK 8), absence
of perception. Pradh¡na is imperce-
ptible because it is too subtle for percep-
tion. But from the fact that it is not
perceived, it does  not follow that it does
not exist.

anubh¡va +xÉÖ¦ÉÉ´É = anubhava +xÉÖ¦É´É
(ABU 7; SS V 49; GS V 12), experi-
ence. The realisation of the asvara
brahman, who is not expressed by om2

or by any other symbol for that matter,
is a true experience. This experience is
not that of bh¡va, although it is not of
a concrete object. The author of ABU
emphasises the view that realisation of
brahman is not a cognition, because it
is not a subject-object relation; all the
same, it is real experience.

 anum¡na +xÉÖ¨ÉÉxÉ (YS I 7, 49; SK 4),
reasoning. It is a one of the three
pram¡¸as. Anum¡na and  ¡gama2

are not vi¿eÀ¡rtha Ê´É¶Éä¹ÉÉlÉÇ, i.e. they have
to do with  abstract thought and free
ideas (as opposed to percepts, images
and tied ideas).
According to SK, the other two pram¡-
¸as are d¤À¶a1 and ¡ptavacana1, and,
according to Pataµjali, pratyakÀa and
¡gama2. That which is not perceived
is inferred from that which is perceived
and an imperceptible object which can
not be known by inference either may

anila-2 anum¡na
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be known by ¡ptavacana (testimony
of a competent authority).

anulomaviloma +xÉÖ±ÉÉä̈ ÉÊ´É±ÉÉä̈ É (GS V 53),
in one way and then in the reverse way
and so on in  alternate order, here first
inhaling with the left nostril and exha-
ling with the right, then inhaling with
right and exhaling with the left, and so
on. GS prescribes this order of inha-
lation and exhalation for his sagarbha
sahita1 pr¡¸¡y¡ma2.

anu¿¡sana +xÉÖ¶ÉÉºÉxÉ (YS I 1), posterior
systematic presentation of a discipline.
The word 'anu¿¡sana' as used here
suggests that Pataµjali is giving only a
systematic presentation of yoga discip-
line handed over to him by a long tradi-
tion. In the later yogic literature, we find
Y¡jµavalkya saying, 'hira¸yagarbho
yogasya vakt¡ n¡nyaÅ pur¡tanaÅ' (BY
XII 5). This thesis has been accepted
by VM, VBh (I 1) in their commen-
taries (cf. atha).

anu¿ravika +xÉÖ̧ ÉÊ´ÉEò (YS I 15; SK 2), that
which is not perceived or known by
experience but is told by the authorities.
The means of warding off pain which
are prescribed by the ¿¡stra ¶ÉÉºjÉ are also
like those based on experience, because
they too do not yield perfect, everlasting
and unsurpassable freedom from pain
(SK). Pataµjali speaks of sources of
pleasure which are not perceived but
are mentioned by the authorities; e.g.
svarga º´ÉMÉÇ (heaven).

anusandh¡na-1 +xÉÖºÉxvÉÉxÉ-1 = anusandhi
+xÉÖºÉÎxvÉ =antaÅ-pad¡rthavivecana

+xiÉ:{ÉnùÉlÉÇÊ´É´ÉäSÉxÉ (ATU 2, 4, 5, 9, 10;
YSU II 21; TBU I 40). This is a
peculiar psychological phenomenon
which resembles the introspection of
an image. But the object which is
atten-ded to be anusandh¡na, is
neither a memory image, nor a
primary image, nor an after-sensation;
nor is it a sensum, or a percept, or a
constructive image. While ATU
speaks of r£p¡-nusandh¡na
(attending to the light seen) only,
other texts speak of n¡d¡-
nusandh¡na3 also. The anusan-
dheya is not a memory-image, be-
cause it does not correspond to any
sensum or percept which could have
left behind the possibility (potentia-
lity) of imagining such an object; and
it is not therefore referred to any past
experience. It is neither accompanied
by what some psychologists call a
mark of familiarity, nor with the idea
or the feelling that the object was
experienced before. In Vy¡sa's lan-
guage, it is not determined by
saÆsk¡ra left behind by a previous
experience.
The anusandheyas are not primary
memory images, though they may
have the vividness of eidetic images.
They are neither revivals of former
perceptions, nor are they confined to
the eidetic children. Although more
intense than primary memory images,
the objects observed by anu-
sandh¡na are obviously not after-

anulomaviloma anusandh¡na-1
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sensations. They last much longer and
are not traceable to any previous sensa
of which they may be the after-images.
These sensa-like objects observed by
antard¤À¶i (visual anusandh¡na) are
not actual sensa or percepts, as they are
observed when the eyes are not being
stimulated; and they are too simple to
deserve the name 'constructive images'.
Moreover, constructive imagery is
ultimately based on memory-images.
Anusandheyas are not memory images
in any sense. The objects observed by
anusandh¡na can, however, be
localised as images can be. An
anusandheya may be localised at a
spot inside the body of the person. Such
spots are called dhy¡nasth¡nas by
GorakÀa. But these objects lack the
''flow and flicker'' which is the
characteristic of images; and in this
respect they are more like sensa than
images.
According to TBU, there is no p£j¡ {ÉÚVÉÉ
(worship) superior to anusandh¡na.
The best devotee is the person who is
blessed with n¡d¡bhivyakti, -
divya¿abdasaÆvit Ênù́ ªÉ¶É¤nºÉÆÊ´ÉiÉÂ of Vy¡sa
- so that he may concentrate on that.
Nor is there a mantra superior to
n¡d¡bhivyakti which is the yog¢'s own
experience. According to Pataµjali,
anusandh¡na would be attending to a
viÀayavat¢ prav¤tti, though he has not
used the word anusandh¡na. TBU
mentions absence of anusandh¡na as
an obstacle in the path of yoga1.

anusandh¡na-2 +xÉÖºÉxvÉÉxÉ-2 (TSB 6), the
function of citta2. It appears that acco-
rding to this text the function of citta2

is to think of carrying out what buddhi3

has decided. This is anusandh¡na2.
anusandh¡na-3 +xÉÖºÉxvÉÉxÉ-3 (HP IV

81,105), complete concentration. HP
attaches the greatest importance to
sam¡dhi1 (= sam¡patti in an internally
aroused sound) and calls it n¡d¡nu-
sandh¡na. Sv¡tm¡r¡ma considers this
to be the fourth and the culminating
a´ga of ha¶hayoga, which for him is
a synonym for yoga.

anusandheya +xÉÖºÉxvÉäªÉ (ATU 9), object of
anusandh¡na - a sensum-like object
experienced by a yog¢ without a sen-
sory stimulation, e.g., a light seen or a
sound heard without  the eye or the ear
being stimulated by an external light or
sound. Pataµjali would call such an
experience as rising of a viÀayavat¢
prav¤tti. An anusandheya is a psyc-
hological object of consciousness like
an image, as opposed to a real object
of consciousness which exists in the
outside world and can be perceived.
Psychological objects cannot be percei-
ved. They can only be introspected.
They exist in the antar¡k¡¿a (inner
space) as opposed to b¡hy¡k¡¿a (outer
space) in which real objects exist.
An anusandheya can be a m£rti
(figure). But there are also objects of
anusandh¡na3 which have no form.
For observing a m£rti-anusandheya,
a part of the physiological apparatus of

anusandh¡na-1 anusandheya
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sensation is availed of, though even a
m£rti-anusandheya does not stimu-
late a sense organ. The indriya4 which
is necessary for observing a m£rti-
anusandheya is, therefore, the corres-
ponding sensory part of the central
nervous system including the sensory
centres of the cortex. For observing an
anusandheya which is not a m£rti,
neither a sense organ, nor any part of
the nervous system is to be brought into
play. Yet an indriya2 in another sense
is used. This is not a material indriya.
It is one of those indriyas2 which are
not destroyed when the body is des-
troyed. According to the ancient Hindu
belief, they go along with the soul.
According to Ì¿varak¤À¸a, they consti-
tute that part of the transmigrating
individual which is not the puruÀa1.
Light is an example of m£rti-
anusandheya. Am£rtyanusandheya
cannot be illustrated. A m£rti anu-
sandheya is the viÀaya1 of Pataµjali's
viÀayavat¢ prav¤tti and its anu-
sandh¡na. If it is a light, it is the same
thing as tejodhy¡na of Ghera¸·a.
According to Pataµjali, while images
arise and quickly subside, without
staying in consciousness for any length
of time, the viÀaya1 of prav¤tti1 stays.

an£dak¢ +xÉÚnùEòÒ (BY VI 22, 24), a religi-
ous ritual, the 'sandhy¡' which is
referred to is not only without water,
but also devoid of smearing and annoi-
nting. Its technique consists in medita-
ting on ¢¿vara accompanied with a

sound (n¡da) resembling prolonged
resonance of the bell (d¢rgha gha¸¶¡ni-
n¡davat) arising due to the purification
of the soma, s£rya and agni (i·¡,
pi´gal¡ and suÀumn¡), ushered in the
space of heart by piercing through the
granthis (a¸·a) having the form of the
rays of the sun. This sandhy¡ is said
to purify the bh£tas (animate beings)
and destroy the worldly existence (for
the performer).

anai¿varya +xÉè¶´ÉªÉÇ (NGB I 2), inability
to fulfil any desire. The rajas and the
sattva aspects of citta, when over-
powered by tamas, result into the in-
efficiency of the functioning of citta,
making it powerless to fulfil any desire.
This is the effect of the m£·ha state
of citta.

anta +xiÉ (HP IV 86), terminal (stage). By
attaining sam¡dhi through con-
templation on n¡da an indescribable
joy comes to the yog¢s in the form of
internally aroused sound in the body.
In the final stage, i.e., anta, of this
n¡d¡nusandh¡na practice, sounds
resembling these of tinkling of small
bells, flute, v¢¸¡ and the humming-
sound of bees are heard. This may be
equated with the last stage of
n¡d¡nusandh¡na, i.e., niÀpatya-
vasth¡.

antaÅkara¸a +xiÉ:Eò®úhÉ (SK 33, 35; TSB
6), internal organ. SK and ancient
Hindu thinkers in general consider
manas2, buddhi1 and  aha´k¡ra4 to be
antaÅkara¸as, but TSB brackets

an£dak¢ antaÅkara¸a
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aha´k¡ra4 with as many as four other
organs, all of which may be taken to be
internal-organs. They are: jµ¡t¤tva,
manas, buddhi3 and citta2. AntaÅ-
kara¸a is in this way one of the five
internal organs of which the viÀaya is
jµ¡na1. Jµ¡na1 here appears to include
imagining, remembering, thinking, etc.
The English translation of antaÅ-
kara¸a as internal-organ is not an
accurate rendering, because all the
kara¸as, according to ancient Hindus,
are subtle. They do not die with the
body. And not being parts of the body,
they cannot be appropriately called
organs. However, they are organs in the
sense that the transmigrating soul
makes use of them and the antaÅ-
kara¸as are internal as compared to the
ten indriyas1 which are directed
towards external objects, including
one's own body and its movements.
The antaÅkara¸as are directed to-
wards the psychological objects pre-
sented to them by the indriyas. Those
writers, like Vy¡sa, who speak of
eleven indriyas and not of thirteen
kara¸as obviously take manas1 to be
the only internal organ. Strictly
speaking, the antaÅkara¸as are
mental functions and the abilities
corresponding to them. They are given
substantive names and understood as
entities only to facilitate thinking and
arguing about them. A concrete name
helps understanding.

antaÅkara¸adharma +xiÉ:Eò®úhÉvÉ¨ÉÇ (NGB

I 24), kle¿a etc. are said to be attributes
(dharmas) of antaÅkara¸a. Accor-
ding to N¡goj¢, antaÅkara¸a stands
for citta.

antaÅkara¸apaµcaka +xiÉ:Eò®úhÉ{É ÆSÉEò
(SSP I 43), manas, buddhi, aha´k¡ra,
citta, and caitanya are said to be the
five elements that constitute the antaÅ-
kara¸a (the internal organ). It is intere-
sting to note that citta (cf. antaÅ-
kara¸adharma) which is on par with
antaÅkara¸a is regarded here as one
of the components of antaÅkara¸a.

antaÅpad¡rthavivecana +xiÉ:{ÉnùÉlÉÇÊ´É´ÉäSÉxÉ
(ATU 10), anusandh¡na1.

antaÅprajµa +xiÉ:|ÉYÉ (BY II 23), one of
the three components of triprajµa
which is synonym of oÆk¡ra (cf.
triprajµa).

antaÅ¿uddhi +xiÉ:¶ÉÖÊrùù(BY VIII 27), in-
ternal purification. Through nirodha
(pr¡¸¡y¡ma), v¡yu is stimulated;
from v¡yu agni is generated and from
agni ap is generated, as a result of
which one is internally purified.

antara´ga +xiÉ®ÆMÉ (YS III 7), subjective,
inner. Of the eight yog¡´gas, accor-
ding to Pataµjali, yama, niyama,
¡sana1, pr¡¸¡y¡ma2 and praty¡h¡ra
are bahira´gas while dh¡ra¸¡,
dhy¡na and sam¡dhi1 are anta-
ra´gas. Bahira´gas of yoga1 are of
the nature of regulating overt be-
haviour. They are directed towards
living beings or lifeless objects in the
outside world. Dh¡ra¸¡, dhy¡na and
sam¡dhi1-the antara´gas-are only
mental discipline.

antaÅkara¸adharma antara´ga
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The terms antara´ga and bahira´ga
are, however, relative; since Pataµjali
considers nirb¢ja sam¡dhi5 to be an
antara´ga as compared to dh¡ra¸¡,
dhy¡na and sam¡dhi1.

antar¡k¡¿a +xiÉ®úÉEòÉ¶É (VS IV 3), internal
void in the heart region. For the sake
of dh¡ra¸¡, concentrate on  b¡hy¡-
k¡¿a combined with internal void
(antar¡k¡¿a) within one's own heart
is suggested.

antar¡ya-1 +xiÉ®úÉªÉ-1 (YS I 29, 30), non-
conducive factors for or in the yog¡-
bhy¡sa. They are vy¡dhi (disease),
sty¡na, saÆ¿aya, pram¡da, ¡lasya,
avirati, bhr¡ntidar¿ana, alabdha-
bh£mikatva and anavasthitatva.
These are, called the nine antar¡yas
by Pataµjali. They are so many hin-
drances which Pataµjali considers to be
setbacks in the practice of yoga1. He
has prescribed recitation of om2 and
contemplation of God, for overcoming
these obstacles and getting set on the
path of yoga1 again.

antar¡ya-2 +xiÉ®úÉªÉ-2 (HP V 24), obstacles
(arising out of improper yoga practice).
Sv¡tm¡r¡ma has said in (HP V 5) that
due to the wrong practice (of
pr¡¸¡y¡ma), the v¡yu goes astray,
(and) not finding its way (forward),
accumulates at one spot which in turn
causes several types of diseases which
create obstacles in the path of yoga.
However, in the context of Sv¡tm¡-
r¡ma's HP, the concept of antar¡ya can
be generalised so as to mean any hurdle

or impediment for successful yoga
practice (cf. HP I 15).

antarjala +xiÉVÉÇ±É (BY I 26-29), a mode
of performing different obligatory
sacred duties. It is performed while
standing in the water.

antard¤À¶i +xiÉoÇùÎ¹]õ  =  antar¢kÀa¸a
+xiÉ®úÒIÉhÉ (ATU 2-10), visual anusan-
dh¡na.

antardh¡na +xiÉvÉÉÇxÉ (YS III 21), becom-
ing invisible. Objects are visible to an
eye when there is samprayoga (con-
nection) between the eye and the light
which is reflected by those objects, i.e.,
when light reflected by the objects sti-
mulates the eye. If this connection is
severed, the objects become invisible.
According to Pataµjali, if a yog¢
practises saÆyama on the light which
is reflected by his body - k¡yar£pa -
the connection between this light and
the eyes of the percipients (other
people) is severed and thus the yog¢
becomes invisible.

antardhauti +xiÉvÉÉêÊiÉ (GS I 13-14), one
of the four kinds of dhautis. The object
of performing dhauti is said to be
purification of the body. Antardhauti
consists of v¡tas¡ra, v¡ris¡ra,
vahnis¡ra and bahiÀk¤ta. Thus, there
are four kinds of antardhauti. One
characteristic feature of antardhauti is
that, while the other dhautis can be
performed by everybody with
advantage, antardhauti can be
performed only by the person who has
learnt these processes from a teacher

antar¡k¡¿a antardhauti
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and has acquired the necessary skill. It
consists in cleaning the lower half of
the alimentary canal chiefly the
intestines.

antarlakÀya +xiÉ±ÉÇIªÉ (HP IV 36; ATU 5,
13; MBU 1 (3) 6, (4) 1, 4, II (1) 1). The
object of p£rvat¡rakayoga, localised
somewhere inside the yog¢'s body
which may be the head, the middle of
the eyebrows, or the chest is called the
antarlakÀya. The antarlakÀya of
¿¡mbhav¢mudr¡ is, however, des-
cribed (HP) as being of the nature of
jvalajjyoti V´É±ÉVVªÉÉäÊiÉ (burning light)
seen in the sahasr¡ra.

   Cijjyoti ÊSÉVVªÉÉäÊiÉ (light of Reality) and
tur¢yacaitanya (Supreme Reality) are
also included among the antarlakÀyas
by yog¢s of some schools. Tur¢ya-
caitanya is said to be localised above
the head (A. Mah¡deva áastr¢-
translation of ATU).
In manaskat¡rakayoga the yog¢ sees an
internally aroused light. This is called
by various names: antard¤À¶i, visual
anusandh¡na or antaÅpad¡rtha-
vivecana, antar¢kÀa¸a. Seeing this
light the yog¢ knows the brahman and
this unmixed knowledge of brahman
is the essence of amanaskayoga. The
light which is seen by manaska yoga
is also seen as brahman; but seeing
that light as brahman is the manaska
(mental) knowledge of brahman. The
realisation of brahman as brahman
without any representation is
amanaska yoga.

According to MBU antarlakÀya is one
of the three kinds of t¡rakalakÀyas
(objects of concentration in t¡raka-
yoga), the other two being b¡hya
(external) and madhya (neither inside
the yog¢ nor far from him).

andhat¡misra +xvÉiÉÉÊ¨É»É (SK 48; VB I
8), one of the five viparyayas which
lead to bandha1. These five viparya-
yas are identified by VB with the five
kle¿as of Pataµjali, one of which-
abhinive¿a-is said to be andhat¡-
misra.

annamayako¿a +zÉ¨ÉªÉEòÉä¶É (TSM 12; SS
I 97) one of the five ko¿as (i.e. aspects
of a living being). The annamayako¿a,
being the strictly material aspect of
living beings, is none of their physiolo-
gical, mental, intellectual or spiritual
aspects. It is the purely physical aspect
of living beings.
According to Tri¿ikhibr¡hma¸o-
paniÀad, all the other ko¿as rest on the
annamayako¿a as its rasas do in the
fruit; and according to SS, the body of
a living being is formed out by
annamayako¿a of the father.

anya +xªÉ (YS, VB, VM, VBh, AP I 18),
Vy¡sa takes anya to mean asampra-
jµ¡ta which he considers a variety of
sam¡dhi and equates with nirb¢ja
sam¡dhi. This is accepted by VM ,
VBh and AP. But, Dr. P.V. Karam-
belkar in his commentary of YS holds
that anya should be interpreted not as
asamprajµ¡ta but as other than
samprajµ¡ta, i.e., totally indescrib-

antarlakÀya anya
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able. The experience gained in this
region falls far short of description.
Moreover, according to him, the
samprajµ¡ta or anya should not be
considered as varieties of sam¡dhi,
rather they are regions of inward
journey and its experience. (See for
details Dr. Karambelkar's Commentary
on Yogas£tras, published by
Kaivalyadh¡ma, 1987, pp 40-50).

anyat¡khy¡ti +xªÉiÉÉJªÉÉÊiÉ (YS III 49),
complete discernment into the dif-
ference of (sattva and puruÀa). The
realisation of clear distinction of the
puruÀa principle from sattva (prestine
state of citta) results into complete
control over all the states of citta as
well as over those of all the living
beings and non-living things and ability
to have all knowledge. This anyat¡-
khy¡ti is the result of various
saÆyamas referred in YS III 35, 38,
43, 44, 47 and 48.

anyatvak¡ra¸a +xªÉi´ÉEòÉ®úhÉ (VB, VM II
28), cause of differentiation, one of the
nine causes that are enumerated by
Vy¡sa. The goldsmith, who by making
different ornaments from gold intro-
duces separateness in the material
cause, i.e. gold, is said to be the cause
of the otherness or differentiation.

anyath¡jµ¡na +xªÉlÉÉYÉÉxÉ (G 90), know-
ledge of  the other (up¡dhi) than 'That'.
While explaining dhy¡na, GorakÀa
makes a distinction between up¡dhi
and tattva. That knowledge of up¡dhi
is here referred to as anyath¡jµ¡na
vis-a-vis tattvajµ¡na (cf.).

anyaviÀaya +xªÉÊ´É¹ÉªÉ (YS I 49), having
(totally) different object. Here it is said
that ¤tambhar¡-prajµ¡ is having
object totally different from the objects
of knowledge arising from scripture
and inference. Thus anyaviÀaya refers
to puruÀa.

anyasaÆsk¡rapratibandh¢ +xªÉºÉÆºEòÉ®ú-
|ÉÊiÉ¤ÉxvÉÒ (YS I 50), preventer or remover
of all other saÆsk¡ras (subliminal
impressions or residual potencies). The
trance cognition nullifies all the
previous knowledge which is based on
the saÆsk¡ra collected heretofore.

anvaya-1 +x´ÉªÉ-1 (YS III 9), being in-here
being while nirodha (absence of citta2

v¤ttis) lasts. Niruddhacitta is called
by Pataµjali nirodhapari¸¡ma.

anvaya-2 +x´ÉªÉ-2 (YS III 44), li´ga-
m¡tra, mahat. This gu¸aparva (stage
of differentiation in gu¸as1) is called
anvaya because vi¿eÀa and avi¿eÀa
gu¸aparvas have their being in it.
Graha¸a3, sth£la2, svar£pa2, asmit¡2

and s£kÀma4 all take shape and exist
in it. SaÆyama on this is therefore
prescribed by Pataµjali for a conquest
of aindriya BäÎxpªÉ (immaterial) as well
as of bhautika ¦ÉÉèÊiÉEò (material) reality.

anvaya-3 +x´ÉªÉ-3 (YS III 47), homogenity
or relatedness. One of the five- fold
aspects of each and every element.
Other four are sth£la, svar£pa, s£k-
Àma and arthavattva. Anvaya here
refers to the three characteristics, viz.
khy¡ti (sattva), kriy¡ (rajas), and
sthiti (tamas). The saÆyama on
anvaya combined with saÆyama on

anyat¡khy¡ti anvaya-3
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other four aspects of elements leads to
bh£tajaya (mastery over elements).

ap +{ÉÂ = jala VÉ±É (TSM 136, 143; TSB 5,
6, 9; VB III 44), water, one of the five
mah¡bh£tas, áabda, spar¿a, rasa,
r£pa and gandha are, according to
TSB, its aÆ¿as1 (cf. UpaniÀadbrah-
mayog¢) and are said to rest on it. Citta2

of which 1/8th part is of each of the
other four mah¡bh£tas and 1/2 is ap,
is said to reside in the ap and to exit in
the form of ap (cf. Upani¿ad-
brahmayog¢). The five aÆ¿as1 of ap
are not explained by this r¿i. Perhaps
he means both the tanm¡tr¡s of this
name and the corresponding sensua.
Part of the body from the knees to the
hips is said to be the seat of ap. This
text prescribes dhy¡na on ap in this
region as it does on the other mah¡-
bh£tas in the other parts of the body.
Ap is described in TSM as being of the
form of half moon, white and silvery
and the ap region of the body is called
ap-sth¡na (place).

apakva +{ÉC´É (YSU I 25, 26), one of the
two kinds of men. Apakva men are
yogah¢na ªÉÉäMÉ½þÒxÉ (those who have not
practised any yoga), ja·a (devoid of
knowledge) and p¡rthiva (those who
identify themselves with their gross
bodies). It is by yoga alone that they
become paripakva. Without yoga
neither their knowledge of truth nor of
duty can bring them mokÀa. Yoga
alone can liberate them from the misery
consequent upon acquiring a gross
form. This is the teaching of YSU.

apathya +{ÉlªÉ (HP I 59), unwholesome
food. During the practice of yoga one
should consider the selection of proper
food. Sv¡tm¡r¡ma classified two types
of food, wholesome (pathya) and
unwholesome (apathya). Bitter, sour,
pungent, salty or hot, green vegetables,
sour gruel, oil, mustard, alcohol, fish,
meat, curds, butter-milk, berries,
oilcakes, asafoetida, garlic etc. are said
to be unwholesome diet. Besides, even
wholesome food becomes unwhole-
some if heated over again, is dry,
excessively salty or sour.

aparampara +{É®ú¨{É®ú (SSP I 16), one of
the five causes of the manifestation of
'an¡dyapi¸·a', refers to the com-
bination of animate and inanimate
(ja·a and caitanya). Other four causes
are paramapada, ¿£nya, niraµjana,
and param¡tm¡.

aparavair¡gya +{É®ú´Éè®úÉMªÉ (VM, NGB I 5),
vair¡gya has been classified into two
types, aparavair¡gya and paravair¡-
gya. Aparavair¡gya, has again, been
classified into four stages-yatam¡na,
vyatireka, ekendriya, and va¿¢k¡ra.
Va¿¢k¡rasaÆjµ¡ is the advanced
stage of aparavair¡gya. The first three
mediocre vair¡gya are of not much
significance, for in these stages there
is always a fear of getting reinvolved
in worldly things. Va¿¢k¡ra refers to
complete subjugation of all the desires
which are to be enjoyed through various
senses. This is culmination of apara-
vair¡gya.

ap aparavair¡gya
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apar¡ntajµ¡na +{É®úÉxiÉYÉÉxÉ (YS, VB, VM
III 21), knowledge of death. The
apar¡ntajµ¡na is the result of the
saÆyama on sopakrama and nirupa-
krama karma.

aparigraha-1 +{ÉÊ®úOÉ½þ-1 (YS II 30, 39; SS
V 68; YSH I 32, 33, II 106-110), not
possessing any property of any kind.
All worldly possessions have to do with
our present life. We neither bring them
with us nor carry them to our next life.
Hence when we completely detach
ourselves from them, we get inquisitive
about our past and future existence.
Arising of this eschatological
inquisitiveness is called janmakath-
ant¡sambodhaÅ by Pataµjali. It
accrues from being firmly established
in aparigraha. YSH considers posses-
sion of property to cause pain and there-
fore advises aparigraha. This Jaina
text distinguishes between outer and
inner aparigraha. An attitude of
complete detachment (renunciation)
towards the objects of sense- ¿abda4,
spar¿a, r£pa2, rasa1 and gandha4 is
called inner aparigraha.

aparigraha-2 +{ÉÊ®úOÉ½þ-2 (BG VI 10),
abandoning all the possessions. A yog¢
should abandon all possessions which
work as hindrance in the path of yoga.
Aparigrah¡Å =  yogapratibandhaka
sa´graharahit¡Å (á¡´kara-bh¡Àya on
BG).

apari¸¡mitva +{ÉÊ®úhÉÉÊ¨Éi´É (YS IV 18), not
being subject to change or motion.
PuruÀa does not undergo any change

whatsoever. Nevertheless, He knows
(introspects) the v¤tti of his citta3,
which are always changing, and always
knows those v¤ttis irrespective of their
adhvabheda (being past, present or
future).

aparid¤À¶a +{ÉÊ®úoù¹]õõ (VB, VBh III 15), not
perceivable (through senses). One of
the two abilities of citta. Other one is
parid¤À¶a. Those objects that are not
perceivable through senses and hence
cognised through inference are called
aparid¤À¶a. Vy¡sa enumerates seven
such objects. These are: (1) restricted
state of mind (nirodha), (2) virtues and
vices (dharma), (3) subliminal
impressions, (4) change, (5) life, (6)
volition and (7) power.

aparinirmitava¿avartinaÅ +{ÉÊ®úÊxÉÌ¨ÉiÉ-
´É¶É´ÉÌiÉxÉ: (VB III  26), a class of gods
residing in the mahendraloka. They
enjoy all the eight siddhis3 as do the
other denizens of this loka.

aparokÀasiddhi +{É®úÉäIÉÊºÉÊrù (SAU I (7)
42-3), immediate realisation of the Self,
seen as clearly as daylight. The method
prescribed for attaining it is as follows:
"Place the left heel below the genitals,
place the right foot on the left thigh,
inhale to the full, let the chin touch the
chest, contract the anus, think of your
true Self, and do not let it slip out of
the focus of consciousness as long as
possible". This technique is a combina-
tion of ¡sana, pr¡¸¡y¡ma2, j¡landha-
rbandha, m£labandha1 and
dh¡ra¸¡.

apar¡ntajµ¡na aparokÀasiddhi
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apavarga-1 +{É´ÉMÉÇ-1 (SK 44), release,
liberation. The necessary consequence
of jµ¡na1 is liberation. The word
mokÀa is often used in this sense. Its
opposite is bandha4.

apavarga-2 +{É´ÉMÉÇ-2 (YS II 18), d¤¿ya1

of the citta1 whose asmit¡1 is not
ud¡ra (active). It is a d¤¿ya1 towards
which the attitude of indifference is
adopted by the citta1 as opposed to
d¤¿ya1 taken as bhoga, i.e. the d¤¿ya1

motivated by asmit¡1. D¤¿ya1 becomes
apavarga2 when asmit¡1 gets inactive.
It remains bhoga so long as the kle¿a
asmit¡1 remains active.

apav¡da +{É´ÉÉn (BY IV 72), mispronun-
ciation. Not reciting savit¤ according
to the prescription of the Vedas.

apasth¡na +{ÉºlÉÉxÉ (VS IV 6), the region
ofÊap (water) in the body. The human
body from the toes to the cerebrum has
been divided into five regions,
depending on the dominance of each
gross elements for the purpose of the
practice of dh¡ra¸¡. From knees to
anus has been stated as the region of
water (acquas spot).

ap¡na-1 +{ÉÉxÉ-1 (VB III 39; GS V 60; SS
III 4, 7; SAU I (4) 12-13; G 24; TSB
5), one of the ten autonomic reflexes
called life-activities. They are said to
be samastendriyav¤tti ºÉ¨ÉºiÉäÎxpùªÉ´ÉÞÊkÉ (joint
function of all the indriyas2) by Vy¡sa
and s¡m¡nyakara¸av¤tti ºÉÉ¨ÉÉxªÉEò®úhÉ´ÉÞÊkÉ
(joint function of all the kara¸as) by
Ì¿varak¤À¸a. The function of ap¡na1

is said to be apanayana +{ÉxÉªÉxÉ (carrying

downwards) by VB. árapa¸a
(generating heat) is consi-dered to be
its function by TSB, digestion by SAU,
and elimination by Yogatara´gi¸¢.
These autonomic functions are refer-
red to as v¡yus1 in Ancient Indian texts
and are said to be life-activities
performed through the n¡·¢s1. The
sphere of work of ap¡na1 is said to
extend down to the soles by VB, and
the anal region by GS and SS. SAU
considers the ap¡na1 region to extend
from the navel to the knees.

ap¡na-2 +{ÉÉxÉ-2 (HP I 48; G 24-29, 37,
52; GS III 34, 45; YKU I 65; SS IV 38,
65; DBU 69; YCU 40), a series of inter-
nally aroused cutaneous sensations
which are experienced by yog¢s as
something which they call v¡yu4 or
pr¡¸a, rising up along the back.
It appears that the lower reaches of this
rising stream of cutaneous sensations
is generally referred to as ap¡na2 and
the higher reaches (in the upper part of
the back) as pr¡¸a3; and one popular
description of yoga4 is the union of
these two. According to HP, DBU and
YCU, if a yog¢ dies raising ap¡na2

again and again and mixing it with
pr¡¸a3 he attains the supreme know-
ledge and gets liberated. The same
verse is cited in all the three texts. GS
appears to hold that inhalation by k¡k¢
mudr¡ moves the pr¡¸a3 and the
mock exhalation brings up the ap¡na2

so that the two may meet and blend.
There is complete cessation of breath-

apavarga-1 ap¡na-2
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ing so long as there is no exhalation.
This operation is considered by GS to
be a part of yonimudr¡ as well as of
¿aktic¡lan¢-mudr¡.

ap¡na-3 +{ÉÉxÉ-3 (VS II 42, 45, 51; III 2,
36; BG IV 29), one among the five
prominent v¡yus. It pervades the penis,
anus, thighs, abdomen, waist and the
root of navel region. Excretion of
waste-matter from the body is main
function of ap¡na. This has also been
considered noxious to life. According
to BG, that which moves downward is
called ap¡na. For the sake of conque-
ring v¡yu (pr¡¸a), VasiÀtha suggests
that one should draw ap¡nav¡yu
upward and fix it at the place of fire
(vahnima¸·ala or n¡bhisth¡na) and
then closing of the ear etc., by both
hands. It generates a pure n¡da which
in turn leads to v¡yujaya.

ap¡nakr£rat¡ +{ÉÉxÉGÚò®úiÉÉ (GS I 41),
malfunctioning of ap¡na (due to
unclean rectum). Ap¡na3 is responsible
for excretion of waste material from the
body. The improper functioning of
ap¡na3 gives rise to many disorders.
Thus Ghera¸·a suggests the cleansing
of the rectum (m£la¿odhana) to rectify
the improper functioning of ap¡na.

ap¡nordhvaprocc¡ra¸a +{ÉÉxÉÉäv´ÉÇ|ÉÉäSSÉÉ-
®úhÉ, (prots¡ra¸a |ÉÉäiºÉÉ®úhÉ) (HP I 48;
YCU 40). According to these texts, first
the baddhapadm¡sana pose is to be
assumed and then a tight j¡landhara-
bandha. Then, the yog¢ is asked to
raise the ap¡na2 in all its fullness again

and again. Doing so, the yog¢ attains
infinite knowledge by dint of ¿akti-the
ku¸·alin¢¿akti-provided that at the
same time he tries to meditate on the
One Supreme Reality.

ap¡rthakam +{ÉÉlÉÇEò¨ÉÂ (SK 60), without
deriving any benefit for herself.
Prak¤ti2 is supposed by Ì¿varak¤À¸a
to work solely for the benefit of the
puruÀa1 without deriving any benefit
for herself.

apunar¡v¤tti +{ÉÖxÉ®úÉ´ÉÞÊkÉ (BG V 17), non-
re-embodiment. Those who fix their
consciousness in brahman and attain
the highest knowledge wash out the
causes responsible for embodiment and
hence there is no re-embodiment.

apu¸ya +{ÉÖhªÉ (YS II 14), an ethically bad
action. (cf. pu¸ya).

apai¿una +{Éè¶ÉÖxÉ (BG XVI 2), 'pai¿una'
is calumny and apai¿una is the absence
thereof. One of the twenty-six divine
virtues (daiv¢ sampat).

apodh¡ra¸¡  +{ÉÉävÉÉ®hÉÉ  =  v¡ru¸¢
dh¡ra¸a  ´ÉÉ¯ûhÉÒvÉÉ®hÉÉ  =  v¡ri¸¢
dh¡ra¸a  ´ÉÉÊ®hÉÒvÉÉ®hÉÉ  =  ¡mbhas¢
dh¡ra¸¡ +É¨¦ÉºÉÒvÉÉ®úhÉÉ (GS III 60; G
70; YTU 88-91), dh¡ra¸¡ on ap. G
prescribes v¡ri¸¢dh¡ra¸¡ on this
tattva (element) situated in the ka¸¶ha.
According to YTU, however, the region
of ap extends from the knees to the
reproductive organs, and this text
claims for apodh¡ra¸¡ freedom from
every sin and immunity from injury or
death resulting in any form from water.

aprak¡¿a +|ÉEòÉ¶É (BG XIV 13), lack of

ap¡na-3 aprak¡¿a
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discrimination due to preponderance of
tamas.

apratiÀ¶ha-1 +|ÉÊiÉ¹`-1ö (BG XVI 8),
unsteady, not governed by laws such
as good and evil.

apratiÀ¶ha-2 +|ÉÊiÉ¹`ö-2 (VB I 30, III 38),
instability. Vy¡sa says, while explain-
ing the 'anavasthitatva-antar¡ya, the
instability as the incapacity of the mind
to continue in the particular state which
has been attained. When the stability is
acquired, it leads to the state of trance
(sam¡dhi).

apratisa´krama +|ÉÊiÉºÉÆGò¨É (VB, VBh I
2; YS, VB, VBh IV 22), immutable,
without movement. The conscious-
nesspotential (citi¿akti-puruÀa) is
actionless, i.e. without movement, for
activity is due to trigu¸as which are
transcended by puruÀa and that is the
reason why it does not move towards
objects whereas buddhi (intellect)
which is of the nature of gu¸as and
therefore active, moves towards objects
in order to grasp them.

aprabuddha +|É¤ÉÖr ù (TBU I 11), that
which cannot be known. Brahman can
be attained by the yog¢s, though it
cannot be known in the way all of us
know things.

aprameya +|É¨ÉäªÉ (BG II 18; BY XII 40),
beyond pram¡¸as. The self cannot be
determined by any valid source of
knowledge, for the self is considered
to be aprameya or pram¡¸¡t¢ta as well
as self-determined. Vedas are conside-
red to be aprameya, i.e., unascertaina-
ble.

aprayojaka +|ÉªÉÉäVÉEò (YS IV 3), non-
stimulator, not causing innate or
inherent tendencies to act. The effi-
cient cause or in this context yog¢'s
desire is verily not the stimulating
factor responsible for the another birth
or birth in other species.

apr¡yatya +|ÉÉªÉiªÉ (BY VI 30), state of
apathy. To subdue this state Sage
Y¡jµavalkya suggests to take bath with
mantras or m¡rjana, i.e., sprinkling of
water with the sacred Vedic chants.

apr¢ti +|ÉÒÊiÉ (SK 12), mental agitation-a
characteristic of rajas. Peace and
agitation seem to be quite irrelevant at
the comparatively less differentiated
levels of prak¤ti. As opposed to apr¢ti,
pr¢ti and viÀ¡da are the characteristics
of sattva2 and tamas respectively.

aphalaprepsu +¡ò±É|Éä{ºÉÖ (BG XVIII 23),
not longing for the fruits of action, The
person who performs action with this
attitude is known to be a s¡ttvika.

abindu +Ê¤Éxn Ö ù (YSU VI 66), the all-
pervading brahman, also called
dhruvat¡raka wÉÖ́ ÉiÉÉ®Eò, in this upaniÀad.

abh¡va-1 +¦ÉÉ´É-1 (ABU 4, 7; SK I, 8),
disappearance. When a yog¢'s self
disappears in the state of sannirodha
ºÉÊzÉ®úÉävÉ (restraint), he attains the highest
state-beatitude. Ëtmano'bh¡va +Éi¨ÉxÉÉä-
¦ É É ´ É reminds one of the types of
svar£pa¿£nyat¡ º´É°ü{É¶ÉÚxªÉiÉÉ of YS (III
3), which is the distinguishing feature
of sam¡dhi and of tatsthatadaµjanat¡
iÉiºlÉiÉnùÆVÉxÉiÉÉ (YS I 41), i.e., sam¡patti.

abh¡va-2 +¦ÉÉ´É-2 (SK 9, 14), impossibi-

apratiÀ¶ha-1 abh¡va-2
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lity. Everything from everything is an
impossibility. According to SK, as
everything cannot come out of
everything, prak¤ti1 cannot come out
of puruÀa1. A thing can be produced
only from that in which it is potentially
already there. This is the theory known
as satk¡ryav¡da. Neither is every-
thing potentially present in everything
else, nor is prak¤ti1 potentially present
in any puruÀa1. This is the S¡¸khya
view.

abh¡va-3 +¦ÉÉ´É-3 (YS I 10), non-
existence as an object of knowledge in
its own right. Abh¡va is considered to
be one of the seven categories by many
Vai¿eÀika philosophers, and this
abh¡va appears to be the object of
Pataµjali's nidr¡ cittav¤tti. According
to these thinkers it is something
positive, not a mere absence of every-
thing.

abh¡vitasmartavya +¦ÉÉÊ´ÉiÉº¨ÉiÉḈ ªÉ (VB I
11). In the waking state when we are
imagining, we know that we are
imagining and it is not perception, but
we take our dream images to be
percepts. Images of the waking state are
called by Vy¡sa abh¡vitasmartavya
as opposed to which dream images are
called by him bh¡vitasmartavya. This
is Vy¡sa's psychology of sm¤ti.

abhikraman¡¿a +Ê¦ÉGò¨ÉxÉÉ¶É (BG II 40;
BY XI 2), efforts futile. Usually the
efforts discharged in achieving any-
thing may go waste (abhikrama-
n¡¿a), but efforts discharged in yoga
never go unrewarded.

abhinive¿a-1 +Ê¦ÉÊxÉ´Éä¶É-1 (YS II 3, 9), an
innate tendency, common to all men
and animals, which prompts life-saving
actions. The wise and the intelligent
have it just as much as the lowliest of
creatures. Only yog¢s can escape it.
They do not cling to life as all the rest
of us do. Abhinive¿a is mentioned by
Pataµjali as one of the kle¿as which
reside in the citta1. All the innate reflex
actions are in the last resort prompted
by abhinive¿a, as they are self-
preservative. Abhinive¿a is the
bandhak¡ra¸a ¤ÉxvÉEòÉ®úhÉ in YS III 38.

abhinive¿a-2 +Ê¦ÉÊxÉ´Éä¶É-2 (VB, VM, VBh,
II 3, 9), one of the five kle¿as. In all
beings there is self-benediction that
'would I never cease to live', 'to exist',
'may I live'. According to Vy¡sa, such
a will helps us in inferring the pheno-
menon of past life, for he who has not
experienced the agony of previous
deaths will not have 'will to live'
(abhinive¿a). This affliction of 'love of
life' is found in every being.

abhibhava +Ê¦É¦É´É (SK 7,12), over-
powering, dominating. It is one of the
four ways in which the works of sattva,
rajas and tamas are related to one
another. When the work of one gu¸a1

dominates over that of the other two,
or anyone of them, the relation between
them would be abhibhava. In this way,
abhibhava, ¡¿raya, janana and
mithuna would not be of gu¸as1 with
one another but of their works:
prak¡¿a, prav¤tti, niyama, pr¢ti,
apr¢ti, viÀ¡da. When gu¸a completely

abh¡va-3 abhibhava
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dominates over another it hides the
latter, which then becomes impercep-
tible.

abhim¡na-1 +Ê¦É¨ÉÉxÉ-1 (TSB 6; TSM 16;
SK 24), self-consciousness-the k¡rya
(function) and the viÀaya (psycho-
logical object) of the aha´k¡ra, aÆ¿a
of ¡k¡¿a (TSB). It is on account of this
that sad¡¿iva becomes a j¢va.
Abhim¡na is supposed to be the same
thing as aha´k¡ra by SK. In human
beings it takes the form of idea of the
self, in the context of which budhhi3

exercises her choice and voluntary
actions are performed. Mc Dougall has
called it by the names like self-
regarding sentiment and self-respect.

abhim¡na-2 +Ê¦É¨ÉÉxÉ-2 (B II 6), synonym
for asmit¡, one of the kle¿as.

abhivyaktik¡ra¸a +Ê¦É´ªÉÎCiÉEòÉ®hÉ (VB,
VM II 28), the cause of manifestation.
One of the nine varieties of causes
enumerated by Vy¡sa. Manifestation
means the placing of an object under
certain conditions such as light etc. so
that it may help in the act of perception
of form, colour, intensity etc. either by
means of senses or by the act of the
mind itself.

abhiÀva´ga +Ê¦É¹´ÉÆMÉ (BG XIII 9), too
much attachment. Identifying oneself
with the object (cf. anabhiÀva´ga).

abhy¡sa +¦ªÉÉºÉ (YS I 12, 13, 32; SK 64;
G 90; SS III 44-5, 92, 93), practice
Pataµjali thinks that success in
elimination of cittav¤ttis can be achi-
eved by abhy¡sa and vair¡gya and

defines abhy¡sa as the effort directed
towards this goal. Abhy¡sa in this
context seems to mean nothing more
than practising cittav¤ttinirodha again
and again with perseverance. Monistic
Ved¡ntists like GorakÀa distinguish
between our ordinary knowledge,
which is all wrong on account of
avidy¡ (called up¡dhi by G), and our
realisation of the truth (tattvasaÆsthiti
iÉk´ÉºÉÆÎºlÉÊiÉ). According to them, so long
as man remains under the spell of
avidy¡, he behaves like a j¢va1. But
when the same person realizes the truth
by practising yoga1, which G here calls
constant abhy¡sa, he ceases to behave
like an ordinary man. Ì¿varak¤À¸a,
however, does not seem to have used
the word abhy¡sa for yog¡bhy¡sa. At
least he does not say so.

abhy¡sayoga-1 +¦ªÉÉºÉªÉÉäMÉ-1 = suÀum-
n¡yoga ºÉÖ¹ÉÖ¨xÉÉªÉÉäMÉ = ku¸·alin¢yoga
EÖòhb÷Ê±ÉxÉÒªÉÉäMÉ (YSU I 125, 126), effort-
fully taking v¡yu up the suÀumn¡. This
yoga consists first in moving the
ku¸·alin¢ and then rousing it. It
appears that the ku¸·al¢c¡lana EÖòhb÷±ÉÒ-
SÉÉ±ÉxÉ of this UpaniÀad is the same per-
formance as sarasvat¢c¡lana ºÉ®úº´ÉiÉÒSÉÉ±ÉxÉ
of YKU and ¿aktic¡lana of GS.
The rising v¡yu is reported to be felt
as an object rising along the back to the
head and is supposed to pierce all the
granthis.

abhy¡sayoga-2 +¦ªÉÉºÉªÉÉäMÉ-2 (BG VIII 8,
XII 9), yoga of constant practice. This
practice consists in withdrawing

abhim¡na-1 abhy¡sayoga-2
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thoughts from all quarters and fixing
the mind again and again on one parti-
cular object. Abhy¡sayoga is there-
fore, of the nature of steadfastness of
mind acquired by constant practice.

amanaska +¨ÉxÉºEò (MBU I (3) 1, 4; III
(I) 2, 3, 5; V 8; ATU 8; HP IV 4),
disappearance of aindriya activity (cf.
indriya). In this state there is an entire
destruction of manas1, and if, destroy-
ing his manas, the yog¢ gets merged
in the param¡tman {É®ú¨ÉÉi¨ÉxÉÂ, this state is
called amanaskayoga. The amanaska
state of ¿¡mbhav¢mudr¡ is sam¡dhi
and brings jµ¡na (knowledge) and
¡nanda3. ATU and BVU both divide
yoga into t¡rakayoga and amanaska-
yoga, and ATU calls its yoga4 to be
t¡rakayoga. Thus the name of the
whole is given to one of its parts. HP
does not consider the amanaska-to be
essentially a state of dhy¡na in the
sense of concentration of mind. It
considers the state of j¢vanmukti to be
amanaska.

amara +¨É®ú (VB III 26), the longest lived
denizens of the janaloka.

amaratva +¨É®úi´É (HP IV 3), freedom from
the cycle of birth and death. HP holds
that sam¡dhi2, which may be called
r¡jayoga, is not necessarily a state of
amaratva. If the amaratva state is
reached, the yog¢ gets liberated from
the bondage of life and death. How long
he may continue to exist in his present
human body is immaterial. This state
goes by a number of names: sahaj¡va-

sth¡ ºÉ½þVÉÉ´ÉºlÉÉ, j¢vanmukti, parama-
pada.

amarav¡ru¸i +¨É®ú´ÉÉ¯ûhÉÒ (HP III 46, 48),
secretion from the candra, situated on
the left side in the region below the spot
between two eye-brows (Brahm¡-
nanda's commentary). This secretion is
said to be drawn out by the heat gene-
rated as a result of the tongue entering
that cavity as a part of khecar¢mudr¡.

amar¢+¨É®úÒ (HP III 93), = amarav¡ru¸¢
+¨É¯û´ÉÉ®úÒhÉÒ = c¡ndr¢ SÉÉxpùÒ. For amarol¢
one has always to imbibe amar¢
through the nose inside and at the same
time to practise vajrol¢mudr¡.

amarol¢ +¨É®úÉä±ÉÒ (HP III 93). If vajrol¢ is
practised regularly accompanied with
imbibing amar¢ from the inside of the
nose, it becomes amarol¢.

am¡tra +¨ÉÉjÉ (ANU 31), non-bhautika
¦ÉÉèÊiÉEò or bh£t¡tm¡. According to SK,
the mah¡bh£tas are made up of the
tanm¡tr¡s (SK 22). Am¡tra (li-
terally, without any tanm¡tr¡) should
thus mean non-bhautika ¦ÉÉ èÊiÉEò. In
Pataµjali's language, it would mean
non-aindriya, or it may be puruÀa1,
which is neither bhautika nor aindriya.
UpaniÀadbrahmayog¢ takes am¡tra to
mean brahman which is said in this
UpaniÀad to be the proper object of
cintana ÊSÉxiÉxÉ (dhy¡na).

am¡d¤À¶i +¨ÉÉoùÊ¹]õ (MBU II (I) 6), one of
the three d¤À¶is1 adopted for seeing the
t¡rakalakÀya. Seeing the t¡raka-
lakÀya with eyes closed is called
am¡d¤À¶i.

amanaska am¡d¤À¶i
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am¡v¡sy¡-1 +¨ÉÉ´ÉÉºªÉÉ-1 (YKU III 1, 2),
meditation with closed eyes. This is
prescribed during the day or when the
yog¢ finds it difficult to keep the eyes
open without winking. (See pratipat
and p£r¸im¡, which are the other two
positions of the eyes during medi-
tation. Also see am¡d¤À¶i).

am¡v¡sy¡-2 +¨ÉÉ´ÉÉºªÉÉ-2 (DU IV 43),
pr¡¸a3 reaching the confluence of i·¡1

and pi´gal¡1. When yog¢s experience
a series of cutaneous sensations in the
back, they perceive something rising
up, sometimes on the left side and
sometimes on the right. When these
sensations change their location from
the right to the left side, in their own
esoteric language the yog¢s call this
phenomenon uttar¡ya¸a and when
they experience a shift from the left to
the right side they call it dakÀi¸¡ya¸a.
When, however, the pr¡¸a3 (name
given to the content of this experience)
is felt at the spot where the i·¡ and
pi´gal¡ n¡·¢s meet (at the level of the
eyebrows), it is called am¡v¡sy¡.

am£rtan¡da +¨ÉÚÂÂiÉÇxÉÉnù (DBU 102), n¡da
(sound) having no distinct form. This
sound is produced out of the middle of
the v¢¸¡da¸·a, i.e., vertebral column,
attached to the suÀumn¡, resembling
the resonance of the conch and the like.
Synonym of 'an¡hatan¡da'2.

am£rtit¡raka +¨ÉÚÌiÉiÉÉ®úEò (ATU 10; MBU
I (3) 1), one of the two kinds of objects
of t¡rakayoga. Am£rtit¡raka is
described as bhr£yug¡t¢ta §ÉÚªÉÖMÉÉiÉÒiÉ. But

at the same time it is said to be known
by manas2 aided by cakÀu1, just as
m£rtit¡raka is known. The difference
between the two is that the eye used
for am£rtit¡raka is not the physio-
logical eye, neither the retina, nor the
visual centre of the brain, but the
cakÀurindriya, which is not bhautika in
any sense and is a constituent of
Pataµjali's citta1, which is aindriya
vi¿eÀa (= S.K.'s s£kÀma vi¿eÀa).
In addition to the cakÀurindriya, the
physiological eye is also needed to see
externa objects and m£rti anusan-
dheyas. The physiological eye is not
required for the anusandh¡na of the
anusandheyas which cannot be
sensed.

am£rtimat +¨ÉÚÌiÉ¨ÉiÉÂ (ATU 11), incor-
poreal. Uttarat¡rkayoga involves
meditation on a great beam of radiance
(imagined to be over the root of the
palate) which is said to be incorporeal
or formless in nature (cf. uttarat¡ra-
kayoga).

am¤ta +¨ÉÞiÉ (GS III 33, 62, V 44; G 44,
57, 64, 65, 83), nectar- the liquid which,
according to GorakÀa, flows from the
candra1 in the throat (57, 58). It is
because this am¤ta is swallowed up by
the s£rya in the n¡bhim£la xÉÉÊ¦É¨ÉÚ±É
(navel) that one dies. Ghera¸·a places
the candra in the t¡lum£la, though he
does not say that am¤ta oozes from it,
he also speaks of am¤ta being
swallowed up by the s£rya2. According
to GorakÀa, this am¤ta should neither

am¡v¡sy¡-1 am¤ta
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be permitted to go to s£rya2 nor to be
consumed by candra1 itself. The yog¢
should consume it if he or she wants to
be immortal (G 56). Ghera¸·a
prescribes m¡¸·uk¢ mudr¡ for
absorption of this am¤ta by the yog¢
and considers a contemplation of this
flowing am¤ta to be effective in what
he calls n¡·¢¿uddhi (cleansing of the
n¡·¢s). Brahm¡nanda places candra1

in the ¡jµ¡cakra. (cf. amar¢ amara-
v¡ru¸¢ and c¡ndr¢).

am¤takal¡ +¨ÉÞiÉEò±ÉÉ (SSP II 18), a parti-
cular type of secretion oozing from
uvula (gha¸¶ik¡). This is attained
through placing of the upper part of the
tonuge on uvula and meditating
(dh¡ra¸¡) upon gha¸¶ik¡dh¡ra- one
of the sixteen ¡dh¡ras (cf. ¿o·aÀ¡-
dh¡ra) which results in secretion of
am¤takal¡.

am¤tatva +¨ÉÞiÉi´É (ATU 6), immortality.
The person who sees rays of light,
shining like burning gold, at a height
of twelve inches above his head, attains
am¤tatva. (See bahirlakÀya). By
am¤tatva the ancient Hindus generally
understood freedom from the cycle of
birth and death-not death alone. In this
context, by life the ¤Ài @ñÊ¹É means the
mundane mortal life.

am¤tasth¡na +¨ÉÞiÉºlÉÉxÉ (DBU 40), bhr£-
madhya, lal¡¶a (forehead) and
n¡sik¡m£la xÉÉÊºÉEòÉ¨ÉÚ±É (root of the nose)
are here said to form the am¤tasth¡na.
It is called the great home of brahman.
Probably the reference is to a single

spot-the bhr£madhya of GorakÀa-
contemplation on which and the deity
residing there are highly esteemed.

ambu +¨¤ÉÖ (G 70), one of the five tattvas1

(mah¡bh£tas). Ambu is supposed to
reside in the ka¸¶ha. It is said to be
white and has in it viÀ¸u, and p¢y£Àa
(nectar) and is associated with sound
of va (´É). It resembles the eighth moon.
Dh¡ra¸¡ on this tattva3 is called
v¡ru¸¢dh¡ra¸¡. It is the element
ordinarily known as water (cf. ap).

ayukt¡bhy¡sa +ªÉÖCiÉÉ¦ªÉÉºÉ (HP II 16), im-
proper practice. Improper practice of
pr¡¸¡y¡ma (specially here of n¡·i-
¿odhana pr¡¸¡y¡ma) leads to several
diseases such as hiccup, asthma, cough
and pain in the ear, head and eyes.
Improper practice consists in per-
forming p£raka, and recaka hurriedly,
without following the alternate
breathing pattern as prescribed by
Sv¡tm¡r¡ma and practising kumbhaka
beyond one's own capacity etc. (cf.
yukta).

ayugapat +ªÉÖMÉ{ÉiÉÂ (SK 18), separate (=
individual = of each his or her own).
The prav¤ttis2 of each person are his
or her and as the prav¤ttis2 are
individual and private, and as nobody
shares the prav¤ttis2 of others, there
must be a plurality of puruÀas2. This
argument appears, however, to be
flimsy. The prav¤ttis are of the indi-
vidual who transmigrates (bh¡vairadhi-
v¡sitali´gam ¦ÉÉ´Éè®úÊvÉ´ÉÉÊºÉiÉË±ÉMÉ¨ÉÂ) and is
said to be mahad¡disukÀmaparyanta

am¤takal¡ ayugapat
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¨É½þnùÉÊnùºÉÚI¨É{ÉªÉÇxiÉ. They are not of the
puruÀas1 and they do not prove a
plurality of puruÀas1, but only of
li´gas2. The same thing applies to
janana, mara¸a (death) and kara¸a1.
All these are of the individual who is
trigu¸¡tmaka ÊjÉMÉÖhÉÉi¨ÉEò (made up of the
three gu¸as). How can these individual
differences prove the existence of many
puruÀas1, who are not gu¸¡tmaka
MÉ ÖhÉÉi¨ÉEò (having the nature of the
gu¸as)? Perhaps a link is to be supplied
to complete the argument. This link is
found in SK 55, according to which,
along with his li´ga2, the puruÀa1 with
which it has a saÆyoga also goes
through the painful experiences of
death and old age; and as these
experiences are  different for each
individual, there must be as many
puruÀas1, who experience pain, as
there are individuals in the world. These
are the avidy¡v¡n +Ê´ÉtÉ´ÉÉxÉÂ puruÀas2

who mistakenly consider the prav¤ttis2

of the cittas1 to be their own prav¤ttis2.
ayutasiddh¡vayavasam£ha +ªÉÖiÉÊºÉrùÉ-

´ÉªÉ´ÉºÉ¨ÉÚ½þ (VB III 44), a combination of
which the components do not have a
separate existence, e.g. an animal-body
or a tree, of which the members do not
exist separately as do the individuals
who form a social group or the trees
which form a forest. The five mah¡-
bh£tas - the gu¸¡tmaka MÉÖhÉÉi¨ÉEò (made
up of the gu¸as) reality at the svar£pa
level - are each an ayutasiddh¡vayava
combination of a matter and its form,

e.g. fire and heat, which do not exist
separately and independently of each
other.

ariÀa¶ka +Ê®ú¹É]ÂõEò (VU I 10, 11), six ene-
mies, viz., lust (k¡ma), anger
(krodha), greed (lobha), delusion
(moha), infatuation (mada), and spite
(m¡tsarya). These are the famous
Àa·ripus.

ariÀ¶a +Ê®ú¹]õò(YS III 22), evill omen (of
death). The knowledge of death
(apar¡ntajµ¡na) can be got through
ariÀ¶as, i.e., evil omens. Omens here
are known as fore-warnings (of the
death of a person).

arundhat¢ +¯ûxvÉi É Ò (HP III 1, 15),
ku¸·alin¢.

arka-1 +EÇò-1 (TSB 8), the sun. One of
the twelve gods who reside in the
twelve n¡·is1 in the form of pr¡¸a1.

arka-2 +EÇò-2 (SS III 43), s£rya2 (the
pi´gal¡n¡·¢).

arci +ÌSÉ (ANU 37), flame of fire. Vy¡na
is supposed to be of the colour of fire,
i.e., bright ochre.

artha-1 +lÉÇ-1 (YS I 43, 49, III 3, 11, IV
23), content of a cittav¤tti or a
sam¡patti which may be vi¿eÀa or
s¡m¡nya (concrete or abstract). Since
citta's merging in its artha in the state
of dhy¡na is sam¡patti, dhy¡na itself
becomes sam¡patti and assumes the
state of sam¡dhi when the citta2 loses
itself in the object of its consciousness.

artha-2 +lÉÇ-2 (SK 17, 58),  in order to =
for facilitating. Men and animals work
automatically as if for getting rid of the

ayutasiddh¡vayavasam£ha artha-2
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uneasiness caused by a psychological
need. Similarly by virtue of the
avyakta2 becoming vyakta, puruÀa2

works automatically for facilitating
kaivalya of the puruÀa1 who is one of
his components.

artha-3 +lÉÇ-3 (YS II 18, 21-2, III 44, 47,
IV 32, 34), that which is cognised by a
citta2 as an object or a whole made up
of objects, or is seen by a puruÀa1. As
every puruÀa1 sees his citta, the citta1

is said to be his d¤¿ya3. Whether an
artha3 is of the nature of bhoga or
apavarga2 for citta1 depends on the
absence or presence, respectively, of
vivekakhy¡ti in the citta1; the former
makes it bhoga, the latter apavarga.

artha-4 +lÉÇ-4 (YS I 28, 42, III 17, 35;
SK 73), meaning. Om, to the yog¢ who
recites this mantra, means God (YS I
28), and vikalpa is defined by Pataµjali
as knowledge of the meaning of a word
which is spoken or in some way
perceived or called to memory. In YS I
42 the words ¿abda, artha and jµ¡na
are significant. They point to the
meaning of the word vikalpa used
there.
Inability to distinguish between sattva
and puruÀa1 implies bhoga, because a
wrong meaning (par¡rtha) is given to
these words-sattva is taken to be
puruÀa1 and puruÀa1 to be sattva. If
saÆyama is performed on their correct
meaning (sv¡rtha), then the successful
yog¢ comes to know about the presence
of such an entity as puruÀa1, which is

absolutely different from citta1 (YS III
35). Sound (¿abda), meaning (artha4)
and knowledge (jµ¡na) make up a
single whole. By performing saÆyama
on them, as distinct from one another,
the yog¢ can learn the language of the
species to which those living beings
belong (YS III 17)  who make that
sound. As for example, if a yog¢ can
distinguish between (1) the sound
which stimulates his ears when he hears
a bird chirping, (2) the significance, or
meaning, of that sound to other birds,
and (3) whatever knowledge he gets,
and he performs saÆyama on them-
each as distinct from the others-he
learns the language of that species of
birds. This is Pataµjali's idea, and it may
be his experience too.

artha-5 +lÉÇ-5 (SK 13, 63, 65, 68-9),
purpose. Kaivaly¡rtha Eèò´É±ªÉÉlÉÇ means
'for the purpose of kaivalya ',
niyam¡rtha ÊxÉªÉ¨ÉÉlÉÇ 'for the purpose of
niyama, and arthataÅ +lÉÇiÉ: 'purposive'.
In k¡rik¡s 68 and 69, artha clearly
means bhoga and apavarga1, which
Ì¿varak¤À¸a considers to be the purpose
of puruÀa1 served by prak¤ti.
Arthava¿¡t means; because the purpose
has been achieved i.e. puruÀa2 no
longer mixes up puruÀa1 and li´ga1

(SK 65).
artha-6 +lÉÇ-6 (SK 72), subject-matter.

The entire subject matter of the
S¡´khya K¡rik¡s is that which was the
subject matter of âaÀ¶itantra ¹ÉÎ¹]õiÉxjÉ.
This is claimed by Ì¿varak¤À¸a.

artha-3 artha-6
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arthavattva-1 +lÉḈ Ék´É-1 (YS III 44, 47),
ability to developing kramas, the
pari¸¡mas corresponding to which are
the arthas3 of citta. Arthavattva is the
matter of anvaya2 and anvaya2 the
matter of both aindriya and bhautika
forms of reality. These forms which the
gu¸as take (YS III 44 and 47) ob-
viously correspond to the gu¸aparv¡¸i
of YS II 19. If so, anvaya2 and artha-
vattva correspond to li´gam¡tra and
ali´ga respectively. Arthavattva is,
thus, the potentiality of formation of
kramas. It takes the form of anvaya2,
which in its turn, takes the form of
aindriya and bhautika vi¿eÀas.

arthavattva-2 +lÉḈ Éi´É-2 (VB III 44, 47)
purposefulness. This is the fifth dime-
nsion of the elements. First four are
sth£la (gross), svar£pa (the substan-
tive), s£kÀma (the astral), and anvaya
(homogeneity), respectively. The
purpose of experience and emanci-
pation is apparent in homogeneity of
the qualities. The 'qualities' are to be
found in tanm¡tr¡s, in the elements
and in things evolved thereof, hence all
these are full of purpose. SaÆyama on
this gives rise to conquest over
elements. In YS III 47, arthavattva
refers to indriyas and saÆyama over
it leading to indriyajaya.

arth¡rth¢ +lÉÉÇlÉÔ (BG VII 16), the seeker
of wealth. Arth¡rth¢ is one of the four
kinds of worshippers of God. Other
three are, (1) seekers of knowledge
(jijµ¡su), (2) the distressed (¡rta), and
wisemen (jµ¡n¢).

aryam¡ +ªÉÇ̈ ÉÉ (BY IX 80, 90), synonym
of ¡ditya. Since Ëditya is the revered
controller of the world, he is called
aryam¡.

alabdhabh£mikatva +±É¤vÉ¦ÉÚÊ¨ÉEòi´É (YS I
30), inability to rise to a higher stage,
i.e. to acquire something worthwhile in
the way of yoga4 or more worth-while
than what has already been acquired. It
is a plateau in the curve of yogic
acquisition and one of Pataµjali's
antar¡yas.

alambuÀ¡-1 +±É¨¤ÉÖ¹ÉÉ-1 (SAU I (4) 9, 11;
DU IV 8, 17,37; G 19, 21; YSU V 22;
TSM 73). According to SAU,
alambuÀ¡ is said to run upwards and
downwards from the p¡yum£la (the
anal region).
According to DU, it stretches from the
kanda to the p¡yu. The presiding deity
of alambuÀ¡ is here said to be varu¸a.

   According to G, alambuÀ¡ goes to
¡nana +ÉxÉxÉ, which may mean the face
or the mouth, presumably the latter, as
the surface of the face is large and
indefinite. According to YSU,
alambuÀ¡ goes from the n¡bhicakra
to the right ear, and according to TSM
it extends from the anus to the right ear.
In all probability, alambuÀ¡ and other
n¡·¢s2 of this group are nerves.

alambuÀ¡-2 +±É¨¤ÉÖ¹ÉÉ-2 (VS II 23, 34, 40),
one of the fourteen important n¡·¢s
situated below the middle of kanda and
extending downwards on the left side
upto the anus.

alasa +±ÉºÉ (BG XVIII 28), indolence,
inertia. Doing nothing even when

arthavattva-1 alasa
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something needs to be done. The
quality of tamas.

ali´ga +Ê±ÆÉMÉ (YS I 45, II 19), one of
Pataµjali's four gu¸aparvas (stages of
differentiation in prak¤ti1). S¡´khya
synonyms of ali´ga are avyakta and
pradh¡na. From YS IV 34 it appears
that there is pratiprasava (disinte-
gration) of Ì¿varak¤À¸a's li´ga into
ali´ga when its connection with a
puruÀa1 ceases. According to Vy¡sa,
nothing can be said about ali´ga-not
even that it exists, or that it does not
exist. Of course, it does not exist in the
sense in which concrete objects exist.
Of ali´ga we cannot even say that it is
real, or that it is unreal. It may be some
kind of m¡y¡ of which no description
is possible. Ali´ga is described as the
s¡my¡vasth¡ ºÉ É¨ª É É ´ Éºl É É  (state of
equilibrium) of the gu¸as1, in which
state there is no distinction between
sattva, rajas and tamas and there is
no movement. In Ì¿varak¤À¸a's words
there is no abhibhava (suppression),
¡¿raya (over-riding), janana
(separation) or mithuna (union), which
according to him are the gu¸av¤ttis.
We get at the avi¿eÀagu¸a-parva by
metaphysically analysing the vi¿eÀa-
gu¸aparva and at li´gam¡tra by thus
analysing the avi¿eÀa one. But no
further analysis of the gu¸aparvas is
illuminating. If we try to analyse the
three gu¸as1 in action (li´gam¡tra),
we get at something which cannot be
described or grasped. It is so vague and

indefinite. Pataµjali, however, includes
ali´ga among the s£kÀmaviÀayas
(subtle contents) of sam¡patti. Hence
only this much can be said about
ali´ga, that it is a gu¸aparva and that
it can be a s£kÀmaviÀaya1 of
sam¡patti. Thus, the S¡´khya theory
escapes the charge of nihilism, though,
according to the existentialist philo-
sopher Heidegger, the so-called
nihilism is not really nihilism, because
all being which is changeable and fluid,
mobile and mobilized, come from a
"Being in repose''. Nothingness, as
absence of the state-of-being-present,
"negates" without destroying. In this
sense, ali´ga is a reality and according
to the S¡´khya theory, everything
comes from ali´ga (pradh¡na). This
theory, however, is nothing like the
biological theory of evolution. It is not
a development in time. The various
states are only the various levels of
differentiation seen by metaphysical
analysis.

aloluptva +±ÉÉä±É Ö{i´É (BG XVI 2), un-
covetousness. Unaffectedness of the
senses even when in contact with their
objects. This is one of the twenty-six
divine virtues (daiv¢-sampat).

alpabuddhi +±{É¤ÉÖÊr ù (BG XVI 9), un-
developed intellect, concerned only
with the sense-enjoyments. This is one
of the infernal or demonical qualities
(cf. ¡sur¢-sampat)

all¡ma +±±ÉÉ¨É (HP I 8), name of a siddha-
yog¢ enumerated by Sv¡tm¡r¡ma.

ali´ga all¡ma
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Yog¢ Sv¡tm¡r¡ma has paid his salu-
tation to his predecessors by enume-
rating the names of the siddhayog¢s in
his text.

avak¡¿a +´ÉEòÉ¶É (TSB 7), one of the five
stimuli which stimulates the five
tanm¡tr¡s in the five sense organs.
Avak¡¿a in ¡k¡¿a1 stimulates the ear.
The word literally means room, but in
this context it seems to have been used
by TSB for what we now call sound
waves.

avak¡¿ad¡na +´ÉEòÉ¶ÉnùÉxÉ (VB III 42, IV
14), essence of the mah¡bh£ta called
¡k¡¿a. Vijµ¡nabhikÀu equates it with
the essence of the ¿abdatanm¡tr¡.
According to Vy¡sa, the ¡k¡¿a atoms
are made up of the ¿abda2-tanm¡tr¡.
Literally, the word means affording
room, and we can therefore roughly
explain avak¡¿ad¡na in this context
as being of the nature of empty space-a
general receptacle of things. This seems
to be Vy¡sa's theory too.

avadh£ta +´ÉvÉÚiÉ (MBU V 9), an ascetic
who has renounced all worldly connec-
tions. This stage is reached when a yog¢
constantly enjoys union with brahman
as a result of long sustained sam¡dhi.

 avadh£tayog¢ +´ÉvÉÚiÉªÉÉäMÉÒ (SSP VI 3), one
who has attained the highest stage in
yogas¡dhan¡. Avadh£tayog¢ is one
who, having abstracted one's mind from
sensuous objects and absorbed it in the
blissful self, has transcended the realm
of the evolutes of prak¤ti and the
worldly distinction of past, present and
future.

avadhya +´ÉvªÉ (BG II 30), indestructible.
Ëtman is indestructible.

avani +´ÉÊxÉ (GS V 41), ground (place).
Tejo'vaniyutam iÉäVÉÉäs´ÉÊxÉªÉÖiÉ¨ÉÂ, therefore
means: fire along with the fire place-
not only the flame. Contemplation on
this while performing p£raka, recaka
and kumbhaka and simultaneously
repeating the mantra3 b¢ja and agni
is one of the three ways of samanu-
n¡·¢¿uddhi3. For this purpose, the
yog¢ may also meditate on v¡yu or the
image of the moon.

avayava +´ÉªÉ´É (SK 10, VB IV 14), part.
Li´ga1 is described as s¡vayava ºÉÉ´ÉªÉ´É,
i.e., it is not a single simple unity like
pradh¡na or a puruÀa, but a whole
made up of parts. Each individual
li´ga1 is for a puruÀa1 and each
puruÀa2 is equipped with a li´ga1. The
complexity and heterogeneity of
li´gas1 distinguish them from puruÀas1

as well as from pradh¡na1. Vy¡sa calls
tanm¡tr¡s to be the avayava of
param¡¸us.

avasth¡-1 +´ÉºlÉÉ-1 (YS III 13), one of the
three pari¸¡mas1, successful saÆya-
ma on which enables a yog¢ to know
all the past and the future pari¸¡mas1.
Each pari¸¡ma1 is an ever-changing
krama taken to be a stable, more or
less permanent object. Each thing that
we know is really a succession of
lakÀa¸as and each lakÀa¸a, in its turn,
a succession of avasth¡s1. Avasth¡s1

themselves are also of the nature of
unceasing change. (Cf. VB II 15) calaÆ
hi gu¸av¤ttam SÉ±ÉÆ Ê½þ MÉÖhÉ´ÉÞkÉ¨ÉÂ.

avak¡¿a avasth¡-1
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avasth¡-2 +´ÉºlÉÉ-2 (TSM 13; YCU 73;
VU IV (1) 6), a state of human exist-
ence. J¡grat, svapna, suÀupt¢ and
tur¢ya are said to be the four
avasth¡s2. These are not considered to
be the avasth¡s of ¿iva but of the
ko¿as, which are vik¡ras (well-
differentiated aspects), and although
¿iva appears as j¢va (yath¡ j¢vastath¡
¿ivaÅ ªÉlÉÉ VÉÒ´ÉºiÉlÉÉ Ê¶É´É:), ¿iva is in
essence nirvik¡ra (not subject to
change). The ko¿as are the vik¡ras of
j¢va. Thus, it is ¿iva as j¢va who lives
in the four avasth¡s2, not ¿iva as such.
According to YCU, one aspect of
human existence is the four puruÀas3,
which every man is, each of these
puruÀas3 being the lord (enjoyer of one
of the four avasth¡s2) of human
existence.
These puruÀas3 are the forms assumed
by brahman and the avasth¡s2 are the
forms which the par¡¿akti (creative
energy) of brahman takes. Brahman
is the lord of prak¤t¢ and the various
forms of brahman are the lords of the
various aspects of prak¤ti. This is the
Ved¡ntic theory of the four puruÀas3.
In this context, the word puruÀas3 is
not used in the sense in which it is used
by S¡´khya philosophers, including
Pataµjali.

avasth¡-3 +´ÉºlÉÉ-3 (HP IV 38), bodily
attitude. Avasth¡3 of ¿¡mbhavi and
khecari mudr¡s are said to be different
because in the former, eyes are half-
opened and eye-brows a little raised,

while in the latter, tongue is introduced
into the aperture in the roof of the
mouth.

avasth¡-4 +´ÉºlÉÉ-4 (HP IV 69), stages
of progress in yoga4. Ërambha,
gha¶a, paricaya and niÀpatti are here
said to be the four avasth¡s4.

avasth¡-5 +´ÉºlÉÉ-5 (MBU II (4) 1), stages
of mind which are enumerated such as
- j¡grat, svapna, suÀupti, tur¢ya and
tur¢y¡t¢ta.

avasth¡traya +´ÉºlÉÉjÉªÉ (NBU 54), j¡grat,
svapna and suÀupt¢. The yog¢ at the
highest stage of development never
dwells in any of these states. His proper
state is tur¢ya.

avasth¡vi¿eÀa +´ÉºlÉÉÊ´É¶Éä¹É (NGB I 2),
synonym for cittabh£mis. KÀipta,
vikÀipta, m£·ha, ek¡gra and
niruddha are termed avasth¡vi¿eÀas
of citta.

avik¤ti +Ê´ÉEÞòÊiÉ (SK 3), unstructured (=
undifferentiated = not formed in
anyway whatsoever). Pradh¡na (=
m£laprak¤ti = Pataµjali's ali´ga) is
avik¤ti. All other things are differ-
entiated forms of that. Avik¤ti is not a
differentiation in any thing, still more
undifferentiated. It is the limit of
homogeneity.

avigh¡ta +Ê´ÉPÉÉiÉ (SK 45), success in every
enterprise. This siddhi2 is acquired by
virtue of ai¿varya.

avidy¡ +Ê´ÉtÉ (YS II 4, 5, 24; SS I 61),
the mother kle¿a which consists in
taking: (1) the ever changing phenom-
ena to be permanent objects; (2) things

avasth¡-2 avidy¡
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of the world, which are out and out
soiled, to be pure; (3) ever painful
existence to be pleasurable; and (4)
something quite the opposite of self to
be the self. Avidy¡ is inherent in every
citta except that of ¢¿vara. Asmit¡1,
r¡ga, dveÀa and abhinive¿a spring
from avidy¡, which is responsible for
the continuance of saÆyoga.
From the psychological point of view
the chief importance of avidy¡ lies in
its being the tendency to perceive
objects as real and abiding. Whenever
a sense organ is stimulated, we perceive
a real lasting object whatever the
metaphysical status of the object may
be. The kle¿a avidy¡ in us is respon-
sible for this. SaÆyoga implies avidy¡
(YS II 24). Since avidy¡ inheres in
every citta there can be no saÆyoga
without a citta. Avidy¡ too is beginni-
ngless like saÆyoga and is destroyed
only when the citta in which it resides
is destroyed. That it may be laid
completely to sleep even before
pratiprasava of the citta, is another
matter.
According to SS also, the world is seen
on account of avidy¡ being active in
the mind. In other words, the world of
pari¸¡mas1 in each citta2 is there
because of avidy¡ in the citta1-not the
world of kramas, which is indepen-
dent of any citta1. This would be in
Pataµjali's language, what SS says in
its own way. According to Pataµjali,
every citta1 is a pari¸¡ma1 in people's
mind like so many other pari¸¡mas.

aviparyaya +Ê´É{ÉªÉÇªÉ (SK 64), freedom
from wrong knowledge. Viveka, which
consists in clearly distinguishing
between prak¤ti1 and puruÀa1, is
considered by Ì¿varak¤À¸a to be pure
(vi¿uddha) because it is the knowledge
of truth and truth alone.

aviplav¡ +Ê´É{±É´ÉÉ (YS, VB, VM, II 26),
uninterrupted (flow of knowledge),
continuous (awareness). When false
knowledge has its seed burnt up and is
made incapable of fruition, then the
uninterrupted discriminative know-
ledge is established. This is essential
for the absolute removal of the pain
arising out of false knowledge.

avirati +Ê´É®úÊiÉ (YS I 30), one of the nine
antar¡yas. It is a lapse in vair¡gya,
which is one of the two disciplines
prescribed by Pataµjali for cittav¤tti-
nirodha. Avirati is attachment, which
is the opposite of vair¡gya and hence
an antar¡ya.

avivek¢ +Ê´É´ÉäEòÒ (SK 11, 14), one allper-
vading substance which has no separ-
able members or ingredients. Vyakta
as well as pradh¡na1, is said to be such,
none of them has members, each
enjoying a separate and independent
existence. Neither vyakta nor
pradh¡na1 can be split into sattva,
rajas and tamas, though they are
gu¸¡tmaka (of the nature of gu¸as).
PuruÀa1, on the other hand, do not mix
with one another to form one sub-
stance. Each of them has a separate
existence independent of the others.

avidy¡ avivek¢
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avi¿uddhi +Ê´É¶ÉÖÊrù (SK 2) impurity. The
means prescribed by the Vedas for
warding off pain of all kinds are also
impure (avi¿uddha) in so far as they
aim at the satisfaction of ambitions
which are akliÀ¶a. The K¡rik¡s do not
throw any light on the meaning of the
words ¿uddhi, vi¿uddhi, a¿uddhi and
avi¿uddhi; but Pataµjali has clearly
used the word ¿uddhi for purity, which
results from the practice of the
yog¡´gas, particularly tapas. Obvio-
usly, by ¿uddhi he means practically
complete inactivity of rajas and tamas
due to superabundance of sattva. May
be Ì¿varak¤À¸a had in his mind per-
formance of an animal sacrifices for
attaining svarga º´ÉMÉÇ (paradise) and thus
gaining freedom from pain.

avi¿eÀa-1 +Ê´É¶Éä¹É-1 (YS II 19; SK 38), one
of Pataµjali's four gu¸aparvas. From
YS III 44 and 47, it appears that sth£la,
svar£pa and s£kÀma are the bhautika
vi¿eÀ¡vi¿eÀagu¸aparvas and graha¸a
svar£pa and asmit¡2 the aindriya ones.
Which of them are vi¿eÀa and which
avi¿eÀa according to Pataµjali, is not
quite clear. It, however, appears that
vi¿eÀa and avi¿eÀa are relative terms
and that bhautika and aindriya
svar£pa, i.e. the five mah¡bh£tas and
the eleven indriyas1 of which the cittas
are made up, can be looked at as vi¿eÀas
as compared to tanm¡tr¡ and asmit¡2

respectively (VB II 19). But they are
avi¿eÀas as compared to sth£la and
graha¸a respectively. No wonder that

the five mah¡bh£tas are generally
known as vi¿eÀas (SK 38); though
according to SK they are not ¿¡nta,
ghora and m£·ha vi¿eÀas. Thus, while
the mah¡bh£tas and the indriyas1 can
be called avi¿eÀas1 only when com-
pared to the material objects and
cittav¤ttis respectively; asmit¡2 and
tanm¡tr¡s are avi¿eÀa1 proper. By
s£kÀma, Pataµjali in III 44 probably
means the tanm¡tr¡s. Ì¿varak¤À¸a
also considers tanm¡tr¡s to be
avi¿eÀa.

avi¿eÀa-2 +Ê´É¶Éä¹É-2 (SK 34), qualities of
objects known through sense organs,
e.g. redness, hardness, fragrance. It
appears that, according to Ì¿varak¤À¸a,
the buddh¢ndriyas1 are the organs of
perception as well as sensation. By us-
ing them we perceive concrete objects
like paper, pen, book and also sense
their qualities. The former, Ì¿vara-
k¤À¸a calls vi¿eÀa viÀayas and the latter
avi¿eÀa2. Sensing is the function of
buddhi indriyas1. But sense (sense
data) are never experienced as such. We
always perceive objects. Manas1

working as an indriya1 immediately
raises a perception whenever a sense
organ is stimulated. Our knowledge of
the sensa (sense data) is only an
abstraction which is the function of
manas1 as an indriya1 (VB III 47).

avyakta-1 +´ªÉCiÉ-1 (SK 2, 10, 14, 16, 58;
TSB 3), literally inarticulate, un-
noticeable. It is one of the three
realities, a deep insight into which is

avi¿uddhi avyakta-1
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said to be the one means of getting rid
of pain which is superior to all other
means. Avyakta is described as the one
everlasting, all-pervading, self-
supporting, formless independent first
cause which is one. Though it can
neither be perceived nor introspected,
its reality is proved by inference from
the following: (1) every thing has a
material cause in which its essence
must be present; (2) the differenti-
ations (effect) are limited; (3) there is
unity of nature; and (4) effects emerge
from and disappear in their material
cause.
Avyakta operates through the three
gu¸as1 mixing with one another and
assuming different shapes in accor-
dance with the degree of preponder-
ance of each gu¸a1. As if to satisfy an
inner urge of its own, avyakta pro-
vides all the vyakta means required by
any puruÀa2 for the attainment of
kaivalya by its puruÀa1 member.
According to TSB, it is the first form
which brahman assumes. Avyakta1 in
its turn assumes the form of mahat, and
so on. This is how creation proceeds
according to this UpaniÀad. Ì¿vara-
k¤À¸a does not believe that avyakta
comes out of brahman. According to
him, it exists separately in its own right,
but is perfectly indeterminate. cf.
ali´ga.

avyakta-2 +´ªÉCiÉ-2 (MBU II (1) 2), not
perceptible to all and sundry, but seen
only by the yog¢s at a very advanced
stage of yoga1.

avyakt¡ +´ªÉCiÉÉ (VS II 26), synonym for
suÀumn¡.

avyaya +´ªÉªÉ (TBU I 2, 8), imperishable.
It is one of the words used to refer to
the indescribable brahman.

avy¡pi +´ªÉÉÊ{É (SK 10), not omnipresent.
Vyakta (the manifested) is described
as avy¡pi as there can be avyakta2

even when there is no vyakta.
Avyakta2 alone can be said to be vy¡pi
´ªÉÉÊ{É (omnipresent) in the sense that
nothing gu¸¡tmaka (of the nature of
gu¸a) can exist outside avyakta2.

a¿akti +¶ÉÎCiÉ (SK 46-9), of the fifty
components of the pratyayasarga
twenty-eight are a¿aktis. They are the
eleven indriyavadha <ÎxpùªÉ´ÉvÉ (destru-
ction of the power of the indriyas) and
the seventeen buddhivadha ¤É Ö Êrù´ÉvÉ
(destruction of the power of intellect).
These are not physical deficiencies or
deformities. They are positively mental.
Neither an indriya1 nor buddhi1 is an
anatomical structure or a physiological
organ. They are abilities of men and
animals to perform different functions.
Inability to achieve a siddhi3 and the
weakness of being easily contented,
either for lack of scientific knowledge
or faith, are also a¿aktis.

a¿ukl¡k¤À¸a +¶ÉÖC±ÉÉEÞò¹hÉ (YS, VB, VM,
VBh IV 7), neither white nor black
(variety of karma). Karma has been
conceived to be quadripostile: white,
black, white and black and neither-
white-nor-black. The last variety
belongs to yogins who are not affected

avyakta-2 a¿ukl¡k¤À¸a
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by white karmas since they have
renounced the fruition even if good
(phalasanny¡s¡t) and also not afflicted
with black karma since they will have
nought of it (anup¡d¡n¡t).

a¿uci +¶ÉÖÊSÉ (BG XVIII 27), impure (in-
side and outside), or devoid of (internal
or external) purity. The quality of rajas.

a¿uddhi-1 +¶ÉÖÊrù-1 (ABU I), one of the
two states of manas1. An a¿uddha +¶ÉÖrù
(impure) manas1 is that  which is
attached to objects of desire. The
¿uddha manas is perfectly unattached.

a¿uddhi-2 +¶ÉÖÊrù-2 (YS II 28, 43), impur-
ity. In YS II 28, impurity refers to every
activity prompted by the kle¿as1. It is
only when the kle¿as1 are gradually laid
to sleep and thus made inactive by the
practice of yoga1 that a yog¢ proceeds
in the direction of realising the truth.
The impurity to which Pataµjali refers
in YS II 43 is a forceful action of the
kle¿as1. In YS II 2, tapas, sv¡dhy¡ya
and ¢¿varapra¸idh¡na are said to be
the means of weakening the kle¿as1 and
creating an urge for attaining
sam¡dhi1. Removing of impurity (YS
II 43) in this context therefore means
weakening the kle¿as1.
In the context of realization of truth it
means laying them completely to sleep
(VB II 27).

a¿ubha +¶ÉÖ¦É (BG IV 16, IX 1), evil.
Synonym for world, because it is full
of evil. áubha is the highest abode of
brahman.

a¿£nya +¶ÉÚxªÉ (TBU I 10), literally void-

less. Brahman is sometimes called
a¿£nya because it is a veritable reality
and not a void in this sense. All the
same it is a void-void as nothing-as
compared to worldly existence. It does
not exist as things of the world do. In
this sense, it is ¿£nya and the Vedas
could say about this Reality nothing
except "it is not this, it is not this". We
cannot point to Him as we point to or
explain worldly things. Besides, there
is nothing beyond brahman. All that
is not brahman is unreal. Here we
cannot call brahman ¿£nya. In this
sense He is ¿£nya. This is the monistic
Ved¡ntic view.

a¿vattha +¶´ÉilÉ (BG XV 1), the holy fig
tree. (A holy tree according to Indian
mythology). The world has been
compared with a fig-tree. Literally
a¿vattha means that which will not last
till tomorrow, i.e., transitory. The simile
suggests the transitoriness of the world
because it undergoes change every
moment.

a¿vi +Ê¶´É (TSB 8), one of the twelve gods
who resides in one of the twelve n¡·¢s
in the form of the twelve pr¡¸as1.

a¿vin¢ +Ê¶´ÉxÉÒ (GS I 47, III 3, 64-5),
contracting and relaxing the anal
muscles alternately and thus closing
and opening the mouth of the anus
again and again. This is believed to cure
the diseases of the anal region, to give
it strength and ultimately to ward off
premature death and to awaken the
ku¸·alin¢1.

a¿uci a¿vin¢
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aÀ¶akumbhaka +¹]EÖò¨¦ÉEòõ (HP II 44),
Sv¡tm¡r¡ma considers eight varieties
of kumbhakas. They are-s£ryabhe-
dana, ujj¡y¢, s¢tk¡r¢, ¿¢tal¢,
bhastrik¡, bhr¡mar¢, m£rcch¡ and
pl¡vin¢.

aÀ¶adalapadma +¹]õnù±É{És (DBU 93-1),
the dhy¡nasth¡na in the h¤daya
which is generally imagined as a lotus
of eight petals. The j¢v¡tm¡ (trans-
migrating self) is supposed to reside in
this as in the centre of a circle. The
j¢v¡tm¡ residing here has complete
abhim¡na (= aha´k¡ra) in him  and
thinks that he is the doer, the enjoyer
and the sufferer.

aÀ¶aprak¤ti +¹]õ|ÉEÞòÊiÉ (VS II 16; BG VII
4), eight primordial causal forms of
prak¤ti. Synonym for ku¸·alin¢.
Since there are eight coils in
ku¸·alin¢, it is called aÀ¶aprak¤ti.
According to G¢t¡, aÀ¶aprak¤ti
consists of-(1) prak¤ti (root-cause), (2)
mahat (intellect), (3) aha´k¡ra (I-am-
ness), and (4) the five tanm¡tr¡s,
which are, ¿abda (sound), spar¿a
(touch), r£pa (form), rasa (taste), and
gandha (smell). Each coil symbolically
represents eight-fold prak¤ti.

aÀ¶ai¿varya +¹]èõ¶´ÉªÉ Ç (HP III 7), eight
super-normal powers. These are,-
a¸im¡, mahim¡, garim¡, laghim¡,
pr¡pti, pr¡k¡mya, ¢¿itva and va¿itva.
The practice of mudr¡s bestows these
powers.

asakta +ºÉCiÉ (SK 40), having no limi-
tations on account of being so subtle

that it can reach everywhere. The hard
bone of the skull is no obstruction to
li´ga1, which can pass out of the body,
even if all the openings are closed, and
can adopt a human or an animal body
as determined by v¡san¡s lurking in
it.

asat +ºÉiÉÂ (SK 9), that which does not exist
in any manner whatsoever. The theory
is that which does not exist in anyway
whatsoever cannot be brought about,
i.e., the effect must in someway already
exist in the cause; otherwise it would
never be brought about. According to
this theory, the effect potentially exists
in its material cause. When it is brought
about, it becomes actual. Hence,
everything potentially exists in
pradh¡na (= avyakta m£laprak¤ti).
Nothing that is brought about is
absolutely new. This is the S¡´khya
satk¡ryav¡da.

asamprajµ¡ta +ºÉ¨|ÉYÉÉiÉ (VB I 2, 11,
18,20), a state which is neither a v¤tti1,
nor a prav¤tti, nor even sam¡patti and
in which the citta1 is reduced to a mere
saÆsk¡ra. This condition is natural to
prak¤tilayas; but in others it is the end-
result of their ¿raddh¡, v¢rya, sm¤ti
and sam¡dhi1.

    The word asamprajµ¡ta is not used by
Pataµjali, nor is it the desired goal.

     Pataµjali's anya +xªÉ (other) yoga (YS
I 18) is not the desired goal of yoga
according to him. It is a blind allay from
which the yog¢ has to return sooner or
later (cf. VM I 18). It is true that there

aÀ¶akumbhaka asamprajµ¡ta
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being no activity of citta1 in that state,
there is no duÅkha so long as that state
lasts; but it is not the way to kaivalya
so far as Pataµjali's theory goes.

asampramoÀa +ºÉ¨|É¨ÉÉä¹É (YS I 11), not
forgetting, but as used by Pataµjali in
the description of sm¤ti, which is one
of five cittav¤ttis, it obviously means
recall, recollection of previously
experienced material. "I did not forget
to bring my ticket", e.g., means: " I
remembered that it was to be brought".
Ordinarily, not forgetting is not a v¤tti
but only a structural component of the
mind-a disposition. But in this context,
asampramoÀa is remembering and is
a cittav¤tti1.

asaÆsakti +ºÉÆºÉÎCiÉ (VU iv(1) 3, iv(2) 2,7),
detachment. Second of the seven stages
of attaining knowledge. The other six
being respectively,- ¿ubhecch¡,
vic¡ra¸¡, tanum¡nas¢, sattv¡patti,
pad¡rthabh¡van¡ and tur¢y¡.
Wherein passionate attachment to
objects of sensual enjoyments is attenu-
ated as a result of virtuous desires, is
called asaÆsakti.

asaÆsarga +ºÉÆºÉMÉÇ (YS II 40), shunning
of contact with others. This is a part of
¿auca. This s£tra ºÉÚjÉ does not endorse
the concept of untouchability. It only
enjoins the cultivation of the attitude
of complete detachment towards one's
own, as well as others bodies. They are
under no circumstance to be used as
sources of pleasure.

as¡m¡nya +ºÉÉ¨ÉÉxªÉ (SK 29), of each its

own. Sensation and perception are the
functions of buddh¢ndriyas, impell-
ing action that of karmendriyas,
sa´kalpa that of manas, self-con-
sciousness that of aha´k¡ra1 and deli-
beration that of buddhi. Each one of
these kara¸a3 can perform its own
function separately. Such a function is
called as¡m¡nyav¤tti by SK. But they
can also perform a function jointly. This
is the s¡m¡nyakara¸av¤tti = pr¡¸¡-
div¡yvaÅ paµca ( Cf. VB III 39), the
various autonomic reflexes.

astatandr¢ +ºiÉiÉxpùÒ (TBU I 5), wide
awake. The brahman is not to be
known in the state of drowsiness, or
sleep, but while one is wide awake.

asteya-1 +ºiÉäªÉ-1 (SAU I (1) 4, 7; DU I 6,
11-12; VU V 12; TSM 32; YSH I 22;
YS II 30, 37), not stealing either by
doing or saying anything or thinking
this way (i.e., not stealing  by thought,
word or deed). This means that a mere
wish that what belongs to another
person should have been mine is also
steya ºiÉäªÉ and is prohibited to a yog¢.
Asteya is one of the ten yamas accor-
ding to SAU  and other texts. According
to DU, asteya consists in complete
indifference towards the property
belonging to another, whether it is a
straw, money, a jewel, gold, or a pearl.
Pataµjali mentions asteya as one of the
five yamas. For Pataµjali asteya
appears to be unadulterated honesty,
including straightforwardness. Since it
covers all forms of honesty in thought,

asampramoÀa asteya-1
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word and deed, no wonder that, if one
completely masters asteya, one perfe-
ctly becomes virtuous. He has all the
virtues in him. This seems to be the
meaning of sarvaratnopasth¡nam.
According to YSH, expecting anything
more than one's legitimate claim is also
contrary to the sentiment of asteya.

asteya-2 +ºiÉäªÉ-2 (VS I 42), non-stealing,
one of the ten yamas. Having no greed
for any materialistic things by action,
thought, or speech is said to be asteya.

asphura¸a +º¡Öò®úhÉ (TSM 121, 124),
cessation of throbbing. The cessation
of arterial pulsation in places where it
is ordinarily felt, is supposed to be a
sign for the yog¢ of the approach of his
death. If throbbing ceases at the arm
pits and the lateral part of the genitals,
the yog¢ knows that he would live for
only one month more.

asmit¡-1 +Îº¨ÉiÉÉ-1 (YS II 6), one of the
five kle¿as (in-born psychological
tendencies). It is the very core of
avidy¡, as it is an inability to distin-
guish between puruÀa1 and citta1, the
former being eternal, the latter
comparatively transient, although it
does not disappear with the death of the
bodies it takes. Every citta1, however
does cease to exist when its last body
dies.

asmit¡-2 +Îº¨ÉiÉÉ-2 (YS III 47, IV 4), the
aindriya avi¿eÀa gu¸aparva in which
the eleven indriyas1 are discerned. As
explained by VB II 19, it is the avi¿eÀa1

gu¸aparva in which the indriyas1

develop. The individual cittas1 are,
made up of the indriyas1, Asmit¡2 is
thus the matter which takes the
innumerable forms called cittas1.
Hence Pataµjali believes that the cittas1

come from asmit¡m¡tra, i.e., the one
anidriya (of the nature of indriya) stuff
in which no differentiations are seen.
If we metaphysically analyse a citta1

we see that it is made up of indriyas1,
which are nothing but complexities in
asmit¡2. If we look deeper, ignoring the
complexities, we get to asmit¡m¡tra.

asmit¡-3 +Îº¨ÉiÉÉ-3 (YS I 17), Since
Pataµjali has clearly said that
savitark¡, nirvitark¡, savic¡r¡ and
nirvic¡r¡ are the sab¢ja sam¡dhi1

(sam¡pattis) and no others, the
sam¡dhi1 which has for its prajµ¡,
¡nanda3 and asmit¡3 must be nirb¢ja
sam¡dhi. The sam¡dhi1 prajµ¡ of this
kind of sam¡dhi1 seems to be some
kind of higher consciousness and the
asmit¡3 r£p¡nugama °ü{ÉÉxÉÖMÉ¨É of citta3

to be the cit, of citi¿akti corresponding
to cit of cid¡nanda (consciousness-
bliss) of monistic-Ved¡ntists. The state
of Pataµjali's nirb¢ja sam¡dhi1 seems
to be the Ved¡ntic saccid¡nanda state,
often described as the nij¡vasth¡
ÊxÉVÉÉ´ÉºlÉÉ (state of pure consciousness of
¡tm¡). What exactly this state is, only
the person who has attained nirb¢ja
sam¡dhi1, really knows. This state lasts
for a longer or shorter time-only so long
as the yog¢ is in that state of sam¡dhi1.
It is a state of sam¡patti like the other

asteya-2 asmit¡-3
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four states of sam¡patti which
Pataµjali calls sab¢ja sam¡dhi1. It is
positively akin to kaivalya, though it
is not asamprajµ¡ta, which resembles
kaivalya only in the absence of
duÅkha in that state. The phrase
asmit¡ r£p¡nugama °ü{ÉÉxÉÖMÉ¨É (assuming
the form of) distinguishes nirb¢ja
sam¡dhi1 from nidr¡ also. This state
is the opposite of nidr¡, of which the
¡lambana is abh¡va, as well as of the
state in which there is no sam¡dhi-
prajµ¡ whatsoever, generally suppo-
sed to be the sate of asamprajµ¡ta-
sam¡dhi.

asmit¡-4 +Îº¨ÉiÉÉ-4 (VBh I 8), sense of
'svatva', i.e. ownership is asmit¡. Idea
of self in not-self. Considering a¸im¡
etc. the eight siddhis as self which are
not-self.

asvara +º´É®ú (ABU 7), pure brahman as
opposed to svara brahman (= aum1).
While yoga is practised with the aid of
aum (svara) the asvara is to be expe-
rienced. From this it appears that the
UpaniÀatk¡ra does not consider reali-
zation of the asvara brahman to be a
practice of yoga1. It is an experience
which comes of its own accord at the
end-result of the practice of yoga1; and
being an experience which is real, the
asvara anubhava (experience) cannot
be taken to be the absence of everything
(a non-existent). It is a veritable reality.

aha´k¡ra-1 +½ÆþEòÉ®ú-1 (VB I 45, III 47;
SK 22, 25; TSB 3), a stage of differen-
tiation in the gu¸as1 introduced by

TSB, SK and VB between Pataµjali's
avi¿eÀa and li´gam¡tra. According to
SK and TSB, from prak¤ti (avyakta)
ensues mahat and from that aha´k¡ra,
which in its turn develops into the five
tanm¡tr¡s. According to SK, the
eleven indriyas1 also are a
differentiation in aha´k¡ra.

aha´k¡ra-2 +½ÆþEòÉ®ú-2 (SS III 2, 37; VB
II 15; GS I 4; TSM 7), self-
consciousness, pride-a typical r¡ga. GS
considers it to be the greatest enemy of
man. Yoga4 is in this text said to be
man's greatest strength. Aha´k¡ra is
an obstacle in the path of yoga4. Acco-
rding to SS, aha´k¡ra resides in
pr¡¸a1 (= j¢va).

aha´k¡ra-3 +½þÆEòÉ®ú-3 (SK 24; TSB 5, 6,
9), according to TSB, one of the five
aÆ¿as1 of ¡k¡¿a1. This aha´k¡ra is
considered in these texts to be an
antaÅkara¸a and in TSB is said to be
one of the k¡ryas of ¡k¡¿a and viÀaya4

of antaÅkara¸a. According to this
UpaniÀad, the function of aha´k¡ra2

is implied in the function of buddhi.
The entire creation is here said to be
from the mah¡bh£tas. This text does
not speak of asmit¡2 of the gu¸as1 and
while for Pataµjali sattva2 predo-
minates in the aindriya (pertaining to
indriya) creation. According to this
text, ¡k¡¿a1 predominates in it.
Aha´k¡ra is one of the many things
which are impediments in the path of
yoga4 and should be avoided by every
aspirant. The function of aha´k¡ra is

asmit¡-4 aha´k¡ra-3
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self-consciousness, meaning: 'the idea
of oneself as different from other
selves', not pride, though its function
is called abhim¡na, generally under-
stood as pride.
Ì¿varak¤À¸a does not consider
aha´k¡ra to be r¡ga, which accord-
ing to him, is one of the bh¡vas2. He
also describes it as abhim¡na.

aha´k¡ra-4 +½ÆþEòÉ®ú-4 (BG XVI 18; SSP
I 46), egotism, the source of all perver-
sities (doÀas). It consists in estimating
oneself very highly for qualities which
one really possesses and also for those
qualities which one falsely attributes to
oneself. SSP explains aha´k¡ra as
having five characteristics: (1) abhi-
m¡na, the pride for those qualities
which are not possessed, (2) mad¢ya,
sense of mine, (3) mama-sukham, sense
of 'my pleasure', (4) mama-duÅkham,
sense of 'my pain', and (5) mamaitam,
sense of 'this is mine'.

aha´k¤ti +½ÆþEÞòÊiÉ (YTU 10; YSU I 8), the
urge which rises like a wave in water
in the param¡tm¡ (the one Supreme
Being). It is called sph£rti. It makes a
j¢va (living being) of the Supreme
Reality.

ahita +Ê½þiÉ (HP I 60), harmful, unwhole-
some (food). That food is un-
wholesome which is heated over again,
dry, excessively salty or sour, bad food
and food with excess of vegetables.

ahiÆs¡-1 +Ë½þºÉÉ-1 (YS II 30, 35; VB II
30; DU I 6-8; SAU I (1) 4-5; YTU 29;
YSH I 19), one of the yamas1, It

consists in avoiding hiÆs¡ in action,
speech and mind. According to some
followers of the Ved¡nta philosophy,
the belief that ¡tman is all-pervading,
that it cannot be  pierced or cut and that
it cannot be  grasped, is the best form
of ahiÆs¡. But ahiÆs¡, as others
understand it, is prescribed as a yama1

even by the Ved¡ntists. According to
YSH, the following five forms of
hiÆs¡ are caused by krodha (anger)
or lobha (greed).
1. tying of men and animals;
2. causing a cut on their skin;
3. overloading them;
4. striking them; and
5. depriving them of food, etc. (cf.
hiÆs¡).
YSH emphasises the importance of
mental ahiÆs¡. According to VB,
satya, asteya, brahmacarya and
aparigraha complete the ahiÆs¡.

ahiÆs¡-2 +Ê½ÆþºÉÉ-2 (VS I 39, 40), non-
injury, one of the ten yamas. Non-
injury to all being at all times under all
circumstances by deed, thought or
speech is ahiÆs¡. This concept of
ahiÆs¡ conforms well with the concept
of ahiÆs¡ given by Vy¡sa in his com-
mentary on YS II 30. VasiÀ¶ha further
adds; if an action prescribed by the
scriptures causes no affliction to any
living being can be called ahiÆs¡ but
an act like sorcery, even if it is pres-
cribed by the scriptures is liable to be
considered hiÆs¡ (violence).

aha´k¡ra-4 ahiÆs¡-2
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¡ - +É
¡k¡ra-1 +ÉEòÉ® ú-1 (VB I 11), aspect.

Cognition of object has two aspects -
the content of cognition and the process
of cognition and it generates memory
of both. Hence we say: "I remember to
have seen that object before".

¡k¡ra-2 +ÉEòÉ®ú-2 (VB II 32), facial exp-
ression. In reply to a question remaining
silent but showing the inner feeling by
facial expression are also language.

¡k¡ra-3 +ÉEòÉ®ú-3 (G 87, 92; VB IV 10),
form, shape. G considers ¡tm¡1 to be
shapeless. He describes it as gagan¡-
k¡ra MÉMÉxÉÉEòÉ®ú in G 87. Laxmin¡r¡ya¸a
comments that, for the purpose of
dhy¡na, ¡tm¡2 should be taken to be
sky-blue. This, however, does not seem
to be the meaning of gagan¡k¡ra.
Gagan¡k¡ra may be no ¡k¡ra. Some
thinkers believe that citta1 assumes the
shape of the body which it takes.

¡k¡ramauna +ÉEòÉ®ú¨ÉÉèxÉ (VM, VBh II 32),
a form of austerity (tapas) which con-
sists in observing silence. This has been
distinguished from k¡À¶hamauna.

¡k¡r¡patti +ÉEòÉ® ú É {ÉÊkÉ (YS IV 22),
saÆyoga in an indescribable relation
between puruÀa1 and prak¤ti1, in
which the former somehow comes in
contact with the latter. Hence while
speaking of buddhi, which the puruÀa
knows when he is in saÆyoga with it,
Pataµjali uses the word ¡k¡r¡patti.
Speaking of v¤tti-less citta1 (i.e. citta1

svar£pa), he uses the word
avasth¡nam (YS I 4); while speaking

of citttav¤ttis1, the word s¡rupyam
(YS I 4) is used by him. The word
saÆyoga is used when Pataµjali speaks
of d¤¿ya1 (YS II 17). It appears that
puruÀa1 has saÆyoga with citta1,
whether the latter exists in the form of
cittav¤ttis or is v¤tti-less, i.e. in its
svar£pa.

¡k¡¿a-1 +ÉEòÉ¶É-1 (VB I 45, II 19, III 44;
ABU 13; ATU 7, 9; MBU I (2) 13; G
73; TSB 5, 6, 9; ANU 31; YTU 84, 98,
99), one of the five mah¡bh£tas,
called the vi¿eÀas of the tanm¡tr¡s
which are their avi¿eÀas. Ëk¡¿a1 is
dimensionless empty space. Hence its
avak¡¿ad¡natva (yielding place
characteristics) and sarvatogati ºÉ´ÉÇiÉÉäMÉÊiÉ
(all-pervadingness). Infinitude and
indivisibility are also mentioned by VB
as its properties. The various sounds
which we hear are said to be the forms
which ¡k¡¿a1 takes. They cannot be
touched, seen, tasted or smelt, but only
can be heard (VB III 41). Ëk¡¿a
however, is not empty space. It is a form
of reality. The ancient Indian theory is
that all sounds are in ¡k¡¿a. The
¿abdatanm¡tr¡ in ¡k¡¿a is therefore
said to stimulate the jaiva tanm¡tr¡ in
the ear.
ABU compares j¢va1 to ¡k¡¿a en-
closed by a pitcher. When the pitcher
is broken the ¡k¡¿a is not broken.
Ëk¡¿a remains just ¡k¡¿a. It is all one,
though it assumes different forms in
different containers. The truth is that
there are not many ¡k¡¿as of different

¡k¡ra-1 ¡k¡¿a-1
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forms and shapes. Similarly, the Ulti-
mate Supreme Reality is one and only
one. The many forms in which it
appears are not of the nature of ultimate
reality. Their reality is only apparent.
Ëk¡¿a is one of the five tattvas3 on
which dh¡ra¸¡ is prescribed. Its seat
in the body is supposed by YTU to
extend from the middle of the eyebrows
to the top of the head.
GorakÀa places ¡k¡¿a in the brahma-
randhra. He considers it to be bright
and compares it to pure water.
Brahmarandhra is said to be deco-
rated with the b¢jamantra 'ha' and the
presiding deity of ¡k¡¿a ¿a´kara (¿iva)
is supposed to reside there.
According to TSB, the ¡k¡¿a element
in living beings is responsible for the
fivefold antaÅkara¸a (antaÅkara¸a,
manas1, buddhi1, citta2 and aha´-
k¡ra2). Since ¡k¡¿a is inside the body
as well as outside, it can be part of the
bahirlakÀya as well as of the madhya-
lakÀya. In the latter case it is called
b¡hy¡bhyantaravyoma.

¡k¡¿a-2 +ÉEòÉ¶É-2 (ANU 11), atmosphere.
Recaka, according to this UpaniÀad,
consists in throwing out air into the
atmosphere and thus bringing about a
state of emptiness, obviously in the
lungs.

¡k¡¿a-3 +ÉEòÉ¶É-3 (YTU 99, 102), the
topmost part of head inside (i.e. the top
of the brain). In ¡k¡¿adh¡ra¸¡, as well
as in dhy¡na, anila1 (v¡yu1) is to be
taken to this spot and maintained there
for a definite length of time.

¡k¡¿a-4 +ÉEòÉ¶É-4 (MBU IV 1-4), one of
the five ¡k¡¿as of the vyomapaµcaka.
The names of the five ¡k¡¿as in the
IVth Br¡hma¸a of this UpaniÀad do not
tally with those mentioned in the
Br¡hma¸a I. The latter list tallies with
the  one given in Advayat¡rakopaniÀad.

¡k¡¿a-5 +ÉEòÉ¶É-5 (SSP I 42), one of the
five mah¡bh£tas. According to SSP,
r¡ga (attachment), dveÀa (aversion),
bhaya (fear), lajj¡ (bashfulness) and
moha (infatuation) found in human
beings are due to ¡k¡¿amah¡bh£ta.

¡k¡¿acakra +ÉEòÉ¶ÉSÉGò (SSP II 9), the last
cakra in the series of nine cakras enu-
merated by SSP. A spot to be meditated
upon. This cakra has sixteen petals and
is known as p£r¸agirip¢¶ha located
in the upper part of the brahma-
randhra.

¡k¡¿a (sth¡na) +ÉEòÉ¶É (ºlÉÉxÉ) (VS IV 4,
7, 9, 14), region of ether in the body.
Etherial spot. From the toes (a´guÀ¶ha)
to the top of the head (m£rdh¡ntam)
the human body has been divided into
five regions for the practice of
dh¡ra¸¡s. From the middle of the eye-
brows to the top  of the head is said to
be the region of ¡k¡¿a. The technique
of this dh¡ra¸¡ lies in imposing the
pr¡¸a at the ¡k¡¿a region together
with its letter 'ha' ½ and unmanifested
deity, and retaining it for five gha¶ik¡s
(two hours). This facilitates the attain-
ment of sam¡dhi and thereby libe-
ration.

¡k¡¿a-2 ¡k¡¿a (sth¡na)
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¡k¡¿adh¡ra¸¡ +ÉEòÉ¶ÉvÉÉ®hÉÉ = nabho-
dh¡ra¸¡ xÉ¦ÉÉävÉÉ®hÉÉ  (YTU 102; GS III
63; G 73), dh¡ra¸¡ on ¡k¡¿a1. It
consists in taking the v¡yu2 to ¡k¡¿a3

and contemplating the image of
áa´kara. By practising this dh¡ra¸¡,
the yog¢ is said soon to acquire the
extraordinary power to move about in
space quite unsupported. This is one of
the five well-known mah¡bh£ta-
dh¡ra¸¡s.

¡k£ta +ÉEÚòiÉ (SK 31), prompting. Some
v¤ttis1 of the kara¸as2 may be pro-
moted by other kara¸a v¤ttis1 and one
kara¸av¤tti may in this way bring
about other kara¸av¤ttis1. This is
paraspar¡k£ta {É®úº{É®úÉEÚòiÉ.
But the kara¸as2, according to SK,
have no aims of their own to fulfill. The
only end towards which all their acti-
vities are directed by prak¤ti1 is,
according to Ì¿varak¤À¸a, bhoga and
apavarga of puruÀa2.

¡gama-1 +ÉMÉ¨É-1 (ANU 16), the Vedas
(¿ruti). Íhana >ð½þxÉ (deliberation) which
does not contradict what is laid down
in the Vedas is said to be tarka.

¡gama-2 +ÉMÉ¨É-2 (YS I 7; SK 6), any idea
entertained on the strength of testi-
mony. It is one of the three pram¡¸as.
If pram¡¸a is correct knowledge and
viparyaya incorrect knowledge, then
obviously pratyakÀa, anum¡na and
¡gama can all be either pram¡¸a or
viparyaya; because error is possible in
all the three of them. Pataµjali has said
nothing to the contrary. Vy¡sa's con-

tention, however, is that the testimony
of a m£lavakt¡ ¨ÉÚ±É´ÉCiÉÉ is infallible
seems to be wrong if m£lavakt¡ is a
person who has a first-hand knowledge
of what he says, because it has been
found that even the testimony of an eye-
witness is sometimes unreliable.
In YS I 49, Pataµjali uses the word ¿ruta
¸ÉÖiÉ for ¡gama. Ì¿varak¤À¸a's word is
¡pt¡gama +É{iÉÉMÉ¨É (knowledge gained
from a reliable person).
The other two pram¡¸as, according to
Pataµjali, are pratyakÀa and
anum¡na; and d¤À¶a and anum¡na,
according to Ì¿varak¤À¸a, who be-
lieves that all the other pram¡¸as
mentioned by others fall under one or
the other of these three. For a
knowledge of that which can neither be
directly experienced nor inferred one
has to depend on ¡gama alone.

¡gamaj¡la +ÉMÉ¨ÉVÉÉ±É (HP IV 40), con-
flicting views found in ¡gamas, i.e. the
Vedas. Those who are misguided by the
views expressed in the Vedas etc.,
never become capable of knowing the
unman¢mudr¡ which liberates.

¡gney¢ +ÉMxÉäªÉÒ (NBU 6), one of the four
m¡tr¡s1 of oÆk¡ra. It is the first
m¡tr¡1 i.e. A.

¡c¡rya +ÉSÉÉªÉÇ (ATU 13-18), guru2. Com-
petent teacher of yoga4. Without an
¡c¡rya the sahasr¡r¡ntarlakÀya cannot
be seen. The ¡c¡rya must be well-
versed in the Vedas; he should be a
devotee of God viÀ¸u, unenvious, con-
versant with yoga4, engaged in yoga4

¡k¡¿adh¡ra¸¡ ¡c¡rya
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and filled with yoga4. The ¡c¡rya in
his turn, must be devoted to his own
guru2 and should have realised the true
self.
Literally guru2 means dispeller of
darkness. One's guru2 is said to be
brahman Himself. Guru2 is the end
all and be all, the highest wisdom and
the last resort for the disciple. There is
nothing for him above his guru2, which
is the richest treasure for him. Guru2

is certainly higher than the disciple,
because he is the teacher of the disciple,
though a disciple may even acquire
more than what his guru2 did.

¡jµ¡ +ÉYÉÉ = ¡jµ¡cakra +ÉYÉÉSÉGò (YSU I
175, V 11; YKU III 10-11), one of the
six cakras2. It has only two spokes, it
is situated inside between the eyebrows
and is described as being like the orb
of the moon, as well as being n¡dar£pa.
YKU identifies it with mastaka ¨ÉºiÉEò
(forehead) and says nothing more about
it.
G places parame¿vara (G 86) between
the eyebrows and describes this deity
as resplendent like a pearl.

¡tmakhy¡ti +Éi¨ÉJªÉÃÉÊiÉ (YS II 5), identi-
fying oneself with non-self. One of the
aspects of avidy¡, according to
Pataµjali, is the belief that our body,
and many other things for that matter,
are parts of ourselves. This is an¡tmasu
+xÉÉi¨ÉºÉÖ ¡tmakhy¡ti.

¡tmat¡ +Éi¨ÉiÉÉ (TBU I 34), selfhood.
Praty¡h¡ra, according to this text, is

that state of a yog¢ in which he does
not see the objects as anything different
from brahman, the Supreme Self. He
sees brahman in himself as well as in
everything else. This is a blissful state
for him.

¡tmat¢rtha +Éi¨ÉiÉÒlÉÇ (DU IV 50, 53; BY
VII 167), sacred place in one's own
body. It is suggested that instead of
visiting sacred places with a view to
attain liberation, one should meditate
on the sacred places on one's own body.
According to DU, ¿r¢parvata is at the
crest (i.e., ¿irasth¡na), ked¡ra in the
forehead (lal¡¶aka), v¡r¡¸as¢ at the
junction of the brows and the nose
(bhruvorghr¡¸asyamadhyame),
KurukÀetra in the region of the breasts
(kucasth¡na), pray¡ga in the middle of
the heart (h¤nmadhya) and kamal¡laya
in m£l¡dh¡ra. One who resorts to the
external t¢rthas goes for pieces of glass
abandoning the precious gems in the
hand.

¡tmadar¿ana +Éi¨Én ù¶É ÇxÉ (YS II 41),
vivekakhy¡ti.

¡tmadhy¡na +Éi¨ÉvªÉÉxÉ (TBU I 16), the
state of not having any object before
consciousness other than one's true self
which is the Supreme Self. For   this
UpaniÀad, as for GorakÀa ( G 76),
dhy¡na is always ¡tmadhy¡na-
dhy¡na of the param¡tman.
According to the monistic view adopted
by this text every individual self is in
essence the Supreme Self-the one all-
pervading reality.

¡jµ¡ ¡tmadhy¡na
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¡tmadhy¡y¢ +Éi¨ÉvªÉÉªÉÒ (HP I 40), one who
contemplates on ¡tman, one of the ess-
ential conditions for attaining niÀpatti
stage. The practice of siddh¡sana with
moderate diet and contemplation on
¡tman leads one to the attainment of
niÀpatti stage of yoga.

¡tmapratyakÀa +Éi¨É|ÉiªÉIÉ (GS VI 15, VII
7), seeing the ¡tm¡1. ËtmapratyakÀa
and looking for ¡tm¡r¡ma are
considered by Ghera¸·a to be the
characteristic features of ¿¡mbhav¢-
mudr¡. Nothing more of this mudr¡,
which is often supposed to be the final
achievement of a yog¢, is said in this
text except that he has to look inside
between the eyebrows and see the
¡tm¡1.
In I 11 pratyakÀam¡tmanaÅ (= ¡tma-
pratyakÀa) is said to result from
dhy¡na, in VI 15 from tejodhy¡na,
and from VII 5 it is clear that, according
to GS, The dhy¡na aspect of r¡jayoga
is ¿¡mbhav¢mudr¡.

¡tmabh¡vabh¡van¡-1 +Éi¨É¦ÉÉ´É¦ÉÉ´ÉxÉÉ-1
(YS IV 25), the self-regarding senti-
ments, including body consciousness.
On attaining viveka, identification of
oneself with one's body and one's
possession, is effaced.

¡tmabh¡vabh¡van¡-2 +Éi¨É¦ÉÉ´É¦ÉÉ´ÉxÉÉ-2
(VB IV 25), problems in the yog¢'s
mind: how I got into this wretched exis-
tence and how can I get rid of it. Accor-
ding to Vy¡sa, these problems do not
disturb the yog¢ after the attainment of
viveka. Vy¡sa's interpretation of this

term, however does not seem to be
correct in this context. See
¡tmabh¡vabh¡van¡1.

¡tmarati +Éi¨É®úÊiÉ (BG III 17), rejoicing
in the self. One who finds joy only in
the self and not in the sensuous objects.

¡tmavinigraha +Éi¨ÉÊ´ÉÊxÉOÉ½þ (BG XIII 7,
XVII 16), control over the body-mind
aggregate. Ëtmavinigraha consists in
withdrawing this complex from flowing
towards its objects and applying to
righteous path, i.e. to Self. The term
¡tman here refers to the causal aggre-
gate of body and mind. In XVII 16,
¡tmavinigraha refers to a general
control over mind as a part of mental
austerity.

¡tmavi¿uddhi +Éi¨ÉÊ´É¶ÉÖÊr ù (BG VI 12),
here ¡tman refers to antaÅkara¸a, i.e.
internal organ. In order to purify it one
should resort to the practice of yoga-
by drawing senses from their objects
and concentrating upon one object.

¡tma¿akti +Éi¨É¶ÉÎCiÉ (GS III 40), ku¸·al¢.
¡tm¡-1 +Éi¨ÉÉ-1 (GS IV 2-5, VII 2; ATU

10; ANU 5; ABU 16; YS IV 25), self,
just self without any philosophical
significance, e.g. praty¡h¡ra is self-
control (GS IV 2), ¡tmaprat¢ti +Éi¨É|ÉiÉÒÊiÉ
self-confidence, ¡tma¿akti one's own
power and ¡tmabh¡va self-consci-
ousness. Praty¡h¡ra, according to
ANU, consists in seeing manas1 as well
as all the objects as parts of the self,
and not as external objects.
Whether an object actually exists in the
outside world or not, the cooperation

¡tmadhy¡y¢ ¡tm¡-1
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of ¡tm¡1, manas1 and cakÀurindriya is
necessary for its visual perception or
apprehension.

¡tma-2 +Éi¨ÉÉ-2 (G 1, 2, 87, 89, 91, 97;
GS I 11, III 49, V 83, VI 22, VII 3, 8,
12, 16-20; TSM 9, 100, 129, 144, 147,
152, 161; DBU 6, 8; ABU 11-12),
brahman. It is described as caitanya,
advaita, ¿¡¿vata and para. Although
it is all-pervading and therefore, present
in the body also, yet the body is not the
¡tman1.
Ëtman1 is saccid¡nanda. The ulti-
mate object of yoga4, according to these
texts, is the realization that the yog¢ is
brahman. Yonimudr¡ and ¿¡mbha-
v¢mudr¡ help him in attaining this
realization. Unity of manas1 and
¡tman2 is brought about in the state of
sam¡dhi1 and jyotirdhy¡na is said to
be the dhy¡na of the tejomayabrahman
iÉäVÉÉä̈ ÉªÉ¥ÉÀxÉÂ. Sth£ladhy¡na is not expli-
citly described as the dhy¡na of
m£rtimaya ¨ÉÚÌiÉ¨ÉªÉ brahman; but this
seems to be the implied meaning, as
guru2 is described as the brahman
himself. According to GorakÀa, the
characteristic feature of dhy¡na, as
opposed to dh¡ra¸¡, is that ¡tman2 is
the object of meditation in it.
TSM describes ¡tm¡2 as brahm¡,
viÀ¸u and ¿iva as cinm¡tra and
caitanya as param¡tm¡ and
par¡tm¡. It is the ultimate reality
which is said to be pratyag¡nandar£pa
|ÉiªÉMÉÉxÉxnù°ü{É and ananta¿aktisaÆyukta
+xÉxiÉ¶ÉÎCiÉºÉÆªÉÖCiÉ, but which still appears

in the form of jagat VÉMÉiÉÂ  (universe). It
appears as the ko¿as of the living body,
though it itself is nirvik¡ra. The
vik¡r¡Å Ê´ÉEòÉ®úÉ: (transformations) are of
j¢va, but it appears as if they are of ¿iva
who is sad¡¿iva. It is on account of
aha´k¡ra2 that sad¡¿iva becomes
j¢va. It is believed that sad¡¿iva is
deluded on account of its sa´gati
(saÆyoga) with avivekaprak¤ti +Ê´É´ÉäEò-
|ÉEÞòÊiÉ. The yog¢ sees ¿iva in the vik¡ras
but does not see the vik¡ras in ¿iva.
Brahman is said to be tury¡t¢ta and
to reside in the brahmarandhra. DBU
describes ¡tm¡1 as subtle and com-
pares it to an infinitesimal part of the
point of a hair. As smell is in the plant,
butter in the milk, oil in the seed and as
gold is in the ore, so everything is in
brahman as if it were a thread running
through all these beads. He who knows
brahman lives in brahman. Accor-
ding to ABU, as the ¡tm¡ of different
individuals, brahman exists differe-
ntly in different individuals, but in
reality it is one and only one, just as
¡k¡¿a1 is one and still it assumes
different forms in different containers.
Even in a single individual the one
¡tm¡1 appears to be different in the
states of j¡grat, svapna and suÀupti.
In fact it is one and the same bh£t¡tm¡
(reality behind things).
Another analogy used to illustrate the
one reality appearing differently in
different things, is that of the one moon
which is reflected at innumerable spots.

¡tma-2 ¡tma-2
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If one looks at the reflections below one
sees many moons, if one looks at the
sky above one sees only one moon.
GorakÀa claims that the object of
writing the ¿ataka ¶ÉiÉEò is to lead the
aspirant to ¡tmabodha +Éi¨É¤ÉÉävÉ (self-
realization), the supreme realization.

¡tm¡-3 +Éi¨ÉÉ-3 (KU 4), essence inside
the body. The entire ¡tman3 is to be
made saturated with om2, which is to
be slowly repeated in all its twelve
m¡tr¡s1.

¡tm¡-4 +Éi¨ÉÉ-4 (YS II 21), essence. The
very essence of d¤¿ya1 consists in being
an artha3 for the puruÀa1, i.e. that
which the puruÀa2 sees.

¡tm¡-5 +Éi¨ÉÉ-5 (ABU 4), subject in the
subject-object relation of cognition. In
the state of manasaÅ h¤di sannirodhaÅ
¨ÉxÉºÉ: ¾þÊnù ºÉÊxxÉ®úÉävÉ:  (merging of mind in
the self) this subject disappears.

¡tm¡-6 +Éi¨ÉÉ-6 (VS V 2-5; BY IX 9), true
self, other than j¢va. Ëtman is called
j¢va when it is enjoined with body and
it is this j¢va which is subject to birth
and death and not the ¡tm¡. According
to BY, ¡tm¡ is the principle of life and
sensation, situated in the form of bindu
in the dormant serpant (ku¸·alin¢).

¡tm¡r¡ma +Éi¨ÉÉ®úÉ¨É (GS III 64), the bliss
of self-realization. In two different
contexts, Ghera¸·a uses two phrases
¡tm¡r¡maÆ nir¢kÀyeta +Éi¨É®úÉ¨ÉÆ ÊxÉ®úÒIªÉäiÉ

and ¡tmapratyakÀam¡nayet +Éi¨É|ÉiªÉ-

IÉ¨ÉÉxÉªÉäiÉÂ. While ¡tmapratyakÀa is to be
brought about, according to him, ¡tm¡-

r¡ma is to be looked for and enjoyed.
cf. ¡tmapratyakÀa.

¡tm¡¿¢ +Éi¨ÉÉ¶ÉÒ (VB II 9), abhinive¿a.
¡dar¿a +Énù¶É Ç (YS III 36), vision (in-

tuitions, higher). In the normal course
our sensuous cognitions take place
through the instrumentality of the
sense-organs and therefore, we are
limited by the limitations inherent in the
sense-organs. But when knowledge of
puruÀa has been obtained by per-
forming saÆyama as indicated in YS
III 35, these limitations fall away and
it is possible for the yog¢ to perceive
everything without being influenced by
such limitations of sense-organs and
this is called intuitional or higher vision.

¡d¡na +ÉnùÉxÉ (SK 28; TSB 6), v¤tti of the
karmendriya known as p¡¸i. It is
difficult exactly to define p¡¸i or
¡d¡na. The best English translation for
the latter would be manipulation. For
manipulation it is not always necessary
to use the hands or to use hands and
hands alone. A football stroke, e.g., can
be manipulated with head, or foot, or a
push with any part of the body. All this
is ¡d¡na and the indriya1, of which it
is the v¤tti, is p¡¸i. Ëd¡na would
include all behaviour which is not sex-
ual, excretory, locomotive, or expres-
sive (i.e. of the nature of language,
whether symbolic or traditional).
According to TSB, ¡d¡na is the k¡rya1

and the viÀaya4 of p¤thiv¢ which is
obviously the p¡¸i aÆ¿a1 of it.

¡tm¡-3 ¡d¡na
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¡di +ÉÊnù (HP IV 85, 86), in the beginning.
Sv¡tm¡r¡ma classifies the practice of
n¡d¡nusandh¡na into three stages.
The ¡di stage brings about particular
type of internal sound resembling
ocean, thunder, big drum etc. This stage
may be equated with ¡rambh¡vasth¡
and gha¶¡vasth¡, the first two stages
in the sequence of four stages of
n¡d¡nusandh¡na.

¡ditya-1 +ÉÊnùiªÉ-1 (G 46, 80), s£rya (the
sun). G compares the ma¸ip£raka-
cakra1 to the rising sun.
Ëdityama¸·ala is the fire described
in this text as prajvalajjvalanajv¡l¡-
puµja |ÉV´É±ÉVV´É±ÉxÉV´ÉÉ±ÉÉ{ÉÆÖVÉ (a mass of
flames of burning fire) which is suppo-
sed to be in the n¡bhi. while perfor-
ming pr¡¸¡y¡ma2 the yog¢ is advised
to medicate on it.

¡ditya-2 +ÉÊnùiªÉ-2 (BY IX 90), name of
the Sun God. Since it gives life to all
beings, it is called ¡ditya.

¡din¡tha +ÉÊnùxÉÉlÉ (HP I 1; SSP I 1), the
first teacher of the N¡tha cult. It is
found to be synonym of Lord áiva, thus
Lord áiva is called ¡diyog¡c¡rya.
Sv¡tm¡r¡ma has offered his salu-
tations to ¡din¡tha in the beginning of
the text.

¡de¿a +Énä¶É (SSP VI 96-97), a technical
term indicating identity of the three
principles, viz., ¡tm¡, param¡tm¡
and j¢v¡tm¡.

¡dyantavanta +ÉtxiÉ´ÉxiÉ (BG V 22),
having a beginning and end. The
worldly pleasures have a beginning and

an end. The contact of senses with the
objects mark the beginning of a
pleasure and their separation is an end
of the pleasure.

¡dyapi¸·a +ÉtÊ{Éhb ÷ ø (SSP I 28), the
primordial pi¸·a. It consists of five
principles: param¡nanda, prabodha,
cidudaya, prak¡¿a, and so'haÆ-
bh¡va. Each principle further contains
five characteristics. (cf. SSP 23-27).

¡dh¡ra-1 +ÉvÉÉ®ú-1 = m£l¡dh¡ra ¨ÉÚ±ÉÉvÉÉ®ú
(G 10, 11, 78; YSU I 168, V 5, VI 22-
33; YCU 4, 6; YKU III 9, 10; DBU 43-
4), the lowest cakra1 in the body. G
places this four-petalled lotus in the
gud¡, which is called ¡dh¡ra; and in
that, according to him, is said to reside
the yog¢ (G 11). In G 10, however,
yonisth¡na is said to be between
¡dh¡ra and sv¡dhiÀ¶h¡na.
According to Kuvalay¡nanda and
Shukla, the ¡dh¡racakra1 is said to be
in gud¡, because it is nearer to the anus
than the sexual organ. G describes this
cakra1 as bright burning gold.
Concentration on this is prescribed by
GorakÀa and it is enjoined by him that,
while imagining this bright burning
centre, the yog¢ should think of ¡tm¡1.
This cakra1 is thus one of the nine
dhy¡nasth¡nas of GorakÀa, who con-
siders it to be the seat of vahni. Acco-
rding to YSU, m£l¡dh¡ra is the trian-
gular region between gud¡ (anus) and
me·hra (penis). There resides ¿iva1 in
the form of j¢va.
The ku¸·alin¢ ¿akti, v¡yu4 and vahni

¡di ¡dh¡ra-1
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also are there, and bindu and n¡da,
haÆ¿a and manas1, according to this
text, all rise from this region. It is called
the k¡mar£pap¢¶ha and is said to
bring to the yog¢ all that he desires. The
universe is said to arise from the
¡dh¡ra¿akti and again to resolve into
it. In this sense, the entire universe
sleeps when the ¡dh¡ra¿akti (ku¸·a-
lin¢1) sleeps, and wakes when she
wakes. He who knows ¡dh¡ra1 gets
freedom from the fruits of his evil deeds
and sees light. The three Vedas are in
¡dh¡ra. The suÀumn¡, i·¡1 and
pi´gal¡ meet in the hind portion of
¡dh¡ra1. Pa¿cimali´ga {ÉÎ¶SÉ¨ÉË±ÉMÉ is in
¡dh¡ra1. Candra and s£rya2 are also
in the hind portion of ¡dh¡ra1. Ëdh¡ra
is thus one of the most important
cakras1. Taking it do be lotus-like,
YCU considers ¡dh¡ra to be four-
petalled. YKU, considers m£l¡dh¡ra
to be one of the six cakras1 and equates
it with gud¡. From the point of view of
modern physiology, ¡dh¡ra may be
taken to be the coccygeal plexus.

¡dh¡ra-2 +ÉvÉÉ®ú-2 (GS III 12; HP III 72).
The sixteen ¡dh¡ras referred to in this
text may be the sixteen paths, which are
supposed to run from the throat to the
upper parts of the head. Brahm¡nanda,
the commentator of HP, mentions the
following as the 16 ¡dh¡ras: toes,
ankles, knees, thighs, perineum, penis,
navel, chest, neck region of the throat,
tongue, nose, the spot between the
eyebrows, forehead (lower part), upper-

most part of the forehead, and top of
the head. But this does not seem to be
relevant.

¡dh¡rav¡ta +ÉvÉÉ®ú´ÉÉiÉ (YSU VI 27-8), the
pr¡¸a4, which is to be raised from
¡dh¡ra1 and sent up to the head along
suÀumn¡. Ëdh¡rav¡tarodha is said
to be the very essence of yoga4. It consi-
sts in restraining this pr¡¸a4 from
going up the i·¡1 or pi´gal¡ way and
sending it up through the suÀumn¡.

¡dh¡r¡kuµcana +ÉvÉÉ®úÉEÖÆòSÉxÉ (HP II 27),
contraction of the (¡dh¡ra). This is
practised in such a manner as to suck
the water into the colon. This is the spe-
cific technique of vasti (colon lavage).

¡dhidaivika +ÉÊvÉnèùÊ´ÉEò (TSB 8; YKU I 77;
VB I 31), divine. TSB speaks of an
¡dhidaivika aspect of the organs of the
body and names the twelve presiding
deities of the twelve principal organs.
YKU speaks of the ¡dhidaivika body
which UpaniÀadbrahmayog¢ paraphr-
ases as pratyagabhinnaparabrahman
|ÉiªÉMÉÊ¦ÉxxÉ{É®ú¥ÉÀxÉ Â (the one Supreme
Reality); and VB (I 31) speaks of
¡dhidaivika pain which VM explains
as pain caused by an evil star, a yakÀa
ªÉIÉ, a r¡kÀasa ®úÉIÉºÉ  (demon) etc.

¡dhibhautika +ÉÊvÉ¦ÉÉèÊiÉEò (TSB 8; YKU I
77; VB I 31). The twelve n¡·¢s2 menti-
oned seem to be the ¡dhibhautika
aspect of the twelve a´gas1 according
to TSB. VB speaks of ¡dhibhautika
pain, which VM explains as pain
caused by a living being, e.g., snake,
tiger; and YKU advises the yogi to

¡dh¡ra-2 ¡dhibhautika
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merge his ¡dhibhautika body in his
¡dhidaivika body.

¡dhy¡tmika +ÉvªÉÉÎi¨ÉEò (TSB 8; VB I 31),
pertaining to the self. It appears that
TSB considers the ten indriyas1-2,
manas1 and buddhi1 to be the adhy¡t-
mika organs, or the ¡dhy¡tmika
aspect of the body. According to VM,
bodily as well as mental pain is
¡dhy¡tmika (cf. commentary on SK).

¡nanda-1 +ÉxÉxnù-1 (SK 28; TSB 6), the
v¤tti1 of the indriya1-2 known as
upastha (sexual behaviour). cf.
vacana. TSB considers it to be k¡rya1

and a viÀaya of p¤thiv¢.
¡nanda-2 +ÉxÉxnù-2 (GS III 31, 41, V 57,

83, VII 8, 11, 13, 15; G 84, 99), a kind
of experience which everyone can have,
though it is not the same as sense plea-
sure, or aesthetic enjoyment. As a yog¢
practises khecar¢ mudr¡ he feels
happier and happier day by day. This
is the beginning of ¡nanda2. while
aesthetic enjoyment and sense-pleasure
are felt for the time being, ¡nanda2 is
the true yogi's constant companion. He
is always in the state of ¡nanda2. The
yog¢ who practises pr¡¸¡y¡ma2 also
gets this experience; and the essence
of bhakti ¦É ÎCi É  (devotion) too is
¡nanda2. Ënanda2 of a bhakta ¦ÉCiÉ
(devotee) is often expressed by his
shedding tears and getting gooseflesh.
Thus ¡nanda2 is the happiness of peace
and is not what Pataµjali calls hl¡da
(YS I 14). While j¡ti, ¡yu and bhoga
are the vip¡kas of karm¡¿ayas, hl¡da

and parit¡pa are their phala. Ënanda2

is experienced in the state of complete
detachment, not hl¡da.

¡nanda-3 +ÉxÉxnù-3 (YS I 17; GS V 57), a
peculiar kind of bliss which only the
yog¢ gets, as the result of his yoga4, in
the state of sam¡dhi1. Others do not
know it. This ¡nanda3 is also said to
be experienced as a result of the union
of manas1 and ¡tm¡2 which Ghera¸·a
calls sam¡dhi1. The presence of
¡nanda3 clearly shows that such
sam¡dhi1 is samprajµ¡ta in
Pataµjali's terminology, ¡nanda3 being
one of the four kinds of contents of
sam¡patti, which make cittav¤tti-
nirodha samprajµ¡ta. This ¡nanda3

is said to be experienced in kumbhaka
of the m£rcch¡ variety (cf. GS V 83),
because that too involves the union of
manas1 and ¡tm¡1. To distinguish it
from the other types of ¡nanda we can
call it sahaj¡nanda ºÉ½þVÉÉxÉxnù.

¡nanda-4 +ÉxÉxnù-4 (MBU II (1) 7; TBU
VI 1, 3), the Supreme Reality which,
according to the Ved¡nta philosophy,
is sat ºÉiÉÂ - cit-¡nanda. What exactly
this ¡nanda4 is, only the person who
has realised the Supreme Self, knows.
It is obviously not an experience as we
understand this word; and this is what
distinguishes it from ¡nanda3 which is
the sam¡dhiprajµ¡ of nirb¢ja-
sam¡dhi5 - an experience of advanced
yog¢s.

¡nandabhairava +ÉxÉxnù¦Éè®ú´É (HP I 5),
name of a siddhayog¢. One of the

¡dhy¡tmika ¡nandabhairava
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thirty-three siddhayog¢s enumerated
by Sv¡tm¡r¡ma (to pay his salutation
to all those siddhayog¢s).

¡nand¡nugata +ÉxÉxnùÉxÉÖMÉiÉ (VBh I 17), the
third of the four yoga regions of
samprajµ¡ta, the others being: (1)
vitarka, (2) vic¡ra and (4) asmit¡.
Those modes of consciousness are in
ascending order and different in their
contents. Thus the ¡nand¡nugata
level or mode of citta has bliss
(¡nanda) as its content and is of the
form 'I am happy'. The object-¡nanda
cannot be grasped through senses,
rather it transcends the sensuous sphere
and hence it cannot be said that just
there is a distinction between vitarka
and nirvitarka, or between vic¡ra and
nirvic¡ra, there can be a similar disti-
nction between ¡nanda and nir¡nanda.
Again the contrary/opposite/negative of
¡nanda is not nir¡nanda but pain or
duÅkha. Further, in this mode of expe-
rience there is absence of pain which is
due to predominance of sattva in the
citta.

¡nu¿ravika +ÉxÉÖ¸ÉÊ´ÉEò (VM, VBh I 15),
heard (mentioned in the scriptures).
This includes all such things which
cannot be seen but which may be
supposed to exist, e.g., heaven, the state
without body, the state of absorption in
prak¤ti etc. Yog¢ has to master all the
five jµ¡nendriyas to such an extent
that he derives no pleasure either
through the seen objects or learnt
through hearsay (¡nu¿ravika).

¡pa +É{É (SSP I 39), one of the five gross
elements, working in the human body
in five forms: saliva, urine, semen,
blood, and sweat-these five are due to
¡pa.

¡ptavacana +É{iÉ´ÉSÉxÉ (SK 4, 5). cf.
vacana and ¡gama.

¡bh¡svara +É¦ÉÉº´É®ú (VB III 26), gods who
reside in the second loka, i.e. the
tapoloka along with mah¡bh¡svaras
and satyamah¡bh¡svaras. They all have
the entire prak¤ti under their control.

¡bhoga-1 +É¦ÉÉäMÉ-1 (VB I 17), dwelling
upon. Vy¡sa's idea seems to be that a
viÀaya, object of consciousness always
has a concrete as well as subtle aspect.
In vitark¡nugata sam¡patti the citta
dwells on the concrete aspect like an
image. But every object has a subtle
aspect also, e.g. every earthen pot is, if
analysed metaphysically found to be
made up of tanm¡tr¡s. In the
savitark¡ and nirvitark¡ sam¡pattis
the citta2 ignores this subtle consti-
tution of the object of consciousness
and concentrates on its concrete aspects
only.

¡bhoga-2 +É¦ÉÉäMÉ-2 (VB I 15), bhoga.
¡bhyantara-1 +É¦ªÉxiÉ®ú-1 (VB II 50), pre-

ceded by complete inhalation. Cess-
ation of respiration after complete-
inhalation, is ¡bhyantarakumbhaka
(pr¡¸¡y¡ma).

¡bhyantara-2 (karma) +É¦ªÉxiÉ®ú-2 (Eò¨ÉÇ)
(VS I 22, 24), variety of nirvitarka-
karma enjoined by the Vedas as a
means for liberation Ëbhyantaranir-

¡nand¡nugata ¡bhyantara-2 (karma)
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vitarkakarma consists in observing
the duties within self with the means
of intelligence.

¡bhyantara-3 (yoga) +É¦ªÉxiÉ®ú-3 (ªÉÉäMÉ)
(VS II 57), internal yoga consisting of
praty¡h¡ra, dh¡ra¸¡, dhy¡na and
sam¡dhi.

¡bhyantara-4 (¿auca) +É¦ªÉxiÉ®ú-4 (¶ÉÉèSÉ)
(VS I 51), refers to internal ¿auca vis-
a-vis external ¿auca, which consists in
purification of mind through right deeds
and spiritual knowledge.

¡bhyantarakara¸a +É¦ªÉxiÉ®úEò®úhÉ (SK 33),
antaÅkara¸a.

¡bhyantarav¤ttipr¡¸¡y¡ma +É¦ªÉxiÉ®-
´ÉÞÊkÉ|ÉÉhÉÉªÉÉ¨É (YS II 50), one of Pataµjali's
first three pr¡¸¡y¡mas2. It is that
kumbhaka1 in which the chest is
expanded to the full. Hence it is always
preceded by complete inhalation. In this
context the word v¤tti1 is used in YS
for the state of the chest, and
¡bhyantarav¤tti for the state in which
the lungs are full to capacity.

¡mbhas¢dh¡ra¸¡ +É¨¦ÉºÉÒvÉÉ®úhÉÉ (GS III
60, 73), one of the five dh¡ra¸¡
mudr¡s. It consists in taking the
pr¡¸a4 and the citta2 to the spot in the
throat which is the seat of the ambu-
tattva and retaining them there for two
hours. GorakÀa calls it v¡run¢-
dh¡ra¸¡. (cf. ap.) Ambu is white and
pretty like the conchshell, the moon,
and the jasmine flower. GS calls it
kil¡la ÊEò±ÉÉ±É (nectar). It is to be ima-
gined along with viÀ¸u and the letter
va which is the b¢jamantra of viÀ¸u

and therefore, the mystic sign for the
god viÀ¸u.
Ëmbhas¢dh¡ra¸¡ is said to ward off
unbearable sorrow and sin. cf. v¡ru¸¢
(= v¡ri¸¢) dh¡ra¸¡.

¡yatapr¡¸a +ÉªÉiÉ|ÉÉhÉ (ANU 10), a person
accustomed to prolonged phases of
respiration. UpaniÀadbrahmayog¢
applies the lengthening only to rucira
kumbhaka1, but there is nothing in the
text to show that the meaning should
be so restricted. It appears that the
complete mantra (g¡yatr¢) is to be
mentally repeated twice not only in the
state of kumbhaka1 but also while
exhaling and inhaling. ANU 10 can also
be interpreted as referring to three units
of time devoted to rucira, three to
recaka and three to p£raka. In this
way pr¡¸¡y¡ma2 should mean that (1)
there should be kumbhaka1, (2)
recaka, p£raka and kumbhaka1

should all be long and (3) they should
be equal in duration.

¡y¡ma +ÉªÉÉ¨É (YKU I 19), synonym for
kumbhaka.

¡yu +ÉªÉ Ö (YS II 13), length of life-one of
Pataµjali's three karmavip¡kas. Acco-
rding to him, one's ¡yu is determined
by one's own ways of the present and
previous lives. If one succeeds in acqui-
ring the way of life in which one's
actions are not motivated by the kle¿as,
then there is no vip¡ka of the actions
which he performs-neither j¡ti1, nor
¡yu, nor bhoga. Such a person will
neither have any pleasant or unpleasant

¡bhyantara-3 (yoga) ¡yu
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experiences, nor a long life, nor will he
be born again after death. Actions bear
fruit only when they are rooted in the
kle¿as. This is Pataµjali's theory.

¡rambha +É®ú¨¦É (VU V 71; YTU 20; HP
IV 69), one of the four bh£mik¡s ¦ÉÚÊ¨ÉEòÉ
(stages of progress) in yoga4, the other
three being gha¶a, paricaya and
niÀpatti. For these stages HP uses the
word avasth¡s. Ërambh¡vasth¡,
according to this text, begins when one
gives up b¡hyakarma ¤ÉÉÁEò¨ÉÇ and resorts
to antaÅkarma. UpaniÀadbrahmayog¢
comments that thinking, speaking and
acting are all b¡hyakarma. The three
groups of organs referred to in the VU,
as the organs of b¡hyakarma, are (1)
action organs, (2) sense organs, and (3)
the internal organs antaÅkara¸a
consisting of manas1, buddhi and
aha´k¡ra1. B¡hyakarma is in this
way not action as we understand this
word ordinarily. According to YTU, the
signs of ¡rambh¡vasth¡ are light
body, bright face and good appetite. It
appears that while paricaya and
niÀpatti states may be attained even
without very great success in
ha¶hayoga, ¡rambha and gha¶a are
the first two stages of comparatively
advanced ha¶hayoga in the sense of
yoga performed mainly with the body.

¡rjava-1 +ÉVÉḈ É (VU V 12; SAU I (1) 4,
10; TSM 32; DU I 6, 16), straight-
forwardness (absence of cunningness).
It is one of the ten yamas1, The
following definition given in SAU is

more difficult than the term defined:
adopting the same attitude towards
persons who perform and those who do
not perform-by word, deed or thought-
the acts which are enjoined and eschew
or do not avoid those which are
prohibited. According to TSM, ¡rjava
is moral uprightness and according to
DU, it consists in behaving and feeling
in exactly the same way towards one's
enemy, friend, wife, son and one's own
self, i.e., making no difference between
friend and foe, between self and not-
self.

¡rjava-2 +ÉVÉḈ É-2 (VS I 49; BG XIII 7,
XVII 14), straightforwardness, one of
the ten yamas. Leaning towards actions
prescribed by the scriptures and
desisting from other than the prescribed
(forbidden) actions, and while
following them maintaining an equani-
mity in mind, speech and action is
called ¡rjava. According to G¢t¡,
¡rjava lies in straightforwardness of
body and senses both. It is one of the
essential qualities of physical aus-
terities (¿¡r¢rika-tapa).

¡rta +ÉiÉÇ (BG VII 16), distressed. Ërta
is one among the four classes of
devotees. Others are (2) seeker of
knowledge, (3) seeker of wealth, and
(4) wise man.

¡rurukÀu +É¯û¯ûIÉÖ (BG VI 3), desirous of
taking to yoga. Specially one who has
not taken to yoga (dhy¡nayoga) due
to unsteady mind, but is desirous of
practising it.

¡rambha ¡rurukÀu
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¡lambana-1 +É±É¨¤ÉxÉ-1 (YS I 10, 38, IV
11), object of consciousness. According
to Pataµjali, it is easier to dwell on
certain' objects of consciousness than
on others. One class of such objects are
those of which one has had a vivid and
pleasant dream. Knowledge of such
objects Pataµjali calls svapnanidr¡-
jµ¡na º´É{xÉÊxÉpùÉYÉÉxÉ (knowledge gained in
sleep in the shape of a dream). The
statement that every v¡san¡ is directed
towards an object of consciousness
(cognised object) shows his keen
insight into psychology.

¡lambana-2 +É±É¨¤ÉxÉ-2 (BY II 60), su-
pport, used for oÆk¡ra. Since oÆk¡ra
works as a great helping principle, to
reach the highest abode of brahman,
it is called ¡lambana.

¡lasya-1 +É±ÉºªÉ-1 (YS I 30; HP II 55;
ANU 27; YKU I 59; TBU I 40). Acco-
rding to Pataµjali, ¡lasya is one of the
nine antar¡yas. Brahm¡nanda in his
jyotsn¡ VªÉÉ äiºxÉÉ describes ¡lasya as
disinclination to exertion on account of
a feeling of heaviness of the body and
the mind (jyotsn¡ HP II 34).
According to YTU, ¡lasya is one of the
six vighnas, none of which is described
or defined in this text. According to
ANU, it is one of the seven things that
a yog¢ should avoid; according to
YKU, it is one of the ten obstacles in
the path of yoga4, and according to
TBU, one of the nine impediments in
the way of sam¡dhi.

¡lasya-2 +É±ÉºªÉ-2 (VB, VM, VBh I 30),

one of the obstacles (antar¡ya) in the
practice of yoga. Ëlasya has been ex-
plained by Vy¡sa as inactivity of the
body and mind due to heaviness.
According to V¡caspati, heaviness of
the body is caused by phlegm whereas
the heaviness of mind is caused by
inertia Vijµ¡nabhikÀu further adds that
lack of activity (¡lasya) causes the lack
of the practice of the means of yoga
(t¡bhy¡Æhetubhy¡maprav¤ttiÅ
sam¡dhis¡dhan¡nuÀ¶h¡nam iÉÉ¦ªÉÉÆ ½äþiÉÖ-
¦ªÉÉ¨É|É´ÉÞÊkÉ: ºÉ¨ÉÉÊvÉ-ºÉÉvÉxÉÉxÉÖ¹`öÉxÉ¨ÉÂ).

¡loka +É±ÉÉ äEò (YS III 5, 25), seeing
Prav¤tty¡loka |É´ÉÞkªÉÉ±ÉÉäEò is therefore the
rising of a viÀayavat¢ (concrete) jyoti-
Àmat¢ (light) prav¤tti as a result of a
practising ¡sana1 and pr¡¸¡y¡ma2 in
the light of which the yog¢ sees
imperceptibly small, hidden and distant
objects. Prajµ¡loka is thus the rising
of a sam¡dhi-prajµ¡. When a yog¢
tries to go into the state of sam¡dhi1

with the object of knowing about an
imperceptibly small or a hidden or a
distant object he does not imagine
anything but waits for a clear picture
of the object spontaneously standing
out before him. This would be his
sam¡dhi1prajµ¡4 and seeing it would
be prajµ¡loka.

¡locana +É±ÉÉäSÉxÉ (SK 28), v¤tti of a sense
organ which includes both sensation
and perception. SK's statement that
¡locan¡m¡trav¤tti +É±ÉÉäSÉxÉÉ¨ÉÉjÉ´ÉÞÊkÉ is
directed towards r£pa1 etc. gives the
reader an impression that ¡locana is

¡lambana-1 ¡locana
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only sensation. But r£pa1 here covers
both light and forms of objects as seen.

¡vara¸a +É´É®úhÉ (YS II 52, III 43, IV 31),
covering screen. Pataµjali believed that
by practising pr¡¸¡y¡ma2, yog¢s
begin to experience internally aroused
sensations. Most of the yog¢s report that
they see a circumscribed patch of blue
light. This light is said to be seen only
when a built-in screen is removed by
the practice of pr¡¸¡y¡ma2.
Pataµjali speaks of another screen,
inherent in every citta1- the screen
which hides universal knowledge. This
curtain, according to Pataµjali, is lifted
when, as a result of very long and
arduous practice of yoga1, the highly
advanced yog¢ succeeds in taking his
citta1 out of his body; and also when
all the kle¿as get prasupta and prompt
no behaviour. (cf. bahirakalpit¡-
v¤tti1).

¡v¤tti +É´ÉÞÊkÉ (BG VIII 23), subject to birth
and rebirth. Opposite of an¡v¤tti.

¡¿aya +É¶ÉªÉ (VB, VM I 24, II 12), store-
house, vehicle, residue. Since in the
theory of the law of karma, it has to
be assumed that different karmas take
different time for the process of
maturation and fructification, it be-
comes necessary to assume that these
karmas remain somewhere in some
subtle form. Thus the storehouse of
these karmas is called karm¡¿aya.
They are called vehicles because by
their means the residue, which show
themselves as fruitions are embedded
as potencies in the citta.

¡¿iÀ +ÉÊ¶É¹ÉÂ (YS IV 10; VB II 9; IV 10). In
this context the word is used for the
innate unconscious wish to live, called
abhinive¿a. VB has called it a v¡san¡.
Pataµjali's argument is that  since this
disposition is beginningless, it is
obviously wrong to think that all dispo-
sitions called v¡san¡s are the after-
effects of experience of the present or
any past life. Abhinive¿a, according to
Pataµjali, is not a memory of painful
previous deaths as Vy¡sa thinks.
V¡san¡s may be conscious or uncon-
scious, formed in this life or a previous
one, or absolutely beginningless and
inherent in every citta1.

¡¿raya-1 +É¸ÉªÉ-1 (SK 12), facilitation,
reinforcement. One of the v¤ttis1 of the
three gu¸as1, according to this text, is
reinforcing the activity of another. This
is the opposite of their v¤tti1 which in
SK is called abhibhava.

¡¿raya-2 +É¸ÉªÉ-2 (SK 41, 62), that
without which something cannot exist.
The ¿¡nta, ghora and m£·ha vi¿eÀas
are called the ¡¿rayas of li´gas1;
because if prak¤ti had not provided
these vi¿eÀas there would have been
neither li´gas nor m¡t¡pit¤jas, nor
prabh£tas, which are called by
Ì¿varak¤À¸a ¿¡nta, ghora and m£·ha
vi¿eÀas respectively. Since every
material must exist in some form or the
other, prak¤ti2 must also have one or
many forms. It is found to have many
and Ì¿varak¤À¸a therefore, speaks of
n¡n¡¿raya xÉÉxÉÉ¸ÉªÉ prak¤ti2  and bahutva
¤É½Öþi´É multiplicity of prak¤ti2.

¡vara¸a ¡¿raya-2
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¡¿raya-3 +É¸ÉªÉ-3 (VB IV 11), ground,
that in which something inheres as
v¡san¡s in manas2 (ciita1). Without a
citta1, of course, v¡san¡s would not
exist.

¡¿raya-4 +É¸ÉªÉ-4 (SK 16), overpowering,
dominance. Different forms and shapes
of avyakta are seen because of the
dominance of one gu¸a over the others
in different ways and in different
degrees, of which the number is legion.

¡sana-1 +ÉºÉxÉ-1 (YS II 29, 46; DU I 4;
TSM 34,  52-3; VU V 11; KU 2; SAU
I (1) 2-3, I (3) 1-14; HP I 17; G 4-7, 54,
67; YCU 2, 109; GS I 10, II 6, V 45;
DBU 41; YTU 24), posture. It is one of
the eight a´gas1 of the aÀ¶¡´gayoga1

+¹]ÉÆMÉ-ªÉÉäMÉ.õPataµjali describes it as long
lasting comfort without the least
inclination to move any part of the
body, now known as stability. Ësana1

is thus a state of undisturbed
homeostasis, an undistur-bed
maintenance of tonic rhythm. It lasts
so long as no discomfort is felt. Thus,
according to Pataµjali, ¡sana1 is
essentially a meditative posture and not
an exercise performed for physical
culture. Like Pataµjali, KU also
restricts the denotation of the term
¡sana1 to  meditative pose. By ¡sana-
mavasthita +ÉºÉxÉ¨É´ÉÎºlÉiÉ the author only
means remaining steady in any pose.
Only eight ¡sanas1 are enumerated and
described in SAU. Nine ¡sanas are
described in DU and it is claimed here
that through ¡sana2 one conquers the

three worlds. Ësanajaya is also said
to purify the n¡·¢s2.
For G ¡sana1 is one of the six yog¡-
´gas and there are as many ¡sanas1 as
there are species (or types) of animals.
If the number of such classes be 84
lakhs, one representing each lakh will
give the number 84.
However, according to G, of these 84
only two are the typical ¡sanas1

siddh¡sana and kamal¡sana. Accor-
ding to HP also, the number of ¡sanas1

declared by Lord áiva is 84, of which
the most important ones are: (1)
siddha, (2) padma, (3) siÆha, and (4)
bhadra. Practice of ¡sana1 is also said
in G to cure diseases; and dh¡ra¸¡ is
advised to be practised after ¡sana1,
pr¡¸¡y¡ma2 and praty¡h¡ra have
been mastered.
According to GS, ¡sana1 is one of the
seven constituents of gha¶asthayoga.
No definition of the term is given, but
thirtytwo ¡sanas1 are described in
detail. The only thing said about ¡sana
in general is that, it leads to toughness
(d¤·hat¡) of the body.
According to YTU, ¡sana1 is one of
the twenty members of ha¶hayoga.
Only four ¡sanas are prescribed in this
text as in HP viz., siddha, padma,
siÆha and bhadra, but are not
described.

¡sana-2 +ÉºÉxÉ-2 (GS II 44, V 38; TSM
90-91), seat (the carpet etc. on which
the yog¢ sits for performing yoga4). It
may be made of wool (like a blanket)
or grass, or it may be a deerskin, or a

¡¿raya-3 ¡sana-2
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tiger-skin. According to TSM ¡sana2

should be a wooden seat covered by
grass, black deer-skin, etc. twice as long
as it is broad.

¡sana-3 +ÉºÉxÉ-3 (MBU II (2) 5), ni¿caya-
jµ¡na ÊxÉ¶SÉªÉYÉÉxÉ. For a yog¢ who is
successful in amanaskayoga the eight
yog¡´gas are not prescribed. Hence he
is not to practise ¡sana1 niyama4.
Ni¿cayajµ¡na (True knowledge) is his
¡sana3.

¡sana-4 +ÉºÉxÉ-4 (TBU I 15, 25), that state
in which there is uninterrupted brahma-
cintana (meditation on brahman). That
is a sukha (= pleasure = bliss) in itself
and drives away all the other pleasures,
that is, worldly pleasures from the
mind. Ësana4 is one of the fifteen
a´gas of yoga4, according to this text,
but it is not posture. It is a state of mind.

¡sana-5 +ÉºÉxÉ-5 (YKU I 2, 4), one of the
three means of bringing about
sam¢rajaya. The other two means are
said to be mit¡h¡ra and ¿aktic¡lana.
Only two ¡sanas5 are recommended,
viz. padma and vajra. Ësana5 thus
seems to mean pose which stimulates
the spinal cord to arouse cutaneous
sensations internally.

¡sana-6 +ÉºÉxÉ-6 (TSM 29), uttama =kÉ¨É
¡sana6 is here said to be sarvavas-
tunyud¡s¢nabh¡va ºÉ´ÉÇ´ÉºiÉÖxªÉÖnùÉºÉÒxÉ¦ÉÉ´É
(vair¡gya). In some YogopaniÀads,
yoga4 terms are described in a manner
other than that in which they are
described in texts ordinarily known as
yoga4 texts.

¡sana-7 +ÉºÉxÉ-7 (BG VI 11), seat.
¡sana-8 +ÉºÉxÉ-8 (VB, VM, VBh II 46;

VS I 33, 35, 67; SSP II 34), steady and
comfortable sitting posture. Vy¡sa,
while commenting on YS II 46, enume-
rates eleven ¡sanas and suggests many
more which may secure steadiness and
ease. The name of eleven ¡sanas men-
tioned by Vy¡sa are-padm¡sana,
v¢r¡sana, bhadr¡sana, svastika,
da¸·¡sana, sop¡¿raya, parya´ka,
kroµcaniÀadana, hastiniÀadana,
uÀ¶raniÀadana, and samasaÆsth¡na.
Vy¡sa has tried to define ¡sana by enu-
merating them but he has not described
the technique. VM gives the technique
thereof. VBh also gives the technique
of these ¡sanas but by quoting from
vasiÀ¶ha and Yogaprad¢pa and others.
Apart from these eleven ¡sanas, he
recognises may£r¡sana also. In fact,
for him there are as many ¡sanas as
there are living beings. VasiÀ¶ha enu-
merates ten ¡sanas, which to him are
more important and further he says that
out of these only four, which he does
not specify, are most important for the
attainment of liberation. While quoting
VasiÀ¶ha in the v¡rtika of YS II 46,
Vijµ¡nabhikÀu gives the names and
technique of ¡sanacatuÀ¶aya, which
seem to be the four most important
¡sanas referred to by VasiÀ¶ha in VS,
viz., padm¡sana, v¢r¡sana, bhadr¡-
sana, and svastik¡sana.
SSP describes ¡sana as being steady
in one's own form. One should be
steady by adopting any one of such

¡sana-3 ¡sana-8
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postures as svastik¡sana, sam¡sana,
padm¡sana, siddh¡sana etc.

¡stikya-1 +ÉÎºiÉCªÉ-1 (VU V 13; TSM 33;
SAU I (2) 1, 4; DU II 1, 6), belief in
the Vedas. According to these texts, it
is one of the ten niyamas1. TSM,
however, considers belief in God to be
a part of ¡stikya. For SAU, ¡stikya is
faith and trust in the various duties
enjoined or prohibited by the Vedas and
DU includes in it faith in the sm¤tis too.

¡stikya-2 +ÉÎºiÉCªÉ-2 (VS I 56; BG XVIII
42), one of the ten niyamas. Belief in
and understanding of actions to be done
and not to be done. Discrimination
between good and bad action only can
lead to right path. According to G¢t¡,
faith in the teachings of the scriptures
is ¡stikya.

¡surakabh¡va +ÉºÉÖ®úEò¦ÉÉ´É (BY XII 17),
the condition of mind in which
everything is performed without any
hitch, i.e., one never minds the ought
and nought. One who resorts to it,
perishes.

¡sur¢sampat +ÉºÉÖ®úÒºÉ¨{ÉiÉÂ (BG XVI 4-6),
demoniacal qualities. Ostentation
(dambha n¨¦É), arrogance (darpa), self-
conceit (abhim¡na), anger (krodha),
insolance (p¡ruÀya), and ignorance
(ajµ¡na +YÉÉx É) are the demoniac
characteristics.

¡sv¡da +Éº´ÉÉnù (VB, VM III 36), cognition
of divine taste. One of the five divine
qualities that is attained through the
saÆyama on sattva puruÀa.
V¡caspati clearly indicates that

¿rava¸a etc. refers to divinecognition:
¿rotr¡d¢n¡Æ paµc¡n¡Æ divya¿abd¡-
dyupalambhak¡n¡Æ t¡ntriky¡Å
saÆjµ¡Å ¿rava¸¡dayaÅ ¸ÉÉäjÉÉnùÒxÉÉÆ {ÉÆSÉÉxÉÉÆ
Ênù́ ªÉ¶É¤nùÉtÖ{É±É¨¦ÉEòÉxÉÉÆ iÉÉÎxjÉCªÉÉ: ºÉÆYÉÉ: ̧ É´ÉhÉÉnùªÉ:.

¡hara¸a +É½þ®úhÉ (SK 32), one of the three
broad divisions of the v¤ttis1 of the
kara¸as, the other two divisions being
dh¡ra¸¡ and prak¡¿akara¸a. While
dh¡ra¸a is a joint v¤tti1 of all the
kara¸as (cf. s¡m¡nyakara¸av¤tti)
and prak¡¿akara¸a of all the buddh-
¢ndriyas and the antaÅkara¸a,
¡hara¸a is the v¤tti1 of the karmen-
driyas alone. It is the five-fold beha-
viour: vacana, ¡d¡na, vihara¸a,
utsarga and ¡nanda.

¡havan¢ya +É½þ´ÉxÉÒªÉ (BVU 6), one of the
three sacred fires. It is placed on the
eastern part of the sacrificial pandal. Its
pit is square in shape. Mak¡ra or om
is here described as one of the many
other sacred things as if it were
¡havan¢ya itself.

¡h¡rya +É½þÉªÉÇ (SK 32), that which is the
object of ¡hara¸a. It is here called the
k¡rya of karmendriyas. K¡rya1,
however, does not mean effect or ac-
tion (v¤tti1) but object (viÀaya).
Ëh¡rya is therefore, behaviour. While
¡hara¸a is the act of behaving, ¡h¡rya
is that which is to be done. In English
the gerundial form is used for both; e.g.,
we can say: he was shouting and also
his shouting was in bad taste.

¡hl¡da +É½Âþ±ÉÉnù (GS VII 14) = hl¡da.
¡hit¡gni +ÉÊ½þiÉÉÎMxÉ (BY IX 125), knower

¡stikya-1 ¡hit¡gni
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of the five agnis is called the ¡hit¡gni.
During ¡tmayajµa one should con-
template on all five agnis situated in
the five different regions of the body.
These five agnis and their regions are,
(1) vai¿v¡nara in the lotus of heart, (2)
g¡rhapatya agni in the stomach, (3)
dakÀi¸¡gni in the back. (4) ¡havan¢ya
agni in the mouth, and (5) ¿£nya agni
in the head.

i-<
icch¡-1 <SUôÉ-1 (BG XIII 7), desire, the

property of inner-sense (antaÅkara¸a)
and it is matter (prak¤ti) because it is
knowable. When experience of a plea-
surable thing gives stimulation to see
the same thing again and again, that is
called icch¡.

icch¡-2 <SUôÉ-2 (SSP I 56), SSP describes
as having five gu¸as (modes), - (1)
passion (unm¡da), (2) impression
(v¡san¡), (3) wish (v¡µcch¡), (4)
anxiety (cint¡), and (5) endeavour
(ceÀ¶a).

i·¡-1 <b÷É-1 (G 18, 20, 23; YCU 16, 18,
21, 98; VU V 26; KU 16; TSM 70;
DBU 52, 55; YSU I 93, V 18, 19, VI 6,
9; DU IV 3, 7, 9; SAU I (4) 9, 11), one
of the components of the
n¡·¢mayacakra2 xÉÉb÷Ò¨ÉªÉSÉGò (the auto-
nomic nervous system or perhaps only
a part of it).
i·¡1 runs on the left side. Soma (li-
terally the moon) is its presiding deity.
Along with pi´gal¡ and suÀumn¡, it
is a path for nervous impulses to travel.
According to VU, it is one of the twelve

n¡·¢s and is said to be situated on the
left side of suÀumn¡.
KU mentions i·¡ among one of the
three n¡·¢s chosen by this text out of
a total of 72,000. The other two
mentioned by name are suÀumn¡ and
pi¸gal¡.
According to TSM, this n¡·¢2 runs
from kanda to the left n¡s¡pu¶a xÉÉºÉÉ{ÉÖ]õ
(nostril). For SAU, i·¡1 is one of the
fourteen selected n¡·¢s2 and according
to DBU, one of the ten picked up by
this text.
Sixteen n¡·¢s are enumerated in YSU
in the 5th chapter, of which i·¡1 is one.
In the 6th chapter, however, 101 n¡·¢s2

are mentioned without being enume-
rated. Here also i·¡1 is said to be
situated to the left of suÀumn¡ and is
described as hemar£pa ½äþ¨É°ü{É (golden).
DU also mentions i·¡1 as one of the
fourteen principal n¡·¢s2. It is, in this
text, said to extend to the top of the left
nostril and candram¡ SÉxpù¨ÉÉ  (moon) is
said to operate through it. In YSU, i·¡1

is mentioned as one of the sixteen
n¡·¢s2 which constitute the n¡·¢-
cakra2. It is said to terminate at the tip
of the big toe, presumably the left. This
is an unusual description of i·¡1.

i·¡-2 <b÷É-2 (YSU I 93; TSM 96; GS I 56,
V 43, 49, 52, 66; HP II 10), left nostril.

i·¡-3 <b÷É-3 (VS II 27, 39; BY IX 96),
one of the fourteen important n¡·¢s,
situated on the left side of suÀumn¡,
in the kanda and stretched up to the
left nostril. According to BY, i·¡ and

icch¡-1 i·¡-3
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suÀumn¡ both n¡·¢s have been
conceived in the form of ra¿mi (rays).

indra-1 <xpù-1 (TSB 8), one of the gods
who reside in the twelve n¡·¢s in the
shape of twelve pr¡¸as1.

indra-2 <xp-2ù(YCU 72), he who enjoys, -
in this context, brahman as the
enjoyer. The four puruÀas who are said
to be the lords of the four avasth¡s are
the four aspects of indra2 who, in its
turn, is an aspect of brahman the
enjoyer. The different gods mentioned
here are also the different forms, or
aspects, of brahman. As such, they are
said to be the lords of the different
aspects of prak¤ti1. They are the
subjective side of reality, prak¤ti being
the objective side. This however is not
the sense in which the word indra is
used in the pur¡¸as {ÉÖ®úÉhÉ. Brahman
being saccid¡nanda ¡nanda3 is his
nature and whether we can speak of an
aspect of brahman as enjoyer of
¡nanda3 is an unsolved problem.

indravajra <xpù´ÉXÉ (KU 13), dh¡ra¸¡ that
pierces through the marmaja´gha ̈ É¨ÉÇVÉÆPÉ,
the knee joint, rather the innermost part
of the knee joint which is probably a
nervous structure-may be a complex
synapse. It is to be unhesitatingly cut
by dh¡ra¸¡ before the n¡·¢s in the
throat are so cut, because it is one of
the cords by which we are bound to the
body. The dh¡ra¸¡ by which the yogi
cuts the marmaja´gha is here called
indravajra.

indriya-1 <ÊxpùªÉ-1 (SK 6, 26, 34; VB II

19; TSB 6; YS II 43, III13), five senses,
five action-organs and manas. While
explaining the vi¿eÀa level of differenti-
ation in the gu¸as1, VB also mentions
these eleven. Though Vy¡sa does not
use the word it is implied, because he
does not mention manas at the avi¿eÀa
level either by this name or as an
antaÅkara¸a. TSB, however, speaks
of the five sense-organs and the five
action organs only as indriyas. Acco-
rding to this text, manas2 is one of the
five aÆ¿as1 of ¡k¡¿a1, while the five
senses are the five aÆ¿as1 of vahni and
the five action-organs those of p¤thiv¢.
Whether we should consider the total
number of kara¸as to be 15 or 11 or
13 is not clear. They, however, do not
regard the indriyas or the antaÅ-
kara¸as to be bodily organs. For these
thinkers, they are made up of a subtle
stuff and do not die with the body; and
for this reason we can call them the
constituents of the soul which
transmigrates.

indriya-2 <ÊxpùªÉ-2 (YS, VB II 18, III 47),
According to Pataµjali, d¤¿ya has two
aspects one of which is called bh£ta
or bhautika and the other indriya2 or
aindriya. The latter aspect, according
to VB, is indriya1 at the vi¿eÀa level,
asmit¡1 at the avi¿eÀa level and
vyavas¡y¡tmaka ´ªÉ´ÉºÉÉªÉÉi¨ÉEò  li´ga-
m¡tra at the li´gam¡tra level. In YS
II 43 and YS III 13 Pataµjali and in the
7th verse ANU have used the word
indriya for aindriya vi¿eÀa i.e.

indra-1 indriya-2
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indriya1, which is the immaterial and
active part of every living being. In this
part of the living being rajas is active,
sattva predominates and tamas is
practically dormant.

indriya-3 <ÎxpùªÉ-3 (YS II 41, 54, 55; TSM
147), the innate tendency to press
indriya1 into service for gaining
pleasure. The innate disposition to use
an indriya3 in this way is also given
the name of that indriya1. They speak
of cakÀurindriya also when they mean
a strong impulse to see beautiful things
which bring pleasure. A yog¢'s control
over this impulse is called praty¡h¡ra
by Pataµjali. It follows upon a complete
cessation of citta2-vrttis1.

indriya-4 <Îxp ùªÉ-4 (ATU 9,10), the
nervous sensory apparatus. Here the
peripheral sense-organ eye is not
meant; most probably the visual centre
of the cerebrum is meant (cf. anus-
andh¡na). The peripheral sense-organ,
here the eye-is not the instrument of
anusandh¡na. In m£rtit¡raka-yoga,
they use indriya in this sense. In
am£rtit¡raka-yoga they do not. Co-
operation of manas1 is necessary for
every activity of indriya for the
anusandh¡na of m£rtit¡raka as well
as that of am£rtitaraka.

indriya-5 <ÎxpùªÉ-5 (VB I 7), the physical
sense-organ through which the citta2

obtains perceptual knowledge.
Indriya5 in this sense is a part of the
body which is destroyed with death and
does not transmigrate, while indriyas1

transmigrate with the transmigrating
soul. According to Pataµjali, the trans-
migrating soul seems to be made up of
indriyas1.

indriya-6 <ÎxpùªÉ-6 (VS V 8), sense-organs.
For the understanding of universe,
VasiÀ¶ha classifies universe into five
categories. Indriya is one of these cate-
gories. The other categories are -(1)
enjoyer (bhokt¡), (2) object enjoyable
(bhogya), (3) enjoyment (bhukti), and
(4) the place of enjoyment, i.e. the body
(bhog¡yatana).

indriyajaya <ÎxpùVÉªÉ (VB, VBh II 55),
control of sense-organs, nonattach-
ment to the objects of senses. Vy¡sa
enumerates different understandings of
indriyajaya by quoting four views.
They are as follows: (1) indriyajaya
consists in enjoyment of sense-objects
not prohibited by ¿¡stras; (2) enjoyment
of sense-objects without being slave to
them; (3) enjoyment of sense-objects
without feeling pain or pleasure; and
(4) indriyajaya consisting of the
senses due to one-pointedness of the
mind. Vy¡sa takes indriyajaya in the
fourth sense.

indriyasiddhi <ÎxpùªÉÊºÉÊrù (YS, VB, VM II
43), perfection of the sense-organs
leading to clairaudience, etc. This is
achieved as a result of austerity (tapas).

indriy¡gh¡ta <ÎxpùªÉÉPÉÉiÉ (SK 7, 49),
indriyavadha, inability of an organ to
produce activity. The cause of the inabi-
lity may be of an anatomical or physio-
logical nature; but the inability itself is

indriya-3 indriy¡gh¡ta
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s£kÀma as it pertains to the indriya1,
which itself is s£kÀma. SK, therefore,
places indriyavadhas under his
pratyayasarga. Indriyavadhas are
eleven of the 28 ¡saktis, the other 17
being denial of the 9 tuÀtis and the 8
siddhis (SK 49). In fact, human and
animal experiences of inability are so
various and so peculiar that it is impos-
sible to classify them. The author's
intention seems to be only to illustrate
what he calls the pratyayasarga. The
abilities and the dispositions alone do
not make up the bh¡vairadhiv¡sitali´ga
¦ÉÉ´Éè®úÊvÉ´ÉÉÊºÉiÉÊ±ÆÉMÉ (li´ga endowed with
dispositions, SK 40). Inabilities also are
its integral parts. Anai¿varya +xÉè¶´ÉªÉÇ
(the want of divine faculties) is as im-
portant a bh¡va as is ai¿varya.

iÀ¶a <¹] (BG XVIII 12), desirable,
agreeable, a variety of karmaphala.
Action performed with the desire yields
three-fold fruits depending on its
nature. IÀ¶a is one of the karmaphalas.
The other two are aniÀ¶a and mi¿ra.
IÀ¶a is such karmaphala which
bestows happiness.

iÀ¶adevat¡ <¹]õnäù́ ÉiÉÉú(YS II 44), an orthodox
Hindu's tutelary god. By virtue of
sv¡dhy¡ya the yog¢ is said to meet his
iÀ¶adevat¡.

¢ - <Ç
¢¿vara-1 <Ç¶´É®ú-1 (YS I 23-24), a puruÀa1

who is not contaminated by any kle¿a
or karmavip¡k¡¿aya. Probably
Pataµjali means that while other
puruÀas1 have a beginningless
saÆyoga with prak¤ti, ¢¿vara has no

such connection. Besides, other
puruÀas1 may become like ¢¿vara for
a certain length of time, there is no time
limit for the ai¿varya of ¢¿vara. Thus
¢¿vara excels every other puruÀa1,
even brahm¡, viÀ¸u and ¿iva. Hence
there is only one ¢¿vara who is not just
a puruÀa1 among other puruÀas1. All
the same, Pataµjali's ¢¿vara1 is not a
creator of the universe.

¢¿vara-2 <Ç¶´É® ú-2 (YKU III 22), one
among the group of three gods, the
other two being Hira¸yagarbha Ê½þ®úhªÉMÉ¦ÉÇú
and vir¡¶. All these merge into the
pratyag¡tm¡ |ÉiªÉMÉÉi¨ÉÉ when brahma-
jµ¡na is attained.

¢¿vara-3 <Ç¶´É®ú-3 (G 72; GS III 62), the
presiding deity of the v¡yutattva.
According to YCU, however, v¡yu2 is
one of the five mah¡bh£tas that spring
from the par¡¿akti and ¢¿vara is
brahman as the lord of the v¡yu2 from
of prak¤ti1.

¢¿vara-4 <Ç¶´É®ú-4 (YSH II 4), an inferior
divinity who is omniscient, who has
conquered r¡ga etc., and who is wor-
shipped in all the three worlds.

¢¿vara-5 <Ç¶´É®ú-5 (BG XIII 28; BY II 43,
IX 61, 62), puruÀa, unaffected by the
kle¿a and karma and v¡san¡s. It
almost conforms to the definition of
¢¿vara1 given by Pataµjali (YS I 24).
The only difference found is that BY
does not denote it by the term puruÀa-
vi¿eÀa.

¢¿varap£jana-1 <Ç¶´É®ú{ÉÚVÉxÉ-1 (SAU I (2)
1, 6; VU V 13; DU II 1, 8), worshipping
viÀ¸u, ¿iva or another god with a

iÀ¶a ¢¿varap£jana-1
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tranquil mind to the best of one's
capacity.
According to SAU, VU and DU, it is
one of the ten niyamas. According to
DU, it consists in three things: there
should not be (1) r¡ga etc. in the mind,
(2) bitterness, falsehood etc. in speech,
and (3) hiÆs¡ etc. in action. (cf.
¢¿varapra¸idh¡na).

¢¿varap£jana-2 <Ç¶´É®ú{ÉÚVÉxÉ-2 (VS I 58, 59),
one among the ten niyamas. It is of two
types,-worshipping viÀ¸u in accor-
dance with strict scriptural injunctions
with devotion and pleasant mood and
the another consists in being detached
from passions, truthful in speech and
devoid of violence.

¢¿varapra¸idh¡na <Ç¶´É®ú|ÉÊhÉvÉÉxÉ (YS I 23,
II 32, 45), one of Pataµjali's five
niyamas and a part of his kriy¡yoga.
Niyama being a yog¡´ga, ¢¿vara-
pra¸idh¡na is an up¡´ga ={ÉÉÆMÉ of yoga1

and brings success to a yog¢ in his effort
to attain sam¡dhi1. VB calls it devotion
par excellence and describes it as
detachment. Pataµjali ( YS II 2) himself
speaks of its efficiency in reinforcing
the impulse to sam¡dhi1 and weake-
ning the kle¿as1. Niyama being a bahi-
ra´ga of yoga, ¢¿varapra¸idh¡na
should mean acts of devotion with
which in all probability Pataµjali's
pupils were quite familiar. It appears
that Pataµjali brings in ¢¿vara only
because of the inestimable value of
¢¿varapra¸idh¡na for yoga1; other-
wise there is no place for God in

Pataµjali's philosophy, since his God
is not a creator. Nor can his God have
a place among common puruÀas1.

¢¿var¢ <Ç¶´É®úÒ (HP III 5), synonym for
ku¸·alin¢.

u - =
uk¡ra-1 =EòÉ®-1ú (GS V 50), monoletter

symbol of hari (viÀ¸u), a part of the
well-known mantra om (cf. 'a'). In GS
III 72, however, Ghera¸·a mentions
the letter 'va' ́ É as the mantra of viÀ¸u.
Perhaps la ±É, va ´É and ha ½ þ are the
principal letters of the mantras of
brahm¡, viÀ¸u and ¿iva, respectively,
while a + , u = and ma ¨É are the three
gods themselves: brahm¡ is described
as ak¡ra +EòÉ®ú, viÀ¸u as uk¡ra, and
¿iva as mak¡ra var¸aka ´ Éh É ÇE ò
(syllable).

uk¡ra-2 =EòÉ®ú-1 (DBU 10-13), second
syallable of aum, representative of the
intermediate region, having Yajurveda,
viÀ¸u and jan¡rdana as its deity, of
sattvagu¸a and white in colour.

ugr¡sana =OÉ Éº Éx É (SS III 113),
pa¿cimat¡na  with knees kept part.

uccaiÅjapa =SSÉè:VÉ{É (DU II 15-16), one
of the two kinds of v¡cika ́ ÉÉÊSÉEò (of the
nature of speech) japa, the other being
up¡Æ¿u japa. It is reciting aloud as
opposed to low muttering.

ucchv¡sa =SUÂô´ÉÉºÉ (TSB 6), breathing (cf
English translation by T.R.S. Iyengar),
the function of pr¡¸av¡yu. Ordinarily
the word ucchv¡sa is used for
exhalation.

ujj¡yi =VVÉÉªÉÒ (HP II 51-3; YKU I 21, 29;

¢¿varap£jana-2 ujj¡yi
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GS V 46, 67), according to HP and
YKU, ujj¡y¢kumbhaka consists in
closing the mouth and slowly inhaling
through both nostrils, so that the in-
spired air touches the lining membrane
from the throat down to the chest and a
low sound is thus produced, then
holding the breath; and in the end,
exhalation through the left nostril. This
can be done even while the yog¢ is
moving or walking and it is said to be a
cure for all diseases, particularly throat
disease, cough, dropsy and the diseases
pertaining to any of the seven dh¡tus
of the body. It increases the heat
necessary for the body to live. Sw¡m¢
Kuvalay¡nanda (Pr¡¸¡y¡ma p. 54)
recommends inhalation as well as
exhalation through both nostrils without
closing any for performing ujj¡y¢. GS
prescribes drawing in air by both
nostrils upto the level of the mouth,
taking it into the lungs with an action
of the throat and the respiratory
apparatus below and thereafter moving
the air in the mouth and bending the
neck for adopting j¡landharabandha
(locking), stopping respiration so long
as one can do it with ease-and then
exhaling without constricting the throat.
This seems to be the meaning of the
two relevant verses. So far a more
correct variation in reading has not been
found. The text of these verses
published in the Adyar edition does not
seem to be correct.

u··¡nakumbhaka =d÷ÉxÉEÖò¨¦ÉEò (GS III

18), u··iy¡na during kumbhaka. Per-
formance of u··iy¡na during antaÅ-
kumbhaka after assuming the position
of mah¡bandha. This is the technique
of mah¡vedha.

u··iy¡na-1 =Êd÷ªÉÉxÉ-1 (YSU I 106-8, V 38,
43; G 32, 35; HP III 6, 55-59; SS IV
72-3; GS III 1, 8, 9; YTU 26, 120; YKU
I 41; VU V 6-7), according to G and
YSU V 38, u··iy¡nabandha is per-
formed above the sex organ and below
the navel, i.e. between the pubes and
the navel. Nothing more is said about
it in G except that it conquers death.
Conquest of death means possibility of
the extension of the span of life.  Acco-
rding to HP, SS, YSU (I 108) and GS,
however, for u··iy¡na pressure is to
be exerted both above and below the
navel. If performed with zest, these
texts claim for this practice, a rejuvena-
ting effect.
According to YKU, in u··iy¡na,
pressure is exerted right up to the chest
and the throat and as the pr¡¸a1-2

slowly rises, all the abdominal diseases
are cured.
U··iy¡na is a stretching pose. It brings
about a locking in the abdominal
muscles which Sw¡m¢ Kuvalay¡nanda
(Ësana, p.46) prescribes after complete
exhalation. Practice  of u··iy¡na, in
its full intensity, after ¡bhyantara-
kumbhaka1 whets appetite by gen-
erating heat in the stomach. It should
never be performed empty stomach;
and those who want to do it regularly

u··¡nakumbhaka u··iy¡na-1
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and successfully should eat small
quantities of any kinds of nourishing
food.
U··iy¡na should not be performed by
those who find it difficult to retain urine
or faeces.

u··iy¡na-2 =Êd÷ªÉÉxÉ-2 (YSU I 175), one
of the p¢¶has3 called the mah¡p¢¶ha
¨É½ þ É { É Ò`.  It is said to be above the
¡jµ¡cakra.

u··iy¡na-3 =Êd÷ªÉÉxÉ-3 (YSU V 12), the
dhy¡nasth¡na above the ¡jµ¡cakra.

u··iy¡naka =Êd÷xÉÉªÉEò (HP II 45; GS V 49;
YKU I 47), pressing in the lower part
of the abdomen. According to HP and
YKU, it is prescribed at the end of
kumbhaka as recaka begins and is
obviously to be retained during
exhalation and thereafter. Some yog¢s
report that as a result of constant
practice this part of the abdomen
remains permanently depressed a little
and helps pr¡¸¡y¡ma and the rising
of pr¡¸a. GS prescribes doing
u··iy¡naka at the end of inhalation
as kumbhaka1 begins. Obviously this
is to be continued during the cessation
of breath.

utka¶a =iEò]õ (GS II 4, 27), one of the
thirty-two ¡sanas1 mentioned by
Ghera¸·a. It consists in sitting on
one's heels, which are raised, with the
body supported on the toes.

utkr¡nti =iGòÉÎxiÉ (YS, VB, VM, NGB III
39), levitation, death at will. Pataµjali
refers to utkr¡nti as a result of mastery
over ud¡na (one of the five important

pr¡¸a v¡yus). Vy¡sa indicates two
meanings of Utkr¡nti - unnayana and
utkr¡ntiÅ pray¡¸ak¡le. Since the
function of ud¡nav¡yu is unnayana
or levitation, utkr¡nti also means
levitation. The second meaning as has
been explained by V¡caspati, is -
arcir¡di-m¡rge¸a bhavati pray¡¸ak¡le
+ÌSÉ®úÉÊnù-¨ÉÉMÉæhÉ ¦É´ÉÊiÉ |ÉªÉÉhÉEòÉ±Éä, i.e., during
death ascension takes place by the path
which has its beginning in the flame
(arcim¡rga +ÌSÉ¨ÉÉMÉÇ). Arcim¡rga has
been further explained by N¡goj¢ as -
brahmalokagaman¡ya brahmarand-
hraÆ bhitv¡ li´gadehasya bahirni-
Ås¡ra¸aÆ svecchay¡ bhavati ¥ÉÀ±ÉÉäEò-
MÉ¨ÉxÉÉªÉ ¥ÉÀ®úxwÉÆ Ê¦Éi´ÉÉ Ë±ÉMÉnäù½þºªÉ ¤ÉÊ½þÌxÉ:ºÉÉ®úhÉÆ
º´ÉäSUôªÉÉ ¦É´ÉÊiÉ.
This clearly states that after mastery
over ud¡na, the yog¢ who wooes the
death can leave the li´ga¿ar¢ra at his
will through the brahmarandhra to
reach the abode of brahman.

uttama =kÉ¨É (BY VIII 9-11), best form of
pr¡¸¡y¡ma on the basis of m¡tr¡s.
They are: uttama, madhyama and
kan¢ya. The best form of pr¡´¡y¡ma
consists of thirty-two m¡tr¡s.

uttamapr¡¸¡y¡ma =kÉ¨É|ÉÉhÉÉªÉÉ¨É (TSM
105, 106; HP II 12; GS V 55-6; SAU I
(7) 3; G 48-9). For GS it is one of the
three grades of sahitakumbhaka1.
Kumbhaka1 is the technical name
given to pr¡¸¡y¡ma2 by many writers
on yoga4. In the uttama type of
pr¡¸¡y¡ma2, according to this text,
p£raka1 is of twenty m¡tr¡s1, kum-

u··iy¡na-2 uttamapr¡¸¡y¡ma
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bhaka1 of eighty and recaka of forty
m¡tr¡s1. Superiority in pr¡¸¡y¡ma2

is guaged by three experiences, viz.,
feeling of warmth, trembling and
levitation. According to G, uttama-
pr¡¸¡y¡ma2 is characterised by a long
duration of cessation of respiration,
which is three times that of the
adhamapr¡¸¡y¡ma2. It is said to be
of thirty-six m¡tr¡s1. HP and SAU
claim for this type of pr¡¸¡y¡ma the
attainment of a condition in which it is
easy for pr¡¸a to rise to the brahma-
randhra.
According to TSM, the yog¢ who
succeeds in uttamapr¡¸¡y¡ma2 feels
as if his body were floating in air. He
excretes urine and faeces in small
quantities. His senses become acute and
his intellect keen. He knows the past,
present and future and possesses perfect
self-control.

uttamavid =kÉ¨ÉÊ´ÉnÂ (BG XIV 14), knower
of the best (highest) - mahad¡di
tattvavid¡Æ ¨É½þnùÉÊnù iÉk´ÉÊ´ÉnùÉÆ - knower of
the mahat (the great germ or intellect)
and the like principles.

uttara =kÉ® ú = uttarat¡rakayoga
=kÉ®iÉÉ®EªÉÉäMÉ (ATU 8, 11), amanaska-
t¡rakayoga. In this yoga images are
raised by the mind for concentration on
them. (cf. p£rva).

uttar¡ya¸a =kÉ®úÉªÉhÉ (DU IV 41), transfer
of the passage of v¡yu4 from pi´gal¡
to i·¡1 is technically known as uttar¡-
ya¸a in yogic language. By v¡yu4 is
here meant the pr¡¸a4 which the yog¢s
raise to their heads.

utt¡nak£rma =kÉÉxÉEÚò¨ÉÇ (GS II 5, 33; HP I
24; TSM 42), one of the thirty-two
¡sanas1 enumerated by GS. It consists
in assuming the kukku¶a posture,
without balancing the body on the arms,
but by lying on the back instead, and
throwing the arms round the neck.
According to HP, utt¡nak£rma is one
of the fifteen and for TSM one of the
sixteen principal ¡sanas1 which are
also said to be a´gas by TSM. In these
texts, lying on the back is compared
with the tortoise.

utt¡nama¸·£ka =kÉÉxÉ¨ÉhbÚ÷Eò (GS II 5, 35),
one of the thirty-two ¡sanas1 mentio-
ned by GS. It consists in adopting the
ma¸·£ka pose and holding the head
between the elbows.

utth¡na =ilÉÉxÉ (VS III 22; TSM 105; DU
VI 44), elevation (feeling of). The prac-
tice of the uttama (highest kind)
pr¡¸¡y¡ma begets feeling of eleva-
tion. In this stage of pr¡¸¡y¡ma, the
s¡dhaka attains the state of kevala-
kumbhaka which gives a feeling of
elevation of the body.

utpatti-1 =i{ÉÊkÉ-1 (SK 69), appearance,
coming into existence in some form. It
is one of the three things which are to
be understood about everything that
exists in this sense, the other two being
sthiti1 and pralaya. Things appear,
they last for some time and then
disappear. By the word bh£ta, in this
context, Ì¿varak¤À¸a seems to mean the
s£kÀma, m¡t¡pit¤ja and prabh£ta
vi¿eÀas, which in Pataµjali's language
appear as dharmapari¸¡mas, stay as

uttamavid utpatti-1
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such for a longer or shorter time and
disappear. To be more correct, they
should be called gu¸apari¸¡ma-
vi¿eÀas. They are not the mah¡bh£tas
which VB calls vi¿eÀas.

utpatti-2 =i{ÉÊkÉ-2 (ABU 10), creation. In
reality, according to this text, there is
neither absolute creation nor absolute
destruction.

utpattik¡ra¸a =i{ÉÊkÉEòÉ®úhÉ (VB II 28), gen-
erating cause, as citta2 is of vijµ¡nas.
It is mentioned here as one of the nine
kinds of causes.

utsarga =iºÉMÉÇ (SK 28), excretion which is
the v¤tti of the karmendriya p¡yu.

uts¡ha =iºÉÉ½þ (HP I 16), enthusiasm. One
of the six important requisites for the
attainment of success in yoga.

udara-1 =nù®-1 ú(GS I 15, 17, 20, 22, V
21), stomach, which is filled with water
and air respectively in v¡ris¡ra and
v¡tas¡ra.

udara-2 =nù®ú-2 (GS III 8), abdomen, which
is pushed inwards in u··iy¡na-
bandha.

udara-3 =nù®ú-3 (GS V 70), the inside the
chest. This includes the lungs, which
can be filled with inspired air.

ud¡na-1 =nÉxÉ -1 (ANU 34, 37; DU IV 23,
29, 32; GS V 60; DBU 56, 96;  YS III
39; SAU I (4) 12, 13; TSM 77, 81, 85;
YCU 22, 24; G 24), one of the five
pr¡¸¡di v¡yus4, the other four being
pr¡¸a1, ap¡na1, vy¡na and sam¡na.
According to Su¿ruta, ud¡na is
concerned with articulation and
singing. According to Hindu medical

physiology, it has something to do with
maintaining the erect posture of the
body.
It appears that the v¡yus4 impel reflex
actions, which may also be performed
voluntarily; and that they are also the
names of the autonomic reflexes
impelled by them.
According to GorakÀapaddhati (34-5),
the seat of the ud¡nav¡yu4 is ka¸¶ha-
madhya, and according to GS ka¸¶ha;
but for DU ud¡na is that one of the ten
v¡yus4 which reside in the two feet and
the two hands. The function of ud¡na
is here said to be carrying anything up-
wards. It counteracts gravity. Vy¡sa's
name for this function is unnayana1.
According to DBU, the colour of
ud¡na is like that of a conch-shell.
Pataµjali's ascribing levitation to the
conquest of ud¡na clearly shows that
by this word he means the elevation-
reflex.
SAU also considers ud¡na to be one
of the ten v¡yus4, but it is said by this
text to reside in all the joints and its
function is said to be reflexly raising
the body or any part of it, e.g. raising
the foot as soon as one steps on any-
thing that causes pain. ANU supposes
this v¡yu4 to have a white colour.
TSM calls by this name one of the five
aÆ¿as1 of v¡yu4, Its k¡rya1 and viÀaya
are here supposed to be unnayana2 and
it is supposed to reside in all the joints,
even of the hands and feet. Ud¡na thus
may also stand for, or include, reflexly

utpatti-2 ud¡na-1
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sending upwards all the humours of the
body including the blood.

ud¡na-2 =nùÉxÉ-2 (VB, VM, VBh III 39;
VS II 47, 52; BY II 48, IX 141-2), one
of the five principal v¡yus. The other
four being pr¡¸a, sam¡na, vy¡na and
ap¡na. The sphere of action of this
v¡yu, according to all the quoted com-
mentators on YS, is from the fore-part
of the nose upto the brahmarandhra.
According to VM and VBh, the main
function of ud¡na is raising upwards
the chyle etc. which is made of food
and drinks. According to VS, the sphere
of action of ud¡na is all joints of legs
and hands. The action of lifting up of
the body is the function of ud¡na.
According to BY, the rise of the ¿abda-
brahma in inner body is by ud¡na and
before taking meals oblations should be
offered to ud¡na alongwith pr¡¸a etc.

ud¡rakle¿a =nùÉ®úC±Éä¶É (VB, II 4). Acco-
rding to VB, an ud¡rakle¿a is a kle¿a
in action, e.g. getting angry, running
away, hoarding. It is said by Pataµjali
to be one of the four forms in which
the kle¿as exist; though, as explained
by VB, an ud¡rakle¿a would not be
just a disposition, but also an act, or a
cittav¤tti, prompted by a kle¿a. Such
a kle¿akarma2 (YS IV 30) would be
absent in the state of dharmamegha-
sam¡dhi5. A kle¿a, which is always in
a state of nascent excitement, would
also be an ud¡rakle¿a. It appears that
by an ud¡rakle¿a, Pataµjali means a
kle¿a which is always nascently excited

and readily prompts a kliÀ¶a (painful)
v¤tti as soon as the situation for it
arises. It is in no way held in check.

ud¡varta =nùÉ´ÉiÉÇ (GS I 46), iliac passion,
a disease of the bowels characterised
by retention of faeces. Jalavasti is said
to cure this disease as also prameha |É¨Éä½þ
(urinary disease) and kr£rav¡yu.

udg¡ra =nÂùMÉÉ®ú (TSM 86), belching, which
is said to be the sphere of action of the
n¡gav¡yu4. It is an involuntary act.
Vomitting is considered to be the fun-
ction of the n¡gav¡yu4 by TSM. It is
an important reflex and is enumerated
among one of the vital reflexes by
Wenger (cf. Physiological Psychology,
p 252).

udgh¡ta =nÂ ùPÉÉiÉ (VB, VBh II 50), a
synonym for kumbhaka state of
pr¡¸¡y¡ma. Though Vy¡sa uses six
adjectives qualifying udgh¡ta, in fact,
there are only three groups: prathama-
m¤du; dvit¢ya-madhya; and t¤t¢ya-
t¢vra. VBh understands udgh¡ta as
obstruction in the natural flow of breath
and there is udgh¡ta throughout the
process of pr¡¸¡y¡ma. Sw¡m¢
Kuvalay¡nanda does not agree with the
meaning of udgh¡ta given by
Vijµ¡nabhikÀu. (For details see Yoga
Mimamsa, VI, 1956, December, PP.
225-257).

unnayana-1 =xxÉªÉxÉ-1 (TSB 6), levity, one
of the v¡yuk¡ryas1 and viÀayas3,
obviously of the ud¡n¡Æ¿a of v¡yu4.

unnayana-2 =xxÉªÉxÉ-2 (VB III 39). Here
unnayana may mean the stretching

ud¡na-2 unnayana-2
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reflex of any vertically situated muscle
and may thus cover a number of physio-
logical phenomena, including flow of
blood and lymph, upwards. It certainly
has to do with counteracting gravity by
nervous activity reflexly. cf. ud¡na.

unman¢-1 =x¨ÉxÉÒ-1 (MBU II (2) 5; GS VII
17), the state of realization that 'I am
brahman'. In MBU this attitude of
mind is said to be responsible for the
amanaska state of ¿¡mbhav¢mudr¡
and sam¡dhi1. In Pataµjali's language,
it would be a khy¡ti (¡tmani +Éi¨ÉÊxÉ
¡tmakhy¡ti = vivekakhy¡ti).

unman¢-2 =x¨ÉxÉÒ-2 (NBU 40, 53; SAU I
(7) 17; HP IV 39), the state achieved
after successful termination of n¡d¡-
nusandh¡na. It is called manonman¢,
sam¡dhi1, as well as unman¢. In this
state the yog¢ becomes like a dead
body. He does not think, does not hear,
does not feel. The yog¢ in this state sees
nothing, and though his gaze is fixed it
is a vacant gaze (cf. Advayat¡rako-
paniÀad, ¿¡mbhav¢mudr¡). He ceases
to breathe without any effort and,
though there is no object of conscious-
ness before him, his mind is fully
concentrated and does not waver.

upadraÀ¶¡ ={Épù¹]õÉ (BG XIII 22), disinte-
rested onlooker. The self (puruÀa) is
disinterested onlooker, for without
taking part in the activities of body and
senses, it witnesses their activities.

uparakta ={É®úCiÉ (YS, VB IV 23), coloured
(by draÀ¶¡). Citta which is by nature
an unconscious object, acquires the

status or form of subjectivity and objec-
tivity, of knower and known by getting
coloured, i.e. coming into relationship
with draÀ¶¡, the conscious principle
puruÀa.

uparama ={É®¨É (SK 50, 66), detachment
(= indifference), B¡hyatuÀ¶i is the result
of viÀayoparama Ê ´ É ¹ É ª É É ä { É ® ú ¨ É  (non-
attachment to objects). Uparamati
={É®ú¨ÉÊiÉ, therefore, means: is quite con-
tent (= does not go about her business
any longer). Prak¤ti1 does not operate
any longer after kevalajµ¡na Eä´É±ÉYÉÉxÉ
(self-realization) is attained, as she has
nothing more to do after it. Obviously,
prak¤ti in this context means li´ga1

with which puruÀa has saÆyoga and
which transmigrates so long as there is
no kevalajµ¡na.

upar¡ga ={É®úÉMÉ (VB, VM IV 17), colour-
ing, acquiring the form of. An object
colours citta in order to be known.
Citta is said to perceive certain object
by assuming its form or by being
coloured by it.

upalabdhi ={É±ÉÎ¤vÉ (SK 8), knowledge.
Avyakta2 is not perceived, not because
it is not real; but because it is s£kÀma.
If It did not exist at all, then its k¡rya1

too would not exist. But the k¡rya1 of
avyakta exists. Hence it must be real.
The reason of avyakta2 not being
perceived is that it is too subtle to be
perceptible. It is beyond the reach of
buddh¢ndriyas.

upaÀ¶ambhaka ={É¹]¨¦ÉEò (SK 13), exciter
(= stimulator). Rajas goads prak¤ti1

unman¢-1 upaÀ¶ambhaka
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to action. It is the mover. This however,
applies only to perceptible movement.
All the gu¸as1 are in motion, except in
their ali´ga (avyakta) state. But
movement is not perceptible when it is
too fast or too slow. But 'slow' and 'fast'
are relative terms. In fact, there is a
slow-fast continuum, of which only the
medium range is perceptible.

upasarga ={ÉºÉMÉÇ (YS, VB, VM III 37), obs-
truction, hurdle. SaÆyama on
sattvapuruÀa leads to the attainment
of intuitive knowledge which works as
a hurdle or obstruction for the higher
purposes like sam¡dhi. According to
VM, a man whose citta is still not under
his full control thinks highly of these
perfections (intuitive knowledge). But
a yog¢ whose citta is concentrated must
avoid these perfection even when
achieved.

upastha ={ÉºlÉ (TSB 5, 9; SK 26), one of
the five am¿as1 of p¤thiv¢1 (cf.
UpaniÀadbrahmayog¢). It is ordinarily
known as one of the five karmen-
driyas. SK calls it a jananendriya
VÉxÉxÉäÎxpªÉ (the reproductive indriya). The
v¤tti1 of this indriya is ¡nanda2. Its
k¡rya is a kind of ¡hara¸a. V¤tti1 is
the act of behaving. K¡rya1 the be-
haviour with results.

up¡Æ¿u (japa) ={ÉÉÆ¶ÉÖ (VÉ{É) (DU II 14),
muttering. It is one of the two kinds of
v¡cikajapa, the other being uccaiÅ.

up¡d¡na ={ÉÉnùÉxÉ (SK 9, 50), material
cause. The relation between a thing and
its material cause is that the thing is

made of the material cause. But nothing
can be produced unless it is there
already. Therefore the effect must be
present in its material cause before it
actually manifests itself in a form. This
is the S¡´khya theory of satk¡rya-
v¡da. This argument does not seem to
be different from the previous one, viz.
asadakara¸¡t +ºÉnùEò®úhÉÉiÉÂ. Up¡d¡na-
graha¸¡t ={ÉÉnùÉxÉOÉ½þhÉÉiÉÂ is another way of
expressing the same truth. The same
matter takes different forms. One of the
tuÀ¶is is called up¡d¡na probably
because it is remaining content with a
means (= cause) of getting insight into
the pradh¡napuruÀ¡ntaram (difference
between puruÀa and prak¤ti)
s£kÀmam without attaining the jµ¡na
itself. Up¡d¡na here means "means".

up¡dhi ={ÉÉÊvÉ (G 88-90; TBU I 7), one of
the two objects of dhy¡na, the other
being tattva2. If a yog¢ tries to see the
tattva2 (ultimate object of knowledge)
in any of the nine dhy¡nasth¡nas
inside his body and continues for some
time to think of it there, he gets the
a¸im¡di powers (= abilities). While
tattva2 has no form, up¡dhis are only
forms; and the knowledge of the one is
quite different from the realisation of
the other. The realisation of the tattva2

destroys all up¡dhis. It is state of
existence and not mere knowledge.
Here S¡´khya, yoga4 and Ved¡nta
agree. Pataµjali's aindriya vi¿eÀas,
which transmigrate, as well as the
mah¡bh£tas are all up¡dhis in this

upasarga up¡dhi
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sense. Citi¿akti is different from
transmigrating souls as well as from the
five mah¡bh£tas.

up¡yapratyaya ={ÉÉªÉ|ÉiªÉªÉ (VB, VM I 20),
means of experience or conditions of
obtaining experience (of anya region).
They are ¿raddh¡, v¢rya, sm¤ti,
sam¡dhi and prajµ¡.

upekÀaka ={ÉäIÉEò (SK 66), indifferent (=
detached). According to SK, after the
pradh¡napuruÀ¡ntara (difference
between puruÀa and prak¤ti) is seen
the puruÀa2 becomes contented and
detached. His attitude is "I have seen.
Now there is nothing more to see".

upekÀ¡ ={ÉäIÉÉ-1 (YS I 33; YSH IV 121),
the attitude of being unconcerned. It is
one of the four attitudes towards
different actions and feelings of others
which Pataµjali prescribes for
cittapras¡dana. This is the attitude to
be adopted towards all evil actions. This
contributes to the yog¢'s peace of mind.
YSH calls it, m¡dhyasthyam ¨ÉÉvªÉºlªÉ¨ÉÂ
(=ar¡gadveÀav¤ttibh¡va +®ÉMÉuä¹É´ÉÞÊkÉ¦ÉÉ´É =
r¡gadveÀayorantar¡lam ®úÉMÉuäù¹ÉªÉÉä®úxiÉ®úÉ±É¨ÉÂ).

upekÀ¡-2 ={ÉäIÉÉ-2 (VB, VM I 33), indif-
ference. It is one of the four mental
attitudes (maitr¢, karu¸¡ etc.) for the
attainment of cittapras¡dana. It
suggests one to cultivate an attitude of
indifference towards vicious (apu¸ya)
people. According to VM, upekÀ¡ is
taking of the middle path and avoiding
the extremes.

uÀ¶raniÀadana =¹]ÅõÊxÉ¹ÉnùxÉ (VB II 46), one
of the examples of ¡sana1, given by

Vy¡sa. Only ten examples are given  by
him. No ¡sana2 has been described.

uÀ¶ra (¡sana) =¹]Å (+ÉºÉxÉ)õ(GS II 6, 41),
one of the thirty-two ¡sanas men-
tioned by Ghera¸·a. It consists in lying
prone with folded legs placed crosswise
towards the back and held with opposite
hands. With this body position, one has
to contract ones abdomen vigorously,
raise head and contract the mouth.

£ - >ð
£rumadhya >ð¯û¨ÉvªÉ (VS III 67), middle

of the thigh. A vital point (marma-
sth¡na) nine fingers above the knee.

£rdhva >ðv´ÉÇ (SK 44, 54), one of the two
ends in the scale of living beings, the
other being adhaÅ. The £rdhva
(upper) end is brahma, the adhaÅ
stamba (cluster). Dharma is the bh¡va
which leads a s£kÀmavi¿eÀa (= li´ga1)
towards the £rdhva end.

£rdhvam£la >ðv´ÉÇ̈ ÉÚ±É (BG XV 1), having
transcendental (reality) as the root
cause or having the highest (reality) as
the cause. The world is imagined to be
a tree having its root above or having
the highest reality brahman as its
cause.

£rdhvaretas >ðv´ÉÇ®äúiÉºÉÂ (VB III 26; VS 14,
34, 50), persons who utilise their inner
energy for higher, i.e., spiritual cause
are called £rdhvaretas. According to
VasiÀ¶ha, £rdhvaretas has been used
as synonym for Lord áiva, which
means, 'the one who has developed
ones inner-energy by conquering
k¡ma'.

up¡yapratyaya £rdhvaretas
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£rdhv¡kuµcana >ðv´ÉÉÇEÖÆòSÉxÉ (YSU I 83-4,
104), one of the three bandhas5

mentioned in the UpaniÀad. It consists
in pressing the rectum with the heel and
contracting the anus with force. By
repeatedly performing this bandha5,
pr¡¸a2 rises to the head. M£labandha,
which is another name for this
bandha5, brings about the union of
pr¡¸a1 and ap¡na1 and of n¡da and
bindu which are essential for abhy¡sa-
yoga.

£ha >ð½þ (SK 51), spirit of investigation
(research). It is one of the eight extra-
ordinary accomplishments (siddhis3).

¤ - @ñ
¤juk¡ya @ñVÉÖEòÉªÉ (GS II 13; HP I 19), erect

body position. Îju here means
erectness without any stiffness and
tension. K¡ya, though generally means
body or trunk, here it refers to spine,
for the erectness of the body depends
upon the relative erectness of spine.
However, the spine naturally has two
curves and erectness here referred to
does not mean removing these curves
and thus making the spine straight but
it means introducing no further new
bends either forward, backward, or
lateral (see Ësana by Sw¡m¢
Kuvalay¡nanda, pp. 128-30). Though
¤juk¡ya is essential for svastik¡sana
it is equally essential for other
meditative postures too.

¤tambharaprajµa @ñiÉ¨¦É®ú|ÉYÉ (VB III 51),
a yog¢ at the second of the four stages
of progress in yoga is one whose

sam¡dhiprajµ¡ is ¤tambhar¡.
Îtambhar¡prajµ¡ is the sam¡dhi-
prajµ¡ of nirvic¡r¡sam¡patti which
shows to the yog¢ the truth of anything
on which he performs saÆyama.
Îtambharaprajµa yog¢s perform
saÆyama whenever they seek the truth
about anything which cannot be known
otherwise.

e - B
ekacittatantra BEòÊSÉkÉiÉxjÉ (YS, VB, VM

IV 16), (object) depending (for its
existence) upon someone's cognition.
Pataµjali holds that a thing does not
depend for its existence on particular
mind's cognition, for when that mind
is not perceiving it, then we will have
to say that it does not exist. According
to Pataµjali's metaphysics, both the
experiencer and the experienced have
independent real existence and the latter
does not depend on the former's
cognition for its existence.

ekatattv¡bhy¡sa BEòiÉk´ÉÉ¦ªÉÉºÉ (YS I 32),
dhy¡na. V¡caspati Mi¿ra particularises
it as the dhy¡na of ¢¿vara. Pataµjali
has prescribed repetition of the
pra¸ava, which denotes ¢¿vara and
meditation on ¢¿vara for getting rid of
the antar¡yas which are the citta-
vikÀepas. The meaning is that one need
not be disturbed by the antar¡yas, but
should persist in what one considers to
be the right abhy¡sa.

ekat¡nat¡ BEòiÉÉxÉiÉÉ (YS III 2), singleness,
being one and only one. If the content
of consciousness is reduced to a single

£rdhv¡kuµcana ekat¡nat¡
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object for any length of time, then the
state of mind at that time is called
dhy¡na by Pataµjali. That one object
may, however, be a blend of more than
one constituents, e.g., a light and a
sound.

ekatra BEòjÉ (YS III 4), with respect to
the same object. Dh¡ra¸a of an object
imperceptibly develops into the
dhy¡na of that object and the latter into
sam¡dhi1 on it. In saÆyama emphasis
is on the sameness of the object.
Sam¡dhi1, as such, is a state of the
mind irrespective of what the object is,
or whether there is an object or not.
Sam¡dhi1 with reference to its content
is called saÆyama on that object. A
dh¡ra¸¡ imperceptibly develops into
the dhy¡na.

ekada¸·¢ BEònùhb÷Ò (SSP VI 39), one who
has subdued or controlled the citta.

ekabhavika BEò¦ÉÊ´ÉEò (VB, VM II 13),
unigenital, i.e. causing one birth only.
The vehicle of action (karm¡¿aya) is
termed ekabhavika because its mani-
festation is limited to one birth only. It
is one of the attributes of karm¡¿aya.

ekastha BEòºlÉ (BG XIII 30), resting in
the one. The manifoldness or diversity
of beings is rested in the one brahman.

ek¡kÀara BEòÉIÉ®ú (VS III 9, 45), pra¸ava
(cf. var¸atraya). At time it is also
called pra¸av¡kÀara.

ek¡gra BEòÉOÉ (VB I 1), one of the five
cittabh£mis, the other four being
kÀipta, m£·ha, vikÀipta and nirud-
dha. It is the state of mind in which

ideas do not go on changing incessantly
but one persists for a length of time,
either a single simple idea occupying
the entire field of consciousness
exclusively, or one idea persisting in
the centre while others are changing in
the margin of the field. According to
VB, sam¡dhi1 in the ek¡gra state of
mind reveals the truth of everything,
attenuates the kle¿as1, lessens the bonds
of karma and paves the way to
nirodha. Hence it is yoga; while
sam¡dhi1 in the kÀipta, vikÀipta and
m£·ha states is not. Perhaps Vy¡sa
means that sam¡dhi1 is an an¡gata (in
a potential form) dharma of citta1 in
these states and not a vartam¡na
dharma, and hence it is not yoga4.

ek¡grat¡ BEòÉOÉiÉÉ (YS III 11), persistence
for an appreciable length of time of one
single idea in the mind. According to
Pataµjali, singleness of idea characte-
rises dhy¡na and its persistence in the
mind ek¡grat¡pari¸¡ma.

ek¡grat¡pari¸¡ma BEòÉOÉiÉÉ{ÉÊ®hÉÉ¨É (YS III
12), the avasth¡pari¸¡ma of nirud-
dhacitta. It is the technical name given
by Pataµjali to the state in which the
content of consciousness remains exa-
ctly the same at two successive instants.
Although saÆyama involves all the
three-dh¡ra¸¡, dhy¡na and sam¡dhi,
in this process we fail to distinguish the
one from the other.

ek¡tmik¡saÆvit BEòÉÎi¨ÉEòÉºÉÆÊ´ÉiÉÂ (VB I 17),
asmit¡. It is Pataµjali's definition of the
kle¿a1 asmit¡. According to this, the

ekatra ek¡tmik¡saÆvit
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kle¿a1 asmit¡ is an innate tendency of
the citta1 which prevents it from
distinguishing between itself and
puruÀa1. By virtue of this inborn
psychological disposition the citta2

knows no entity other than (and in
anyway superior to ) itself.

ek¡nta BEòÉxiÉ (GS III 37), unity of princi-
ple behind the manifold universe. For
yonimudr¡ the yog¢ has to realise that
there is one and only one Reality and
that he and that principle of which
ku¸·al¢ is the ¿akti, are one. Obvious-
ly, he means brahman (= Ëtman). The
yog¢ has to take it that he too is the
brahman, since there are no two
realities in the world.

ek¡h¡ra BEòÉ½þÉ®ú (GS V 31), eating once a
day. Ek¡h¡ra is prohibited for a yoga-
s¡dhaka.

ek¡Æ¿a BEòÉÆ¶É (BG X 42), one part. God
has pervaded this world by one
fragment of himself. 'He' stands firmly
sustaining the world by one part, by one
limb, with one foot. So says the Veda:
p¡dosya vi¿v¡ bh£t¡ni... (Taittir¢ya
Ëra¸yaka III 12).

ekendriyasaÆjµ¡ BEäòÎxpùªÉºÉÆYÉÉ (VM, VBh
I 15), third in the succession of four
kinds of vair¡gya. The consciousness
of a single sense. In this stage of
vair¡gya the consciousness becomes
incapable of turning towards objects
and matured taints persist only in
manas and that also only for curiosity's
sake (autsukya m¡tr¡). According to
VBh, even after achieving detachment

from sensuous objects, when the
attachment remains only on manas
level it is called ekendriya.

ai - Bä
aik¡grya BäEòÉOÉªÉ (YS, VB, VM II 41), one-

pointedness, due to absence of distra-
ction. From purification (¿auca) come
one-pointedness in succession. i.e.,
after predominance of sattva and
thereby saumanasya and which leads
to sense-control and thence fitness to
perceive the true nature of ¡tman.

aindr¢ BäxpÒù (NBU 10), the sixth m¡tr¡
of dv¡da¿am¡traka (twelve m¡-
traka) pra¸ava. One who leaves this
mortal body during this sixth m¡tr¡ of
pra¸ava, attains oneness with Indra
(the king of Gods).

ai¿varya B ä¶´Éª É Ç  (SK 23), ability (=
capability = greatness). It is one of the
eight bh¡vas2, the other seven being
dharma, adharma, jµ¡na, ajµ¡na
(ignorance), r¡ga, vair¡gya and
anai¿varya (inability). Ai¿varya
naturally leads to success (SK 45).
Hence the relation between ai¿varya
and avigh¡ta is called nimittanaimit-
tika relation by Gau·ap¡da. The a¸im¡
etc. eight siddhis3 are called the eight
ai¿varyas by Vy¡sa (VB III 45), not
by Ì¿varak¤À¸a.

o - +Éä
om-1 +Éä̈ ÉÂ-1 = oÆk¡ra +ÉåEòÉ®ú = aum +=¨ÉÂ

(DBU 9, 14, 19-20,; YCU 71, 80; ANU
2, 20), brahman. p¤thiv¢, agni,
Îgveda, bh£Å ¦ÉÚ: and pit¡maha Ê{ÉiÉÉ¨É½þ
(brahman) are said to be in the ak¡ra

ek¡nta om-1
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+EòÉ® ú  of om2; antarikÀa +xiÉ Ê®I É ,
Yajurveda, bh£vaÅ ¦ÉÖ´É: (the earth),
viÀ¸u, in the u = uk¡ra and bhuvaÅ,
s£rya3, S¡maveda, svaÅ (heaven) and
mahe¿vara (¿iva) in the mak¡ra. This
is how the whole universe is in
brahman.
Om is often said to be the ek¡kÀara
BEòÉIÉ® (one-lettered) brahman. It is a
practice of ancient Hindu writers to call
the result obtained by a technique by
the name of the technique. N¡da and
om2 are thus called brahman, obvisio-
usly because brahman is attainable by
n¡dayoga and mantrayoga. For the
same reason haÆsa is also a name of
brahman.

om-2 +Éä¨ÉÂ-2 (YS I 27-8), the name of
¢¿vara. For ¢¿varapra¸idh¡na, om2

is to be repeated and its inner
significance to be dwelt upon, the inner
significance being ¢¿vara.

ka - Eò
ka¸¶ha Eòh`ö (G 36, 62, 70; KU 11, 15),

throat. It extends from the back end of
the upper palate (t¡lum£la) down to
the top of the oesophagus. Vi¿uddha
is its lower part. Candra has its seat in
its upper part. For adopting j¡landha-
rabandha it is the lowest part which is
to be contracted. The seat of candra is
however said to be t¡lum£la in G 86.
Thus G 56 and 86 do not agree as to
the situation of candra. According to
KU, after piercing the h¤daya (heart)
the suÀumn¡n¡·¢2 reaches the ka¸¶ha
which is to be filled with pr¡¸a1 rising

upwards. Here suÀumn¡ and ka¸¶ha
are both called n¡·¢s2.

ka¸¶hak£pa-1 Eòh`öEÚò{É-1 (YS III 30), a
part of the body below the throat by
performing saÆyama on which the
yog¢ does not feel hungry or thirsty.
Ka¸¶hak£pa might be a word for that
part of the gullet which is the seat of
thirst cells.

ka¸¶hak£pa-2 Eòh`öEÚò{É-2 (VS III 63, 70),
cavity below the throat (jugular notch).
Twelfth among the eighteen marma-
sth¡nas (vita points) which is situated
six fingers above the middle of the
heart.

ka¸¶hacakra Eòh`öSÉGò (SSP II 5), fifth
cakra in the series of nine cakras  enu-
merated by SSP. This is of four fingers
length. I·¡ and pi´gal¡ are situated in
the right and left sides of the cakra.
This has been recognised as vi¿uddha-
cakra and located in the throat region.

ka¸¶hamudr¡ Eòh`ö¨ÉÖpùÉ (YTU 26, 116,
119), j¡landharabandha. It is one of
the twenty members of ha¶hayoga4,
according to this text. It consists in
contraction of the throat by bending the
chin and fixing it firmly on the chest. It
is here described as a part of
mah¡vedha.

katthana EòilÉxÉ (YTU 30), boasting. It is
one of the six vighnas which every
yog¢ has to overcome before he can
make any progress in yoga4 (cf.
¡lasya). The yog¢ is advised not to talk
about his yoga4 to anybody.

kada¿ana Eònù¶ÉxÉ (HP I 31, 60; GS II 30),

om-2 kada¿ana
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unwholesome food. Yoga practitioner
should not consume unwholesome
food. (cf. pathya and apathya). Even
the wholesome food, if heated over
again or is dry or excessively salty or
sour becomes unwholesome or
kada¿ana. However, even if unwhole-
some food is consumed, the adverse
effects of it can be counteracted through
may£r¡sana. (Cf. HP I 31).

kantha·i EòxlÉÊb÷ (HP I 6), one of the
siddhayog¢s having the nomenclature
of indefinite identity.

kanda-1 Eòxn-1 ù (G 15, 16, 30), a bulb
shaped structure (presumably nervous)
situated above the pubes and below the
navel. The suÀumn¡n¡·¢2 passes
through it as a cord passes through a
perforated bead. The spot where
suÀumn¡ pierces the kanda is the
ma¸ip£rakacakra1. Below it is the
kandayoni, so called because of its
being the matrix from which the nerves
are supposed to arise. It is compared in
shape to the egg of a bird. Above the
kanda resides the ku¸·alin¢¿akti.

kanda-2 Eòxnù-2 (VS II 2, 11; HP III 103,
109, 110), resembling bulbous root
hence called kanda, originating point
of all the seventy-two thousand n¡·¢s,
oval-shaped, osseous covered by skin
and said to be situated in the body nine
fingers above the dehamadhya. It is
of four fingers height and breadth and
whose middle point is known as n¡bhi.
HP also considers it to be merely fleshy
or osseous. According to HP, it is white

in colour. Its location seems to be near
n¡bhi since it is twelve fingers above
m£lasth¡na.

kandamadhya Eòxnù¨ÉvªÉ (VS II 19, 25),
centre of the kanda. The n¡·¢ which
is at the centre of kanda is identified
as suÀumn¡n¡·¢.

kandayoni EòxnùªÉÉäÊxÉ (YCU 14, 15; G 16),
place of the origin of the seventy-two
thousand n¡·¢s.

kandasth¡na EòxnùºlÉÉxÉ (TSM 58, 68, 70),
the middle portion of the body. In

human beings it is said to be 4
36  ×3×3

inches in dimension. In animals, birds
and reptiles it is of the shape of an egg.
N¡bhi is said to be situated inside the
kanda. This does not agree with the
description of kanda given by other
writers like GorakÀa. It appears that.
kandasth¡na of TSM is the
n¡bhikanda. (Most probably they are
the nerve plexuses situated at the navel
region of the perineum).

kan¢ya EòxÉÒªÉ (BY VIII 9-11), pr¡¸¡-
y¡ma of the lowest type. BY
recognises three forms of pr¡¸¡y¡ma
on the basis of m¡tr¡s; they are,
uttama, madhyama and kan¢ya.
Pr¡¸¡y¡ma of the lowest type consists
of twelve m¡tr¡s.

kan¢yas EòxÉÒªÉºÉÂ (HP II 12), of low degree,
the primary stage of kumbhaka.
Kan¢yas stage of kumbhaka causes
perspiration (cf. madhyama1 and
uttama1).

kap¡lakuhara Eò{ÉÉ±ÉEÖò½þ®ú (G 34), an ape-
rture in the roof of the mouth near the

kantha·i kap¡lakuhara
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root of the tongue. Khecar¢ consists
in the turning the tongue backwards,
letting its tip enter this centre and fixing
the gaze between the eyebrows below
them.

kap¡labh¡ti-1 Eò{ÉÉ±É¦ÉÉÊiÉ-1 = bh¡labh¡ti
¦ÉÉ±É¦ÉÉÊiÉ (GS I 12), one of the six Àa¶-
karmas, the other five being dhauti,
vasti, neti, laulik¢ and tr¡¶aka. It is
of three kinds v¡takrama, vyut-
krama, and s¢tkrama. It corrects all
abnormalities of kapha.

kap¡labh¡ti-2 Eò{ÉÉ±É¦ÉÉÊiÉ-2 (HP II 36),
quick exhalation and inhalation in the
fashion of the ironsmith's bellows.
Thus, air is expelled by a stroke of the
abdominal wall backward and then
automatically inhaled. This is described
as a part of bhastrik¡ pr¡¸¡y¡ma2

and is said to cure all diseases of kapha.
kap¡lavaktra Eò{ÉÉ±É´ÉCjÉ = kap¡la-

randhra Eò{ÉÉ±É®úxwÉ = bh¡larandhra
¦ÉÉ±É®úxwÉ (GS I 25, 33), kap¡la is the part
of the inside of the head above the level
of the mouth. Kap¡lavaktra is, there-
fore, the passage (inside) between this
part and the mouth. Reaching there the
tongue tastes the different tastes from
salt to sweet. One of the dantadhautis
consists in cleansing this part with the
right thumb. It is the kap¡larandhra
dantadhauti.

kap¡lavaktrasaÆyoga Eò{ÉÉ±É´ÉCjÉºÉÆªÉÉäMÉ
(GS III 26), contact (of the tongue) with
the opening of the skull. As a result of
the practice of khecar¢, the tongue is
elongated so as to touch the opening of

the skull and this is called kap¡la-
vaktrasaÆyoga, Various types of
juices are tasted through the tongue as
a result of this contact.

kap¡la¿odhana-1 Eò{ÉÉ±É¶ÉÉävÉxÉ-1 (SAU I (7)
13-1), freedom of the head from all
impediments to the rising of pr¡¸a4 up
there. The process described is the same
as n¡·¢¿uddhi without which pr¡¸a1

would not rise.
kap¡la¿odhana-2 Eò{ÉÉ±É¶ÉÉävÉxÉ-2 (HP II 31,

50), cleansing of frontal sinuses. The
practice of netikriy¡ as well as the
practice of s£ryabhedana kumbhaka
both independently result into cleansing
of frontal sinuses.

kapha-1 Eò¡ò-1 (GS I 29, 34, 38, 41, 54,
59, 56, V 66, 69; VB III 29), the humour
called phlegm. The three humours of
the body, viz., kapha, v¡ta and pitta,
are taken for granted by Ghera¸·a but
never defined or described. Most of the
Àa¶karmas and the ujj¡y¢ and ¿¢tal¢
kumbhakas are said to cure the diseases
arising from the malfunctioning of
kapha (called kaphadoÀa). Expert
Ëyurvedic opinion today does not,
however identify v¡ta, pitta or kapha
with any of the humours of the Greeks.

kapha-2 Eò¡ò-2 (GS I 38), mucus which is
thrown out by performing da¸·a-
dhauti.

kaphakoÀ¶ha Eò¡òEòÉä¹`ö (HP V 13), region
of kapha (possibly humour) in the
body. HP describes the regions of each
humour in the human body. The parts
of the body above the region of the

kap¡labh¡ti-1 kaphakoÀ¶ha
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chest is called kaphakoÀ¶ha. When the
v¡yu accumulates in the kaphakoÀ¶ha
it causes imbalance of humour in the
human body and also it causes func-
tional diseases like asthma, hiccup and
headache. The treatment of such
diseases is suggested in HP (V 14, 15).

kaphadoÀavi¿oÀa¸¢ Eò¡ònùÉä¹ÉÊ´É¶ÉÉä¹ÉhÉÒ (HP
II 36), destroyer of disorders caused by
phlegm. Kap¡labh¡ti, one of the six
cleansing processes has been described
as destroyer of twenty different disea-
ses caused by phlegm (taduktaÆ
nid¡ne-kapharog¡¿ca viÆ¿ati). (cf.
Brahm¡nanda on HP II 36).

kaph¡dyargala Eò¡òÉtMÉÇ±É (HP II 66), im-
pediments in the form of kapha etc.
(settled at the mouth of brahman¡·i).
As a result of the practice of bhastrik¡
kumbhaka, the obstruction in the form
of kapha etc. is removed from the
mouth of brahman¡·¢.

kamal¡sana Eò¨É±ÉÉºÉxÉ (HP I 44, 47-9; G
7, 9, 41, 43; GS II 8; YCU 3, 40, 106),
baddhapadm¡sana-one of the two
¡sana which, according to G and YCU,
excel all the other ¡sanas1, the other
being siddh¡sana. The right foot is
placed on the left thigh and the left foot
on the right thigh. Both arms are taken
round the back and the big toe of the
right foot is firmly held by the right
hand and that of the left foot by the left
hand. (If the toes are not grasped by
the hands, which may be placed on the
knees or in front of the pubes, the
posture is ordinarily called padm¡-

sana). Besides, the chin is firmly placed
on the chest (j¡landharabandha) and
n¡s¡grad¤Àti is adopted.

kampa Eò¨{É (HP II 12; TSM 105; DU VI
43), tremor. The pr¡¸¡y¡ma of inter-
mediate degree (cf. madhyama)
causes kampa in the body. Since the
practice of pr¡¸¡y¡ma generates heat
in the body, which is not accustomed
to such heat, first starts sweating and
then tremor in the body results. But
when the body becomes perfectly con-
ditioned in the pr¡¸¡y¡mic breathing,
the s¡dhaka attains a blissful condition.

kara¸a-1 Eò®hÉ-1 (SK 9; G 58), behaviour
= acting = bringing about. Behaviour
of each person is according to his or
her own psychophysical makeup and
that which is not related to the indivi-
dual's constitution in this way cannot
be brought about under any circum-
stance.
G uses this word for yogic practice. A
yog¢ has to learn that yogic feat by
which he may retain and absorb the
piy£Àa (nectar) which oozes from
candra3 and flows down to the s£rya2.
Obviously, reference is to vipar¢ta-
kara¸¢, mentioned in the next verse in
which the ¡sanas1 known as vipar¢ta-
kara¸¢, sarv¡´ga and ¿¢rÀa are
prescribed; but perhaps another more
important feat is implied, which does
not consist only in preventing the
p¢y£Àa {ÉÒªÉÚ¹É  (nectar) from down to the
s£rya2 by adopting a topsy-turvy pose,
but in holding it and carrying it upwards
by the currents of pr¡¸a2 and ap¡na1.

kaphadoÀavi¿oÀa¸¢ kara¸a-1
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kara¸a-2 Eò®úhÉ-2 (TSM 116), bodily
sense-organs. Three of these can be clo-
sed by fingers, viz. eyes, ears and nose.

kara¸a-3 Eò®úhÉ-3 (SK 18, 29, 31, 32, 35,
43, 47), all the organs which have to
do with knowing, feeling or willing.
Kara¸as are the components of li´ga1,
which is supposed to be made up of
them. Kara¸as are not organs of the
body, though li´ga1 lives in and works
through them.
Li´ga1 may in this sense be called
k¡ra¸a ¿ar¢ra. Activity of kara¸as
is spontaneous as if they were satisfying
a natural impulse. Ì¿varak¤À¸a is a
psychological determinist and not an
exponent of freewill.
At the same time his philosophy is
teleological, not purely mechanical.
According to him, prak¤ti1 works in
such a way that puruÀa2 may be in a
position to bring apavarga to puruÀa1.
According to him, there are thirteen
kara¸as, three of which are antaÅ-
kara¸as, and ten b¡hyakara¸as. But
since besides the three antaÅkara¸as,
there are eleven indriyas, the number
of kara¸as should be fourteen; or the
manas indriya would be a kara¸a. It
would be an antarendriya +xiÉ®ä úÎxpùªÉ
(internal indriya).

kara¸a-4 Eò®hÉ-4 (BG XVIII 18), organs.
They are of two types. External organ
such as ear etc. and the internal organ
such as intellect etc.

karu¸¡ Eò¯ûhÉÉ (YS I 33; YSH IV 117),
sympathy which is one of the four

attitudes, adoption of which Pataµjali
prescribes for cittapras¡dana. It is the
yog¢'s attitude towards a suffering
creature. In V¡caspati Mi¿ra's lan-
guage, by cultivating karu¸¡ the yog¢
gets rid of all inclination to harm others
in anyway.
Karu¸¡ is described by Hemacandra,
a Jain writer, as an unselfish desire to
remove the duÅkha of the duÅkÅita
nÖù:ÊJÉiÉ (suffering living being). Anu-
kamp¡ +xÉÖEò¨{ÉÉ (compassion) towards
one's own son, etc. should be selfless.
Impartial anukamp¡ would even be
experienced  towards a tiger.
Pataµjali describes karu¸¡ as an atti-
tude towards those who are in trouble.
Obviously it is the same as desire to
remove duÅkha. Anukamp¡ consists
in causing sukha as well as in removing
duÅkha.

karma-1 Eò¨ÉÇ-1 (GS V 81; G 75), action.
In GS ¿ar¢ra is said to be karma
r£paka °ü{ÉEòò (that which is seen as wor-
king), i.e. the organ of action. Hence
the importance of gha¶a or gha¶astha-
yoga which has to do with the body.
Since dh¡ra¸¡ implies cessation of
bodily activities for two hours, karma
in G 75 includes only karmendriya-
v¤tti and not s¡m¡nyakara¸av¤tti.

karma-2 Eò¨ÉÇ-2 (G 98; GS I 6, 7; YS IV 7,
30), dharm¡dharma (merits and deme-
rits). The dharmameghasam¡dhistha
yog¢ is not subject to the law of karma-
phala laid down by Pataµjali ( YS II
14). But no one can escape the law of

kara¸a-2 karma-2
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karmavip¡ka. According to Samaya-
s¡ra ºÉ¨ÉªÉºÉÉ®ú (a Jaina book), both good
and bad (¿ubh¡¿ubha ¶ÉÖ¦ÉÉ¶ÉÖ¦É) karmas
bind the Ëtm¡. For GS also karma is
action of which man has to reap the
fruit. Our past karmas are said to be
the cause of our present lot. The kind
of body which get is determined by our
own karmas. Present karmas give a
yog¢ that body after death which suits
his karmavip¡ka. Thus the vicious
circle: from good or bad actions body
and from body good and bad actions.
The cycle of life and death is also gov-
erned by one's own karmas. According
to Pataµjali, karmas may be ¿ukla,
k¤À¸a or a¿ukl¡k¤À¸a.

karma-3 Eò¨ÉÇ-3 (KU 23; VU I 12; VB II
1). karm¡¿aya. The karmavip¡k¡-
¿ayas are mostly responsible for life-
activities while kle¿as are responsible
for all the behavior of men and animals.
Yoga1, however, can make these inef-
fective. The perfectly ineffective kle¿as
are called dagdhab¢ja (of extinguished
potentialities) by VB.
According to VU, pr¡rabdha |ÉÉ®ú¤vÉ
(already begun) karm¡¿ayas are those
which have already begun their work
and are thus responsible for the present
v¤tt¢s. Ëg¡m¢ +ÉMÉÉ¨ÉÒ  (inactive) ones
are those which will be active in future.
They are so deeply buried that they play
no part in determining the present v¤ttis.
Arjita +ÌVÉiÉ (acquired) once are the
karm¡¿ayas acquired recently. They
work themselves out first.

karmabandhana Eò¨ÉÇ¤ÉxvÉxÉ (VB, VM, VBh
I 1), bonds of action. The one -
pointedness of the mind leads to the
slackening of the bonds of action. The
action has been further defined by VBh
as the binding cause of the budhhi and
puruÀa in the form of merit and demerit
(dharma-adharma).

karmayoga-1 Eò¨ÉÇªÉÉäMÉ-1 (TSM 23-4, 26).
It is the yoga which consists in per-
forming the actions prescribed by the
authorities. A karmayog¢ is, there-
fore, the person who always does his
duty (i.e., a morally good man).

karmayoga-2 Eò¨ÉÇªÉÉäMÉ-2 (BG V 2, XIII 24),
yoga attained through karma, i.e. per-
formance of action without attachment
(towards the fruit) and with faith in
Lord.

karmasa´ga Eò¨ÉÇºÉÆMÉ (BG XIV 7), attach-
ment to the fruits of action. One of the
characterisitics of rajogu¸a. It causes
bondage to the embodied soul and
produces visible and invisible results as
its consequences.

karmasaÆny¡sa Eò¨ÉÇºÉÆxªÉÉºÉ (BG V 2),
renunciation of action. Lord k¤À¸a says
that renunciation of action and perfor-
mance of action both are capable of
leading one to the highest goal, i.e. libe-
ration. Yoga through action is esteemed
more than the mere renunciation of
action unaccompanied by knowledge.

karm¡¿aya Eò¨ÉÉÇ¶ÉªÉ = karmavip¡k¡¿aya
Eò¨ÉÇÊ´É{ÉÉEòÉ¶ÉªÉ (YS I 24, II 12), the abiding
after-effects left behind by every
behavior, including consciousness.

karma-3 karm¡¿aya
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They remain in the citta1 in the form
of saÆsk¡ras and determine subse-
quent behavior and consciousness, their
specific effects being called their
vip¡ka.

karmendriya Eò¨ÉæÎxpùªÉ (TSB 6; SK 26),
according to TSB, the five aÆ¿as of
p¤thiv¢. Their viÀayas4 are vacana,
¡d¡na, gamana, visarjana Ê´ÉºÉVÉ ÇxÉ
(evacuation) and ¡nanda. These imply
sam¢kara¸a, unnayana, graha¸a,
¿rapa¸a and ucchv¡sa, which are
pr¡¸a-viÀayas. SK clearly mentions
karmendriya as one of the two kinds
of indriya, the other being jµ¡nen-
driya (buddh¢ndriya). Both together
make up the b¡hyakara¸a. The
karmendriyas are v¡k, p¡¸i, p¡da,
p¡yu and upastha. For SK indriyas
are not physiological organs of a living
body, nor other anatomical structures.
A karmendriya is that indriya in the
transmigrating soul which is respon-
sible for movement. It is a part of the
essence of the living being. It is a kind
of ability, no doubt, but it is much more.
It includes the tendency to behave in a
particular way under particular
circumstances.

kalal¡di Eò±É±ÉÉÊnù (SK 43), that which a
li´ga has for its ¡¿raya. It is the
m¡t¡pit¤ja vi¿eÀa and the active
principle of the generative cells, which
is not perceptible like a sth£la vi¿eÀa,
but is known to the scientists.

kal¡-1 Eò±ÉÉ-1 (HP IV 1), epithet of ¿iva.
Here ¿iva has been ascribed as having

the nature of kal¡. Kal¡ has been
identified as rich sensation felt all over
the body. The experiences of n¡da,
bindu and kal¡ in the practitioner are
supposed to be the development of the
activity of pr¡¸a and the Almighty
being the Lord and source of all activity
is said to be of the nature of n¡da,
bindu and kal¡.

kal¡-2 Eò±ÉÉ-2 (HP III 32, 36), tongue.
During khecar¢, kal¡ (the tongue) is
to be lengthened to such an extent that
it could touch the middle of the eye-
brows so that it could be inserted into
the nasopharyngeal cavity.

kalpit¡ EòÎ±{ÉiÉÉ (YSU I 151), desired
(=sought for). There are two kinds of
siddhis. Some are desired and sought
for. They can be acquired by rasa
au¿adhi (medicine), kriy¡, mantra
etc. They are temporary. Others are per-
manent. They come of their own accord
to those who are v¡san¡rahita (devoid
of v¡san¡) and practise yoga4 for its
own sake for a long time. A
v¡san¡rahitayog¢ is not a yog¡r£·ha
(seated on yoga) of the G¢t¡. He is still
on his way to vivekakhy¡ti. But he gets
the siddhis3 like sv¡tantrya º´ÉÉiÉxjªÉ
(freedom), which are in the language
of this UpaniÀad ¢¿varapriya
(acceptable to god). They come in the
natural course of advancement. These
are akalpit¡.

kavi EòÊ´É (G 64), a sage (wise man). This
word means omniscient too, but as the
practice of jihv¡bandha and concen-

karmendriya kavi
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tration on sarasvati for six months does
not obviously bring sarvajµ¡t¤tva ºÉ´ÉÇ-
YÉÉiÉÞi´É (omniscience). The first meaning
is appropriate here. A third meaning of
the word, viz. poet, also appears to be
inappropriate in this context.

k¡kaca¸·¢¿vara EòÉEòSÉhb÷Ò¶´É®ú (HP I 7),
one of the siddhayog¢s having the no-
menclature of indefinite identity but
enumerated by Sv¡tm¡r¡ma as a token
of Salutation.

k¡k¢ EòÉEòÒ (GS I 21; III 3, 66), one of the
five animal-shaped mudr¡s, the other
four being a¿vin¢, m¡¸·£k¢,
m¡ta´g¢, and bhuja´gin¢. It consists
in assuming the shape of a crow's beak
by appropriately contracting the lips
and drawing in air slowly through the
mouth. The crow is somehow supposed
to be free from all diseases. So the yog¢
who practises this mudr¡ remains free
from all diseases. For bahiÀk¤tadhauti
the yog¢ is advised to fill the stomach
with air by means of k¡k¢mudr¡.
When air is inhaled through the mouth
it does not go into the stomach but into
the lungs. For filling the stomach with
air one has to inhale and then swallow.

k¡ner¢ EòÉxÉä®úÒ (HP I 7), name of a siddha-
yog¢ of an unidentified nomenclature.
Sv¡tm¡r¡ma enumerates his name
besides many other such yog¢s in order
to express his salutations for him.

k¡p¡lika-1 EòÉ{ÉÉÊ±ÉEò-1 (HP I 8), one of the
siddhayog¢s whose identity is inde-
finite but enumerated by Sv¡tm¡r¡ma
as a token of salutation.

k¡p¡lika-2 EòÉ{ÉÉÊ±ÉEò-2 (SSP VI 46), a
variety of the devotees of ¿iva. One
who considers the knowledge of self
and of sacred syllables with the attitude
of mind that '¿iva is the Supreme
Reality' is called k¡p¡lika.

k¡ma-1 EòÉ¨É-1 (TBU I 12), desire. The
yog¢ who has realised the brahman has
one and only one bh¡va; i.e.,
ahamasmi-brahma +½þ¨ÉÎº¨É ¤ÉÀ (I am
brahman). All the other bh¡vas
including k¡ma, are perfectly foreign
to him.

k¡ma-2 EòÉ¨É-2 (MBU I (2) 1), one of the
five dehadoÀas, the other four being
krodha, niÅ¿v¡sa, bhaya and nidr¡.
It is an impulse and behaviour brought
about by our very constitution, and as
a doÀa, it is aggravated or ameliorated
by bodily conditions. Though physiolo-
gical in origin, it can be counteracted
by mental treatment. The approach is
psychosomatic and the treatment here
prescribed niÅsa´kalpat¡ ÊxÉ:ºÉÆEò±{ÉiÉÉ  is
the absence of desire of all kinds (=
detachment). They believed that by the
practice of detachment k¡ma is auto-
matically brought under control.

k¡mar£pa EòÉ¨É°ü{É (G 10, 11; YSU I 171;
DBU 44; YCU 7), the spot between the
¡dh¡ra and the sv¡dhiÀ¶h¡na cakras.
The pressure of the left heel on this spot
occupies an important place in the
yoga4 taught by GorakÀa. It is pres-
cribed for mah¡mudr¡ as well as for
m£labandha and also for siddh¡sana.
Yoni is said to be situated inside the

k¡kaca¸·¢¿vara k¡mar£pa
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¡dh¡ra. Perhaps it projects upwards
into it and is therefore, sometimes
described as situated between ¡dh¡ra
and sv¡dhiÀ¶h¡na. According to YSU,
it is one of the four p¢¶has; YSU, DBU
and YCU call it yonisth¡na.

k¡masa´kalpa EòÉ¨ÉºÉ ÆEò±{ É (ABU 1),
entertaining desires. An a¿uddha +¶ÉÖrù
(impure) manas entertains desires.

k¡m¡khy¡yoni EòÉ¨ÉÉJªÉÉªÉÉäÊxÉ = k¡mayoni
EòÉ¨ÉªÉÉäÊxÉ (G 11-12), an ovary-like organ
situated inside the m£l¡dh¡ra (=
¡dh¡ra). If the ¡dh¡ra is a lotus
flower, then the k¡mayoni is its ovary.
This organ is respected by the yog¢s,
because they start ha¶hayoga by stimu-
lating the yonisth¡na by pressing it
with the heel of their foot. Inside the
k¡mayoni is the mah¡li´ga. Yoni-
sth¡na is situated between ¡dh¡ra and
sv¡dhiÀ¶h¡na.

k¡m¡vas¡yitva EòÉ¨ÉÉ´ÉºÉÉÊªÉi´É (VB III 45),
determining the things according to
desire. One of the eight siddhis enu-
merated by Vy¡sa. However, this
siddhi does not bestow the power of
being capable of reversal of natural
things because it may go against the
will of the Maker. VM further adds that
a person having this siddhi can change
the effect of poison into nectar but he
cannot change the moon into sun and
so on.

k¡yakle¿avidhi EòÉªÉC±Éä¶ÉÊ´ÉÊvÉ (HP I 61),
action that cause discomfort to the
body. Such vidhis (actions) are to be
cautiously avoided by a yoga practiti-
oner.

k¡yar£pa EòÉªÉ°ü{É (YS III 21), rays of light
reflected by the body. If a yog¢ per-
forms saÆyama on these, they are no
longer reflected by his body and the
yog¢ becomes invisible.

k¡yavy£ha EòÉªÉ´ªÉÚ½þ (YS III 29), physio-
logical and anatomical systems of the
body, all of which the yog¢ comes to
know if he succeeds in saÆyama on
the n¡bhicakra.

k¡yasampat EòÉªÉºÉ¨{ÉiÉÂ (YS III 45-6), ch-
arm (= lustre), strength and adamantine
build of the body, which are acquired
by the conquest of matter by perfor-
ming saÆyama on the various material
forms of prak¤ti.

k¡yasiddhi EòÉªÉÊºÉÊrù (YS II 43), a¸im¡,
laghim¡ (becoming extremely light),
mahim¡ (the power of increasing size
at will), pr¡pti (reaching everywhere),
pr¡k¡mya, va¿itva (acquiring control
over others), and ¢¿itva (acquiring sov-
ereignty) (cf. VB III 45), attained by
practising tapas and thus getting rid of
all the impurities of mind.

k¡ra¸a-1 EòÉ®úhÉ-1 (TSB 4; SK 16), cause.
The mah¡bh£tas, according to TSB,
are the k¡ra¸as of their k¡ryas; e.g.
¡k¡¿a is the k¡ra¸a of jµ¡na,
sa´kalpa, ni¿caya, anusandh¡na and
abhim¡na in the forms of antaÅka-
ra¸a, manas, buddhi, citta and aha´-
k¡ra respectively. K¡ryak¡ra¸abheda
EòÉªÉÇEòÉ®úhÉ¦Éänù is the differentiation of varie-
gated creation in the mah¡bh£tas.

k¡ra¸a-2 EòÉ®úhÉ-2 (VU I 6: YCU 72), one
of the three bodies with which human

k¡masa´kalpa k¡ra¸a-2
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beings are endowed, the other two
being sth£la and s£kÀma. These three
bodies are three of the ninetysix
tattvas3 - those forms of nature in
which the gu¸as1 are clearly differenti-
ated, obviously the ninetysix broad
classes in which all the things of the
world are divided by VU.

k¡ra¸atraya EòÉ®úhÉªÉjÉ (VS III 8, VI 39),
triad of causes. These are gross
(sth£la), subtle (s£kÀma) and unmani-
fested (avyakta). The three letters of
pra¸ava are the triad of causes. In the
process of manifestation, the mani-
fested transforms itself first into subtle,
and then into gross.

k¡ra¸abh¡va EòÉ®úhÉ¦ÉÉ´É (SK 9), being
essentially of the nature of cause. The
s¡´khya view is that effect must
potentially exist in its cause. According
to this theory, water must have a
potential existence in the particles of
oxygen and hydrogen, in the sense that
if a quantity of water is chemically
analysed we shall get these two gases.
In another sense, however, water is not
of the nature of oxygen or hydrogen. It
is not a gas, but a liquid; ant it cannot
be used, as it is where the need is for
oxygen or hydrogen. Hence, when they
speak of k¡ra¸abh¡va they have the
former kind of implication in view. The
essence of the argument is that effect
corresponds to cause and, therefore,
must be there in the cause in some form.

k¡rya-1 EòÉªÉÇ-1 (GS I 6, 50), action. Our
own good and bad deeds are said to be

responsible for our getting the bodies
which we have. Dantam£ladhauti is
classed among the purifying actions;
i.e., what one does to purify oneself,
particularly one's body. It is a cleansing
process.

k¡rya-2 EòÉªÉÇ-2 (SK 8, 9, 15; TSB 4, 6),
effect. The seven mahad¡dayas (etc.)
and the sixteen vik¡ras are all effects
of m£laprak¤ti, which is their material
cause.

k¡rya-3 EòÉªÉÇ-3 (SK 32, 43), that which is
done, not the act of doing but the end-
result; e.g., not behaving but the beha-
viour, not running but race, not sensing
but sensa, not adopting but adoption.

k¡ry¡vimukti EòÉªÉÉÇÊ´É¨ÉÖÊHò (VB, BM II 27),
freedom from the functions. The first
four prajµ¡s out of seven. This prajµ¡
leads to the functionlessness of citta.
However, this stage has not been con-
ceived as the final emancipation. VM,
while explaining the term says that it
refers to the completeness or sufficient-
ness of the range of human efforts that
are necessary for the sake of the
attainment of four prajµ¡s (k¡ryatay¡
prayatnavy¡pyat¡ dar¿it¡ EòÉª É Ç i É ª É É
|ÉªÉixÉ´ªÉÉ{ªÉiÉÉ nùÌ¶ÉiÉÉ ).

k¡la-1 EòÉ±É-1 (SK 50), one of the
¡dhy¡tmika tuÀ¶is. The commentators
explain it thus; k¡latuÀ¶a is so called
because it is contentment based on the
knowledge and belief that everything
happens at its own time and, therefore,
human exertion is not of much avail. It
is an impediment in the practice of
yoga4.

k¡ra¸atraya k¡la-1
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k¡la-2 EòÉ±É-2 (G 2, 38, 98; GS III 75),
death (= time of death). Pr¡¸¡y¡ma
and sam¡dhi1 ward it off. Vai¿v¡nar¢
dh¡ra¸a is supposed by GS to ward
off the fear of fearful death.

k¡la-3 EòÉ±É-3 (GS V 2), season. Vasanta
and ¿arad are the seasons recommen-
ded for commencing the practice of
yoga4.

k¡la-4 EòÉ±É-4 (VB III 52), time. A kÀa¸a
is the shortest perceptible duration of
time according to VB.

k¡la-5 EòÉ±É-5 (TBU I 15), practising
yoga4 for a long time and observing the
optimum time for each practice
according to one's own ability and the
progress made. According to this
UpaniÀad, k¡la5 in this sense is one of
the components of yoga4.

k¡la-6 EòÉ±É-6 (GS V 2; SSP I 53), time. It
refers to the selection of proper season
for the sake of the commencement of
yogic practice as described by Ghe-
ra¸·a in verse V 8-15. The best suitable
season for the commencement of the
yogic practice is said to be vasanta and
¿arad.
One of the five factors of kula-
paµcaka, k¡la is said to have five
characteristics-kalan¡ (grasping),
kalpan¡ (imagination), bhr¡nti (illu-
sion), pram¡da (error), and anartha
(calamity).

k¡lamukha EòÉ±É¨ÉÖJÉ (SSP VI 43), a term
used by GorakÀa to denote a variety of
devotee of Lord áiva. One who wor-
ships li´ga which is in the form of
eternal bliss is called k¡lamukha.

k¡l¡gni-1 EòÉ±ÉÉÎMxÉ-1 (YSU V 29), one of
the five fires of the body, established
in the nether part.

k¡l¡gni-2 EòÉ±ÉÉÎMxÉ-2 (BY IX 53), one of
forms taken by ap. Ap existing in all
the living beings in the form of jyoti
helps digestion and illumines the world
and dissolves it by taking the form of
k¡l¡gni having seven flames in the
form of seven rays.

k¡À¶hamauna EòÉ¹`ö¨ÉÉèxÉ (VB, VM, VBh,
II 32), a form of austerity, consists in
observing complete silence, not
indicating one's ideas even through
gestures (i´giten¡pi sv¡bhipr¡y¡-
prak¡¿anam <ÆÊMÉiÉäxÉÉÊ{É º´ÉÉÊ¦É|ÉÉªÉÉ|ÉEòÉ¶ÉxÉ¨ÉÂ).
This has been distinguished from
¡k¡ramauna.

kilbiÀa ÊEòÎ±¤É¹É (TBU I 12; ANU 8), evil
disposition. This bh¡va2 is perfectly
foreign to the person who has realised
brahman. and is therefore brahman
himself. UpaniÀadbrahmayog¢ elabo-
rates by using the phrase antaÅ-
kara¸agatakilbiÀa +xiÉ:Eò®úhÉMÉiÉÊEòÎ±¤É¹É,
obviously meaning as opposed to doÀas
which are indriyak¤ta (performed by
indriya). Thus, kilbiÀa seems to be the
same thing as kle¿as, which inhere in
citta1 (cf. Pataµjali's qualification of
citta1 as asa´khyeyav¡san¡bhi¿citram
+ºÉÆJªÉäªÉ´ÉÉºÉxÉÉÊ¦ÉÊ¶SÉjÉ¨ÉÂ YS IV 24). Pataµjali
recommends kriy¡yoga (YS II 1) for
the attenuation of kle¿as1. ANU
recommends dh¡ra¸¡ for burning
away kilbiÀa.

kukku¶¡sana EÖòCEÖò]õÉºÉxÉ (VU V 15; GS II
5,  31, 33; HP I 23-4; TSM 41-2; VS I

k¡la-2 kukku¶¡sana
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67, 68), one of the most important ele-
ven ¡sanas of which only the cakr-
¡sana is described in VU.
Ghera¸·a counts it among his thirty-
two ¡sanas. According to him, it
consists in first adopting the padm¡-
sana obviously the mukta ̈ ÉÖCiÉ padm¡-
sana-pose and then inserting the hands
and the fore-arms between the knees
and the thighs, resting the body on the
elbows, as it were, and raising the
whole body along with the foot-lock.
In kukku¶¡sana one does not throw
the weight of the body on the elbows
but on one's palms (cf. HP). Ghera¸·a
has thus used the word k£rpara EÚò{ÉÇ®ú for
fore-arm. TSM counts this ¡sana
among the sixteen principal ¡sanas and
one of the ten important ¡sanas enume-
rated by VasiÀ¶ha. While discussing its
technique HP, GS, TSM as well as VS
seem to have an identical view and all
have quoted almost the same verses.

ku¶il¡ng¢ EÖòÊ]õ±ÉÉÆMÉÒ (HP III 100), having
crooked form (nature). One of the seven
names of ku¸·alin¢. Other six are
ku¸·al¢, bhuja´g¢, ¿akti, ¢¿var¢,
ku¸·alin¢ and arundhat¢. The
meaning of ku¶il¡´gi can be explained
with reference to its two stages-
dormant and awakened: (1) it is
crooked in the form because as long as
it is lying dormant it is the cause of
bondage, suffering and death etc., (2)
when it is awakened it ascends from
m£l¡dh¡ra through suÀumn¡ which
is curved in nature as it runs along the
curved spinal cord.

ku¸·al¡k¤tisaÆsth¡na EÖòhb÷±ÉÉEÞòÊiÉºÉÆºlÉÉxÉ
(BY IX 9), residing in the place of
coiled serpent (ku¸·al¢). The ¡tman
in the form of bindu is situated in this
place.

ku¸·alin¢-1 EÖòhb÷Ê±ÉxÉÒ-1 (ku¸·al¢ EÖòhb÷±ÉÒ)
(DU IV 11, VI 42; G 30; BVU 74; TSM
62; HP II 66, III 1-2, 100-19; GS III
39, 49, 51, 56, V 68, VI 16, 18; YKU I
7-8; YCU 35-6, 39, 44; YSU  I 82-3,
85, VI 3, 55; SAU I (4) 8, 9, (7) 36: VU
V 22, 51), special ability which, when
evoked, starts a series of tactual
sensations in the back travelling up to
the brahmarandhra in the head. This
activity is sensed by the yog¢ like a
pip¢lik¡spar¿a Ê{É{ÉÒÊ±ÉEòÉº{É¶ÉÇ  (creeping of
an ant).
According to BVU, ku¸·alin¢ is to be
moved by exerting pressure on the
tongue which is raised and turned
upwards. UpaniÀadbrahmayog¢ exp-
lains this by commenting that only
when ku¸·alin¢ rises above its seat the
soul is liberated and that until she has
not left her seat mukti is impossible,
and the person returns after death. TSM
describes ku¸·alin¢1 as n¡gar£p¡   xÉÉMÉ-
°ü{ÉÉ, aÀ¶aprak¤tir£p¡ +¹]õ|ÉEÞòÊiÉ°ü{ÉÉ and
mahojval¡ ¨É½þÉäV´É±ÉÉ. Prak¤ti is called
aÀ¶aprak¤ti because it is the potentia-
lity of mahat, aha´k¡ra, indriya and
the five bh£tas etc. i.e. the five tan-
m¡tr¡s and the corresponding mah¡-
bh£tas.
According to YKU, ku¸·alin¢1 (ima-
gined as a snake) holds her tail in her

ku¶il¡ng¢ ku¸·alin¢-1
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mouth and her head is set against the
m£lakanda which is compared to a
kamalakanda Eò¨É±ÉEòxnù most probably
because the ovary of the flower sticks
to its stalks. Ku¸·alin¢ blocks the
opening of the passage along the
suÀumn¡ to the head, which is un-
covered if the suÀumn¡ is raised up a
little by yoga4. According to DU,

ku¸·alin¢1 is situated 1 2
1 " below

n¡bhikanda and lies there surrounding
the sides of the kanda as if asleep,
covering the lower end of the passage
leading to the brahmarandhra by her
mouth. The fire kindled by arresting
v¡yu1 in the middle of the m£l¡dh¡ra
is blown towards ku¸·al¢1 and rouses
it. According to this text, ku¸·alin¢ is
never completely inactive, as even
when asleep it is supposed to be the
energy behind the ten v¡yus1. GS
considers ku¸·alin¢1 to be a power
which is inherent in everybody, but
which only the yog¢s avail of. It is
imagined as a serpent shaped Goddess
who sleeps in the m£l¡dh¡ra coiling
herself 3 2

1  times. So long as this power
is not aroused even crores of yogic
practices do not produce jµ¡na and the
yog¢ remains a brute. This closed door
is to be opened by ha¶hayoga as if by
a key. Brahmadv¡ra is opened only
by ku¸·alin¢1 being aroused; and this
can be achieved by the practice of
¿aktic¡lin¢mudr¡.
Thus, ku¸·alin¢1 is the potentiality of
an experience, and for this reason it is

called a ¿akti. But those who have had
the experience do not call it an experie-
nce which in only a matter of cutaneous
sensations. They say that it is a unique
experience. It appears that the unique-
ness of the experience lies in its fullness
and richness. It has been said that in a
fully fledged ku¸·alin¢1 arousal, along
with the v¡yu1 rise agni, life force and
all; in fact the whole being of a yog¢.
Such an experience will no doubt be
unique. It is said to bring the Supreme
Realization to the yog¢.

ku¸·alin¢-2 EÖòhb÷Ê±ÉxÉÒ-2 (ATU 5; MBU I
(2) 6), an imperceptibly thin structure
inside suÀumn¡ resembling a fibre of
lotus stalk but luminous like 10000000
(a crore) flashes of lightning. Accor-
ding to this text, seeing that fire by
manas1 one gets rid of all one's sins
and gets liberation from the cycle of
birth and death.

ku¸·alin¢-3 EÖòhb÷Ê±ÉxÉÒ-3 (SSP IV 13, 14),
the power of áiva. This is spoken of as
having two aspects - aprabuddha
(dormant) and prabuddha (actively
intelligent). In its dormant aspect it gets
manifested in the human body in the
form of consciousness which is by
nature beset with anxiety, engaged in
various wordly activities, and has
mysterious nature and hence called
ku¸·alin¢ (cf. ku¶il¡ng¢). The same
ku¸·alin¢, when aroused (prabuddha)
through yogic practices, becomes
transcendental in the sense that through
piercing nine cakras she reaches
brahmarandhra and unites with áiva.

ku¸·alin¢-1 ku¸·alin¢-3
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ku¸·al¢ EÖòhb÷±ÉÒ (VS II 16), serpent power.
A unique energy which is supposed to
remain dormant but for the spiritual
advancement sake needs to be awake-
ned. According to VasiÀ¶ha, it is coiled
eight times representing eight prak¤tis
(cf. aÀ¶aprak¤ti) and is supposed to be
the source of all knowledge because it
consists of all the devan¡gar¡ scripts
right from 'a' + to 'kÀa' IÉ (ak¡r¡dikÀa-
k¡r¡nt¡ +EòÉ®úÉÊnùIÉEòÉ®úÉxiÉÉ).

ku¸·al¢sth¡na EÖòhb÷±ÉÒºlÉÉxÉ (VS II 15, 16),
location of ku¸·alin¢. Traversely
above the m£lacakra and below the
navel is the place of ku¸·alin¢.

kumbhaka-1 EÖò¨¦ÉEò-1 (HP II 44, 52, 67,
71, 72, 75, 77; SAU I (6) 1, (7) 2; YKU
I 19, 21, 29, 31, 37, 39, 40, 47, 54-5;
YTU 37, 43, 50, 68-9; ANU 9, 13; G
47; MBU I (1) 6, II (2) 2; BVU 21, 55;
VU V 18, 59; YCU 101, 103; DBU 21,
31; TSM 101, 139, 142, 148; DU VI
13; GS III 45, V 40, 42, 49, 50, 52-4,
59, 71, 73, 76-8, 87), pause in breathing.
It is one of the three phases of
pr¡¸¡y¡ma2, the other two being
recaka and p£raka1. It is of two kinds;
(1) along with recaka and p£raka1,
that is sahita, and (2) without them, that
is kevala. So long as the second does
not come of its own accord, the yog¢ is
advised to practise the first.
When kevalakumbhaka1 comes of its
own accord the yog¢ is said to have
achieved everything and his ku¸·a-
lin¢1 is said to have arisen.
Eighty kumbhakas1 are prescribed

four times a day, i.e. 320 everyday. But
there is a strict injunction for raising
the number extremely gradually. Kum-
bhakas1 are to be performed everyday,
even on the first day of starting
pr¡¸¡y¡ma2. The yog¢ is advised to
begin with ten rounds of each on the
first day. Five more rounds of each
should be performed everyday. No limit
is generally prescribed. According to
YTU, the duration of kumbhaka1 is to
double that of p£raka1. Thus, 320
rounds of the complete pr¡¸¡y¡ma2

of 112 m¡tr¡s1 are prescribed in
twenty-four hours for perfection in
pr¡¸¡y¡ma2. This will take at least ten
hours of the yog¢'s time out of the
twenty-four. If a yog¢ succeeds in
kevalakumbhaka, then nothing is
impossible for him in the world. When
the gha¶¡vasth¡ is reached the yog¢ is
advised to perform kevalakumbhaka
only once in twenty-four hours.
Kumbhaka is said by YTU to be an
integral part of praty¡h¡ra, mah¡-
vedha as well as mah¡bandha. For
ANU, kumbhaka1 is not only stopping
of breath, but stopping of all activities
of limbs also. Breathing can be stopped
while swimming, but that will not be
kumbhaka1. The use of the word
cintayet ÊSÉxiÉªÉäiÉÂ in this text shows that
kumbhaka is a state of dhy¡na too.
MBU prescribes kumbhaka for
manolaya ¨ÉxÉÉä±ÉªÉ (cessation of citta-
v¤ttis) which appears to be sam¡dhi1

following upon divyar£padar¿ana

ku¸·al¢ kumbhaka-1
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Ênù́ ªÉ°ü{Énù¶ÉÇxÉ  (seeing an internally aroused
light) and divya¿abda¿rava¸a Ênù´ªÉ¶É¤n-
ù¸É´ÉhÉ (hearing an internally aroused
sound, cf. Vy¡sa). Practice of amanas-
kayoga leads to a spontaneous kum-
bhaka, according to this UpaniÀad.
The time recommended by YCU for
p£raka is 12, for kumbhaka 16 and
for recaka 10 m¡tr¡s.
In DBU 21, viÀ¸u is said to be kum-
bhaka1, but in 31, contemplation of
brahm¡ is prescribed while holding the
breath. In 20, however, contemplation
of 'om', which is in the middle of the
body and is surrounded by tongues of
fire, is prescribed while doing kum-
bhka1. TSM considers kumbhaka1 to
be a phase of the four-fold kle¿ana of
v¡yu, the other three phases being
recana in the beginning, p£ra¸a {ÉÚ®hÉ
and recana in the end. Kumbhaka1

comes after the first two and before the
fourth phase. In this condition the body
is (we would now the lungs are) filled
with air like a pitcher full to the brim.
If a yog¢ succeeds in performing eighty
kumbhakas1 four times, even for one
day, he is said to obtain a condonation
for all his sins. Continuance of this
practice for more than three years
makes a man pr¡¸¡y¡mapara |ÉÉhÉÉªÉÉ¨É{É®ú
(adept in pr¡¸¡y¡ma).

kumbhaka-2 EÖò¨¦ÉEò-2 (VU V 57, 61;
TBU 33), seeing the brahman (=
taking resort to Him = withdrawing into
Him). This UpaniÀad preaches that
p£raka and recaka should be merged

in kumbhaka. That will be the 'so'
ham' ºÉÉä%½þ¨ÉÂ (I am Brahman) with
which the yog¢ is advised to be satu-
rated. This is a strictly Ved¡ntic view.
TBU thinks that the nai¿calya xÉè¶SÉ±ªÉ
v¤tti ("I am Brahman") is the only
kumbhaka which a perfect yog¢ may
practise.

kumbhaka-3 EÖò¨¦ÉEò-3 (GS V 46, 68, 71,
74, 96, VII 10), pr¡¸¡y¡ma in general
including more than one phase.

kumbhik¡ EÖòÎ¨¦ÉEòÉ (GS III 47), encircled.
As a successful result of the practice
of pr¡¸¡y¡ma, ku¸·alin¢ as if gets
encircled (kumbhik¡) by pr¡¸a which
leads to its arousal and activation.

kumbh¢kara¸a EÖò¨¦ÉÒEò®úhÉ (TSM 108), to
perform kumbhaka.

kurukÀetra EÖò¯ûIÉäjÉ (DU IV 49), the region
of breast (kuca) is termed kurukÀetra.
This has been recognised as one of the
holy places in one's own body
(¡tmat¢rtha).

kulapaµcaka EÖò±É{ÉÆSÉEò (SSP I 49), the five-
fold subject-object totality that consti-
tutes the entire universe and activates
it. They are sattva, rajas, tamas, k¡la
and j¢va.

ku¿ala EÖò¶É±É (VB, VM II 27), adept. The
puruÀa who has acquired the seven-
fold intuitive insight (saptadh¡ prajµ¡)
is known as ku¿ala. It also means
'liberated' since it transcends gu¸as.
Vy¡sa equates this stage of puruÀa
wherein involution or pratiprasava
has taken place.

kuh£ EÖò½Úþ (G 19, 22; VU V 23; YSU V 26;

kumbhaka-2 kuh£
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DU IV 8, 14, 15, 38; YCU 17, 20; SAU
I (4) 9, 11; VS II 31, 34), one of the
principal n¡·¢s. According to SAU, the
n¡·¢s surround the ku¸·alin¢ and
spring from it. Kuh£ is said to be in
front of the suÀumn¡ and to extend up
to the genitals.
According to VS, one of the fourteen
important n¡·¢s, situated in front of
suÀumn¡n¡·¢. Its range extends from
kanda to the end of the penis. G
considers kuh£ to be situated in the
li´gade¿a and all the n¡·¢s to arise
from the kanda. Reading G 16 and 19
together, it appears that kuh£ runs from
kanda to the li´gade¿a, and all the
nervous impulses running between
kanda and li´gade¿a are said to pass
along kuh£.
According to Sa´g¢taratn¡kara, kuh£
is the pubic nerve of the sacral plexus
to the left of the spinal cord. For YSU
kuh£ is one of the sixteen principal
n¡·¢s and one of the three which
descend from the n¡bhi. The  function
of kuh£ is here said to be defecation.
Like SAU, DU also speaks of the
sixteen principal n¡·¢s. Kuh£ is here
said to be situated on one side of
suÀumn¡ and its presiding diety is said
to be kÀuddevat¡ IÉÖqäù´ÉiÉÉ (a god).

k£¶a EÚò]õ (YKU II 20), last syllable to
constitute seven-lettered khecar¢-
mantra which consists of ka Eò and sa
ºÉ along with anusv¡ra and forming a
letter IÉÆ kÀaÆ. The other six being h¤Æ
½ÆþÞ, bhaÆ ¦ÉÆ, ¿aÆ ¶ÉÆ, maÆ ¨ÉÆ, paÆ {ÉÆ, saÆ
ºÉÆ.

k£¶asthanitya EÚò]õºlÉÊxÉiªÉ (VB IV 33),
permanent like a rock-here absolutely
permanent, not comparatively perma-
nent as cittas1 are. The cittas1 are per-
manent in so far as they do not die with
the death of every body which they
take. But in the end each one of them
has to undergo pratiprasava and cease
to exist as a citta1. PuruÀa1 are, on the
other hand, eternal. No puruÀa ever
ceases to exist or undergo a change.
This is their k£¶asthanityat¡
(immutable eternity).

k£rma EÚò¨ÉÇ (VS II 42, 53), one of the five
secondary v¡yus in comparison with
five pr¡¸as etc. prominent v¡yus. It
pervades the skin and bones and
winking is due to the function of
k£rmav¡yu.

k£rman¡·¢-1 EÚò¨ÉÇxÉÉb÷Ò-1 (YS III 31), an
organ in the chest below the ka¸¶ha-
k£pa (cf. Vy¡sa). Sthairya results
from saÆyama on this n¡·¢. H¤daya-
pu¸·ar¢ka (lotus) is another name for
this organ (VB I 36). It is not however
clear whether it is what we call today
the heart. Vy¡sa's illustrations and
Pataµjali's word sthairya show that
reference is to the heart working feebly,
not to its function being completely
stopped. Perhaps the heart functions in
a very feeble manner in hybernating
reptiles.

k£rman¡·¢-2 EÚò¨ÉÇxÉÉb÷Ò-2 (VBh III 31), a
place for saÆyama which brings about
stability (of citta). VBh understands it
to be a cakra situated in the h¤daya-

k£¶a k£rman¡·¢-2
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pu¸·ar¢ka in the form of k£rma
because it resides like a ku¸·alita-sarpa
(coiled snake). However, the reference
of this n¡·¢ or cakra is not available
in later yogic texts. According to Dr.
P.V. Karambelkar (Commentary on
Yogas£tras published by
Kaivalyadhama, Lonavla, pp. 398-99),
k£rman¡·¢ means a hollow structure
having a resemblance to the shape of
tortoise. In human physiology, the
stability of body is regulated by the
cochlear structure in the ear. This
somewhat resembles the oval shape of
the tortoise with its extended four legs.

k£rmav¡yu EÚò¨ÉḈ ÉÉªÉÖ (G 24; DU IV 24, 34;
SAU I (4) 12-13; TSM 77, 86; YCU
23, 25), one of the five n¡g¡di v¡yus.
It is supposed to work the automatic
movements of the eyelids (cf.
B.N.Seal's The positive Sciences of the
Ancient Hindus). In DU and SAU its
function is said to be winking, etc. For
GS it is the nervous activity responsible
for opening the eyes-obviously the
winking reflex-as it is also responsible
for closing the eyes. According to TSM,
with the five pr¡¸¡di v¡yus, the five
n¡g¡di v¡yus also course along the
n¡·¢s. The function of the k£rma is
here said to be closing of the eyes.

k£rm¡sana-1 EÚò¨ÉÉÇºÉxÉ-1 (GS II 5, 32; VU
V 15), one of the principal ¡sanas
mentioned by Ghera¸·a. It consists in
placing the ankles contrarywise under
the scrotum and keeping the body (the
trunk), the head, and the neck straight.

k£rm¡sana-2 EÚò¨ÉÉÇºÉxÉ-2 (VS I 67, 80), one
of the ten important ¡sanas enumerated
by VasiÀ¶ha. It consists in covering the
anus with the two ankles and pointing
(resting) feet in opposite direction and
sitting composed.

k¤kara-1 EÞòEò®-1ú (SAU I (4) 12, 13; DU
IV 23, 34; G 24; TSM 77, 87; YCU 23,
25), one of the five n¡g¡di v¡yus. Its
function is said to cause hunger. It may
be contraction of the stomach muscles
which gives the sensation of hunger or
the nervous process responsible for
hunger and thirst. KÀut, the word used
for hunger, also means sneezing. It may
be that k¤kala EòÞEò±É (another reading for
k¤kara) brings about sneezing  as well
as hunger and thirst. TSM considers its
function to be kÀapaya.

k¤kara-2 EÞòEò®ú-2 (VS II 42, 50, 53), one
of the five secondary v¡yus in compa-
rison to five pr¡¸as etc., the prominent
v¡yus. It pervades the skin, bones etc..
Sneezing (kÀut) is the function of
k¤kara.

k¤t¡rtha EÞòiÉÉlÉÇ (YS II 22, IV 32), those
for whom there is nothing more to be
done or known. Here reference is
obviously to cittas1 of the yog¢s who
have attained vivekakhy¡ti and not
fallen from it. For them there are no
pari¸¡mas and hence no d¤¿ya. If they
do not fall from this state up to the time
when they cast their body, they undergo
pratiprasava i.e. they themselves
cease to exist as individual kramas and
hence as pari¸¡mas in any citta1.

k£rmav¡yu k¤t¡rtha
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k¤À¸a EÞò¹hÉ (VB IV 7), one of the three
kinds of actions performed by those
who are not yog¢s. Such actions are
performed by the evil-doers. Like ¿ukla
and ¿ukla-k¤À¸a actions, they are of
the nature of overt behaviour. They
cause injury to others. Actions of the
perfect yog¢s are neither k¤À¸a nor
¿ukla.

ked¡ra EäònùÉ®ú (HP III 23; DU IV 48), the
space between the eyebrows. It has also
been conceived as ¿ivasth¡na (HP IV
48). DU identifies ked¡ra with lal¡¶a
(forehead). This has been recognised
as holy place in one's own body
(¡tmat¢rtha).

keval Eäò´É±É (G 77), absolute, a synonym
for nirgu¸adhy¡na.

kevalakumbhaka-1 Eäò´É±ÉEÖò¨¦ÉEò-1 =
keval¢ Eäò´É±ÉÒ (YKU I 20; HP II 71; GS
V 46, 89-93, 96), one of the two kinds
of kumbhakas1, other being sahita.
Kevalakumbhaka, according to YKU
it comes of its own accord sooner or
later after regularly practising sahita-
kumbhaka1. GS includes it among its
eight kumbhakas1.
Kevalakumbhaka1 of Ghera¸·a (92)
seems to be ¡bhyantara-kumbhaka1

preceded by inhalation through both
nostrils. On the first day the yog¢ is
advised to repeat kevalakumbhaka
until he is able to count up to 64 in the
state of "no respiration". According to
GS, only recaka does not seem to be a
part of kevalakumbhaka1 which may
be performed three, or five, or eight

times everyday. In the beginning the
duration of pause may be only as long
as to enable the yog¢ to repeat mentally
the ajap¡mantra (so'ham) five times;
then everyday, the number of repeti-
tions should be increased by one. In the
manonman¢ state the mantra1 can be
repeated aloud 30 times in a minute.

kevalakumbhaka-2 Eäò´É±ÉEÖò¨¦ÉEò-2 (VS III
26-30; VBh II 51), kumbhaka
irrespective of p£raka and recaka. A
variety of pr¡¸¡y¡ma. VasiÀ¶ha
identifies two types of pr¡¸¡y¡ma-
sahitakumbhaka
pr¡¸¡y¡ma and kevalakumbhaka
pr¡¸¡y¡ma. One has to practise
sahita-kumbhaka until the kevalaku-
mbhaka is attained. Vijµ¡nabhikÀu eq-
uates the fourth variety of pr¡¸¡y¡ma
given by Pataµjali (YS II 51) with that
of VasiÀ¶ha's kevalakumbhaka (asya
ca kevalakumbhaka iti saµjµ¡
vasiÀ¶hav¡ky¡d vyakt¢ bhaviÀyat¢ti
+ºªÉ SÉ Eäò´É±ÉEÖò¨¦ÉEò <ÊiÉ ºÉÆYÉÉ ´ÉÊºÉ¹`ö´ÉÉCªÉÉnÂù
´ªÉHòÒ¦ÉÊ´É¹ªÉiÉÒÊiÉ).

kevalasiddhi Eäò´É±ÉÊºÉÊrù (HP II 71), attain-
ment of the stage of kevalakumbhaka.

keval¢ Eäò´É±ÉÒ (VB, VM, VBh II 27), the
seventh or last prajµ¡ (out of saptadh¡-
prajµ¡). The state beyond gu¸as
(ku¿ala).

keval¢sa´khy¡ Eäò´É±ÉÒºÉ ÆJªÉÉ = ajap¡-
sa´khy¡ +VÉ{ÉÉºÉÆJªÉÉ (GS V 90), 15 per
minute. We are all supposed to be repe-
ating the ajap¡ mantra at the rate of
fifteen per minute. The yog¢ however,
no longer remains bound to this rate of

k¤À¸a keval¢sa´khy¡
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respiration when he is established in
kevalakumbhaka.

kaivalya-1 Eèò´É±ªÉ-1 (YS II 25, III 50, 55,
IV 26, 34; SK 17, 19, 21,68; ANU 29),
breaking of saÆyoga. It is said to
consist in pratiprasava of citta1 and
svar£papratiÀ¶h¡ of puruÀa1. VB (II
18) speaks of the sukha of kaivalya,
which may be the absence of the
duÅkha consequent on saÆyoga and
nothing more. This seems to be the
s¡´khya theory. According to Pataµ-
jali, aviplav¡ +Ê´É{±É´ÉÉ (established)
vivekakhy¡ti leads to dharmamegha-
sam¡dhi, that to kle¿akarmaniv¤tti
and that to kaivalya. The true signific-
ance of the word, according to ANU,
is existence as one and only one
brahman without m¡y¡ which is only
an illusion. According to this view,
everything is brahman. All else is
m¡y¡. But Pataµjali and Ì¿varak¤À¸a
do not understand kaivalya in this way.
By kaivalya they understand absence
of saÆyoga; and as saÆyoga is not
physical mixture but some kind of
relation, which may better be described
as coming together; though strictly
speaking this too cannot be said of
puruÀa. Kaivalya is separation in the
sense of getting apart of those who had
come together in some way and is,
therefore, of puruÀa1 as well as of
prak¤ti1. Since this coming together is
the source of misery, separation is
necessary and prak¤ti1 itself (Pataµjali
would say citta1 itself) brings it about

by vivekakhy¡ti (seeing the distinction
between him and puruÀa1). We can
have some idea of kaivalya on the
analogy of physical separation. But
what it actually is, only a kevalin Eäò´ÉÊ±ÉxÉÂ
(liberated puruÀa1) knows. Ì¿vara-
k¤À¸a emphasises only its negative
aspect; that is, freedom from pain, but
the other ancient Indian philosophers
emphasise its positive aspect, namely
bliss (= ¡nanda). The meaning seems
to be the same.
Ek¡nt¡tyanto'bh¡va BEòÉxiÉÉiªÉxiÉÉä%¦ÉÉ´É
(complete and final absence) of
duÅkha is ¡nanda which, according
to the ancient Hindus, cannot be had
without kaivalya. According to
Am¤tan¡da-UpaniÀad, kaivalya can be
attained in six months if one practises,
in the prescribed order and in the right
manner, what is taught in this UpaniÀad.

kaivalya-2 Eèò´É±ªÉ-2 (VB III 55, IV 34),
isolation, liberation. SaÆyama on
kÀa¸a and its krama (sequence) results
in removal of impurities and thereby the
self becomes free from dirt (amalaÅ)
and is isolated.

kaivalyajyoti Eèò´É±ªÉVªÉÉäÊiÉ (MBU II (3)1),
rediance of the kaivalya state. When a
s¡dhaka is not conditioned by the triad
i.e., contemplation, contemplator and
the thing contemplated upon, he
experiences non-relational character of
brahman and thus becomes himself
the radiance of kaivalya.

kora¸¶aka EòÉä®úh]õEò (HP I 6), name of a
siddhayog¢ enumerated by Sv¡tm¡-

kaivalya-1 kora¸¶aka
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r¡ma in the text in order to pay
salutations to his predecessor-yog¢s.

koll¡¶ama¸·apa EòÉä±±ÉÉ]ṏ Éhb÷{É (SSP II 27),
region above the forehead (lal¡¶a)
known as koll¡¶ama¸·apa. One of the
places for antarlakÀya (which resides
in the body to be meditated upon). The
description suggests that this place is
somewhere in between sahasr¡ra and
¡jµ¡. Most of the ha¶hayogic texts
recognise two more cakras between
the above stated two cakras. Those are
binducakra and the n¡dacakra. It
seems that SSP identifies the region of
koll¡¶ama¸·apa with n¡dacakra
since a particular type of sound is to be
heard while meditating on this point.

ko¿abheda EòÉä¶É¦Éänù = ko¿a EòÉä¶É (TSB 4;
TSM 12, 13), differentiation into
annamayako¿a +xxÉ¨ÉªÉEòÉä¶É (the gross
material body), pr¡¸amayako¿a |ÉÉhÉ¨ÉªÉ-
EòÉä¶É (the vesture of pr¡¸a), manomaya-
ko¿a ¨ÉxÉÉä¨ÉªÉEòÉä¶É (the vesture manas),
¡nandamayako¿a +ÉxÉxnù¨ÉªÉEòÉ ä¶É (the
vesture of ¡nanda). The nature of j¢va
corresponds to the nature of these ko¿as
which are in fact bh£ta vik¡ra
vibh¡gas (modifications in the mah¡-
bh£tas) and in this sense they can be
said to be the vik¡ras of j¢va1. They
can also be said to be the vik¡ras of
áiva, but only in the sense that they
have no existence outside that One
Supreme Reality.

kau¿iki EòÉèÊ¶ÉEòÒ (TSM 74), one of the ten
principal n¡·¢s3. It is here said to run
from the kanda (yonikanda) to the
toes.

krama-1 Gò¨É-1 (YS III 15, 52, IV 32, 33),
a more or less complex system of
gu¸as1 in action which are movements
in prak¤ti1. While in Pataµjali's termi-
nology the word pari¸¡ma stands for
the apparently permanent aspects of
things, his word for the underlying
shape of changes is krama. Y.S. III 15
clearly points to a close correspondence
between pari¸¡ma and krama. Each
complex of movements forming a disti-
nct structure is a krama; and although
it is a system of movements, the system
as that system lasts for some time. That
which is seen as lasting, inspite of unce-
asing change within, is the pari¸¡ma
corresponding to the everchanging
krama. Everything is thus transitory
and yet things are seen as permanent.
Cittas1 too are pari¸¡mas having
kramas corresponding to them; and
s£tra IV 32, therefore, speaks of the end
of the corresponding krama along with
the pari¸¡ma which the k¤t¡rtha
citta1 is. The krama underlies the
pari¸¡ma and can be known and
understood only when the citta1 sheds
its pre-occupation with the pari¸¡ma
(YS IV 33). All of us with a few rare
exceptions live in the world of
pari¸¡mas of our own making; but the
pari¸¡mas are not entirely indepen-
dent of pr¡k¤tika (natural reality
outside). The system of beliefs which
any one of us entertains is a system of
pari¸¡ma-a system of kramas within
kramas as we understand it. That diff-
erent cittas2 may understand or perc-

koll¡¶ama¸·apa krama-1
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eive the same system of kramas in
different ways is a different matter.

krama-2 Gò¨É-2 (VB III 52), continuous-
ness. A moment succeeded by another
moment without any interruption is
called krama.

kriy¡-1 ÊGòªÉÉ-1 (YS II 18), movement,
motion, agitation, which is the function
of rajas and one of the three characte-
ristics of d¤¿ya, the other two being
prak¡¿a and sthiti-the functions of
sattva2 and tamas gu¸as1 respectively.

kriy¡-2 ÊGòªÉÉ-2 (SSP I 57), activity. Acti-
vity has been explained to be five fold.
These are memory, effort, action, deter-
mination and performance of action of
one's own family tradition.

kriy¡phal¡¿raya ÊGòªÉÉ¡ò±ÉÉ¸ÉªÉ (YS, VB,
VM II 36), dependence of fruition of
action. Sign of perfection in satya (one
of the five yamas). A man in whom
truthfulness is established becomes the
support for the fruition of action. When
be utters the words 'go to heaven,' the
person addressed goes to heaven, hence
the dependence of the fruition of action
on the very utterance of the man perfect
in truth.

kriy¡yoga-1 ÊGòªÉÉªÉÉäMÉ-1 (YS, II 1), tapas,
sv¡dhy¡ya and ¢¿vara-pra¸idh¡na.
These bring about attenuation of the
kle¿as1 and prompt the yog¢ to make
an effort for attaining sam¡dhi.

kriy¡yoga-2 ÊGòªÉÉªÉÉäMÉ-2 (VBh II 1), yoga
(in the form) of action. VM equates the
yoga of action with niÀk¡makarmayoga
of G¢t¡. According to VBh, kriy¡yoga

is one  of the three yogas enumerated
by G¢t¡. The other two are jµ¡nayoga
and bhaktiyoga.

kr£rav¡yu GÚò®ú´ÉÉªÉÖ (GS I 46), disorders
pertaining to gases in the alimentary
canal. These can be cured by jalavasti.

krodha GòÉävÉ (YS II 34; TBU I 12; MBU I
(2) 1; ANU 27), anger, one of the three
causes of the vitarkas like hiÆs¡, the
other two being lobha and moha.
TBU considers it to be one of the
bh¡vas2 which are perfectly foreign to
a person who has realised the brahman
and is, therefore, brahman himself.
According to MBU, the psychological
treatment for anger is kÀam¡. Anger is
of a physiological origin like k¡ma.
ANU believes krodha to be one of the
seven things which a yog¢ should avoid
scrupulously, the other six being
bhaya, ¡lasya, atisvapna, atij¡gara,
aty¡h¡ra and an¡h¡ra.

kleda C±Éänù (GS I 37), mucus, the disorder
which causes disease. By the practice
of da¸·a dhauti one should throw out
kleda along with kapha and pitta
through the upper passage. This cures
the diseases of the gullet.

kle¿a C±Éä¶É (YS I 24, II 2, 3, 12, IV 28,
30). According to Pataµjali, avidy¡,
asimt¡, r¡ga, dveÀa and abhinive¿a
are the five kle¿as-the five inborn psyc-
hological dispositions. They may for a
longer or shorter period remain vicchi-
nna Ê´ÉÊSUôxxÉ (scattered), tanu or prasu-
pta. But when they are ud¡ra they are
actually prompting behaviour including

krama-2 kle¿a
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cognitions, affections and conations (cf.
VB II 4). The behaviour can be avoided
by dhy¡na (YS II 11), but the kle¿as
themselves go only with pratiprasava
(final disintegration) of the citta1 which
entertains them.

kle¿akarmaniv¤tti C±Éä¶ÉEò¨ÉÇÊxÉ´ÉÞÊkÉ (VB,
VM  IV 30), complete uprooting of
kle¿a (avidy¡ etc.) and karma, that is,
latent deposits of karma either in the
form of ku¿ala or aku¿ala, i.e. good
or bad. This happens only after the
attainment of dharmameghasam¡dhi.

kle¿atan£kara¸a C±Éä¶ÉiÉxÉÚEò®úhÉ (YS II 2),
(for the sake of) enfeeblement of kle¿a.
As a result of the practice of kriy¡yoga
kle¿as are enfeebled.

kle¿ana C±Éä¶ÉxÉ (TSM 94), manipulation
(cf. UpaniÀadbrahmayog¢). Four
phases of v¡yukle¿ana are mentioned
in this UpaniÀad-recana, p£ra¸a,
¿odhana and again recana. Reference
seems to be to sahitapr¡¸¡y¡ma.

kÀa- IÉ
kÀa¸a-1 IÉhÉ-1 (YS III 9, 52, IV 33), the

duration for which a krama continues.
According to Pataµjali, pari¸¡ma,
krama and kÀa¸a correspond to one
another. Every pari¸¡ma is a krama
as we know it, and every krama has a
duration. By performing saÆyama on
the krama underlying a pari¸¡ma and
the time occupied by the corresponding
krama the yog¢s can have an intuitive
knowledge of everything about the
object.
The duration for which a citta1 remains

v¤tti-less is the nirodha kÀa¸a of that
citta1. For that length of time the citta1

remains niruddha (v¤tti-less). Every
niruddha citta is, for the time being, a
nirodha pari¸¡ma. KÀa¸a in this
sense is any length of time-shorter or
longer-for which krama lasts.

kÀa¸a-2 IÉhÉ-2 (VB III 15, 52), the shortest
duration of time - a moment. Vy¡sa's
idea is that time is a succession of
moments. Pataµjali does not speak of
time in these terms. For him there is
only adhvabheda (a dharma being
past, present or future in relation to
another dharma). Thus time is only a
relation between dharmas.

kÀa¸a-3 IÉhÉ-3 (VM II 50), moment one
quarter of the time required for the act
of winking (nimeÀakriy¡vacchinnasya
k¡lasya caturtho bh¡gaÅ kÀa¸aÅ ÊxÉ¨Éä¹É-
ÊGòªÉÉ´ÉÎSUôzÉºªÉ EòÉ±ÉºªÉ SÉiÉÖlÉÉæ ¦ÉÉMÉ: IÉhÉ:).

kÀa¸apratiyog¢ IÉhÉ|ÉÊiÉªÉÉäMÉÒ (YS, VB, VM
IV 33), antagonistic to quantum of
moment. Krama is antagonistic to the
quantum of moment. KÀa¸a is discreet
while krama is absence of discreet-
ness, i.e. uninterrupted sequence of
moments.

kÀa¸ikav¡da IÉÊhÉEò´ÉÉnù (VB IV 20), the
theory that there is no abiding reality
behind the momentary phenomena.
Reference is to Buddhism which pro-
pagated this theory.

kÀapa¸aka IÉ{ÉhÉEò (SSP VI 64), variety
of a yog¢, one who has completely sub-
dued one's cittav¤ttis, not afflicted by
attraction or aversion and whose ¡tman
has become pure like ¡k¡¿a.

kle¿akarmaniv¤tti kÀapa¸aka
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kÀapaya IÉ{ÉªÉ (TSM 87), throwing out
(elimination). KÀapayakara¸as is said
to be the function of k¤kara in this
UpaniÀad. According to Ghera¸·a (GS
IV 64), however, the function of
k¤kara in sneezing.

kÀam¡-1 IÉ¨ÉÉ-1 (TSM 32; SAU I (1) 4,11;
VU V 13; DU I 6, 16; MBU I (2) 2),
forgiveness-one of the ten yamas. For
SAU it consists in not minding kind or
cruel behaviour of others, whether they
are friends or foes, and for DU in abse-
nce of all emotions even while one is
being injured by an enemy's behaviour,
evil thought or nasty speech. Pataµjali
speaks of only five yamas. But his
ahiÆs¡ may be interpreted in a wide
sense and thus include kÀam¡.

kÀam¡-2 IÉ¨ÉÉ-2 (VS I 47), forgiveness,
one of the ten yamas. An attitude of
equanimity towards friend and foes.

kÀara IÉ®ú (BG XV 16), perishable. Every-
thing except brahman is perishable.

kÀitijaya ÊIÉÊiÉVÉªÉ (G 69), conquering of
the earth element. As a result of the
practice of dh¡ra¸¡ on p¤thv¢tattva
the yog¢ can move without being obs-
tructed by solids. This is known as
kÀitijaya (cf. GorakÀa¿ataka, published
by Kaivalyadh¡ma, p.39).

kÀipta ÊIÉ{iÉ (VB I 1), one of the five citta-
bh£mis. In this state the mind is so
distracted that it cannot dwell on
anything for any length of time.

kÀ¢ra-1 IÉÒ®-1ú (HP I 62), milk, recommen-
ded as wholesome food for yoga
practitioners.

kÀ¢ra-2 IÉÒ®ú-2 (HP III 83), ambrosia
oozing from the (cavity of skull) naso-
pharyngeal cavity-usually termed as
kap¡lakuhara, a point in ¡jµ¡cakra.
A synonym for bindu referred in the
context of khecar¢.

kÀut IÉÖiÉÂ (YS III 30), Pantaµjali obviously
uses this word for hunger. According
to him, a successful saÆyama on
ka¸¶hak£pa brings to the yog¢ a
perfect control over hunger and thirst.
KÀut is said to be the function of the
v¡yu called k¤kara. One meaning of
the word kÀut is sneezing. The sensory
cells which give us the sensation of
hunger and those which are excited
when we feel like sneezing may both
be governed by k¤kara.

kÀura IÉÖ®ú (KU 1, 18), razor (= that which
cuts). Manas1 and manodh¡ra¸¡ are
compared to a sharp weapon used for
cutting, because it is by means of these
that the yog¢ is advised to cut (1) the
bands at the ankle and knee joints (the
two marmas) as well as (2) at the n¡·¢s
including the suÀumn¡. They all bind
the ¡tm¡2.

kÀetra IÉäjÉ (BG XIII 1; YS II 4), the body.
This has been conceived to be of two
types-gross body (sth£la ¿ar¢ra) and
subtle body (s£kÀma ¿ar¢ra or k¡ra¸a
¿ar¢ra). The gross body is called the
kÀetra because the fruits of action are
reaped therein. According to Yoga-
s£tra, avidy¡ is the breeding ground
for rest of the four kle¿as.

kÀetrajµa-1 IÉäjÉúYÉ-1 (YSU I 134), the indi-

kÀapaya kÀetrajµa-1
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vidual soul. Layayoga consists in its
being merged into brahman. Vy¡sa
(YS II 17, III 49) however, uses the
word kÀetrajµa for puruÀa1 who is
neither brahman of Ved¡nta nor the
buddhi or citta of the s¡´khya-
minded thinkers.

kÀetrajµa-2 IÉäjÉYÉ-2 (BG XIII 26; VS 6,7),
knower of the body, i.e., the embodied
self, the ultimate knower. VS uses this
term as an epithet for j¢v¡tm¡.

kÀetran¡¿a IÉäjÉxÉÉ¶É (VS V 12), destruction
of the gross body, i.e., death. However,
the individual self even after the death
of the body is confined to the subtle or
causal body which resides in air or also
in the fire elements.

kÀetrayoga IÉäjÉªÉÉäMÉ (VS V 17), attachment
of the gross body by the self, i.e.
embodiment. Yoga here means a rare
occasion. Thus acquirement of the body
is a rare occasion to be wisely made
use of for higher purposes.

kÀetr¢ IÉäjÉÒ (BG XIII 33), the soul, the
owner of the body.

kha JÉ
kha JÉ (VS III 55; HP IV 55), ether. This

ether is outside the body-frame and is
the residence of mah¡pr¡¸a. This has
also been equated with the Comic Self.

kha¸·a JÉhb÷ (HP I 8), name of one of the
ha¶hayogins enumerated by Sv¡tm¡-
r¡ma for paying salutation to his
predecessors.

khamadhya JÉ¨ÉvªÉ (HP IV 55; VS III 55),
establishing (oneself) in the Cosmic
Self. According to VasiÀ¶ha, one is ad-

vised to merge the pr¡¸a in mah¡-
pr¡¸a if one is desirous of casting off
the body during the practice of
Kumbhaka.

khamaya JÉ¨ÉªÉ (HP IV 55), identifying
(oneself) with the Cosmic Self.

khy¡ti JªÉÉÊiÉ (VBh I 16), knowledge; here
discriminative knowledge which arises
due to the realization of the insufficien-
cies and inadequacies of empirical
objects.

khegamana JÉäMÉ¨ÉxÉ (GS III 62), the siddhi
acquired by success in v¡yav¢dh¡-
ra¸¡. It consists in the ability to fly in
the air, or move in the outer space,
without the help of any scientific
instrument or an aircraft or a spacecraft.

khecar¢-1 JÉäSÉ®úÒ-1 (GS I 51, III 1, 26-7,
VII 5, 9; YKU 4, 15-16. 18, 23, 25, 43;
YCU 52-7; G 34; YTU 26, 117-8; DBU
80; YSU V 40; HP III 31-2, 36, 38, 40,
41, 52, 53), one of the most important
spiritually oriented mudr¡s.
According to GS, first the tendon
joining the tongue to the lower jaw is
cut. Then the tongue is constantly
moved, rubbed and pulled first with the
hand after applying butter to it, and later
with a pair of pincers. In this way the
tongue is lengthened. This long tongue
is slowly pushed up into the aperture
in the upper palate. With the tip turned
upwards, the tongue is pushed in until
it reaches the kap¡lakuhara between
the eyebrows inside. The gaze is also
fixed on a point inside between the
eyebrows. This is khecar¢mudr¡,

kÀetrajµa-2 khecar¢-1
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which has much in common with
nabhomudr¡. The yog¢ who succeeds
in khecar¢ is free from attacks of
swooning and from thirst, lassitude,
disease, old age and death. His body
becomes divine. It cannot be burnt by
fire or dried up by wind. Water can do
him no injury, snakes cannot bite him.
His limbs acquire handsomeness and
he attains sam¡dhi1 soon. All this is
claimed for khecar¢.
By virtue of this link between the mouth
and the head, the tongue enjoys various
tastes; and this enjoyment increases day
by day. First he enjoys salt and acid,
then bitter and astringent tastes. Then
he tastes butter, ghee, milk, curds, but-
termilk, honey, grapejuice and nectar.
This achievement is that aspect of
r¡jayoga which GS calls ras¡nanda.
It is claimed by DBU that in the yogi
who succeeds in this mudr¡ no
karm¡¿ayas are formed. YCU thinks
that if a yog¢ succeeds in raising his
tongue so as to close the opening into
the chest, the nectar from his head does
not fall into the agni below, nor does
his v¡yu1 escape. Perhaps the meaning
is that his pavanadh¡ra¸¡ is not
broken. It can also mean that his
kumbhaka is not broken.
YKU distinguishes between khecar¢
abhy¡sa and khecarimantrasiddhi
(cf. melana). The former alone, acco-
rding to this text, does not bring
complete success in khecar¢.
Abhy¡sa of khecar¢, according to this

text, begins with stretching the tongue
for seven days. Then the aspirant
obtains a sharp-edged weapon resem-
bling the leaf of the milkhedge-plant
and, after greasing and cleaning it, cuts
the fraenum by a hair's breadth. Then
he leaves it alone, treating it with a fine
powder of myrobalan and rock-salt.
The cut is to be repeated every seven
days. If this process is carried on for
six months the whole of the yog¢'s
fraenum will be cut.
Now the tip of the tongue is covered
with a piece of cloth and pulled gently
and scrupulously at the right time and
in the right way. By pulling for six
months in this way the tongue can reach
the middle of the eyebrows above, the
hollow of the ears obliquely and the
root of the  chin below. If the pulling is
continued for another three years the
tongue will easily touch the hair above,
the ¿¡kh¡ ¶ÉÉJÉÉ obliquely and the throat
below. After being pulled for another
three years the tongue will be able to
cross the forehead and touch the skull
on top, the c£litala obliquely and the
ka¸¶habila below. Ka¸¶habila is
probably the lowest part of the neck and
¿¡kh¡ the tip of the ear. Special
emphasis is laid on this elongation of
the tongue being done by slow steps
gradually. Trying to pull out the tongue
all at once may prove fatal. All this is
khecar¢ abhy¡sa.
G, YTU and YSU do not mention any
cutting or elongating of the tongue.

khecar¢-1 khecar¢-1
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khecar¢-2 JÉ äSÉ® úÒ-2 (MBU II (1) 8),
¿¡mbhav¢. This text does not distin-
guish between ¿¡mbhav¢ and khecar¢
mudr¡s.

khecar¢-3 JÉäSÉ®úÒ-3 (SAU I (7) 15, 17, 39-
42), vaiÀ¸av¢. This text does not distin-
guish between the vaiÀ¸av¢ and
khecar¢ mudr¡s.

khecar¢-4 JÉäSÉ®úÒ-4 (YTU 26), one who
can know the past and the future. This
ability is acquired by practising vajrol¢.

khecar¢-5 JÉäSÉ®úÒ-5 (YCU 82; YTU 127),
that which moves about in ¡k¡¿a (cf.
UpaniÀadbrahmayog¢). According  to
this commentator, the j¢v¡tm¡ is called
khecar¢. The sak¡ra ºÉEòÉ®ú of haÆsa,
which really is the brahman, is the
j¢v¡tm¡ which is khecar¢; while the
hak¡ra is the param¡tm¡. When the
j¢v¡tm¡ (= jantu VÉxiÉÖ = sak¡ra ºÉEòÉ®ú)
repeats the so'ham mantra he be-
comes param¡tm¡. The sky referred
to is obviously the ¡k¡¿a in the head-
not the space outside.

khecar¢b¢ja JÉäSÉ®úÒ¤ÉÒVÉ (YKU II 18), hr¢Æ
(cf. UpaniÀadbrahmayog¢). Twelve
daily repetitions of this mantra make
the yog¢ shed the illusion caused by his
being embodied, according to this
upaniÀad. Complete success in
khecar¢ is attained by 5,00,000 repeti-
tions. Then the yog¢ overcomes all obs-
tacles, pleases the gods, gets free from
wrinkles and grey hair. Even after this
is accomplished the mantrajapa
should not be given up; otherwise the
yog¢ will come to grief. Some yog¢s,

well-versed in yoga, attain success in
khecar¢ by mastering the khecar¢-
mantra (cf. melana) without resorting
to pulling of the tongue. The two toge-
ther bring speedy success. Elongation
of the tongue has to be performed for
12 years, i.e. 144 times, before success
is attained in khecar¢.
On attaining success the yog¢ forgets
himself and sees the entire universe in
his body. (In the curved passage right
above the front teeth where tongue goes
in khecar¢mudr¡, the entire macro-
cosm is seen).

khy¡ti JªÉÉÊiÉ (YS II 5, 26, 28, IV 29),
firmly established belief. Pataµjali has
used this word in his definition of
avidy¡, which consists in the erroneous
beliefs that some objects are ever-
lasting, that there are pure things that
there really is sukha in the world and
that the citta1 is the real self. In fact,
with the exception of puruÀa1, there is
nothing everlasting, perfectly pure,
really blissful, or of the nature of the
true self.
Vivekakhy¡ti is the firm belief that
puruÀa1 and citta1 are absolutely
distinct and different entities.

ga- MÉ
gagana MÉMÉxÉ (G 42, 85-87), one of the nine

dhy¡nasth¡nas. Verses 86 and 87
mention all the 9 of them, but in 78 to
85 only seven sth¡nas (spots) are
mentioned. Here gha¸¶ik¡sth¡na and
lampik¡sth¡na above the throat are
not separately mentioned, though

khecar¢-2 gagana
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vi¿uddha is said to be in the gha¸¶ik¡-
madhya. Gagana is the highest of the
nine centres, and gaganagati MÉMÉxÉMÉÊiÉ
(moving)  is, therefore, raising of the
pr¡¸av¡yu to gagana. The adept does
it instantaneously whenever he likes.
The quickness of the action is described
in the words ekena  ¿v¡sam¡tre¸a BEäòxÉ
¶´ÉÉºÉ¨ÉÉjÉähÉ (instantaneously) which is the
alternative reading given in the footnote
of the text.

gajakara¸¢ MÉVÉEò®úhÉÒ (HP II 26). Though
this performance resembles Ghera¸·a's
vamanadhauti, it is not called a dhauti
by HP. According to this text, vomiting
the contents of the stomach by raising
the ap¡nav¡yu to the throat is gaja-
karan¢ and a regular practice of this
action brings the nerve-plexus under the
control of the yog¢. It appears that in
this context, ap¡nav¡yu means no-
thing more than the effort to bring up
and throw out the contents of the
stomach. It is considered by some phy-
siologists to be an act of anti-peristalsis.

gativiccheda MÉÊiÉÊ´ÉSUäônù (YS, VB, VM,
VBh, II 49) suspension of movement
(of inhalation and exhalation). Vy¡sa
explains it as absence of both (ubhay¡-
bh¡vaÅ). V¡caspati, basing his comme-
ntary on Vy¡sa, enumerates three kinds
of suspensions. According to VBh, the
word or the meaning of the word gati
is redundant here. Therefore, the word
refers to suspension only. The suspen-
sion of the natural inhaling and exhaling
is called pr¡¸¡y¡ma (sv¡bh¡vika

¿v¡sapra¿v¡sayoÅ pratiÀedhaÅ
pr¡¸¡y¡maÅ º´ÉÉ¦ÉÉÊ´ÉEò¶´ÉÉºÉ|É¶´ÉÉºÉªÉÉä: |ÉÊiÉ¹ÉävÉ:
|ÉÉhÉÉªÉÉ¨É:)

gandha-1 MÉxvÉ-1 (TSB 6), the k¡rya1

(function) of agni4 obviously in the
form of ghr¡¸a which is one of the
aÆ¿as1 (components) of agni4. It is,
therefore, said to be the viÀaya of the
ghr¡¸endriya (the olfactory organ).

gandha-2 MÉxvÉ-2 (TSB 5, 9), one of the
five components of ap (water) that
which is connected with aha´k¡ra1.
According to this UpaniÀad, gandha2

is also the name of the jaivatanm¡tr¡
in the ghr¡¸a indriya. It corresponds
to gandha.

gandha-3 MÉxvÉ-3 (VB I 45, II 19), the
avi¿eÀa of the vi¿eÀa p¤thiv¢. It is one
of the five tanm¡tr¡s, gandha tan-
m¡tr¡ having the characteristics of all
the other tanm¡tr¡s.

gandha-4 MÉxvÉ-4 (VB I 35), smell. Sensa-
tion of smell is said to be possible beca-
use the gandhajaivatanm¡tr¡ is there
in the nose (TSB and G). When a sensa-
tion of smell is centrally aroused it helps
dh¡ra¸¡ and gives repose to the mind.

gandhasaÆvit MÉxvÉºÉÆÊ´ÉiÉÂ (VB, VM, VBh,
I 35), consciousness of transcendental
smell. This is acquired through the con-
centration at the tip of the nose. This
further leads to the repose of mind
(manas¡sthitinibandhana). VB enume-
rates other four types of consciousness
also-rasasaÆvit, r£pasaÆvit,
spar¿asaÆvit and ¿abdasaÆvit.

gamana MÉ¨ÉxÉ (TSB 6), the k¡rya1 (fun-

gajakara¸¢ gamana
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ction) of p¤thv¢, obviously in the form
of p¡da which is one of the aÆ¿as1

(components) of p¤thv¢. It is also said
to be the viÀaya4 of the p¡dakarme-
ndriya (action-organ). Ì¿varak¤À¸a's
word for gamana is vihara¸a.

garu·¡sana MÉ¯ûb÷ÉºÉxÉ (GS II 5, 37), one
of the thirty-two ¡sanas1 enumerated
by Ghera¸·a. It consists in pressing the
ground with legs and thighs, keeping
the body steady with the help of the two
knees, and placing both hands on the
knees.

g¡ndh¡r¢ MÉÉxvÉÉ®úÒ (VU V 26; YSU V 21;
YCU 17, 19; TSM 71; SAU I (4) 9, 11;
DU IV 8, 17, 22, 38; G 18, 20 VS II 31,
38), one of the principal n¡·¢s2. Acco-
rding to VU, it runs between suÀumn¡
and sarasvat¢, not exactly to the left
of suÀumn¡ but a little backwards.
YSU considers it to be one of the six-
teen principal n¡·¢s2. It goes from the
n¡bhicakra to one of the eyes, proba-
bly the left. The n¡·¢2 which goes to
the other eye-probably the right, is
hastijihv¡. TSM supposes g¡ndh¡r¢
to run along the suÀumn¡ in front of it.
SAU believes it to be one of the four-
teen important n¡·¢s2 and to extend
from behind the i·¡1 to the inside of
the left eye.
According to sa´g¢taratn¡kara (144-
156) and Yog¡r¸ava, it is one of the
fourteen most important nerve ends of
the sympathetic chain which is suppo-
sed to stretch from the cornea of the
left eye to the left leg.

g¡yatr¢-1 MÉÉªÉjÉÒ-1 (ANU 10), tatsaviturva-
re¸yaÆ bhargodevasya dh¢mahi. dhiyo
yo naÅ pracoday¡t iÉiºÉÊ´ÉiÉÖ́ ÉÇ®äúhªÉÆ ¦ÉMÉÉæ näù´ÉºªÉ
vÉÒ¨ÉÊ½þ. ÊvÉªÉÉä ªÉÉä xÉ: |ÉSÉÉänùªÉÉiÉÂ (we meditate
upon the brilliance of god Savit¡. May
He enlighten our intellect). According
to ANU, this mantra1 along with the
pra¸ava, the vy¡h¤tis and the ¿iras is
to be repeated thrice during each
pr¡¸¡y¡ma2. It is to be repeated once
during inhalation, once during exhala-
tion and once while holding the breath.

g¡yatr¢-2 MÉÉªÉjÉÒ-2 (GS V 84; YCU 33,
35), ajap¡.

g¡yatr¢-3 MÉÉªÉjÉÒ-3 (SAU I (6) 3), the
goddess g¡yatr¢, whom the yog¢ prac-
tising pr¡¸¡y¡ma2 sees in front of him
while reciting om2. She is described as
young, wielding a stick in her hand,
riding a swan and of the colour red. She
spreads a moonlight-like lustre all
around.

g¡yatr¢-4 MÉÉªÉjÉÒ-4 (VS III 5; BY IV 1-
82), name of a goddess (recognised as
g¡yatr¢). The embodied female deity
of the first letter of pra¸ava. According
to VS, a g¡yatr¢ has to be meditated
upon during the p£raka phase of
pr¡¸¡y¡ma. She is chaste adolescent
female figure of sixteen years, having
red complexion, riding on a swan and
holding a stick in her hand. VasiÀ¶ha
has personified all the three letters of
pra¸ava amongst which 'a' +  is
personified as g¡yatr¢. The application
of g¡yatr¢ mantra during pr¡¸¡-
y¡ma has been emphasised by BY in
different and various ways (cf. BY).

garu·¡sana g¡yatr¢-4
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g¡rhapatya MÉÉ½Çþ{ÉiªÉ (BVU 4), one of the
three sacred fires. This is kept alive on
the west side of the altar for all the
twentyfour hours, covered with ashes
when the daily worship is not going on.
Its pit is circular in shape.

gir¡mauna ÊMÉ®úÉ¨ÉÉèxÉ (TBU 22), ordinary
silence, silence about everything. This
is the characteristic of ignorant people
and is not a yog¡´ga, Mauna in this
context is silence about the nature of
the one Superme Reality.

gu¸a-1 MÉÖhÉ-1 (YS II 19, IV 13, 32, 34;
VB II 15; SK 11; G 28; VU I 11; TSB
9), sattva2, rajas1 and tamas2. VB has
made it clear that gu¸as1 in action are
movements and Pataµjali seems to
believe that the action of gu¸as1 con-
sists in innumerable movements of diff-
erent velocity. Most probably, accor-
ding to him, sattva2, rajas1 and tamas2

are bands of relatively higher and lower
frequencies corresponding to the
motions that they are.
These three are strictly relative terms-
sattva2 corresponding to the relatively
highest, tamas2 the comparatively low-
est and rajas the intermediate freque-
ncies. Hence the justification for the
G¢t¡ speaking of s¡ttvika (related to
sattvagu¸a), r¡jasika ®úÉVÉÊºÉEò (related
to rajas gu¸a) and t¡masika iÉÉ¨ÉÊºÉEò
(related to tamas gu¸a) men, foods,
charities, sacrifices, etc. VB also consi-
ders the relative predominance of the
three gu¸as1 to be responsible for
¿¡nta, ghora and m£·ha v¤ttis1.

According to Pataµjali, the d¤¿ya, with
which puruÀa1 has saÆyoga (a begin-
ningless relation), consists of gu¸as1.
SK regards the trigu¸a1 quality to be
one of the six characteristics common
to pradh¡na (primal nature) and
vyakta (manifest nature).
VU believes the gu¸as1 to be three of
the 96 tattvas2, and according to Go-
rakÀa, they are the prak¤ti1 with which
puruÀas1 have saÆyoga. He thinks
that ku¸·alin¢1 when aroused-rises
upwards and the yog¢ is conscious of it
on account of the praj¢vagu¸a, i.e. the
dominant gu¸a, which dominance he
has acquired after a long endeavour.

gu¸a-2 MÉÖhÉ-2 (G 77), imagery. Sagu¸a
dhy¡na is contemplation of the Sup-
reme Being (¡tm¡) while imagining an
element (tattva1) in one of the cakras
in the body or, for that matter,
imagining any other object; while
nirgu¸a dhy¡na is meditation of the
Supreme Being without entertaining
any image whatsoever.

gu¸a-3 MÉÖhÉ-3 (TSB 9). In TSB 9, ¿abda,
r£pa, rasa and gandha are said to be
the gu¸as of the five antaÅkara¸as.
Gu¸a1 in this sense is an indirect con-
nection. The antaÅkara¸a jµ¡t¤tva is
connected with the mah¡bh£ta ¡k¡¿a
and that with the viÀaya4 known as
¿abda.

gu¸akarmavibh¡ga MÉÖhÉEò¨ÉÇÊ´É¦ÉÉMÉ (BG III
28, IV 13), classification of the people
on the basis of the dominant gu¸as in
their action. People can be classified on

g¡rhapatya gu¸akarmavibh¡ga
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the basis of permutation and com-
bination of three gu¸as (sattva, rajas
and tamas) in their action in several
numbers of types, but BG speaks of
only four.

gu¸aparva MÉÖhÉ{É´É Ç (YS II 19), vi¿eÀa,
avi¿eÀa, li´gam¡tra and ali´ga, which
are the different concepts of the uni-
verse at different levels of metaphysical
analysis and differentiation. The ali´ga
form of the gu¸as1 differentiates and
manifests itself in the form of li´ga-
m¡tra which, in its turn, appears as the
avi¿eÀas, which manifest themselves as
the vi¿eÀa. It appears that the vi¿eÀas
are the discrete individual selves, living
bodies and lifeless objects, the avi¿eÀas
being the comparatively undifferenti-
ated matter (called mah¡bh£tas and
tanm¡tr¡s) which takes the forms of
the vi¿eÀas. Li´gam¡tra is the still
more undifferentiated matter in which
appear both psychical and physical
vi¿eÀas and avi¿eÀas. Ali´ga is the
completely undifferentiated mass of
prak¤ti1 (nature), about which nothing
more can be said.

gu¸aprav¤ddha MÉÖhÉ|É´ÉÞrù (BG XV 2),
nourished by the gu¸as. The world-tree
(saÆs¡rav¤kÀa) is nourished by or
activated by the three gu¸as,-sattva,
rajas and tamas. These are the material
cause (up¡d¡na k¡ra¸a) of the world.

gu¸abhokt¤ MÉÖhÉ¦ÉÉäCiÉÞ (BG XIII 14), ex-
periencer of the gu¸as,-sattva, rajas
and tamas. Though the jµ¡t¡ (knower,
the self) is devoid of the gu¸as (nir-

gu¸a) yet it is the enjoyer, perceiver
of those sense-objects and the pleasure
and pain related with them which are
caused by gu¸as. Hence (the jµ¡t¡ or
Self) is the enjoyer or experiencer of
gu¸as.

gu¸av¤ttivirodha MÉÖhÉ´ÉÞÊkÉÊ´É®úÉävÉ (YS II 15),
mental conflict - a conflict in the mind
between the v¤ttis1 of sattva2, rajas1

and tamas2 gu¸as. S¡ttvika, r¡jasika,
and t¡masika v¤ttis1 are those in which
sattva2, rajas1 and tamas2 respectively
predominate. Such mental conflicts
being always present in every human
being, life is essentially painful. The
impulses to perform s¡ttvika, r¡jasika
and t¡masika actions are incessantly
clashing with one another in every one's
mind.

gu¸avait¤À¸ya MÉÖhÉ´ÉèiÉÞ¹hªÉ (YS I 16), comp-
lete indifference towards the gu¸as.
Since the citta1 is itself g£¸¡tmaka
(related to gu¸as), gu¸avait¤À¸ya in
this context, is indifference on the part
of the citta1 to its own existence.

gu¸asaÆkhy¡na MÉÖhÉºÉÆJªÉÉxÉ (BG XVIII
19), the science of the gu¸as. Here it
refers to kapila's S¡´khya system of
philosophy, which has been acknow-
ledged as authoritative exposition of the
functionings of the gu¸as.

gu¸asa´ga MÉÖhÉºÉÆMÉ (BG XIII 21), attach-
ment to the gu¸as. The identification
of puruÀa with gu¸as, i.e. prak¤ti le-
ads puruÀa to think 'I am deluded'. This
attachment of puruÀa to what it experi-
ences, -in the form of pleasure, pain and

gu¸aparva gu¸asa´ga
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delusion,-is the root-cause of the cycle
of birth and death.

gu¸¡t¢ta MÉÖhÉÉiÉÒiÉ (VB, VM II 27), trans-
cending of gu¸as. PuruÀa that has
transcending of gu¸as. PuruÀa that has
transcended the gu¸as is called
gu¸at¢ta. Vy¡sa uses a synonymous
term 'ku¿ala' connoting the same.

gu¸¡tm¡ MÉÖhÉÉi¨ÉÉ (VB, VM IV 13), having
gu¸as as the essence.

gu¸¡dhik¡ra MÉÖhÉÉÊvÉEòÉ®ú (VB, VM II 3),
efficacy and mode of functioning of
gu¸as and these are said to be chane-
lised by kle¿as leading to fructification
of action.

guda-1 MÉÖnù-1 (G 11, 37, 86; HP I 22; KU
7; ANU 34; TSM 38), one of the nine
dhy¡nasth¡nas. It is the spot known
as the anus. Contraction of this part is
prescribed for m£labandha. Guda is
the seat of the cakra1 known as
¡dh¡ra. It is perhaps the coccygeal
plexus. KU thinks that this part of the
body along with the two ankles, the two
shanks, the two knees, the two thighs
and the genitals is to be properly
adjusted for getting into a posture most
conducive to raising of v¡yu from
m£l¡dh¡ra to the n¡bhide¿a (navel
region). The anus obviously is to be
contracted, i.e., m£labandha to be
adopted. Guda is supposed to be the
seat of ap¡na1 according to ANU.

guda-2 MÉÖnù-2 (TSB 9), p¡yu.
gupt¡sana-1 MÉÖ{iÉÉºÉxÉ-1 (GS II 4, 20), one

of the thirtytwo asanas1 enumerated by
Ghera¸·a. It consists in inserting the

two feet between the two thighs and the
two shanks and then sitting on the latter
two. In this ¡sana1 the feet are kept
concealed. Hence the name of the
¡sana.
It is a variety of siddh¡sana in which
the generative organs are also advised
to be kept hidden between the two feet.

gupt¡sana-2 MÉÖ{iÉÉºÉxÉ-2 (HP I 37), siddh¡-
sana.

guru-1 MÉȪ û-1 (SK 13), heavy, -one of the
four characteristics of tamas2

As opposed to tamas2, which is descri-
bed as heavy, sattva2 is described as
light.

guru-2 MÉÖ¯û-2 (HP III 125; ATU 15),
teacher, one who imparts the traditional
knowledge. Only the knowledge
imparted through the lips of the guru
is effective. All else is fruitless and in
effective. According to ATU, a true
guru2 must be himself devoted to his
guru2, and who has realised his
puruÀa1, Literally, one is a guru2,
because of one's ability to remove the
darkness of ignorance from the pupil's
mind.

guru-3 MÉ Ö¯û-3 (VBh I 26; SSP V 5),
preceptor. Guru is the one who re-
moves the vikalpa and thereby restores
the equilibrium in citta. According to
SSP, one who directs the disciple to the
right path and removes the eight p¡¿as,
(p¡¿¡À¶aka) is the guru.

gurukulasant¡na MÉÖ¯ûEÖò±ÉºÉxiÉÉxÉ (SSP V
43), sant¡na refers here to tradition.
Thus the word means a long tradition

gu¸¡t¢ta gurukulasant¡na
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of gurus. SSP enumerates five such
traditions. These are; (1) ¡¢ sant¡na +É<Ç
ºÉxiÉÉxÉ, (2) vile¿vara sant¡na Ê´É±Éä¶´É®ú
ºÉxiÉÉxÉ, (3) vibh£ti sant¡na Ê´É¦ÉÚÊiÉ ºÉxiÉÉxÉ,
(4) n¡tha sant¡na xÉÉlÉ ºÉxiÉÉxÉ, and (5)
yog¢¿vara sant¡na ªÉÉäÊMÉ¶´É®ú ºÉxiÉÉxÉ.

gulpha MÉÖ±¡ò (VS III 62, 65), ankle. The
second vital point (marmasth¡na) in
the body. It is located at four and half
fingers above the big toes.

guh¡ MÉÖ½þÉ (VS VI 4, 28, 29), internal void/
space in the heart region. VasiÀ¶ha
suggests to reach the internal void
through the practice of yoga, especially
for those who do not want rebirth.
Establishment of citta in heart region
without any desire for fruit liberates one
from the bondage of birth and rebirth.

g£·hacitta MÉÚføÊSÉkÉ (BY II 62), having
highly contemplating mind, One of the
five kinds of realised souls. Others are:
(1) practising esoteric vows, (2) having
pure heart, (3) engaged in the medita-
tion of om, and (4) practising the
mysterious austerities.

g£·hatapa MÉÚføiÉ{É (BY II 62), mysterious
austerities. Those who practise myste-
rious austerities form one kind of
realised souls (brahmavidaÅ).

g£·hasupta MÉÚføºÉÖ{iÉ (VU IV 16), the last
of the seven stages in progress of yoga4.
After practising yoga4 for a long time,
in the first six stages, the distinction
between j¢v¡tm¡ and param¡tm¡
disappears and the identity of the two
becomes the very nature of the yog¢.
This is the g£·hasupta state.

In this state there is neither existence
nor non-existence, neither self nor
notself. There is no mental functioning
and there is a complete absence of fear
because of non-duality. This is a state
of j¢vanmukti (liberation while alive).

g¤hastha MÉÞ½þºlÉ (SSP VI 35), one whose
home is immovable sky wherein one
dwells permanently and whose spouse
is eternal completeness.

gom¡Æsa MÉÉä̈ ÉÉÆºÉ (HP III 46, 47), literally
means cow's flesh, but here the term
'go' MÉÉä stands for the tongue and its entry
into the t¡lu (roof of the nasopharyn-
geal cavity) is known as gom¡Æsa
bhakÀa¸a MÉÉä¨ÉÉÆºÉ ¦ÉIÉhÉ. This happens
when one attains khecar¢mudr¡.

gomukh¡sana-1 MÉÉä̈ ÉÖJÉÉºÉxÉ-1 (GS II 3, 16;
HP I 20; SS V 9; VU V 16; DU III 1, 3;
SAU I (3) 2), one of the thirtytwo
¡sanas1 mentioned by Ghera¸·a. It
consists in placing the feet on the
ground-the right (ankle) touching the
left side of the back and left (ankle) the
right side, keeping the body steady, and
thus assuming the shape of a cow's mo-
uth. According to VU, gomukh¡sana1

consists in placing the left heel on the
right side of the waist and right heel on
the left side.

gomukh¡sana-2 MÉÉä¨ÉÖJÉÉºÉxÉ-2 (VS I 67,
70), one of the ten ¡sanas enumerated
by vasiÀ¶ha. Its technique lies in assu-
ming erect sitting position and setting
right ankle by the side of the left hip
and vice versa. The position of hands
is neither mentioned in VS nor found

gulpha gomukh¡sana-2
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in HP or GS. In HP (Kaivalyadhama
edition, 1980), it is suggested that the
palms are to be placed on the toes of
the feet so as to resemble the ears of a
cow. This, of course, makes the techni-
que in tune with the name of the ¡sana.

gorakÀa MÉÉä®úIÉ (HP I 5), a prominent yog¢
referred by Sv¡tm¡r¡ma to offer his
salutation to him. GorakÀan¡tha is sup-
posed to be the pioneer of ha¶hayoga.

gorakÀ¡sana-1 MÉÉä®úIÉÉºÉxÉ-1 (GS II 4, 25),
one of the principal ¡sanas1. It consists
in placing the two feet between the two
thighs and the two legs with soles
turned upwards so that they remain
visible, covering the heels scrupulously
with the hands upturned, contracting the
throat (obviously by j¡landhara-
bandha) and gazing at the tip of the
nose. Practice of this ¡sana1 brings
success to a yog¢.

gorakÀ¡sana-2 MÉÉä®úIÉÉºÉxÉ-2 (HP I 53-4),
bhadr¡sana.

gol¡kha MÉÉä±ÉÉJÉ (BVU 73), one of the nine
nervous pathways, called navadv¡-
r¡¸i, in the head. They are to be stop-
ped by khecar¢ mudr¡ for going into
the sam¡dhi1 state.

granthi-1 OÉÎxlÉ-1 (BVU 70; YKU I 67,
85; VU V 65), a hurdle in the way of
v¡yu1 rising along the suÀumn¡. Acco-
rding to YKU, ku¸·alin¢1 has to over-
come these obstacles before it can enter
the suÀumn¡.

granthi-2 OÉÎxlÉ-2 (HP V 5, 13), accumu-
lation of v¡yu at one place in the body.
Improper practice of pr¡¸¡y¡ma leads

the v¡yu to a wrong direction which
results into accumulation of v¡yu at
improper place causing several
functional disorders.

granthitrayabhedaka OÉÎxlÉjÉªÉ¦ÉänùEò (HP II
67), that which pierces through the
three knots. The practice of bhastrik¡
pierces the three knots. In yogic litera-
ture, these knots are known as brahma-
granthi, viÀ¸u-granthi and rudra-
granthi and they are located at the
navel-region, heart region and throat
region, respectively. Since these knots
are recognised as obstacles for free
flow of pr¡¸a along the path of
suÀumn¡, they are to be pierced
through.

graha¸a-1 OÉ½þhÉ-1 (SK 9), taking. The fact
that its material cause is sought if it is
desired to produce anything, proves that
every effect is to be found in its material
cause and nothing else. This is
Gau·ap¡da's interpretation of the word
graha¸a in the phrase up¡d¡nagraha¸a
={ÉÉnùOÉ½þhÉ used in the SK.

graha¸a-2 OÉ½þhÉ-2 (TSB 6), k¡rya1 and
viÀaya4 of the vy¡na aÆ¿a1 of v¡yu1.
It is most probably absorption of the
nutrition by the tissues which is said to
be the function of the vy¡nav¡yu.
Vy¡na is generally described as vy¡p¢
(cf. VB III 39). Absorption also is done
all over the living organism.

graha¸a-3 OÉ½þhÉ-3 (YS I 41; VB I 41, III
47 IV 14), one aspect of cognition as
opposed to the other two aspects, viz.,
grah¢t¤ and gr¡hya. Graha¸a3 is the

gorakÀa graha¸a-3
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act of cognition. In III 47 Pataµjali
distinguishes between cittasvar£pa
and cittav¤ttis and calls the latter
graha¸a3. So does Vy¡sa. In YS I 41,
however, Vy¡sa considers the
indriyas1 to be graha¸a3 and takes the
puruÀa1 to be the grah¢t¤. This is pro-
bably based on the significance of the
locative case as ordinarily understood.
Pataµjali does not seem to have used
the locative in this sense. By the loca-
tive case here he seems to mean "from
among". If out of these three aspects of
cognition one merges into another, the
third automatically disappears. Hence
there is left neither a grah¢t¤ nor any
graha¸a3. Only that which was the
gr¡hya3 remains. This is sam¡patti.
Graha¸¡tmaka gu¸as are gu¸as1

appearing in the form of graha¸a
(indriyas).

grah¢t¤ OÉ½þÒiÉ Þ (YS I 41), the knowing
subject, which is one of the three facets
of cognition, the other two being
graha¸a and gr¡hya. VB, however,
takes grah¢t¤ to be puruÀa1 and disti-
nguishes between grah¢t¤ puruÀas1

and mukta puruÀas1. In this sense,
grahit¤ is not gu¸¡tmaka (of the
nature of gu¸as).

gr¡hya OÉÉÁ (YS I 41) the object cognised.
It is one of the three aspects of cog-
nition. When the grah¢t¤ (the subject)
of cognition merges into it sam¡patti
ensues. Then there is no grah¢t¤-
gr¡hya relation. The gr¡hya alone
remains but no longer as the gr¡hya of

the grah¢t¤. Pataµjali defines sam¡-
patti as tat iÉiÉÂ assuming an existence
in its own right after absorbing the
"tatstha". The tat was the gr¡hya
before the cittav¤tti gave place to
sam¡patti. But in the state of sam¡-
patti it can no longer be called a
gr¡hya. Pataµjali calls it only tat.

gr¡hya¿akti OÉÉÁ¶ÉÎCiÉ (YS III 21), We
perceive objects (which are not
themselves lights), because our eyes are
stimulated by the rays of light reflected
from them. As a result of successful
saÆyama on what Pataµjali calls
k¡yar£pa (light as reflected by a body)
the yog¢ does not allow his body to
reflect any light. In this way his body
remains in complete darkness (cakÀuÅ-
prak¡¿¡samprayogaÅ SÉIÉÖ:|ÉEòÉ¶ÉÉºÉ¨|ÉªÉÉäMÉ:)
and the yog¢ becomes invisible. Thus
by gr¡hya¿akti, Pataµjali means the
ability of the body to reflect the rays of
the light falling on it.

gha-PÉ
gha¶a-1 PÉ]-1õ= gha¶astha PÉ]ºlÉ (GS I 2,

9), yoga4 which Ghera¸·a has taught
to Ca¸·ak¡p¡li. Presumably, gha¶a-
sthayoga is another name for what is
ordinarily known as ha¶hayoga - and
perhaps a better name. In this com-
pound word gha¶a, of course, includes
the mind. It does not mean only the
body. The seven achievements of this
yoga are: Àa¶karma, ¡sana1, mudr¡,
praty¡h¡ra1, pr¡¸¡y¡ma, dhy¡na
and sam¡dhi1 to each of which
Ghera¸·a devotes one chapter of his

grah¢t¤ gha¶a-1
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discourses. In this way while Pataµjali's
yoga is aÀ¶¡´ga +¹]õÉ ÆMÉ, GorakÀa's
Àa·a´ga ¹ÉbÆ÷MÉ, HP's catura´ga SÉiÉÖ®ÆMÉ,
Ghera¸·a's ha¶hayoga is sapt¡´ga
ºÉ{iÉÉÆMÉ.

gha¶a-2 PÉ]-2 (YTU 20, 65, 66, 80; VU
V 71, 74; HP IV 69), one of the four
stages of progress in yoga4, By YTU it
is described as union of pr¡¸a1 and
ap¡na, manas and buddhi1, and
j¢v¡tm¡ and param¡tm¡, the last of
these being further described as the
characteristics of sam¡dhi1. According
to VU, in this state, after piercing the
suÀumn¡ with it the steady yog¢ holds
the v¡yu1 in the head (cf. Ghera¸·a's
nabhomudr¡). According to HP,
while at the first stage his brahma-
granthi is pierced and tinkling sounds
are heard by the yog¢, at this, the second
stage the, viÀ¸ugranthi is pierced and
a mixture of many sounds and the sound
of a kettle drum are heard.

gha¶a-3 PÉ]-3 (GS I 6, 14), the body.
Every living being acquires a body as
the result of his or her own past
karmas.

gha¶a-4 PÉ]-4 (GS I 8), an earthen pot.
Like an earthen pot the body should be
baked hard in the fire of yoga4.

gha¶a¿uddhi PÉ]¶ÉÖÊrù (GS I 8), purification
of gha¶a, that is, the body. Here the
body has been equated with unbaken
jar. In order to attain yoga, it must be
condi-tioned and purified through the
fire of various yogic practices.

gha¶a¿odhanak¡raka PÉ]¶ÉÉävÉxÉEòÉ®úEò (HP

II 23), that which purifies the body. All
the six cleansing processes are the
means to purify the body (cf. gha¶a-
¿uddhi).

gha¶asthayoga PÉ]ºlÉªÉÉäMÉ (GS I 2), the
yoga taught by Ghera¸·a. It is the same
yoga as it called ha¶hayoga by HP.

gha¸¶ik¡ PÉÎh]õEòÉ (G 83, 86), one of the
nine dhy¡nasth¡nas. It is the lowest
part of the throat, the upper parts being
t¡lum£la and the lampik¡ sth¡na
(spot). Vi¿uddha dhy¡nasth¡na is
situated inside the gha¸¶ik¡ sth¡na
(spot).

ghanaprajµa PÉxÉ|ÉYÉ (BY II 88-90), a
synonym for suÀupti stages of conscio-
usness. BY depicts three stages of cons-
ciousness, viz., bahiÅprajµa, antaÅ-
prajµa and ghanaprajµa denoting the
j¡grat, svapna and suÀupti states
respectively.

ghera¸·a PÉä®úhb÷ (GS I 1), expounder of
the gha¶asthayoga. Through his
famous treatise on gha¶ayoga, viz.,
Ghera¸·a SaÆhit¡, Ghera¸·a has also
been recognised as one of the expoun-
ders of ha¶hayoga.

gho·¡col¢ PÉÉäb÷ÉSÉÉä±ÉÒ (HP I 8), name of a yog¢,
mentioned by Sv¡tm¡r¡ma to offer his
salutation to him.

ghora PÉÉä®ú (SK 38), with rajas1 predo-
minant. It is generally believed to be
one of the three kinds of vi¿eÀas, the
other two being ¿¡nta (sattva predo-
minant) and m£·ha (tamas predo-
minant). The mah¡bh£tas are gene-
rally supposed to be the ¿¡nta, ghora

gha¶a-2 ghora
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and m£·ha vi¿eÀas. But according to
Ì¿varak¤À¸a, the s£kÀmas, m¡t¡-
pit¤jas and prabh£tas should be those
three vi¿eÀas which are ¿¡nta, ghora
and m£·ha respectively. He does not
appear to hold that the mah¡bh£tas are
the ¿¡nta, ghora and m£·ha vi¿eÀas.
If the ¿¡nta, ghora and m£·ha vi¿eÀas
are considered to be the mah¡bh£tas,
as is done by V¡caspati Mi¿ra, then that
should all be tamas2 predominant. This
position would not be acceptable to
Ì¿varak¤À¸a.

ghoÀi¸¢ PÉÉäÊ¹ÉhÉÒ (NBU 9), the first m¡tr¡1

of the pr¡¸¡y¡ma2. If a mantrayog¢
¨ÉxjÉªÉÉäMÉÒ dies when he is at this m¡tr¡1

of the oÆk¡ra he is reborn as the heir-
apparent of an emperor. This is how
MBU puts it.

ghr¡¸a-1 QÉÉhÉ-1 (SK 26; TSB 5, 9), one
of the five buddh¢ndriyas (senses), the
other four being cakÀu, ¿rotra, rasan¡
and tvak. It is the olfactory sense. Acc-
ording to TSB, the five buddh¢ndriyas
(senses) are the aÆ¿as1 of vahni and it
is through this aÆ¿a of vahni by means
of pr¡¸a1 that aha´k¡ra1 is said to
reside in p¤thiv¢.

ghr¡¸a-2 QÉÉhÉ-2 (TSM 141), the nose. It
is the part of the body where from the
vyoma sth¡na (spot) begins.

ca-SÉ
cakra-1 SÉGò-1 (G 15, 60, 62, 63, 78, 80;

GS III 34; TSM 60; YCU 6, 13). Of
the nine dhy¡nasth¡nas only four are
specifically mentioned by GorakÀa as
cakras. They are ¡dh¡ra, ma¸i-

p£raka, an¡hata and vi¿uddha. The
seats of these cakras have been
described, but the word cakra1 is not
defined. Presumably these are nerve-
centres which are situated by the side
of or in the spinal cord. But of the
remaining five dhy¡nasth¡nas, four
are the nerve-centres above the spinal
cord, and one in the region of the anus.
Though this word is not defined even
by Ghera¸·a, the fact that he advises
the yog¢ to meditate on the six cakras,
one after the other, clearly shows that
they are what GorakÀa calls dhy¡na-
sth¡nas. TSM uses the word cakra in
the compound dv¡da¿¡racakra,
which is a wheel-like structure with
twelve spokes and is situated in the
n¡bhi. The spokes are supposed to bear
the images of viÀ¸u and other gods.
This cakra is compared to the web of
a spider and j¢va1 is said to wander
through its spokes, which may be the
beginnings of the n¡·¢s2.
Only ten n¡·¢s2 are mentioned in TSM,
while according to GorakÀa, the ten
v¡yus1 operate in the form of j¢va1

through thousands of n¡·¢s2. YCU
mentions the following six cakras1:
¡dh¡ra, sv¡dhiÀ¶h¡na, n¡bhi,
h¤daya, vi¿uddha and bhr£madhya.
The cakras1 revolve by the m¡y¡ of
brahman according to TSM.

cakra-2 SÉGò-2 (SK 67), the potter's wheel.
As the wheel goes on whirling by its
own momentum, even when the potter
has ceased to apply any force, so the

ghoÀi¸¢ cakra-2
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body continues to live so long as the
past saÆsk¡ras have not spent
themselves.

cakra-3 SÉGò-3 (VU V 15, 17), one of the
eleven ¡sanas1 mentioned in this
UpaniÀad. It is just squatting with
folded legs. (sukh¡sana).

cakra-4 SÉGò-4 (VS II 12, 13), wheel of
transmigration, a circle with twelve
spokes that is said to support the body
and is situated at the centre of the navel
(n¡bhi) (cf. kanda). It is from this
circle the individual self (j¢va) is said
to transmigrate due to its merits and
demerits.

cakradh¡ri¸¢ SÉGòvÉÉÊ®úhÉÒ (VS III 6), a
goddess who wears a wheel in her hand.
She is the embodiment and personifi-
cation of the second letter of pra¸ava,
i.e, 'u' Cakradh¡ri¸¢ has to be medi-
tated upon during the kumbhaka phase
of pr¡¸¡y¡ma. She has been depicted
as a young lady of thirty years old with
white complexion and riding on the
eagle.

cakÀu-1 SÉIÉÖ-1 (TSB 5, 9; SK 26), accord-
ing to TSB, one of the five aÆ¿as of
vahni. It is in the form of cakÀu that
the r£pa gu¸a resides in vahni and
exists in the form of vahni. CakÀu is
one of the five buddh¢ndriyas
(senses). A buddh¢ndriya1 is not a part
of the body or a physiological structure.
It is, therefore, neither a physiological
sense-organ nor any other part of the
sensory apparatus; but in Pataµjali's
language a vi¿eÀa of the avi¿eÀa

asmit¡. The cittas are made up of
indriyas.

cakÀu-2 SÉIÉÖò-2 (ATU 5; YS III 21), the
physical eye. A blue light is seen by
the successfully meditating yog¢ on the
spot inside between the two eyes
(ATU). According to Pataµjali, a yog¢
becomes invisible if by force of
saÆyama he prevents rays of light
reflected by his body from falling on
the eyes of others.

cakÀu-3 SÉIÉÖò-3 (ATU 10), the visual ner-
vous apparatus. Brahman in the form
of a white light is seen by the yog¢s by
their manas1 working in cooperation
with the visual nervous apparatus, not
by their eyes.

caµcalatva SÉÆSÉ±Éi´É (G 26; GS VI 19; HP
IV 26), incessant motion. Life is
incessant motion. For this reason it is
difficult to grasp it.
According to Ghera¸·a, when
ku¸·alin¢ reaches above the level of
the eyes, no sensations are experienced
and this is ascribed to its caµcalatva.
What is meant seems to be that,
caµcalatva being a characteristic of
prak¤ti1 in general, different ranges of
velocity of movement act on different
sense-organs, different velocities in the
same range act in different ways on the
same sense-organ so as to produce a
sensation. Some such is the velocity of
ku¸·alin¢1 above the level of the eyes.
As is done in the G¢t¡ also caµcalatva
is ascribed to manas1 in HP.

caturakÀara SÉiÉÖ®úIÉ®ú (BY IX 10), oÆk¡ra

cakra-3 caturakÀara
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consisting of four syllables. BY con-
siders oÆk¡ra as having four syllables,
i.e., a + , u =, m ¨ÉÂ and the anusv¡ra
+xÉÖº´ÉÉ®ú (nasal sound).

catura¿¢ti SÉiÉÖ®ú¶ÉÒÊiÉ (HP I 33), eighty-four.
Sv¡tm¡r¡ma considers eighty-four
¡sanas in all. Eightyfour has become a
legendary number with the writers on
yoga. The number eighty-four thou-
sand or eightyfour lakhs probably mean
innumerable. According GorakÀa, there
are as many ¡sanas as the number of
species of creatures.

caturtha-1 SÉiÉÖlÉÇ-1 (YS II 51), the fourth
pr¡¸¡y¡ma for which it is not at all
necessary to inflate or to empty the
chest. While for the stambhav¤tti-
pr¡¸¡y¡ma2, which VB calls t¤t¢ya
iÉÞiÉÒªÉ (the third) some respiratory move-
ment is consciously or unconsciously
performed before stopping the breath,
the fourth entails no such movement at
all. This ability is acquired gradually
by practising the first three kinds of
pr¡¸¡y¡ma for a long time. Pataµjali's
fourth pr¡¸¡y¡ma2 is the true
kevalakumbhaka1.

caturtha-2 SÉiÉÖlÉÇ-2 (YS II 63), the fourth.
This is related to the term saptamasya,
i.e., fourth syllable of the seventh class
of the letters. The fourth syllable of this
class of letters is 'va' ´É. One is directed
to concentrate upon va ́ É during p£raka
phase from i·¡.

caturdala SÉiÉÖnÇù±É (G 11), with four petals.
The paµkaja (lotus = padma) in the
¡dh¡ra is said to be caturdala. The

epithets padma and paµkaja are
applied by GorakÀa to two cakras only;
viz. ¡dh¡ra and an¡hata.

caturmukha SÉiÉÖ̈ ÉÖÇJÉ (TSB 8), one of the
twelve adhidevat¡s (gods) of the
twelve n¡·¢s2. These gods work the
n¡·¢s2 and are said to preside over
them. Presumably caturmukha is the
god known as brahma.

caturv¡ra SÉiÉÖ́ ÉÉÇ®ú (HP II 11), four times
(in a day), i.e., in the morning, at noon,
in the evening and at midnight. The
s¡dhaka is advised to practise
kumbhaka four times a day.

caturviÆ¿atitattva SÉiÉÖÍ´É¶ÉÊiÉiÉk´É (MBU I
(4) 3), the twentyfour principles.
According to UpaniÀadbrahmayog¢,
they are:
5 jµ¡nendriyas (senses),
5 karmendriyas (action organs),
5 v¡yu1 (kinds of reflexes),
5 mah¡bh£tas (elements), and
4 antaÅkara¸as (internal organs).
In this text they are said to be svakalpita
º´ÉEòÎ±{ÉiÉ (self-made).

caturvy£ha SÉiÉÖ́ ªÉÚÇ½þ (VB, VM II 15, 16),
having four aspects. Just as Ëyurveda
(Indian Science of Medicine) has four
aspects like Disease, Cause of disease,
Absense of disease and the Remedy,
similarly, the yoga-science too can be
explained as having four aspects like, -
saÆs¡ra (cycle of birth and rebirth),
the cause of saÆs¡ra, liberation, and
the means of liberation.

catuÀka SÉiÉÖ¹Eò (HP I 33), a collection of
four. Out of eightyfour legendary

catura¿¢ti catuÀka
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number of ¡sanas, only four are
considered to be most important. These
are siddha, padma, siÆha and
bhadra ¡sanas.

catuÀkala SÉiÉÖ¹Eò±Éþ (BVU 18), the four-the
vi¿va, taijas, pr¡jµa and turya-
aspects (cf.UpaniÀadbrahmayog¢) of
the catuÀkala haÆsa. It is not said
what these four are. Presumably they
are what are generally known as the
four puruÀas1.

catuÀ¶ayasyav¤tti SÉiÉÖ¹]õªÉºªÉ´ÉÞÊkÉ (SK 30),
function of the four, three of which are
(as mentioned in the previous K¡rik¡s)
manas1, buddhi and aha´k¡ra1 and
the fourth, one or more of the ten
indriyas1. Buddhi1 and aha´k¡ra, in
this context, do not stand for what in
the S¡´khya literature are called
mahat and aha¸k¡ra1. Buddhi1 and
aha´k¡ra1 referred to in this K¡rik¡
appear to be the s¡ttvika aha´k¡ra1

and buddhi1, which with manas1 form
the three aspects of antaÅkara¸a.
They are individual-not cosmic-and
catuÀ¶ayasyav¤tti, a mental process in
an individual.

catuÀp¢¶ha SÉiÉÖ¹{ÉÒ`ö (VU V 62), four vital
centres. Between six cakras (from
m£l¡dh¡ra to ¡jµ¡), there are these
centres. In order to have meditation on
sahasr¡ra, one should first pierce
through the three granthis and then
attain these four vital centres which are
below the sahasr¡ra. However, the
names of these p¢¶has have not been
mentioned.

candra-1 SÉxpù-1 = ¿a¿i ¶ÉÊ¶É = somama¸-
·ala ºÉÉä̈ É¨Éhb÷±É (G 55, 66, GS III 30;
HP III 48), one of the nine dhy¡na-
sth¡nas. In G 86 the order in which
the three parts of the throat are given is
candragha¸¶ik¡lampik¡ and in 56
candram¡ is said to be situated in the
t¡lum£la, which is the uppermost part
of the throat. Thus the highest part of
the throat is candra and the lowest
lampik¡; gha¸¶ik¡ coming in the
middle at the level of the Adam's apple
in male human beings. It is most proba-
bly a nervous structure and is supposed
by GS to secrete a nectar which flows
down to the s£rya below and is
consumed there. Vipar¢takara¸¢-
mudr¡-here standing on one's own
head is recommended for preventing
this nectar from flowing down to
s£rya2 in the n¡bhi.

candra-2 SÉxp-2 (G 43, 45; GS I 55) the
left nostril.

candra-3 SÉxp-3 (G 43, 44), the moon. The
yog¢ who calls up the image of the
moon to his mind in the state of
pr¡¸¡y¡ma2 attains bliss. The moon
is supposed to be the presiding deity of
i·¡1 and the somakal¡jala is obviously
nectar, which is supposed to ooze from
the moon in the sky. Here it is said to
ooze from the candra dhy¡nasth¡na
in the body. The ambutattva in the
ka¸¶ha is described as being of the
shape of the 8th (=1/2) moon.

candra-4 SÉxp-4 (HP III 14), left. For
adopting the mah¡mudr¡ pose, first

catuÀkala candra-4
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the anus is pressed with the left heel
and the right leg is stretched. Then the
pose is repeated pressing the anus with
the right heel and stretching the left leg.

candra-5 SÉxp-5 (YSU VI 70), manas1-
which, along with the pr¡¸as1 and the
indriyas1, makes up a single organism-
works as a whole. cf. d¤Àti3.

candra-6 SÉxp-6 (VB, VM III 27), moon.
SaÆyama on moon leads one to the
knowledge of arrangement of the stars.

candra-7 SÉxp-7 (VS II 28, 29), the cool-
ing effect (on the body) of the breath
that flows through the i·¡ (left nostril)
is known as candra (moon) because
moon is a symbol of coolness.

candrasthiratva-1 SÉxpÎºlÉ®úi´É-1 (HP I 27),
stability of candra. Candra is located
at the palate and s£rya in the navel.
Candra is said to be constantly oozing
nectar which is absorbed by the s£rya.
Practice of matsyendr¡sana stabilises
the nectar oozing from candra.

candrasthiratva-2 SÉxpÎºlÉ®úi´É-2 (HP II 78,
III 41-2, 63), another interpretation of
candrasthiratva refers to the stability
of semen. The position of legs in the
matsyendr¡sana prevents the ejacu-
lation of semen thereby leading to
longevity. The term bindu stands both
for semen as well as nectar oozing from
the candra.

caramadeha SÉ®ú¨Énäù½þ (VB IV 7), one who
possesses final body, or highest form
of the body. A sany¡s¢ who renounces
the fruits of action possesses the highest
form of the body. The actions of such a

person can neither be said to be while
nor black.

car¡tmaka SÉ®úÉi¨ÉEò (VS V 32), that which
is mobile in character. The four signs
or r¡¿is of the zodiac, viz., aries,
cancer, libra and capricorn reside on the
left side of the human body and they
are of mobile characteristics.

carpa¶i SÉ{ÉÇÊ]õ (HP I 6), a yog¢ of the
ha¶hayoga tradition, whose name has
been mentioned by Sv¡tm¡r¡ma in
order to offer his salutation.

calad¤À¶i SÉ±ÉoùÎ¹]õ (ATU 6), gaze which is
not directed at one point but shifts from
point to point. If rays of light appear
before a person who, with closed eyes,
tries to see something with his cala-
d¤À¶i, that person also is a yog¢ (cf.
anusandh¡na), though the d¤À¶i is to
be made acala (motionless) in the end.

c¡ndr¡ya¸a SÉÉxpÉªÉhÉ (VS I 54), lunar
phase. This is a particular observance
which is supposed to be very rigorous
(k¤cchra). A person undertaking this
religious act consumes food only ac-
cording to the lunar phases. For in-
stance, on the first day of the lunar
phase, he takes only one mouthful of
food and so on, he gradually increases
the intake of food till the full-moon day;
then he reverses the process and starts
decreasing the quantity till the new-
moon day. This is called k¤cchra-
c¡ndr¡ya¸a-vrata (cf. tapas).

c¡lana SÉÉ±ÉxÉ (HP II 32, 113), manipu-
lating. In HP, tongue is to be length-
ened by the process of chedana

candra-5 c¡lana
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(cutting), c¡lana (moving or rotating),
and dohana (milking) for the success-
ful practice of khecar¢mudr¡.

cikits¡ ÊSÉÊEòiºÉÉ (HP V 1, 2), treatment. The
erroneous practice of yoga, specially
pr¡¸¡y¡ma causes disharmony in
humours leading to several ailments.
The fifth chapter of HP (published in
the Kaivalyadh¡ma edition) suggests
several ways to treat such ailments (cf.
yoga-cikits¡).

cicchakti ÊSÉSUôÎCiÉ = param¡dev¢ {É®ú¨ÉÉ-
näù´ÉÒ (YSU VI 47), one of the five ¿aktis.
This ¿akti has its seat in the middle of
the body (the chest)-not in the middle
of the forehead. J¢v¡tm¡ also resides
here. This is the teaching of YSU.

cit ÊSÉiÉÂ  (ATU 2, 13), though ordinarily
translated as consciousness, it is very
different from what in Western psycho-
logy is called consciousness. Though
v¤tti1 is not an appropriate word for it,
Panca¿ikh¡c¡rya speaks of a jµ¡na-
v¤tti1, which is implied in every
buddhiv¤tti. Pataµjali speaks of
puruÀa's knowledge of the v¤ttis1 of
the citta1 with which it has saÆyoga.
This is a kind of introspection, which
may be cit, as it is not a cittav¤tti.
Brahman is of the nature of cit, sat ºÉiÉÂ
and ¡nanda. We may or may not know
what exactly cit is; but obviously by
citsvar£pa and cijjyoti they mean
brahman. Though it may not be quite
correct to characterise brahman in this
way (cf. Advayat¡rakopaniÀad); for the
purposes of having a working idea of

brahman we can say that it is cit,
which resembles our consciousness, but
which is essentially different from it. It
is some kind of jµ¡na -not knowledge
as we understand this word.

citi ÊSÉÊiÉ = citi¿akti ÊSÉÊiÉ¶ÉÎCiÉ (YS IV 22,
34; VB I 3, 9, III 35), puruÀa1.

citim£la ÊSÉÊiÉ¨ÉÚ±É (VS III 62, 66), upper
end of the shins: tibial tuberosity. This
is the fourth vital point in the body
starting from p¡d¡´guÀ¶ha (cf.
marmasth¡na).

cit¿akti ÊSÉÊiÉ¶ÉÎCiÉ (VB VM IV 34), pure
consciousness i.e., puruÀa. Conscious-
ness in itself is not object oriented.
When all the evolutes of prak¤ti are
dissolved in their cause due to the
realisation of knowledge of puruÀa,
there remains pure consciousness.

citta-1 ÊSÉkÉ-1 (YS I 33, 37, III 1, 9, 11,
12, 19, 34, 38; IV 4, 5, 15-16, 18, 21,
23; VB I 3; TBU I 31, 34, 49), the
transmigrating soul. Pataµjali gives the
name citta1 to the various  individuals,
which are differentiations in asmit¡,
the latter being the matter of which the
various cittas1 are the various forms.
Being a pari¸¡ma, citta1 is also a
mental construct like the other material
and immaterial objects and a very
convenient one too. Sattva2 predomi-
nates in it. Citta1, being the predomi-
nant part of the total d¤¿ya1, are them-
selves called d¤¿ya1 by Pataµjali.
Nevertheless, they are parts of the flux
that prak¤ti is. The ancient Hindu
philosophers did not make a hard and

cikits¡ citta-1
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fast distinction between the functions
and the structures of the various parts
of a human being. Strictly speaking they
were right, because their theory is that
active prak¤ti1 is always in motion. (cf.
calaµcagu¸av¤ttam SÉ±É\SÉMÉÖhÉ´ÉÞkÉ¨ÉÂ (VB II
15), All the pr¡k¤ta (natural) substan-
ces, therefore, have only a vy¡vah¡rika
´ªÉÉ´É½þÉÊ®úEò (pragmatic) reality. In Pataµ-
jali's language, they are pari¸¡mas, in
SK's terms gu¸apari¸¡mavi¿eÀas.
Their talking of an entity does not
always point to a structural ultimate
reality. They meant such an entity only
when they spoke of puruÀa1, ¡tm¡2 or
brahman.
The ancient Indian thinkers generally
tried to understand differences of
function in terms of different structures.
Hence they freely spoke of indriyas,
manas, citta, j¢va, pr¡¸a etc. as if
they were entities. In fact, they did not
mean it.
The word citta1 in the present context
stands for cognitive, affective and
conative functions of man woven into
a system-the krama corresponding to
which abides; though it is not perma-
nent like puruÀa1. It is not destroyed
with the death of the body; yet it is not
k£¶asthanitya and is ultimately to be
disintegrated.

citta-2 ÊSÉkÉ-2 (YS I 2, II 54, IV 15; GS II
19, III 59-63; G 69-73; TSB 5), only
the perceiving, thinking, remembering,
imagining, i.e., cognitive part of citta1-
its cognitive aspect. Pataµjali's

enumeration of cittav¤ttis clearly
shows that they are all cognitive mental
processes. G and GS also seem to have
used the word citta2 in this sense.
TSB considers citta to be one of the
five aÆ¿as1 of ¡k¡¿a and considers its
function to be anusandh¡na. It is said
to reside in ap and exist in the form of
ap by ap¡nayoga through the instru-
mentality of jihv¡. It is supposed to be
rasagu¸a.

citta-3 ÊSÉkÉ-3 (YKU I 1, 62, 73, 78; YSU
VI 58, 59, 69, 72, 75; HP IV 22), every
kind of mental activity-cognitive,
affective and conative. According to
these thinkers, v¡san¡ and sam¢ra¸a
bring about mental activity. These two
can be controlled by mit¡h¡ra, ¡sana1

and ¿aktic¡lana, and through them
citta3.
According to YSU, if v¡san¡ is made
ineffective by n¡d¡nusandh¡na, all
the activities of pr¡¸a1, indriya1 and
citta1 disappear.
According to Pataµjali, cittav¤ttis are
controlled by abhy¡sa and vair¡gya;
and as without a cittav¤tti there can
be no other v¤tti1 of citta1, all the
v¤ttis1 of citta1 are controlled by
abhy¡sa and vair¡gya.

cittadharma ÊSÉkÉvÉ¨É Ç (VB, VM III 15),
characteristics of citta. They are two-
fold: visible and invisible. Visible are
cognitional and invisible are inferential
ones. Vy¡sa enumerates seven types of
invisible characteristics of citta. They
are: (1) restricted state of mind; (2)

citta-2 cittadharma
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virtue and vice; (3) subliminal impres-
sions; (5) change; (6) life; volition, and
(7) power. Since their existence is
established only by inference they are
invisible. nirodhadharmasaÆsk¡r¡Å
pari¸¡mo'thaj¢vanam/ceÀ¶¡ ¿akti¿ca
cittasya dharm¡dar¿anavarjitaÅ iti//
ÊxÉ®úÉävÉvÉ¨ÉÇºÉÆºEòÉ®úÉ:{ÉÊ®úhÉÉ¨ÉÉä%lÉVÉÒ´ÉxÉ¨ÉÂ* SÉä¹]õÉ¶ÉÎCiÉ¶SÉ
ÊSÉiÉºªÉ vÉ¨ÉÉÇnù¶ÉÇxÉ´ÉÌVÉiÉ: <ÊiÉ**

cittapras¡dana ÊSÉkÉ|ÉºÉÉnùxÉ (YS, VB, VM
I 33), clarity of the mind. This can be
achieved through cultivation of friend-
liness, compassion, joy and indiffere-
nce towards happiness, pain, virtue and
vice. Cittapras¡dana has been further
explained by Vy¡sa as leading towards
s¡ttvika-dharma which makes the
mind clear and thereby one-pointed.
V¡caspati explains it as undisturbed
calmness. VB holds that mind becomes
one-pointed and attains the capacity of
not losing the state of steadiness
(prasannaÆ cittaÆek¡graÆ bh£tv¡
sthirapadamabhraÆ¿ayogyat¡Æ
labhata ityarthaÅ |ÉºÉxxÉÆ ÊSÉkÉ¨ÉäEòÉOÉÆ ¦ÉÚi´ÉÉ
ÎºlÉ®ú{Énù¨É§ÉÆ¶ÉªÉÉäMªÉiÉÉÆ ±É¦ÉiÉ <iªÉlÉÇ:).

cittabandhana ÊSÉkÉ¤ÉxvÉxÉ (TBU I 27), con-
centration of mind. Brahman alone is
here said to be the true object of con-
centration (m£laÆ cittabandhanam ¨ÉÚ±ÉÆ
ÊSÉkÉ¤ÉxvÉxÉ¨ÉÂ).

cittabh£mi ÊSÉkÉ¦ÉÚÊ¨É (VB I 1), stages of
planes of the mind. They are five:
kÀipta (raving), m£·ha (infatuated),
vikÀipta (distracted), ek¡gra (one-
pointed) and niruddha (restrained).
Vy¡sa considers only ek¡gra state of

citta as conducive to the practice of
yoga and attainment of sam¡dhi.

cittavikÀepa ÊSÉkÉÊ´ÉIÉä{É (YS, VB I 30, 31),
mental distractions. They are also
termed as antar¡yas (impediments).
Vy¡dhi (diseases), sty¡na (idleness),
saÆ¿aya (doubt), pram¡da (negli-
gence), ¡lasya (sloth), avirati (lack of
detachment), bhr¡ntidar¿ana (misap-
prehension), alabdhabh£mikatva
(failure to attain any stage of concen-
tration and anavasthitatva (inability to
stay in the stage of concentration).

cittavimukti ÊSÉkÉÊ´É¨ÉÖÎCiÉ (VB, VM II 27),
liberation of citta. The seven-fold in-
tuitive visions (prajµ¡) have been
divided into two groups depending on
their nature of achievement-those are:
k¡ry¡vimukti and cittavimukti. The
latter is the result of the practice of the
former. K¡ry¡vimukti leads to the
cittavimukti wherein (1) the entire
purpose of the intellect is fulfilled; (2)
all the gu¸as of the buddhi get
dissolved into their own causes; and
thereby (3) puruÀa transcends the
gu¸as and remains in keval¢ state.

cittavi¿r¡nti ÊSÉkÉÊ´É¸ÉÉÎxiÉ (HP I 32), men-
tal repose. One of the benefits of
¿av¡sana. Concentration of the mind
upon breath in ¿av¡sana brings forth the
mental repose.

cittav¤tti ÊSÉkÉ´É ÞÊkÉ (YS I 2), mode of
cognitive consciousness, Pram¡¸a,
viparyaya, vikalpa, nidr¡ and sm¤ti
are the cittav¤ttis according to
Pataµjali. Since Pataµjali includes

cittapras¡dana cittav¤tti
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dreams and dreamless sleep among the
cittav¤ttis, there is no moment in a
man's life when no cittav¤tti is going
on. In the first chapter of Yogas£tra
Pataµjali has described in great detail
the yoga4 which consists in training the
mind so that it can remain, for a longer
or shorter period, without any cittav¤tti
flitting through it. This state of mind is
sam¡dhi1 in one sense and the yoga4

of his first chapter (cf. VB).
cittasth¡na ÊSÉkÉºlÉÉxÉ (VM, VBh I 36),

place of citta (mind). The eight-
petalled lotus situated in between the
abdomen and chest is considered to be
the lotus of citta. The same location has
also been referred by YS in s£tra III
34. The saÆyama on this particular
lotus therefore brings about the
knowledge of citta.

cittasvar£pa ÊSÉkÉº´É°ü{É (YS II 54), citta1

as it would be in the absence of any
cittav¤tti. Praty¡h¡ra, according to
Pataµjali, consists in the indriyas
(desires to enjoy) ceasing to function
as if they were following the citta2 who
has stopped functioning. Though these
desires cannot arise in the absence of
every kind of awareness Pataµjali has
deemed it fit to speak separately of
cittav¤ttinirodha and praty¡h¡ra,
which is the nirodha of affections and
conations and is said to follow upon
cittav¤ttinirodha.

cittasaÆvit ÊSÉkÉºÉÆÊ´ÉiÉÂ (VB, VM III 34),
intuitive knowledge of mind. The
saÆyama on h¤daya leads to the

knowledge of citta (cf. cittasth¡na).
citt¡ntaragr¡hya ÊSÉkÉÉxiÉ®úOÉÉÁ (VB, VM,

VBh, IV 21), one citta becoming an
object of another citta. This condition
will lead to infinite regressions (cf.
atiprasa´ga).

citratara´ga ÊSÉjÉiÉ®ÆúMÉ (BY IX 24), lustrous
flame. The principle existing in the
form of life in the heart of all the
creatures is known as viÀ¸u who shines
like lustrous flame of smokeless fire.

citr¡ ÊSÉjÉÉ (YSU V 27), one of the sixteen
principal n¡·¢s2 according to this
UpaniÀad. It is called the n¡·¢s of the
perineum and its function is said to be
secretion of a white liquid.
This n¡·¢2 is of special importance for
attaining success in vajrol¢, as by
vajrol¢ they take the secretion of the
citr¡ n¡·¢2 upwards and mix it with
that of the candra.

cidambara ÊSÉnù¨¤É®ú (DU IV 49), one of the
holy places in the body situated in the
centre of the heart.

cidrasa ÊSÉpùºÉ (TBU I 51), cetana. One
expression used in this UpaniÀad is
jµ¡namay¢ úYÉÉxÉ¨ÉªÉÒ v¤tti (47), which is
not a v¤tti or the citta1, but a higher
form of consciousness as opposed to
v¤ttijµ¡na-another expression used in
this text.
While every v¤ttijµ¡na is a conscious
process in an individual citta1, the
jµ¡namay¢ v¤tti is universal conscious-
ness which the yog¢s are said to acquire
when they reach the consummation of
their yoga4.

cittasth¡na cidrasa
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cid¡tman ÊSÉnùÉi¨ÉxÉÂ (BY IX 44), of the
essence of consciousness.

cidudaya ÊSÉnÖùnùªÉ (SSP I 25), awakening
or dawn of consciousness or self-
realisation. Due to cidudaya, the con-
sciousness attains five characteristics of
sadbh¡va, savic¡ra, kart¤tva, jµ¡t¤tva,
and svatantratva.

cintana ÊSÉxiÉxÉ (TSM 31, 147), contemp-
lation. Cintana of param¡tman is said
to be dhy¡na in this text. According to
G also, dhy¡na is contemplation on
God.

cint¡ ÊSÉxiÉÉ (NBU 41, 51; G 76), cittav¤tti.
According to NBU, n¡d¡nusandh¡na
implies cessation of all the cittav¤ttis.
According to G, dhy¡na is a state in
which there is no cittav¤tti. In that state
the citta1 merges in the one Supreme
Reality (¡tman2).

cintya ÊSÉxiªÉ (TBU I 8; ABU 6), capable
of being grasped in some way.
Brahman is cintya in this sense;
though He is sometimes mentioned as
acintya, because we cannot form a
clear cut concept of Him.

cinmaya ÊSÉx¨ÉªÉ (TBU I 9), of the nature
of consciousness, which is not the
consciousness of any individual citta1,
but pure consciousness (cetana). cf. cit
and cidrasa.

cinm¡tra ÊSÉx¨ÉÉjÉ (TSM 31), ¡tm¡, who
is cinmaya.

c£litala SÉÚÊ±ÉiÉ±É (YKU II 36), the name of
the neck, which point the tip of the
tongue can touch when it has been
pulled for a long time and made suffici-

ently long. The yog¢s who practise
khecar¢ pull their tongue to increase
its length.

cetana-1 SÉäiÉxÉ-1 (SK 55; VB IV 23), cons-
cious. PuruÀa1 is said to be conscious.
But the consciousness of puruÀa1 is
very different from the congnitive,
affective or conative consciousness
studied by the modern mentalistic
psychologists. Words like super consci-
ousness and transcendental conscious-
ness are used for this consciousness.
We can see its reflection in what we
call self-consciousness and introspec-
tion which are the contribution of
puruÀa1 to puruÀa2. Cetana2 puruÀa1

is subject to the miseries of old age and
the agony of death because of its
association with li´ga1.

cetana-2 SÉäiÉxÉ-2 (VB II 5, 15, 34), cons-
cious in the sense in which we under-
stand this term. VB has divided the
sources of pleasure and pain into cons-
cious i.e. sentient being and insentient
objects.

ceatan¡-1 SÉäiÉxÉÉ-1 (SK 20; VB II 20),
consciousness. According to Ì¿vara-
k¤À¸a, the li´gas1 are by nature devoid
of cetan¡. They appear to be conscious
because of their saÆyoga with
puruÀas1, the lone cetan¡ principle.
According to Pataµjali, cittas1 are con-
scious begins by virtue of sattva2

predominating in them. cf. pratyak-
cetan¡.

cetan¡-2 SÉäiÉxÉÉ-2 (BG XIII 6), empirical
consciousness manifested in and
through body and senses.

cid¡tman cetan¡-2
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ceto'´ga SÉäiÉÉä%RÂóMÉ (BG IX 7), (having)
consciousness as component. J¢va has
consciousness as its component.

cetom¡trasvar£pa SÉäiÉÉä̈ ÉÉjÉº´É°ü{É (BY IX
26), of the nature of pure conscious-
ness. In the interior space of heart,
¡tman resides which is of the nature
of pure consciousness.

ceÀ¶¡ SÉä¹]õÉ (VB III 15), volition. one of
the seven characteristics of the
imperceptible mind. Other six are: (1)
restricted state of mind (nirodha), (2)
virtue and vice, (3) subliminal
impressions, (4) change, (5) life, and
(6) power (¿akti). Perceived mind has
only one characteristic of cognition.

caitanya-1 SÉèiÉxªÉ-1 (VB I 9; GS VII 20;
ATU 13). VB has called it the svar£pa
(own form) of puruÀa1 just as one
would speak of the beauty of the
beautiful. According to GS and others,
¡tm¡2 like the S¡´khya puruÀa is
caitanya. But he has no 'consciousness'
as this word is understood by the
English-speaking people today. His
cetan¡ is neither cognition, nor affe-
ction nor conation. It is not a process
of consciousness. In ATU, caitanya is
described as the shining light localised
in the sahasr¡ra, or in the buddhi-
guh¡, or else in the brahmarandhra,
which is the sixteenth ¡dh¡ra. The
light seen here is called turyacaitanya
by ATU.

caitanya-2 SÉèiÉxªÉ-2 (GS III 39), the waking
(roused) condition. The yog¢ rouses his
ku¸·alin¢ i.e., brings it into the

caitanya2 state by yonimudr¡ and then
merges his existence into this ¿akti.
This ¿akti which is there in every
human being remains asleep (acaitanya
+SÉèiÉxªÉ) so long as it is not roused by
yoga4.

caitanya-3 SÉèiÉxªÉ-3 (SSP I 48), awareness.
One of the five constituents of internal
organs and  has the following five
characteristics: vimar¿a (deliberation),
anu¿¢lana (pursuation), dhairya (cou-
rage), cintana (reflection), niÀp¤hatva
(desirelessness). (cf. antaÅkara¸-
paµcaka).

codaka SÉÉänùEò (BVU 51), one of the three
kinds of ¡c¡rya (guru2). This guru2

only prompts the disciple and does
nothing more. He cannot make his
puplis realise the ultimate Reality or
Truth.

caura´g¢ SÉÉè®Æ úMÉÒ (HP I 5), one of the
ha¶hayogins falling in the tradition of
Sv¡tm¡r¡ma. Sv¡tm¡r¡ma has enume-
rated his name in order to give his
salutation to him.

cha-Uô
ch¡y¡ UôÉªÉÉ (VU V 41), an obstruction

raised inside the body which prevents
pr¡¸a from rising along any n¡·¢
other than the suÀumn¡. UpaniÀad-
brahmayog¢ mentions i·¡1, pi´gal¡
and kuh£ as those other n¡·¢s2.
U··iy¡nabandha raises an obstruc-
tion like this. This is why they call it
m¡rgatrayanirodhaka ¨ÉÉMÉ ÇjÉªÉÊxÉ® úÉ ävÉEò
(obstructor of three paths).

chidra ÊUôpù (VB, VM, IV 27; BY II 152),

ceto'´ga chidra
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discontinuity, gap, interval. The conti-
nuous flow of the vivekakhy¡ti is
disturbed due to the intermediatory
occurrences of other notions such as 'I
am'. 'It is mine', 'I know' etc., because
of the residue of the past subliminal
impressions (saÆsk¡ras). This discon-
tinuity or gap is known as chidra.

chinnap¡¿a ÊUôxxÉ{ÉÉ¶É (KU 22), bonds cut
asunder. Here the p¡¿a (bondage)
refers to the cycle of birth and death.

ja- VÉ
jagatpr¡¸a VÉMÉi|ÉÉhÉ (VS III 56), universal

pr¡¸a (cf. mah¡pr¡¸a) that transc-
ends the body, of the nature of void, is
eternal, immovable, ether, and is bliss.
It is in such a pr¡¸a one should merge
one's self and attain brahmanhood.

ja´gh¡ VÉÆPÉÉ (KU 6, 13), shank, the lower
leg from knee to ankle. The two shanks,
the two ankles, the two knees, the two
thighs, the anus and the genitals, are to
properly placed to get into the pose
most conducive to raise v¡yu2 from
m£l¡dh¡ra to n¡bhide¿a. Marma-
ja´gh¡, therefore, is the kneejoint rather
the innermost part of the kneejoint
which is probably a nervous structure.
It is a band that is to be cut by yoga4.

ja´gh¡madhya VÉÆPÉÉ¨ÉvªÉ (VS III 62, 66)
middle of the calf. Traditionally,
ja´gh¡ means thigh and ja´gh¡-
madhya denotes middle of the thigh.
But according to the measurements of
the distance that VasiÀ¶ha has provided
for the location of this point, ja´gh¡-
madhya means 'middle of the calf'. It

is ten fingers above the ankle and thus
is the third vital point in the body.

ja¶har¡gai VÉ ö̀®úÉÎMxÉ (GS I 19, II 30) gastric
heat, probably the chemical changes
inside the stomach which generate heat
and help digestion. Agnis¡ra, ¿uÀka-
basti, may£r¡sana and all the mudr¡s
promote gastric combustion.

ja·a VÉb÷ (TBU I 20), the incompetent
action-organs like speech (cf.
UpaniÀadbrahmayog¢), which cannot
express brahman by word or deed.
These organs are, therefore, to be
silenced. Silence in this sense is to be
practised by the yog¢s as a yog¡´ga
here called mauna.

jana VÉxÉ (BY III 20), living beings are born
again at the time of new creation.
Therefore, they are called jana (j¡yante
tu punaÅ sarge VÉÉªÉxiÉä iÉÖ {ÉÖxÉ: ºÉMÉæ.)

janana VÉxÉxÉ (SK 12), producing, causing
to arise. Janana is one of the four v¤ttis
of the gu¸as, the other three being
mithuna, abhibhava and ¡¿raya.
According to this text, any v¤tti1 of one
gu¸a1 can produce the v¤tti1 of another
gu¸a just as two of them can coalesce
to form a third v¤tti1. The former
process Ì¿varak¤À¸a calls janana, the
latter mithuna v¤tti1 of gu¸as1.
The meaning seems to be that, though
all the three gu¸as1 are present
everywhere, each krama of the gu¸as
goes by the name of the gu¸a1 which
predominates in it. E.g. the kramas
corresponding to cittas are called
sattva because sattva predominates in

chinnap¡¿a janana
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them. If a cittav¤tti prompts a bodily
activity this would be the janana of
rajas1 by sattva2. Ì¿varak¤À¸a seems
to believe that after janana the new
v¤tti1 is different from the parent v¤tti1

in the sense that the predominant gu¸a1

is the parent v¤tti1.
janasa´ga VÉxÉºÉ ÆMÉ (HP I 15), public

contact. One of the six disturbing
factors in the path of ha¶hayoga. Yoga
practice gets futile by too much public
contact. Hence it is to be avoided.

janasaÆsada VÉxÉºÉÆºÉnù (BG XIII 10), group
of people. Here it means ordinary,
unenlightened and indisciplined people.
Keeping away from such people is
recommended for a yogas¡dhaka (cf.
janasa´ga).

janoloka VÉxÉÉä±ÉÉäEò (VB III 26; NBU 4, 16),
fifth of the seven bhuvanas ¦ÉÖ́ ÉxÉ  men-
tioned by VB. Brahmapurohita,
brahmak¡yika,
brahmamah¡k¡yika and amara are
the classes of gods who reside there.
For NBU it is one of the six higher
regions above the earth. By those who
imagine the universe as a haÆsa,
janoloka is imagined in the heart of the
swan. If a mantrayog¢ ̈ ÉxjÉªÉÉäMÉÒ dies while
he is at the tenth m¡tr¡1 (dh¤ti) Êof the
pra¸ava, he is born in this region of
the universe.

janma VÉx¨É (KU 20; YS II 12, 39, IV 1),
birth. If the suÀumn¡ is successfully
cut by the manodh¡ra¸¡ prescribed
in KU the yog¢ who succeeds in doing
this, is not born again. Janmakathant¡

(YS II 37) means ail about the 'how'
and 'why' 'of one's present birth (-life).

janmakathant¡sambodha VÉx¨ÉEòlÉxiÉÉ-
ºÉ¨¤ÉÉävÉ (YS II 39), keen curiosity about
the why and how of our life here, which
arises when aparigraha becomes an
integral part of a yog¢'s mental consti-
tution. According to VB, it is ¡tma-
bhavajijµ¡s¡ +Éi¨É¦É´ÉÊVÉYÉÉºÉÉ (curiosity to
know about oneself).

janm¡dik¡ra¸a VÉx¨ÉÉÊnùEò®úhÉ (VS VI 8),
cause of birth and liberation. Sat,
pra¸ava or om is regarded as the cause
of birth and liberation.

japa-1 VÉ{É-1 (YS I 28; TSM 34; DU II
12-16; SAU I (2) 1, 10), repetition of
the sacred mantras3, of which Pataµjali
mentions only om. According to TSM,
japa is one of the ten tapas, which are
obviously niyamas1; because their
enumeration follows that of yamas1

and is followed by a description of
¡sanas1.

But the seer of the UpaniÀad has not
called them niyamas1, probably
because this word could not be made
to fit in the metre.
It appears, however, that TSM has used
all the names of Pataµjali's yog¡´gas
in a double sense. In one sense, e.g.,
there are the ten niyamas3 enumerated
in 33-34, but in another sense devotion
to Absolute is niyama2. According to
DU and SAU, japa is of two types, viz.,
v¡cika (of the nature of words) and
m¡nasika ¨ÉÉxÉÊºÉEò (of the nature of the
psyche). V¡cika japa is further divided

janasa´ga japa-1
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into two classes, viz. up¡Æ¿u and
uccaiÅ. M¡nasa also is of two types,
viz. only in manas and in dhy¡na state
of manasa. By SAU, japa is defined
as the repetition of a mantra which
does not go contrary to the Vedas and
is imparted by the guru2 in the
prescribed manner.
The m¡nasa variety is considered to
be more effective by this text than the
v¡cika one.

japa-2 VÉ{É-2 (VS I 64, 65), repetition of
mantras, one of the ten niyamas.
Chanting of mantras in a prescribed
manner is japa. Japa is said to be three-
fold: uccaih (recited loudly), up¡Æ¿u
(muttering) and m¡nasa (mental
recitation). Up¡Æ¿u is thousand times
better than uccaih and m¡nasa is still
thousand times better than up¡Æ¿u.

japayajµa VÉ{ÉªÉYÉ (BY VII 55), sacrifice
in the form of japa. Devotees of Vedas
are advised to recite g¡yatr¢-mantra
while facing the sun with auspicious
attitude (¿ivasaÆkalpa). This is per-
formed with the help of bibhrad-anuv¡k
Ê¤É§ÉnÂù +xÉÖ́ ÉÉEÂò  and puruÀas£kta {ÉȪ û¹ÉºÉÚCiÉ
etc.

jaya VÉªÉ (NGB III 5), achievement of
stability. After the achievement of
stability in saÆyama, a consciousness
of sam¡dhi dawns in the s¡dhaka.

jay¡ VÉªÉÉ (VS II 39), name of a n¡·¢.
VasiÀ¶ha simply refers to the name of
this n¡·¢ but he has not included it
among the fourteen important n¡·¢s
enumerated by him. This n¡·¢ is

located in the left side of the body
(savyabh¡ge jay¡ jµey¡  ºÉ´ªÉ¦ÉÉMÉä VÉªÉÉ
YÉäªÉÉ)(cf. n¡·¢).

jala VÉ±É (VB III 14), ap.
jalabastikarma VÉ±É¤ÉÎºiÉEò¨ÉÇ (HP II 29),

one of the six purificatory processes
described by Sv¡tm¡r¡ma. Assuming
utka¶ ¡sana in the water coming upto
the navel and inserting a tube in the
anus, one should contract the anal
sphincters in such a manner that the
water enters the colon (cf. HP II 27).
This practice washes the interior of the
colon thoroughly, therefore, it is consi-
dered a purificatory process. The
practice of jalabastikarma invigorates
the humours and the sense-organs,
bestows lustre and stimulates digestion.

j¡gara VÉÉMÉ®ú (VU II 60), the wakeful state.
Brahman is said to be beyond wakeful
state since it is devoid of change and
the like.

j¡grat VÉÉOÉiÉ (YCU 74, 82; VU I 6, IV (1)
6-10), the waking state. For YCU
j¡grat is one of the four avasth¡s of
the living being probably reference is
to man), the other three being svapna,
suÀupti and tur¢y¡. Of these the
enjoyer (= experiencer) of tur¢y¡ alone
is oÆk¡ra.
In these four avasth¡s man presents
four different kinds of phenomena. The
activities of the j¡grat avasth¡ are
sth£la (concrete), those of the svapna
avasth¡ pravivikta |ÉÊ´ÉÊ´ÉH  (abstracted).
The suÀupti avasth¡ consists of
¡nanda (bliss) and the tur¢ya of com-

japa-2 j¡grat
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plete jµ¡na (illumination-realization).
According to VU, j¡grat is one of the
three avasth¡s viz. j¡grat, svapna and
suÀupti. The thirtysix tattvas mention-
ed in I 7 of this text will not however,
be complete if there are only three
avasth¡s.
In IV (1), 6-10 this UpaniÀad also
speaks of four avasth¡s. J¡grat is here
the first state of each phase of
j¢vanmukta's life. These phases are
called bh£mis in this text.

j¡ti-1 VÉÉÊiÉ-1 (YS II 13, 31 IV 2, 9), a
particular life. J¡tyantarapari¸¡ma is
passing from one life to another and
j¡tivyavahita VÉÉÊiÉ´ªÉ´ÉÊ½þiÉ means 'being in
a different life.
Being born as a particular individual in
a particular situation (= environment)
is one of the vip¡kas of karm¡¿ayas,
the other two being ¡yu and bhoga.

j¡ti-2 VÉÉÊiÉ-2 (YS III 53), species (=
quality). Two fruits, being of the same
quality (species), name, shape, size etc.
and thus indistinguishable, can be
distinguished by vivekajµ¡na.

j¡nu VÉÉxÉÖ (HP I 19; VS III 67), knee. One
of the eighteen vital points in the body
(cf. marmasth¡na).

j¡landhara VÉÉ±ÉxvÉ®ú (G 32, 36; HP II 45,
III 69-71; GS III 10, 11, 15, V 59, 70;
YTU 26, 119; YCU 45, 50, 51; SAU I
(7) 11; DBU 78; YKU 41, 51; YSU I
103, 111, V 39), one of the important
bandhas5 which if a yog¢ masters,
attains success in yoga4. It consists in
constriction of the throat by touching

the chest with the chin. When the
j¡landharabandha is clamped,
p¢y£Àa (nectar) does not flow down to
agni and the yog¢ does not suffer from
any v¡yudoÀa. The somakal¡jala
oozing in the somama¸·ala is retained
there.
YCU and DBU claim for this bandha
that it prevents the secretions of the
brain from flowing down below the
throat. This cures the diseases of the
throat and prevents the ku¸·alin¢1

(marut) from dropping again to the
¡dh¡ra1 from where it had risen.
This bandha forms a part of bhadr-
¡sana, siÆh¡sana, mah¡bandha as
well as of s£ryabheda and ujj¡y¢
varieties of kumbhaka1. Many texts
prescribe this bandha after the
p£raka1 phase of pr¡¸¡y¡ma2 so that
the breath may not escape.
YSU declares that by a regular daily
practice of j¡landhara the yog¢
achieves v¡yujaya and advises bloc-
king the throat by pressing the chin
against the chest with force.
YTU considers this bandha to be one
of the twenty members of ha¶hayoga.
cf. ka¸¶hamudr¡.
According to YKU, straightening the
back while the throat is blocked by this
bandha makes the pr¡¸a2 enter the
suÀumn¡.

jijµ¡su ÊVÉYÉÉºÉÖ (BG VII 16), the seeker of
knowledge. One of the four kinds of
the devotees of God. Others are: (1)
¡rta, (2) arth¡rth¢ and (3) jµ¡n¢.

j¡ti-1 jijµ¡su
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jitav¡yu ÊVÉiÉ´ÉÉªÉÖ (VS IV 58), one who has
conquered pr¡¸a through the practice
of pr¡¸¡y¡ma (cf. pr¡¸ajaya,
pr¡¸¡y¡ma). One of the essential
means for the attainment of sam¡dhi.

jit¡tman ÊVÉiÉÉi¨ÉxÉÂ (BG VI 7), one who has
conquered one's self. A man who has
subdued the aggregate of the body and
the senses and has attained the
tranquillity of mind renouncing all the
fruits of actions is known as jit¡tman.

jitendriya ÊVÉiÉäÎxpùªÉ (TBU I 3), a person
who has no desire whatsoever for things
enjoyable through the senses. Such are
those who realise brahman (the One
Supreme Reality). cf. indriya.

jihv¡  V…‚… (TSB 5, 9; VB III 9), one of the
five aÆ¿as1 of vahni. Citta is said to
reside in ap and exist in the form of ap
by means of jihv¡. According to VB
and other texts on ancient Indian
psychology, jihv¡ is the sense of taste,
ordinarily translated as tongue. Like the
names of the other sense organs, it is a
name given to a part of the body as well
as to that subtle sense which
transmigrates with the transmigrating
soul.

jihv¡m£la  V…‚˛…®…⁄±… (VS III 71), the root
of the tongue, the thirteenth vital point
in the body (cf. marmasth¡na). Its
location is four fingers above the
jugular notch (cf. ka¸¶hasth¡na).

jihv¡¿odhana  V…‚˛…∂……‰v…x… (GS I 26, 29), one
of the three kinds of dantadhauti. The
index finger, the middle finger and the
ring finger are introduced in to the

throat and the impurity of the tongue
rubbed out. If the tongue is slowly
rubbed in this manner every day,
kaphadoÀa is warded off.

j¢va-1 VÉÒ´É-1 (YCU 73, 84), living being
also called j¢v¡tm¡ as opposed to
¡tm¡ (= param¡tm¡ = brahman).
J¢va is bound by the indriyas1 and has
mamatva ®…®…i¥… (sense of ownership).
Param¡tm¡ has none of these
bondages. J¢va repeats the so'ham
mantra to achieve brahman, the Lord,
the One Supreme Reality.

jiva-2 VÉÒ´É-2 (YCU 90; G 25-8; GS V 79;
VB III 39), life. So long as there is no
expiration, YCU and GS declare, life
does not cease. Hence nobody can die
in the state of ¡bhyantara-
kumbhaka1. The theory seems to be
that the last act of respiration must be
an exhalation.
G considers that the ten v¡yus take the
form of j¢va and VB considers that the
combined function of the indriyas1,
which itself is of the nature of the five
v¡yus takes the form of j¢va (the living
being). According to G, while j¢va1 can
be taken to correspond to Pataµjali's
citta1, j¢va2 is only life. cf. citta.

j¢va-3 VÉÒ´É-3 (SSP I 54), individual self.
This individual self has been described
as having five states of consciousness-
j¡grat, svapna, suÀupti, tur¢ya and
tur¢y¡t¢ta.

j¢vaj¡ti VÉÒ´ÉVÉÉÊiÉ (G 5), species of the
creatures. GorakÀa considers that there
are as many number of ¡sanas as there

jitav¡yu j¢vaj¡ti
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are species (i.e, eightyfour lakhs in
number).

j¢vanmukta-1 VÉÒ´Éx¨ÉÖCiÉ-1 (YSU I 47, 159;
YKU III 33-4; MBU I (4) 3, II (3) 7,
(5) 2; VU I 16, IV 1, V 76; TBU IV 1-
32), a person who has realised
brahman and experienced the state of
perfect ¡nanda (bliss), pure and free
from all duality. Such a person may live
for some time remaining perfectly
unattached to anything in the world.
According to YSU, a j¢vanmukta is
the person who is truly and whole-
heartedly devoted to the an¡maya (=
viÀ¸u = brahman), who is other than
the ninety-six tattvas3, and who has
shed all ignorance and its consequen-
ces. J¢vanmukti (liberation while
alive) is here said to have four stages
of its own. It starts when the yog¢ rea-
lises his true self, that he is brahman.
At the second stage this realisation gets
unmistakably established. At the third
stage j¢vanmukta ceases to perceive
objects as objects and at the fourth stage
belief in absolute monism becomes his
second nature. Then brahman perva-
des the j¢vanmukta as sky, or water
pervades a pot empty in wide space, or
filled with water in the ocean. These
stages form a continuum of which the
members merge one into the other. No
hard and fast line being drawn between
the two adjacent members; i.e., the
difference between the two adjacent
stages of j¢vanmukti (liberation while
alive) is imperceptible as is the

difference between the adjacent colours
of the solar spectrum. All the stages
together make up a single whole.

j¢vanmukta-2 VÉÒ´Éx¨ÉÖCiÉ-2 (YTU 106), a
state of sam¡dhi which ensues on a
successful dhy¡na of nirgu¸a (not
with the gu¸as) brahman. On attain-
ing this state, of the yog¢ wishes to
leave the body, he can do so and
become finally mukta.

j¢vanmukti VÉÒ´ÉxÉ¨ÉÖÎCiÉ (NGB II 2), eman-
cipation while alive. When kle¿as are
attenuated due to the practice of kriy¡-
yoga, there sets in the flow of discrimi-
native knowledge  (cf. vivekakhy¡ti)
which culminates into realisation. This
realisation renders the kle¿as too
impotent to act like the seeds that are
burnt in fire and rendered impotent
enough to sprout any more. Such a state
of man is called a state of j¢vanmukti
(cf. paramamukti).

j¢vabhr¡maka VÉÒ´É§ÉÉ¨ÉEò (VBh I 5), cause
of the transmigration of j¢va. It is due
to the impressions of modifications of
citta that the j¢va transmigrates from
life to life.

j¢v¡bhidh¡ VÉÒ´ÉÉÊ¦ÉvÉÉ (YTU 11), j¢va1 so
called. In fact, j¢v¡tm¡ is
param¡tm¡. That param¡tm¡ is
called j¢va1 when aha´k¤ti arises in
Him as a wave arises in water. Then
He adopts a body made up of the five
mah¡bh£tas (elements) organised in
to the seven dh¡tus and subject to
sukha and duÅkha. This body is
gu¸¡tmaka (of the nature of gu¸as)

j¢vanmukta-1 j¢v¡bhidh¡
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while param¡tm¡ is gu¸¡t¢ta
(beyond the gu¸as) but when connec-
ted with a body he is called j¢va1.

j¢ve¿vara VÉÒ´Éä¶´É®ú (ATU 3), j¢va1 and
¢¿vara as two, as distinguished one
from the other. This distinction is,
however, unreal. In fact there is only
one reality-the brahman.

j¤mbha¸a VÉÞ̈ ¦ÉhÉ = vij¤mbha¸a Ê´ÉVÉÞ̈ ¦ÉhÉ
(GS V 64, 65), yawning. The sphere of
action of the devadatta v¡yu is
yawning. It is by virtue of this nervous
(autonomic) function that we yawn.

jaivatanm¡tra VÉè´ÉiÉx¨ÉÉjÉ (TSB 7), the
tanm¡tr¡ in the sensory cells of a
sense organ. In every sense organ,
according to G and TSB, there is a
tanm¡tr¡ corresponding to the one in
the object outside, which stimulates the
jaivatanm¡tra. This is why there is an
adequate stimulus for each sense organ.

jµa YÉ (SK 2), puruÀa1, which is one of
the three things to be known for
complete eradication of misery, the
other two being vyakta and avyakta.

jµ¡t¡ YÉÉiÉÉ (TSB 8), he who knows. It is a
component of the human being which
is not included in this text among the
a´gas1. Only twelve a´gas are
mentioned-five limbs of the mechanism
of action and five of that of cognition.
Jµ¡t¤tva which is said to be the
function of antaÅkara¸a, not being
behaviour in any sense, the jµ¡t¡
antaÅkara¸a is not an instrument of
any kind of behaviour-knowing, feeling
or acting. This is why it is not included
among the a´gas1.

jµ¡t¡jµ¡ta YÉÉiÉÉYÉÉiÉ (YS, VB, VM, VBh
IV 17), known and unknown. The ob-
jects that are said to be known are those
which affect  the mind-stuff and those
that do not afffect are said to be
unknown.

jµ¡t¤tva YÉÉiÉÞi´É (TSB 9), antaÅkara¸a.
AS a constituent of the human organism
it is the self and is not included by this
text among the twelve a´gas.

jµ¡na-1 YÉÉxÉ-1 (SK 23, 44, 64; YS III 54,
IV 31), supreme realization n¡smi xÉÉÎº¨É,
na me xÉ ¨Éä, n¡haÆ xÉÉ½Æþ (neither I, nor
mine, nor me) as a bh¡va, which an
aspirant with jµ¡na2 develops in course
of time, and which brings apavarga to
him. Ì¿varak¤À¸a posits a causal con-
nection between jµ¡na and apavarga;
but since according to him, r¡ga perpe-
tuates saÆs¡ra, vir¡ga is also
necessary for gaining apavarga.
What Ì¿varak¤À¸a calls jµ¡nabh¡va,
Pataµali calls vivekakhy¡ti. Besides
bringing omniscience, jµ¡na leads the
person blessed with it to kaivalya.
Hence Pataµjali calls it t¡raka.

jµ¡na-2 YÉÉxÉ-2 (SK 69), systematic
knowledge which an aspirant can
obtain by testimony. Such a knowledge
is contained in the K¡rik¡s. It was
imparted by the sage Kapila to Ësur¢
for the benefit of puruÀas2. It was
revealed to the sage Kapila, but to the
student and the person desirous of
obtaining release from suffering it is
now available in the form of testimony.
The view that, practice of yoga as
sam¡dhi1 is essential for the vijµ¡na,

j¢ve¿vara jµ¡na-2
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does not therefore seem to be
acceptable to Ì¿varak¤À¸a.

jµ¡na-3 YÉÉxÉ-3 (YS III 16-19, 22, 25-9,
35, 52), correct knowledge which is
obtained by saÆyama.

jµ¡na-4 YÉÉxÉ-4 (YS I 8; TSB 6), ordinary
knowledge gained by any of the
pram¡¸as which unlike jµ¡na1-2-3 may
be true or false. TSB considers it to be
viÀaya of antaÅkara¸a.

jµ¡na-5 YÉÉxÉ-5 (HP IV 60), awareness of
objects. HP identified this awareness of
objects, i.e., knowledge with the mind
because it is had in and through mind.
It is maintained that in order to attain
unman¢ state both the awareness of
objects (mind) and objects  themselves
need be transcended.

jµ¡nakarmasaÆyoga YÉÉxÉEò¨ÉÇºÉÆªÉÉäMÉ (BY
IX 28), synthesis of knowledge and
action. This is the essential condition
to realize the highest puruÀa. The
puruÀa cannot be attained by separa-
ting these two hence one should resort
to both of them.

jµ¡nad¢pti YÉÉxÉnùÒÎ{iÉ (YS II 28), knowl-
edge leading to the realization of Truth.
The truth to which all the S¡´khya
philosphers, including Pataµjali refer is
that puruÀa1 is an entity absolutely
different from all that is pr¡k¤ta (of
prak¤ti1), including the citta1. As a
yog¢ progresses in his mastery of the
yog¡´gas he gets more and more of the
knowledge leading to a realization
which Pataµjali calls vivekakhy¡ti.

jµ¡nanetra YÉÉxÉxÉäjÉ (ABU 21), eyes of

wisdom. It is only through the eyes of
wisdom one can perceive brahman.

jµ¡nayoga YÉÉxÉªÉÉäMÉ (TSM 23, 27), one of
the two ways in which the mind can be
set in the right direction and withdrawn
from distracting objects, the other way
being karmayoga. Unswervingly fix-
ing of the mind on the highest good is
jµ¡nayoga. Prescribing the attainment
of karmayoga and jµ¡nayoga simul-
taneously, as is done here, is a
characteristic of sm¡rta º¨ÉÉiÉÇ (of sm¤tis)
literature.

jµ¡nav¤tti YÉÉxÉ´ÉÞÊkÉ (VB II 20, IV 22), in-
trospection of cittav¤ttis by puruÀa1.
Paµca¿ikh¡c¡rya, whom Vy¡sa has
quoted, ascribes jµ¡nav¤tti to
puruÀa1, but this S¡´khya philosopher
does not consider it to be another v¤tti
running parallel to the cittav¤tti which
it knows. It is nothing like a cittav¤tti
or action. It is a knowledge of its own
kind. The idea is that puruÀa1 is not
the knowing subject of which the
objects of  knowledge are cittav¤ttis
as a citta2 is of the object which it
knows. The citta4 undergoes a change
with every bit of its experience.
PuruÀa2 never does this. There is only
one never changing puruÀa1 who
knows not only one of the v¤ttis of the
moment at a particular moment, but all
of his citta1 v¤ttis at all times.
Jµ¡nav¤tti is not a puruÀa's1

experience at this time or that.
jµ¡na¿auca YÉÉxÉ¶ÉÉèSÉ (DU I 22), purifica-

tion through knowledge, a synonym for

jµ¡na-3 jµ¡na¿auca
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m¡nasa-¿auca. áauca, one of the ten
yamas, is of two types: b¡hya and
m¡nasa. B¡hya¿auca consists in
purifying the body through clay and
water whereas m¡nasa¿auca or
jµ¡na¿auca consists in the realisation
of oneself as pure. The latter is superior
to the former.

jµ¡n¡gni YÉÉxÉÉÎMxÉ (BG IV 37), fire of
wisdom. It is the wisdom through which
actions are rendered impotent.

jµ¡nendriya YÉÉxÉäÎxpùªÉ (TSB 6), ¿rotra.
tvak, cakÀu, jihv¡ and ghr¡¸a are
here said to be the five aÆ¿as1 of
vahni. Their viÀayas are ¿abda,
spar¿a, r£pa, rasa and gandha.

jµeya YÉäªÉ (HP IV 60), object of empirical
knowledge. Everything that is seen and
experienced through senses and mind
is called the 'known'.

jyoti-1 VªÉÉäÊiÉ-1 (GS V 77), light. While
performing n¡·¢¿uddhi the yog¢
meditates on v¡yub¢ja, accompanied
with light, at the time of inhaling with
the candran¡·¢ (left nostril) and on the
avani tattva and light accompanied
with the repetition of vahnib¢ja, at the
time of inhaling with the s£ryan¡·¢
(right nostril).

jyoti-2 VªÉÉäÊiÉ-2 (GS VI 1), jyotirdhy¡na-
one of the three forms of dhy¡na, the
other two being sth£la and s£kÀma.
This dhy¡na brings success in yoga4

and leads to self-realization.
Tejodhy¡na is said to be a hundred
times superior to sth£ladhy¡na. In this
dhy¡na while the yog¢ is meditating,

he sees a light and fixes his mind on
that. The light which the yog¢ sees is
an inner light and not a light outside
which he can perceive. This light is
neither, strictly speaking, an image nor
a percept. It is an image only in so far
as it is independent of retinal
stimulation, but it lacks the
characteristics of an image; viz., flicker
and flow, unsteadiness and
independence of spatial relations. It is
steady like a percept but much more
vivid than an ordinary perceived light
and it is localized, ordinarily in the
yog¢'s head.
A yog¢ who is successful in bhr¡mar¢
kumbhaka hears certain inner sounds
which blend with the light that he sees;
and the yog¢'s mind is fixed on this
blend. Thus the sound, the light and the
knowing mind become one (cf.
Pataµjali's svar£pa¿£nyatva º´É°ü{É¶ÉÚxªÉi´É
artham¡tranirbh¡satva +lÉÇ¨ÉÉjÉÊxÉ¦ÉÉÇºÉi´É
(YS I 43) and tatsthatadaµjanat¡ iÉiºlÉiÉ-
nÆùVÉxÉiÉÉ (YS I 41).

jyoti-3 VªÉÉäÊiÉ-3 (BY IX 107-8), lustre of
puruÀa. Bh£Å, bhuvaÅ and svaÅ refer
to the jyoti in the sun which has the
form of agnihotra in the orb of puruÀa.

jyotirmay£kha VªÉÉäÊiÉ¨ÉÇªÉÚJÉ (ATU 6, 11),
ray of light. Rays of light are seen by
the person who tries to fix his mind on
the space in front of him. Yog¢s are ad-
vised to meditate on the big ray of light
seen in the front part of the root of the
upper palate. This would be a superior
samanaska ºÉ¨ÉxÉºEò t¡rakayoga.

jµ¡n¡gni jyotirmay£kha
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jyotirli´ga VªÉÉäÊiÉÌ±ÉMÉ (BVU 80), one of the
three points for having meditation on.
Other two being ¡tmali´ga and
adholi´ga. Jyotirli´ga is situated in
the middle of the brows.

jyotiÀmat¢ VªÉÉäÊiÉ¹¨ÉiÉÒ (YS, VB, VM I 36;
VB III 25), luminous (sense activity).
One of the conditions to attain stability
of mind. The sattva-intelligence is
luminous and all-pervading like ether.
The consciousness of intellect which
arises on concentrating on the lotus of
the heart assumes the brilliance, lumi-
nosity which further leads to steadiness
of mind. Through the luminous sense-
activity of the mind, the yog¢ knows
the subtle or veiled or distant object by
directing the sense activity towards
them.

jvalana-1 V´É±ÉxÉ-1 (G 46), fire. The
¡dityama¸·ala of G is a mass of
flames of burning fire. If, while per-
forming pr¡¸¡y¡ma2, yog¢ sees it in
the navel region inside his body and
meditates on it, he enjoys bliss.

jvalana-2 V´É±ÉxÉ-2 (YS, VB, VM III 40),
radiance, effluence, aura. By conquer-
ing sam¡na-v¡yu through the practice
of saÆyama, yog¢'s body shines with
aura or becomes radiant.

jvalant¢ V´É±ÉxiÉÒ (VU V 29), according to
this text, one of the four n¡·¢s2 which
are situated inside the spinal column in
the navel region.

jv¡l¡ V´ÉÉ±ÉÉ (TSM 127), flaming fire. This
is an image seen by a yog¢ two days
before his death while there is no fire
actually burning before him.

jha-ZÉ
jharjhara ZÉZÉÇ®ú (GS V 75), cymbals-a pair

of concave plates of metal used as a
musical instrument. A sound like that
of this instrument is heard by the yog¢
who is successful in bhr¡mar¢
kumbhaka1.

jhillik¡n¡da ÊZÉÎ±±ÉEòÉxÉÉnù (GS V 74), sound
like the high-toned chiring of a cricket.
It is one of the internally aroused
sounds which a yog¢ hears in his right
ear while performing bhr¡mar¢
kumbhaka1.

¶a-]õ
¶i¸¶i¸¢ Ê]õÎh]õhÉÒ ù (HP I 8), name of a

siddhayog¢, one of the thirty-three sidd-
hayogins enumerated by Sv¡tm¡r¡ma
to pay his salutation to all those
siddhayog¢s.

¶ha-`ö
¶haÆ ̀ Æö (GS V 43), the b¢jamantra which

is to be recited while meditating on the
moon. In the process of n¡·¢¿uddhi,
preparatory to pr¡¸¡y¡ma2, the yog¢
repeats this mantra2 sixteen times
while inhaling.

ta-iÉö
tat iÉiÉÂ (BY IX 41), tat refers to that entity

which should be known always by the
learned and which becomes clear by
calling the word 'tat'.

tattva-1 iÉk´É-1 (VB II 19; GS III 60),
gu¸aparva. A new tattva appearing
in another tattva is called tattv¡ntara-
pari¸¡ma by Vy¡sa. GS uses this
word for the vi¿eÀa gu¸aparva-the five
mah¡bh£tas one of which is ambu
(=ap).

jyotirli´ga tattva-1
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tattva-2 iÉk´É-2 (G 71-72, 89-90), ¡tma2

which is the ultimate principle and the
One Supreme Reality. According to G,
worldly knowledge is one thing and
realisation of tattva another. The
former is vitiated by up¡dhi; the latter
is quite free from it.

tattva-3 iÉk´É-3 (VU I 17), According to
this UpaniÀad, some authorities speak
of twentyfour tattvas, ten indriyas1

five pr¡¸as1, five viÀayas4 and four
antaÅkara¸as. Others add five mah¡-
bh£tas, three ¿ar¢ras, and four
avasth¡s-and thus raise the number to
thirtysix. Still other swell the number
of tattvas to ninetysix by including six
ways of existence, six infirmities like
hunger and thirst, six ko¿as, six
enemies-k¡ma, krodha, lobha, moha,
r¡ga and dveÀa-three puruÀas, three
gu¸as1, three karmas, five k¡ryas,
four functions of the four antaÅkara-
¸as, four bh¡van¡s, thirteen gods, and
one s¡kÀ¢ ¢¿vara.

tattva-4 iÉk´É-4 (SS I12; HP IV 59; G 70),
synonym for the Higher Self, i.e.
brahman. G also uses the term tattva
to refer the Soul. According to HP, the
mind gets absorbed in tattva, i.e.
brahman as a result of the practice of
n¡d¡nusandh¡na.

tattvajµ¡na iÉk´ÉYÉÉxÉ (HP I 16; GS I 2),
the real knowledge. 'Brahman alone
is real'-is the real knowledge (tattva-
jµ¡na). One of the six essential condi-
tions for getting success in yoga. The

practice of gha¶asthayoga leads one
to the knowledge of reality.

tattvasevana iÉk´ÉºÉä´ÉxÉ (MBU I (2) 1, II
(1) 2), probably the same as ekatattv¡-
bhy¡sa of Pataµjali, who prescribes it
for controlling ¿v¡sapra¿v¡sa etc. But
here it is prescribed for overcoming
nidr¡ (sleep), though niÅ¿v¡sa is also
mentioned as a doÀa (disorder) of deha
(the body).

tattv¡k¡¿a iÉk´ÉÉEòÉ¶É (ATU 7; MBU I (II)
13), ¡k¡¿a of verity. Due to intermedi-
atory perception (madhyalakÀya)
there ensues five types of ¡k¡¿a.
Tattv¡k¡¿a is one of them. Others are:
gu¸arahit¡k¡¿a, param¡k¡¿a,
mah¡k¡¿a, and s£ry¡k¡¿a.

tatstha iÉiºlÉ (YS I 41), the subject (=
grah¢t¤). It is the subject of ordinary
cognitive consciousness-the citta1

which merges in its object (gr¡hya)
when the cittav¤ttis disappear and
sam¡patti ensues. Pataµjali has chosen
to use the word tatstha for the subject
and tad for the object, instead of
repeating the words grah¢t¤ and
gr¡hya.

tanu-1 iÉxÉÖ-1 (YS II 2, 4), one of the four
forms in which the kle¿as exist. It is
the attenuated condition of a kle¿a. In
this condition the kle¿a is not suffici-
ently strong to disturb peace of mind.

tanu-2 iÉxÉÖ-2 (SS I 69), the body. A yog¢
or yogin¢ who has realised that the
whole world is m¡y¡, has no interest
in his or her body, wealth etc.

tattva-2 tanu-2
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tanum¡nas¢ iÉxÉÖ̈ ÉÉxÉºÉÒ (VU IV (1) 3, (2)
1, 5), functioning with the refined mind.
Third stage of knowledge in the
sequence of seven stages of knowledge.
The other six stages are: (1) ¿ubhecch¡
(virtuous desire), (2) vic¡ra¸¡ (investi-
gation), (3) sattv¡patti (attainment of
the rhythmic state), (4) asaÆ¿akti
(detachment), (5) pad¡rthabh¡van¡
(conception of the substance, of the
brahman), and (6) tur¢ya (attainment
of the tur¢ya state). Among these
sevenfold stages of knowledge, the last
four have been conceived as the four-
fold character of a j¢vanmukta. Till
the third stage, one remains a seeker
for liberation. Wherein passionate
attachment to objects of sensual
pleasure gets atttenuated as a result of
investigation and virtuous desire, that
is called functioning with the refined
mind.

tantu-1 iÉxiÉÖ-1 (KU 9), the fine thread by
which the spider climbs up and down.
Su¿umn¡ is compared to the spider's
thread, because pr¡¸a2 is supposed to
travel up along the suÀumn¡. Pr¡¸a1

is thus compared to a spider here.
tantu-2 iÉxiÉÖ-2 (KU 24), suÀumn¡ which

is one of the tantu1-like structures in
the body.

tantra iÉxjÉ (SK 70), knowledge leading
to Supreme Realization. The basic ideas
of Kapila about this knowledge are said
to have been elaborated by Paµca-
¿ikh¡c¡rya.

tanm¡tra iÉx¨ÉÉjÉ (VB I 45, II 19, III 44,

IV 14; SK 24-5, 38; TSB 3, 6, 7), the
infra-atomic potential which marks a
comparatively less differentiated level
of the material part of nature in relation
to the mah¡bh£tas which are a further
differentiation in it. There are five
tanm¡tr¡s; viz. ¿abda, spar¿a, r£pa,
rasa and gandha in which the atom of
the five mah¡bh£tas (= elements) are
differentiated. By careful analysis we
find that the atoms of the mah¡bh£tas
are tanm¡tr¡s in a concrete form.
Thus a param¡¸u (= atom) is made
up of tanm¡tr¡s; i.e., the tanm¡tr¡s
are its constituents (cf. VB).
According to SK, in aha´k¡ra1 stand
out the five tanm¡tr¡s and the eleven
indriyas1 which form the bhautika
(material) and aindr¢ (immaterial)
sargas respectively. The five tan-
m¡tr¡s are said to arise in what
Ì¿varak¤À¸a calls bh£t¡di, whlie the
indriyas1 are supposed to arise in
vaik¤ta (immaterial) aha´k¡¤a1.
Tamas predominates in the tan-
m¡tr¡s. Rajas takes a hand in the
production of both indriyas1 as well as
tanm¡tr¡s. Sattva2 predominates in
vaik¤ta aha´k¡ra1. Being avi¿eÀas,
the tanm¡tr¡s cannot be perceived by
laymen, they can be known by the
scientist as a result of his scientific
research, or by the yog¢ by performing
saÆyama on them. With the exception
of the concrete individual objects and
living beings, everything that exists is
capable of being known either by

tanum¡nas¢ tanm¡tra
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scientific investigation or by
saÆyama. The tanm¡tr¡s, however,
have an important psychophysical
value. TSB makes a distinction between
tanm¡tr¡s and jaiva tanm¡tr¡s and
considers ¿abda, spar¿a, r£pa, rasa
and gandha to be the viÀayas of
jµ¡nendriyas and avak¡¿avidh£ta
+´ÉEòÉ¶ÉÊ´ÉvÉÚiÉ dar¿ana, pi¸·¢kara¸a and
dh¡ra¸¡ to be those of the jaivatan-
m¡tr¡s. In other words, the jaivatan-
m¡tr¡s are stimulated by the active
principles in ¿abda, spar¿a, r£pa,
rasa and gandha, which the jµ¡nen-
driyas sense. These five names thus
apply to (1) the five cosmic tanm¡tr¡s,
(2) the five jaivatanm¡tr¡s, (3) the
five jµ¡nendriya viÀayas, and (4) the
five principles in them which stimulate
the five jaivatanm¡tr¡s.
G also speaks of tanm¡tr¡s in the
sense organs. This hypothesis admira-
bly explains why the adequate stimuli
for the different sense organs are
different. Each tanm¡tr¡ in the exter-
nal object acts on its counterpart in the
sense organs. The objects stimulate the
sense organs by virtue of a mutual
affinity, between the tanm¡tr¡ which
predominates in them and the
corresponding jaivatanm¡tr¡ in the
sense organ.

tapa-1 iÉ{É-1 (VBh II 1), austerity. It con-
sists of practice which is unopposed to
developing clarity of mind. According
to VBh, the beginningless subliminal
impressions coming from action and

affliction which is known as p¡pa
(demerit) is variegated and it cannot be
weakened without the help of the
austerity besides the other various
means.

tapa-2 iÉ{É-2 (BY III 21), this is in relation
with the abode of t¡pasa-persons. The
accomplished ascetics like Sanaka and
others reside here. Hence it is called
tapoloka.

tapa-3 iÉ{É-3 (VS I 54), austerity. This
austerity consists in purification of the
body by a perscribed means such as
k¤cchrac¡ndr¡ya¸avrata EÞòSUÅôôSÉÉxpùªÉhÉµÉiÉ.
This is one of the ten niyamas
enumerated by VasiÀ¶ha.

tapa-4 iÉ{É-4 (VU V 13; SAU I (2) 1, 2;
DU II 1, 3-4; TSM 33; YS II 1, 32; VB
II 32; YSH IV 88-91, 93), one of the
ten niyamas3. Tapa is the attitude
which the yog¢s are advised to adopt
towards their physiological needs, viz.
these are to be endured and not to be
appeased by being satisfied. As a part
of kriy¡yoga, tapa attenuates the
kle¿as, and, as a yog¡´ga, it removes
avidy¡ and brings about undisturbed
peace of mind.
According to SAU, tapas consists in
depriving the body by fasts like k¤cchra
EÞòSUÅô and c¡ndr¡ya¸a.
According to DU, people who know the
significance of the questions like what
mokÀa is and how and by whom the
saÆs¡ra is created take resort to tapa.
According to YSH, tapa purifies a
j¢va1 as fire purifies gold.

tapa-1 tapa-4
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tapoloka iÉ{ÉÉä±ÉÉäEò (NBU 4, 16; VB III 26),
sixth of the seven bhuvanas ¦É Ö´ÉxÉ
(worlds) mentioned by VB. The gods
¡bh¡svar¡Å, mah¡bh¡svar¡Å and
satyamah¡bh¡svar¡Å, live here.
According to NBU, it is one of the six
higher regions above the earth (cf.
janoloka). If a mantrayog¢ ̈ ÉxjÉªÉÉäMÉÒ dies
while he is at the eleventh m¡tr¡1 of
the pra¸ava (om) he is reborn in
tapoloka. This loka is imagined in the
throat of the haÆsa (swan) which is
the symbol of the One Supreme Reality
(brahman).

tamas-1 iÉ¨ÉºÉÂ-1 (SSP I 52), one of the five
components of kulapaµcaka. Other
four are: sattva, rajas, k¡la and j¢va.
Tamas has been described as having
the characteristics of viv¡da, kalaha,
¿oka, bandhana and vaµcana.

tamas-2 iÉ¨ÉºÉÂ-2 (VB I 8; SK 48), Vy¡sa
and Ì¿varak¤À¸a think that tamas2 is
another name for the mother-instinct
avidy¡. SK considers it to be of eight
kinds.

tamas-3 iÉ¨ÉºÉÂ-3 (VB II 18; SK 13, 54;
TBU I 41; TSM 8), one of the three
well-known gu¸as1, the other two
being sattva2 and rajas1. The
characteristics of this gu¸a1 are said to
be inertia, grossness, and prevention of
knowledge. It is supposed to retard
movement, that rajas is supposed to
start and promote, and to cause
obscurity and thus obstruct knowledge,
which sattva2 is supposed to bring
about.

Tamas2 is thus the material aspect of
prak¤ti1 (nature), of which the other
two aspects are energy and mind. Pro-
bably tamas2 is to mind what ¡lasya
(= no inclination for work) is to body.
TBU considers it to be one of the nine
obstacles in the way of sam¡dhi1. cf.
gu¸a1.

tarka-1 iÉEÇò-1 (ANU 6, 16), one of the six
constituents of yoga4. In this text
Pataµjali's yama, niyama1 and ¡sana1

are omitted and tarka is added as a
yog¡´ga. Thus there are only six
yog¡´gas.
All the same, ¡sana1 is prescribed for
the practice of yoga1 as pr¡¸¡y¡ma2

is; and the yog¢ is advised to eschew
fear, anger, sloth, sleeping too much,
waking too much, fasting and eating too
much. Tarka is defined as inference
which does not go contrary to the
injunctions laid down in the scriptures.

tarka-2 iÉEÇò-2 (HP IV 40), reasoning,
Mere reasoning is said not to lead to
liberation.

t¡·¡g¢ iÉÉb÷ÉMÉÒ (GS III 2, 50), one of the
twentyfive mudr¡s enumerated by
Ghera¸·a. It consists in pushing the
abdomen backwards (inwards) and thus
giving it the shape of a pond (a hollow).
In this mudr¡ the abdomen is con-
tracted as it is done in u··iy¡na1. In
u··iy¡na1, however, muscles of the
abdominal wall are completely relaxed.
This is not necessary for t¡·¡g¢-
mudr¡.

t¡na iÉÉxÉ (GS III 8), stretching. In u··iy¡-

tapoloka t¡na
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nabandha the whole of the abdomen
is said to be stretched backwards and
upwards.

t¡pa iÉÉ{É (YS II 15; G 3), anxiety, fear of
deprivation which is generally present
while one is enjoying a pleasure. This
constant anxiety is mentioned by
Pataµjali as one of the arguments in
support of his thesis that all is duÅkha
(misery) to a person who goes deep into
the matter.

t¡paduÅkha iÉÉ{ÉnÖù:JÉ (VB, VM II 15), pain
of anguish. One of the three varieties
of pains enumerated by Pataµjali. These
are pari¸¡maduÅkha, t¡paduÅkha
and saÆsk¡raduÅkha. T¡paduÅkha
has been explained by Vy¡sa as expe-
rience of anguish based on aversion. A
person desiring the means for pleasure
works for it through his body. In this
process one favours (another) and
causes pain to another. This favour or
causing pain to another results into
collection of dharma and adharma.
This kind of karm¡¿aya comes into
being because of greed and delusion
and this is called the pain of anguish
(t¡pa).

t¡pasa iÉÉ{ÉºÉ (SSP VI 41), one who has
subjugated the sense pleasure. A person
is called t¡pasa (austere) who abstains
from sensuous pleasure and turns one's
mind towards the Self and not simply
because he besmears his body with
ashes.

t¡misra iÉÉÊ¨É»É (VB I 8; SK 48), According
to Vy¡sa, this is another name for

Pataµjali's kle¿a called dveÀa. Thus it
is an innate mental disposition, one of
SK's bh¡va2, which is responsible for
the pratyaya sarga.

t¡raka-1 iÉÉ®úEò-1 (YS III 54), literally that
which takes one across; here, that
which brings one success in one's
endeavour. Insight into the reality of
things gained by saÆyama on kÀa¸a
and the corresponding krama is
knowledge which ensures success to a
yog¢.

t¡raka-2 iÉÉ®úEò-2 (HP IV 4), that which
liberates. HP declares that only yoga
(ha¶hayoga) can liberate the man and
not the (mere study of) ¡gamas,
nigamas and dry reasonings.

t¡raka-3 iÉÉ®úEò-3 (VS VI 5), a synonym
for pra¸ava.

t¡raka-4 iÉÉ®úEò-4 (MBU I (II) 4; ATU 3,
8), the brahman, knowledge of which
helps in crossing the ocean of saÆsara
(saÆs¡ras¡garasaÆtara¸¡t ºÉÆºÉÉ®úºÉÉMÉ®-
úºÉÆiÉ®úhÉÉiÉÂ). That which liberates from
womb, birth, old age, death and the
great fears of the world.

t¡r¡ iÉÉ®úÉ (ATU 9), the retina, on which
the images of external objects fall.
Retinal cells are commissioned into ser-
vice for p£rvat¡rakayoga, not for the
uttara one which is the highest yoga.
But in the p£rvat¡rakayoga the retinal
cells are not stimulated by an external
light. The light seen by the p£rva-
t¡raka yog¢ resembles an after-image
without being one.

t¡lu iÉÉ±ÉÖ (G 71), palate. It is the seat of

t¡pa t¡lu
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teja (fire). It could not be the same spot
as t¡lum£la, because teja and candra3

would not be good companions.
t¡lucakra iÉÉ±ÉÖSÉGò (SSP II 6), sixth cakra

in the series of nine cakras, from where
the stream of nectar flows. The medi-
tation of void on it destroys the worldly
attachment and citta is dissolved.

t¡lum£la iÉÉ±ÉÖ̈ ÉÚ±É (G 57), the root of the
palate where it meets the throat. The
candram¡ (candra), which is one of
the nine points in the body for the yog¢s
to fix their attention on, is said to be si-
tuated in the t¡lum£la. (cf. gha¸¶ik¡).

tiryak ÊiÉªÉÇEÂò (VB II 12, 34, III 18, IV 8),
animal life, one of the four kinds of life
well-known in ancient Indian literature,
the other three being deva, manuÀya
¨ÉxÉÖ¹ªÉ (men), and n¡raka (beings living
in hell).

tiryagyoni ÊiÉªÉÇÇMªÉÉäÊxÉ (SK 53), one of the
three parts of the bhautika (material)
sarga. It consists of all animals, plants
and lifeless objects and is said to be of
five varieties, which according to the
commentators, are pa¿u {É¶ÉÖ , m¤ga ¨ÉÞMÉ,
pakÀ¢ {ÉIÉÒ , sar¢s¤pa ºÉ®úÒºÉÞ{É and sth¡vara
ºlÉÉ´É®ú (= two kinds of animals, birds,
reptiles and trees respectively).

t¢vrasaÆvega iÉÒµÉºÉǼ ÉäMÉ (YS I 21), a yog¢
whose effort is of keen intensity (cf.
adhim¡tra).

tunda iÉÖxnù (GS I 51; HP II 34), belly. Pro-
bably reference is to the abdominal
recti, which are rolled right and left in
nauli (= laulik¢).

tur¢ iÉÖ®úÒ (GS V 75), trumpet, the sound of
which a yog¢ hears in his right ear if he

succeeds in kumbhaka1 of the
bhr¡mar¢ type.

tur¢ya-1 iÉ Ö®Ò úªÉ-1 (YCU 72, 73),  cf.
puruÀa3 and taijas2.

tur¢ya-2 iÉÖ®úÒúªÉ-2 (VS V 9, 11), fourth state,
the ultimate stage of consciousness.
The prior three stages of consciousness
are: j¡grat, svapna and suÀupti. In the
tur¢ya state the consciousness is
liberated from worldly bondage.

tur¢yag¡ iÉÖ®ÒúªÉMÉÉ = turyag¡ iÉÖªÉÇMÉÉ (VU IV
(1) 3, (2) 2, 10), the seventh and the
last bh£mi (stage of development) and
the fourth and last stage of j¢vanmukti
(life after realising the Supreme Truth).
According to one way of calculation, it
is the 17th stage. The yog¢ at this final
stage is called brahmavidvariÀ¶ha ¥ÉÀ-
Ê´ÉuùÊ®ú¹`ö (VU IV (1) 12). Oneness with
brahman becomes the very nature of
the yog¢ at this stage.
Another name of this state is
g£·hasupti MÉÚføºÉÖÎ{iÉ (VU IV (2) 16). In
this stage there is no mentation
whatsoever. There is unmixed oneness.
About this state we can neither say that
it is, nor that it is not; i.e. we cannot
describe it in anyway whatsoever.

tur¢yacaitanya iÉÖ®úÒúªÉSÉèiÉxªÉ (ATU 13),  the
state which in neither j¡grat (waking)
nor svapna (dreaming) nor suÀupti
(dreamless sleep) and is, therefore,
called the fourth avasth¡. It is caitanya
and caitanya alone-literally the fourth
(caitanya).

tur¢y¡t¢ta-1 iÉÖ®ÒúªÉÉiÉÒiÉ-1 (MBU II (4) 1),
one of the five states of man. It is said
to be the same as the j¢vanmukti

t¡lucakra tur¢y¡t¢ta-1
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(liberated) state. It is life after one has
fully realised the Supreme Reality.

tur¢y¡t¢ta-2 iÉÖ®ÒúªÉÉiÉÒiÉ-2 (TSM 151),
transcending the tur¢ya. After attaining
the fourth state with the consciousness
well-fixed in the middle of the eye-
brows, one should visualise the place
beyond tur¢ya. This is in the brahma-
randhra. Commencing from the v¤tti
of j¡grat till the interior of the cavern
of the brahman.

turya-1 iÉÖªÉÇ-1 (MBU II (4) 1). According
to this text, one of the five states of man.
The turya state consists in a desirable
and satisfactory state of the mind when
the yog¢ does not for a moment believe
the world perceived by the senses to be
real. He sees himself (=¡tm¡2)
everywhere and knows himself to be
brahman (= the only Reality).
This is the fourth state, the fifth being
even beyond this.

turya-2 iÉÖªÉÇ-2 (BY II 115), the twenty-
fourth letter of the S¡maveda is called
turya. It has the form of soma, the
fourth state of consciousness, a
synonym of oÆk¡ra.

turya-3 iÉÖªÉÇ-3 (HP IV 48), a state in which
the mind merges (in the place) between
the eyebrows which supposed to be the
seat of áiva.

turyag¡ iÉÖªÉÇMÉÉ (VU IV (2) 2, 10), the last
variety of the seven kinds of bh£mis.
Turyag¡ state is that wherein there is
entire devotion to the state of Ëtman,
due to the non-recognition of differe-
nces of any kind between the concep-
tion and actual state of Ëtman.

turyapada iÉÖªÉÇ{Énù (NBU 32), one of the
four states of consciousness. According
to MBU 55, the state of sam¡dhi1 is
the turya state. Other three states are
j¡grat, svapna and suÀupti.

tuÀti iÉÖÎ¹]õ (SK 46-50), one of the four cons-
tituents of the pratyayasarga. Acco-
rding to one scheme of classification,
tuÀ¶i means contentment, but this con-
tentment is not contentment with hav-
ing nothing. It is contentment with
something acquired, however small the
acquisition may be. It is of the nature
of a satisfaction which is a constituent
of the pratyayasarga, according to
another analysis.
TuÀ¶i is of nine types. Four of them are
called ¡dhy¡tmika. They are prak¤ti,
up¡d¡na, k¡la and bh¡gya (also
known as ambha +¨¦É, salila ºÉÊ±É±É, ogha
+ÉäPÉ, and v¤À¶i ´ÉÞÎ¹]õ respectively). The
remaining five tuÀ¶is are of the five
senses. They are called p¡ra {ÉÉ®ú, sup¡ra
ºÉÖ{ÉÉ®ú, p¡r¡p¡ra {ÉÉ®úÉ{ÉÉ®ú, anuttam¡mbha
+xÉÖkÉ¨ÉÉ¨¦É, and uttam¡mbha =kÉ¨ÉÉ¨¦É. All
these tuÀ¶is are a mark of a yog¢ falling
short of perfection.

teja iÉäVÉù (SSP I 40), fire-element, one of
the five gross elements. Teja has five
qualities; they are kÀut (hunger), t¤À¡
(thirst), nidr¡ (sleep), kl¡nti (fatigue)
and ¡lasya (laziness).

tejas-1 iÉäVÉºÉÂ-1ù (GS VI 17, 18, 21; ATU 2,
10, 11), light. According to GS, the light
which a yog¢ sees while absorbed in
tejodhy¡na is the Supreme Being
Himself in a concrete form.

tur¢y¡t¢ta-2 tejas-1
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ATU considers tejas to be the white
light which the t¡raka yog¢ sees a little
above the level of the eyebrows. This
text too identifies it with the one Sup-
reme Reality and considers attending
to it to be a further step in the direction
of success in the yog¢'s endeavours,
though tejas is an object of conscious-
ness and is seen by means of the central
sensory apparatus.

tejas-2 iÉäVÉºÉÂ-2ù (G 71), one of the five
elements (fire), the other four being
p¤thv¢, ambu, v¡yu and ¡k¡¿a. This
tattva3 is found in the t¡lum£la and
resembles the insect indragopa <xpùMÉÉä{É
in colour, brightness and shape (i.e., it
is more or less red and triangular).
Tejas is said to be rephamaya ®äú¡ò¨ÉªÉ.
This can mean that omitting a whirring
sound.
According to the traditional inter-
pretation, however, rephamaya means
''having the letter 'ra' as its b¢ja''.

tejas-3 iÉäVÉºÉÂ-3 (TBU I 41), impatience (=
inability to bear ill-treatment, hence
aggression). This, according to TBU,
is one of the nine obstacles in the way
of yoga4.

tejodhy¡na iÉ äVÉÉ ävªÉÉxÉ (GS VI 15-17),
dhy¡na of brahman represented by
the light of j¢v¡tm¡ seen by a yog¢ in
the m£l¡dh¡ra, or by the light of om
seen inside between the two eye-brows.

tejobindu iÉäVÉÉäÊ¤ÉxnÖù (TBU I 1), point of
radiance. A particular type of medita-
tion in which the (wise) practitioner
meditates upon tejobindu (the point of

radiance) for acquiring the knowledge
of the brahman. The tejobindu is
supposed to be in the heart of the
vi¿w¡tman Ê´É¶´ÉÉi¨ÉxÉÂ and which is the
place of the eternal bliss.

taijas-1 iÉèVÉºÉÂ-1 (SK 25), taijas aha´k¡ra1

that in which rajas1 is active.
taijas-2  iÉèVÉºÉÂ-2 (YCU 72; YKU III 21),

one of the four puruÀas3 who are said
to experience the four kinds of activity
of living beings, particularly man.
Taijas1 is supposed to be the experi-
encer of dreams-the dream images,
ideas, joys and sorrows. In other words,
the knowing subject is called taijas2 in
relation to dreams. As taijas2 he is said
to be praviviktabhuk |ÉÊ´ÉÊ´ÉH-¦ÉÖEÂò because
in a dream, consciousness is cut off
from the real waking state experiences.
While dreaming we forget where we
are, what we do, and so on.
YKU considers taijas2 to be one of the
three puruÀas3, the other two being
vi¿va and pr¡jµa.

taitila iÉèÊiÉ±É (KU 17, 19), the pr¡¸as1

which are supposed to be the life in the
n¡·¢s2. The dictionary meaning of the
word taitila is ''God'' (V.S. Apte). The
commentator UpaniÀadbrahmayog¢
has, however, quoted from a ko¿aÅ EòÉä¶É:
''gamanaÆ taitilaÆ sthairyam MÉ¨ÉxÉÆiÉèÊiÉ±ÉÆ
ºlÉèªÉÇÇ̈ ÉÂ.'' The idea seems to be that there
is pr¡¸a in every n¡·¢2 just as there is
pr¡¸a in the marmans and the n¡·¢s2

and marmans are all to be cut by
manodh¡ra¸¡, so that the pr¡¸a1 may
be released. This is metaphorical

tejas-2 taitila
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language. The straight way of saying
would be: by dhy¡nayoga the yog¢
realises that he is not life, nor that which
is lived. For this purpose he has to direct
his manodh¡ra¸¡ to the marmans
and the n¡·¢s2 where pr¡¸a (= life) is
supposed to reside.

ty¡ga iªÉÉMÉ (TBU I 15, 19), vair¡gya (=
absence of attachment = renunciation).
It is one of the fifteen a´gas of yoga
according to this text. It follows
Supreme Realization and brings about
quick mokÀa.

tray¢m¡rga jÉªÉÒ¨ÉÉMÉÇ (BY XII 42), the path
(that leads to brahman and shown by
Vedas). Vedas are there: Îg, Yaju and
S¡ma and hence they are called trayi.
The tray¢m¡rga is the correct and best
path by which the learned sages reach
the (proximity of) brahman.

tr¡¶aka jÉÉ]õEò (G I 12, 53; HP II 32-3),
one of the Àa¶karmas -purificatory
performances. It consists in gazing at a
minute object until tears fall from the
eyes. Of course, the winking reflex is
to be kept inhibited all the while. This
practice helps early success in ¿¡m-
bhav¢mudr¡ and cures eye-diseases in
the bargain.

trik£¶a ÊjÉEÚò]õ (BVU 73), one of the nine
nervous pathways in the head. (cf.
oÆk¡ra). They are all to be stopped
for achieving success in sam¡dhi1.

trigu¸a-1 ÊjÉMÉÖhÉ-1 (TBU I 6), having the
three qualities-vir¡¶ Ê´É®úÉ]Âõ,  hira¸yagar-
bha and antary¡m¢ +xiÉªÉÉ Ç¨ÉÒ (Ref.
Srinivas Ayyangar's translation). In

Yogaku¸·alyupaniÀad III 21, vir¡¶,
hira¸yagarbha and ¢¿vara are menti-
oned as a set of three which merge into
the pratyag¡tm¡ |ÉiªÉMÉÉi¨ÉÉ (= brahman);
and loose their individuality. This is one
way of describing the indescribable
brahman.

trigu¸a-2 ÊjÉMÉÖhÉ-2 (BY II 73), synonym
for oÆk¡ra. It has three characteristics.
They are: sarvaÆ ºÉ´ÉÈÇ (whole), vijµ¡nam
Ê´ÉYÉÉxÉ¨ÉÂ (manifesting) and nirgu¸am
(having no quality).

trida¸·¢ ÊjÉnùhb÷Ò (SSP VI 38), quality of a
yog¢ known as trida¸·¢. One who has
control over m¡y¡ (ignorance), karma
(enjoyment), and kal¡j¡la Eò±ÉÉVÉÉ±É
(worldly behaviour) and is steady like
a mountain.

trida¿a ÊjÉnù¶É (VB III 26), a class of gods
who reside in the mahendraloka.

tridaivatya ÊjÉnùè́ ÉiªÉ (BY II 74, 76), a sy-
nonym for oÆk¡ra, having three gods.
OÆk¡ra is called tridaivatya because
oÆk¡ra is regarded as brahm¡, viÀ¸u
and mahe¿vara.

tridh¡tu ÊjÉvÉÉiÉÖ (TBU I 6), the three-fold
soul-vi¿va, taijas and pr¡jµa-
brahman.

tridh¡ma-1 ÊjÉvÉÉ¨É-1 (TBU I 4), brahman,
who is described as having His seat as
vi¿va in the waking state, as taijas in
the dream and as pr¡jµa in the state of
dreamless sleep.

tridh¡ma-2 ÊjÉvÉÉ¨É-2 (BY II 18, 23),
synonym for oÆk¡ra. G¡rhapatya,
dakÀi¸¡gni and ¡havan¢ya, these
three types of sacrifices are called
tridh¡ma.

ty¡ga tridh¡ma-2
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tripatha ÊjÉ{ÉlÉ (HP III 36), the meeting
point of i·¡, pi´gal¡ and suÀumn¡
n¡·¢s. By reverting the tongue one
should insert it into the kap¡lakuhara
for the practice of khecar¢mudr¡.

tripada ÊjÉ{Énù (BY II 64, 86), a synonym
of oÆk¡ra, having three phases. With
the application of pra¸ava and seven
vy¡h¤tis along with three phased
g¡yatr¢ one is free from any distur-
bances in his s¡dhan¡.

trip¡da ÊjÉ{ÉÉnù (BY IV 34, 47), a synonym
of oÆk¡ra, having three parts covering
three regions which are bh£rloka
(terrestrial region), antarikÀaloka (inter-
mediary region) and svarloka (celestial
region).

triprajµa ÊjÉ|ÉYÉ  (BY II 18, 23, 73),
synonym of oÆk¡ra. The oÆk¡ra is
characterised as triprajµa which
includes the three states, viz., vyakta,
avyakta and ajµa. It is also supposed
to have three kinds of consciousness as
antaÅprajµa, bahiÅprajµa and
ghanaprajµa.

triprayojana ÊjÉ|ÉªÉÉäVÉxÉ (BY II 74, 76),
synonym of oÆk¡ra. Owing to the
different purpose, i.e., dharma, artha
and k¡ma, it is called triprayojana.

tribrahma ÊjÉ¥ÉÀ (BY II 17, 69, 70),
synonym of oÆk¡ra. Pra¸ava is
considered as tribrahma, according to
Hira¸yagarbha (the founder of yoga).
Tribrahma means the three Vedas:
Îgveda, Yajurveda and S¡maveda.

tribhokt¡ ÊjÉ¦ÉÉäCiÉÉ (BY IX 137, 138), three
enjoyers. Pr¡¸a, agni and ¡ditya are

the three enjoyers of the body, water
and soma-the three types of food-
respectively.

trim¡tra ÊjÉ¨ÉÉjÉ  (BY II 20, 69, 70),
trim¡tra means agni, vayu and ravi
(¡ditya). Pra¸ava is considered as tri-
m¡tra, according to Hira¸yagarbha.

trimukha ÊjÉ¨ÉÖJÉ (BY II 74, 75), oÆk¡ra
is named as trimukha containing
g¡rhapatya, dakÀi¸¡gni and
¡havan¢ya.

triravastha ÊjÉ®ú´ÉºlÉ (BY II 24, 97), three
stages of consciousness. They are
¿¡nta, ghora and m£·ha.

triravasth¡na ÊjÉ®ú´ÉºlÉÉxÉ (BY II 17, 21),
synonym for oÆk¡ra. Bh£r, bhuvaÅ
and svaÅ are considered as trirava-
sth¡na.

trir¡tm¡ ÊjÉ®úÉi¨ÉÉ (BY II 100, 101), syno-
nym of God. Trir¡tm¡ means bala,
v¢rya and teja.

trilakÀya ÊjÉ±ÉIªÉ (YCU 3), the three targets.
They are b¡hya (external), madhya
(middle) and ¡ntar (inner). These three
places or targets are located in one's
own body. One of the truths regarding
one's own body, knowledge of which
is essential for the accomplishment of
yoga.

trividha ÊjÉÊ´ÉvÉ (BVU 73), one of the nine
passages which are to be stopped by
khecar¢mudr¡. (cf. oÆk¡ra).

trividhajapa ÊjÉÊ´ÉvÉVÉ{É (BY VII 134), three
kinds of japa, i.e., m¡nasa, up¡Æ¿u
and sa¿abda. M¡nasajapa is conside-
red as tranquillising, up¡Æ¿ujapa is
considered as nourishing and sa¿abda-
japa as exercising.

tripatha trividhajapa
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trividhapr¡¸¡y¡ma ÊjÉÊ´ÉvÉ|ÉÉhÉÉªÉÉ¨É (BY
VIII 7), three kinds of pr¡¸¡y¡ma, i.e.,
m¤du, madhya and adhim¡tra.

trividh¡nna ÊjÉÊ´ÉvÉÉxxÉ (BY IX 137),
threefold food. The body, water and
soma are the three-fold food.

triv¤dbrahma ÊjÉ´ÉÞnùÂ¥ÉÀ (BY IV 78), syno-
nym for oÆk¡ra.

trive¸¢sa´gama ÊjÉ´ÉähÉÒºÉÆMÉ¨É (HP III 23),
confluence of the currents flowing in
the three n¡·¢s, viz., i·¡, pi¸gal¡ and
suÀumn¡. It is said that mah¡bandha
is capable of bringing about the con-
fluence of these currents.

trivy£ha ÊjÉ´ªÉÚ½ (BY II 100, 102), synonym
for God. The all-pervading and
imperishable oÆk¡ra is described as
trivy£ha which are sa´karÀa¸a,
pradyumna and aniruddha.

tri¿a´kha ÊjÉ¶ÉÆJÉ (BVU 74), one of the nine
openings in the spinal cord that are to
be closed for success in ku¸·alin¢
yoga4.

trisaÆjµa ÊjÉºÉÆYÉ (BY II 83, 85), synonym
for oÆk¡ra. It is called trisaÆjµa
which are bahiÅsaÆjµa, madhya-
saÆjµa and antaÅsaÆjµa.

tristh¡na ÊjÉºlÉÉxÉ (BY II 86, 87), having
three abodes. OÆk¡ra is termed as
tristh¡na which are h¤t, ka¸¶ha and
t¡lu.

trisvabh¡va ÊjÉº´É¦ÉÉ´É (BY II 100, 101),
having three characteristics; synonym
for God. Jµ¡na, ai¿varya and ¿akti are
included in trisvabh¡va.

tryakÀara jªÉIÉ®ú (BY II 17), three syllables,
synonym for oÆk¡ra. 'A", 'U' and 'M'
are considered the three syllables.

ty¡ga iªÉÉMÉ (BY XI 47), renouncing the
fruits of actions.

ty¡g¢ iªÉÉMÉÒ (BG XVIII 10), renouncer.
One who performs duties detaching
oneself completely from action and its
fruits.

tvak-1 i´ÉEÂò-1 (SK 26), the cutaneous
sense. cf. indriya.

tvak-2 i´ÉEÂò-2 (VB III 29), the anatomical
structure.

da-nù
dakÀi¸¡gni-1 nùÊIÉhÉÉÎMxÉ-1 (BVU 5), one

of the three fires. It is to be maintained
in a pit towards the south of the
g¡rhapatya. This fire represents the
uk¡ra of om2.

dakÀi¸¡gni-2 nùÊIÉhÉÉÎMxÉ-2 (BY II 75, 91),
one of the three fires. Other two are
g¡rhapatya and ¡havan¢ya. The vai¿-
v¡nara (gastric fire) is situated in the
mouth of dakÀi¸¡gni. (cf. trimukha).

dakÀin¡bandha nùÊIÉhÉÉ¤ÉxvÉ (VBh I 24), one
of the three bondages recognised by
S¡¸khyas. The other two are pr¡k¤ta
and vaik¤ta. The bondage of those
persons who desire heavenly and
earthly objects such as heaven, sons,
wealth etc. is called dakÀi¸¡bandha.
This bandha keeps the j¢va revolving
in the world.

dakÀi¸¡yana nùÊIÉhÉÉªÉxÉ (DU IV 42), shif-
ting from the left side to the right side,
The continuous chain of sensations
which the yog¢s experience rising up
in their back that sometimes shifts from
one side to another. When a yog¢ is
having these sensations in the left side
and then begins to get them in the right

trividhapr¡¸¡y¡ma dakÀi¸¡yana
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side, this is called dakÀi¸¡yana in
yogic language.

dagdhab¢ja nùMvÉ¤ÉÒVÉ (BY VIII 35), burnt
seed, i.e., the subliminal impressions
which remain for further life, become
burnt. Yogasiddhi is attained by the
practice of pr¡¸¡y¡ma and through
that siddhi or the fire of yoga one
becomes sinless, passionless, pure and
gets his subliminal impressions burnt.

da¸·adhauti nhb÷vÉÉèÊiÉ (GS I 37), one of
the three kinds of h¤ddhauti. It
consists in cleansing the gullet by
inserting a stalk of plantain, turmeric
plant, or cane plant in it and then
withdrawing it slowly. In this way
kapha, pitta and kleda are thrown out
of the stomach and the gullet by way
of the mouth. If this dhauti is
performed in the right way it cures all
the diseases of the chest.

da¸·¡sana nùhb÷ÉºÉxÉ (VB, VM II 46), one
of the thirteen ¡sanas enumerated by
Vy¡sa. Though Vy¡sa does not give
the technique of this ¡sana, but
according to Yogasiddh¡ntacandrik¡,
the technique of da¸·¡sana is: sitting
on the floor stretching both legs kept
together.

datt¡treya nùkÉÉjÉäªÉ (SAU III (1) 6, (2) 7
11), one of the three names of
saccid¡nanda- the Supreme Reality,
the other two names used here being
parabrahma and ¡tm¡. It is called
datt¡treya because this Supreme
Reality is believed to have given his
own self to Datta- the son of Atri.

dantadhauti nxiÉvÉÉèÊiÉ (GS I 13, 25), one
of the four kinds of dhautis. This
dantadhauti again is of four kinds and
includes all the various performances
prescribed by GS for cleansing the
inside of the mouth.

dantam£ladhauti nxiÉ¨ÉÚ±ÉvÉÉèÊiÉ (GS I 26-
7), a kind of dantadhauti which
consists in rubbing the part where teeth
are embedded in the gums by catechu
powder or clean earth so long as all the
impurity is not removed. This dhauti
is very useful for the practice of yoga4.
It protects the teeth if practised every
morning and is counted by the yog¢s
among the cleansing-processes.

day¡-1 nùªÉÉ-1 (DU I 6, 15; VU V 12),
compassion. It is one of the ten yamas
and is here explained as follows:
observing (= making) no difference
between self and others, i.e., taking
others to be as parts of one's own self
for all purposes of behaviour, mental
attitude and speech.

day¡-2 nùªÉÉ-2 (VS I 38, 48), compassion.
One of the ten yamas. Always to have
sympathy for others, friend and foe, is
called day¡.

dardar¢ nnÇù®úÒ (YTU 53), a feeling of
lightness - hollowness within - which
gives the yog¢ the tendency and the
ability to jump from spot to spot. A long
continued practice of pr¡¸¡y¡ma2 is
believed to give the yog¢ this ability of
jumping like a frog.

darpa n{É Ç (TBU I 12), pride which is a
bh¡va2 (= sentiment) quite foreign to

dagdhab¢ja darpa
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the person who has realised brahman
and has, therefore, himself become
brahman.

darbh¡sana n¦ÉÉÇºÉxÉ (ANU 17), a seat (=
mat woven of darbha grass) which a
yog¢ may use for sitting on while
practising yoga4.

dar¿ana-1 nù¶ÉÇxÉ-1 (YS III 32), vision. An
aspirant gets the visions of perfect
yogi's by performing saÆyama
(complete concentration) on the light
which is seen by him as located in his
own head.

dar¿ana-2 n¶ÉÇxÉ-2 (TBU I 30, 35), the act
of being conscious of something in the
way of perceiving or imagining it.
According to TBU, jµ¡namay¡d¤À¶i
implies a cessation of the distinction
between draÀ¶¤, dar¿ana and d¤¿ya1,
which is necessary for the yog¡¸ga
d¤ksthiti.

dar¿ana-3 nù¶ÉÇxÉ-3 (SK 21, 61; SS I 28),
puruÀa2 seeing prak¤ti1 i.e., puruÀa2

seeing puruÀa1 as other than prak¤ti1.
The metaphor used by SK should not
be stretched too far. It is not relevant to
ask why prak¤ti1 does not appear after
she has been seen, or whether she does
not appear before the particular
puruÀa2 who has seen her or before any
puruÀa2 whatsoever. The meaning is
only that after a puruÀa2 has seen
puruÀa1 as separate and different from
prak¤ti1, i.e., he has realised himself,
there is no true saÆyoga between him
and his li´ga1, though some kind of
pseudo-saÆyoga may last for some

time. It would be more corrent to say
that then there would be apavarga2- not
bhoga of puruÀa2. Prak¤ti1 works for
bringing apavarga2 to puruÀa2; and
after this purpose is fulfilled in the case
of a particular puruÀa2 there is nothing
more to be done, so far as that puruÀa2

is concerned. Prak¤ti2 is purposive,
though its work is not purposeful. All
its operations are spontaneous.

dar¿ana-4 n¶ÉÇxÉ-4 (TSB 7), the viÀaya4

of the jaivatanm¡tra called r£pa. It
is obviously of the nature of stimulation
of the visual cells in the eye where this
jaivatanm¡tra is found.

dar¿ana-5 n¶ÉÇxÉ-5 (ATU 9, 10, 13), seeing
by t¡raka. It may be anusandh¡na
(also called dhy¡na) of p£rvat¡raka-
yoga or self-realization of amanaska-
yoga, also called uttarat¡rakayoga
and ¿¡mbhav¢mudr¡.

dar¿ana-6 n¶ÉÇxÉ-6 (VB, VM II 23), vision,
distinctive knowledge. When the vision
or discriminative knowledge results, the
conjunction of the property and prop-
rietor, i.e., prak¤ti and puruÀa ends.
Therefore, true knowledge or sight is
said to be the cause of dis-correlation.

dar¿ana¿akti n¶ÉÇxÉ¶ÉÎCiÉ (YS II 6), the
pr¡k¤ta principle which Pataµjali calls
citta1. Kle¿a asmit¡ is mixing up the
principles called d¤k and dar¿ana i.e.
not seeing the difference between one's
citta1 (the transmigrating self) and the
puruÀa1 (= the unchanging principle
that introspects the changing citta1)
with which the citta is in saÆyoga.

darbh¡sana dar¿ana¿akti
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da¿apratyaya n¶É|ÉiªÉªÉ (YSU VI 64), tenth
experience. According to UpaniÀad-
brahmayog¢, this expression means
da¿amo'smi brahm¡smi, i.e., 'I am
brahman'. The 'tenth' is the one which
is generally forgotten, but is shown to
the competent by a perfect guru2.

da¿av¡yu n¶É´ÉÉªÉÖ (SSP I 68), ten varieties
of v¡yu. Their names, bodily locations
and functions are given below:
Name Region Function
Pr¡¸a Heart Exhalation and

inhalation
ap¡na Anus Recaka, p£raka

and kumbhaka.
sam¡na Navel Increases gastric

fire, body heat,
digestive power.

vy¡na Throat Drying,
appeasing.

ud¡na Palate Swallowing,
vomitting,
throwing out
(excretion).

n¡ga Perva- Mover, accords
ding movement.
entire
body

k£rma - Winking
k¤kala - Increases

appetite
devadatta - Yawning
dhanaµj- - N¡daghoÀa.
aya

da¿¡di n¶ÉÉÊnù (GS VII 3), the different
states of consciousness. Sam¡dhi1 is
described as da¿¡bh¡va because it is

a state of self-consciousness, which is
no state of consciousness whatever, in
the ordinary sense.

da¿¡bh¡va n¶ÉÉ¦ÉÉ´É (GS VII 15), forget-
fulness of the ordinary state of
consciousness of the moment. Tears of
an emotional union with brahman (=
¡tm¡) bring about a state in which one
forgets where one is and in what
condition. Da¿¡bh¡va is thus a forget-
ting of oneself.

dahan¢ n½þxÉÒ (G 74), one of the five
dh¡ra¸¡s. In G 71 and GS III 75, it is
called vai¿v¡nar¢dh¡ra¸¡. Dahan¢
is literally that which burns like fire.

dahara n½þ®ú (ATU 2, 10), tiny and imper-
ceptibly small spot inside the body.
Such spots are supposed to be dhy¡na-
sth¡nas and are at times referred to as
cakras. Thus the spot in the middle of
the chest is dahara and bhr£dahara
is the innermost point below the point
on the head midway between the two
eye-brows. An internally aroused light
can be seen in any of these places. Acc-
ording to this UpaniÀad, the dahara  in
the chest can itself be an object of
concentration. It is so in am£rtimat
(without an image) p£rvat¡rakayoga.

daharapu¸·ar¢ka n½þ®ú{ÉÖhb÷®úÒEò (KU 10),
the an¡hata dhy¡nasth¡na. It is the
lower part of the chest, which is the
seat of an¡hatacakra1. It is called
raktotpal¡bh¡saÆ h¤day¡yatanam
®CiÉÉäi{É±ÉÉ¦ÉÉºÉÆ ¾þnùªÉÉªÉiÉxÉ¨ÉÂú in this UpaniÀad.
It is called puruÀ¡yatana because in the
Ka¶ha as well as the ávet¡¿vatara

da¿apratyaya daharapu¸·ar¢ka
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upaniÀad puruÀa2 described as a´gu-
s¶ham¡tra +ÆMÉÖ¹`ö¨ÉÉjÉ, literally of the size
of the man's thumb, is said to reside in
the cavity inside the h¤daya (chest).

d¡na-1 nÉxÉ-1ò (SK 51; TSM 33), one of
the eight siddhis3 (special powers
acquired by yog¢s). V¡caspati Mi¿ra
seems to be correct in translating the
word as ¿uddhi, i.e. cleaning. It would
perhaps be still more correctly rendered
as a¿uddhikÀaya (removal of impu-
rities) which according to Pataµjali,
leads to jµ¡nad¢pti (YS II 28) and
k¡yendriyasiddhi EòÉªÉäÎxpùªÉÊºÉÊrù (YS II
43), If not k¡yendriyasiddhi itself,
d¡na is something akin and directly
leading to it.

d¡na-2 nùÉxÉ-2 (VS I 57), charity. One of
the ten niyamas. The fairly earned
money or anything that is given to
benefit the needy person.

d¡na-3 nùÉxÉ-3 (BG XVII 20-22), G¢t¡
describes three kinds of gift or do-
nation, namely, s¡ttvika, r¡jasika and
t¡masika. The gift which is given with
the feeling that it is one's duty to give,
and which is given at the right place
and time and to a worthy person is
called s¡ttvika. The gift which is given
with a view to receive something in
return, or looking for the fruit, is accou-
nted as r¡jasika and the gift that is
given at a wrong place or time to un-
worthy persons without respect is dec-
lared to be t¡masika variety of d¡na.

dik ÊnEÂò (TSB 8), one of the twelve deities
who reside in the twelve n¡·¢s1 in the
form of their presiding deities.

div¡ Ên´ÉÉ (HP IV 42), s£rya, i.e., pi´gal¡-
n¡·¢.

divya-1 Ên´ªÉ-1 (YS III 41), VB speaks of
just having a sensation and Pataµjali of
a sense giving a sensation, without the
physical sense organ being externally
stimulated. Such an experience is called
divya1. The ability can be acquired by
performing saÆyama on the relation
of the sense organ to the corresponding
mah¡bh£ta. As applied to the auditory
organ, e.g., it is the ability to sense
every sound irrespective of intensity,
distance or obstruction on the way.

divya-2 Ên´ªÉ-2ò(VB I 35, III 36). A yog¢
may begin to have an internally aroused
sensation even before acquiring the
ability to go into sam¡dhi and know
things by saÆyama. Such as experi-
ence, according to Pataµjali, comes
naturally after puruÀa1 jµ¡na is
achieved by saÆyama on sv¡rtha.

divya-3 Ên´ªÉ-3 (VB I 15, II 42), divine.
Divine sukha and divine objects  like
svarga º´ÉMÉÇ (heaven) are quite different
from the worldly happiness and worldly
pleasures.

divyad¤À¶i-1 Ên´ªÉoùÎ¹]õ-1 (HP II 31), keen
eyesight as a result of the practice of
netikriy¡ which is one of the Àa¶kriy¡s
(six cleansing processes). (cf.
netikriy¡).

divyad¤À¶i-2 Ên´ªÉoùÎ¹]õ-2 (HP III 94),
heavenly knowledge or insight. This is
achieved as a result of amarol¢mudr¡
which is a variety of the vajrol¢mudr¡.
(cf. amarol¢ and vajrol¢).

d¡na-1 divyad¤À¶i-2
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d¢pana nùÒ{ÉxÉ (GS I 43), activating,
enkindling. M£la¿odhana awakens the
vahnima¸·ala to activity, i.e., gene-
rates heat in the stomach. HP (II 78)
considers agnid¢pana to be a mark of
success in ha¶hayoga.

d¢rgha nùÒPÉÇ (YS II 50), see de¿a2.
d¢rghas£kÀma nùÒPÉÇºÉÚI¨É (YS II 50). Each

of Pataµjali's first three types of
pr¡¸¡y¡ma2 is either d¢rgha or
s£kÀma. As a result of practice,
pr¡¸¡y¡ma2 becomes more and more
s£kÀma in respect to de¿a and d¢rgha
in respect to k¡la and sa´khy¡.

duÅkha-1 nÖù:JÉ-1 (YS I 31, 33, II 34; TBU
I 14; SK 1), pain, which is utterly absent
in the person who has realised the
brahman and is himself brahman
(TBU). According to Pataµjali, how-
ever, life is essentially painful and that
we take it to be pleasant is a mark of
avidy¡. In the end even pleasant expe-
riences lead to pain. Moreover, the an-
xiety that the pleasure giving expe-
rience may not last, is itself painful and
the habit of enjoying a pleasure is a
perennial source of pain. Besides, me-
ntal conflicts, from which no one is free,
are all painful.
Three kinds of pain, viz., ¡dhy¡tmika,
¡dhibhautika and ¡dhidaivika are
well-known in ancient Indian Tradition.
This classification is based upon
'immediate cause of pain'. The remote
cause of pain may always be one's own
karma. If the immediate cause of pain
is physiological or mental the pain is

called ¡dhy¡tmika. If it is caused by
another man or an animal the pain is
said to be ¡dhibhautika. If it is due to
a natural catastrophe it is considered to
be ¡dhidaivika. The only escape from
all kinds of duÅkha is kaivalya.

duÅkha-2 nÖù:JÉ-2 (TBU I 2), taking pains
(= painful effort). The dhy¡na of
brahman is not easily attainable. It in-
volves painstaking effort.

duÅkhaphala nÖ ù:JÉ¡ò±É (NGB II 14),
painful result. All those consequences
(birth, span of life and kind of experi-
ence) have pleasure and pain as their
combined results. When caused by
pu¸ya (virtue), they give rise to
pleasurable fruit. And when caused by
apu¸ya (vice) they give rise to pain.

duÅkhavigh¡ta nÖù:JÉÊ´ÉPÉÉiÉ (SK 51), free-
dom from pain. Obviously in this con-
text it is only a comparatively tempo-
rary freedom from pain not kaivalya
(=emancipation), which alone is the
real and permanent freedom from pain.
DuÅkhavigh¡ta covers three of the
eight siddhis3 mentioned in this K¡rik¡
because of the well-known three kinds
of pain, viz., ¡dhy¡tmika, ¡dhidaivi-
ka and ¡dhibhautika. (See duÅkha).

durita nÖùÊ®úiÉ (GS I 30), coarse, hard. Food
which is hard to digest yog¢s are not
permitted to eat.

durmitriy¡ nÖùÌ¨ÉÊjÉªÉÉ (BY VII 9), one of
the Vedic verses or mantra. One
should sprinkle the water with this
mantra and wash different parts of the
body one by one.

d¢pana durmitriy¡
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duÀk¤ta nÖù¹EÞòiÉ (GS I 6), evil deed. One
gets a particular body as a result of the
good and bad deeds one has done in
previous lives.

d¤k¿akti oùC¶ÉÊH (YS II 6; VB II 6, 20),
puruÀa1. It is quite distinct from and
incommensurable with dar¿ana¿akti-
citta1. cf. puruÀa1 and citta1.

d¤ksthiti oÊùCºlÉÊiÉ (TBU I 15), restraining
the movements of the eyes. Movement
of the eye balls are a sure indication of
mental activity. For arresting the inces-
santly flowing stream of consciousness
it is necessary to stop theses move-
ments. In this UpaniÀad such restraint
is included among the fifteen com-
ponents of yoga4.

d¤·hat¡ oùføiÉÉ (GS I 9, 10), strength, result
of the ¡sanas.

d¤¿i oùÊ¶É (YS II 20, 25), puruÀa1.
d¤¿ya-1 où¶ªÉ-1 (YS II 18, 21, IV 19, 23),

the knowable. The entire universe as
known by anybody, including the
knowing citta2 itself, i.e., the concept
which any citta2 forms of himself. In
the absence of viveka (=realization)
d¤¿ya1 takes the form of bhoga and in
the state of dharmamegha-sam¡dhi2

(sarvath¡ ºÉ´ÉÇlÉÉ  vivekakhy¡ti) that of
apavarga.

d¤¿ya-2 o¶ªÉ-2 (YS IV 21), introspection.
Citt¡ntarad¤¿ya ÊSÉkÉÉxiÉ®úoù¶ªÉ is introspec-
tion of citta2 by citta2, i.e., seeing one's
own citta2. If there is another citta2 to
introspect one's citta2, then three would
be no end to one's citta2-an infinite
regress, which is impossible.

d¤¿ya-3 o¶ªÉ-3 (YS II 17), one's citta1-2

which is in fact only a part of the entire
d¤¿ya-a s¡ttvika (related to sattva)
part of it. It is with this that a puruÀa is
said to have saÆyoga; though, strictly
speaking, saÆyoga of a puruÀa is with
a krama which is taken to be citta1,
i.e., of which a citta1 is the pari¸¡ma
in the people's minds. A d¤¿ya3 is a
krama seen as a citta1.

d¤¿ya-4 o¶ªÉ-4 (VB II 18, 21), that which
is seen, a synonym for prak¤ti. Since
the objects-manifestation of prak¤ti-
are for the puruÀa i.e., for the fulfil-
ment of the purpose of experience and
liberation. It appears as the object of
experience of puruÀa, the pure-
consciousness.

d¤À¶a-1 o¹]õ-1 = prativiÀay¡dhyavas¡ya
|ÉÊiÉÊ´É¹ÉªÉÉvªÉ´ÉºÉÉªÉ (SK 4), perception of an
object. They generally made no dif-
ference between perception and sensa-
tion, as the modern western psycholo-
gists do, though the ancient Indians
often speak of simple sensa and images,
e.g., Pataµjali's viÀayavat¢ prav¤tti.
D¤À¶a1, therefore, is not always a v¤tti1

of a buddh¢ndriya and manas2

combined. Still the object of d¤À¶a is
always vi¿eÀa (particular) not s¡m¡nya
(general).

d¤À¶a-2 o¹]õ-2 (SK 1,2). In k¡rik¡s 1 and
2, d¤À¶a2 obviously includes anum¡na
(inference) and ¡ptavacana (testi-
mony). Here it stands for the ordinary
methods of investigation, viz. percep-
tion, inference and testimony.

duÀk¤ta d¤À¶a-2
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d¤À¶a-3 o¹]õ-3 (YS, VB, VM, VBh, B I
15), seen. Object is of two kinds, d¤À¶a
(seen) and ¡nu¿ravika (heard of). The
deatchment of the mind from seen
objects such as women, food, drinks,
and power-termed as d¤À¶a objects, is
one of the two conditions of called
va¿¢k¡ra-vair¡gya.

d¤À¶ajanma o¹]õVÉx¨É (YS II 12), the present
life. The vip¡ka of some karm¡¿ayas
takes place in the life in which they are
formed and of others in subsequent
lives called ad¤À¶ajanmas.

d¤À¶¡ o¹]É (SK 61, 66), seen, discriminated
(faminine). When a puruÀa2 realises
that he has discriminated puruÀa1 from
prak¤ti1 finds that she has been discri-
minated by Him, connection between
puruÀa1 and prak¤ti1 is severed. Every
puruÀa2 is a combination of puruÀa1

and li´ga1. When puruÀa1 is referred
to, emphasis is on that component of
puruÀa2 and when puruÀa2 is meant
emphasis is on the li´ga1 component.
SK does not always distinguish
between the two. This causes much
confusion.

d¤À¶¡nta o¹]ÉxiÉ  (ABU 9), example.
Brahman being unparalleled
(anupama +xÉÖ{É¨É), no example can be
cited to illustrate it. Nor can it be the
conclusion of a logical syllogism (hetu
½äþiÉÖ ).

d¤À¶i-1 oÊ¹]-1 (ATU 6, 9, 11), visual
antard¤Àti (= anusandh¡na).

d¤À¶i-2 oÊ¹]-2 (ATU 12), sight (= ordinary
sight by means of the eyes i.e. ordinary
seeing). In ¿¡mbhav¢mudr¡, the sight

(= gaze) is directed outwards while the
lakÀya of the yog¢ is an antarlakÀya.
It is nothing which he sees with his
eyes, though the eyes may be kept open.

d¤À¶i-3 oÊ¹]-3 (YSU VI 70), indriyas1.
The pr¡¸as, the indriyas1 and manas1

are said to be essentially one and the
same. The meaning is that the living
being is an organism which works as a
whole. These are not so many indepen-
dent entities in the living being. Various
substantive words are used to explain
the various functions performed by the
one whole organism.

deva näù´É (VB I 19, II 44, III 18, IV 8),
one of the four kinds of life well-known
in ancient Indian literature; viz., deva,
manuÀya ¨ÉxÉ Ö ¹ª É  (men), tiryak and
n¡raka. Deva existence being superior
to the other three, it is described by VB
as akin to kaivalya. SK's bhautika
sarga consists of only three kinds of
life. N¡raka has been omitted.

devadatta-1 näù´ÉnùkÉ-1 (DU IV 34; G 24;
YCU 25; SAU I (4) 13), one of the five
secondary v¡yus enumerated under
n¡g¡dy¡Å v¡yavaÅ. The sphere of ac-
tion of this v¡yu is said to be yawning.
It would thus be the yawning reflex.
According to SAU and DU, the
function of devadatta is sleep.

devadatta-2 näù´ÉnùkÉ-2 (VS II 42, 50,54),
one of the ten v¡yus. VasiÀ¶ha men-
tions its location in skin and bones and
its function as yawning. (cf. da¿av¡yu).

de¿a-1 näù¶É-1 (TBU I 15, 23), literally
place. It is considered by this UpaniÀad
to be one of the fifteen yog¡´gas. The

d¤À¶a-3 de¿a-1
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meaning as explained is a solitary place.
Practice in a solitary place is also
considered to be a yog¡´ga by this ¤Ài.

de¿a-2 näù¶É-2 (YS II 50; VB II 50, 51), the
first three types of pr¡¸¡y¡ma2

mentioned by Pataµjali, in which the
kumbhaka1 is always preceded by
exhalation or inhalation. This variety
of kumbhaka1 can be d¢rgha or
s£kÀma in three dimensions, i.e. in
respect of de¿a2, k¡la and sa´khy¡. A
pr¡¸¡y¡ma2 is said to be s£kÀma in
respect of de¿a2 when exhalation or
inhalation preceding the kumbhaka is
not forceful; i.e., air is slowly and gently
exhales or inhaled.

de¿a-3 näù¶É-3 (YS III 1), object of concen-
tration, which may be a particular spot
in the yog¢s body or an object outside
(cf. VB). Dh¡ra¸¡ is defined by
Pataµjali as retaining an object in the
focus of consciousness.

de¿a-4 näù¶É-4 (YS, VB, VM, VBh, NGB
II 31), place, a place of pilgrimage etc.
One of the fourfold essential conditions
to observe a vow. Others are j¡ti (spe-
cies or kinds), k¡la (such as 14th of
the month or other), and samaya
(circums-tances). The yamas must be
observed by all means not limited by
these above considerations.

deha-1 näù½þ-1 = ¿ar¢ra ù¶É®úÒú®ú(TSB 1; YSU I
73, 165, 168; TSM 54-56, 58), pi¸·a.
The living body-one of the four things
about which Tri¿ikhibr¡hma¸a asked
¡ditya. TSB being a psychological
study, it investigates human behaviour,

including action. In YSU I 72, human
body is described as having nine doors
and in I 165 as a da¿adv¡rapura n¶ÉuùÉ®ú{ÉÖ®ú
(having ten doors).
According to YSU I 73, a yog¢ should
pay no heed to the body. In I 168, the
body is said to be a means of acquiring
siddhis3 (= success in acquiring extra-
ordinary abilities). The body, presuma-
bly the human body, has one stambha
ºiÉ¨¦É (= the spinal column), nine or ten
openings and five gods though it is
called only ¿iv¡laya Ê¶É´ÉÉ±ÉªÉ (abode of
¿iva) and ¿iva¿aktiniketana Ê¶É´É¶ÉÎCiÉ-
ÊxÉEäòiÉxÉ (abode of ¿iva and ¿akti).

deha-2 näù½þ-2 (VS II 3, 5-6), body. The
human body is said to be of 96 fingers
in length when measured by one's own
fingers. There are 32 ribs in it on the
two sides of the backbone, and is said
to contain 18 vital points and seventy
two thousand n¡·¢s. (cf. marma-
sth¡na).

dehamadhya näù½þ¨ÉvªÉ ú(VS II 8-11; III 63,
68-9), centre of the human body and
located in between the anus and penis-
identified to be the perineum. This has
been recognised as one of the eighteen
vital points.

dehas¡mya näù½ºÉÉ¨ªÉ = a´g¡n¡m samat¡
+ÆMÉÉxÉÉÆ ºÉ¨ÉiÉÉ ù(TBU I 15, 28), the state of
body when a yog¢ merges into
brahman. It is not the rigidity of a dried
up tree, but a superior kind of inactivity.

dehasiddhi näù½ÊºÉÊrù (HP III 99), conquest
of the body. Exquisiteness of form,
elegance, strength, and vigour are

de¿a-2 dehasiddhi
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achieved through the practice of
vajrol¢mudr¡.

deh¡gni näù½ÉÎMxÉù (GS I 52, II 40, 43; V 68),
gastric heat which helps digestion. It is
increased by practising laulik¢,
makar¡sana, bhujang¡sana or
s£ryabhedana pr¡¸¡y¡ma2.

deh¡nala näù½ÉxÉ±Éù (HP II 52), the bodily
heat. After sufficient practice of ujj¡y¢
pr¡¸¡y¡ma, a specific type of heat is
generated in the body. This has its own
spiritual significance. Generally,
deh¡nala also means gastric-fire which
helps in the proper digestion of food.
But this is relevant for worldly purposes
whereas, in the context of ujj¡y¢ it
means some inner-fire generated in the
body, which is of spiritual significance
for the yogas¡dhaka.

deh¢ näù½Ò ù = j¢va ùVÉÒ´É (G 66 )living being.
Life sticks to an am¤tap£r¸a +¨ÉÞiÉ{ÉÚhÉÇ
(filled with nectar) body as fire sticks
to fuel. The idea is that so long as there
is fuel fire will not go out. Whatever
may be his age, if a ha¶hayog¢ fills his
body with the nectar secreted from the
upper parts of the brain, he does not die
so long as he does not allow this nectar
to be consumed by the s£rya2 in his
n¡bhi.

daiva nè́ É (SK 53), one of the three great
divisions of the bhautika sarga. The
devas of this division of creation are
supposed to be of eight kinds, which
are not mentioned. The commentators
consider them to be: brahm¡ pr¡j¡-
patya |ÉÉVÉÉ{ÉiªÉ, saumya ºÉÉè¨ªÉ, aindriya

BäÎxpùªÉ, gandharva MÉxvÉ´ÉÇ, yakÀa ªÉIÉ, r¡kÀasa
®úÉIÉºÉ, and pai¿¡ca {Éè¶ÉÉSÉ.

daiv¢sampat nè´ÉÒºÉ¨{ÉiÉÂ (BG XVI 3, 5),
divine quality. Divine qualities are 26
in number known as : (1) abhayaÆ +¦ÉªÉÆ
(fearlessness), (2) sattvasaÆsuddhi
ºÉi´ÉºÉÆ¶ÉÖÊrù (purity of heart), (3) jµ¡na-
yogavyavasthiti YÉÉxÉªÉÉäMÉ´ªÉ´ÉÎºlÉÊiÉ   (stead-
fastness in knowledge and yoga), (4)
d¡naÆ (alms giving), (5) damaÆ nù¨ÉÆ
(control of senses), (6) yajµaÅ ªÉYÉ:
(sacrifice), (7) sv¡dhy¡yaÅ º´ÉÉvªÉÉªÉ:
(study of ¿¡stras), (8) tapas (austerity),
(9) ¡rjavaÆ (straightforwardness),
(10) ahiÆs¡ (harmlessness), (11) sat-
yaÆ (truth), (12) akrodhaÅ +GòÉävÉ:
(absence of anger), (13) ty¡gaÅ (renu-
nciation), (14) ¿¡ntiÅ ¶ÉÉÎxiÉ: (peaceful-
ness), (15) apai¿unaÆ (absence of
crookedness), (16) day¡ (compassion),
(17) aloluptva (uncovetousness), (18)
m¡rdavaÆ ̈ ÉÉnÇù´É¨É (gentleness), (19) hr¢
½ÅÒþ (modesty), (20) ac¡palaÆ (absence
of fickleness), (21) tejaÅ (vigour), (22)
kÀam¡ (forgiveness), (23) dh¤¶i
(fortitude), (24)  ¿aucaÆ (purity), (25)
adrohaÅ (absence of hatred), and (26)
n¡tim¡nit¡ xÉÉÊiÉ¨ÉÉÊxÉiÉÉ (not too much of
pride). The daiv¢sampat is deemed to
be conducive for liberation.

doÀa-1 nùÉä¹É-1 (ANU 7-8, 17), defect. It is
physical, maybe of the living body and
caused by the life processes themselves
or of lifeless matter; e.g., of the ground,
or the seat, on which a yog¢ sits for
performing yoga. The former defects
are removed by pr¡¸¡y¡ma2 and the

deh¡gni doÀa-1
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latter by ordinary physical means like
treating with germ-killers.

doÀa-2 nùÉä¹É-2 (VB, VM III 29), humours.
These are three in number, viz., v¡ta,
pitta (bile) and kapha (phlegm).
SaÆyama on n¡bhicakra bestows the
knowledge of the different components
of the body. DoÀa is one of the
components.

doÀa-3 nùÉä¹É-3 (HP I 31), disease. Practice
of may£r¡sana destroys all diseases
of the spleen and the stomach.

do¤a-4 nùÉä¹É-4 (HP V 1-2), those who pra-
ctise yoga erroneously get the disease
of v¡ta etc. For the treatment of such
diseases a yog¢ should notice the course
of v¡yu.

daurmanasya nùÉè̈ ÉÇxÉºªÉ (YS I 31), mental
pain, depression-one of the four conco-
mittants of vikÀepa (disturbance during
the course of the practice of yoga1).

dyuti-1 tÖÊiÉ-1 (ATU 6), hue (= colour-
quality depending upon the wave-
length of light). N¢ladyuti xÉÒ±ÉtÖÊiÉ, there-
fore, is light in the blue band (= the
blues) of the colour spectrum.

dyuti-2 tÖÊiÉ-2 (ATU 7), brightness.
Tattv¡k¡¿a is resplendent with a super
brightness.

dravya pù´ªÉ (VB, VM III 44), aggregate
of general and particular properities.
Earth element, for example, is an aggre-
gate of generic and particular proper-
ties. General property of earth element
is to be limited in extent (m£rti),
liquidity is the generic property of
water, heat of fire, mobility of air, all-

pervasiveness of ¡k¡¿a. The particular
properties of earth, water etc. are smell,
taste, etc. Thus the substance (dravya)
is an aggregate of these two properties,
i.e., general and particular. Further, the
aggregate here is such that the different
components do not exist separately but
they form indistinguishable whole.

dravyato'stitva pù´ªÉiÉÉä%ÎºiÉi´É (VB IV 12),
reality which actually exists. Only some
dharmas of a dharm¢ are actually pre-
sent. Others are past or future. But they
are all real according to Pataµjali. VB
uses the expression dravyato'stitva for
an actually present dharma.

draÀ¶¡ pù¹]õÉ (YS I 3, II 17, 20, IV 23),
puruÀa1.

draÀ¶¤tva pù¹]Þi´É (SK 19), cetan¡ of a
puruÀa1, which is directly opposed to
anything pr¡k¤tika, i.e, trigu¸¡tmaka
ÊjÉMÉ ÖhÉÉi¨ÉEò (related to three gu¸as).
Prak¤ti is acetana, puruÀa1 is cetan¡.
This is one of the ways in which they
are said to differ from each other.

dr¡va¸¢ pÉ´ÉhÉÒ (G 74), one of the five-
fold dh¡ra¸¡s. They are known as:
stambhan¢ (p¡rthiv¢ dh¡ra¸¡).
dr¡va¸¢ (v¡ru¸¢ dh¡ra¸a), dahan¢
(vai¿v¡nar¢ dh¡ra¸¡), bhr¡ma¸¢
(v¡yav¢ dh¡ra¸¡) and ¿oÀa¸¢
(nabhodh¡ra¸a). Dr¡va¸¢ means
liquifying. Dh¡ra¸¡ consists in citta
and pr¡¸a both being held steadily in
one of the five p¤thivy¡di dhy¡na-
sth¡nas. After concentrating upon
pr¡¸a, the feeling in concentration
becomes thin and rarified like water

doÀa-2 dr¡va¸¢
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which is explained as v¡ru¸¢ or
dr¡va¸¢ dh¡ra¸¡ meaning meditation
upon the acqueous feeling of pr¡¸a
accompanied by citta. According to
verse 70 of GS, dr¡va¸¢ dh¡ra¸¡ is
explanied like this; the water element
is in the throat. Its colour is white. It is
filled with nectar and is characterised
by vak¡ra and is associated with viÀ¸u.
One should hold the pr¡¸a accompani-
ed by mind for five gha¶ik¡s in that
region. This dh¡ra¸¡ on the water-
element enables to digest even the
worst poison.

dvandva uùxuù (YS II 48), loss of physiolo-
gical homeostasis which calls for an
action or movement. e.g., hunger and
thirst, heat and cold, standing or sitting
for a long time in one posture are
dvandvas. Absence of such dvandvas
for a shorter or longer period of time is
the essence of ¡sana. As long as a yog¢
can  remain without feeling the urge to
move so long does his ¡sana continues.

dvandv¡tita uùxuùÉiÉÒiÉ (BG IV 22), person
beyond the pairs of opposites, i.e., of
heat and cold, loss and gain, pleasure
and pain. When the pairs of opposites
do not produce any feeling of pain etc.
in a s¡dhaka, such a s¡dhaka is known
as dvandv¡t¢ta.

dv¡da¿¡racakra uùÉnù¶ÉÉ®úSÉGò (TSM 60), the
root of the n¡·¢s in the n¡bhi. It is said
to be a wheel-like structure of which
the twelve principal n¡·¢s are the
spokes. Brahman himself moves the
wheel; and jiva1, riding the pr¡¸as1,

goes from one spoke to another in turn.
This is the idea of this author. ViÀ¸u
and other gods are said to reside in the
n¡·¢s1 though viÀ¸u is not mentioned
as one of the akÀ¡dhidevat¡s +IÉÉÊvÉnäù´ÉiÉÉ
in TSB 8.
According to G, the pr¡¸as wander
over thousands of n¡·¢s1 in the form
of j¢va1 (G 25).

dv¡ra-1 uùÉ®ú-1 (G 22), kanda, which is
the matrix (up¡¿raya ={ÉÉ¸ÉªÉ) of all the
n¡·¢s1 as the n¡·¢s1 spring from the
kanda.

dv¡ra-2 uùÉ®ú-2 (ANU 26), method, the way
to self-realization. Pr¡¸a along with
manas and indriyas goes through the
passage through which yog¢ sees the
way to self-realization. These ways are
seven, viz., (1) h¤ddv¡ra, (2) v¡yu-
dv¡ra, (3) m£rdh¡dv¡ra ¨ÉÚvÉÉÇuùÉ®ú, (4)
mokÀadv¡ra, (5) viladv¡ra Ê´É±ÉuùÉ®ú, (6)
suÀiradv¡ra ºÉÖÊ¹É®úuùÉ®ú, and (7) ma¸·ala-
dv¡ra ¨Éhb±ÉuùÉ®ú.

dvipu¶¡¿ray¡ Êu{ÉÖ]õÉ¸ÉªÉÉ (HP III 11),  the
activity which is dependent on two
coverings. Here two coverings means
i·¡ and pi´gal¡. The activity of
inhalation and exhalation which takes
place through i·¡ and p¢ngal¡ and is
dependent on it.

dveÀa uä¹É (YS II 3, 8; VB II 8; YSH IV
45), one of the five inborn dispositions.
In fact many dveÀas are formed
according to the law that painful
situations are avoided and that if one
does find oneself in such a situation one
experiences specific feeling which is
unpleasant.

dvandva dveÀa
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Pataµjali's definition shows that dveÀa
is part of this law of feeling itself. But
each sentiment formed according to this
law, is also called a dveÀa. Every fear,
anger, jealousy, enmity, etc. is thus a
dveÀa. As YSH thinks dveÀas to be
apr¢ty¡tmaka +|ÉÒiªÉÉi¨ÉEò  (unpleasant),
this text obviously refers to the experi-
ence promoted by dveÀas, as explained
above.

dha-vÉ
dhanaµjaya-1 vÉxÉÆVÉªÉ-1 (G 24; BVU 67;

TSM 87; DU IV 24; YCU 23, 26; SAU
I(4) 13), one of the n¡g¡di v¡yus. It is
supposed to be responsible for what-
ever goes on in the body for sometime
after death. The bright appearance of a
yog¢'s dead body is the effect of
dhanaµjaya being active. SAU consi-
ders production of kapha to be the
function of dhanaµjaya and GS the
production of sound.

dhanaµjaya-2 vÉxÉÆVÉªÉ-2 (VS II 42, 52, 54),
one of the ten v¡yus. Other nine are
pr¡¸a, ap¡na, sam¡na, ud¡na,
vy¡na, n¡ga, k£rma, k¤kara, and
devadatta. Dhanaµjaya along with
n¡ga, k£rma, k¤kara and devadatta
resides in skin and bones. The main
function of dhanaµjaya is thirst etc.

dhanur¡sana vÉxÉÖ®úÉºÉxÉ (GS II 3, 18; HP I
25; TSM 43), one of the principal
¡sanas1. It consists in spreading the
legs like a rod on the ground (lying on
the belly, which is not mentioned) and
holding the toes of the two feet with
the two hands by curving the body like

a bow. HP and TSM add, "so as to bring
the toes to the level of the ears". This
latter may be called ¡karÀana +ÉEò¹ÉÇhÉ
dhanur¡sana. It is performed in the
sitting position. Each toe is held by the
corresponding hand alternately and the
bent body takes the shape of the string
of a fully stretched bow. According to
another interpretation of HP I 25, the
technique of dhanur¡sana consists in
bringing both the toes of the legs
simultaneously upto the respective ears
from back. The text seems to suggest
that the toes are not to be brought alter-
nately upto the ear. The words 'p¡d¡´-
guÀ¶hau' {ÉÉnùÉÆMÉÖ¹ ö̀Éè and 'p¡¸ibhy¡Æ' {ÉÉÊhÉ¦ªÉÉÆ
suggest that they are to be held and
brought upto the respective ears
(¿rava¸¡vadhi) simultaneously. And
for this, one will have to assume first
prone lying position. (cf. Ha¶hapra-
d¢pik¡ Hindi Edition, 1980, published
by Kaivalyadh¡ma).

dharma-1 vÉ¨ÉÇ-1 (YS III 13, 14, IV 12;
VB III 10), a dharmapari¸¡ma.
Prak¤ti2 in action is never stationery,
and yet we perceive stationery and
more or less permanent objects and act
accordingly. These objects are called
in YS dharmapari¸¡mas. The basis
of each dharmapari¸¡ma is a krama
of prak¤ti2. We see these kramas as
objects. The kramas are not seen by
everybody as they are by the scientist
or the metaphysician. But every
continued pattern of change, which a
krama is, is a dharmapari¸¡ma for

dhanaµjaya-1 dharma-1
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the lay percipient as well as the thinker,
in whatever way each may understand
it. When kramas corresponding to
dharmapari¸¡mas are analysed, we
see lakÀa¸as and avasth¡s, which are
also called by Pataµjali pari¸¡mas;
though they are, in fact, only analysed
components of kramas. They have no
dravyato'stitva (existential reality) as
the dharmapari¸¡mas have.

dharma-2 vÉ¨ÉÇ-2 (VB II 15; IV 11; SK 23),
virtue. Vy¡sa, like all the ancient Indian
thinkers, thinks that one reaps merit by
being kind to others and demerit by cau-
sing pain to others. Pataµjali's word for
dharma2 in this sense is pu¸ya. Acco-
rding to SK, by living a life of dharma
one rises in the scale of bhautikasarga
(grades of living beings).

dharma-3 vÉ¨ÉÇ-3 (BY II 76), one of the
three purpose or human ends. Others
are artha and k¡ma.

dharmameghadhy¡na vÉ¨ÉÇ̈ ÉäPÉvªÉÉxÉ (VBh,
NGB IV 29), dharmamegha is the
third variety of sam¡dhi, but here it has
been described as dhy¡na. It has been
explained as the highest stage of distinct
knowledge between sattva and
puruÀa. This discriminative knowledge
is achieved in fourth type of sampra-
jµ¡tayoga, i.e., asmit¡nugat¡, but the
earlier three are also implied here. That
which showers the knowledge of comp-
lete destruction of kle¿a and karma is
called dharmamegha.

dharmameghasam¡dhi vÉ¨ÉÇ̈ ÉäPÉºÉ¨ÉÉÊvÉ (YS
IV 29), a condition in which nothing

except puruÀa1 is ever perceived, imag-
ined, or thought of as abiding, worth-
while, pleasurable or as one's own self.
This is sarvath¡ vivekakhy¡ti which
directly leads to kaivalya. For a yog¢
in this condition nothing else has any
value. He is perfectly unconcerned and
takes no notice of any object (dhar-
ma1). Between viveka (= liquidation
of avidy¡) and kaivalya there is an
interval of  dharmamegha sam¡dhi2.
In this state, the yog¢ lives as if in
suÀupti (sleep)-not perceiving or thin-
king of any objects whatsoever. This,
according to Pataµjali, is the last stage
of yoga1 attained after samprajµ¡ta
sam¡dhi2 is achieved.

dharm¢ vÉ¨ÉÔ (YS III 14; VB II 22, III 13-
15, IV 12), Pataµjali explains dharm¢
as that to which a series of past, present
and future dharmas belong. He does
not throw any more light on what his
concept of dharm¢ is. There is, how-
ever, no doubt that for him dharm¢ is
a strictly relative term, its correlate
being dharma. According to him,
dharmas of a dharm¢ are the objects
which take any of the forms in which
the dharm¢ can exist. In this way both
niruddha and vyutthita cittas are
dharmas of citta1; and citta itself, in
its turn, is a dharma of asmit¡m¡tra.
So are all the cittas in the world, of
which asmit¡m¡tra is the dharm¢.
Asmit¡m¡tra is dharma of li´ga-
m¡tra and so on. Ali´ga is the last
dharm¢ which is not the dharma of

dharma-2 dharm¢
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any dharm¢. Taking a material exa-
mple, VB calls earth the dharm¢ of a
lump of clay, a pot, as well as the
broken pieces of a pot, and so on. In
fact, earth is the dharm¢ of everything
made of earth; and earth, rocksalt,
silver, gold etc. are all the dharmas of
the mah¡bh£ta p¤thiv¢ and so on up
to ali´ga.

dh¡tu vÉÉiÉÖ (VB I 30, III 29). Seven of the
constituents of k¡ya EòÉªÉ (body) of
which a yog¢ gets complete knowledge
by performing saÆyama on the navel
plexus for which Pataµjali's word is
n¡bhicakra1. All these dh¡tus are
subject to disease. According to this
text, they are skin, blood, flesh, fibres,
bones, marrow and semen.

dh¡tustrilaulya vÉÉiÉÖÎºjÉ±ÉÉè±ªÉ (YTU 31),
hankering for gold, women, etc. It is
one of the obstacles in the path of yoga,
which appears soon after one steps on
this path. If the yog¢ is fortunate, he
sees that these are like a mirage and is
not tempted by them.

dh¡ra¸a vÉÉ®úhÉ (SK 32), maintaining life
by means of autonomic reflexes like
respiration, digestion, circulation. (cf.
v¡yu). Dh¡ra¸a is said to be the joint
function of all the kara¸as2.

dh¡ra¸¡-1 vÉÉ®úhÉÉ-1 (G 4, 67-75, 96; GS
III 2, 59-63; YCU 107, 110, 112; DBU
41; KU 1, 12, 13, 18; VU V 12; TSM
31; NBU 8). According to G, in
dh¡ra¸¡ citta2 as well as the ap¡na-
v¡yu, here called as pr¡¸a, are carried
to a certain dhy¡nasth¡na (cakra) and

made to stay there for two hours. It is
not necessary for dh¡ra¸¡ that there
should be one simple single object
present before consciousness. What is
required is that the mind should not now
allow to slip away the object of
dh¡ra¸¡2, e.g., the image of the mah¡-
bh£ta (element) etc. on which
dh¡ra¸¡ is being performed. Dh¡ra¸¡
implies that all action is suspended
while a yog¢ is in that state; and for this
reason it is difficult to perform.
YCU thinks that dh¡ra¸¡ brings stea-
diness of mind to the yog¢ and the value
of dh¡ra¸¡ is here said to be twelve
times greater than that of praty¡h¡ra
(cf. UpaniÀadbrahmayog¢) and that of
dhy¡na twelve times higher than that
of dh¡ra¸¡.
GorakÀa has mentioned a difference of
duration between dh¡ra¸¡, dhy¡na
and sam¡dhi1. According to him, the
last is to be continued for twelve days,
dhy¡na for twentyfour hours and
dh¡ra¸¡ for two hours only.
KU equates dh¡ra¸¡ with dhy¡na-
yoga, which is compared to a sharp
weapon, because its function is to sever
the bands which bind the ¡tm¡ to the
body and thus make him free from the
bondage of life and death. This is the
main theme of this UpaniÀad which is
announced in the very first verse and is
claimed to be the truth as laid down by
svayambh£ º´ÉªÉ¨¦É Ú (áiva) himself.
Dh¡ra¸¡ is here said to be the means
by which yoga can be successful and

dh¡tu dh¡ra¸¡-1
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mokÀa attained. Classification of yogas
by series, adopted by VU, is into Åatha,
mantra and laya. But the wellknown
eight a´gas of yoga1 are also men-
tioned. Perhaps the two classifications
of yoga correspond to each other as
follows:-
(1) Åatha corresponds to yama, niya-

ma, ¡sana1 and pr¡¸¡y¡ma2,
(2) mantra to japa, and
(3) laya to praty¡h¡ra, dh¡ra¸¡,

dhy¡na and sam¡dhi1.
Pataµjali would place japa (recitation
of mantras) under ¢¿varapra¸i-
dh¡na, which is one of his niyamas,
and the n¡d¡nusandh¡na part of
mantra under dh¡ra¸¡.
The yog¡´ga dh¡ra¸¡ is explicitly
described by TSM as cittasya ni¿cal¢-
bh¡va ÊSÉiÉºªÉ ÊxÉ¶SÉ±ÉÒ¦ÉÉ´É (steadiness of
mind). The distinction between
dh¡ra¸¡ and dhy¡na made in this text
is the same as that made by GorakÀa;
viz., dhy¡na is always on the ¡tm¡2

(G 76), which dh¡ra¸¡ need not be so.
Dh¡ra¸¡ as a yog¡´ga is described in
MBU also as fixing the mind on
caitanya (= param¡tm¡ = brahman)
by ignoring all pleasures of senses.

dh¡ra¸¡-2 vÉÉ®úhÉÉ-2 (YS, VB, VM, VBh
II 53, III 1), concentration. According
to Pataµjali, dh¡ra¸¡ is the confining
or binding of citta to a single object.
Vy¡sa considers it to be both internal
and external binding of mind. Internal
objects enumerated are navel circle, the
lotus of the heart, the light in the brain,

the tip of the nose, etc. External con-
centration can be practised on any
external object.

dh¡ra¸¡-3 vÉÉ®úhÉÉ-3 (VS I 37, IV 1-5),
stability of mind. VasiÀ¶ha describes
the practice of dh¡ra¸¡ as follows: (1)
After getting mastery over attributes of
yamas etc. one should practise stability
of mind at one's own self. This is called
dh¡ra¸¡; (2) concentration on external
¡k¡¿a (b¡hy¡k¡¿a) with internal
¡k¡¿a (antar¡k¡¿a) within one's heart
is also dh¡ra¸¡ according to VasiÀ¶ha;
(3) the process of dh¡ra¸¡ has also
been defined as 'concentrating the five
mystical letters (paµcavar¸as) on the
spots of the five element-earth, water,
fire, air and ether and also concentrating
on the five deities at the respective
element is the technique of dh¡ra¸¡.
All these are different techniques of
dh¡ra¸¡ and according to VasiÀ¶ha,
there are five dh¡ra¸¡s. VasiÀ¶ha also
describes the five elements in the body
with the respective letter and deity to
be concentrated in each of these re-
gions. This is being made clear through
the following chart:
Element Location Letter. Deity
Earth Heet to la ±É Brahm¡

knees
Water Knees to va ´É ViÀ¸u

anus
Fire Anus to ra ® Rudra

heart
Air Heart to ya ªÉ Mahat

the mid-

dh¡ra¸¡-2 dh¡ra¸¡-3
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ddle of
the eye-
brows

Ether middle ha ½þ Avyakta
of the eye
brows to
the top of
the head.

dh¡ra¸¡-4 vÉÉ®úhÉÉ-4 (SSP II 37), firm
concentration. One should establish the
total concentration unmoved like an
unflickering candle light, both in the
external and internal loci. This is
dh¡ra¸¡.

dh¢rat¡ vÉÒ®úúiÉÉ = dhairya vÉèªÉÇ = dh¤ti vÉÞÊiÉ
(GS I 10; VU V 13), fortitude. It is the
natural consequence of praty¡h¡ra,
which according to GS, is a complete
withdrawal of the mind from the objects
of senses. VU considers it to be one of
the ten yamas.

dh¤ti-1 vÉÞÊiÉ-1 (SAU I (I)12; VS I 46),
fortitude. Balanced state of mind in all
situations, e.g., gain or loss of wealth,
kins, men, etc.

dh¤ti-2 vÉÞÊiÉ-2 (DU I 6, 17-18; TSM 33;
VU V 13), firm conviction. Liberation
is possible only through the Veda. This
conviction is named dh¤ti by the Vedic
scholars. This is also a firm realization
that 'I' alone is the soul. This is one of
the ten yamas.

dh¤ti-3 vÉÞÊiÉ-3 (NBU 11), dh¤ti is the tenth
m¡tr¡ of the pra¸ava. NBU considers
pra¸ava as having twelve m¡tr¡s.

dh¤tik¡ra¸a-1 vÉÞÊiÉEòÉ®úhÉ-1 (VB II 28),
cause of support. One of the nine causes

enumerated by Vy¡sa. The sense-
organs being the support to the body,
and also the body being support to the
sense-organs. So also the gross
elements supporting the body and so on.
This is called dh¤tik¡ra¸a.

dhairya-1 vÉèªÉÇ (HP I 16), fortitude, one of
the six important factors enumerated by
Sv¡tm¡r¡ma for the success in yoga.
Success in yoga is attained only after
sustained, continuous, long practice
with patience.

dhauti vÉÉèÊiÉ (GS I 12-14, 19-22, 24-26,
28, 40; V 36-7, 44), one of the Àa¶-
karmas. It is the means prescribed for
nirmala (complete) n¡·¢¿uddhi (puri-
fication of n¡·¢s).

dhy¡na-1 vªÉÉxÉ-1 (YS III 2; GS I 11, VI
1, 14-8, 20-21; G 76-7; TBU I 36; YSH
16, 18, 24), exclusive occupation of
consciousness by a single content.
Pataµjali has taken up dh¡ra¸¡,
dhy¡na and sam¡dhi together. For
him they are ascending degrees of conc-
entration. According to him, if an object
continues in the focus of consciousness
while other objects are shifting from
focus to margin or vice versa, or appea-
ring and disappearing, the state of mind
is dh¡ra¸¡. Then if the margin is com-
pletely obliterated and only one object
holds the entire field of consciousness
continuously for some time, the state
of mind becomes dhy¡na; and then if
the subject is so much engrossed in that
object that he forgets his own existence,
i.e. he merges himself in the object, the

dh¡ra¸¡-4 dhy¡na-1
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state of his mind is called sam¡dhi (cf.
sam¡patti).
According to GS, dhy¡na is of three
kinds-sth£ladhy¡na, jyotirdhy¡na
and s£kÀmadhy¡na.
According to TBU, in the state of
dhy¡na brahmaiv¡smi ¥ÉÀè´ÉÉÎº¨É (I am
brahman) is the only v¤tti (conscious-
ness); otherwise the mind is nir¡la-
mba. While dhy¡na of GorakÀa has
¡tm¡2 alone for its object. Dhy¡na of
Ghera¸·a can be of the iÀtadevat¡ or
of the guru, or of a light, or of bindu.
Pataµjali too has not mentioned
dhy¡na as of puruÀa1 or ¡tm¡ alone.
The duration of dhy¡na is mentioned
by GorakÀa to be twenty-four hours.
But no such time limit, this side or that,
is prescribed by Pataµjali or Ghera¸·a.
According to YSH, in what he calls
dharma dhy¡na the yog¢ entertains
the bh¡van¡s (sentiments) of maitr¢
(friendship), karuna (charity), mudit¡
(happiness) and upekÀ¡ (indifference),
which are prescribed towards pleasure
of others, pain of others, righteousness
and unrighteousness respectively.
Relin-quishing the body in the state of
dharma dhy¡na the yog¢ goes to the
svargaloka º´ÉMÉÇ±ÉÉäEò (paradise) and en-
joys all kinds of  divyabhogas Ênù´ªÉ¦ÉÉäMÉ
(heavenly pleasures). After enjoying all
this he returns to the earth in a superior
body and a respectable family and enjo-
ys all the pleasures that he chooses.
Then taking his stand on viveka, having
destroyed all karm¡¿ayas by dhy¡na,

he goes to the Eternal State
(padamavyayam {Énù¨É´ªÉªÉ¨ÉÂ). This is the
Jaina theory.

dhy¡na-2 vªÉÉxÉ-2 (VS I 33, 37; IV 19),
one of the eight limbs of yoga. Medi-
tation is defined as a stable state of mind
and it is said to be six-fold, containing
five varieties of sagu¸adhy¡na and
one variety of nirgu¸adahy¡na.

dhy¡na-3 vªÉÉxÉ-3 (SSP II 38), meditation.
The origin of oneness (i.e. advaita) is
the soul. One realise this in every being
and sees only singularity. This is known
as meditation.

dhy¡naja vªÉÉxÉVÉ (YS IV 6), that which is
taken at will. Karmavip¡k¡¿ayas,
which are cumulative dispositions,
inhere in every citta1. But if God, or a
perfect soul like Kapila adopts a citta1

at will, getting the material for it from
asmit¡m¡tra, that citta1 is really a
tabula rasa. It has no predispositions
and freely does the work for which it is
acquired, unencumbered by kle¿as etc.

dhy¡nayoga vªÉÉxÉªÉÉäMÉ (KU 18; DBU 1),
yoga of meditation. KU claims that
through its practice, movement of
breathing can be stopped. DBU says
that amassed effect of sins can be
dissolved by this yoga.

dhy¡nasth¡na vªÉÉxÉºlÉÉxÉ (G 88), spot in
the body on which concentration is
prescribed by the teachers of yoga4. All
the cakras1 are such spots. Nine such
spots are  mentioned by G.

dhy¡nahey¡ vªÉÉxÉ½äþªÉÉ (NGB II 11), (v¤ttis
or modifications of citta) which can be

dhy¡na-1 dhy¡nahey¡
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sublated by meditation. This can be
done through meditation, through the
intensity or force of self-realization,
until the v¤ttis become totally unable
to produce any more kle¿a, like the
seeds burnt completely of their
possibility of reproduction.

dhyeya vªÉäªÉ (TBU I 10), an object of which
one can have a clear idea. Brahman is
not a dhyeya in this sense. In another
sense, however, brahman is dhyeya-
in the sense that It can be an object of
dhy¡na.

dhruva-1 wÉÖ́ É-1 (TBU I 8), unchangeable
-constant, eternal, k£¶astha, (apari-
¸¡m¢ +{ÉÊ®úhÉÉ¨ÉÒ). Dhruva is one of the
words used to describe the indes-
cribable brahman.

dhruva-2 wÉ Ö´É-2 (VB, VM III 27-8),
polestar. Through saÆyama on the
polestar, one can acquire the knowledge
of the movement of the stars.

dhvani v´ÉÊxÉ (GS V 76, 77), the internally
aroused sound heard in the state of
successful kumbhaka1 of the
bhr¡mar¢ type. It has two com-
ponents-its n¡da and its dhvani. The
n¡da is obviously the timber and the
dhvani the tone, the musical note of
the sound. Blended with the dhvani of
the sound is the light seen during
bhr¡mar¢ kumbhaka1. The yog¢'s
mind gets absorbed in that light. It is
only when this blend of sound and light
disappears that the yog¢ gets merged
into what it signifies, viz., brahman.

na-xÉ
nabhojala xÉ¦ÉÉäVÉ±É (HP III 70), ambrosial

juice. A kind of juice that comes from
the soma or candra in the brain.

nabhodh¡ra¸¡ xÉ¦ÉÉävÉÉ®úhÉÉ = ¿oÀa¸¢ ¶ÉÉä¹ÉhÉÒ
(G 73; GS III 80), dh¡ra¸¡ on the
¡k¡¿a mah¡bh£ta, which is supposed
to be there in the brahmarandhra and
can be imagined as calm, clear water.
Sad¡¿iva is supposed to reside along-
with the mystic letter ha ½þ.
GorakÀa has placed the ¡k¡¿a tattva
in the brahmarandhra. Ghera¸·a has
not given its location. According to
him, nabhodh¡ra¸¡ consists in taking
the pr¡¸a1-2 to the vyomatattva
(somewhere in the body) and keeping
it there for two hours.
The practice of this dh¡ra¸¡ is said to
bring mokÀa to the yog¢.

nabhomudr¡ xÉ¦ÉÉä̈ ÉÖpùÉ (GS III 1, 9; YCU
45, 58; DBU 80-85;), one of the
spiritually oriented mudr¡s. It consists
in raising the tongue, becoming calm
and steady and holding what they call
pavana or pr¡¸a3 in the head.
Reference is to the cutaneous
sensations first felt moving up the back
and are then gradually focussed in the
head. This mudr¡ can be practised
wherever the yog¢ may be and
whatever he may be doing. Yog¢s are
advised to practise it incessantly. It is
supposed to cure all the ailments of a
yog¢.
According to DBU, this cutaneous sen-
sation should not be allowed to escape

dhyeya nabhomudr¡
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from the brahmarandhra. If however,
it escapes and the nabhomudr¡ is
broken, it should be raised again from
the yonima¸·ala by yonimudr¡. This
is how they have described what is only
a complex mental phenomenon. Noth-
ing actually ascends or descends. Only
a sensation appears, vanishes, and a
similar sensation is generated again.
GorakÀa, YSU and DBU equates
nabhomudr¡ with khecar¢mudr¡.
The commentators, and perhaps even
the composer of DBU, have mistakenly
taken bindu to semen. Bindu here
means that tiny speck of pr¡¸a3, as
they call it, which appears to be rising
in the back up to the head. Nabho-
mudr¡ is the dh¡ra¸¡ of this pr¡¸a3,
sometimes called pr¡¸adh¡ran¡. For
adopting this mudr¡ G prescribes
introducing the tip of the upturned
tongue into the kap¡larandhra and
fixing the gaze between the eyebrows.
According to DBU and YSU, the prac-
tice of this mudr¡ wards off disease,
death, sleep, hunger and swooning. It
is also claimed that in the yog¢ who
succeeds in this mudr¡ no karm¡-
¿ayas are formed; i.e., in the words of
Pataµjali his actions are all a¿ukl¡-
k¤À¸a, i.e., akliÀ¶a and he is in no way
bound (= determined) by time.
When the tongue enters the highest
dhy¡nasth¡na-brahmarandhra- the
citta2 also goes to this spot. The
nabhomudr¡ appears to be the same
practice as the ¡k¡¿adh¡ra¸¡ (nabho-

dh¡ra¸¡) of G, GS and HP. According
to YSU, if a yog¢ succeeds in raising
his tongue so as to press the cavity in
the roof of the mouth, the nectar from
his head does not fall in the agni below,
nor does his v¡yu4 escape. Perhaps
what the UpaniÀatk¡ra means is that the
pavanadh¡ra¸¡ is not broken. It may
also mean that kumbhaka is not
broken.

namask¡rayoga xÉ¨ÉºEòÉ®úªÉÉäMÉ (BVU 56).
According to UpaniÀadbrahmayog¢, the
experience 'I am brahman ' is
namask¡rayoga. Recitation of the last
thirty verses of this UpaniÀad is
believed to bring this experience. These
verses lay down all that brahman can
be said to be; though in fact brahman
in indescribable. Since when the
mudr¡ (probably what is called jµ¡na-
mudr¡ in this UpaniÀad) is adopted
verses like these are recited, the reci-
tation is considered to be cause of the
experience. The exciting cause-just as
the lighted match-stick thrown on a
dump of gun powder-is considered to
be the cause of the explosion.

navacakra xÉ´ÉSÉGò (SSP II 1-9), nine cen-
tres inside the body. These are symboli-
cally called as cakras. They are:
brahmacakra, sv¡dhiÀ¶h¡na, n¡bhi-
cakra, h¤day¡dh¡ra, ka¸¶hacakra,
t¡lucakra, bhr£cakra, nirv¡¸-
acakra, and ¡k¡¿acakra.

navadv¡r¡¸i xÉ´ÉuùÉ®úÉÊhÉ (BVU 75), most
probably nine nervous pathways in the
brain which can be successfully made

nabhomudr¡ navadv¡r¡¸i
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inactive by jihv¡bandha and thus to
conduce sam¡dhi. Ordinarily the nine
apertures of the human body are called
navadv¡r¡¸i. They are the two eyes,
the two ears, the two nostrils, the
mouth, the rectum and the passage for
emitting urine etc.

navadh¡pr¡¸¡y¡ma xÉ´ÉvÉÉ|ÉÉhÉÉªÉÉ¨É (BY
VIII 7), nine-fold classification of
pr¡¸¡y¡ma. Some yog¢s prefer to
perform nine types of pr¡¸¡y¡ma.
According to BY, pr¡¸¡y¡ma first is
divided into three parts, i.e., m¤du,
madhya and adhim¡tra. After this
gross division of pr¡¸¡y¡ma, then
each part is subclassified into three like:
(1) m¤dum¤du, (2) m¤dumadhya, (3)
m¤du-adhim¡tra, (4) madhya-m¤du, (5)
madhya-madhya, (6) madhya-
adhim¡tra; (7) adhim¡tra-m¤du, (8)
adhim¡tra-madhya and (9) adhim¡tra-
adhim¡tra.

n¡ga-1 xÉÉMÉ-1 (TSM 77, 86; SAU I (4) 13;
G 24; BVU 67; DU IV 24, 30; YCU
23, 25), one of the five n¡g¡div¡yus1

(upapr¡¸as ={É|ÉÉhÉ). The function of this
v¡yu1 is said to be udg¡r¡di =nÂùMÉÉ®úÉÊnù
(eructation etc.). It appears that GS
connects the act of eructing with raising
a tactual image of om pronounced by
the yog¢s and thus indirectly with the
experience of internally aroused tactual
sensations.

n¡ga-2 xÉÉMÉ-2 (VS II 42, 50, 53, III 50),
one of the ten v¡yus. There is a
description of ten autonomic functions,
called v¡yus or life activities in ancient

Indian yogic texts. N¡ga is one of them
and is present in skin, bones etc. It takes
specially the activity of vomitting
(udg¡ra-eructation).

n¡·¢-1 xÉÉb÷Ò-1 (HP II 4, 5; GS I 23, 35, III
21, V 2, 33-38, 40-1, 58), any passage
inside the body. It may be passage for
the breath or may be a part of the
alimentary canal or a nerve. Much
stress is laid by Ghera¸·a on n¡·¢-
¿uddhi i.e. cleaning of these passages,
technique of which is of two kinds:
samanu and nirmanu. Various
dhautis are prescribed for nirmanu-
n¡·¢¿uddhi and what is ordinarily
known as pr¡¸¡y¡y¡ma2 (not the
eight kumbhakas) is recommended
under samanu n¡·¢¿uddhi. Nervous
efficiency is said to depend on n¡·¢
¿uddhi. According to GS V 38-44,
samanu n¡·¢¿uddhi consists in in-
haling, retaining and then exhaling, re-
peatedly contemplating the b¢ja-
mantra of the five mah¡bh£tas. See
nabhomudr¡.

n¡·¢-2 xÉÉb÷Ò-2 (HP III 22, 72, 82, 119-
120, IV 43; DU IV 5, 6, 18, 22, 23, V
1, 2, 11; G 16, 17, 19, 23, 25; TSM 67),
a nerve or a nerve-centre. These are
said to be 72,000 in number of which
only fourteen principal ones are men-
tioned in DU by name. The ten v¡yus1

are said to operate through the n¡·¢s2,
thousands of them according to G.
Only ten n¡·¢s2 are named by GorakÀa
of which suÀumn¡, i·¡1 and pi¸gal¡
seem to be nerve centres, and the other

navadh¡pr¡¸¡y¡ma n¡·¢-2
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seven appear to be nerves, In GS also
the number of n¡·¢s is said to be legion
and they are all said to arise from the
kandayoni and go to all the different
parts of the body.
In TSM 67, n¡·¢s are said to be 80,000
in number. Of these only ten names are
given; the ten v¡yus are said to operate
through them and the twelve gods are
said to reside in them.

n¡·¢-3 xÉÉb÷Ò-3 (TSM 99), respiratory
passage. All the respiratory passages,
including the cells in the lungs, are req-
uired by this text to be filled to capacity
by complete p£raka1.

n¡·¢-4 xÉÉb÷Ò-4 (TSM 118; HP II 51),
passages in the nose. Three of them are
mentioned by TSM of which two are
the right and left nasal passages, while
the third is not mentioned.
It may be the upper passage connecting
the right and the left passage or it may
be the pharynx. HP uses the word
n¡·¢s for the two nostrils.

n¡·¢-5 xÉÉb÷Ò-5 (G 96), a gha¶¢ = 24
minutes.

n¡·¢-6 xÉÉb÷Ò-6 (BY IX 194), nerve. It is
specifically termed as hit¡ where the
circle of the lustre of moon is existing.
In the central part of it the unflickering
light as steady as soul is present.

n¡·¢-7 xÉÉb÷Ò-7 (VS II 1, 2, 6, 20, 41, 43),
nerve or vein. The origin and actual
position of n¡·¢s are explained by
VasiÀ¶ha. These are as, VS calculates,
72,000 in number. Among them only
fourteen nerves are the principal ones,

viz., suÀumn¡, i·¡, pi´gal¡, saras-
vat¢, kuh£, v¡ru¸¢, ya¿asvin¢, p£À¡,
payasvin¢, ¿a´khin¢, g¡ndh¡r¢,
hastijihv¡, vi¿vodar¡ and alambuÀ¡.
Other nerves are originated from these
abovementioned fourteen important
n¡·¢s. VS keeps silence to enumerate
fully their names, but clarifies through
illustrations of a¿vattha leaves in
which the veins and sub-veins are
automatically originated. The ten
v¡yus called autonomic functions
move in these n¡·¢s. SS considers only
three n¡·¢s. These are i·¡, pi´gal¡
and suÀumn¡.

n¡·¢kanda xÉÉb÷ÒEòxnù (VU V 20), an egg-
shaped organ 2" sq. made up of fat, ner-
vous tissue, bone and blood. It is situa-
ted six inches above the genitals. The
n¡·¢cakra surrounds it. This was their
idea. Now we know of an anatomical
structure called the solar plexus.

n¡·¢cakra xÉÉb÷ÒSÉGò (VU V 22; YSU V 27),
disc with twelve spokes of which the
hub is the n¡·¢kanda. The n¡·¢s2

which are the spokes of this wheel-like
structure are most probably nerves.
They come out of the hub horizontally
in twelve directions and then obviously
ascend or descend.

n¡·¢yoga xÉÉb÷ÒªÉÉäMÉ (HP V 19), (through)
both the nostrils.

n¡·¢¿uddhi-1 xÉÉb÷Ò¶ÉÖÊrù-1 = n¡·¢¿odhana
xÉÉb÷Ò¶ÉÉävÉxÉ (HP II 10; GS V 33-5, 45;
DU 1-2, 11; YTU 44; SAU I (IV) 14,
(V) 3), the process of first inhaling in
an orderly manner through the left

n¡·¢-3 n¡·¢¿uddhi-1
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nostril, holding the breath and exhaling
through the right; then inhaling through
the right, holding the breath and
exhaling through the left-meditating on
the inner experience accompanying
inhalation, exhalation and retention of
breath. This practice is to continue for
more than three months. By virtue of
this the yog¢ can retain his breath as
long as he desires and his appetite is
fanned. Besides, the yog¢ maintains his
health, hears sounds which are not there
loses surplus weight.

n¡·¢¿uddhi-2 xÉÉb÷Ò¶ÉÖÊrù-2 (VS II 1, 55, 67,
69), a systematic process of purification
of n¡·¢s. VS suggests various distinct
signs of its attainment, such as lightness
of body, effulgence, increase of appe-
tite, manifestation of n¡da, etc. which
indicate the purification of n¡·¢s.

n¡da-1 xÉÉnù-1 (HP I 43, III 96, IV 1, 29,
67-8, 80, 83-4, 86-7, 89, 93-4, 96-8,
102; GS I 32, V 74, 76, VII 11; NBU
31-56; YSU II 15, VI 70-2; HU 16),
the internally aroused sound which is
heard when a yog¢ succeeds in bhr¡-
mar¢kumbhaka. Such a sound may
also be heard as the result of a continued
practice of cleansing the auditory
canals with the index and ring fingers.
In Pataµjali's language it is a
viÀayavat¢prav¤tti. According to GS,
n¡d¡bhivyakti is a kind of r¡jayoga
and according to NBU, it is n¡d¡nu-
sandh¡na. Yoga4 leads to liberation
following upon sam¡dhi which is
sam¡patti in n¡da. The yog¢ is

advised to adopt the siddh¡sana pose
and get into vaiÀ¸av¢mudr¡. Then he
is asked to listen to an internally aro-
used sound in the right ear; though all
the yog¢s do not hear the ¿abda in the
right ear. It may be localised above the
head or on top of the head.
According to YSU n¡da, bindu and
citta2 get blended and all of them merge
in brahman when v¡san¡s are made
ineffective by n¡d¡nusandh¡na.
N¡d¡nusandh¡na implies cittav¤tti-
nirodha and sam¡patti (cf. YS and
ATU).
Successful n¡d¡nusandh¡na is called
turyapada by NBU. According to this
text, first loud sounds are heard and
then, as practice progresses, feebler and
feebler sounds are heard. The wavering
mind may be allowed to go from one
sound to another. From loud to feeble,
from feeble to loud, but not beyond the
sound to any other object. Whenever
and wherever the mind is inclined to
be focussed on a super-natural sound,
whatever it may be, the yog¢ should get
composed and be absorbed in it (cf.
Pataµjali's sam¡patti). Then will
follow sam¡dhi1 called unman¢.
In HU, internally aroused sound is said
to be heard after one crore repetitions
of so'ham (cf. UpaniÀadbrahmayog¢).
According to NBU and YTU, n¡da is
the subtle (s£kÀma) form of brahman.

n¡da-2 xÉÉnù-2 (HU 8-9), something which
rises up the suÀumn¡ and goes to the
head of the yog¢ and, while rising, gives

n¡·¢¿uddhi-2 n¡da-2
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him a kind of cutaneous sensation. In
fact, it is only the sensation which they
call v¡yu1 in this context.

n¡da-3 xÉÉnù-3 (HP II 78), voice. One of
the marks of success in ha¶hayoga is
said to be a clear voice.

n¡da-4 xÉÉnù-4 (VS III 38-40, VI 13, 17-
8), internal sound as distinct as crystal.
This is produced through practice while
closing sense-organs, viz. ears, eyes,
mouth, and two nostrils by the fingers
of both hands. The location of n¡da is
within brahmarandhra of suÀumn¡
upto the head. VS states that different
sounds are produced there. In the first
stage, ¿a´khadhvani-sound produced
by a conch-blow, then meghadhvani-
sound produced by thunder, and lastly,
sound like mountain stream, i.e., murm-
uring sound, are gradually heard. It has
also been equated with pure crystal, ex-
isting above bindu. It can be revealed
only in the heart of a pure person. By
meditation on n¡da, the scholars who
are closely united with pra¸ava behold
the great God Rudra.

n¡dabindukal¡ xÉÉnÊ¤ÉxnÖùEò±ÉÉ (HP IV 1), the
words in this expression do not corres-
pond to their ordinary dictionary mean-
ings. The yog¢s had their own termino-
logy. Here the word n¡da stands for
the internally aroused sound. Bindu
stands for the internally aroused light,
and kal¡ is the rich sensation felt all
over the body. All these experiences in-
dicate the development of pranic acti-
vity in the body. Almighty God, who is

the source of all activities, is said to be
of the nature of n¡da, bindu and kal¡.

n¡dar£pi¸¢ xÉÉn°üÊ{ÉhÉÒ (VU V 29), one of
the four n¡·¢s2 which run inside the
spinal column and is responsible for the
hearing of sounds without the ear being
stimulated by the  external sound.

n¡d¡nusaÆh¡ra xÉÉnÉxÉÖºÉÆ½þÉ®ú (VB III 17),
constructing a whole word or sentence
on hearing the constituent sounds which
are not all heard simultaneously. This
is said to be the work of buddhi1 and
not of the ear which only hears discrete
sounds.

n¡d¡nusandh¡na xÉÉnÉxÉÖºÉxvÉÉxÉ (HP I 56,
IV 66, 81, 105), absorption in the inter-
nally aroused sound which the yog¢
hear. The first four lessons of HP deal
in order with the four kinds of ha¶ha
disciplines of which this, the fourth, is
given by Sv¡tm¡r¡ma the name sam¡-
dhi1. He considers N¡d¡nusandh¡na
to be the best of all the layas (=
sam¡pattis).
Descriptions of n¡d¡nusandh¡na
given by HP and NBU have much in
common. Eight verses in these two text
are exactly the same. It is difficult to
say who has borrowed from whom.
They might have come to both from
some common source.

n¡d¡bhivyakti xÉÉnÉÊ¦É´ªÉÎCiÉ (SAU I (5) 4,
(7) 8; YCU 99), hearing of sounds
without sound waves from outside stri-
king the eardrum. As a result of n¡·¢-
¿odhana, yog¢s begin to hear such
sounds by the practice of pr¡¸¡y¡ma2

n¡da-3 n¡d¡bhivyakti
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which also includes some kumbhaka1,
though bhr¡mar¢ kumbhaka1 is not
specially mentioned.
According to YCU 79, the oÆk¡ra of
the an¡hatapra¸avadhvani (the inter-
nally aroused sound of om) marks the
existence of the pra¸ava in the enlight-
ened persons with its face upwards.
Without n¡d¡bhivyakti, the pra¸ava
exists in every living being with its face
downwards.

n¡n¡tva xÉÉxÉÉi´É (SK 27), plurality (= diver-
sity). There are many sensory and act-
ion organs. Though called gu¸avi¿eÀas
they are not the diverse individual trans-
migrating souls which may be called
gu¸apari¸¡mavi¿eÀas. While these
gu¸avi¿eÀas are only eleven, the forms
which they assume are really many and
various. These forms of the indriyas
are the innumerable li´gas. Pataµjali
significantly calls cittas1 aindriya (of
the nature of indriya).

n¡bhi-1 xÉÉÊ¦É-1 (G 16, 35, 57, 59, 86; TSM
59, 109-10, 149), one of the nine
dhy¡nasth¡nas. It is situated above the
me·hra and below the h¤daya. It
swallows the am¤ta which oozes from
the candra.

n¡bh¢-2 xÉÉÊ¦É-2 (VS II 12, III 63, 69-70),
navel. The navel is situated ten and half
fingers from the penis and fourteen
fingers from the middle of the heart. It
is also one of the marmasth¡nas. The
middle part of the kanda is called
n¡bhi (navel) from where cakras
originate.

n¡bhigranthi xÉÉÊ¦ÉOÉÎxlÉ (GS I 19, III 12),
navel-knot, To get rid of abdominal
diseases and for increasing the gastric
heat, one should push the n¡bhi-
granthi against the spine a hundred
times. During the practice of m£la-
bandha mudr¡, one should press the
n¡bhigranthi also against the spine
with great effort.

n¡bhicakra-1 xÉÉÊ¦ÉSÉGò-1 (YS III 29), the
internal organ in the navel region. Im-
agined as a wheel it has sixteen spokes
and like a lotus it has sixteen petals. The
yog¢ who succeeds in saÆyama on this
organ gets an insight into the entire
anatomy of his body. This organ app-
ears to be the same as is called n¡bhi-
kanda in G and TSM.

n¡bhicakra-2 xÉÉÊ¦ÉSÉGò-2 (SSP II 3), third
cakra in the series of nine cakras,
known as ma¸ip£ra. N¡bhicakra is
encircled like a serpent with five coils.
This is the region of ku¸·alin¢ ¿akti
which is as red as rising sun. Meditating
upon it gives all accomplishments.

n¡madhey¡ xÉÉ¨ÉvÉäªÉÉ (NBU 10), the fifth
m¡tr¡ (component) of the dv¡da¿a-
m¡tr¡ om. If a mantrayog¢ dies while
he is at this m¡tr¡ of the pra¸ava he
is reborn in the candraloka, enjoys a
god's life there and is held in high
esteem by other gods.

n¡raka xÉÉ®úEò (VB II 12, 34, III 18, IV 8),
one of the four kinds of life well-known
in ancient Indian literature. The
n¡rakas are supposed to live in some
kind of hell.

n¡n¡tva n¡raka
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n¡radeva xÉÉ®únäù´É (HP I 8), the name of a
mah¡siddha of unknown identity. It is
said that great siddhas move about in
the universe breaking the law of death
by the power of ha¶hayoga. N¡radeva
is one of them.

n¡r¡ya¸a xÉÉ®úÉªÉhÉ (BY VII 31, 33), name
of God viÀ¸£. Since n¡r¡ (= water) is
the abode of viÀ¸u, he is called
n¡r¡ya¸a. The God n¡r¡ya¸a is the
enjoyer of the religious vows, mortifi-
cation, yamas, niyamas, and sacrificial
rites and who is meditated upon by
yog¢s, should be remembered at the
time of rites of bathing as well as
expiation. By this, one is relieved of all
the misdeeds.

n¡r¢-1 xÉÉ®úÒ-1 (NBU 11), the eleventh of
the twelve m¡tr¡s (components) of the
dv¡da¿am¡tr¡pra¸ava. If the
mantrayog¢ dies while he is at this
m¡tr¡ of the pra¸ava, he is reborn in
the tapoloka. (cf. n¡madhey¡).

n¡r¢-2 xÉÉ®úÒ-2 (HP III 84), the citr¡ n¡d¢,
optimum functioning of which is
essential for vajrol¢mudr¡.

n¡r¢bhaga xÉÉ®úÒ¦ÉMÉ (HP III 86), pelvic
region. N¡r¢bhaga here implies the
entire region from the navel down to
the thighs. The lower portion of this
region is supposed to ooze a juice which
is to be raised upwards and mixed with
the secretion from the ¡jµ¡cakra at the
latter's place of secretion. Bhaga in
Sanskrti means s£rya. While the juice
oozing from the ¡jµ¡cakra is supposed
to be cool, the juice secreted from
n¡r¢bhaga is supposed to be hot.

n¡s¡grad¤À¶i xÉÉºÉÉOÉoùÎ¹]õ (G 9; YCU 106),
gazing at the tip of the nose. While
performing padm¡sana the aspirant is
advised to gaze at the tip of the nose.

n¡s¡gr¡valokin¢ xÉÉºÉÉOÉÉ´É±ÉÉäÊEòxÉÒ (TBU 1,
29-30), that which is fixed on the tip of
the nose. The jµ¡namay¢d¤À¶i of this
UpaniÀad is not the ordinary n¡s¡gra-
d¤À¶i of the yog¢s, which is here called
n¡s¡gr¡valokn¢. In the jµ¡namay¢-
d¤À¶i, there is neither a draÀ¶¤ nor a
d¤¿ya; and hence no dar¿ana in its
ordinary sense. It is of the nature of
Pataµjali's sam¡patti.

n¡s¡n¡la xÉÉºÉÉxÉÉ±É (HP II 30), cavity of
nose. While performing netikriy¡, one
should insert through the n¡s¡n¡la a
smooth nine inch long piece of thread
and pull it out through the mouth.

n¡s¡bhyantarac¡r¢ xÉÉºÉÉ¦ªÉxiÉ®úSÉÉ®úÒ (KU
5), moving inside the nostrils. In the
state of kumbhaka the breath does not
go out of the mouth or the nostrils. In
this state, the pr¡¸a is said to be
circulating inside the s¡dhakas body
with the mouth and the nostrils closed.

n¡s¡m£la xÉÉºÉÉ¨ÉÚ±É (VS III 64, 71), the root
of nose. It is one of the eighteen
marmasth¡nas. N¡s¡m£la (the root
of nose) is four fingers from the root of
the tongue.

nigamasa´kula ÊxÉMÉ¨ÉºÉÆEÖò±É (HP IV 40),
conflicting views expressed in the niga-
mas, i.e., the Vedic texts. This obstructs
the understanding of the t¡raka.

nigarbha ÊxÉMÉù¦ÉÇ (GS V 47, 54), one of the
two kinds of sahita kumbhaka, the
other being sagarbha. No b¢jamantra

n¡radeva nigarbha
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is mentally recited in this kind of sahita
kumbhaka.

nij¡¿akti ÊxÉVÉÉ¶ÉÎCiÉ (SSP I 5, 8), recognised
as power of ¡din¡tha. Nij¡¿akti has
five characteristics: nityat¡,
niraµjanat¡, niÀpandat¡, nirbh¡sat¡ and
nirutth¡nat¡.

nitya-1 ÊxÉiªÉ-1 (VS III 56), eternal. (cf.
mah¡pr¡¸a)

nitya-2 ÊxÉiªÉ-2 (VS III 60, IV 68-9), obiga-
tory (duties). Performing obligatory
duties with one's self without the help
of any external means is supposed to
be praty¡h¡ra, according to VS.

nityan¡tha ÊxÉiªÉxÉÉlÉ (HP I 7), one of the
n¡thayogis of indefinite nomenclature.
The name has been enumerated by
Sv¡tm¡r¡ma as a mark of salutation.

nityatva ÊxÉiªÉi´É (VB, VM IV 10), perma-
nance. Subconscious impressions have
no beginning since the desire is perma-
nent. The desire for one's self never
loses its permanent character because
subconscious impressions have no
assignable beginning.

nityamadhyam¡ ÊxÉiªÉ¨ÉvªÉ¨ÉÉ (VS II 18),  a
synonym for ku¸·alin¢. Since it
always resides in suÀumn¡ it is called
nityamadhyam¡. Madhyam¡ here
refers to the passage of suÀumn¡.

nidr¡-1 ÊxÉpùÉ-1 (YS I 6, 10), one of the
five cittav¤ttis (= cognitive mental pro-
cesses). The western mentalistic psych-
ologists would not call it a process of
consciousness, as it is dreamless. The
content of this process of cognition
according to Pataµjali however, is

abh¡vapratyaya. Abh¡va is recog-
nised by some schools of Indian philo-
sophy as a category in itself. Perhaps
Pataµjali refers to such an abh¡va
when he calls it the content of nidr¡.

nidr¡-2 ÊxÉpùÉ-2 (MBU I (1) 3, (2) 1, II (3)
2; YKU I 59), sleep including both
svapna and suÀupti, i.e., dreaming and
dreamless sleep respectively, it is one
of the dehadoÀas (physical  obstacles).
It is of a phychological  origin and its
psychological remedy is said to be
tattvasevana (perhaps the same thing
as ekatattv¡bhy¡sa which Pataµjali
prescribes for warding off obstacles in
the path of yoga1).

nidr¡jµ¡na ÊxÉpùÉYÉÉxÉ (VB, VM I 38),
awareness during sleep. Perception in
sleep as its supporting object gains
stability of mind (manasasthitini-
bandhana).

nibandhana ÊxÉ¤ÉxvÉxÉ (G 42), direction (=
control = systematising of an activity).
Pr¡¸¡y¡ma which 'G' calls pr¡¸a-
saÆyama and pr¡¸anibandhana,
therefore, means controlling and regu-
lating the activity of pr¡¸a in both its
meanings-breath and the sensation
which is felt by the yog¢s as something
rising up along the back.

nimitta-1 ÊxÉÊ¨ÉkÉ-1 (YS IV 3), determining
tendency. Most probably reference here
is to the v¡san¡s formed in citta1.
These do not determine the time of
death; nor do they bring about death.
Physiological conditions are respon-
sible for these; though the kinds of birth

nij¡¿akti nimitta-1
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that the individual takes after death is
determined by the dispositions of the
individual.

nimitta-2 ÊxÉÊ¨ÉkÉ-2 (VB IV 9), cause. A
cause may bring about its effect imm-
ediately or in the remote future. But the
causal relation holds even when the
effect is remote consequent of an
antecedent phenomenon.

nimittanaimittikaprasa´ga ÊxÉÊ¨ÉkÉxÉèÊ¨ÉÊkÉ-
Eò|ÉºÉÆMÉ (SK 42), the causal relation. The
theory is that dharma and adharma
determine the kind of ¿ar¢ra (body)
which a s£kÀmavi¿eÀa (the transmig-
rating soul) takes. Since dharm¡-
dharmas are acquired by karma, in
Pataµjali's language the relation betw-
een a karm¡¿aya and its vip¡ka would
be nimittanaimittikaprasa´ga (YS II
13). According to Vy¡sa, dharm¡-
dharmas are acquired by kindness and
cruelty, respectively, to others (VB II
5 & IV 9, 11).

niyata-1 ÊxÉªÉiÉ-1 (SK 39, 40), comparati-
vely permanent-here said of s£kÀma-
viÀe¿as. A m¡t¡pit¤javi¿eÀa (= body)
is impermanent as compared to the
s£kÀmavi¿eÀa (the transmigrating
soul) to which it is attached. While the
body perishes the soul does not perish
with it, though it too is impermanent as
compared to its puruÀa1. In course of
time, it undergoes pratiprasava which
is out of the question for puruÀa1.

niyata-2 ÊxÉªÉiÉ-2 (VB II 13), determined
and necessary. The karm¡¿ayas (dis-
positions) whose vip¡ka (fruition) is

fixed and necessary cannot be got over
in any way. The aniyatavip¡ka +ÊxÉªÉiÉ-
Ê´É{ÉÉEò ones, can however, be effaced al-
together or merged in other karm¡-
¿ayas.

niyatam¡nasa ÊxÉªÉiÉ¨ÉÉxÉºÉ (BG VI 15), rest-
rained mind. One who has attained this
stage by constant yogic practice attains
the abode of the Lord viÀ¸u.

niyatavip¡ka ÊxÉªÉiÉÊ´É{ÉÉEò (VBh II 13),
fixed result. Many karm¡¿ayas (dispo-
sitions) pile together in one birth is said
to be ekabhavika karm¡¿aya (dispo-
sitions in one birth). It is of two types:
(1) niyatavip¡ka, and (2) aniyata-
vip¡ka. That karm¡¿aya which is un-
restrained, has no obstacle, no remainer
and is not over-powered by another
deed is named as niyatavip¡ka.

niyama-1 ÊxÉªÉ¨É-1 (YS II 29, 32; HP I 38;
DU I 4, II 2; MBU I (1) 4; SAU I (1) 2,
(2) 1; YTU 24, 29; VU V 11, 14), one
of the components of yoga1. Pataµjali
has mentioned five niyamas: ¿auca,
santoÀa, tapas, sv¡dhy¡ya and
¢¿varapra¸idh¡na. YTU considers
niyama to be one of the twenty mem-
bers of ha¶hayoga and ahiÆs¡ to be
the principal niyama. No other
niyamas are mentioned in this text. HP
also considers ahiÆs¡ to be the
principal niyama.
VU and many other texts on yoga4

enumerate ten niyamas.
niyama-2 Ê x É ª É ¨ É-2  (TBU I 15, 18).

Although it is never said in this text that
yoga1 is aÀ¶¡´ga +¹]õÉÆMÉ, eight yog¡´gas

nimitta-2 niyama-2
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are described one after the other and
each is decribed in two ways: clearly
seeing the distinction between empi-
rical objects and Reality brahman is
one description of niyama2, the other
being only a traditional enumeration of
the ten niyamas.

niyama-3 ÊxÉªÉ¨É-3 (HP I 15), observances
like bathing early in the morning, eating
only at night, in other words fasting,
are called niyamas by this comment-
ator (Brahm¡nanda). He does not reco-
mmend this theory to yog¢s.

niyama-4 ÊxÉªÉ¨É-4 (HP II 14), restrictions
about food etc. According to this text,
these must be observed by yog¢s in the
beginning but can be released after the
practice is well established.

niyama-5 ÊxÉªÉ¨É-5 (VS I 33, 35, 53, 83;
SSP II 33), vows. It is the second
among eight yog¡´gas. It is ten in num-
ber. They are: tapas (austerity), san-
toÀa (contentment), ¡stikya (thesim),
d¡na (charity), ¢¿varap£jana (wor-
ship of God), siddh¡nta¿rava¸a (liste-
ning to the doctrines), hr¢ (modesty),
japa (repetition of a mantra), mati
(decision), and vrata (observance of
vows). SSP defines it as restraining all
the activities of manas (mind). For this
he describes to dwell in aloof, non-
attachment, indifference, contentment
over what is acquired, absence of senti-
ment and devotion to the feet of guru.

niyama-6 ÊxÉªÉ¨É-6 (TBU I 15, 18), second
in the order of the fifteen-fold yoga,
which consist in application of consci-

ousness in accepting conducive (prac-
tices and behaviours) and rejecting the
non-conducive ones. Such a practice of
niyama bestows pleasure.

niyam¡graha ÊxÉªÉ¨ÉÉOÉ½þ (HP I 15), persis-
tence in following vows. One of the six
disturbing factors in the path of yoga.
Hence vows should not be severe. The
other five disturbing factors are
pray¡sa, prajalpa, aty¡h¡ra, jana-
sa´ga and laulya.

niraµjana-1 ÊxÉ®ÆúVÉxÉ-1 (ABU 8), absolutely
pure (untinged by m¡y¡ or gu¸as1).
Hence it means nistraigu¸ya (devoid of
three gu¸as) and is one of the many
qualities mentioned to describe the
indescribable brahman.

niraµjana-2 ÊxÉ®ÆúVÉxÉ-2 (HP I 7), name of a
mah¡siddha of indefinite nomen-
clature.

niraµjana-3 ÊxÉ®ÆúVÉxÉ-3 (SSP I 19), blemi-
shless. There are five qualities of
niraµjana. They are satyatva (reality),
sahajatva (self-created), samarasatva
(evenness), s¡vadh¡natva (attentive-
ness), sarvagatva (omnipresence).

niraµjanapada ÊxÉ®ÆúVÉxÉ{Énù (HP IV 1), the
state beyond all darkness. áiva and
guru are said to be of the nature of
n¡da, bindu and kal¡. By offering
salutations to them, one attains
niraµjanapada, the state beyond all
darkness.

nirati¿aya ÊxÉ®úÊiÉ¶ÉªÉ (VB, VM I 25), unex-
celled. The knowledge of objects
(either singly or collectively whether in
the past, present or future, either small

niyama-3 nirati¿aya
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or great), surpasses all the limits is
called nirati¿aya. He in whom this
being expanded becomes unexcelled,
omniscient.

niraha´k¡ra ÊxÉ®ú½ÆþEòÉ®ú (TBU I 3), people
who believe that brahman is the only
self and that they are that-not
themselves. These are the people who
ultimately realise brahman.

nir¡k¡ra ÊxÉ®úÉEòÉ®ú (TBU I 6; G 92), having
no form. This is one of the ways in
which the indescribable brahman is
often referred to.

nir¡kula ÊxÉ®úÉEÖò±É (HP II 40), devoid of
fickleness. Here it refers to the state of
citta. This state of citta devoid of
fickleness is acquired through the
practice of kumbhaka.

nir¡ta´ka ÊxÉ®úÉiÉÆEò (G 92), perfectly peace-
ful. It is one of the six attributes of ¡tm¡
mentioned by GorakÀa.

nir¡maya ÊxÉ®úÉ¨ÉªÉ (G 92), without any dis-
ease or affliction. Since ¡tm¡ is not a
living body, it cannot be subject to the
bodily ills. Nir¡maya is one of the six
attributes of ¡tm¡ according to G.

nir¡lamba ÊxÉ®úÉ±É¨¤É (TBU I 36), the state
of mind in which there is no object of
cognition other than the yog¢'s own self,
which is the brahman. This is the state
of mind in dhy¡na according to this
text.

nir¡¿raya-1 ÊxÉ®úÉ¸ÉªÉ-1 (G 92), not needing
any support. There is nothing more real
than ¡tman (G's tattva). Ëtman is the
support of everything. Everything
exists in Him and there would be

nothing if there were no such ultimate
reality.

nir¡¿raya-2 ÊxÉ®úÉ¸ÉªÉ-2 (SK 41; G 92),
without any individual form in which
it can exist. Since every linga1 is a
s£kÀma vi¿eÀa, there would be no
li´gas if there were no such form of
existence as the vi¿eÀas-s£kÀma,
m¡t¡pit¤ja and prabh£ta. It is in this
sense that Ì¿varak¤À¸a considers li´gas
to need a support. Brahman (¡tm¡),
however, does not need any form to
exist in. It can exist without taking any
particular form. Ëtm¡ is, therefore,
nir¡¿raya in this sense also.

nir¡h¡ra ÊxÉ®úÉ½þÉ®ú (GS V 31), not eating.
In the beginning of yoga practice, one
should not resort to nir¡h¡ra.

nirutth¡na ÊxÉ¯ûilÉÉxÉ (SSP V 8), a state
where distinction between I and He
merges into the Supreme. By constant
concentration on one's own self, one
reaches the state where one experi-
ences oneself everywhere. Even one
experiences no distinction between
oneself and the Supreme. By constant
practice one does not come below from
that state. It is known as nirutth¡na
state.

niruddha-1 ÊxÉ¯ûrù-1 (VB II 54), not func-
tioning. When the citta2 is not function-
ing, the sense and action organs also
cease to function for satisfaction of
desires. In other words, no desires arise.
This is praty¡h¡ra.

niruddha-2 ÊxÉ¯ûrù-2 (VB I 1), one of the
five cittabh£mis (state of the mind).

niraha´k¡ra niruddha-2
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It is the state in which citta1 is reduced
to a mere potentiality and no v¤ttis
whatsoever are arising in it, i.e. it is
niruddha.

nirupakrama ÊxÉ¯û{ÉGò¨É (VB III 22),
without intensive activity. The action
whose fruition in the life-period is of
two-fold-sopakrama (intensive acti-
vity), and nirupakrama (without in-
tensity). Of these, first one gives the
fruit quickly and the other slowly. As a
wet cloth when furled up takes a long
time to dry, or as fire being set to pieces
of straw spread gradually out of a heap
burns slowly, so is the slowly fruitive
action. (cf. sopakrama).

nirupakramakarma ÊxÉ¯û{ÉGò¨ÉEò¨ÉÇ (YS III
22), karma (action) which is slow in
bringing about its vip¡ka (fruition).
According to Pataµjali, some actions
are slow to yield a result, while others
are quick. The latter are sopakrama-
karmas.

nirodha-1 ÊxÉ®úÉävÉù-1 (YS I 2, 12, 51, III 9),
complete cessation. Cittav¤ttinirodha
is obviously a complete cessation of the
ordinary cognitive functions of the
mind, i.e., citta2 v¤ttis. It is a complete
cessation of all such v¤ttis, and not a
partial extinction, as VB holds; because
in samprajµ¡tayoga, sam¡patti
takes the place of v¤ttis. Sam¡patti is
clearly different from citta2 v¤ttis, as
the latter are of the nature of subject-
object relation which becomes out of
question when sam¡patti ensues. The
states of samprajµ¡tayoga are called

nirodhapari¸¡mas by Pataµjali. They
are niruddha1 cittas.

nirodha-2 ÊxÉ®úÉävÉù-2 (VB, VM I 1), restric-
tion. There are five stages of citta
(mind), and out of these ek¡grabh£mi
(the stage of one-pointedness) leads the
mind towards nirodha (restriction)
which ultimately results in sampra-
jµ¡tayoga.

nirodhapari¸¡ma ÊxÉ®úÉävÉ{ÉÊ®úhÉÉ¨É (VB, VM
III 9), modification of restraint. This
state belongs to citta when it undergoes
the subliminal expressions of restraint
every moment. Then it is called modi-
fication of restraint.

nirodhasaÆsk¡ra ÊxÉ®úÉävÉùºÉÆºEòÉ®ú (YS III 9),
subliminal expressions of restriction.
These are external aspects of citta.
When all modifications are restrained
in the state of asamprajµ¡tasam¡dhi,
still saÆsk¡ras remain there. Because
it is not in the form of function of citta.

nirodhasam¡dhi ÊxÉ®úÉävÉºÉ¨ÉÉÊvÉ (VM I 19),
tranquillisation through total cessation.
It is the same as asamprajµ¡ta or
nirb¢ja sam¡dhi. It is of two kinds,
viz., up¡yapratyaya (spiritual means)
and bhava-pratyaya (worldly means).

nirgu¸a ÊxÉMÉÖÇhÉ (BY II 73; G 77), separate
from qualities. Absence of qualities or
absolute. There are two types of medi-
tation, i.e., sagu¸a and nirgu¸a. For-
mer is with the object characterised
while latter one is without any disti-
nguished features or attributes, called
absolute meditation on Supreme Self.

nir¸aya ÊxÉhÉÇªÉ (VB IV 25), search for a

nirupakrama nir¸aya
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solution. According to VB, some
people are troubled by ¡tmabh¡va-
bh¡van¡. They are from the beginning
interested in the search for a solution
of any problem such as "Who am I ?",
"How am I ?", "What am I ?", "What
will become of me ?" For them the
question of self-realization does not
arise. Others are no longer troubled by
this bh¡van¡ after they have realised
the truth. This s£tra refers to the latter.

nirdvandva ÊxÉuÇùxuù (TBU I 3), a person
who is not disturbed by pair of op-
posites like not cold, pleasure and pain
etc. A state of lasting homeostasis can
be brought about by ¡sana. It is implied
in ¡sana according to VB. The person
who is thus steady realises brahman,
according to TBU and not the person
who cannot remain steady for any
length of time.

nirb¢jasam¡dhi-1 ÊxÉ¤ÉÔVÉºÉ¨ÉÉÊvÉ-1 (YS I
51), sam¡dhi which has no sth£la (=
gross) or s£kÀma (= subtle) viÀaya (=
object) for its prajµ¡ = content), but
only an ¡lambana (object of con-
sciousness) of the nature of ¡nanda,
asmit¡, or both, which Pataµjali does
not call viÀayas in this context.

nirb¢jasam¡dhi-2 ÊxÉ¤ÉÔVÉºÉ¨ÉÉÊvÉ-2 (VBh I
18, 51), seedless sam¡dhi. According
to the concept of sam¡dhi, citta
functions continuously upto the last
stage of samprajµ¡ta only, where
citta again can come to enjoy the
mundane objects whereas the state of
nirb¢ja sam¡dhi does not give rise to
any such scope.

nirmanu ÊxÉ¨ÉÇxÉÖ (GS V 36), one of the two
kinds of n¡·¢¿uddhis (= purificatory
observance), the other being samanu.
It is achieved by performing the various
dhautis (cf. n¡·¢). There is no
question of reciting any mantra for
achieving nirmanu n¡·¢¿uddhi. It
seems to be a purely physical process.

nirmala ÊxÉ¨ÉÇ±É (KU 11, 18; G 87, 99),
clean. When applied to the edge of a
weapon it is simple cleanliness. But
when applied to the edge of yoga
(dhy¡na or dh¡ra¸¡) it means clean
in another sense. This purity consists
in shedding avidy¡ and other kle¿as.

nirliptam ÊxÉÌ±É{iÉÆ (GS I 9, 11), detachment.
It is one of the seven achievements of
the gha¶asthayoga taught by
Ghera¸·a. Its essence is shedding of
the vik¡ras which make a j¢va1

brahman. The means of bringing about
the nirlipta is said to be sam¡dhi1.
Thus nirlipta is not only vair¡gya. It
is the realization that one is not one's
body but the ¡tm¡2. Nirlipta is implied
in sam¡dhi1 and no hard and fast line
is drawn between the two in this text.

nirv¡¸acakra ÊxÉ´ÉÉÇhÉSÉGò (SSP II 8), eighth
cakra in the series of nine cakras
(known as sahasr¡ra or brahmaran-
dhra). Nirv¡¸acakra is very sharp
like the tip of a nail. The j¡landhara-
p¢¶ha is situated here which shows the
way of salvation.

nirv¡¸apada ÊxÉ´ÉÉ ÇhÉ{Én ù (TSM 165),
nirv¡¸a (salvation). The yogin, who
knows the nature of universe which is

nirdvandva nirv¡¸apada
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an aggregate of illusion, like objects of
dream attains the state of salvation.

nirvik¡ra ÊxÉÌ´ÉEòÉ®ú (TBU I 37), that in
which there is no change. While
dhruva implies absence of movement
from place to place, nirvik¡ra refers
to change of form. The indescribable
brahman is spoken of as dhruva as
well as nirvik¡ra.

nirvic¡ravai¿¡radya ÊxÉÌ´ÉSÉÉ®ú́ Éè¶ÉÉ®únùÂªÉ (VB,
VM, VBh I 47), clarity of mind of
super-reflective state. VB defines the
term vai¿¡radya as a pellucid un-
moving flow of sattva-intelligence
having the nature of brightness. It is not
overpowered by rajas and tamas, and
is free from dirty, impurecovering. VBh
further explains that clarity is conti-
nuous flow of citta which grasps the
reflection of the object in all its special
aspects (dhyeyagata¿eÀavi¿eÀaprati-
bimbavadgr¡h¢ vªÉäªÉMÉiÉ¶Éä¹ÉÊ´É¶Éä¹É|ÉÊiÉ¨¤É´ÉnÂ-
ùOÉÉ½þÒ).

nirvic¡r¡ ÊxÉÌ´ÉSÉÉ®úÉ (VB, VM I 44), super-
reflective balance state. In connection
with subtle objects, sam¡patti is
divided into two parts, viz., savic¡r¡
and nirvic¡r¡. The term nirvic¡r¡ as
explained by VB refers to subtle objects
at all times and at all places, and is not
limited by past, present and unpredi-
ctable qualities. It is the basis and
essence of all properties.

nirvic¡r¡sam¡patti ÊxÉÌ´ÉSÉÉ®úÉºÉ¨ÉÉ{ÉÊkÉ (YS
I 44), sam¡patti on a s£kÀmaviÀaya
not complicated by simultaneous
association (vikalpas). It is one of the
four forms of sab¢jasam¡dhi.

nirvitark¡sam¡patti ÊxÉÌ´ÉiÉEòÉÇºÉ¨ÉÉ{ÉÊkÉ (YS
I 43), sam¡patti on a gross object
(object which is not s£kÀma) which is
not complicated by simultaneous
association.

nirviÀaya ÊxÉÌ´É¹ÉªÉ (ABU 2), free from all
desires. The person who is concerned
only with satisfaction of his or her
desires remain in bondage. Freedom
from all desires, on the other hand, leads
to liberation.

nivartana ÊxÉ´ÉiÉÇxÉ (VB, VM I 1, 3), ceasing,
stop. The nature like quiescent, cruel
and infatuated (m£·ha) which are
falsely attributed to puruÀa, have
ceased as a result of the practice of
yoga.

niv¤ttaprasava ÊxÉ´ÉÞkÉ|ÉºÉ´Éú (SK 65), relie-
ved of all drives (= quiescent). Prak¤ti1

is supposed by SK to be endowed with
a drive for benefitting the puruÀa1 with
which it is in saÆyoga in some form.
Hence when the object of the puruÀa1

concerned is achieved, prak¤ti1 in that
particular form becomes quiescent and
then ensues the state of kaivalya for
the puruÀa1. Pratiprasava of prak¤ti1

is a significant expression for the end-
result, so far as that form of prak¤ti is
concerned. When a puruÀa1 attains
kaivalya, prak¤ti in the form in which
she was in saÆyoga with that puruÀa1,
ceases to exist.

niv¤ttaphalasa´ga ÊxÉ´ÉÞkÉ¡ò±ÉºÉÆMÉ (VS IV
68), detachment from the desire of
result or without expecting the result
of action performed. When a person
performs his regular duties together

nirvik¡ra niv¤ttaphalasa´ga
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with the practice of aÀ¶¡´gayoga with
wisdom the salvation lies on his hands.

niv¤tti ÊxÉ´ÉÞÊkÉ (BY XI 39), unattached duty.
Not associated with duty performed.
One who resorts to niv¤ttakarma
becomes identified with brahman.

ni¿¡ ÊxÉ¶ÉÉ (HP III 122), literally ni¿¡ means
night. But here the word stands for
kumbhaka. Usually there is an abse-
nce of activities at night, so also is the
case with kumbhaka. There is an abse-
nce of respiratory activities during the
kumbhaka. Thus absence of activity
is characteristic of both ni¿¡ and kum-
bhaka. Even this ni¿¡ (kumbhaka) is
futile if it is not practised with the sole
aim of attaining r¡jayoga.

ni¿caya-1 ÊxÉ¶SÉªÉ-1 (TSB 6), work of the
buddhi component of ¡k¡¿a1. Its func-
tion is 'ascertaining', which is one of
the five antaÅkara¸av¤ttis, as oppo-
sed to the v¤ttis1 of sense and action
organs, which are the b¡hya kara¸as.

ni¿caya-2 ÊxÉ¶SÉªÉ-2 (HP I 16), determina-
tion. Steady or definite decision. This
is one of the important factors for get-
ting the success in yoga. Without firm-
ness and determination one cannot get
success in yogic practices.

ni¿cay¡tmaka ÊxÉ¶SÉªÉÉi¨ÉEò (TBU I 50), that
about which there are no doubts (=
brahman). The object of yoga, accor-
ding to this UpaniÀad is the realisation
of brahman which is ni¿cay¡tmaka.

ni¿cala-1 ÊxÉ¶SÉ±É-1 (ABU 21), immovable
(= unchangeable). The puruÀa1 of the
s¡´khya philosophers is ni¿cala and

so is the brahman of Ved¡nta.
Ni¿calatva (immovability) is one of the
qualities mentioned here to describe the
indescribable brahman.

ni¿cala-2 ÊxÉ¶SÉ±É-2 (HP II 2), steady. State
of serenity. Mind becomes steady when
breathing is controlled.

ni¿calad¤À¶i, ÊxÉ¶SÉ±ÉoùÎ¹]õ (HP II 32),
ni¿cala means without any movement
and d¤À¶i means eyes. So the word
means 'constant eyes'. In connection
with the technique of tr¡¶aka, it is nec-
essary to keep eyes constantly opened.

niÅ¿v¡sa ÊxÉ:¶´ÉÉºÉ (ANU 33; MBU I (2)
1), inhalation. The number of inhalati-
ons per twenty-four hours, as menti-
oned in this UpaniÀad, is 1,13,180. It is
not clear how this number is arrived at.
The rate of respiration is given correctly
in Ghera¸·a SaÆhit¡ as fifteen per
minute and this is also mentioned by
UpaniÀadbrahmayog¢ as the rate laid
down in ¿ruti. In this way, the number
of inhalation in twenty-four hours
comes to 21,600 only. MBU has used
this word for sighing, presumably in
sorrow.

niÀkala-1 ÊxÉ¹Eò±É-1 (ABU 8, 21; BVU 17,
19, 20, 33, 37-39, 54; SAU III (1) 3,
4), having no phases or parts and hence
unbreakable and unchangeable. Since
kala means to measure, niÀkala can
also mean immeasurable. It is one of
the qualities mentioned to describe the
indescribable brahman.

niÀkala-2 ÊxÉ¹Eò±É-2 (BY II 106), literally
means partless or spotless. The 64th

niv¤tti niÀkala-2
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kind of oÆk¡ra is termed as niÀkala.
niÀkalabrahma ÊxÉ¹Eò±É¥ÉÀ (SAU III 4),

indivisible. There are three forms of
brahman. One of them is indivisible.
The other two forms of brahman are
sakala and sakalaniÀkala.

niÀpatti ÊxÉ¹{ÉÊkÉ (YTU 20; VU V 72, 75;
HP I 40, II 76, IV 69, 76) one of the
four stages (avasth¡s) of yoga4.
NiÀpatti is not described in YTU; but
since it is said to be niÀpanna ÊxÉ¹{ÉxxÉ
(perfected) by r¡jayoga, success in
r¡jayoga may be niÀpatti. Perfection
in yoga in thus called the niÀpatti stage
of yoga4. According to VU also it is
the last of the four bh£mik¡s. It is here
said to be the acme of tapas. According
to HP, when this stage is reached and
the ap¡n¡nila has successfully pierced
the rudragranthi, then the yog¢ hears
a sweet musical sound and is said to
become like God himself and capable
of creating a whole universe.

niÀprapaµca ÊxÉ¹|É{ÉÆSÉ (G 92), one without
a second and without any complica-
tions. This is how the knowers of truth
describe the indescribable ¡tman2.

niÅsa´ga ÊxÉ:ºÉÆMÉ (KU 21), free from all
attachments. Vair¡gya is a part of the
yoga, without which dh¡ra¸¡ will not
be successful in cutting (severing all
connections from) suÀumn¡. The yoga
of this UpaniÀad consists of (1)
pr¡¸¡y¡ma2, (2) pavanadh¡ra¸¡ (cf.
Ghera¸·a III 9) and (3) mano-
dh¡ra¸¡. It is dhy¡nayoga whose
essence is Pataµjali's saÆyama.

niÅsvana ÊxÉ:º´ÉxÉ (G 97), not hearing any
sound. In the state of sam¡dhi1 the
jaivatanm¡tr¡s in the sense organs do
not perform their function of sensing.
Hence no sound is heard.

n¢lajyoti xÉÒ±ÉVªÉÉäÊiÉ (MBU I (2) 7), the blue
light which is seen between the
eyebrows, or inside the chest, when the
mind is concentrated on the sound
which is heard as the result of waking
up of the ku¸·alin¢1. The sound and
the light are prav¤ttis in Pataµjali's
language, divya¿abda Ên ù´ªÉ¶É¤n ù and
divayar£pa Ênù´ªÉ°ü{É in VB's language.

neti xÉäÊiÉ (GS I 12, 50), one of the Àa¶-
karmas. It consists in inserting a thin
thread, about half a cubit in length, into
the nose and taking it out by the way of
the mouth. The practice of this karma
is here said to give one the ability of
remaining suspended in the air without
a support. It also cures kaphadoÀa and
brings the ability of clairvoyance.

netrasth¡na xÉäjÉºlÉÉxÉ (VS III 72), area or
place of eyes. The spot of eye is half
finger from the root of nose. One of the
eighteen vital points.

nauli xÉÉèÊ±É (HP II 22, 34, 35), one of the
Àa¶karmas. It is said to consist in
bending the shoulders forward and
rotating the abdomen right and left with
the speed of a fast rotating whirlpool.
In fact the abdomen is not rotated. The
recti quickly change their place from
right and left sides to the middle and
back and vice versa and it appears to
the onlooker that the abdomen is being

niÀkalabrahma nauli
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rotated. It is claimed that this practice
prevents and cures all abdominal
diseases.

ny¡ya 86xªÉÉªÉ (ABU 5), illustration. The
essence of dhy¡na and jµ¡na, accord-
ing to this UpaniÀad consists in h¤disan-
nirodha ¾þÊnùºÉÊxxÉ®úÉävÉ. The rest is all illustra-
tion and elaboration (= vist¡ra Ê´ÉºiÉÉ®ú).

ny¡sa xªÉÉºÉ (BY V 1, IX 184), literally
ny¡sa means depositing, placing, or
entrusting. The arrangement of the form
of oÆk¡ra is also termed as ny¡sa.
The state of joining or connection of
pradh¡na with puruÀa is specifically
called as ny¡sa.

pa-{É
pakÀap¡ta {ÉIÉ{ÉÉiÉ = vinirmukti Ê´ÉÊxÉ¨ÉÖÇÎCiÉ

(ABU 6 ), being none-neither this nor
that of certain pairs of possible alterna-
tives, e.g. brahman is neither cintya
nor acintya. Words cannot describe
Him, and thus brahman is not cintya.
But in a different sense He is not acin-
tya. Though He cannot be described in
words, He can be realized by yoga4.

pa´kaja {ÉÆEòVÉ = padma {És (G 11, 82;
YCU 4, 7), lotus. Of the five cakras
mentioned by G only two are described
by him as lotuses. Ëdh¡ra is said to
be a pa´kaja (lotus) having four dalas
nù±É (petals) which will be called four
asr¡Å +»ÉÉ: (spokes) if ¡dh¡ra is
compared to a cakra (wheel). H¤daya
is called a padma (h¤tpadma), which
also means lotus.
In the n¡bhi there is said to be the ten-
petalled lotus, in the middle of the two

eyebrows the two petalled one, and in
the brahmarandhra the thousand
petalled one. (cf. cakra). The question
whether these padmas are clearly
marked anatomical structures is
awaiting scientific research.

paµcadeva {É\SÉnäù´É (VS IV 5), five deities.
Those are brahm¡, viÀ¸u, rudra,
mahat-tattva and avyakta (unmani-
fested Supreme Lord), residing in earth,
water, fire, air and ether respectively.

paµcadosa {É\SÉnùÉä¹É (MBU I (2) 1), five
blemishes, krodha, k¡ma, niÅ¿v¡sa,
bhaya and nidr¡ (anger, sex, sighing,
fear and sleep respectively) are here
said to the five blemishes of the body.

paµcadh¡ra¸¡ {É\SÉvÉÉ®úhÉÉ (GS III 2),
dh¡ra¸¡ on the five mah¡bh£tas one
by one.

paµcapaµcagu¸ayoga {É\SÉ{ÉÆSÉMÉÖhÉªÉÉäMÉ (SSP
I 13-15), group of five gu¸as, each
having five-fold aspects, thus making
the total of twentyfive gu¸as. The five
gu¸as are nij¡¿akti, par¡¿akti,
apar¡¿akti, s£kÀm¡¿akti, and
ku¸·alin¢ ¿akti. These are said to be
the gu¸as of sagu¸a parame¿vara.

paµcama¸·ala {É\SÉ¨Éhb÷±É (BY IX 128),
five circles. Ëtman is said to be en-
circled by five ma¸·alas or circles.
They are paµcako¿as, paµcapr¡¸as,
paµcatanm¡tr¡s, paµcamah¡bh£tas
and paµcajµ¡nendriyas.

paµcamapada {É\SÉ¨É{Énù (BY IX 10), fifth
region of the practice of oÆk¡ra. This
state is identified in the m£rdh¡ (upper
palate). The former four stages are

ny¡ya paµcamapada
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located in n¡bhi, uras, h¤daya and
ka¸¶ha. Om is vibratory in its first four
stages but becomes non-vibrating when
it reaches the fifth or highest stage.

paµcavar¸a {É\SÉ´ÉhÉ Ç (VS IV 4), five
letters, these are-ya, ra, la, va and ha.
During dh¡ra¸¡ on five gross elements
these letters also should be meditated
upon along with the elements.

paµcaviÀaya {É\SÉÊ´É¹ÉªÉ (SK 34), five kinds
of things that can be heard, touched
seen, smelt or tasted. P¡¸i, p¡da, p¡yu
and upastha are the karmendriyas
(action-organs) which have to do with
all of them; while v¡k is the karmen-
driya which has to do with speech
alone. Speech cannot be touched, seen,
smelt or tasted. It can only be heard.
What we do with other organs may be
heard, or touched, or smelt or tasted,
or perceived with two or more senses
simultaneously.

paµca¿¡ka {É\SÉ¶ÉÉEò (HP; I 62; GS V 20),
j¢vant¢ (Dendrobium Macrae), v¡stu
´ÉÉºiÉÖò(Chenopodium), matsy¡kÀi ̈ ÉiºªÉÉIÉÒ
(Alternanthera Sessiles), meghan¡da
¨É äPÉxÉÉnù (Amaranthus Spinosus) and
punarnav¡ {ÉÖxÉxÉḈ ÉÉ (Boerhuvia Diffusa),
the five leafy vegetables which are
supposed to be good for the yog¢s.
Now-a-days they are used more as
medicines than as food.
Ghera¸·a gives a different list of these
leafy vegetables, they are b¡la¿¡ka,
k¡la¿¡ka, patolapatraka, v¡stuka and
himlocik¡. These five leafy vegetables
are recommended for a yoga practicant.

paµca¿ikha {É\SÉÊ¶ÉJÉ (SK 70), the teacher
whom Ësur¢ gave the knowledge
which he, in his turn, got from Kapila,
the founder of the S¡´khya system of
philosophy. Paµca¿ikha taught this lore
to many aspirants.

paµcasrota {É\SÉ»ÉÉ äiÉ (HP III 52), the
passage from the two nostrils, the two
ears and the buccal opening which meet
at the cavity in the upper palate.
Pressing this hollow with the tip of the
tongue is a part of the khecar¢mudr¡.

paµc¡gni {É\SÉÉÎMxÉ (YSU V 28, 35), five
forms of fire (residing in the body): (1)
p¡t¡la {ÉÉiÉ±É (k¡l¡gni EòÉ±ÉÉÎMxÉ bh£t¡gni
¦ÉÚiÉÉÎMxÉ) in the m£l¡dh¡ra, (2) va·av¡
´Éb÷́ ÉÉ  (k¡À¶hap¡À¡¸ayorvahni EòÉ¹`ö{ÉÉ¹ÉÉhÉ-
ªÉÉä́ ÉÇÎ¼xÉ) in the bones, (3) p¡rthiva {ÉÉÌlÉ´É
(k¡À¶hap¡À¡¸¡gni  EòÉ¹`ö{ÉÉ¹ÉÉhÉÉÎMxÉ) in the
stomach, at the spot where the bile duct
opens, (4) vaidyut (sv¡ntar¡tmak¡gni
º´ÉÉxiÉ®úÉi¨ÉEòÉÎMxÉ) in the antarikÀa +xiÉÊ®úIÉ
probably in the ear and (5) s£ryar£p¡
ºÉÚªÉÇ°ü{ÉÉ  in n¡bhima¸·ala. These consti-
tute the s£kÀmavapu ºÉÚI¨É´É{ÉÖ (subtle
bodies) of brahman. In another context
n¡da is said to be the s£kÀmar£pa
ºÉÚI¨É°ü{É (subtle body) of brahman.

paµc¡vasth¡ {É\SÉÉ´ÉºlÉÉ (MBU II (4) 1),
the five states of human existence; viz.
j¡grat, svapna, suÀupti, tur¢ya and
tur¢y¡t¢ta.

paµc¢kara¸a {É\SÉÒEò®úhÉ (TSB 9), the five
mah¡bh£tas mixing in such a way that
each resultant has in it a fraction of each
mah¡bh£tas e.g. jµ¡na, which is here
said to be a k¡rya of ¡k¡¿a, has in it

paµcavar¸a paµc¢kara¸a
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the other four mah¡bh£tas also. It is

2
1  ¡k¡¿a, 8

1  v¡yu, 8
1  vahni, 8

1  ap
and 8

1  p¤thv¢. According to this text,
the entire creation is thus made up of
the five mah¡bh£tas.

pata´gin¢ {ÉiÉÆÊMÉxÉÒ (NBU 9), the third of
the twelve m¡tr¡s of the dv¡da¿a-
m¡tr¡ pra¸ava (oÆ of twelve com-
ponents). If a yog¢ dies while he is at
this m¡tr¡ of the pra¸ava, he is re-
born as a vidy¡dhara Ê´ÉtÉvÉ®ú- a class of
semidivine beings.

pathya {ÉlªÉ (HP I 62, III 15), wholesome.
The good grains, wheat, rice, barley and
ÀaÀ¶ika ¹ÉÎ¹]õEò (a special variety of rice),
milk, ghee, sugar, butter, sugarcandy,
honey, dry ginger, the pa¶olaka {É]õÉä±ÉEò
fruit (paravala {É®ú´É±É a kind of cucum-
ber) the five leafy vegetables, green-
gram and rain-water collected when the
sun is in magh¡ ̈ ÉPÉÉ (the 10th lunar man-
sion) etc. are considered to be whole-
some food for advanced Yog¢s. But
according to the text, there is nothing
wholesome or unwholesome for a per-
son who has mastered mah¡mudr¡.

pad¡rathabh¡van¡ {ÉnùÉlÉÇ¦ÉÉ´ÉxÉÉ (VU IV
(1) 3, (2) 2), right conception of the
substance (brahman)-this is the sixth
stage of knowledge.

padma-1 {És-1 (HP 1 23; YTU 29),
padm¡sana1.

padma-2 {És-2 (YCU 5; G 82), pa´kaja.
padma-3 {És-3 (HP III 2, 3) cakra. Here

the padma is identified with cakra viz.
m£l¡dh¡ra, sv¡dhiÀth¡na, ma¸i-
p£ra, an¡hata, vi¿uddha, and ¡jµ¡

cakras. AS soon as the ku¸·alin¢ is
aroused by the grace of guru these six
cakras are pierced.

padm¡sana-1 {ÉsÉºÉxÉ-1 (HP I 23; II 7; G
9; GS II 8; YTU 29), one of the four
¡sanas particularly recommended by
HP and YTU, the other three being
siddha, simha and bhadra. This
¡sana, generally known as baddha-
padm¡sana, consists in placing the
right heel at the root of the left thigh
(above it) and the left heel at the root
of the right thigh (above it), crossing
the arms behind, the chin firmly on
chest fixing the gaze at the tip of the
nose.

padm¡sana-2 {ÉsÉºÉxÉ-2 (HP I 4, 44-49;
II 59-60; BY IX 188), one of the most
important ¡sanas which consists in
placing the feet with effort on the
opposite thighs and the palms one upon
the other in the middle of the legs,
fixing the gaze on the tip of the nose,
touching the hard palate with the tip of
the tongue and the chest with the chin,
and raising pr¡¸a upwards (to the
head). The arms are not crossed behind
the back in this ¡sana.

padm¡sana-3 {ÉsÉºÉxÉ-3 (TSM 39; YKU
I 5; SAU I (3) 3), the simple ¡sana in
which the two feet are placed on the
two (opposite) thighs, without doing
anything more.

padm¡sana-4 {ÉsÉºÉxÉ-4 (VS I 71; VBh
II 46), one of the ten important ¡sanas
recognised by VasiÀ¶ha. But unlike HP,
he gives only one technique of

pata´gin¢ padm¡sana-4
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padm¡sana which is popularly known
as baddha-padm¡sana1. VBh quotes
four ¡sanas from VS and padm¡sana
is one of them.

payasvin¢-1 {ÉªÉÎº´ÉxÉÒ-1 (DU IV 8, 20, 38),
one of the seventyfour principal n¡d¢s2.
It goes from n¡·¢kanda to the left ear.
Its presiding deity is praj¡pati.

payasvin¢-2 {ÉªÉÎº´ÉxÉÒ-2 (VS II 22, 33, 37),
one of the fourteen important n¡·¢s
enumerated by VasiÀ¶ha. It is situated
between p£À¡ and sarasvat¢ and its
range goes (on the right side) up to the
right ear.

para {É®ú (KU 16), brahma, the Supreme
Reality. SuÀumn¡ (the spinal cord)
clings to this. This adhesion is to be
severed by manodh¡ra¸¡.

paracittajµ¡na {É®úÊSÉkÉYÉÉxÉ (YS, VB, VM,
VBh III 19), intuitive knowledge of
mind as such. As regards the content
of saÆyama, there are two different
opinions. According to VM, saÆyama
should be practised on another's mind
and on the other hand VBh and Ëra¸ya
believe that it should be practised on
one's own mind. However, it seems that
saÆyama is directed either on the
content of other's mind or one's own
mind, brings about the knowledge of
very nature of the mind substance
irrespective of one's own or other's it
gives rather a universal knowledge of
citta.

paraj¡tisamvedana {É®úVÉÉÊiÉºÉÆ´ÉänùxÉ (VB,
VM, VBh III 18), knowledge of the
previous births of others or knowledge

of one's own future births. V¡caspati
considers it to be the knowledge of the
previous births of others whereas VBh
explains it as knowledge of the future
births of oneself.

paratattva {É®úiÉk´É (YSU II 18), highest
truth. Through the regular practice of
¿rava¸a, manana and nididhy¡sana on
¡tmamantra i.e. pra¸ava one realizes
the paratattva.

paratantra {É®úiÉxjÉ (SK 10), existing in the
service of others. They very existence
of vyakta (manifest world) is for the
sake of puruÀas1.

paradevat¡ {É®únäù´ÉiÉÉ (GS III 40), synonym
for ku¸·alin¢.

parapi¸·a {É®úÊ{Éhb÷ (SSP I 13), Lord ¿iva.
parabrahma {É®¥ÉÀ (ABU 16, 17), highest

reality. The ¿abd¡kÀara has been
construed as transcendental or highest
brahman.

param {É®¨ÉÂ (YSU V 28, 29; HP IV 37),
transcendent, one of the three forms of
brahman. Other two forms are gross
and subtle. The transcendent form is
said to be of the character of the moon.

paramapada {É®ú¨É{Énù (SSP I 17, V 2),
supreme abode. One of the five causal
elements of 'an¡dyapi¸·a'. It has five
characteristics-purity, subtlety,
immovability, infinity and untranscen-
dability.

paramamukti {É®ú¨É¨É ÖÎCiÉ (NGB II 2),
absolute liberation. Indian tradition
talks of two types of liberation-
j¢vanmukti and paramamukti. The
difference between the two is that the

payasvin¢-1 paramamukti
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later is the succeeding stage of
j¢vanmukti wherein there is no chance
of rebirth at all and in which one
becomes completely free from the
physical body.

paramarÀi {É®¨ÉÌ¹É (SK 69), Kapila. He is
the sage who is supposed to be the
originator of S¡´khya philosophy.

paramahaÆsa {É®ú¨É½ÆþºÉ (HU 7), all perva-
ding brahman containing in himself
the sun and the moon, the oÆk¡ra, the
Lord ¿iva, the ga´g¡ MÉÆMÉÉ, k¡la and agni.
All these can be imagined as the various
parts of a swan (haÆsa) as under:-

Sun and moon -wings
OÆk¡ra -head
Rudra (áiva) -face
P¡rvat¢ and
the Ga´g¡ -two legs.

param¡k¡¿a {É®¨ÉÉEòÉ¶É (MBU IV 2, 3;
ATU 7), one of the five members of
vyomapaµcaka, the b¡hy¡bhyantar-
lakÀya of ¿¡mbhav¢mudr¡ (cf.
¡k¡¿a). According to ATU, the other
four ¡k¡¿as are gu¸arahit¡k¡¿a,
mah¡k¡¿a, tattv¡k¡¿a and s£ry¡-
k¡¿a. It is here described as the pitch
dark sky gleaming like a twinkling star.

param¡¸u-1 {É®¨ÉÉhÉÖ-1 (YS I 40), infini-
tely minute. It is open to citta1 to
concentrate on an object having any
size from infinitely minute to extremely
large.

param¡¸u-2 {É®¨ÉÉhÉÖ-2 (VB III 42, 44, 52,
53; IV 14), an indivisible portion of
dravya which is an organic whole
made up of param¡¸us. If a dravya

is divided into its parts, it ceases to be
that dravya.

param¡tm¡-1 {É®¨ÉÉi¨ÉÉ-1 (BY IX 136),
puruÀa3. Whatever soft and tasteful
food is produced by nature, it is for the
enjoyment of puruÀa3 as vi¿va, the
experiencer of the waking state. The
Monistic ved¡nta theory is that
brahman is immanent in all living
beings and is the introspector of the
various avasth¡s under different
names. As an introspector He is said to
be the enjoyer.

param¡tm¡-2 {É®¨ÉÉi¨ÉÉ-2 (SSP I 20),
supreme soul. One of the causal ele-
ment of an¡dyapi¸·a. It has five
characteristics-eternal, impiercible,
incapable of being cut, incombustible
and indestructible.

param¡dev¢ {É®¨ÉÉnäù´ÉÒ (= cit¿akti) (YSU
VI 47), one of the five ¿aktis which is
here said to reside somewhere in the
middle of the head below the
brahmarandhra.

param¡nanda {É®¨ÉÉxÉxnù (SSP I 23), absol-
ute bliss, said to have five characte-
ristics. They are spanda, harÀa, uts¡ha,
niÅspanda and nityasukhatva.

param¡rtha {É®¨ÉÉlÉÇ (BY XII 5), absolute
(final) knowledge. S¡´khya system of
philosophy is supposed to provide
absolute knowledge.

param¡laya {É®¨ÉÉ±ÉªÉ (BY IX 17), highest
abode. OÆk¡ra has been considered
to be the highest abode and thus very
important object for contemplation.

parame¿vara {É®¨Éä¶´É®ú (BY IX 31, 152),

paramarÀi parame¿vara
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purusa3, who is all pervading and re-
mains hidden in everything. But He
does nothing for the ultimate good of
the person who is not devoted to Him
and does nothing to adore Him just as
ghee is hidden in the cow's milk but is
of on avail to us without our doing
something to obtain it.

parame¿var¢ {É®¨É ä¶´É®úÒ (HP III 102),
ku¸·alin¢.

paramodharma {É®¨ÉÉävÉ¨ÉÇ (BY XI 34),
supreme code. A sacrifice, prescribed
conduct, self-restraint, non-injury,
offering a gift and the study of the
scriptures are the supreme codes.

pararandhra {É®®úxwÉ (VU V 30), one of
the four n¡·¢s2, all of which are here
said to run inside the spinal column, the
other three being suÀumn¡, jvalant¢
and n¡dar£pi¸¢. These four n¡·¢s2

are called n¡d¡dh¡ras.
paravair¡gya {É®´Éè®úÉMªÉ (VM, VBh I 16),

superior detachment, in comparison to
aparavair¡gya. Non-attachment from
all the qualities, gu¸as, due to the
knowledge that the puruÀa is different
from the gu¸as.

para¿ar¢r¡ve¿a {É®¶É®úÒ®úÉ´Éä¶É (YS, VB, VM
III 38), capability of entering into
another's body. This is attained through
the saÆyama on the cause of bondage
and also after achieving the knowledge
of working of the mind.

par¡-1 {É®É-1 (YKU III 18), unmanifested
speech. A strange psychology of speech
is propounded here. Speech is said to
sprout in the m£l¡dh¡ra, where it

remains unmanifested; it comes out
two-fold in the an¡hatacakra in the
chest; it appears in the form of a bud at
the vi¿uddhacakra and blossoms forth
in the vocal organs. The first of these
stages of development of v¡k is par¡1.

par¡-2 {É®É-2 (YSU VI 5), one of the hun-
dred and one n¡·¢s2. It is the n¡·¢2

which supports the suÀumn¡ accor-
ding to this text. It is here said to be the
central n¡·¢2.

par¡k¡¿a {É®ÉEòÉ¶É (MBU I 2, 13; IV 2, 3),
transcendent ¡k¡¿a. One of the five
states during intermediate introspe-
ction. By constant practice when one
becomes the transcendent ¡k¡¿as, he
resembles the profound darkness
throbbing with the aspect of star. Other
four ¡k¡¿a states are-primordial ¡k¡¿a,
expanse of ¡k¡¿a, ¡k¡¿a of truth,
¡k¡¿a of sun.

par¡rtha-1 {É®ÉlÉÇ-1 (YS III 35), mistaking
oneself for another. The d¤¿ya is of the
nature of bhoga (enjoyment) only so
long as the citta (transmigrating soul)
mistakes himself to be the supreme
person and master. If he performs
saÆyama on the opposite of par¡rtha,
i.e. on sv¡rtha (one's own reality), he
comes to know that he is not the
supreme soul, but only the sva (one's
own) of a sv¡min º´ÉÉÊ¨ÉxÉÂ (master) i.e. a
puruÀa.

par¡rtha-2 {É®ÉlÉÇ-2 (YS IV 24), dependent
on another. The citta is dependent even
for its existence as a citta, on the pu-
ruÀa to which it is related by saÆyoga.

parame¿var¢ par¡rtha-2
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Citta is ja·a and what it does, it does
by virtue of its saÆyoga with puruÀa.

par¡rtha-3 {É®ÉlÉÇ-3 (VB II 20, IV 24; SK
56), serving the purpose of another.
According to these authors, the citta1

is literally the servant of his master, the
puruÀa, and exists only to achieve the
master's end-His enjoyment and
liberation. But Pataµjali does not seem
to have meant this by the expression
saÆhatyak¡ritva.

par¡vidy¡ {É®ÉÊ´ÉtÉ (PBU (U) 32), superior
knowledge, highest truth. This superior
knowledge can be attained by means
of truthfulness, austere penance and
also by adopting right ways of conduct
i.e. brahmacarya and by following
what is laid down in the upaniÀads.

par¡¿akti-1 {É®É¶ÉÎCiÉ-1 (YSU VI 48; YCU
71), one of the five ¿aktis (powers). It
is said to reside in the middle of the
forehead. The seat of n¡da is said to
be the ¡jµ¡cakra in YSU and, proba-
bly for this reason, this ¿akti is
described as n¡dar£pa. According to
YCU, this ¿akti (energy) emanates
from the Absolute Reality as light
emanates from a flame, i.e. if brahman
is a flame, par¡¿akti is its light. In
other words, it is not something literally
born out of brahman, but it is of
brahman and in brahman. If the
flame goes out there will be no light
and without the light there would be no
flame. Each is essential for the other.
This ¿akti is therefore called
svayaÆjyotir¡tmik¡ º´ÉªÉÆVªÉÉäÊiÉ®úÉÎi¨ÉEòÉ (self

luminous). From this light the five
mah¡bh£tas (elements) are created in
order.

par¡¿akti-2 {É®É¶ÉÎH -2 (SSP I 6), supreme
energy. This energy is an outcome of
nij¡¿akti. Par¡¿akti further gives birth
to the apar¡¿akti. This triad of energy
is responsible for any worldly activity.

paricaya {ÉÊ®úSÉªÉ (YTU 20; HP IV 74; VU
V 71), one of the four stages of pro-
gress in yoga4. Paricaya in this con-
text is paricaya of v¡yu, paricita
v¡yu4 is said to enter the suÀumn¡
(spinal cord). Paricaya would, there-
fore, be that stages of progress in yoga4

at which v¡yu is tempered with agni
and reaches the head. V¡yu4 thus enri-
ched is in all probability the ku¸·alin¢.
According to VU, in this state the body
is neither alive nor dead and again
yog¢'s v¡yu4 does not fall from the
sahasr¡ra.

paricitav¡yu {ÉÊ®úÊSÉiÉ´ÉÉªÉÖ (HP IV 19) v¡yu
which has been controlled by conti-
nuous practice of ¡sanas, kumbhakas
and mudr¡s is called paricitav¡yu.
This helps in arousal of ku¸·alin¢ and
leading it towards suÀumn¡ for
achieving manonman¢ state.

pari¸¡ma-1 {ÉÊ®úhÉÉ¨É-1 (YS III 9, 11, 12,
15, 16; IV 14, 32, 33; SK 16), apparen-
tly stationary individual reality appea-
ring on the surface of unceasing change
and existing as the same individual in
spite of it; e.g. a whirlpool which looks
like a stationery figure in spite of the
water being incessantly in motion; or

par¡rtha-3 pari¸¡ma-1
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an ¡l¡tacakra +É±ÉÉiÉSÉGò. As water assu-
mes the forms of current, bubble, whirl-
pool, wave, etc., so gu¸as assume an
infinity of forms. The transmigrating
individual souls, the living bodies and
the lifeless objects are the various
special forms of the three gu¸as
(gu¸apari¸¡mavi¿eÀa). The transmigra-
ting souls are aindriya, made up of the
indriyas (kara¸as). The material
objects are bhautika. They are made up
of the mah¡bh£tas. Pari¸¡mas are
these stationary figures which stand out
on a moving ground. Their changing
lakÀa¸as and avasth¡s also are similar
pari¸¡mas. Pari¸¡mataÅ {ÉÊ®úhÉÉ¨ÉiÉ:
therefore, means: by assuming different
forms. Prak¤ti operates by assuming
innumerable everchanging forms and
shapes as a result of the combination
of the three gu¸as in different
proportions.

pari¸¡ma-2 {ÉÊ®úhÉÉ¨É-2 (YS IV 2), change
j¡tyantarapari¸¡ma VÉÉiªÉxiÉ®ú{ÉÊ®úhÉÉ¨É is
taking another mode of being after
death.

pari¸¡makrama {ÉÊ®úhÉÉ¨ÉGò¨É (VB, VM II
19), order of change or transformation
or successive transformation, with
reference to successive tanm¡tr¡s, the
earlier tanm¡tr¡s being the causes.
The subtle elements are the causes for
the further mutation in the five gross
elements.

pari¸¡matraya {ÉÊ®úhÉÉ¨ÉjÉªÉ (VB, VM III
16), mutation. There are three
mutations-characteristics (dharma),

qualities (lakÀa¸a) and states
(avasth¡). The practice of saÆyama
on these three leads to the knowledge
of past and future.

pari¸¡maduÅkha {ÉÊ®úhÉÉ¨ÉnùÖ:JÉ (YS, VB,
VBh II 15), pain which necessarily
follows every pleasure enjoyed by
satisfying a desire. According to VB,
satisfaction of a desire does not bring
lasting pleasure; because as one desire
is satisfied another arises and there is
no end to this hankering for more and
more, which keeps a man always in
need and therefore unhappy. This is
how VB explains pari¸¡maduÅkha.
According to VBh, everything is pain-
ful even for one who is not a yog¢. After
experiencing pleasure there arises
attachment and one starts wishing that
this pleasure be permanent which is not
possible, hence it ultimately becomes
the cause for suffering.

parit¡pa {ÉÊ®úiÉÉ{É (YS II 14), pain. Accor-
ding to the theory of karmaphala,
every vicious action is punished by an
experience of pain at some time or the
other in future.

parid¤À¶a {ÉÊ®úoù¹]õ (VB, VBh III 15), percei-
vable through senses. One of the two
abilities of mind (citta). The other
ability of mind is aparid¤À¶a. A
cognition which is achieved through
special mutation in the form of
modification is called parid¤À¶a.

paridh¡nayukti {ÉÊ®vÉÉxÉªÉÖÎCiÉ (HP III 108),
skill and care as is required for putting
a sword in the sheath.

pari¸¡ma-2 paridh¡nayukti
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parinirmitava¿avarti {ÉÊ®úÊxÉÌ¨ÉiÉ´É¶É´ÉÌiÉ (VB
III 26), a class of gods residing in the
m¡hendraloka.

paripakva-1 {ÉÊ® ú{ÉC´É-1 (TBU I 45),
developed-advanced. Reference here is
to those yog¢s who have mastered
dhy¡na-here called brahmav¤tti- and
who can get into that unmistakable
v¤tti at will. These yog¢s advanced in
yoga4.

paripakva-2 {ÉÊ®ú{ÉC´É-2 = pakva {ÉC´É (YSU
I 25, 26; BU II (4) 4), one of the two
kinds of men, the other being apakva.
In YSU this pakva (ripened) is said to
be brought about by the fire of yoga4

and the pakvas are said to be aja·a
and ¿okavarjita ¶ÉÉäEò´ÉÌVÉiÉ (happy). The
two meanings of the word paripakva
do not differ much.

parip£r¸acandrama¸·ala {ÉÊ®ú{ÉÚhÉÇSÉxpù-
¨Éhb÷±É (MBU II (1) 10), full moon-one
of the- divyar£pas Ênù´ªÉ°ü{É (divine
lights), which the yog¢s see as signs
indicating the approach of success in
¿¡mbhav¢mudr¡. It is a t¡rakala-
kÀya-the vision of a bright full moon.

parim¡¸a {ÉÊ®ú¨ÉÉhÉ (SK 15), limits. All the
various forms of vyakta (the manifest
nature)-right from mahat to the gu¸a-
pari¸¡mavi¿eÀas have their limits, i.e.
are not unlimited. These constitute the
vai¿var£pya which includes all the
li´gas-the pr¡k¤ta entities with which
puruÀas2 have beginningless saÆ-
yoga. The number of such puruÀas2

and their requirements is infinite.
Hence there must be an infinite cause

of the vai¿var£pya. That cause is the
avyakta2. This is one of the arguments
advanced by SK to prove the reality of
avyakta2, as infinite material cause of
the infinity of forms.

parokÀa {É®úÉäIÉ (SK 6), that which cannot
be perceived by the senses. Most of that
which is at¢ndriya (beyond the range
of the sense) can be known by
anum¡na (inference) and which can-
not be known by anum¡na also is
known by ¡pt¡gama (reliable testi-
mony).

parya´ka {ÉªÉÈEò (VB II 46), one of the few
examples of ¡sana given by VB. It is
not explained here. It may be the same
as garu·¡sana.

pary¡ya {ÉªÉÉÇªÉ (VM III 54), respective
feature or subordinate particulars,
characteristic of time (k¡la). Time as
the object not only includes past, pre-
sent and future but also their respective
features or subordinate particulars i.e.
their subdivisions.

pavana-1 {É´ÉxÉ-1 (GS III 7; HP II 66, III
74, IV 23, 51), internally aroused sensa-
tions which are experienced as a result
of practising yoga4. The yog¢s general-
ly experience a creeping sensation
along the spine which travels upwards.
When it is felt on top of the head the
journey of pavana is said to have come
to an end. Then another series of such
sensations is reported to start from the
same point in the spine, similarly rising
to the head. Yog¢s are advised to prac-
tise holding the sensation there.

parinirmitava¿avarti pavana-1
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Maintenance of the centrally aroused
cutaneous sensation in the head is the
nabhomudr¡ of Ghera¸·a. The
nabhomudr¡ of GorakÀa, however,
seems to be the same as Ghera¸·a's
khecar¢. In this mudr¡ also pavana is
held in the head.

pavana-2 {É´ÉxÉ-2 (HP I 45, 55 II 39, 48,
49, 51, 57, 62, 64), breath. For per-
forming different types of pr¡¸¡y¡ma
we have to inhale and exhale in
different ways. Pavana is one of the
words used for breath so manipulated.
For adopting padm¡sana, among other
things, breath is drawn slowly before
fixing the gaze on the tip of the nose.

pavana-3 {É´ÉxÉ-3 (HP II 17), the humour
generally called v¡yu or v¡ta in
Ëyurvedic terminology.

pavana-4 {É´ÉxÉ-4 (HP II 26), motor imp-
ulse. The nervous impulse which pro-
pels the contents of the alimentary canal
is here referred to as ap¡napavana,
which raises the liquid in the stomach
to the throat for doing gajakara¸¢.

pavana-5 {É´ÉxÉ-5 (BY IX 47), that which
purifies is known as pavana. Synonym
of the element savit¤. It is known by
different names depending on its action.
Due to the act of purification it is called
pavana.

pavanakriy¡ {É´ÉxÉÊGòªÉÉ (HP I 55), practice
related with pr¡¸a. These practices
include different varieties of
pr¡¸¡y¡ma, mudr¡ etc.

pavanaprakopa {É´ÉxÉ|ÉEòÉä{É (HP II 17),
disorders of v¡ta humour. The faulty

practice of pr¡¸¡y¡ma leads to the
disorders of v¡ta humour causing dif-
ferent diseases like hiccup, asthma,
cough, pain in the head, ear and the
eyes.

pa¿cimat¡na {ÉÊ¶SÉ¨ÉiÉÉxÉ (HP I 28, II 46;
YSU I 112; GS II, 4, 26), the ¡sana in
which the practicant stretches his legs
in the sitting posture, bends forward,
catches hold of his big toes with the
forefingers of his two hands and if
possible, rests his face on his knees-not
by bending them but by bending his
arms at the elbow. This posture need
not be maintained for more than three
minutes a duration which is to be
attained gradually by practice.

pa¿cimav¡h¢ {ÉÎ¶SÉ¨É´ÉÉ½þÒ (HP I 29), (direc-
ting the) passage of pr¡¸a along the
back. The passage of pr¡¸a referred
to here is the series of sensation felt in
the back which one experiences as
something rising up in the back.

pa¿cim¡bhimukhaprak¡¿a {ÉÎ¶SÉ¨ÉÉÊ¦É¨ÉÖJÉ
-|ÉEòÉ¶É (MBU II (2) 1), appearance of
the light which the yog¢ sees after the
signs of ¿¡mbhav¢mudr¡, called
t¡rakalakÀyas. If a yog¢ sees the
t¡rakalakÀya with his eyes open
(pur¸im¡ d¤À¶i) and then closes his
eyes, the vision which he sees with the
eyes closed is a pa¿cim¡bhimukha-
prak¡¿a. Similarly, if he sees the t¡ra-
kalakÀya with eyes closed (am¡d¤À¶i)
and then opens his eyes and sees some
other vision, then that would also be the
pa¿cim¡bhimukhaprak¡¿a. This

pavana-2 pa¿cim¡bhimukhaprak¡¿a
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sensation is thus an after image of an
internally aroused visual sensation,
which itself is not an after image of any
sensation.

pa¿yant¢ {É¶ªÉxiÉÒ (YKU III 18; YSU III
3), a stage of manifestation of v¡k
(speech). At this stage the energy of
speech (v¡k) is said to sprout into two
blades (cf. par¡1). According to YSU,
it is one of the ¿aktis of the goddess of
speech. Yog¢s are here said to see the
whole universe by dint of the know-
ledge of this ¿akti. Those who meditate
on it hear an internally aroused sound
of rain.

p¡kayajµa {ÉÉEòªÉYÉ (BY VII 129), domestic
sacrifice. However, BY considers
p¡kayajµa inferior in comparison to
the japayajµa.

p¡µcar¡trika {ÉÉ\SÉ®ÉúÊjÉEò (SSP VI 57), one
who knows the indestructibility
transformation of and non-recreation
from the paµca-mah¡bh£tas is called
a p¡µcar¡trika. Here r¡tri indicates
the state of non-re-creation from the
elements of bh£tas.

p¡¸i {ÉÉÊhÉ (SK 26; TSB 5, 9), literally
hand. But it is the technical name of
one of the five action organs (karmen-
driyas). A karmendriya is nothing
like a muscle or a gland, which we
know as the two organs of action
(=behaviour). An indriya1 is itself
at¢ndriya (= imperceptible). It can be
described as a faculty. It is energy
which transmigrates with the transmi-
grating soul. Without the indriyas no

consciousness or behaviour would be
possible.
P¡¸i is the karmendriya responsible
for all kinds of activity, with respect to
external objects, which do not imply a
change of place of the whole body. The
external limbs of the body are also
external objects for this purpose. The
function of p¡¸i is not only manual
work. Ability to work with feet or head
or another limb is also ¡d¡na (function
of the p¡¸¢ndriya). Kicking, pushing,
heading etc. come under ¡d¡na, though
typical ¡d¡na is manipulation. The
term p¡¸i stands for the energy of a
special form which is responsible for
¡d¡na.
According to TSB, p¡¸i is one of the
five aÆ¿as of p¤thv¢ (the earth ele-
ment). Manas2 which is somehow
associated with v¡yu4, is here said to
be p¡¸y¡dhiÀ¶hita.

p¡¸·arabindu {ÉÉhb÷®úÊ¤ÉxnÖù (YCU 60-4),
¿uklabindu-the secretion supposed to be
white. Combined with the lohita ±ÉÉäÊ½þiÉ
bindu2, which secretion is supposed to
be red, it is said to rise up along the
yog¢'s back. V¡yu1 is said to drive these
bindus1 upwards. But neither the
bindus1 nor the v¡yu1 is perceived.
What actually is felt by the yog¢s are
the cutaneous sensations inside, up
along the back, and it appears to them
that something is rising to their head.
This something is also sometimes
called bindu2.

p¡tra {ÉÉjÉ (BY XI 22), eligible (adhik¡r¢).

pa¿yant¢ p¡tra
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One in whom both jµ¡na and tapa
(knowledge and mortification) are
fused together.

p¡da {ÉÉnù (SK 26; TSB 5, 9), literally foot.
Technically it is one of the five karme-
ndriyas (action-organs) in indriya1

responsible for vihara¸a (= going from
one place to another). It is not the limb
which we call foot alone, as people
deprived of feet and legs also can move
about. If nothing else, they can roll.
This is also vihara¸a. It appears that
bird's flight is also vihara¸a. cf. p¡¸i.
According to TSB, it is one of the five
aÆ¿as (forms) of p¤thv¢ (earth).
Buddhi1, which is associated with agni
is here said to be p¡d¡dhiÀ¶hita.

p¡d¡´guÀ¶ha {ÉÉnùÉÆMÉÖ¹`ö (VS III 62, 65), the
big toes. One of the eighteen marma-
sth¡nas (vital points) used for the
practise of praty¡h¡ra. P¡d¡´guÀ¶ha
is the starting point of marmasth¡nas
and one has to start practising
praty¡h¡ra beginning from p¡d¡´-
guÀ¶ha.

p¡yu-1 {ÉÉªÉÖ-1 (SK 26), the karmendriya
which is the ability and the tendency to
expel stool and urine when necessary,
the function called utsarga.

p¡yu-2 {ÉÉªÉÖ-2 (GS I 45), the anus. For jala-
vasti one has to draw up water through
the rectum as high as the level of the
navel.

p¡yum£la {ÉÉªÉÖ̈ ÉÚ±É (VS III 63, 68), bottom
of the anus. Seventh vital point in the
series of eighteen vital points and its
distance from big toes is fortytwo

fingers and nine fingers from the
middle of the thigh.

p¡raga {ÉÉ®úMÉ (BY XI 11), one who has
gone beyond the tattvas and knows the
reality beyond it.

p¡rthiva-1 {ÉÉÌlÉ´É-1 (ANU 30), pertaining
to p¤thv¢ which is one of the five
tattvas3 (mah¡bh£tas). The p¡rthiva
tattva3 is made up of the gandhatan-
m¡tr¡ which is supposed to have the
characteristics of all the five tanm¡tr¡s
(VB II 19). In this UpaniÀad the
p¡rthivatattva is said to be paµca-
m¡tr¡.

p¡rthiva-2 {ÉÉÌlÉ´É-2 (YSU V 31), one of
the five agnis (fires) in the body. This
fire is said to reside where the bile duct
opens into the duodenum.

p¡rthivadharma {ÉÉÌlÉ´ÉvÉ¨ÉÇ (VM III 44),
properties of the earth element in its
gross (sth£la) form. There are eleven
properties of earth element which are
shape, weight, roughness, resistance,
stability, sustenance, divisibility,  endu-
rance, meagreness, hardness and use-
fulness.

p¡vam¡n¢ {ÉÉ´É¨ÉÉxÉÒ (BY VII 22), a name
of the Vedic s£kta recited for the pur-
pose of purification of the body after
taking bath.

p¡¿¡À¶aka {ÉÉ¶ÉÉ¹]õEò (SSP V 65), eight bin-
dings. Hatred, shyness, fear, doubt,
abhorrence, dynasty, conduct of the
family, race-these are recognised as the
eight bindings that are attached to j¢va
and are removable through the
blessings of the guru only.

p¡da p¡¿¡À¶aka
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p¡¿in¢ {ÉÉÊ¶ÉxÉÒ (GS III 3, 65), one of the
twentyfive mudr¡s enumerated by
Ghera¸·a. It consists in forming a kind
of tight noose with the feet thrown
round the neck. In addition to strength-
ening and developing the body. It helps
on arousing the ku¸·alin¢ ¿akti.

p¡¿upata {ÉÉ¶ÉÖ{ÉiÉ (SSP VI 42), Lord of the
creatures. P¡¿upata removes the
bondage of karma and protects all the
creatures.

pi´gal¡-1 Ë{ÉMÉ±ÉÉ-1 (KU 16; G 18, 20, 23;
TSM 70-1; HP III 73, 106; DBU 52,
55; YSU V 18, VI 6; SAU I (6) 5 (7)
1), one of the three most important
n¡·¢s2. It is situated on the right side.
This n¡·¢2 runs from the navel region
to the head. Pr¡¸a may rise along this
n¡·¢ or along i·¡ or suÀumn¡. This
n¡·¢ is said to run on the right side of
the suÀumn¡ and s£rya is said to be its
presiding deity.

pi´gal¡-2 Ë{ÉMÉ±ÉÉ-2 (TSM 96-7; GS V 52;
HP II 10), the right nostril, presumably
served by some nerve fibres which
form part of pi´gal¡. cf. s£rya.

pi´gal¡-3 Ë{ÉMÉ±ÉÉ-3 (VS II 27, 28, 31, 36,
39, 65, 66), a n¡·¢ which exists on the
right side of suÀumn¡ situated in the
kanda. It runs up to the end of right
nostril. Sun is said to move in pi´gal¡
n¡·¢. This is identified with right
nostril.

pi¸·avic¡ra Ê{Éhb÷Ê´ÉSÉÉ®ú (SSP I 3), discus-
sion on the body. In SSP the theory of
n¡tha has been explained in six
chapters. Pi¸·avic¡ra forms second

chapter. It discusses nine cakras, six-
teen ¡dh¡ras, three lakÀyas, and five
¡k¡¿as. Other chapters are pi¸·otpatti
(origin of the body), pi¸·asaÆvitti
(knowledge of body), pi¸·¡dh¡ra (the
foundation of the body), pi¸·ap¡dayoÅ
samarasakara¸am (the union of the
body with supreme reality) and
avadh£tayog¢ lakÀa¸am (the
characteristics of an avadh£tayog¢).

pi¸·asaÆvitti Ê{Éhb÷ºÉÆÊ´ÉÊkÉ (SSP I 3, III 1),
knowledge of the body. N¡thayog¢s are
of the view that all the seven lokas,
seven p¡t¡las, seven oceans all the
rivers exist within the human body. A
yog¢ who knows the existence of all the
conscious (cetana) and unconscious
(ja·a) worlds within his body is
understood to have pi¸·asaÆvitti.

pi¸·asiddhi Ê{Éhb÷ÊºÉÊrù (SSP V 12, 13),
perfection of the body. When a yog¢
realises the non-dual state of the self
and the paramapada (supreme state),
then he attains the perfection of the
body.

pi¸·¡¸·a Ê{Éhb÷Éhb÷ù (ATU 9), the indivi-
dual body, as opposed to brahm¡¸·a
the macrocosm. The t¡raka yog¢ is
advised to imagine that there are a sun
and a moon in the middle of his head,
as there are the sun and the moon out
in the sky and to try to see them by
anusandh¡na.

pi¸·¡dh¡ra Ê{ÉhbÉvÉÉ®ú (SSP I 3, IV 1), fou-
ndation of the body. There is a power
which is supposed to support all the
universe. This power itself is both a

p¡¿in¢ pi¸·¡dh¡ra
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cause and effect of the whole world and
is called as indescribable, of the form
of wisdom, ever-awakened. This power
is known as pi¸·¡dh¡ra. Another
name of this power is nij¡¿akti.

pi¸·¢kara¸a Ê{ÉhbÒEò®úhÉ (TSB 7), the
viÀaya4 of a jaivatanm¡tr¡ obviously
that of rasa. It appears to be the name
given by TSB to the active principle in
the rasatanm¡tr¡ which stimulates the
jaivatanm¡tr¡ in the tongue (jihv¡).
ViÀaya in this context means the way
in which an organ is put in commission.

pi¸·otpatti (garbholi) Ê{Éhb÷Éäi{ÉÊkÉ (MÉ¦ÉÉæÊ±É)ù
(SSP I 69), origin of the body. When a
male and female intercourse at the time
favourable for conception (¤tuk¡la),
then the j¢va with the association of
raja and v¢rya (semen) comes into the
uterus. After staying ten months in the
uterus, it takes the bodily form and
comes out. This body consists of three
humours (v¡ta, pitta, kapha) and
seven dh¡tus such as skin, blood, flesh,
etc. It is called garbholi pi¸·otpatti.

pitta Ê{ÉkÉù (HP II 28, 58, 65, V 12; VB III
29), one of the three fundamental
causes of diseases according to the
Ëyurvedic system of medicine. It is
generally equated with the Greek
humour called yellow bile though the
Ëyurvedic v¡ta, pitta and kapha are
very different from them.

pittakoÀ¶ha Ê{ÉkÉEòÉä¹`öù (HP V 3, 7), region
of bile (pitta). From the navel to chest
is considered to be the region of bile.
When v¡yu goes astray and accumu-

lates in the region of pitta, it results in
pain in the chest, on both sides and in
the back.

p¢¶ha-1 {ÉÒ`ö-1 (GS II 23, 33, 39, 41; HP I
39, 40, 67), ¡sana1

p¢¶ha-2 {ÉÒ`ö-2 (GS VI 12), a seat. For
sth£ladhy¡na the yog¢ is advised to
imagine his guru2 on a seat decorated
with the mark, called n¡dabindu.

p¢¶ha-3 {ÉÒ`ö-3 (YSU I 171-5), a dhy¡na-
sth¡na which is also the seat of God
on which dhy¡na is recommended.

p¢y£Àa {ÉÒªÉÚ¹É (GS III 28, 60; HP III 71),
nectar. As a result of the practice of
khecar¢mudr¡, the person experie-
nces the pleasurable sensations of
various juices. After having the taste
of salt, bitter, astringent, butter, milk,
ghee, honey etc. he lastly experiences
the taste of nectar. Nectar is said to be
coming from somama¸·ala. It is
proptected from falling into the fire
(navel region), by the practice of
j¡landharabandha. Nectar exists in
the water element also.

pu¸ya-1 {ÉÖhªÉö-1 (YS II 14; VB II 12, 30,
34, IV 6), an ethically good action. It is
supposed to bring happiness sooner or
later. That pu¸ya somehow brings
happiness is believed to be a super-
natural law. But Pataµjali's s£tra can
also be interpreted as meaning that the
person who leads an ethically good life
is happy because he does not feel the
pricks of conscience which make a man
unhappy. It would however be a far-
fetched interpretation.

pi¸·¢kara¸a pu¸ya-1
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pu¸ya-2 {ÉÖhªÉö-2 (YS I 33), virtuous person.
The yog¢ is advised to be happy with
the persons who perform virtuous deeds
and live an ethically good life.

pu¸ya-3 {ÉÖhªÉö-3 (VB II 5), pure. One of
the implications of the kle¿a, avidy¡
is that when persons afflicted by this
kle¿a, as all of us are, take impure
things to be pure, e.g. the human body.

puruÀa-1 {ÉÖ¯û¹É-1 (SK 3, 11, 17, 19, 21,
37, 55-61; YS I 16, 24, III 35, 49, 55,
IV 18), jµa, which is not prak¤ti in
any sense. In other words, it is not
gu¸¡tmaka MÉÖhÉÉi¨ÉEò (made of gu¸as).
There are many puruÀas1-each simple
in structure and discrete. PuruÀas1 are
certainly real but their reality is not
objective and they are, therefore,
considered to be pure subjects. Gu¸as1

alone are said to have objective reality.
The puruÀas1 enjoy a reality of its own
kind. It is cetana itself (cf. acetana).
No puruÀa1 is the material cause of any
effect. Hence puruÀas1 are called
aprasavadharm¢s +|ÉºÉ´ÉvÉ¨ÉÔ. From these
facts, which Ì¿varak¤À¸a has himself
stated about puruÀa, he infers the
s¡kÀitva, kaivalya, m¡dhyasthya,
draÀ¶¤tva and akart¤bh¡va of
puruÀa, though all this does not neces-
sarily follow from what he has said.
According to Ì¿varak¤À¸a, so long as
there is a li´ga1 in saÆyoga with a
puruÀa1 it is natural that the latter be
subjected to the miseries of old age and
agony of death. But puruÀa1, who is
cetana itself, is in no way affected by

this experience or by the kle¿as. The
person who is affected is puruÀa2-a
combination of puruÀa and li´ga, and
as such he is devoid of cetana.
Ì¿varak¤À¸a often fails to distinguish
between the whole and the part, and
speaks as if puruÀa had avidy¡ etc.
According to Pataµjali, on the other
hand, puruÀa is never subjected to any
kind of pain and we cannot distinguish
between a puruÀa1 and a puruÀa2 in
this respect. It is only citta who suffers
and undergoes a change with every
experience. Thus no experience can be
attributed to puruÀa1 except introspe-
ction of the citta with which he may
be in saÆyoga and the v¤ttis of that
citta2, if such an introspection can be
called experience (cf. puruÀa2).

puruÀa-2 {ÉȪ û¹É-2 (SK 18, 36, 37, 65), a
combination of puruÀa1 and li´ga1.
Ì¿vark¤À¸a has given three arguments
to prove plurality of puruÀas, two of
which prove the plurality of puruÀas2-
not of puruÀas1. Ìsvarak¤À¸a uses the
word puruÀa indiscriminately. The
puruÀa who is cetana, draÀ¶¤ etc. is
puruÀa1, while the puruÀa who
transmigrates and behaves like a soul
devoid of cetan¡ is puruÀa2. On attai-
ning kevalajµ¡na a part of puruÀa2

survives as puruÀa, while the other part
disappears. This loose thinking is
natural. The combination is unique and
difficult to grasp. But this is the
S¡´khya theory. Pataµjali makes no
difference between puruÀa1 and

pu¸ya-2 puruÀa-2
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puruÀa2. For Pataµjali puruÀa1 does
not transmigrate nor does he feel the
pain of disease or death.

puruÀa-3 {ÉȪ û¹É-3 (MBU I (4) 1, II (1) 1,
III (1) 1-2, IV 1), brahman in man seen
as enjoying the avasth¡s called j¡grat,
svapna, suÀupti and t£rya. cf. vi¿va,
taijas and pr¡jµa.

puruÀa-4 {ÉȪ û¹É-4 (BY IX, 135, 177, 184-
6), brahman the reality which is all
pervading and hence seen by yog¢s in
different places. It is not perceived as a
concrete object, but realised as the
ultimate Reality behind the object
sensed, perceived or imagined.

puruÀa-5 {ÉȪ û¹É-5 (BY IX 85), the supreme
being is called puruÀa because he is
visible everywhere, has thousand hands
and feet and pervades all over.

puruÀakhy¡ti {ÉȪ û¹ÉJªÉÉÊiÉ (YS I 16; VB II
24), vivekakhy¡ti.

puruÀajµ¡na {ÉȪ û¹ÉYÉÉxÉ = puruÀadar¿ana
{ÉȪ û¹Énù¶ÉÇxÉ (YS III 35; VB I 16), the recog-
nition on the part of citta1 (the transmi-
grating soul) that he is not supreme and
that there is another without whom he
is nothing. PuruÀajµ¡na is the know-
ledge of that other.

puruÀ¡rtha-1 {ÉȪ û¹ÉÉlÉÇ-1 (YS IV 34), the
need of being a citta1 for a puruÀa1. A
citta1 completely severing its connec-
tion with its puruÀa1 and its disinte-
gration are two aspects of one and the
same phenomenon. Then the puruÀa1

left untouched by prak¤ti1. When a
krama is disintegrated it loses its
individuality and reverts to the original

undifferentiated level of prak¤ti. This
is the end (¿£nyat¡ ¶ÉÚxªÉiÉÉ) of puruÀ¡-
rtha.

puruÀ¡rtha-2 {ÉȪ û¹ÉÉlÉÇ-2 (VB II 18-9; SK
31, 42, 69), bhoga and apavarga.
D¤¿ya (gu¸¡tmaka reality) exists, acc-
ording to these writers, for the sake of
the bhoga and apavarga of the
puruÀas1. PuruÀa in this context
should be a li´ga1 or citta1 in saÆyoga
with a puruÀa1 and puruÀ¡rtha the
bhoga and apavarga of puruÀa2, not
that of the puruÀa1 with whom the
li´ga1 has a saÆyoga. Nevertheless
this is their idea.

puruÀ¡rtha-3 {ÉȪ û¹ÉÉlÉÇ-3 (VM II 21), for
the purpose of puruÀa. It is the d¤¿ya
(seen), i.e., prak¤ti which serves the
essential purpose of seer (puruÀa). The
very purpose of the seen (d¤¿ya) is to
provide experience and means of eman-
cipation for the puruÀa. Therefore, the
very existence of prak¤ti is understood
to be puruÀ¡rtha.

p£jyap¡da {ÉÚVªÉ{ÉÉnù (HP I 7), name of a
siddha yog¢. Sv¡tm¡r¡ma has enume-
rated these names as a mark of saluta-
tion to those yog¢s.

p£raka-1 {ÉÚ®úEò -1 = p£ra {ÉÚ®ú (BY VIII 9,
19, 20; G 47; GS I 56, II 45, V 9, 53-4,
76; DU VI 12; YTU 50; SAU I (7) 7,
11, 13; HP II 36, 45, 68-9, 71-3, III 25,
V 10, 19), one of the three components
of pr¡¸¡y¡ma. It is the act of inhaling
(= filling the lungs with air).
BY explains p£raka1 as filling all the
n¡·¢s by inhalation. They speak as if

puruÀa-3 p£raka-1
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the same pr¡¸a which we inhale enters
the whole body. In fact when we inhale
we simultaneously experience certain
tactual sensations in different parts of
the body and as the two phenomena are
intimately related they refer to both in
the same terms. Afterall inhalation and
raising these sensations is the work of
the same elan vital.

p£raka-2 {ÉÚ®úEò -2 (TBU I 32), the belief
"I am Brahman." This UpaniÀad
decries straining of the respiratory
organs by controlled respiration and
considers viveka to be only object
yog¢s should try to achieve.

p£raka-3 {ÉÚ®úEò -3 (BY VIII 22-23, 43),
the state of mind at the time of inhaling,
as opposed to the act of inhaling. In this
state, according to this text, the perfect
yog¢ becomes one with brahman.

p£raka-4 {ÉÚ®úEò-4 (VM, VBh II 49), brea-
thing in the external air and holding it
in koÀ¶ha (heart or lungs).

p£rita {ÉÚÊ®úiÉ (HP I 48), in its fulness. If at
the time of death the ap¡nav¡yu rises
to the head again and again in its
fulness, i.e. carrying along with it agni1,
citta1 and all, the dying person gets
Supreme Realisation. Such ap¡nav¡yu
appears to be a description of
ku¸·alin¢1. The ¿akti which is here
said to be responsible for this realisation
is obviously the ku¸·alin¢ ¿akti.

p£r¸agiri {ÉÚhÉÇÊMÉÊ®ú (YSU I 173, V 10), one
of the four p¢¶has on the body. The
cakra (literally wheel) with twelve
spokes-an¡hata-is said to be situated

in the chest and is called the p£r¸agiri-
p¢¶ha. Probably these pi¶has are the
sth¡nas from where pr¡¸a1 can rise
and where it can rest. Pr¡¸a1 rising
from the k¡mar£pap¢¶ha (between
the sex organs and the anus) can rest at
p£r¸agiri (in the chest), the j¡lan-
dhara (in the throat) on the u··iy¡na-
p¢¶ha (in the head).

p£r¸atva {ÉÚhÉÇi´É (TBU I 42), perfection
(realisation of brahman). By practi-
sing brahmav¤tti (= dhy¡na of
brahman) the yog¢-realizes his true
self (i.e. brahman) and this is perfe-
ction. Brahmav¤tti and p£r¸atva are
equated when the yog¢ is advised to
practise p£r¸atva.

p£r¸im¡ {ÉÚÌhÉ¨ÉÉ = paur¸am¡s¢ {ÉÉèhÉÇ̈ ÉÉºÉÒ
(MBU II (1) 6; YKU III 1, 2), one of
the three d¤À¶is (gazes). When the
t¡rakalakÀya is seen with eyes wide
open, this d¤Àt¢ is called p£r¸im¡.
Practice of this is highly recommended.
This gaze is adopted at the time of
mantrajapa (reciting a sacred for-
mula), obviously accompanied with
dhy¡na. It is the best of the three gazes
and is highly praised by YKU.

p£rva-1 {ÉÚ́ ÉÇ-1 = p£rvat¡raka {ÉÚ́ ÉÇiÉÉ®úEò =
p£rvat¡rakayoga {ÉÚ́ ÉÇiÉÉ®úEòªÉÉäMÉ (ATU 8,
11). It is samanaska ºÉ¨ É x ÉºEò
t¡rakayoga-anusandh¡na alone, the
uttarat¡rakayoga being amanaska
t¡rakayoga-¿¡mbhav¢mudr¡. The
light which the yog¢ sees in this yoga
is not introspected as we understand by
the word introspection. It is attention

p£raka-2 p£rva-1
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fixed on an anusanddheya. T¡raka-
yoga begins when an anusandheya is
seen and attended to. The yog¢ knows
it to be the light of the ultimate reality.
But this knowledge of brahman is
manaska ¨ÉxÉºEò (mental). True reali-
sation of brahman is amanaska. It
consists in the yog¢ being merged in
brahman during uttarat¡rakayoga.

p£rva-2 {ÉÚ́ ÉÇ-2 (YS I 26), according to VB,
they are brahm¡, viÀ¸u and ¿iva, who
in their turn, draw inspiration from
¢¿vara.

p£rvajanma {ÉÚ́ ÉÇVÉx¨É (VB II 9), previous
birth. 'May I not cease to live', 'May I
Live on and on'. This craving is not to
be raised in one who has no previous
experience of death. This statement of
VB approves of the concept of
p£rvajanma. The impressions of
p£rvajanma is responsible for abhi-
nive¿a in present life.

p£rvaj¡tijµ¡na {ÉÚ́ ÉÇVÉÉÊiÉYÉÉxÉ (YS, VB III
18), the knowledge of previous birth.
It becomes manifest through saÆyama
on the latent impressions.

p£rv¡rdha {É Ú´ÉÉ ÇvÉ Ç (ATU 8), p£rva =
purvat¡rakayoga.

p£rvotpanna {ÉÚ́ ÉÉæi{ÉzÉ (SK 40), produced
before. The bh¡vairadhiv¡sitali´ga
¦ÉÉ´Éè®úÊvÉ´ÉÉÊºÉiÉË±ÉMÉ (the transmigrating self)
is supposed to have been produced be-
fore it assumes a living body of the bha-
utikasarga, (i.e. a m¡t¡pit¤javi¿eÀa).

p£À¡-1 {ÉÚ¹ÉÉ-1 (TSM 72; YSU V 22), one
of the principal n¡·¢s2. It emanates
from the h¤tsth¡na ½þÞiºlÉÉxÉ  (region of

the chest) and goes to the left ear. It
may be the never which serves the left
ear. In some contexts the word n¡·¢ is
used for the nerves of the autonomic
system.

p£À¡-2 {ÉÚ¹ÉÉ-2 (VS II 31, 36, 39; BY IX
93), one of the fourteen n¡·¢s situated
at the backside of pi´gal¡ (right nostril)
and it goes upto the eyes (cf. kanda).

p¤thv¢-1 {ÉÞl´ÉÒ-1 (VB II 18, III 44, IV 14;
VM III 44; TSM 2; G 69), one of the
five mah¡bh£tas (elements), the
vi¿eÀa of the avi¿eÀagu¸aparva the
gandhatanm¡tr¡, which has the
characteristics of all the other tan-
m¡tr¡s. Hence p¤thv¢ has the
characteristics of all the other   mah¡-
bh£tas, besides its own, viz. solidity.
The essential feature of the tanm¡tr¡
in p¤thv¢ seems to be its ability to
stimulate the nose and bring about
smelling which is the function of the
jaivatanm¡tr¡ (see TSB 7) in the
olfactory cells. P¤thv¢ is the object of
meditation in p¡rthiv¢dh¡ra¸¡ (of G).
It is said to be yellow and four cornered
and vajra ´ÉXÉ (thunder bolt) is said to
be its emblem.

p¤thv¢-2 {ÉÞl´ÉÒ-2 (TSM 135, 142), part of
the body from the knees to the feet. The
whole body is divided into five parts
which are given the same names as are
given to the five mah¡bh£tas. The
whole material creation evolves out of
the mah¡bh£tas, according to TSM.

p¤thv¢-3 {ÉÞl´ÉÒ-3 (VB III 45, IV 14), any
solid substance. By a successful

p£rva-2 p¤thv¢-3
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saÆyama on the material side of
nature, the yog¢ acquires the ability to
enter solid substances.

p¤thv¢-4 {ÉÞl´ÉÒ-4 (VB III 32, IV 14), the
planet earth. By a successful saÆyama
on the internally aroused visual sensa-
tion localised inside the head the yog¢
sees the beings moving about in the
region between the earth and the sky.

p¤thv¢-5 {ÉÞl´ÉÒ-5 (HP III 122), ¡sana.
prthv¢jaya {ÉÞl´ÉÒVÉªÉ (VS IV 10), control

over the earth element. By practising
dh¡ra¸¡ (concentration) on this
element along with its letter 'la' ±É and
the deity 'brahm¡' for two hours and
by taking air (v¡yu) to the p¤thv¢
sth¡na in one's own body, i.e. mentally
imagining v¡yu to be in that region, one
attains victory over the earth element.

p¤thv¢sth¡na {ÉÞl´ÉÒºlÉÉxÉ (VS IV 6, 8-10),
region of earth. From toes (feet) to
knees is symbolically characterised as
the region of earth.

poÀa¸a {ÉÉä¹ÉhÉ (TSM 86), nourishing of the
body by providing food, etc. which is
said to be the function of the sam¡na-
v¡yu. PoÀa¸a is obviously the same
function as sam¢kara¸a.

pauruÀeya {ÉÉè¯û¹ÉäªÉ (BY XII 10), made,
related, written or constructed by man.
Bauddha, Lok¡yatika and Kuhakas
hold that Vedas are written by men and
therefore, they are pauruÀeya.

prak¡¿a-1 |ÉEòÉ¶É-1 (YS III 21; VB I 27,
IV 19), light. As a result of saÆyama
on the seen form of his body no light is
reflected by yog¢'s body. Hence nobody
can see the yog¢.

prak¡¿a-2 |ÉEòÉ¶É-2 (YS II 18, 52, III 43),
knowledge, consciousness, which is the
function of the sattvagu¸a. As a result
of practising pr¡¸¡y¡ma2 cognitive
ability increases, thinking becomes
clear, there is not much forgetfulness
and not many illusions. According to
VB, the kle¿a avidy¡ also becomes
weak, as a result of which the yog¢ sees
the light which otherwise remains
concealed. The same result is obtained
by what VB calls mah¡videha-
dh¡ra¸¡.

prak¡¿a-3 |ÉEòÉ¶É-3 (SSP I 26), illumina-
tion, manifestation. It has five quali-
ties-(1) without any deviation; (2)
without particulars; (3) nirvikalpatva-
a kind of knowledge or sam¡dhi which
does not recognise the distinction be-
tween subject and object; (4) samat¡-
equanimity or poise; and (5) rest.

prak¡¿ya |ÉEòÉ¶ªÉ (SK 32), one of the three
functions of the kara¸as2. Prak¡¿ya
being object of cognitive conscious-
ness (that which is known-a viÀaya4)
that towards which the manas1 (mind)
or the buddh¢ndriyas (senses) are
directed, literally that which is ill-
umined by them. Prak¡¿ya is the act
of consciousness.

prak¤ti-1 |ÉEÞòÊiÉ-1 (VB III 48; SK 3, 11,
22, 37, 55, 61; BY IX 183), one of the
two realities both of which are eternal
and ultimate and exist in their own
right-the other being puruÀa1. Cittas,
the vegetable kingdom, and all material
things are pr¡k¤tika. Only puruÀas1

are not.

p¤thv¢-4 prak¤ti-1
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This is m£laprak¤ti, which is only a
potentiality of all kinds of change-the
changing reality-and is generally
known as pradh¡na. It corresponds to
Pataµjali's ali´ga stage of differe-
ntiation in gu¸as1 and is the primeval
matter of which mahat is the first form.
It is not itself the form of any other
matter.
According to BY, contemplation of
everything in prak¤ti1 and of prak¤ti
in puruÀa2 is also dhy¡na.

prak¤ti-2 |ÉEÞòÊiÉ-2 = mahat ¨É½iÉÂ (SK 56),
gu¸as1 in action (cf. prak¤ti1 above).
The change that mahat displays is of
an infinity of patterns. This is its
vibhutva Ê´É¦ÉÖi´É. Behind prak¤ti2 is
prak¤ti1 which also, being its cause and
essence is potentially gu¸¡tmaka
MÉÖhÉÉi¨ÉEò (of the nature of gu¸as).

prak¤ti-3 |ÉEÞòÊiÉ-3 = pradh¡na2 |ÉvÉÉxÉ  =
li´ga1 (SK 62, 65), the gu¸¡tmaka part
of puruÀa2. PuruÀa1 in saÆyoga with
pradh¡na2 is puruÀa2- the transmigra-
ting soul-and every li´ga is necessarily
in saÆyoga with a puruÀa.

prak¤ti-4 |ÉEÞòÊiÉ-4 (YS, VB IV 3), a pro-
cess of nature. Transmigration is acco-
rding to Pataµjali, a natural process.
Every death occurs when the sum total
of conditions adequate for it to be
brought about, is complete. This means
that the exact time of death and rebirth
is not determined by one's merits and
demerits, but by natural conditions. Vir-
tue and vice only determine a pleasant
or painful future existence (cf. YS II
1). cf. prak¤ty¡p£ra.

prak¤ti-5 |ÉEÞòÊiÉ-5 (YCU 72), the par¡¿a-
kti. Sth£laprak¤ti is only par¡¿akti
in the form of sth£la¿ar¢ra (body).

prak¤ti-6 |ÉEÞòÊiÉ-6 (BY II 81), nature of
oÆk¡ra.

prak¤ti-7 |ÉEÞòÊiÉ-7 (BY XI 10), matter,
primary cause of the universe. He who
knows the modifications of prak¤ti  is
known as wise in Vedas.

prak¤ti-8 |ÉEÞòÊiÉ-8 (SSP I 59), nature of
individuals. It has five qualities (1)
desire, (2) greediness, (3) covetousness,
(4) expectation, and (5) falsehood.

prak¤tipi¸·a |ÉEÞòÊiÉÊ{Éhb÷ (SSP I 37),
physical body composed of twenty-five
elements of prak¤ti. According to SSP
I 38 to 42, each gross element has five
qualities and combining five qualities
of each element, they become twenty-
five. The physical body irrespective of
men and women, are composed of these
twenty-five qualities.

prak¤tilaya |ÉEÞòÊiÉ±ÉªÉ (YS I 19; SK 45),
merged in prak¤ti3 (nature). Accor-
ding to Pataµjali, prak¤tilayatva is the
state of asamprajµ¡ta (yoga). It is said
to be spontaneous in the case of beings
known as prak¤tilayas, which only
means that the prak¤tilayas exist in the
state of prak¤tilayatva. By their very
nature they are in the state of
asamprajµ¡ta (yoga).

prak¤til¢na | ÉE Þ Ê i É± É Ò x É (VB I 24),
prak¤tilaya.

prak¤tyaÀ¶akar£pasth¡na |ÉEÞòiªÉ¹]õEò°ü{É-
ºlÉÉxÉ (YKU I 74), the dhy¡nasth¡na
at the top, i.e. the highest point, in the
head (cf. ¡k¡¿a3). Why it is called by

prak¤ti-2 prak¤tyaÀ¶akar£pasth¡na
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this name is not quite clear. In the G¢t¡
the eightfold prak¤ti2 of the Supreme
Being is said to consist of the five
mah¡bh£tas/tanm¡tr¡s (elements)
and the three antaÅkara¸as (manas2,
buddhi2 and aha´k¡ra). But SK
speaks of seven prak¤tivik¤tayaÅ
|ÉEÞòÊiÉÊ´ÉEÞòiÉªÉ:. The eight-fold prak¤ti2

referred to here may be these seven plus
the pradh¡na. The meaning seems to
be that ku¸·alin¢ reaching the highest
point in her rise towards a yog¢'s head,
the yog¢ ceases to behave like a vi¿eÀa
one, as he does not see the gu¸a-
pari¸¡ma-vi¿eÀas, including himself.
He only sees the tattv¡ntarapari¸¡mas.

prak¤ty¡p£ra |ÉEÞòiªÉÉ{ÉÚ®ú (YS IV 2), fulfil-
ment of natural conditions for bringing
about an effect. According to Pataµjali,
natural conditions are responsible for
death and a subsequent birth. But they
do not determine the form which the
next life will take. That is determined
by the structure of the citta1 at the time
of death, i.e. the cumulative disposi-
tions formed in this and the previous
lives, as they stand at the time of death
of his body.

prakopa |ÉEòÉä{É (G 36), disorder. No ner-
vous disorders arise in him who prac-
tises chin-lock (j¡landhara bandha).

prakÀ¡lana |ÉIÉÉ±ÉxÉ (GS I 23), the latter
part of bahiÀk¤tadhauti. It consists in
standing in water coming up to the
navel, protruding the rectum by relea-
sing control of it and washing it with
hands so long as all the impurity is

washed away and then withdrawing
this.

prakhy¡ |ÉJªÉÉ pi¸·asaÆvitti = prak¡s¡
|ÉEòÉ¶É (VB I 2, II 15, III 35, IV 14),
knowledge. The function of sattva-
gu¸a is knowledge  or consciousness.
Hence it may be said that there is more
of sattva2 in men and animals than in
lifeless objects.

prac¡rasaÆvedana |ÉSÉÉ®úºÉÆ´ÉänùxÉ (YS III
38), knowing the technique of moving
the pr¡¸a1-2 here and there in the body
and of leaving the body at will. This
latter skill, according to the comme-
ntators, is used for entering another
man's body.

pracit¡bha |ÉÊSÉiÉÉ¦É (VB III 26), literally,
rich in glory; one of the five classes of
gods who are the denizens of maharloka
¨É½þ±ÉÉÇäEò. All these five classes of gods
have control over the mah¡bh£tas and
live in the state of dhy¡na for 1000
kalpas Eò±{É (432,000 million years).

pracchardana | ÉSU ôn Ç ù x É (YS I 34),
expelling-throwing out completely. The
practice of suspending respiration for
a shorter or longer time after a complete
exhalation helps concentration. This
word is here used for exhalation.

prajalpa |ÉVÉ±{É (HP I 15), talking too much
by which a yog¢'s yoga gets futile.

praj¡pati |ÉVÉÉ{ÉÊiÉ (TSB 8), one of the
twelve devat¡s who enter the twelve
n¡·¢s2 and preside over them.

praj¢va |ÉVÉÒ´É (G 31), consciousness (=
knowledge). When the ku¸·alin¢ is
aroused, marut (= combined pr¡¸a

prak¤ty¡p£ra praj¢va
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and ap¡na1) is propelled upwards
voluntarily. It is said to acquire the
characteristic of consciousness in the
sense that it is consciously carried
upwards.

prajµ¡-1 |ÉYÉÉ-1 (YS I 48, 49; VB I 10,
43), plenary revelation. Nirvic¡r¡-
sam¡patti reveals the truth. When a
citta1 (gets) merged in an object, the
citta1 in the form of the object is the
prajµ¡, or sam¡dhiprajµ¡. That is the
cittasvar£pa at the moment.

prajµ¡-2 |ÉYÉÉ-2 (YS I 49), knowledge (=
cognitive consciousness). In this s£tra
the word prajµ¡ is used in both senses
prajµ¡1 and prajµ¡2. Knowledge
gained by testimony and inference is
also called prajµ¡.

prajµ¡-3 |ÉYÉÉ-3 (VB I 48), belief. When
the right belief is supported by
testimony, inference, as well as by
sam¡patti, that is superior yoga,
according to Vy¡sa.

prajµ¡-4 |ÉYÉÉ-4 (YS II 27), realization.
There are seven marginal realisations
implied in vivekakhy¡ti. They are
called its pr¡ntabh£miprajµ¡.

prajµ¡-5 |ÉYÉÉ-5 (VBh I 20), discriminate
discernment of the form of direct
perception of the essence of either j¢va
or brahman. This is one of the means
for a yog¢ to attain the highest
realisation.

prajµ¡jyoti |ÉYÉÉVªÉÉäÊiÉ = bh£tendriyajay¢
¦ÉÚiÉäÎxpùªÉVÉªÉÒ (VB III 51), a yog¢ at the
third stage of progress in yoga. Such
yog¢s scrupulously guard what they

have achieved and have the where-
withal to achieve that which is yet to
be achieved. They obviously have con-
trol over bh£tas as well as indriyas
(material as well as immaterial nature).
VB considers them to be those who
have mastered the third of the sab¢ja-
sam¡dhis, viz. savic¡r¡sam¡patti
(VB III 51).

prajµ¡pras¡da |ÉYÉÉ|ÉºÉÉnù (VB I 47),
plenary inspiration. When by nirvic¡-
r¡sam¡patti, a person is thoroughly
inspired by the realization that he or she
is puruÀa1, who is entirely different
from the transmigrating self; then he or
she being free from all miseries, sees
all the others who are miserable, as if
he or she has risen much above them.

prajµ¡loka-1 |ÉYÉÉ±ÉÉäEò-1 (VBh I 47), range
of sight called prajµ¡. In the state of
nirvic¡r¡, the yog¢ is able to perceive
directly all the stages of subtle object
simultaneously. Therefore, it is descri-
bed as special range of sight. Vai¿¡ra-
dya and pr¡jµa are synonymous here.

prajµ¡loka-2 |ÉYÉÉ±ÉÉäEò-2 (YS, VB, VM III
5), light of insight. As a result of
mastery over saÆyama, there arises
the light of insight of sam¡dhi.

prajµ¡viveka |ÉYÉÉÊ´É´É äEò (VB I 20),
sam¡dhiprajµ¡. cf. samprajµ¡ta.
Samprajµ¡ta (yoga) is sam¡dhi with
a prajµ¡, which is some kind of con-
sciousness different from our ordinary
consciousness; because the knowing
citta2 having merged in the content of
his consciousness there remains no

prajµ¡-1 prajµ¡viveka
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distinction between the knower, the
known and the knowledge of the known
by the knower.

pra¸ava-1 |ÉhÉ´É-1 (YS I 27; GS VI 11;
YTU 63-4; KU 3), name of Ì¿vara.
Thinking of Ì¿vara while repeating this
name to which active attention can
easily be given-is an aid to adopting to
introspective attitude and overcoming
the obstacles in the path of yoga.
According to GS, it is the sacred
monosyllabic mantra which is, for the
purposes of sth£ladhy¡na, to be
visualised (as written) inside the
halakÀa triangle in the ovary of the
twelve petalled lotus, which in its turn,
is to be imagined in the ovary of the
mah¡padma.
After success in pr¡¸¡y¡ma2 is attai-
ned by a yog¢ he is advised by YTU to
chant the sacred syllable prolonged as
much as possible. This is supposed to
eradicate the effects of the evil deeds
of the past and to remove all the
obstacles in the path of yoga4. As
success in yoga4 begins to dawn the
yog¢ is said to be in the ¡rambh-
¡vasth¡ of yoga2. The three lokas, the
three Vedas, the three  sandhy¡s, the
three svaras, the three agnis and the
three gu¸as are all supposed by this
UpaniÀad to be in the three letters of
this mantra1. The person who under-
stands these three and the half-letter at
the end of the mantra (the nasal sound)
is himself the all embracing ultimate
Reality. The ak¡ra (a) of aum moves

the h¤tpadma, uk¡ra (u) opens it up,
and the mak¡ra (m) brings the n¡da
(centrally aroused sensation of sound).
The last half-syllable (ardham¡tr¡)
+lÉÇ̈ ÉÉjÉÉ is said to be ni¿cala (unmov-
ing). Perhaps the idea is that in the end
there are no vibrations of the vocal
organs. One mental recitation counts as
one m¡tr¡ for the purposes of
pr¡¸¡y¡ma2.
By YSH om is mentioned as one of the
padastha {ÉnùºlÉ dhyeyas and is described
as situated in front of the nose along
with the ¿£nya and an¡hata. The fruit
of contemplation on all these is
nirmala jµ¡na (pure knowledge).

pra¸ava-2 |ÉhÉ´É-2 (DBU 14, 17), the
Supreme Being (¡tm¡2). The light
which the yogi's mind sees between the
eyebrows for the purpose of tejo-
dhy¡na is here described as ¡tm¡2 in
the form of light (= tejomayabrahma
iÉäVÉÉä̈ ÉªÉ¥ÉÀ).

pra¸ava-3 |ÉhÉ´É-3 (VBh I 28), aum. VBh
quotes Garu·a Pur¡¸a while explaining
its meaning. The three syllables of
pra¸ava represent the manifest
(vyakta), unmanifest (avayakta) and
the puruÀa. One who realises this
meaning of pra¸ava, acquires one-
pointedness of mind.

pra¸av¡tmaka (pr¡¸¡y¡ma) |ÉhÉ´ÉÉi¨ÉEò
(|ÉÉhÉÉªÉÉ¨É) (VS III 1), having pra¸ava
as an essential component. VS while
describing pr¡¸¡y¡ma exclusively
connects it with pra¸ava. The three
phases of pr¡¸¡y¡ma, namely-

pra¸ava-1 pra¸av¡tmaka (pr¡¸¡y¡ma)
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p£raka, kumbhaka and recaka are
represented by the three letters of
pra¸ava, A, U, and M, respectively.

pra¸¡mitva |ÉhÉÉÊ¨Éi´É (VB IV 14), causing
pressure. Air causes pressure on the
skin and the atmosphere on the internal
organs. Hence air is called pra¸¡m¢
|ÉhÉÉ¨ÉÒ by VB in III 44.

pra¸idh¡na |ÉÊhÉvÉÉxÉ (VB I 29; VBh I 23,
28), devotion. It is a special kind of
abstract thought which ultimately leads
to asamprajµ¡ta sam¡dhi. According
to VBh, meditation on brahma along
with the recitation of pra¸ava (om) is
pra¸idh¡na.

pratanu |ÉiÉxÉÖ (VBh II 2), weakening,
reducing the quality of. The yoga in the
form of action attenuates afflictions
(kle¿as) by which the subliminal impre-
ssion are not able to rise again during
the state of j¢vanmukti.

pratipakÀabh¡vana |ÉÊiÉ{ÉIÉ¦ÉÉ´ÉxÉ (YS II
33, 34), reminding oneself of the other
side of the picture in the context of the
danger of yielding to temptation of
hiÆs¡ etc.

pratipat |ÉÊiÉ{ÉiÉÂ (YKU III 1, 2; MBU II
(1) 6), one of the three kinds of gazes
adopted at the time of abhy¡sa
(dhy¡na and japa). It consists in
keeping the eyes half open.
MBU calls it one of the three d¤À¶is1

(gazes). When the t¡rakalakÀya is
seen with eyes half-closed, the d¤Àti1

is called pratipat.
Pratipat is the first day of the each
lunar fortnight of the month.

pratipatti |ÉÊiÉ{ÉÊkÉ (YS, VB, III 53), disti-
nctive knowledge or knowledge born
of discrimination which is free from
doubt.

pratiprasava-1 |ÉÊiÉ|ÉºÉ´É-1 (YS II 10, IV
34; VM IV 34), a citta1 reverting to the
ali´ga (perfectly undifferentiated)
state, which is the prime matter, by
losing its identity as well as its
characteristic of being predominantly
s¡ttvika and shedding all its practical
as well as scientifically real forms. A
citta as an individual vanishes in
asmit¡. Asmit¡ vanishes in li´ga-
m¡tra and when this disappears
nothing but ali´ga remains. This is
pratiprasava.

pratiprasava-2 |ÉÊiÉ|ÉºÉ´É-2 (VBh II 10, III
50, IV 34), involution. It is opposed to
prasava (evolution, generation, or
birth). This is the highest state wherein
the elements of prak¤ti return to their
own cause leading to the isolation of
the draÀ¶¡.

pratibh¡ |ÉÊiÉ¦ÉÉ (VB III 54), plenary inspi-
ration. When by being fully successful
in saÆyama a yog¢ gets perfectly
inspired he can hear, feel, and smell
what people cannot do through their
sense organs. In other words, he
becomes omniscient in the matter of
perceptions.

pratisaÆvedana |ÉÊiÉºÉǼ ÉänùxÉ (VB IV 19),
introspection; puruÀa1 is the introspe-
ctor (pratisaÆved¢  |ÉÊiÉºÉǼ ÉänÒ) of mental
processes. Citta2 (mind) cannot
introspect its own processes.

pra¸¡mitva pratisaÆvedana
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It can only introspect the psychological
objects of those processes. Though
introspection is not quite the correct
word for the puruÀas1 apprehension of
the processes of its citta2, it is better
than seeing.

pratisarga |ÉÊiÉºÉMÉÇ (VB III 51), pratipra-
sava, which consists in the reverse
evolution of the transmigrating soul
into indeterminate primeval nature.

pratyakcetana-1 |ÉiªÉCSÉäiÉxÉ-1 (VM I 29),
avidy¡v¡n +Ê´ÉtÉ´ÉÉxÉÂ puruÀa2.

pratyakcetana-2 |ÉiªÉCSÉäiÉxÉ-2 (VM II 24),
puruÀa1. cf. pratyakcetan¡.

pratyakcetan¡ |ÉiªÉCSÉäiÉxÉÉ (YS I 29), the
introspective attitude which a devotee
of God acquires. He begins to wonder
how he got into this mess and is keen
to get out of it. Pratyakcetan¡dhi-
gama is the adoption of this attitude.

pratyakcetan¡dhigama |ÉiªÉCSÉäiÉxÉÉÊvÉMÉ¨É
(VB I 29), a different interpretation of
the term pratyakcetan¡dhigama used
in YS I 29, Vy¡sa and other commen-
tators think that the yog¢ who recites
the mantra3 om gets the knowledge of
puruÀa1 by analogy. But a more
consistent interpretation of this s£tra
seems to be that, as a result of devotion
to ¢¿vara and recitation of the mantra3,
the om, yog¢ develops the introspective
attitude.
Knowledge of puruÀa1, according to
Pataµjali, does not seem to be so easy
to acquire.
The compound can thus be resolved in
two different ways. These commenta-

tors resolve it as pratyakcetana1 +
adhigama. The more correct way,
however, is to understand it as
pratyakcetan¡ + adhigama.

pratyaktva |ÉiªÉCi´É (TBU I 38), being
inside, here brahman who resides
within everybody in the form of
caitanya (a conscious being).
V¤ttivismara¸a ´ÉÞÊkÉÊ´Éº¨É®úhÉ (stopping of
cittav¤ttis) is to be practised until
brahman is seen the yog¢ spontane-
ously and instantaneously. Sam¡dhi
itself is not the goal. Realisation of
brahman should be aimed at.

pratyakÀa-1 |ÉiªÉIÉ-1 (YS, VB I 7), sense-
perception- one of the three ways of
obtaining dependable knowledge.

pratyakÀa-2 |ÉiªÉIÉ-2 (VB I 32), direct
experience. In this sense there can be
yogaja (ªÉÉäMÉVÉ) pratyakÀa also, which
is not a cittav¤tti.

pratyakÀa-3 |ÉiªÉIÉ-3 (GS I 9, 11), one of
the seven s¡dhan¡s (practices) of
gha¶asthayoga (ha¶hayoga). It is
achieved by the practice of dhy¡na. It
helps in knowing the ¡tm¡, not merely
by reasoning, nor by sense-perception,
but by means of a still more direct
apprehension. It can be said to be a
mystic knowledge in so far as only the
person who has it knows what it is.
According to GorakÀa, ¡tmajµ¡na
(knowledge of the ¡tm¡) is
¡tmasaÆsthiti +Éi¨ÉºÉÆÎºlÉÊiÉ  (identity with
¡tm¡), which is the ultimate object of
yoga and which is mukti (liberation)
itself.

pratisarga pratyakÀa-3
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According to Ghera¸·a, though ¡tma-
pratyakÀa is obtained by sam¡dhi, it
may be that the ¡tmapratyakÀa of
Ghera¸·a is not exactly the same as
tattvasaÆsthiti iÉk´ÉºÉÆÎºlÉÊiÉ  (abiding in
state of realisation) of GorakÀa.

pratyakÀakara¸apaµcaka |ÉiªÉIÉEò®úhÉ-
{É\SÉEò (SSP I 61), The five instruments
of perception. These are action, desire,
moon, sun and fire.

pratyakÀayajana |ÉiªÉIÉªÉVÉxÉ (BVU 53,
57), a kind of yoga3 in which the yog¢
sees clearly in his own body the niÀkala
(undifferentiated) haÆsa (brahman).
First the yog¢ practises pr¡¸¡y¡ma2

with recaka (expiration), p£raka (in-
spiration) and kumbhaka (suspension
of breathing) for three hours everyday.
Then he performs namask¡rayoga
and jµ¡namudr¡, which is not just a
posture of the body but essentially a
state of the mind. In BVU 64 the verb
prakalpayet |ÉEò±{ÉªÉäiÉÂ (do with the mind)
is used instead of dh¡rayet vÉÉ®úªÉäiÉÂ (adopt)
and in 66 paramahaÆsa is described
as jµ¡namudr¡tmar£paka (of the nature
of jµ¡na). If pratyakÀayajana is suc-
cessful, the yog¢ sees in his own body
the niÀkalabindu i.e. the brahman.
PratyakÀayajana is thus a kind of
dhy¡nayoga.

pratyag¡tm¡ |ÉiªÉMÉÉi¨ÉÉ (PBU (U) 16), in-
dividual soul. This is isolated state of
j¢va but affected by m¡y¡.

pratyaya-1 |ÉiªÉªÉ-1 (YS I 18, III 2, 12,
17, 19), content of a citta or of
sam¡patti.

pratyaya-2 |ÉiªÉªÉ-2 (YS I 19), implication,
asamprajµ¡ta nirodha is implied in
the very mode of existence of
prak¤tilaya. It is bhavapratyaya for
him.

pratyaya-3 |ÉiªÉªÉ-3 (YS II 20), cittav¤tti.
Although puruÀa1 is not pr¡k¤ta |ÉÉEÞòiÉ
(a natural phenomenon). He intro-
spects the processes and contents of
consciousness as well as the v¤tti-less
citta, which are all natural phenomena.

pratyaya-4 |ÉiªÉªÉ-4 (YS III 35, IV 27),
belief. It is not just a passing mental
process, but a part and parcel of the
structure of mind, and is abiding. It is
the knowledge on the basis of which
we are justified in acting as we are
morally certain about it.

pratyaya-5 |ÉiªÉªÉ-5 (SK 46), experiences.
An infinite variety of experiences is
made available by buddhi to puruÀa2.
These are placed by Ì¿varak¤À¸a in four
broad divisions- viparyaya, a¿akti,
tuÀ¶i and siddhi- which are subdivided
to form as many as fifty kinds of
experiences. And there are innumerable
varieties of each kind of experience. All
this diversity is caused by the three
gu¸as mixing in different proportions.
Although experience is a
predominantly s¡ttvika affair, rajas
and tamas also play their part in it and
the three together produce a variety of
s¡ttvika phenomena, which can them-
selves be arranged in a s¡ttvika-
t¡masa scale. These experiences are
marks of success and failure in the long

pratyakÀakara¸apaµcaka pratyaya-5
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course of progress towards the
attainment of kevalajµ¡na. They
constitute what Ì¿varak¤À¸a calls the
pratyayasarga.

pratyaya-6 |ÉiªÉªÉ-6 (VM I 10, 18), cause.
Asamprajµ¡ta (yoga) is (YS I 18) said
to be preceded by the practice of the
cause of v¤tti- lessness (a state in which
there are no mental processes) and
nidr¡ (YS I 10) to be the cause of the
absence of j¡grat, svapna and suÀupti.

pratyaya-7 |ÉiªÉªÉ-7 (YS I 10; VB II 23),
that which they call so and so, that
which is believed to be so and so. Nidr¡
is the v¤tti of which the content is that
which they call abh¡va3. Similarly, one
can have no idea of d¤¿ya3 or the
draÀ¶¡ alone without thinking of that
which is known as the other. DraÀ¶¡
and d¤¿ya3 are relative terms. This is
what Vy¡sa means.

pratyayak¡ra¸a |ÉiªÉªÉEòÉ®úhÉ (VB II 28),
when the knowledge about the unseen
object comes through seen object it is
called pratyayak¡ra¸a, for example
the knowledge of fire due to smoke
seen.

pratyay¡tmaka |ÉiªÉªÉÉi¨ÉEò (VB III 15),
having the nature of cognition. The
perceived mind (parid¤À¶acitta) has
the nature of cognition as opposed to
unperceived mind aparid¤À¶acitta
having the nature of the latent impres-
sions of the objects only (cf. vastum¡-
tr¡tmaka).

pratyay¡nupa¿ya |ÉiªÉªÉÉxÉÖ{É¶ªÉ (YS, VBh
II 20), witness for the modifications of

mind. A contradictory quality of
draÀ¶¡, who even being pure witness
for the modifications of mind, i.e., he
is aware of the modification which
pertains to the mind and being aware
of that modification, he appears to be
similar to that though he is dissimilar
to it.

pratyav¡ya |ÉiªÉ´ÉÉªÉ (BG II 40; BY XI 2),
harm, chances of incurring sin owing
to the defects in the utterance of
mantras. If in the performances of the
rituals prescribed by the Vedas there
be such defects then these observances,
instead of producing the desired fruit,
result in harm to the performer. BY
declares that while following yogic
path, there is no chance of incurring sin
since obstacles, defects, etc. cannot
exist on account of everything being
done in accordance with yoga.

praty¡hara¸a |ÉiªÉÉ½þ®úhÉ (G 55), drawing.
The centre in the navel draws towards
itself the stream of nectar flowing from
the centre at the base of the palate. The
former is called bh¡skara ¦ÉÉºEò®ú (the
sun), and the latter candra, (the moon).

praty¡h¡ra-1 |ÉiªÉÉ½Éþ®-1ú (YS II 29, 54-55;
MBU I (1) 7), withdrawal from the
objects of feeling and desire. In the ab-
sence of cittav¤ttis (cognitive mental
processes), there remains only the
svar£pa of citta with praty¡h¡ra of
indriyas (the affective - conative
aspects of citta) which withdraw from
their respective objects as if it were in
imitation of cittasvar£pa. What

pratyaya-6 praty¡h¡ra-1
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nirodha is for v¤ttis1 of citta2, praty¡-
h¡ra is for its indriya's. Praty¡h¡ra
is one of the eight components of yoga1

and is comparatively a bahira´ga
(external member) as it has to do with
the objects existing in the world
outside. Indriy¡rthebhyaÅ manoni-
rodhanam  <ÎxpùªÉÉlÉ æ¦ªÉ: ¨ÉxÉÉ ä ÊxÉ® úÉ ävÉxÉ¨É Â
(withdrawal of mental processes from
the indriyas) of MBU is the same as
svaviÀay¡saÆprayoga º´ÉÊ´É¹ÉªÉÉºÉ¨|ÉªÉÉäMÉ of
the indriyas1 for YS. It is praty¡h¡ra.

praty¡h¡ra-2 |ÉiªÉÉ½Éþ®-2ú (BY VIII 1, 32,
50-2, IX 35, XII 46), Y¡jµavalkya has
used this word in a very wide sense. It
includes praty¡h¡ra1. But in addition
to that the term also covers control of
pr¡¸a2, of which the sphere of action
is the whole body, cittav¤ttinirodha,
control of manas, buddhi and aha´-
k¡ra and repeated attempt of vair¡ja.

praty¡h¡ra-3 |ÉiªÉÉ½Éþ®-3ú (GS IV 1-7), liter-
ally means drawing back. It is psycho-
logical process to restrain the mind
from various objects. Mind usually
goes out to the five kinds of objects
(hearing, touching, sight, tasting, and
smelling) through the channel of five
sense organs (i.e., ear, touch, eye,
tongue, and nose) respectively. Accor-
dingly the praty¡h¡ra is five-fold. It
destroys the enemies like desire and
passion etc.

praty¡h¡ra-4 |ÉiªÉÉ½Éþ®-4 (VS III 57, 61),
one of the eight-fold yoga enumerated
by VasiÀ¶ha. Praty¡h¡ra usually
means withdrawal of sense organs but

VasiÀ¶ha describes three other different
ways to practise it besides the tradi-
tional method; (1) visualising every
object to be Ëtman within oneself, (2)
performance of nityakarmas mentally
without any external means, and (3)
holding the v¡yu successively at the
eighteen  vital points.

praty¡h¡ra-5 |ÉiªÉÉ½Éþ®-5 (G 54-55), acco-
rding to GorakÀa, praty¡h¡ra is
achieved through vipar¢takara¸¢
mudr¡. It consists in upholding the
nectar oozing from the moon and not
allowing it to go down to be consumed
by the sun in the navel region. This
description of praty¡h¡ra is somewhat
unique and not available in any other
yogic texts.

praty¡h¡ra-6 |ÉiªÉÉ½Éþ®-6ú (SSP II 36), con-
trol of mind, intellect, ego and citta-
the four internal organs-is called
praty¡h¡ra, because these four inter-
nal organs are responsible for giving
consciousness to the sense organs.

pratyupabhoga |ÉiªÉÖ{É¦ÉÉäMÉú (SK 37), bhoga
which is in fact the experience of men
and animals but is introspected by
puruÀa1. PuruÀa1 is therefore, said to
see the bhoga and apavarga of his
citta (cf. YS II 18). This is his
pratyupabhoga. PuruÀa1 does not
really enjoy or reject or suffer accor-
ding to Pataµjali.
Ì¿varak¤À¸a, however, believes that
puruÀa suffers the miseries of old age
and the agony of death. He would
therefore, enjoy the pleasures also. All

praty¡h¡ra-2 pratyupabhoga
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this would be his pratyupabhoga
arranged for him by buddhi.

pratham¡´ga |ÉlÉ¨ÉÉÆMÉ (HP I 17), first com-
ponent, here, the ¡sanas. Sv¡tm¡r¡ma
mentions four components of ha¶ha-
yoga such as ¡sana, kumbhaka,
mudr¡, and n¡d¡nusandh¡na. These
are gradual steps in the practice of
ha¶hayoga. Sv¡tm¡r¡ma, however,
does not include yama and niyama as
the components of yoga. At one place,
he says that mit¡h¡ra is best among
the yamas and ahiÆs¡ is best among
the niyamas which shows that he was
familiar with these terms and their
importance in the practice of yoga. Yet,
he does not take them as essential
components of his ha¶hayoga.

prad¢pa |ÉnùÒ{Éú (SK 13,36), light. Two
different things are compared to light
in these two k¡rik¡s. The comparison
of indriyas to light in 36 can be easily
understood. In SK13, however, gu¸a-
v¤tti is compared to light. S¡´khyataru-
vasanta ºÉÉÆJªÉiÉ¯û´ÉºÉxiÉú quotes m£latantra
¨É Ú±ÉiÉxjÉ where v¤tti is described as
bh¡gagu¸¡bhyarth¡ntarav¤tti ¦ÉÉMÉMÉÖhÉÉ-
¦ªÉlÉÉÇxiÉ®ú´ÉÞÊkÉú. This affords a clue to the
meaning of this simile. Gu¸av¤tti is
an arth¡ntara +lÉÉÇxiÉ®ú v¤tti (a new thing
arising out of a mixture of its compon-
ents e.g., water from a chemical compo-
sition of hydrogen and oxygen), just as
light is. The meaning may be that the
composition of the three gu¸as gives
rise to innumerable new phenomena
just as a chemical composition of many

things produces light. The three gu¸as
having different characteristics
combine to produce individual living
and non-living beings.

pradh¡na-1 |ÉvÉÉxÉ-1 (SK 11, 37; BY III
25, IX 184), prak¤ti1.

pradh¡na-2 |ÉvÉÉxÉ-2 (SK 21, 57, 68),
prak¤ti = li´ga1.

pradh¡najaya |ÉvÉÉxÉVÉªÉ (YS III 48), conq-
uest of the primordial material cause.
VB explains it as mastery over all
evolving causes (prak¤ti) and evolved
effects (vik¡ra).

prabodha |É¤ÉÉävÉ (SSP I 24), awareness or
awakening. It has five qualities: (1)
udaya,-rising, prosperity, (2) ull¡sa-
splendour, (3) avabh¡sa-manifestation,
(4) vik¡sa-development, and (5)
prabh¡-lustre.

prabh¡va |É¦ÉÉ´É (G 82), brilliance, like that
of lightening, appears in the h¤tpadma
(the centre in the chest) when it is
pierced by pr¡¸¡y¡ma2, i.e. as the
result of a successful practice of
pr¡¸¡y¡ma2.

prabhu |É¦ÉÖ (YS IV 18), the lord, i.e.
puruÀa. PuruÀa is unchangeable; yet
the state of citta or object cognised by
citta is always known to him, and
therefore puruÀa is prabhu.

prabhudeva |É¦ÉÖnäù´É (HP I 8), name of one
of the great siddhas of ha¶hayoga.

prabh£ta |É¦ÉÚiÉ (SK 39), material objects
from the mocroscopically small parti-
cles of matter to the biggest masses like
the earth. The bh£tas are ordinarily
supposed to be the ¿¡nta, ghora and

pratham¡´ga prabh£ta
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m£·ha vi¿eÀas. But according to
Ì¿varak¤À¸a, the ¿¡nta, ghora and
m£·ha vi¿eÀas are the s£kÀmas,
m¡t¡pit¤jas and prabh£tas, in which
predominate sattva, rajas and tamas
respectively. These are the various
kinds of forms which the bh£tas take.

pramattat¡ | É ¨ Ék É i É É (YKU I 59),
pram¡da.

pram¡ |É¨ÉÉ (VM I 17), valid knowledge.
Pram¡ is true knowledge of an object
not cognised earlier.

pram¡¸a-1 |É¨ÉÉhÉ-1 (SK 4; YS I 6, 7),
source of belief. We belive what we
perceive or infer or learn from reliable
testimony. Hence perception, inference
and testimony are called pram¡¸as.
We act according to our beliefs, though
they sometimes prove to be wrong.
Knowledge gained by the pram¡¸as
is not necessarily correct knowledge.
But for those who are not yog¢s these
are the only methods of gaining correct
knowledge hence this class of
cittav¤ttis. If knowledge gained by one
pram¡¸a contradicts that gained from
another pram¡¸a, only one of them
can be correct. It is only when the
knowledge acquired through different
pram¡¸as forms a consistent
systematic whole that it is believed to
be correct knowledge.

pram¡¸a-2 |É¨ÉÉhÉ-2 (BG III 21, XVI 24),
authentic source of knowledge, autho-
rity. Path shown by a superior person
becomes authority for an ordinary
person. But the scriptures are authority
in themselves.

pram¡da |É¨ÉÉnù (YS, VB, VBh I 30),
negligence, one of the nine antar¡yas.
Vy¡sa understands it as the lack of
dedicated practice of the means to
concentration. VBh understands
pram¡da as the lack of enthusiasm in
the practice of yoga due to phlegm and
tamas. Phlegm leads to the heaviness
of the body and tamas is heaviness of
the mind and therefore lack of activity.

pram¡d¢ |É¨ÉÉnùÒ (HP V 1), erroneous
practitioner. According to Sv¡tm¡-
r¡ma, one who practises yoga erroneo-
usly, especially pr¡¸¡y¡ma, suffers
from diseases of v¡ta, pitta and kapha.

prameya | É ¨ É ä ª É (SK 4), dependable
knowledge. The process of having such
knowledge is pram¡¸a. The know-
ledge which is so acquired is prameya.
It would not be wrong to say, therefore,
that prameya is knowledge or belief.
One believes that which one perceives,
or infers from what one has perceived
or hears from a reliable person, or reads
in an authentic book so long as it is not
contradicted to knowledge from
another pram¡¸a.

prayatna |ÉªÉixÉ (YS II 47), effort, Prayat-
na¿aithilya |ÉªÉixÉ¶ÉèÊlÉ±ªÉ is, therefore,
minimizing of effort of every kind.
According to the old Sanskrit termino-
logy, even the reflexes which are
responsible for maintaining life come
under prayatna. Yog¢s practise ¡sana1

so that they might get accustomed to
remain effortless in this sense for
sometime.

pramattat¡ prayatna
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pray¡ga |ÉªÉÉMÉ (DU IV 49), name of a holy
place situated in the region of the heart.

pray¡sa |ÉªÉÉºÉ (HP I 15), exertion. Yogic
practices get futile by over effort
leading to exertion. Therefore these
practices should be done without any
undue exertion. This is supported by the
concept of Prayatna¿aithilya in YS II
47. Pray¡sa is one of the six disturbing
factors. The other five factors are
niyam¡graha, janasa´ga, aty¡h¡ra,
prajalpa and laulya.

pralaya-1 |É±ÉªÉ-1 (SK 69), disappearance.
The pralaya of all kinds of vi¿eÀ¡-
vi¿eÀabh£tas Ê´É¶Éä¹ÉÉÊ´É¶Éä¹É¦ÉÚiÉ including
s£kÀma, m¡t¡pit¤ja and prabh£ta
vi¿eÀa is one of the three topics discus-
sed in the puruÀ¡rthajµ¡na {ÉÖ¯û¹ÉÉlÉÇYÉÉxÉ
propounded by Kapila, which is con-
tained in the K¡rik¡s. Bh£t¡ni ¦ÉÚiÉÉÊxÉ in
this context include mahat and all the
forms which it takes. Pralaya is their
disappearance.

pralaya-2 |É±ÉªÉ-2 (BG XIV 14-15), dissol-
ution, death. Death during domination
of sattva leads to the highest world;
during rajas one is born again to
perform the action and during tamas,
one is born in lower species.

prav¤ttam¡trajyoti |É´É ÞkÉ¨ÉÉjÉVªÉÉ äÊiÉ =
prathamakalpika  |ÉlÉ¨ÉEòÎ±{ÉEò (VB III
51), a yog¢ at the first stage of success
in yoga. Jyoti here may mean the jyoti
of the jyotiÀmat¢prav¤tti (centrally
aroused visual sensation) or it may
mean intuitive knowledge gained by
saÆyama, as VM and VB think. Acco-

rding to the latter meaning, though a
yog¢ at this first stage of development
is unable to know the whole truth intui-
tively, he can know some objects as yet
unknown by performing saÆyama on
them.

prav¤tti-1 |É´ÉÞÊkÉ-1 (YS I 35, III 25), vivid
sensation not caused by any external
stimulation. It may be a cortical sensa-
tion caused by a direct stimulation of a
cerebral centre. A prav¤tti facilitates
dh¡ra¸¡ (concentration).

prav¤tti-2 |É´ÉÞÊkÉ-2 (YS IV 5; VB II 23),
urge, dispositions to action. While
asmit¡m¡tra (YS IV 4) is one, the
cittas1 are many, the individual differ-
ence among the cittas being of different
disposition to action in them. The
material of which cittas1 are made,
comes from asmit¡m¡tra.
According to SK, there is an inner urge
in every puruÀa2 to do this and that
which ultimately proves to be in his
interest. Reference is to the search for
the surest means of getting rid of pain.
That 'means' is kevalajµ¡na, which
brings kaivalya. Ì¿varak¤À¸a attributes
this urge to pradh¡na. The meaning
is that it is by virtue of this component
that a puruÀa2 is equipped with this
urge. The presence of this urge in every
puruÀa is also an argument given by
Ì¿varak¤À¸a in support of the thesis that
there are individual puruÀas.

prav¤tti-3 |É´ÉÞÊkÉ-3 (SK 12; VB I 2, II 15,
IV 3), activity. It is one of the three
functions of the gu¸as1 the other two

pray¡ga prav¤tti-3
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being knowing and retrading activity.
Obviously it is the function of rajas1,
while prak¡¿a is that of sattva2 and
niyamana, that of tamas2. Rajas1,
therefore, is that which moves. It may
well be called energy or source of
energy.
Sattva and tamas are also movements.
But sattva-dominant movements are
too fast and tamas-dominant ones too
slow to be noticed, the rajas move-
ments are of intermediate frequencies.
They can be called apparent move-
ments.

prav¤tti-4 |É´É Þ ÊkÉ-4 (SK 15), actual
existence, happening, appearing. The
innumerable particular existents would
not be there if there was nothing corres-
ponding to them as their potentiality-
¿akti-which becomes actual. This is
advanced by Ì¿varak¤À¸a as one of the
proofs of the reality of prak¤ti, which
is the potentiality of everything that
actually exists.

prav¤tti-5 |É´É ÞÊkÉ-5 (BY XI 39, 46),
attached duty, one of the two-fold
Vedic duties. To perform the daily
duties according to the rules of one's
¡¿rama and looking after the family
members (wife, sons) is called
prav¤tta karma. One who performs
these duties, attains celestial world.

pra¿¡nta |É¶ÉÉxiÉ (ANU 14), a person, pres-
umably a yog¢, who does not perceive
(by seeing, hearing, or touching), the
objects around him. Obviously
smelling and tasting are not excluded.

Pra¿¡nti |É¶ÉÉÎxiÉ (profound peace) is not
mentioned as a yog¡´ga, or a part of
yog¡´ga; but the description of a
pra¿¡nta person follows that of kum-
bhaka1, which shows that pra¿¡nti
follows upon a successful practice of
kumbhaka1.

pra¿v¡sa |É¶´ÉÉºÉ (YS II 49), exhalation.
But inhalation (¿v¡sa) and exhalation
(pra¿v¡sa) are stopped in the state of
pr¡¸¡y¡ma2 as Pataµjali defines it.

prasa´khy¡na |ÉºÉÆJªÉÉxÉ (YS IV 29), reali-
zation that every thing pr¡k¤tika is
other than puruÀa and that even the
citta2, which realizes the truth is not the
real self. Even after such realization
there is the possibility of a relapse. Only
when realization is free from all set-
backs there is, in Pataµjali's words,
sarvath¡ (for all the time) viveka-
khy¡ti, by virtue of which the yog¢ is
in the state which Pataµjali calls
dharmameghasam¡dhi.

prasava |ÉºÉ´É (SK 11, 65), assuming
forms. Vyakta (manifest nature) and
for that matter avyakta (the unmani-
fest) also assumes various forms. All
the vyaktas are forms of avyakta2, yet
they are not called avyakta2 which in
itself has no form. Avyakta2 is called
prasavadharm¢ | Éº É´ Év É¨ É Ô  because,
although it is formless as avyakta2 or
pradh¡na, it can assume forms. When
it does so it becomes vyakta.

pras¡dana |ÉºÉÉnùxÉ (YS, VM I 33), purifi-
cation. VM considers the opposites of
maitr¢ (friendship), karu¸¡ (sympa-

prav¤tti-4 pras¡dana
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thy), mudit¡ (happiness) and upekÀ¡
(indifference) which bring about
cittapras¡dana to be impurities.
Hence the practice of these virtues is
purifying. Perhaps a more appropriate
meaning of cittapras¡dana in this
context would be serenity of mind.

prasiddhi |ÉÊºÉÊrù (SK 6), dependable
knowledge. Mostly knowledge is
gained by sense-perception; the
knowledge of imperceptible objects is
gained by inference. That which is
neither perceived nor inferred, is
believed on the strength of testimony.

prasupta |ÉºÉÖ{iÉ (YS II 4; VM II 10),
dormant. Prasupti |ÉºÉÖÎ{iÉ is the third stage
of inactivity of the kle¿as. This is the
condition of one's kle¿a in the state of
dharmameghasam¡dhi1. The kle¿as
are then perfectly sterile even before
pratiprasava (dissolution of the citta1

in which they inhere), though they
disappear only with pratiprasava (cf.
YS II 10). The kle¿as remain in the
citta1 so long as it is not dis-integrated.
But in the state of dharmamegha-
sam¡dhi1, before actual dissolution,
they remain perfectly inactive, as if they
were not there at all. This is what Vy¡sa
means by dagdhab¢jakalpa (like fry-
seed).

prasvedajanana |Éº´ÉänùVÉxÉxÉ (TSM 104),
generating perspiration. The initial state
of pr¡¸¡y¡ma causes perspiration.

prahara |É½þ®ú (HP III 108), three hours,
therefore, prahar¡rdha means ninety
minutes.

pr¡k¡mya |ÉÉEòÉ¨ªÉ (VB III 45), getting
whatever one desires, one of the well-
known eight siddhis3. It is attained by
performing saÆyama on the material
aspect of prak¤ti (nature) at different
levels of differentiation.

pr¡k¤ta |ÉÉE ÞòiÉ (BY IX 72), natural.
Immortality is defined as pr¡k¤ta.

pr¡k¤tika |ÉÉEÞòÊiÉEò (SK 43), natural,
innate, unlearnt. Some bh¡vas are
acquired, some are natural and some
such that though they are acquired with
difficulty by ordinary persons, they are
fully developed without any  effort on
their part in the minds of people of
extraordinary ability like Kapila. This
is Ì¿varak¤À¸a's theory.

pr¡k¤tikabandha |ÉÉEòÞÊiÉEò¤ÉxvÉ (VBh I 24),
pr¡k¤tika bondage. One of the three
bondages recognised by s¡´khyas. The
bondage of prak¤tilayas is called
pr¡k¤tika bandha. Here remains the
sense of 'I' in the eight prak¤tis i.e.,
mahat, aha´k¡ra, manas, and the five
tanm¡tr¡s. Other two bandhas are
vaik¡rika bandha and dakÀi¸¡
bandha.

pr¡j¡patya |ÉÉVÉÉ{ÉiªÉ (VB III 26), mahar-
loka ¨É½þ±ÉÉæEò. It is one of the regions in
space-the fourth world. As VB explains
YS III 26, by saÆyama on the sun the
yog¢ gets an intuitive knowledge of all
the worlds in space i.e. the entire
universe.

pr¡jµa-1 |ÉÉYÉ-1 (YKU III 21; YCU 2),
one of the three puruÀas3 (cf. taijas).
For YCU it is one of the four puruÀas1

prasiddhi pr¡jµa-1
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(introspectors of the experiences of the
various states in which human beings
live). Pr¡jµa is the experiencer of the
¡nanda (bliss) of suÀupti (dreamless
sleep). The enjoyer of the waking,
dreaming, sleeping without dreaming
and the state beyond that is in fact the
¡tm¡2 (the Supreme Reality in us). It
is given various aspects and is said to
be this puruÀa3 or that. The ¡tm¡2 is
vi¿va. It is taijas. It is pr¡jµa. It is
para.

pr¡jµa-2 |ÉÉYÉ-2 (BY II 91, 92), oÆk¡ra,
being one, is divided into three stages.
When it is situated in the space of heart,
it is called pr¡jµa. It is also known as
¡nandabhuk. The other two stages are
sth£la and prak¤tibhuk.

pr¡¸a-1 |ÉÉhÉ-1 (G 24-9, 38, 42; BY II 22,
IX 33), respiration-one of the five
principal v¡yus (the other four being
ap¡na, sam¡na, ud¡na and vy¡na),
the autonomic relfex functions.
Ì¿varak¤À¸a tells us that the five v¡yus
are s¡m¡nyakara¸av¤ttis, i.e. they
are the combined function of all the
thirteen kara¸as (K¡rik¡ 29), They are
thus the functions of the j¢va1 (living
being) and no wonder Vy¡sa gives the
name j¢vana to them. He calls them
samastendriyav¤tti ºÉ¨ÉºiÉäÎxpùªÉ´ÉÞÊkÉ (VB III
39). There is no doubt that the general
business of life is promoted by means
of these autonomic functions. There-
fore, VB differentiates the five v¡yus
with reference to the different spheres
of these autonomic functions namely:

1) ud¡na from the nose-mouth region
to the head;

2) pr¡¸a from the chest to the nose-
mouth region;

3) sam¡na from the chest to the
abdomen;

4) ap¡na from the abdominal region to
the soles of the feet; and

5) vy¡na the whole body.
Thus according to Vy¡sa, the sphere of
action of the pr¡¸av¡yu extends from
the mouth  and the nose to the chest,
where the lungs are situated. According
to BY pr¡¸a1 eats up the body i.e.
constant respiration exhausts the life
force and the body ceases to live as a
necessary consequence.

pr¡¸a-2 |ÉÉhÉ-2 (HP I 48; SK 29; VB III
39; BY II 140, III 30, IX 131, 132), all
the autonomic reflexes which preserve
life. When they cease to function, life
ceases. Hence pr¡¸a is life.
According to BY, if one dies while reci-
ting the vy¡h¤tis, then he or she ceases
to exist as an individual-either vyakta
or avyakta. He or she then loses him-
self or herself in puruÀas3 (brahman).

pr¡¸a-3 |ÉÉhÉ-3 (G 17, 23, 40, 52), all the
nervous currents, the motor impulses-
which impel reflex and instinctive
actions of the body. According to G,
all the impulses which run along the
autonomic nerves together appear as if
they were a living being residing in the
autonomic nervous system. Vy¡sa
considers the autonomic nervous
functions to be life (cf. pr¡na1). Pr¡¸a2

pr¡jµa-2 pr¡¸a-3
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and pr¡¸a3 are intimately connected,
as the latter bring about the former.

pr¡¸a-4 |ÉÉhÉ-4 (G 61, 69-73, 94), intern-
ally aroused cutaneous sensation. A
series of them is experienced by the
yog¢s who perceive them as something
rising up their back. This plays a
leading part in the dh¡ra¸¡s explained
by G and GS, because the yog¢ has to
direct pr¡¸a4 in this sense, to the
dhy¡nasth¡na prescribed for each of
these dh¡ra¸¡s. Though no object
actually moves, when the yog¢ tries to
move the kind of object he has
previously perceived as moving, he
experiences the sensations wherever he
takes this object.

pr¡¸a-5 |ÉÉhÉ-5 (G 43, 45; YS I 34),
breath. This is the only sense in which
Pataµjali has used this word.

pr¡¸a-6 |ÉÉhÉ-6 (VS II 7, 14, 15, 42, 43),
vital air. Breath is called pr¡¸a because
it moves on continuously throughout
the body and reaches the basic circle
(m£lacakra) of the individual self.

pr¡¸a-7 |ÉÉhÉ-7 (VS II 44), one of the most
important amongst the ten v¡yus. It is
said to be residing below the kanda. It
pervades mouth, nostrils, heart, navel
region and toes.

pr¡¸akarma |ÉÉhÉEò¨ÉÇ (VS II 51), the
function of pr¡¸a. The main function
of pr¡¸a is inhalation, exhalation and
coughing.

pr¡¸ajaya-1 |ÉÉhÉVÉªÉ-1 (SAU I (7) 42-2),
raising pr¡¸a up along the suÀumn¡
to the head. Mah¡mudr¡ is said to be

a potent means of bringing about this.
This rising of pr¡¸a4 is only a matter
of internally aroused sensations. Some-
thing is felt rising up the spinal cord
and that is called pr¡¸a. According to
Pataµjali, it will probably be a viÀaya-
vat¢prav¤tti of the tactual type. It may
be the beginning of the arousal of
ku¸·alin¢1: but ku¸·alin¢ is a much
more complete and richer affair, which
involves the whole organism. Pr¡¸a-
jaya may be only what Ghera¸·a calls
¿aktic¡lana (cf. mah¡mudr¡).

pr¡¸ajaya-2 |ÉÉhÉVÉªÉ-2 (VS III 32, 34),
control of pr¡¸a. Through pr¡¸¡-
y¡ma one can achieve pr¡¸ajaya.

pr¡¸adh¡ra¸¡ |ÉÉhÉvÉÉ®úhÉÉ (ANU 7), con-
trol of vital air or retention of breath. It
annihilates all impurities originated
through sense organs.

pr¡¸arodha |ÉÉhÉ®úÉävÉ (YKU I 19, 53, 62),
pr¡¸arodha, pr¡¸a nirodha, pr¡¸¡-
y¡ma, pr¡¸¡bhy¡sa and kumbhaka
are all used as synonyms in this context.
The essence of this yog¡´ga is  regula-
ting respiration and restraining breath
for a longer or shorter time.

pr¡¸av¡ta |ÉÉhÉ´ÉÉiÉ (HP IV 114), pavana1.
So long as a person has not acquired
command of his pr¡¸av¡ta, if he calls
himself a yog¢ it is hypocrisy and
baseless boast.

pr¡¸avidy¡ |ÉÉhÉÊ´ÉtÉ (YCU 36), science
of pr¡¸a which is considered here as
mah¡vidy¡. This consists in knowing
the process of ajap¡g¡yatr¢.

pr¡¸asaÆyama-1 |ÉÉhÉºÉÆªÉ¨É-1 (TBU I 16,

pr¡¸a-4 pr¡¸asaÆyama-1
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33), the nirodha (cessation) of all the
v¤ttis1. It resembles sam¡dhi1 which
is here called v¤ttivismara¸a ´ÉÞÊkÉÊ´Éº¨É®úhÉ
(non-existence of v¤ttis). But the
difference between the two states is that
while brahmatvabh¡van¡ ¥ÉÀi´É¦ÉÉ´ÉxÉÉ is
present and brings about pr¡¸a-
saÆyama, there is no bh¡van¡ present
in sam¡dhi. It appears that for this
UpaniÀad brahmabh¡van¡ which is a
permanent disposition in the yog¢'s
mind and not a temporal v¤tti1, is
present in pr¡¸asaÆyama, while
sam¡dhi is some kind of complete
unconsciousness.

pr¡¸asaÆyama-2 |ÉÉhÉºÉÆªÉ¨É-2 (YTU 24,
G 4; HP II 41, III 120), pr¡¸¡y¡ma.

pr¡¸asaÆrodha |ÉÉhÉºÉÆ®úÉävÉ (DBU 41; BY
I 15, III 10, IX 33, 35, X 1), one of the
six yog¡´gas (components of yoga)
Pr¡¸asaÆyama2 and pr¡¸asaÆ-
rodha are used as synonyms of
pr¡¸¡y¡ma2 in YTU and BY.

pr¡¸asa´graha¸a |ÉÉhÉºÉÆOÉ½þhÉ (HP II 5),
pr¡¸¡y¡ma. A yog¢ cannot succeed
in pr¡¸¡y¡ma so long as all his n¡·¢s
are not completely purified.

pr¡¸aspandanirodha |ÉÉhÉº{ÉxnùÊxÉ® úÉ ävÉ
(SAU I (7) 28-36), control of the
vibration or  motion of pr¡¸a, through
variety of means. SAU verse 29 to 36
explains these means in detail.

pr¡¸¡y¡ma-1 |ÉÉhÉÉªÉÉ¨É-1 (YS II 49; HP
II 71-2; G 44, 46), absence of inspira-
tion as well as expiration, i.e. a pause
in breathing, which may follow a delib-
erate process of short or long exhalation

or inhalation. It may come up suddenly
while either expiration or inspiration is
in progress. According to Pataµjali, the
essence of pr¡¸¡y¡ma is this pause.
It is called by Pataµjali ¿v¡sa-
pra¿v¡sayorgativicchedaÅ ¶´ÉÉºÉ|É¶´ÉÉºÉ-
ªÉÉäMÉÇÊiÉÊ´ÉSUäônù: (suspension of inspiration
and expiration). The lungs being either
(1) completely empty, or (2) full to
capacity, or (3) in a state of some sort
of balance between these two extremes,
characterises the first three types of
pr¡¸¡y¡ma of Pataµjali. His fourth
type of pr¡¸¡y¡ma is independent of
the variations in the position of chest
brought about by complete or partial
exhalation or inhalation. It appears that
Patanjali's word viÀaya3 stands for the
respiratory activity performed by a
s¡dhaka (practitioner) and his word
v¤tti2 for the position of the chest.
His fourth pr¡¸¡y¡ma comes without
any viÀaya3-of its own accord-inspite
of the s¡dhaka and his occupation, at
any odd time. It does not require any
respiratory action-exhalatory or
inhalatory, intentional or unintentional.
G advises contemplation of the cool,
full, white disc of the moon, which
looks like an ocean of nectar, in the state
of pr¡¸¡y¡ma after inhaling and that
of the orb of the sun which resembles
blazing fire.

pr¡¸¡y¡ma-2 |ÉÉhÉÉªÉÉ¨É-2 (YCU 93-109;
GS I 11, V 45, 48, 54-5, 57; DU VI 1,
2, 10; G 38, 41, 47, 54, 67; HP II 1, 6,
16, 37, 38, V 21), a whole process

pr¡¸asaÆyama-2 pr¡¸¡y¡ma-2
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consisting of inspiration, expiration and
suspension of breath in different ways
and different measures. G insists on
slow inhalation and exhalation and
warns the aspirant against a long
suspension of breath. It is generally
believed that the practice of
pr¡¸¡y¡ma wards off all evils.
Ghera¸·a, however, attributes a feeling
of lightness to this practice. According
to GS and some other texts, the thumb
and the little and ring fingers should be
used for closing one or both nostrils as
required. DU believes that the practice
of pr¡¸¡y¡ma2 leads to Supreme
Realization.
YCU advises the aspirant to assume the
padm¡sana3 pose for practising
pr¡¸¡y¡ma2, which consists in first
closing the right nostril and slowly
inhaling through the left, then retaining
the breath as long as one can with ease;
and in the end exhaling slowly through
the right nostril. The process is to be
repeated by inhaling through the right
nostril, and so on. The time generally
prescribed for inhalation is sixteen
m¡tr¡s1, for cessation of breath sixty-
four m¡tr¡s1, and for exhalation
thirtytwo m¡tr¡s1. According to YCU,
three months practice ensures n¡·¢-
¿uddhi. Then the yog¢ becomes light,
thin and bright and the heat inside him
increases. Nearly all the writers on
yoga4 consider pr¡¸¡y¡ma to be a
component of yoga4.
For G dhy¡na seems to be an essential

part of pr¡¸¡y¡ma2. This text men-
tions only two types of respiratory
pr¡¸¡y¡ma-one in which inhalation is
done with the left nostril and exhalation
with the right nostril, and the other that
in which inhalation is done through the
right and exhalation through the left.

pr¡¸¡y¡ma-3 |ÉÉhÉÉªÉÉ¨É-3 (SAU I (6) 1;
ANU 9-10), inhalation, exhalation,
suspension of breath during the practice
of yoga. Thus there are three kinds of
pr¡¸¡y¡ma; viz. recaka, p£raka1 and
kumbhaka1.
SAU prescribed the contemplation
upon the goddess G¡yatr¢-who is said
to be ak¡ram£rti +EòÉ® ú¨É Ú ÌiÉ during
recaka, the contemplation upon the
goddess s¡vitr¢-who is described as
uk¡ram£rti =EòÉ®ú¨ÉÚÌiÉ during kumbhaka
and that of the goddess sarasvat¢- who
is mentioned as mak¡ram£rti ¨ÉEòÉ®ú¨ÉÚÌiÉ
during p£raka. This text equates
pr¡¸¡y¡ma with oÆk¡ra.
For ANU repetition of the g¡yatr¢-
mantra, along with om, the vy¡h¤ti
and ¿iras during each pr¡¸¡y¡ma is
an integral part of these practices.

pr¡¸¡y¡ma-4 |ÉÉhÉÉªÉÉ¨É-4 (TBU I 31),
suspension of all the v¤ttis1 and
uninterrupted occupation with the
realization, "I am brahman".

pr¡¸¡y¡ma-5 |ÉÉhÉÉªÉÉ¨É-5 (G 53), raising
the ap¡na mixing it with pr¡¸a and
carrying the blend effortfully to the
head removes all ills.

pr¡¸¡y¡ma-6 |ÉÉhÉÉªÉÉ¨É-6 (BG IV 29),
cessation of pr¡¸a (pr¡¸agati) and of

pr¡¸¡y¡ma-2 pr¡¸¡y¡ma-6
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ap¡na (ap¡nagati) both simultaneously
(see for details YM Vol. VI, NO. 1-
'Pr¡¸¡y¡ma in Bhagawadg¢t¡ by
Sw¡m¢ Kuvalay¡nanda).

pr¡¸¡y¡ma-7 |ÉÉhÉÉªÉÉ¨É-7 (VS III 2-9, 13),
the balanced union of pr¡¸a and
ap¡na. It is divided into three states
namely: p£raka, kumbhaka and
recaka. VS further views these three
states to be representatives of A, U and
M respectively.

pr¡¸¡y¡ma-8 |ÉÉhÉÉªÉÉ¨É-8 (SSP II 35), the
steadiness of vital air. SSP adds one
more state viz. saÆgha¶aka besides
p£raka, kumbhaka and recaka.
SaÆgha¶aka has been described as the
process of union of pr¡¸a and ap¡na.

pr¡tibha |ÉÉÊiÉ¦É (VB III 33, 35, 54), know-
ledge through intuition. It is called as
t¡raka which is prior to the discrimi-
native knowledge.

pr¡ntabh£mi-1 |ÉÉxiÉ¦ÉÚÊ¨É-1 (YS II 27),
marginal. Pr¡ntabh£miprajµ¡ is,
therefore, implied insight. The impli-
cations of vivekakhy¡ti (Supreme
Realization) are enumerated by VB as:
(1) there remains no shadow of doubt;
(2) avidy¡ is made perfectly inactive;
(3) nature of h¡na (disappearance) is
seen in the state of sam¡dhi1; (4) it is
clearly seen how vivekakhy¡ti can
bring about h¡na (escape from
duÅkha); (5) there is no longer any
urge for bhoga (enjoyment); (6) the
illuminated citta1 is advancing towards
kaivalya; and (7) it is clearly seen that
after kaivalya (liberation) the puruÀa1

will be the light that it is and nothing
else. This is the sevenfold knowledge
implied in vivekakhy¡ti.

pr¡ntabh£mi-2 |ÉÉxiÉ¦ÉÚÊ¨É-2 (VB III 6),
higher level of perfection. According
to VB, paracittajµ¡na (knowing
another man's mind) is a lower gain of
saÆyama then, e.g. bh£tajaya ¦ÉÚiÉVÉªÉ,
indriyajaya, sarvajµ¡t¤tva and
sarvabh¡v¡dhiÀ¶h¡t¤tva (conquest of
matter and mind, omniscience and
omnipotence). Success in saÆyama on
upper levels is not possible without first
mastering it on lower levels.

pr¡ptik¡ra¸a |ÉÉÎ{iÉEòÉ®úhÉ (VB II 28), the
cause of attainment, one of the ninefold
causes. The practice of the means of
yoga helps to attain discriminate-
discernment, hence aÀ¶¡¸gayoga can be
termed pr¡ptik¡ra¸a.

pr¡rabdhavip¡ka |ÉÉ®ú¤vÉÊ´É{ÉÉEò (NGB II
14), result of previous birth. The person
being liberated in life, still will have to
enjoy the consequences of actions done
in previous life.

pr¢ti |ÉÒÊiÉ (SK 12), tranquillity, peace of
mind, which is one of the three aspects
of the nature of gu¸as1, the other two
aspects being apr¢ti (agitation) and
viÀ¡da (sluggishness). It is obviously
the nature of the gu¸a1 known as
sattva2 (cf. apr¢ti).

prekÀaka |ÉäIÉEò (SK 65), unconcerned
spectator. According to SK, puruÀa1

suffers the miseries of old age and the
agony of death only so long as He is in
saÆyoga with a li¸ga1. When this

pr¡¸¡y¡ma-7 prekÀaka
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saÆyoga is broken He is in no way
connected with them. But even during
the period of saÆyoga, puruÀa1 does
not change as the li´ga1 with which He
has a saÆyoga, changes. He remains
quite aloof.

pl¡vin¢ {±ÉÉÊ´ÉxÉÒ (HP II 44, 70), filling the
lungs to capacity by literally sucking
in air. So long a yog¢ remains in this
condition it is easy and safe for him to
float on very deep water like a lotus
leaf.

pluta {±ÉÖiÉ (VU V 69, 70), lengthened
recitation of a vowel; e.g. 'o' of om2.
the other two modes of reciting this
mantra3 are with a hrasva or a d¢rgha
'o'. These differences only point to the
relative length of expiration. They are
not definite lengths of time like a
second or a minute.
Pluta recitation of om is said to lead to
mokÀa (liberation), while d¢rgha reci-
tations only make liberation attainable.
Pluta recitation of om2 also sends
v¡yu1 up to the brahmarandhra in the
head. It is the longest of the three dura-
tions of the recitation of the 'o' sound
in om2.

Pha-¡ò
phala ¡ò±É (YS II 14), fruit of action which

may be either the experience of
pleasure or that of pain.
The law of karmaphala is a superna-
tural law which determines the hedoni-
stic tone of experience. According to
this law, right actions are sooner or later
followed by a pleasant experience and

unrighteous ones by a painful one. J¡ti,
¡yu and bhoga are all vip¡ka of our
karmas. Hl¡da and parit¡pa are their
phala.

ph£tk¡ra ¡ÚòiEòÉ®ú (ATU 5), an internal
introspective sound resembling 'phoo'
is generated while practising t¡raka-
yoga.

ba-¤É
baddhapadm¡sana ¤Érù{ÉùsÉºÉxÉ (TSM 40),

one of the principal ¡sanas1. It consists
in first adopting the muktapadm¡sana
pose and then holding the two toes with
the opposite hands, taking the arms
round the back. This is exactly how
padm¡sana is described by DU, HP
and GS. TSM however, considers it to
be a variation of padm¡sana. DU, HP
and GS also add the chin-lock and
n¡s¡grad¤À¶i2 which TSM does not
mention in connection with baddha-
padm¡sana.

baddhamudr¡ ¤Ér¨ÉÖpùÉ (BVU 68), assum-
ing the mudr¡. Here it refers to
khecar¢-mudr¡.

baddha¿v¡sa ¤Érù¶´ÉÉºÉ (GS III 47), choked.
Due to the restriction of v¡yu, ku¸·a-
lin¢ feels choked and rises up wards
along the path of suÀumn¡.

bandha-1 ¤ÉxvÉ-1 (YS III 1, 38; SK 44),
fixation, binding. Pataµjali's dh¡ra¸¡
consists in the mind being fixed on an
object. The object to such concentrated
consciousness may be a part of the body
or an object in the world outside (cf.
VB). The cause of our being bound to
our bodies (bandha k¡ra¸a) is obviou-

pl¡vin¢ bandha-1
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sly the kle¿a (inborn disposition) abhi-
nive¿a. Only when this is considerably
attenuated, one can be ready to go from
one body to another.

bandha-2 ¤ÉxvÉ-2 (SK 62), the close rela-
tion of puruÀa1 and prak¤ti in saÆ-
yoga is called bandha by Ì¿varak¤À¸a
who considers prak¤ti alone to be in
bondage, not the puruÀa1.
The meaning seems to be that which
binds prak¤ti and puruÀa is in avidy¡
which is in the pr¡k¤tika part of
puruÀa2. The roots of saÆyoga are
thus in the li´ga and puruÀa1 is there-
fore, said to be always mukta (free).

bandha-3 ¤ÉxvÉ-3 (SS IV 8), adopting.
Adopting yoni-mudr¡ has been
praised by the sages. It has been
described in the previous verses by SS.

bandha-4 ¤ÉxvÉ-4 (ABU 2), bondage as
opposed to liberation. Manas2 is here
said to be the cause of both bandha
and mokÀa.

bandha-5 ¤ÉxvÉ-5 (HP II 45, III 10, 21, 55-
6, 69-71), j¡landhara, u··iy¡na and
m£labandha. They are muscular
locks.
In HP III 10 reference is to j¡landhara-
bandha which is said to awaken the
ku¸·al¢. In the experience of some
yog¢s j¡landharabandha is not help-
ful for performing mah¡bandha. They
find the tongue lock (jihv¡bandha) to
be more effective.

bandhatraya1 ¤ÉxvÉjÉªÉ-1 (HP I 42, 52; YKU
I 40; YSU I 101-2; VU V 45), m£la-
bandha1, u··iy¡na1 bandha5 and

j¡landharabandha together. In these
works bandha5 signifies the muscular
locking which diverts the movement of
pr¡¸a2 to suÀumn¡. G (35-37) has also
mentioned and described these three
bandhas5. HP and GS have included
u··iy¡na among the mudr¡s.

bandhatraya-2 ¤ÉxvÉjÉªÉ-2 (VBh I 24),
three-fold bondage. (1) Pr¡k¤tika
bandha-resulting from the destruction
of prak¤ti. It is the sense of  'I'- ness in
the eight prak¤tis i.e., mahat, aha´-
k¡ra, manas and the five tanm¡tr¡s.
(2) Vaik¡rika bandha of individuals,
arising out of attachment to the object
of senses. (3) DakÀi¸¡bandha. In case
of house-holders who desire divine and
nondivine objects and are attached to
sacrifice, Vedic studies and so on.

bala-1 ¤É±É-1 (YS, VB III 23), strength.
SaÆyama on three types of feelings
i.e., maitr¢, karu¸¡, and mudit¡-
bestows the strength of friendliness,
compassion and joy respectively from
which arise powers of unfailing energy.

bala-2 ¤É±É-2 (YS, VB III 24), strength.
By practising saÆyama on the strength
of different animals or birds or anything
having power, one acquires the similar
powers. By practising saÆyama on the
strength of element of vainateya or
v¡yu, one acquires the similar powers.

bahirakalpit¡v¤tti ¤ÉÊ½þ®úEòÎ±{ÉiÉÉ´ÉÞÊkÉ (YS III
43), citta2 spontaneously going to an
object outside the body. Pataµjali calls
it mah¡videh¡. Bahirakalpit¡v¤tti of
a citta2 would therefore, be videh¡. It

bandha-2 bahirakalpit¡v¤tti
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would be kalpit¡, i.e. deliberate, as
opposed to the bahirakalpit¡v¤tt¢,
which is natural and spontaneous. V¤tti
in this context means acquiring know-
ledge by dint of concentration. The idea
is that at a certain stage of progress in
yoga1, a yog¢ acquires the ability of
taking his citta2 for concentration
deliberately to an object out there. This
siddhi is called videh¡. At a still higher
stage of progress, however, the yog¢'s
citta2 goes out to comprehend distant
objects naturally and spontaneously.
When this stage is reached there is
nothing in the world which can remain
hidden from the yog¢. As soon as he
thinks of something, the thing stands
out before him, as if he were perceiving
it, without any effort of concentration.
According to VB, however, bahira-
kalpit¡v¤tti is a position taken up by a
citta1 deliberately and spontaneously
outside the body, leaving it like a dead
thing.

bahira´ga ¤ÉÊ½þ®ÆúMÉ (YS III 8), of the nature
of comparatively overt behaviour direc-
ted towards men, animals or things, or
of the nature of mental activity with a
comparatively more concrete content.
Yama, niyama, ¡sana1, pr¡¸¡y¡ma2

and praty¡h¡ra are bahira´gayoga1

as compared to dh¡ra¸¡, dhy¡na and
sam¡dhi; and savitark¡, nirvitark¡,
savic¡r¡ and nirvic¡r¡ sam¡pattis
are bahira´ga as compared to nirb¢ja-
sam¡dhi.
The first five yog¡´gas are of the

nature of overt behaviour to some
extent and the last three are primarily
and essentially mental. But the gross
or subtle objects of dh¡ra¸¡, dhy¡na
and sam¡dhi are concrete as compared
to the content of nirb¢jasam¡dhi, viz.
¡nanda and asmit¡.

bahirlakÀya ¤ÉÊ½þ±ÉÇIªÉ (ATU 6), one of the
three objects towards which the mind
is directed in t¡rakayoga. Bahir-
lakÀya is localised in space in front of
the yog¢ at a distance of 3, 4 2

1 , 7 2
1

or 9 inches from his nose. It appears
that the distance increases by practice,
as the word kram¡t Gò¨ÉÉiÉÂ (by degrees)
is used. A sky of two colours, which
the yog¢s see, is said to be a bahir-
lakÀya.

bahiÀk¤ta ¤ÉÊ½þ¹EÞòiÉ (GS I 14, 25), one of
the four kinds of antardhauti the latter
part of which is called prakÀ¡lana.
BahiÀkrtadhauti consists in filling the
stomach with air by k¡k¢mudr¡,
retaining it for one hour-keeping the
direction of movement downward so
that the air may not escape through the
mouth and then standing in navel deep
water and, washing the protruded
rectum thoroughly, returning it to its
place. The ability to retain water in the
stomach for one hour is a pre-requisite
for bahiÀk¤ta. Without this ability,
obviously one cannot succeed in this
dhauti.

bahumata ¤É½Öþ¨ÉiÉ (BY XI 13), literally it
means diversities of opinions, but here
it means highly esteemed person. One
who understands, recites and acts in

bahira´ga bahumata
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conformity with the sacred texts is
understood to be highly esteemed.

b¡dh¡ ¤ÉÉvÉÉ (HP V 23, 24), affliction due
to faulty practice of yoga. The real yog¢
without being afraid of any such
obstacles should go on increasing the
practice of yoga and overcome the
affliction through the practice of yoga
itself.

b¡hya ¤ÉÉÁ-1 (SK 33, 50), external. The
five sense-organs and the five action
organs are said to be b¡hya kara¸as
as compared to the antaÅkara¸a; and
the five tuÀ¶is, which consist in detach-
ment from the five kinds of objects of
perception, are described as b¡hya
tuÀ¶is as compared to the four ¡dhy¡t-
mika (inner) tuÀ¶is. They are all b¡hya
in so far as they have to do with external
objects. The sense organs sense the
objects from which detachment is to be
cultivated and the action organs operate
the organs of activity, viz. muscles,
glands, etc. The sense and action organs
as well as muscles etc. are all b¡hya
as compared to the transmigrating self
(aindriya vi¿eÀa).

b¡hya-2 ¤ÉÉÁ-2 (VS I 34), external. Yama,
niyama, ¡sana and pr¡¸¡y¡ma-these
four are external aspects of yoga.

b¡hya-3 ¤ÉÉÁ-3 (VS I 22), action prescri-
bed by the Veda which require physical
means such as body and material obj-
ects and which are performed with full
knowledge, devotion and without expe-
cting any rewards are said to be external
actions helpful in the attainment of
liberation.

b¡hyar£pagraha¸a ¤ÉÉÁ°ü{ÉOÉ½þhÉ (ATU
10), seeing a light when the retina is
stimulated by a ray of light falling on it
from outside. Antarar£pagraha¸a
(seeing a light which may appear by an
internal stimulation) is visual anu-
sandh¡na2. For both these experiences
the instrumentality of manas2 (mind)
and cakÀu3 (eye) is needed. For the
former, of course the use of the eyeball,
including all its parts, is required in
addition to the cakÀu3 indriya2 which
is not an anatomical structure.

b¡hyaviÀaya ¤ÉÉÁÊ´É¹ÉªÉ (YS II 51), exha-
lation (cf. pr¡¸¡y¡ma3).

b¡hyav¤ttipr¡¸¡y¡ma ¤ÉÉÁ´ÉÞÊkÉ|ÉÉhÉÉªÉÉ¨É
(YS II 50), pr¡¸¡y¡ma3 (stopping of
breath) after complete exhalation when
the lungs are empty.

b¡hya¿auca ¤ÉÉÁ¶ÉÉèSÉ (SAU I 14), external
cleanliness. This is achieved through
the aid of earth and water.

b¡hy¡k¡¿a ¤ÉÉÁÉEòÉ¶É (VS IV 3), external
ether or ether ouside the body. The con-
centration of external ether combined
with internal ¡k¡¿a within one's heart
is called dh¡ra¸¡.

bindu-1 Ê¤ÉxnÖù-1 (YSU I 167, 170, II 12, III
11, V 4, 28, 34, 47, VI 49, 70, 72, 73,
75; DBU 105), the internally aroused
white light seen by the yog¢ between
the eyebrows (cf. Pataµjali's jyotiÀmat¢-
prav¤tti VªÉÉäÊiÉ¹¨ÉiÉÒ|É´ÉÞÊkÉ), Bindu and n¡da1

(centrally aroused sound) combined
constitute a significant symbol of
brahman.
Bindu is said to arise from m£l¡dh¡ra
(at the base of the spine) though it is

b¡dh¡ bindu-1
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seen between the eyebrows. The mean-
ing is that by stimulating the m£l¡-
dh¡ra the yog¢ succeeds in his yoga,
raises pr¡¸a upwards and sees a light
in the head. This light is the bindu.

bindu-2 Ê¤ÉxnÖù-2 (VU V 37), that which is
raised by the yog¢s up to the head along
the suÀumn¡ n¡·¢. It is sometimes
called pr¡¸a, sometimes a combination
of pr¡¸a and ap¡na, sometimes ap¡na
and sometimes v¡yu. By stopping
bindu anywhere on its way in the
suÀumn¡ (spinal cord) heat is genera-
ted in the spinal marrow and the liquid
of the cord is dried up. This gives
strength to the body.

bindu-3 Ê¤ÉxnÖù-3 (VU V 50) a form taken
by ¿iva (brahman) himself. M£l¡-
dh¡ra (at the base of the spine) is sup-
posed to be the seat of bindur£pa¿iva.
According to DBU, the perfect yog¢ has
to realize this bindu which is
mahe¿vara Himself.

bindu-4 Ê¤ÉxnÖù-4 (YCU 60), secretion from
the spinal cord. Two such secretions are
mentioned in connection with yoga-one
from the upper part, may be that throat,
and the other from the lower parts. The
former is supposed to be white and the
latter red.

bindu-5 Ê¤ÉxnÖù-5 (HP III 42), secretion from
the candra in the throat. In the context
of vajrol¢mudr¡, if this secretion
escapes the bh¡nu in the chest and rea-
ches the pelvic region, the yog¢s raise
it up again by performing yonimudr¡.

bindujaya Ê¤ÉxnÖùVÉªÉ (HP II 78), control over

the ejaculation of semen. It is one of
the characteristics of success in ha¶ha-
yoga.

bindun¡tha Ê¤ÉxnÖùxÉÉlÉ (HP I 7), name of one
of the siddhas of ha¶Åayoga.

bindumadhya Ê¤ÉxnÖù¨ÉvªÉ (VU V 32), the
spot inside the top of the head.
According to this text, the successful
yog¢ sees the divine light inside his
chest or at the tip of his nose or inside,
on top of his head.

bindumadhyadhy¡na Ê¤ÉxnÖù¨ÉvªÉvªÉÉxÉ (GS
VI 1, 12), the dhy¡na (meditation) of
which the object has no sensory aspect-
neither the image of a God nor of a
guru2, nor the sensation of a light.
When the ku¸·alin¢ reaches above the
level of the eyes, then according to
Ghera¸·a, no light is seen.
A dhy¡na on that ''nothing'' so far as
sensing goes, is s£kÀma dhy¡na or
bindudhy¡na according to GS. But
rising of Ku¸·alin¢1 to the top of the
head is not devoid of unique expe-
rience. It is a complete, rich experience.

bindur£pi¸¢ Ê¤ÉxnÖù°üÊ{ÉhÉÒ (YSU III 2),
extremely subtle (=s£kÀma). The
sv¡dh¡ra form of the v¡k¿akti (speech)
in the m£l¡dh¡ra (at the base of the
spine) is extremely subtle.

bindulakÀa¸a Ê¤ÉxnÖù±ÉIÉhÉ (BY IX 9), bindu
here refers to the flame, having the form
of bindu. Ëtman has been described
as having the form of bindu which is
its gross manifestation.

bindusiddhi Ê¤ÉxnÖÊºÉÊrù (GS III 47), success
in retaining semen i.e., remaining

bindu-2 bindusiddhi
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celebate by practising vajrol¢ which is
here said to yield fruit to the yog¢ even
if he is enjoying the many pleasures of
life. The vajrol¢ mudr¡ of GS is quite
different from vajrol¢ as understood by
other writers.

bindustambhana Ê¤ÉxnÖºiÉ¨¦ÉxÉ (SSP II 13),
control over ejaculation of semen. This
is required in the practice of vajrol¢
which consists in contraction of the
penis and thereby piercing three knots
viz., brahm¡, viÀ¸u and rudra and
taking shelter at brahmaguph¡ (in the
¡jµ¡cakra).

bila Ê¤É±É (ATU 11; ANU 26), hollow,
cavity. In t¡rakayoga light is seen
inside the hollow between the two
eyebrows. ANU mentions it as one of
the spots in the body where yog¢s place
the object of their concentration and
realization and calls it one of the
entrances to the routes which lead to
liberation and take one to brahman.

bile¿aya Ê¤É±Éä¶ÉªÉ (HP I 5), one of the great
authorities of ha¶hayoga.

b¢ja-1 ¤ÉÒVÉù-1 (YS, VB I 46), vitarka and
vic¡ra of sam¡dhi. These are the two
kinds of contents of sab¢jasam¡dhi-
two types of viÀaya. Nirb¢jasam¡dhi
has no such content. Ënanda and
asmit¡ are not considered by Pataµjali
to be viÀayas.

b¢ja-2 ¤ÉÒVÉù-2 (YS, I 25; VB II 4, 11, 23,
III 55), potentiality, root cause,
possibility of sprouting forth. B¢ja2 of
a mental disposition is its ability to
result in mental activity. When that is

burnt the disposition becomes comp-
letely ineffective.

b¢ja-3 ¤ÉÒVÉù-3 (G 70; GS III 61, 63, V 36,
39, 47, 52, 54, VI 10), a single syllabled
mantra2 or a mystical letter forming a
mantra2 or an essential part of a
mantra2.

buddha ¤ÉÖrù (HP I 6), name of the great
siddha of ha¶hayoga.

buddhi-1 ¤ÉÖÊr-1ù (YS IV 22; VB I 36, II 6,
24, 25, 27, III 35), citta1 which is
gu¸¡tmaka. In II 6 Vy¡sa equates it
with dar¿ana¿akti as opposed to
d¤k¿akti which is puruÀa1. By using
the expression buddhisaÆvit for
knowledge gained by citta2, VB
equates buddhi1 with citta2 in I 36.

buddhi-2 ¤ÉÖÊr-2ù (YS IV 21; VB I 11, 36,
II 20, III 17, 52, IV 21-2), process of
consciousness, as opposed to object of
consciousness (graha¸a as opposed to
gr¡hya). If another process of consci-
ousness is required for introspecting a
process of consciousness, then there
will be no end to such processes of
consciousness and there will be an
infinite regress, which is a logical
fallacy.
By virtue of retentivity in citta1, every
mental activity leaves behind an
aftereffect which tends to give rise to a
similar mental process, as well as, to
call up an image of the object of the
previous mental process. This way of
the working of the mind was seen
clearly by Vy¡sa.

bindustambhana buddhi-2
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buddhi-3 ¤ÉÖÊr-3 (SK 23, 35-7, 49; BY IX
182-3, 5), deciding, selecting, determin-
ing. This is how Ì¿varak¤À¸a explains
buddhi3. But he calls buddhi3 an
antaÅkara¸a and holds that the
bh¡vas2 are in buddhi; and bh¡vas2,
according to him, inhere in li´ga1 and
go with it as it transmigrates. All this
makes a neat consistent theory. Li´ga1

contains buddhi which is one of the
kara¸as2 of which the li´ga1 is made
up. Thus mahat and buddhi3 are not
identical. Buddhi is the mahat element
in li´ga1, and as an antaÅkara¸a, its
function is also called buddhi3.
Buddhi3 has thus a functional as well
as a structural side. BY refers to buddhi
as one of the antaÅkara¸as and enj-
oins the contemplation of the indriyas
and their psychological objects in
buddhi and of the three antaÅkara¸as
and the bh£tas in prak¤ti (pradh¡na).

buddhi-4 ¤ÉÖÊr-4ù (VB I 35), abiding dispo-
sitions generated by experience, inclu-
ding learning in different ways. D¤·ha
oùføÃ ø buddhi4 is a firm conviction so
generated.

buddhi-5 ¤ÉÖÊr-5 (BG II 39), discriminate
discernment.

buddhi-6 ¤ÉÖÊr-6ù (BG II 53, 65), intellect.
buddhi-7 ¤ÉÖÊr-7ù (BG II 41, 66), determi-

nate knowledge. The determinate
knowledge belongs to a steady-minded
person.

buddhi-8 ¤ÉÖÊr-8ù (BG III 40, 42, VII 4),
the intellect is said to be seat of the soul
in the body. It is superior to mind and

senses. It is one of the evolutes of
prak¤ti.

buddhi-9 ¤ÉÖÊr-9ù (BG VII 10), the Lord
himself (identified as intelligence of the
intellect).

buddhi-10 ¤ÉÖÊr-10ù (SSP I 45), it is one of
the five internal sense organs having
discrimination, non-attachment, peace,
contentment and forgiveness as its
characteristics.

buddhinirmala ¤ÉÖÊrÊxÉ¨ÉÇ±Éù (KU 11), so
subtle as to be cognised only by an
untainted intellect. According to this
text, the vital core of joints is something
which can neither be perceived nor
understood by people of ordinary
intelligence.

buddhisaÆvit ¤É ÖÊrºÉ ÆÊ´ÉiÉ Â (VBh I 36),
consciousness of intellect. While
concentrating on the heart lotus, there
arises the consciousness of intellect.

buddhisattva ¤ÉÖÊrºÉk´Éù (VB, VBh I 36),
dominance of sattva in intelligence. It
is supposed to be luminous and all
pervading due to dominance of sattva.
According to VBh, Pataµjali has esta-
blished here the all pervasiveness of
mind.

buddh¢ndriya ¤ÉÖrÒÎxpùªÉù (SK 26, 34) sense
organ (cf. indriya and kara¸a). There
are five senses in all ¿rotra, tvak,
cakÀu, rasan¡ and ghr¡¸a,-  auditory,
cutaneous, visual, olfactory and
gustatory sense, respectively. We use
them for sensing and manas and the
senses together for perceiving.

baindavasth¡na ¤Éèxnù´ÉºlÉÉxÉù (YKU III 8),

buddhi-3 baindavasth¡na
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middle of the eyebrows, which is here
supposed to be the seat of bindu2. The
yog¢ is advised to make the v¡yu which
is rising up along his spinal cord rest
finally at this spot, presumably inside
just below the spot between the
eyebrows.

bodhaka ¤ÉÉävÉEò (BVU 51), one of the three
kinds of ¡c¡rya (guru2). This kind of
guru2 is a real teacher and not only one
who prompts, i.e. a codaka.

brahma ¥ÉÀ (BY II 115, 125), one of the
ten synonyms for oÆk¡ra. Om is des-
cribed as the source of three varieties
of brahma.

brahmak¡yika ¥ÉÀEòÉÊªÉEò (VB III 26), one
of the four classes of Gods residing in
the first world of brahma called
janoloka. These gods have control over
the elements and senses.

brahmagranthi ¥ÉÀOÉÎxlÉù (VU V 65; YKU
I 67, 85; BVU 70; HP I 70), one of the
three hurdles (called knots) in its way
to be crossed by the v¡yu rising up
along the spinal cord. This is the first
and the lowest hurdle. In YKU
ku¸·alin¢ is said to overcome this
obstacle, i.e. pierce this knot.
According to HP, this obstruction is felt
at the level of the heart. The rising
pr¡¸a of the yog¢ who has attained the
¡rambha avasth¡ pierces this knot.

brahmacakra ¥ÉÀSÉGòù (SSP II 1), the
cakra situated in the ¡dh¡rasth¡na
(perineum). According to SSP, this is
first in the series of nine cakras in the
body. This is supposes to be having

three circles, triangular like yoni and
also supposed to be the originating
point of n¡·¢.

brahmacarya-1 ¥ÉÀSÉªÉÇ-1 (YS II 30, 38;
SAU I (1) 4; YSH II 104-5; BY II 37,
104), continence-one of the five yamas
(abstinences). The perfectly continent
yog¢ alone can acquire the energy
required for yoga effort.
According to SAU, it is perfect
continence, in mind word and deed; i.e.
a brahmac¡r¢ (a continent person)
neither thinks of, nor talks about, nor
indulges in, sexual acts in any form. In
YSH it is described as the one of causes
of mokÀa, long life, health, strength
influence and courage (IV 104-5).
Much is written here against the female
sex, but an honest married life is also
mentioned as a kind of brahmacarya;
though sex activity itself is condemned,
particularly because it brings about a
birth in this world which is full of
misery.
According to BY, those who are desi-
rous of becoming  one with brahman
observe brahmacarya.

brahmacarya-2 ¥ÉÀSÉªÉÇ-2 (BG VIII 11,
XVII 14), celibacy. One of the auster-
ities.

brahmacarya-3 ¥ÉÀSÉªÉÇ-3 (VS I 38, 43-
45), celibacy. One of the ten yamas
enumerated by VasiÀ¶ha. Abandoning
sexual intercourse always and every-
where amongst all beings physically,
mentally and verbally. VasiÀ¶ha further
gives a detailed description of

bodhaka brahmacarya-3
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Brahmacarya to be followed by the
people of different life stages (¡¿rama).
For house-holders VasiÀ¶ha prescribes
a lawful intercourse with one's own
wife. For a disciple, submitting oneself
at the discipline of his Guru is also
called brahmacarya.

brahmac¡r¢ ¥ÉÀSÉÉ®úÒ (SSP VI 34), one
who possesses the knowledge of all
pervading brahma within oneself.

brahmadv¡ra-1 ¥ÉÀuùÉ®ú-1 (YCU 37), the
door leading to brahma. The great
goddess ku¸·alin¢ sleeps closing this
very door.

brahmadv¡ra-2 ¥ÉÀuùÉ®ú-2 (G 30; HP III
5), entrance to the brahmarandhra.
Ku¸·al¢ is situated, in such a manner
that so long as it is not aroused, extra-
ordinary sensory currents passing
upwards along the suÀumn¡ (in the
spinal cord) do not find their way up.
The sleeping ku¸·al¢ blocks the
passage of pr¡¸a2 to brahmarandhra
in the head. Brahmadv¡ramukha is
thus the lower opening of the suÀumn¡.

brahman ¥ÉÀxÉÂ (GS III 41, 67, VI 1, 16,
VII 4, 13, 19; TSB 3; TSM 151, 161-2;
ANU 1, 2, 20; ATU 2-3, 10, 17), the
one and the only Supreme Reality,
beyond which there is nothing. While
seeing an internally aroused light if a
yog¢ contemplates brahman, he be-
comes brahman himself, i.e. realizes
his own self.
Brahmalok¡nveÀ¢ ¥ÉÀ±ÉÉäEòÉx´Éä¹ÉÒ (seeker of
the abode of brahma) is therefore, the

person who seeks to realise the true self.
Brahman and ¡tman2 are generally
used as synonyms. Becoming one with
brahman is considered by the monistic
Ved¡ntists to be the realisation of the
true self and the only summum bonum.

brahman¡·¢-1 ¥ÉÀxÉÉb÷Ò-1 (HP II 46, 66,
III 68; YSU I 125, V 17, VI 8, 9; TSM
69; ATU 5), suÀumn¡. Pr¡¸a2 rises up
along this n¡·¢2 and, according to
YSU, carries along with it the six
dh¡tus of the body as well as vahni
and citta1 and all. Although suÀusmn¡
is generally supposed to be the spinal
cord, it is said to extend from the region
of the anus to the top of the head. Inside
the suÀumn¡ is the passage for the
subtle (imperceptible) ku¸·alin¢ to
travel upwards. That passage, which
also extends upto the top of the head,
is in all probability referred to as
brahman¡·¢.
Accumulation of kapha etc. anywhere
may obstruct the path of pr¡¸a2 in this
n¡·¢; but if it is a nervous structure
kapha cannot literally stick to its
mouth, as is said in HP II 66.

brahman¡·¢-2 ¥ÉÀxÉÉb÷Ò-2 (VM I 36),
name of the n¡·¢ (that leads to
brahman). In the pericarp of the lotus
of the heart the brahman¡·¢ is situated
with upturned face and reaching to the
circle of the sun (which is the middle
of lotus of the heart).

brahmapurohita ¥ÉÀ{ÉÖ®úÉäÊ½þiÉ (VB III 26),
one of the four of Gods living in the

brahmac¡r¢ brahmapurohita
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first of the worlds of brahma i.e.
janoloka. These Gods have control
over the elements and sense-organs.

brahmamah¡k¡yika ¥ÉÀ¨É½þÉEòÉÊªÉEò (VB
III 26), one of the four classes of Gods
living in the first of the world of
brahma. These Gods have control over
the elements of the world.

brahmarandhra-1 ¥ÉÀ®úxwÉ-1 (G 73; ATU
5; VU V 70; TSM 64, 151; HP IV 16),
a point in the brain to which the nerves
go in the end. Whether it is the central
point on top of the brain, the upper part
of the motor area in the parietal lobe
near the central sulcus, or it  is the mid-
point of the thalamus, cannot be said.
SuÀumn¡ (in the spinal cord) is said to
reach the brahmarandhra and yog¢s
are advised to retain pr¡¸a2 there.
Brahmarandhra is the highest dhy¡-
nasth¡na (spot for concentration) on
top of the brain. SuÀumn¡ runs from
this spot down to the spot where the
ku¸·alin¢ sleeps. The lower end of the
suÀumn¡ is probably referred to as the
brahmarandhramukha (mouth of
brahmarandhra). It appears that the
words brahmabila ¥ÉÀÊ¤É±É brahmavivara
¥ÉÀÊ´É´É®ú and brahmarandhra are used
as synonyms.
According to VU, v¡yu is led to this
spot by pluta (long) recitation of om.
Sending up v¡yu to this spot is, acco-
rding to DU, an important yogakriy¡
ªÉÉäMÉÊGòªÉÉ (yogic practice). When v¡yu
reaches this spot, internally aroused

sounds are heard by the yog¢s. These
are sensations of sound which are not
caused by any external stimulus.

brahmarandhra-2 ¥ÉÀ®úxwÉ-2 (VU V 30;
HP III 4), the passage along the
suÀumn¡ or inside the suÀumn¡, the
lower end of which is blocked by
ku¸·alin¢. HP considers brahmaran-
dhra to be a synonym for suÀumn¡.

brahmarandhramukha ¥ÉÀ®úxwÉ¨ÉÖJÉ (VS
II, 17, 26), the orifice of the door-step
of brahmarandhra. The suÀumn¡
resides in it and is the means to attain
liberation.

brahmar£pi¸¢ ¥ÉÀ°üÊ{ÉhÉÒ (KU 16), suÀu-
mn¡. It leads to the attainment of the
world of brahma.

brahmaloka ¥ÉÀ±ÉÉäEò (VB III 26), fifth
loka in the series of seven lokas
enumerated by Vy¡sa.

brahmavit ¥ÉÀÊ´ÉiÉÂ (VS V 19), conversant
with brahman. According to VasiÀ¶ha,
there is nothing in the world which is
superior to the one conversant with
brahman.

brahmasth¡na ¥ÉÀºlÉÉxÉ (DBU 65; HP III
102), brahmarandhra.

brahm¡-1 ¥ÉÀÉ-1 (SK 54; G 38; YCU 72;
HP II 39), the supreme living being at
the top of the rajovi¿¡la ®úVÉÉ ä Ê´É¶ÉÉ±É
bhautikasarga; its bottom being
stamba úºiÉ¨¤É (a blade of grass). Thus the
God brahm¡ is at the top of the
creation and a blade of grass at the
bottom. For G brahm¡ is a mytholo-
gical personality, whose function is

brahmamah¡k¡yika brahm¡-1
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creation of the world. As the myth goes,
brahm¡ also practises pr¡¸¡y¡ma2

for fear of death. The significance of
the myth is that pr¡¸¡y¡ma2 is essen-
tial for those who want to live long and
do an important job. YCU regards
brahm¡ to be the lord of p¤thiv¢.
Brahm¡ is called rajas because He is
said to be the creator.

brahm¡-2 ¥ÉÀÉ-2 (BY IX 83), name of
the God. Owing to the qualities of
vastness and nourishment and carrying
the three Vedas, he is called brahm¡.

brahm¡¸·a ¥ÉÀÉhb (ATU 9), the macro-
cosm-the universe which contains the
sun and the moon. As compared to the
brahm¡¸·a, the human body is a
microcosm-pi¸·a (human body) in
which also there are supposed to be the
sun and the moon. They are in the head.
Whether there are any anatomical
structures which can be identified with
the sun and the moon mentioned here
is not yet known.

brahm¡nanda ¥ ÉÀÉxÉxn ù (HP IV 2),
supreme bliss, which is supposed to be
bestowed upon the yog¢ who succeeds
in sam¡dhi.

br¡hm¢ ¥ÉÉÀÒ (NBU 11, 16), the twelfth
m¡tr¡ of the dv¡da¿am¡tr¡ (compo-
sed of 12 parts) pra¸ava (om). The
mantra-yog¢ who dies reciting this
m¡tr¡ is reborn in the brahmaloka,
from which there is no return.

bha-¦É
bhaktiyoga ¦ÉÎCiÉªÉÉäMÉ (GS VII 6, 14), devo-

tion to God. It is the means of bringing
about one of the five aspects of r¡ja-
yoga. By bhaktiyoga one acquires an
ever-living consciousness of one's
iÀ¶adevat¡ (tutelary deity) residing in
one's heart (i.e. within oneself) and gets
full of happiness (bills) so that the yog¢
forget himself, sheds tears and gets
gooseflesh. This leads to sam¡dhi and
manonman¢.

bhaga ¦ÉMÉ (BY IX 91), prosperity. The
epithet of sun. Bhaga is the term used
for wealth (dhana). Since sun gives
wealth he is named bhaga.

bhadra ¦Épù (VU V16; GS II 3; HP I 34),
one of the principal ¡sanas (poses) (cf.
bhadr¡sana below).

bhadr¡sana-1 ¦ÉpùÉºÉxÉ-1 (GS II 9-10; HP
I 53-4; SAU I (3) 8; DU III I, 7; ANU
18), one of the principal ¡sanas
(poses). It consists, according to GS,
in placing the heels crosswise under the
testes, crossing the arms (behind the
back) and grasping the big toes, adop-
ting the chinlock (j¡landhara) and fix-
ing the gaze on the tip of the nose. It is
claimed by GS that the practice of this
¡sana keeps one away from every kind
of diseases.
SAU and DU omit crossing of arms
behind the back, instead, DU advises
fixing the two heels on either side of
the perineum and keeping them there
by force using the two hands. ANU
includes this ¡sana among the four
principal ones. He recommends this
pose for agnidh¡ra¸¡.

brahm¡-2 bhadr¡sana-1
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bhadr¡sana-2 ¦ÉpùÉºÉxÉ-2 (VS I 67, 79; VM
II 46) one of the ten important ¡sanas
enumerated by VasiÀ¶ha. Its technique
consists in keeping the two ankles
under the scrotum on either side of the
perineum correspondingly, firmly
holding with the hands the feet so as to
touch the sides, one should remain
steady. This removes diseases and
effects of poison. V¡caspati gives its
technique as bringing the soles together
and close to the scrotum, one should
make a hollow of one's hands and place
them over it in the shape of tortoise.

bharga ¦ÉMÉÇ (BY IX 46), According to BY,
'bha' means that which illuminates the
universe, 'ra' stands for the rejoice and
'ga' for abundance.

bhavapratyaya ¦É´É|ÉiªÉªÉ (YS, VBh I 19),
caused by birth. One of the two kinds
of asamprajµ¡ta sam¡dhi. The other
being up¡yapratyaya. Bhavaprat-
yaya belongs to the videhas (without
bodies: gods). Their asamprajµ¡ta
yoga is obtained without the practices
of any means.

bhastrik¡kumbhaka ¦ÉÎºjÉEòÉEÖò¨¦ÉE =
bhastr¡ ¦ÉºjÉÉ (GS V 70-2; HP II 44,
67, III 111, 118; YSU I 88, 96-100),
one of the sahita kumbhakas. Accor-
ding to GS, it consists in filling the chest
to capacity by inhaling through the
nostrils and emptying it by pressing the
abdomen in the manner an iron-smith
inflates his bellows and empties it, and
after repeating the process twenty

times, suspending respiration for a
while. The whole operation is repeated
thrice.
YSU recommends the last inhalation
and the last exhalation to be of one by
contracting the throat a little and
exhalation through the left nostril alone.
This kumbhaka is said to cure all
disease of the body caused by the ex-
cess of any of the three humours-v¡ta,
pitta or kapha-and to increase the
digestive heat. It aids in the arousal of
ku¸·alin¢1 and removes the diseases
of the mouth as well.
According to YSU, it clears the entra-
nce to the brahman¡·¢ (in the spinal
cord).
According to HP, for practising
bhastrik¡kumbhaka1, first we have to
adopt the padm¡sana pose, then
holding the body erect, we have to
exhale effortfully through both nostrils
producing a hissing sound and causing
a cutaneous sensation to be felt in the
back, the throat and the top of the head
below the skull, and then to inhale
quickly automatically. This process is
to be repeated several times. We are
required to move the air diligently in
the manner the blacksmith works his
bellows.
As fatigue is felt, we inhale deeply but
quickly through the right nostril and,
after retaining as prescribed, exhale
through the left nostril.

bh¡gya ¦ÉÉMªÉ = bh¡gyatuÀ¶i ¦ÉÉMªÉiÉÖÎ¹]õ (SK

bhadr¡sana-2 bh¡gya
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50), one of the four ¡dhy¡tmika
(pertaining to the self) contentments. A
person who is content with his bh¡gya
(fate) loses the impulse to go further in
the right direction.

bh¡nu ¦ÉÉxÉÖ (G 59; HP III 78, 112), n¡bhi
in which s£rya is situated. Hence these
three words are in a sense synonymous.

bh¡nuk¢ ¦ÉÉxÉÖEòÒ (HP I 8 ), one of the great
ha¶hayog¢s.

bh¡labh¡ti ¦É É±É¦É É Ê i É (GS I 54),
kap¡labh¡ti.

bh¡larandhra ¦É É±É® ú x w É (GS I 33),
kap¡lavaktra.

bh¡va-1 ¦ÉÉ´É-1 (VB IV 12), being in exis-
tence. The past and the future do not
exist though they really are. They are
not actual (cf. adhvabheda), neverthe-
less they are real.

bh¡va-2 ¦ÉÉ´É-2 (SK 40, 43, 52), the dispo-
sitions which characterise an individual
li´ga (transmigrating soul). The li´ga
of every individual puruÀa is haunted
by its bh¡vas, which form an abiding
attitude of the mind. They may be
acquired and yet cling to the li´ga
during the course of lives. The bh¡vas
are here said to be eight in number, viz.
dharma (merit), adharma (sin),
jµ¡na (knowledge), ajµ¡na (igno-
rance) vair¡gya (detachment), avair¡-
gya (attachment), ai¿varya (compete-
nce) and anai¿varya (incompetence).

bh¡va-3 ¦ÉÉ´É-3 (TBU I 14, 31 42), idea
(thought). The ideas of lobha (greed),
moha (attachment), bhaya (fear) etc.

are absolutely foreign to the person who
has realized the brahman. The yog¢ is
advised to have brahmabh¡van¡
(thought) as the permanent background
of his consciousness.

bh¡van¡-1 ¦ÉÉ´ÉxÉÉ-1 (YS I 28, II 33-4),
reminding oneself, calling to memory.
In I 28 reference is to God for whom
stands the sacred word om.
While one recites this mantra (sacred
aphorism), one brings to one's mind its
meaning, i.e. God (see pratipakÀa-
bh¡vana).

bh¡van¡-2 ¦ÉÉ´ÉxÉÉ-2 (YS I 33, IV 25),
attitude of mind, sentiment. Maitr¢
(friendship) etc. are such sentiments
advised to be developed towards those
who are seen enjoying happiness. The
attitude of curiosity about one's own
past and future disappears after
attaining vivekakhy¡ti.

bh¡van¡-3 ¦ÉÉ´ÉxÉÉ-3 (VB, VBh I 33, III
23), cultivating sentiments. Friendli-
ness, compassion and joy are the three
sentiments. Vy¡sa further says that by
cultivation of these sentiments, there
arises sam¡dhi which is further
equated with saÆyama. Vijµ¡na-
bhikÀu understands that bh¡van¡ itself
is sam¡dhi.

bh¡vitasmartavya ¦ÉÉÊ´ÉiÉº¨ÉiÉḈ ªÉ (VB I 11),
an imagined object taken to be real, a
hallucination, e.g. a dream.
It is one of the two kinds of memory
images mentioned by VB, the other
being abh¡vitasmartavya which is a
memory image, taken as such.

bh¡nu bh¡vitasmartavya
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bhukti ¦ÉÖÊHò (VS V 8), the enjoyment. Also
known as kÀetrjµa enjoying favourable
and unfavourable fruits.

bhujag¢-1 ¦ÉÖVÉMÉÒ-1 = bhuja¸gin¢ ¦ÉÖVÉÆÊMÉxÉÒ
(GS II 43; HP III 10), ku¸·alin¢.

bhujag¢-2 ¦ÉÖVÉMÉÒ-2 (GS III 69), one of the
mudr¡s. It consists in protruding the
lips and inhaling through the mouth.
Ghera¸·a is all praise for it.

bhuja´g¡sana ¦ÉÖVÉÆMÉÉºÉxÉ (GS II 43), ser-
pent or cobra posture. It is desirable to
arouse the ku¸·alin¢ force, increase
body heat and destroy all diseases.

bhuvarloka ¦ÉÖ́ É±ÉÉæEò (NBU 3), one of the
six higher regions of creation above the
earth (cf. janoloka). It is imagined as
the knees of the haÆsa (swan) which
represents the vir¡¶r£pa (all pervading
aspect) of the supreme Reality.

bhuvodh¡ra¸¡ ¦ÉÖ́ ÉÉävÉÉ®úhÉÉ = stambhan¢
ºiÉ¨¦ÉxÉÒ = adhodh¡ra¸¡ +vÉÉävÉÉ®úhÉÉ (G
69, 74; GS III 59), one of the five
dh¡ra¸¡s. The object of this dh¡ra¸¡
is p¤thv¢; i.e. the content of conscious-
ness in this kind of meditation is the
element earth.

bh£ta-1 ¦ÉÚiÉ-1 (YS II 18; III 13, 17, 44),
the material side of the universe inclu-
ding the material objects, the five elem-
ents, and the five tanm¡tr¡s (the
matter of which the elements are the
forms). The tanm¡tr¡s take the form
of ¡k¡¿a etc. and the material aspect
of mahat takes the form of the five
tanm¡tr¡s. All these come under
bh£ta1, as do the material objects.

bh£ta-2 ¦ÉÚiÉ-2 (VB I 25, II 15), living
beings.

bh£ta-3 ¦ÉÚiÉ-3 (VB III 52), the past.
bh£ta-4 ¦ÉÚiÉ-4 (VB II 19; G 68, 74; TSB

4; TSM 2, 4, 6, 133, 140; SK 22, 38),
the five elements usually called: ether,
air, fire, water, and earth. According to
TSM, the entire universe, even the
indriyas2 (sensory and action organs)
and the cittas (the transmigrating souls)
originate from these five bh£tas-
¡k¡¿a, v¡yu, agni, ap and p¤thiv¢.

bh£ta-5 ¦ÉÚiÉ-5 (SK 69; ABU 22), every-
thing that exists. The philosophy
embodied in SK discusses the origin,
maintenance and destruction of
everything that exists.
According to ABU, everything is in
brahman, who is in everything. The
S¡´khya K¡rik¡ view is different. It
is dualistic. According to this view, in
addition to the puruÀa, prak¤ti also
exists in its own right. Bh£tas5 are
pr¡k¤tika (of the nature of prak¤ti)
reality.

bh£tadh¡ra¸a ¦ÉÚiÉvÉÉ®úhÉ (VU V 6), not
allowing any of the five mah¡bh£tas
(elements), of which the body is made
up, to wane; i.e. keeping them strong
and active so that the body may live. If
the earth element wanes, wrinkles
appear on the face. When water wastes
away, hair turns grey. When fire loses
its potency, appetite is lost. When air
loses strength, body begins to tremble.
When ether gets weak, life itself wanes.

bhukti bh£tadh¡ra¸a
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bh£t¡tm¡-1 ¦ÉÚiÉÉi¨ÉÉ-1 (ABU 12), ¡tm¡1

which is the essence and substratum of
everything (cf. bh£ta).

bh£t¡tm¡-2 ¦ÉÚiÉÉi¨ÉÉ-2 (VS V 5), soul
residing in individuals. According to
VasiÀ¶ha, one soul is established in dif-
ferent creatures and that very one soul
seems sometimes one and sometimes
many like the moon's reflection in
water.

bh£t¡di ¦ÉÚiÉÉÊnù (SK 25), one of the two
aspects of aha´k¡ra, the other being
vaik¤ta ́ ÉèEÞòiÉ. Vaik¤t¡ha´k¡ra ́ ÉèEÞòiÉÉ½ÆþEòÉ®ú

and bh£t¡di are the two names given
respectively to that aspect of aha´k¡ra
in which sattva2 predominates and to
that in which tamas2 predominates.
Bh£t¡di is the material side and
vaik¤t¡ha´k¡ra-the immaterial side of
gu¸¡tmaka (of the nature of gu¸as)
reality.

bh£mi-1 ¦ÉÚÊ¨É-1ù (VB II 19), the earth
element p¤thv¢.

bh£mi-2 ¦ÉÚÊ¨É-2ù (VB III 45; ANU 17),
ground. For practising dhy¡na, etc.
ANU advises the yog¢ to sit either on
bare ground or on a seat made of grass,
provided they are perfectly clean.

bh£mi-3 ¦ÉÚÊ¨É-3 = bh£mik¡ ¦ÉÚÊ¨ÉEòÉù (YS
III 6; VB I 30; VU IV (1) 1-12 (2) 1, 6,
8-12, 16, V 72, 74-5), a stage in the
progress of yoga. According to VU, the
stages in the development of yoga form
a continuum as the sounds represented
by the three and a half letters of the
word om do. They merge one into

another imperceptibly and form practi-
cally one syllable. In the same way the
various stages of yoga are not entirely
separate from one another. They make
up one yoga. Four bh£mik¡s of yoga
are mentioned in VU ¡rambha, gha¶a,
paricaya and niÀpatti.

bh£mi-4 ¦ÉÚÊ¨É-4 (SSP I 38), earth, one of
the component elements of the physical
body. It has five characteristics-bone,
flesh, skin, nerves and pores.

bh£mity¡ga ¦ÉÚÊ¨ÉiªÉÉMÉ (GS V 56), rising
above the ground. It is said to be the
last stage of l¡ghava (lightness), which
is one of the seven disciplines achieved
by pr¡¸¡y¡ma2. The practice of
uttama (advanced) pr¡¸¡y¡ma2 is
said to bring this ability to the yog¢. It
is in fact a feeling of absolute weight-
lessness.

bh£r¡dayaÅ ¦ÉÚ®úÉnùªÉ: (YKU III 22), the
fourteen divisions of the universe-earth,
six above the earth (bh£h ¦ÉÚ:), and seven
below. When the yog¢ realises the
Supreme Self, these lokas all disappear
for him. They do not exist for him any
longer, because he gets none of his pur-
poses served by them (cf. YS II 22). In
Pataµjali's language a yog¢ at this stage
does not entertain any pari¸¡mas.

bh£rloka ¦ÉÚ±ÉÉæEò (NBU 3; VB III 26), first
of the seven bhuvanas mentioned by
VB. It extends from the lowest region
called avici +´ÉÒÊSÉ to the sky above the
earth and includes seven p¡t¡las and the
earth. According to NBU, it is one of

bh£t¡tm¡-1 bh£rloka
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the seven higher regions of creation (cf.
janoloka). It is imagined as the feet of
the haÆsa (swan), which represents the
vir¡¶ (all pervading) r£pa of the one
Reality.

bh¤´gan¡da ¦ÉÞÆMÉxÉÉnù (GS VII 9; HP II 68),
bhr¡mar¢n¡da-the sound like that of
a black bee or a hollow top going round
and round. According to GS, it is one
of the many sounds which a yog¢ hears
when he succeeds in bhr¡mar¢-
kumbhaka.

bheda-1 ¦Éänù-1ò(SK 15, 46-8; TSB 4), a
thing different from others. Things of
the same kind which are in some way
different from one another are the vari-
ous limited modifications of one and
the same undifferentiated substance;
and since all the various finite things
of the world differ from one another,
there must be a common mother-
substance of which they are all modifi-
cations i.e., there must be an unlimited
and ultimate primeval entity which is
not manifest.

bheda-2 ¦Éänù-2 (SK 68; TSM 129), separa-
tion, SK refers to the separation of the
soul from the body and TSM to the
points of separation in the body,
probably the joints.

bheda-3 ¦Éänù-3 (SK 27), difference. Mu-
tual difference among the eleven senses
is external. Their essence is one, viz.,
vaik¤t¡ha´k¡ra. According to SK,
puruÀa gets emancipation of both
orders having nothing to do with

prak¤ti while living (a life ordinarily
known as j¢vanmukti) and absolute
and permanent freedom from every
kind of connection with prak¤ti-only
when the body falls.

bhedav¡d¢ ¦Éän´ÉÉnÒ (SSP VI 56), discrimi-
nator. One who realises with profound
discrimination about the ultimate, and
all-pervading principle.

bhairavayog¢ ¦Éè®ú´ÉªÉÉäMÉÒ (HP I 6), one of
the important yog¢s of ha¶hayoga.

bhokt¡-1 ¦ÉÉäHòÉ-1 (VB I 24, II 18), enjoyer.
Pataµjali has described puruÀa as
draÀ¶¡ (seer) and not as bhokt¡.
Ì¿varak¤À¸a, however, believes that
puruÀa is the bhokt¡ of the miseries
of old age and agony of death and the
prak¤ti (nature) works for bringing
him apavarga. VB has said in II 18 that
bhoga and apavarga are by buddhi
and in buddhi. But they are attributed
to puruÀa.

bhokt¡-2 ¦ÉÉäHòÉ-2 (VS V 8), the enjoyer.
One of the five substances recognised
by VasiÀ¶ha. The other four are
bhogya, bhukti, bhog¡yatana and
indriya.

bhokt¤bh¡va ¦ÉÉäHÞò¦ÉÉ´É (SK 7), feeling
pleasure and pain. All of us are affected
by this hedonic tone of our experiences;
and this is put forward by Ì¿varak¤À¸a
as a proof of the existence of puruÀas.

bhoga-1 ¦ÉÉäMÉù-1 (YS II 13, 18, III 35).
Pataµjali's definition of bhoga is simi-
lar to that of his kle¿a asmit¡ which
springs from avidy¡. Any experience

bh¤´gan¡da bhoga-1
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so long as the kle¿a asmit¡ is not laid
to sleep is bhoga ultimately due to
avidy¡. So long as asmit¡ is functio-
ning the attitude of citta is that of
bhoga. When asmit¡ becomes inactive
it becomes apavarga. In that state the
citta has realised that there is puruÀa
and that 'I am not that'. Pataµjali does
not attribute bhoga and aparvarga to
puruÀa in any sense. Nor does he seem
to believe that the purpose of saÆyoga
is bhoga and apavarga of puruÀa.

bhoga-2 ¦ÉÉäMÉù-2 (VB II 13), a kind of
experience as a result of karm¡¿aya.

bhogal¡las¡ ¦ÉÉäMÉ±ÉÉ±ÉºÉÉ (TBU I 40), desire
to enjoy. This is one of nine vighnas
(impediments) in the way of sam¡dhi.
It corresponds to Pataµjali's avirati.

bhog¡yatana ¦ÉÉäMÉÉªÉiÉxÉ (VS V 7-8), body,
the place of enjoyment. One of the five
substances recognised by VasiÀ¶ha.
Body has been conceived to be the
place of enjoyment.

bhogya ¦ÉÉäMªÉ (VS V 8), object of enjoy-
ment. One of the five substances recog-
nised by VS.

bhautikasarga ¦ÉÉèÊiÉEòºÉMÉÇ (SK 53), various
types of life made available by
pradh¡na for puruÀas2 to live. In SK
54 they are described as brahm¡di-
stambaparyanta ¥ÉÀÉÊnùºiÉ¨¤É{ÉªÉÇxiÉ (from
brahm¡ down to a blade of grass). Of
these there are eight varieties of super-
human life, five of animal and plant life
and only one kind of human life.
Sattva is said to predominate in lives

at the upper end of this scale. In K¡rik¡
44 dharma is given as the means of
rising in the lives. Practising dharma
leads to a superior order of life which
is preponderantly s¡ttvika; but acco-
rding to SK, it is kevalajµ¡na that leads
the aspirant to apavarga and not
dharma.

bhauma ¦ÉÉè¨É (GS III 59), consisting of
the element earth, which is one of the
five tattvas3 (elements) on which
pr¡¸adh¡ra¸¡ is prescribed. This
tattva3 is described as quadrilateral in
shape and decorated with geological
regions rich in yellow orpiment. Such
should not be the description of a
mah¡bh£ta (element). This image is
prescribed for purposes of dh¡ra¸¡
(concentration). This does not of course
mean that the prthiv¢ mah¡bh£ta is
actually such as described above.

bhramaras¤À¶i §É¨É®úºÉÞÎ¹]õ (YSU VI 19),
internally aroused sounds of the nature
of Pataµjali's viÀayavat¢ prav¤tti. If a
yog¢ begins to hear these sounds, he
should concentrate on the sound which
he hears, driving away all the worldly
thoughts.

bhr¡nti §ÉÉÎxiÉ (YKU I 60), a wrong notion
leading to a wrong path (cf. bhr¡nti-
dar¿ana). This is, according to this text,
one of the ten vighnas (impediments)
in the path of yoga.

bhr¡ntidar¿ana §ÉÉÎxiÉnù¶ÉÇxÉ (YS I 30), a
delusion either about the nature of
reality etc. (i.e. a wrong philosophy) or

bhoga-2 bhr¡ntidar¿ana
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more often, about one's own achieve-
ments. It is one of the nine antar¡yas
(impediments in the path of yoga).

bhr¡ma¸¢ §ÉÉ¨ÉhÉÒ (G 74), one of the five
dh¡ra¸¡s is performed on air element.

bhr¡mar¢ §ÉÉ¨É®úÒ (HP II 44; GS V 46, VII
5), HP describes bhr¡mar¢ kum-
bhaka as accompanied bh¤´gan¡da
and bh¤´g¢n¡da ¦ÉÞÆMÉÒxÉÉnù (sound of a
female bee) during p£raka and recaka
respectively.
According to GS, bhr¡mar¢ (kum-
bhaka) is inhalation and suspension of
breathing after closing the ears with
hands at midnight at a place where no
other sounds are heard. In this condition
the yog¢ listens by his right ear to an
internally aroused sound; and by daily
intermittent practice he succeeds in
hearing various such sounds. With this
sound blends an internally aroused light
and the yog¢ is advised to get absorbed
in that light so that his mind disappears
in the end with the light and the sound
and all. Thus the yog¢ gets lost and
reaches the highest stage of yoga often
called paramapada (highest abode) of
viÀ¸u. Thus, success in bhr¡mar¢
kumbhaka (as it is called) leads to
success in sam¡dhi. According to Ghe-
ra¸·a, no recaka follows this kum-
bhaka; that is, recaka is not an integral
or essential part of this pr¡¸¡y¡ma,
as it is not of m£rcch¡ or kevala-
kumbhakas. It is one of the eight types
of kumbhaka2 according to GS as well

as HP. In VII 10 GS brings in bh¤´ga-
n¡da during recaka also and considers
sam¡patti in it to be sam¡dhi. Most
probably this whole, of which bhr¡ma-
r¢kumbhaka is a part and which
Ghera¸·a calls just bhr¡mar¢ in VII
5, is one of his mudr¡s.

bhruvormadhya-1 §ÉÖ´ÉÉä¨ÉÇvªÉ-1 (BG VIII
10), middle of the eyebrows. Tradition-
ally it is believed to be the meeting point
of i·¡, pi´gal¡ and suÀumn¡ where
pr¡¸a is fixed after raising it through
suÀumn¡.

bhruvormadhya-2 §ÉÖ́ ÉÉä̈ ÉÇvªÉ-2 (VS III 64,
72), middle of the eyebrows considered
as one of the eighteen vital points.

bhr£cakra §ÉÚSÉGò (SSP II 7), seventh
cakras popularly called ¡jµ¡ cakra in
the series of nine cakras. It is said to
be the seat of intuitive knowledge and
bestows the power of speech.

bhr£dahara §ÉÚnù½þ®ú (ATU 2), subtle point
in between the eyebrows, also recogni-
sed as abode of saccid¡nanda.

bhr£madhya §ÉÚ¨ÉvªÉ = (bhr£rantara
§ÉÚ®úxiÉ®ú) (G 8, 34, 84, 86; GS II 23), one
of the nine dhy¡nasth¡nas (spots in
the body on which the yog¢s concen-
trate). It is the spot inside the point
above the nose between the two eye-
brows. Bhr£madhyad¤À¶i is prescri-
bed as a part of khecar¢. Bhr£madh-
yad¤À¶i is prescribed as a part of mats-
yendr¡sana by GS and of siddh¡sana
by G.

bhr¡ma¸¢ bhr£madhya
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ma-¨É
makar¡sana ¨ÉEò®úÉºÉxÉ (GS II 6, 40), one

of the thirtytwo ¡sanas mentioned by
Ghera¸·a. It consists in lying on the
ground with face downwards, the chest
touching the ground, the two legs
stretched apart fully and the head held
by the two hands. This ¡sana promotes
digestion.

mak¡ra-1 ¨ÉEòÉ®ú-1 (GS V 51), the letter
"ma ¨É", which is the b¢jamantra (the
most important letter) of the sacred
word or aphorism denoting mahe¿vara
and is to be repeated thirtytwo times
while exhaling during the performance
of the sagarbha sahita kumbhaka.

mak¡ra-2 ¨ÉEòÉ®ú-2 (ANU 4), the nasal
sound of "ma ¨É",. But, for s£kÀma
dhy¡na, the yog¢ is advised to take
resort to the asvara mak¡ra, which
obviously is no sound at all. This is the
akÀarabrahma.

ma¸ayaÅ ¨ ÉhÉª É: (YSU I 118), the
vertebrae through which suÀumn¡
passes. SuÀumn¡ is, therefore, the
spinal cord for something running in or
along with it; and obviously the pr¡¸a3

which courses through it is a nervous
impulse. The ancient Hindus' knowl-
edge of anatomy seems to be quite deep
in this subject.

ma¸ip£ra ¨ÉÊhÉ{ÉÚ®ú (YKU III 9, 11), one of
the six cakras-literally wheels-but here
centres in the body. When pr¡¸a2 is
sent up a long the suÀumn¡ (the spinal
cord), as they say, it traverses all the

cakras. The yog¢ is supposed to take
this pr¡¸a2 through the cakras
consciously and intentionally-probably
performing dhy¡na (concentrating) on
each of them and thus knowing all
about them as he goes from one cakra
to another. Ma¸ip£ra is situated in the
region of the navel.

ma¸ip£raka ̈ ÉÊhÉ{ÉÚ®Eòú (G 15,  61, 80; YSU
I 172, V 9; YCU 13; DBU 49), n¡bhi
which may be the solar (coeliac) plexus
(cf. ma¸ip£ra). This centre is said to
have, on the analogy of a wheel, ten
spokes-may be ten offshoots.

ma¸·ala-1 ̈ Éhb÷±É-1 (ANU 26) the highest
point  for concentration in the head,
here called the innermost  door opening
the attainment of the ¡tman (the Sup-
reme Self)-the uppermost mokÀadv¡ra
¨ÉÉäIÉuùÉ®ú (door to liberation).

ma¸·ala-2 ¨Éhb÷±É-2 (ANU 38), the entire
system of centres for concentration in
the body. These are also called doors
opening into the attainment of the Self.

ma¸·ala-3 ¨Éhb÷±É-3 (HP III 117), a parti-
cular time unit consisting of a period
of 40 days.

ma¸·£k¡sana ¨ÉhbÚEòÉºÉxÉ (GS II 5, 34-5),
one of the thirtytwo ¡sanas1 enume-
rated by Ghera¸·a. It consists in flexing
and placing the fore-legs under the two
thighs with soles of the two feet turned
upwards and the two big toes touching
each other. As one would do this and
sit on the fore-legs the two knees would
naturally be spread out.

makar¡sana ma¸·£k¡sana
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mati-1 ̈ ÉÊiÉ-1 (DU II 1, 11; TSM 34; SAU
I (2) 1, 9; VU V 14), one of the ten
niyamas. It means having full faith in
the ways prescribed by the Vedas.
While these texts prescribe ten niya-
mas Pataµjali mentions only five.

mati-2 ¨ÉÊiÉ-2 (VS I 53, 63), one of the ten
niyamas. It consists in having faith on
all the ordains of the scriptures and
omitting those which are not advised
by the preceptor.

matsyap¢¶ha ¨ÉiºªÉ{ÉÒ`ö (TSM 49), one of
the principal ¡sanas1 according to this
text. This is different from matsy-
¡sana. This p¢tha (¡sana1) consists in
placing the right heel at the thicker end
of the left thigh encircling the left knee
with the right arm and holding the left
big toe with the right hand.

matsy¡sana ¨ÉiºªÉÉºÉxÉ (GS II 21), one of
the thirtytwo ¡sanas1 mentioned and
explained in this text. It consists in lying
on the back with the footlock and
holding the head with the two elbows.
Other writers add ''arching the spine'',
and some prescribe supporting the hips
on the palms with elbows touching the
ground.

matsyendra ¨ÉiºªÉäxpù (HP I 4), one of the
greatest yog¢s of ha¶hayoga whose
disciple was GorakÀa.

matsyendr¡sana ¨ÉiºªÉäxpùÉºÉxÉ (GS II 4, 23;
HP I 26-7, 37, 48; TSM 49), one of the
principal ¡sanas. According to GS, it
consists in flexing the left leg; placing
the left foot on the right knee, the right

elbow on it, and the face on the right
hand. The abdomen is to be kept a little
withdrawn and the gaze fixed between
the eyebrows.
This description of matsyendr¡sana
is far from being clear or adequate. HP
explains this important ¡sana as
follows:- flexing the right leg
completely and placing the right foot
at the root of the left thigh above it, take
the left foot round the right knee, place
it on the far side of the right thigh and
hold its big toe while turning the head
completely towards the left and
grasping the right ankle by the left hand.
HP calls it an ¡sana taught by Matsye-
ndran¡tha, while TSM gives it the name
matsyap¢¶haka. where the word
matsya ¨ÉiºªÉ does not mean fish.

mathana ̈ ÉlÉxÉ = sumathana ºÉÖ̈ ÉlÉxÉ (YKU
II 43, 46, 47), rotating. For khecar¢-
mudr¡, according to this text, a swab
is inserted up to the top in a nostril and
gently rotated.

madhuprat¢ka-1 ¨ÉvÉÖ|ÉiÉÒEò-1 (VB III 48),
a yog¢ at the third stage of development
(progress in yoga) acquires abilities
like ESP (vikara¸abh¡va). These
siddhis (achievements) are called
madhuprat¢kas by VB.

madhuprat¢ka-2 ̈ ÉvÉÖ|ÉiÉÒEò-2 (VBh III 48),
the term used for three yogic occult
powers combined together. These three
powers are: speed like that of the mind,
knowledge without the aid of sense
organs and mastery over the first cause.

mati-1 madhuprat¢ka-2
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madhubh£mika ¨ÉvÉÖ¦ÉÚÊ¨ÉEò (VB III 51), a
yog¢ at the second stage of progress in
yoga called madhumat¢bh£mi,
where prajµ¡ (supernormal insight) is
¤tambhar¡ (showing the truth).

madhumat¢bh£mi ̈ ÉvÉÖ̈ ÉiÉÒ¦ÉÚÊ¨É (VB III 51),
madhubh£mi, second of the four
stages of progress in yoga. It is
characterised by ¤tambhar¡prajµ¡
(cf. madhub£mika).

madhya-1 ¨ÉvªÉ-1 (YS I 22), one of the
three degrees of intensity of t¢vrasaÆ-
vega, the other two being m¤du and
adhim¡tra. The intensity of madhya
saÆvega is intermediate between those
of m¤du and adhim¡tra saÆvegas.

madhya-2 ¨ÉvªÉ-2 = madhyama ¨ÉvªÉ¨É =
madhyamarga ¨ÉvªÉ¨ÉÉMÉÇ (HP II 42, III
4, IV 14, 16, 72, 114), suÀumn¡.

madhya-3 ¨ÉvªÉ-3 (HP IV 85, 86), in the
intermediatory stage of the practice of
n¡d¡nusandh¡na. This stage may be
equated with paricay¡vasth¡, the third
stage in the sequence of four stages of
n¡d¡nusandh¡na. During this stage
those internally aroused sounds are
heard which are resembling with the
sounds of a small drum, a conch, a bell
and a gong.

madhyaga ¨ÉvªÉMÉ (HP II 4), middle path.
Here it means along the path of
suÀumn¡. If n¡·¢s are full of impuri-
ties, the proper channel of pr¡¸a
towards suÀumn¡ is not possible and
thus impurities work as a great obstru-
ction in the attainment of success in

ha¶hayoga, since ha¶hayoga essenti-
ally prerequires the travelling of pr¡¸a
along the path of suÀumn¡.

madhyacakra ¨ÉvªÉSÉGò (HP III 72), the
state of i·¡ and pi´gal¡1 passages
being completely blocked. This
controls the sixteen ¡dh¡ras by
regulating the flow of nervous currents
through the neck-throat region.
Brahm¡nanda in his commentary
Jyotsn¡ describes it as the vi¿uddhi
cakra which controls all the sixteen
¡dh¡ras.

madhyaman¡·¢ ¨ÉvªÉ¨ÉxÉÉb÷Ò (HP III 120),
suÀumn¡. Practice of ¡sana, pr¡¸¡-
y¡ma and mudr¡ is said to render it
an easy passage for ku¸·al¢ to go
upwards.

madhyamapr¡¸¡y¡ma-1 ¨ÉvªÉ¨É|ÉÉhÉÉªÉÉ¨É-
1 (G 48, 49; TSM 105-6), one of the
three stages of progress in pr¡¸¡y¡ma.
It is characterised by (1) each of its
three components being of twenty four
m¡tr¡s (units) and (2) trembling. Per-
fect pr¡¸¡y¡ma is termed uttama-
pr¡¸¡y¡ma. Yog¢s who have by prac-
tice learnt madhyama pr¡¸¡y¡ma to
this extent feel that their spinal cord is
throbbing. (cf. merukampa)

madhyamapr¡¸¡y¡ma-2 ¨ÉvªÉ¨É|ÉÉhÉÉªÉÉ¨É-
2 (BY VIII 9-11), an intermediate
stage, but here it means the second stage
in the sequence of three stages of the
successful practice of pr¡¸¡y¡ma. BY
suggests twentyfour m¡tr¡s for the
second variety of pr¡¸¡y¡ma.

madhubh£mika madhyamapr¡¸¡y¡ma-2
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According to HP, this second stage
causes tremor in the body.

madhyam¡ ¨ÉvªÉ¨ÉÉ (YKU III 19; YSU III
4), par¡, pa¿yant¢, madhyam¡ and
vaikhar¢ are said to be energies which
are said to reside in the m£l¡dh¡ra,
h¤daya, ka¸¶ha and mouth respec-
tively and are responsible for develop-
ing n¡da (speech) gradually into
spoken word. Madhyam¡ thus appears
to be the conative consciousness of
spoken word before it is actually
uttered.

madhyalakÀya ̈ ÉvªÉ±ÉIªÉ (ATU 7), a lakÀya
(object of meditation) localised neither
exclusively inside the body nor quite
outside. It is, therefore, called b¡hy¡-
bhyantarastha ¤ÉÉÁÉ¦ªÉxiÉ®úºlÉ vyoma-
paµcaka. The yog¢ sees the vyoma-
paµcaka in him and himself in it. He
then assumes the form of this lakÀya;
that is sam¡patti in it. The yog¢'s mind
becomes one with the lakÀya. The
madhyalakÀya is described thus in
general terms, "as if there was an
unbroken orb of the morning sun of a
brilliant elementary (primary) colour;
as if there was a range of flames of fire;
as if it were absolutely pure sky''. In
the beginning it is only a feeling of the
yog¢, but as he continues to gaze, he
actually sees the vyomapaµcaka. All
the five colours of the sky are not seen
at once but one after the other.

madhya¿akti ¨ÉvªÉ¶ÉÎCiÉ (SSP IV 16), one
of the three names of ku¸·alin¢

residing in the body, the other two are
adhaÅ¿akti and £rdhva¿akti. When
all the three are tackled simultaneously,
one reaches the highest abode.

madhy¡hn¡rkama¸·ala ¨ÉvªÉÉ¼xÉÉEÇò¨Éhb÷±É
(MBU II (1) 10), midday sun, one of
the visions seen when a yog¢ is about
to succeed in ¿¡mbhav¢mudr¡. These
are, therefore, called cihnas (signs) of
success. Six of them are mentioned in
order. But perhaps they are not always
seen in that order. In one and the same
sitting the yog¢ may see several of them
in any order. It is also possible that a
yog¢ sees only one cihna (sign) for
sometime and then begins to see others
in any order. The midday sun is the
sixth in order.

manas-1 ¨ÉxÉºÉÂ-1 (SSP I 44), mind. It has
five characteristics-positive thoughts,
negative thoughts, oblivion, inertia and
cogitation.

manas-2 ¨ÉxÉºÉÂ-2 (VBh I 35), a synonym
for citta "atra ca manas iti vacan¡d
mana¿cittayoraikateti bodhyam +jÉ SÉ

¨ÉxÉºÉÂ <ÊiÉ ´ÉSÉxÉÉnÂù ¨ÉxÉÊ¶SÉkÉªÉÉä®èúEòiÉäÊiÉ ¤ÉÉävªÉ¨ÉÂ''.

manas-3 ¨ Éx ÉºÉ Â-3 (YS I 35, II 53),
cognition-the knowing aspect of cons-
ciousness for which Pataµjali has used
a concrete instead of an abstract term.
He means rising of cittav¤ttis. Practice
of pr¡¸¡y¡ma2, as well as sensations
internally aroused, stabilizes manas1 in
this sense.

manas-4 ¨ÉxÉºÉÂ-4 (SK 27; G 2, 31, 68, 75,
94; HP II 42, III 121, 123, IV 5, 15; GS

madhyam¡ manas-4
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IV 2-7, V 57; TSM 14, 21, 114, 116,
129, 134; TBU I 4, 20, 34-5, 39; YKU
III 4-6; BY VIII 51, IX 117, 182, 185),
one of the three components of antaÅ-
kara¸a which is supposed to play a
double role. As an indriya manas
converts sensations into perception of
a concrete object and vague impulses
into those for performing this or that
definite action. As sa´kalpaka ºÉÆEò±{ÉEò
it entertains wishes and desires even
when none of the ten indriyas is
working. SK speaks of eleven indriyas
but of thirteen kara¸as2.
BY advises contemplation of manas in
buddhi.

manana ¨ÉxÉxÉ (DU II 14), one of the two
kinds of m¡nasa japa (mental recita-
tion), the other being dhy¡na. It
consists in calling up an image, which
may be absent in dhy¡na.

manaÅsthairya ¨ÉxÉ:ºlÉ èªÉ Ç (HP II 42),
steadiness of mind. When m¡ruta or
pr¡¸a enters suÀumn¡, mind attains
steadiness. This is possible through the
regular and long practice of
pr¡¸¡y¡ma.

manaÅpras¡da ¨ÉxÉô:|ÉºÉÉnù (BG XVII 16),
tranquillity of mind. This is one of the
mental austerities.

manaÅspanda ¨ÉxÉô:º{Éxnùù (SAU I (7) 28),
arising of cittav¤ttis. ManaÅspanda
stops when the practice of pr¡¸¡y¡ma
becomes easy and pleasant, as also in
concentration i.e. when dhy¡na succe-
eds. In fact success in dhy¡na is

manaÅspandanirodha-cittav¤ttini-
rodha.

manogati ¨ÉxÉÉäMÉÊiÉ (GS III 58), the ability
to go everywhere as one's mind does.
According to this text, the yog¢ who
masters the dh¡ra¸¡s can take a trip
to the paradise in his mortal body.

manojavitva-1 ¨ÉxÉÉäVÉÊ´Éi´É-1 (YS III 48),
speed as fast as that of mind. A yog¢
acquires this speed of movement if he
is successful in saÆyama on graha¸a,
svar£pa, asmit¡3, anvaya and artha-
vatva-the psychical side of prak¤ti2

(nature).
manojavitva-2 ¨ÉxÉÉäVÉÊ´Éi´É-2 (VB III 48),

manojavatva ¨ÉxÉÉäVÉ´Éi´É (VS III 30),
speed like that of the mind. According
to VB, speed of the mind means that
the body acquires very quick motion.
The practice of saÆyama on the
process of knowing on the essential
attribute, on the sense of 'I', on in-
herence and on the purposefulness of
sensation bestows indriyajaya which
further gives power like manojavitva
etc. VS mentions it to be the result of
kevalakumbhaka.

manoduÀ¶a ¨ÉxÉÉänùÖ¹]õ (BY XI 49), person
with mental impurities. Through
sany¡sa one becomes devoid of such
impurities.

manonman¢-1 ¨ÉxÉÉäx¨ÉxÉÒ-1 (GS V 57, 91,
VII 15), a state of mind which super-
venes on performing pr¡¸¡y¡ma2

successfully or developing complete
bhakti ¦ÉÎCiÉ (devotion). Its physiological

manana manonman¢-1
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condition includes tears and gooseflesh.
Another characteristic feature of the
physiological condition is that the rate
of breathing is increased from 15 per
minute to 30 per minute. Ghera¸·a has
not used manonman¢ and unman¢ as
synonyms, as HP has done. According
to GS, the former may ultimately
develop into the latter, which he has
made synonymous with r¡jayoga.

manonman¢-2 ¨ÉxÉÉäx¨ÉxÉÒ-2 (NBU 48; HP
II 42, III 53, IV 3, 20, 64), merging of
the self (= sam¡patti) in something
which is not a sound emitted or heard,
or any other viÀaya4 (content of consci-
ousness) for that matter. The condition
is the same as Pataµjali's nirb¢ja-
sam¡dhi and GS's manom£rch¡.
According to HP, this condition arises
when pr¡¸a2 courses through suÀu-
mn¡. This author also uses manon-
man¢2 as a synonym of r¡jayoga. In
HP II 42 manonman¢ is equated with
steadiness of mind.

manom£rch¡ ¨ÉxÉÉä¨ÉÚUôÉÇ (GS V83, VII 6,
16; HP II 69), one of the six aspects of
r¡jayoga according to GS. It consists
in merging the individual self in the
¡tman2 (brahman). In this state the
mind looses itself in the ¡tman in the
sense that there remains the ¡tman2 and
¡tman2 alone in consciousness (cf.
sam¡patti).
They seem to make no difference
between manom£rch¡ and m£rch¡
kumbhaka and Ghera¸·a's m£rch¡

kumbhaka seems to be a state of
sam¡patti in which ¡tm¡2 is the tat
and manas2 the tatstha.
Manom£rch¡ is described in VII 6 as
this aspect of r¡jayoga, which is
probably the culmination of m£rch¡
kumbhaka according to GS. HP talks
of losing the mind without bringing in
¡tman.

manoy¡ga ¨ÉxÉÉäªÉÉMÉ (PBU (P) 18), mental
sacrifice. The act of bringing about the
union of the direct and the transcendent
¡tman by the realization ''that thou art'',
"I am Brahman"-is the mental
sacrifice.

mantra-1 ̈ ÉxjÉ-1 (YS IV 1), mantrayoga-
one of the methods of gaining siddhis2

(supernatural powers). According to
VB, the abilities of flying in the air etc.
can be acquired by mantra2 yoga. Acc-
ording to HP, the yog¢ who succeeds
in sam¡dhi is beyond the reach of any
mantra1. Pataµjali advises recitation of
om which signifies ¢¿vara. This
recitation is obviously mantrayoga.

mantra-2 ¨ÉxjÉ-2 (YSU I 131), breathing-
haÆsa2 = expiration and inspiration.
Expiration is mentioned first as we do
not breathe because we need oxygen
and take it in, but because there is
excess of CO

2
 in us and the need of

expiration. This shows their sound
knowledge of physiology. When
quickly repeated, haÆsa2 becomes
so'ham. This recitation is called
mantrayoga.

manonman¢-2 mantra-2
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mantra-3 ¨ÉxjÉ-3 (YSU II 18, 20) a sacred
word or words, repeated in mantra-
yoga. Om2 is said to be the most
important of mantras.

mantrayoga ¨ÉxjÉªÉÉäMÉ (YTU 19; YSU I
130-132), one of the four kinds of yoga
mentioned in YTU, the other three
being laya, ha¶ha and r¡ja. If a person
recites a mantra3, pronouncing the
syllables etc. correctly, for twelve
years, he gets certain extraordinary
powers like knowing about absent
things and reducing his body to an
extremely small size.
According to YSU, success in mantra-
yoga transforms respiration into self-
realisation. The former ceases and the
latter dawns. This is said to take place
in the suÀumn¡ (inside the spinal cord),
as the rising of pr¡¸a2 up along the
suÀumn¡ is supposed to be the way
which leads to self-realisation. "Om''
is considered, in this text, to be the
m£lamantra, the root of all the
mantras.

manth¡na ̈ ÉxlÉÉxÉ (HP I 6), one of the great
Yog¢s of ha¶hayoga of unknown
nomenclature. One of the predecessors
of Sv¡tm¡r¡ma.

may£r¡sana-1 ¨ÉªÉÚ®úÉºÉxÉ-1 = m¡y£ra-
p¢¶ha ¨ÉÉªÉÚ®{ÉÒ`ö (GS II 5, 29-30; HP I
30; VU V 15; DU III 1, 11; TSM 48),
one of the principal ¡sanas. It consists
in resting the palms of both hands on
the ground; then placing the parts of the
abdomen on either side of the navel on

the two elbows, and then adopting the
pose by raising the head and the feet in
the air parallel to the floor like a
horizontal stick. The practice of this
¡sana assimilates unwholesome and
overeaten food, promotes ja¶har¡gni
(digestive heat), neutralises poisons and
cures all diseases like enlargement of
spleen and liver. In a word, this ¡sana
makes the yog¢ free from all ailments.
The yog¢ balances his body on his
elbows as a peacock does on his legs
and keeps his head and feet raised
horizontally above the ground.

may£r¡sana-2 ¨ÉªÉÚ®úÉºÉxÉ-2 (VS I 67, 76-
77), peacock pose. One of the ten
¡sanas enumerated by VasiÀ¶ha. Its
technique consists in placing hands well
on the ground, elbows on both sides of
the navel and the body like a stick in
the air.

mara¸a-1 ¨É®úhÉ-1 (HP II 3, III 38, 87),
death, which ensues when life activity
is completely exhausted and one is un-
able to breathe. Slower the respiratory
process slower is the rate of exhaustion.
Hence yog¢s are advised to minimize
respiratory activity by practising
pr¡¸¡y¡ma. It is claimed for khecar¢
that the person who practises it succes-
sfully never gets exhausted and there-
fore does not die. The meaning seems
to be that he does not die so long as he
is in the state of khecar¢. In the context
of vajrol¢ it is said that one who prac-
tise this mudr¡ enjoys a long life.

mantra-3 mara¸a-1
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mara¸a-2 ¨É®úhÉ-2 (HP III 7, 13), death
which is followed by another birth. The
practice of the ten mudr¡s, particularly
mah¡mudr¡ is said to make one
immortal in the sense that he is not born
again after his body falls.

mara¸a-3 ¨É®úhÉ-3 (HP III 11), cessation
of activity. Activity which has to do
with i·¡ and pi´gal¡ stops in the state
of mah¡mudr¡.

marut-1 ̈ É¯ûiÉÂ-1 (HP II 40), breath. So long
as suspension of respiration is main-
tained by pr¡¸¡y¡ma, there arises no
mental process and one does not die.
If air is swallowed to capacity one floats
on water like a lotus leaf.

marut-2 ¨É¯ûiÉÂ-2 (HP III 7), a god.
marutsiddhi ¨É¯ûÎiºÉÊrù (GS III 17), the

ability of starting a current (probably a
nervous impulse which gives a
sensation) from the m£l¡dh¡ra (the
centre for meditation at the base of the
spine) which, in the words of V¡cas-
patimi¿ra, is sensed as a pip¢lik¡spar¿a
Ê{É{ÉÒÊ±ÉEòÉº{É¶ÉÇ (creeping sensation) rising
towards the head. If a person practises
m£labandha (contracting the anal
muscles) he acquires this ability soon.

marunnirodha ¨É¯ûÊzÉ®úÉävÉ (SSP VIII 19),
holding of the breath. Having drawn the
external air through nostrils and held
inside is called marunnirodha of
p£raka phase.

marman ¨É¨É ÇxÉ Â (KU 12, 13, 14), the
innermost part of a joint- most probably
a nervous structure, a nerve centre. Two

of them are mentioned in this UpaniÀad-
the ankle joint (p¡dasyopari {ÉÉnùºªÉÉä{ÉÊ®ú
marman) and the knee joint (marma-
ja´gha). They are to be cut by pr¡¸a-
dh¡ra¸¡-the dhy¡nayoga of this
UpaniÀad. Life is supposed to be con-
centrated in the marmans and for this
reason we are firmly attached of them,
and that attachment is to be removed.
The number of marmasth¡nas is here
said to be eighteen.

marmasth¡na-1 ¨É¨ÉÇºlÉÉxÉ-1ù (TSM 129),
eighteen innermost parts of the body,
including the nine dhy¡nasth¡nas
(spots for meditation) of GorakÀa, are
called marmasth¡nas in this UpaniÀad
and pr¡¸adh¡ra¸¡ is recommended
on each of them. cf. marman.

marmasth¡na-2 ¨É¨ÉÇºlÉÉxÉ-2ù (VS III 61),
vital points. There are eighteen vital
points from toe to head in the body as
recognised by VasiÀ¶ha. For the prac-
tice of praty¡h¡ra, one is directed to
hold the air at different marma-
sth¡nas starting from toe and after
pulling it from each and every place,
ultimately it should be held at vyoma,
i.e. bregma, i.e., the eighteenth marma-
sth¡na. The eighteen marmasth¡nas
are- (1) the big toes, (2) the ankles, (3)
middle of the calves, (4) upper end of
the skin, (5) knee, (6) middle of the
thigh, (7) bottom of anus, (8) middle
of the body, (9) penis, (10) navel, (11)
middle of the heart. (12) cavity of the
throat, (13) root of the tongue, (14) root

mara¸a-2 marmasth¡na-2
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of the nose, (15) region of the eyes, (16)
between the eyebrows, (17) forehead,
and (18) vyoma (bregma).

mala-1 ¨É±É-1ù (ANU 7, 20; HP II 37-8),
impurity. This word is used for (1) the
impurities (matter other than the metal)
with which metals are found mixed up
in ores and which are removed by
fanning the fire used to heat them and
(2) the indriyak¤tadoÀas <ÎxpùªÉEÞòiÉnùÉ ä¹É
(difficulties caused by sense and action
organs), which are removed by
pr¡¸¡y¡ma2, japa and dharma
(righteousness). Sth£ladhy¡na is also
prescribed for getting rid of malas.
HP includes impurities of the body like
phlegm, bile, mucus, which are
removed by doing Àa¶karma and
pr¡¸¡y¡ma2.

mala-2 ¨É±É-2 (GS I 22), excreta, faeces.
mala-3 ¨É±É-3ù (GS V 35; HP I 39, II 4-6,

III 119), any kind of obstruction for
pr¡¸a2 in any n¡·¢. In one sense
pr¡¸a courses through the respiratory
organs which also are called n¡·¢s1.
In another sense it travels in the nervous
structures like the suÀumn¡. All these
n¡·¢s are to be kept clean by a yog¢,
as also the n¡·¢s through which waste
products are eliminated.

maladeha ¨É±Énäù½þù (GS I 19), body full of
impurities (cf. mala1). The body made
clean in every way by removing all the
impurities is transformed into a
devadeha (specially purified body).
Literally the body of a god. Other
bodies are maladehas.

mala¿odhana ̈ É±É¶ÉÉävÉxÉù (HP I 39), purifica-
tion (of the impurities). It is said that
out of eightyfour ¡sanas, only siddh-
¡sana is capable of purifying seventy-
two thousand n¡·¢s. Mala¿odhana of
the n¡·¢s is one of the important aspe-
cts for bringing the marut to travel
along the middle path, one of the essen-
tial requisite conditions for the success
in ha¶hayoga.

mal¡kula ¨É±ÉÉEÖò±É (HP II 4, 5), mala =
impurities, wasteproducts, ¡kula = full
of. Thus the compound word means-
full of impurities. When the n¡·¢s are
clogged with impurities, the free flow
of pr¡¸a is obstructed.

mahat ¨É½þiÉÂ (VB II 19; SK 3, 8, 22, 40,
56; TSB 3; BY III 27, IX 185), first
differentiation in the completely
undifferentiated primeval substance-
pradh¡na. It is the li´gam¡tra
gu¸aparva of Pataµjali. SK calls it a
prak¤tivik¤ti (something which
appears something else and in which
appears other things). It is itself a
differentiation in which other aspects
differentiate. It is a form of some matter
and is itself a matter of the forms which
it takes. Mahat is a form of the
primeval substance-pradh¡na and is
itself the matter of the vaik¤t¡ha´k¡ra
and bh£t¡di. Avyakta2 is the potentia-
lity of which mahat is actuality; but
mahat itself is also a potentiality of
which aha´k¡ra is actuality. The only
actualities, in fact, are the ¿¡nta, ghora

mala-1 mahat
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and m£·ha vi¿eÀas; and in the last
analysis, the only ultimate potentiality
is avyakta2. Avyakta2 is a mere poten-
tiality and these vi¿eÀas are the only
actualities-actualities in the strict sense
of the word. Mahat, aha´k¡ra,
indriyas and tanm¡tr¡s are neither
mere potentialities nor actualities in this
sense. In theory they are actualities of
some potentialities and potentialities of
some actualities. But from the practical
point of view all these are mere poten-
tialities. It is only for the scientist or
the philosopher that they are actualities
of some deeper potentialities. They
have no vy¡vah¡rika ´ªÉÉ´É½þÉÊ®úEò (pragm-
atic) existence, although for the philo-
sophers and the scientists who know
them they are real and exist immanently
in everything. Avyakta2 is the last
potentiality-the ultimate reality about
which neither the scientist nor the
philosopher knows anything. Accor-
ding to Vy¡sa, we cannot even say whe-
ther it exists or does not exist (II 19).
Yet it is an ultimate reality, as real as
the puruÀas. This is the S¡´khya
theory.
Mahat is thus neither a bare potentia-
lity nor a true actuality. It is an actuality
as compared to avyakta and a potentia-
lity as compared to aha´k¡ra. For the
layman it is of no value or significance.
It has no pragmatic existence. But, for
the philosopher or the scientist who
knows about it, it is there and exists

immanently in things of practical value
about which we all know. The things
exist in and through it (cf. VB II 19),
though we perceive and imagine only
things-not mahat, which we can
neither see nor imagine. TSB adopts the
S¡´khya theory in so far as it holds
that the five mah¡bh£tas are
development in the five tanm¡tr¡s,
these in aha´k¡ra and aha´k¡ra in
mahat, which according to this text, is
the first form taken by avyakta2.
According to BY, both mahat (with all
that it contains) and avyakta should be
contemplated in puruÀa3.

mahat¢ ¨É½þiÉÒ (NBU 11), ninth m¡tr¡ in
the series of twelve m¡tr¡s of
pra¸ava. Each m¡tr¡ has been named
differently, although collectively all are
known as pra¸ava. The mantrayog¢
who dies reciting this m¡tr¡ is reborn
in maharloka.

mahattva ¨É½þk´É (YS I 40), extreme vast-
ness. The choice for dhy¡na (medita-
tion) may fall on any object from the
biggest to the smallest.
The mahattva yoga5 of prak¤ti is the
immense potentiality of prak¤ti.

mah¡k¡¿a-1 ¨É½þÉEòÉ¶É-1 (MBU I (2) 13,
IV 2, 3; ATU 7), one of the vyoma-
paµcakas. ATU gives this name to one
of the five forms of his madhyalakÀya.
This mah¡k¡¿a is bright like the
destructive fire of the end of the world.
Of course nobody knows what exactly
it is except a successful yog¢.

mahat mah¡k¡¿a-1
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mah¡k¡¿a-2 ¨É½þÉEòÉ¶É-2 (SSP I 31), ether
element. One of the five gross elements,
which has five characteristics-
emptiness, looplessness, beyond touch,
having blue colour and sonorous.

mah¡kle¿a ¨É½þÉC±Éä¶É (HP III 13), highly
agonizing diseases. Sv¡tm¡r¡ma gives
a list of such diseases as consumption
(kÀays), skin diseases, constipation,
glandular enlargement and indigestion.
Mah¡kle¿a has been recognised as
doÀa i.e. diseases-mah¡kle¿¡dayo
dos¡Å. Brahm¡nanda in his comment-
ary on this verse identifies mah¡kle¿as
with Pataµjalean concept of kle¿a.

mah¡khaga ¨É½ÉJÉMÉ (GS III 8; HP III 55),
literally the big bird. Reference is to the
creeping sensations felt in the back.
Since they are felt as something rising
upwards they are compared to a soaring
bird. This experience of the yog¢s is
generally described as pr¡¸a2 rising up
along the suÀumn¡.

mah¡teja ¨É½ÉiÉäVÉ (SSP I 33), the great
element fire. It has five charactristics-
combustion, digestibility, heat, lumino-
sity and red colour.

mah¡nirodha ¨É½ÉÊxÉ®úÉävÉ (BY VIII 21),
great control of breath. Having let the
air out fully from the nostrils and
holding it outside without inhaling, it
is called mah¡nirodha.

mah¡patha ¨É½É{ÉlÉ (HP III 4), suÀumn¡.
mah¡padma-1 ¨É½þÉ{ÉnÂù¨É-1 (GS VI 9), the

dhy¡nasth¡na (spot for meditation) at
the top of the head described as the

sahasradala ºÉ½þ»Énù±É (thousand petalled)
mah¡padma. It is obviously the most
important spot in the human body and
its functions are legion.

mah¡padma-2 ¨É½þÉ{ÉnÂù¨É-2 (G 61). From
the context in G, it appears that
GorakÀa's mah¡padma is the dhy¡na-
sth¡na next above the an¡hata or
h¤daya in the chest.

mah¡pr¡¸a ¨É½þÉ|ÉÉhÉ (VS III 55), cosmic
pr¡¸a.

mah¡p¤thv¢ ¨É½þÉ{ÉÞl´ÉÒ (SSP I 35), earth.
One of the five gross elements. It is cha-
racterised as extensiveness changing
form, solid, smell and yellow colour.
These are the five qualities of earth.

mah¡bandha ¨É½þÉ¤ÉxvÉ (GS III 18-19; HP
III 18-25; YTU 26, 115), one of the
important mudr¡s. It consists in cove-
ring the anus by the left heel, slowly
and carefully pressing this heel with the
right foot, gently contracting the anal
muscles, and retaining the degree of
contraction by j¡landhara bandha
(chinlock). This pose is praised much
for the benefits derived from it.
According to YTU, mah¡bandha is
one of the twenty members of ha¶ha-
yoga and consists in placing the left
heel against the perineum, stretching
the right leg and holding the right foot
with both hands, fixing the chin firmly
to the chest (j¡landharabandha),
inhaling with both nostrils, restraining
breath according to one's capacity, and
then exhaling. This is to be repeated by

mah¡k¡¿a-2 mah¡bandha
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flexing the right leg and extending the
left. These two descriptions of this
bandha, though agreeing in several
points are not exactly the same.

mah¡bh¡svara ¨É½þÉ¦ÉÉº´É®ú (VB III 26), a
class of gods who reside in the second
bhuvana (world), i.e. tapoloka, along
with the ¡bh¡svaras and satyamah¡-
bh¡svaras.

mah¡bh£ta ¨É½þÉ¦ÉÚiÉ (VB II 28; YCU 72),
the five elements earth, air, water, fire
and ether.

mah¡mudr¡ ¨É½þÉ¨ÉÖpùÉ = mahat¢mudr¡
¨É½iÉÒ¨ÉÖpùÉ (G 32-3; GS III 6; HP III 12-
17; YCU 69, 70), one of the five
mudr¡s. By practising them a yog¢ be-
comes successful in yoga. This pose is
a combination of a pose resembling
pa¿cimat¡na (with one foot only) and
pr¡¸¡y¡ma.
Mah¡mudr¡ consists in (1) placing the
chin on the chest (j¡landharabandha).
(2) pressing the yonisth¡na (perineum)
with the left heel, (3) holding the
outstretched right foot with both hands
and (4) doing pr¡¸¡y¡ma2 in this
position, and (GS adds) (5) fixing the
gaze between the eyebrows.
According to YCU and HP, mah¡-
mudr¡ is to be repeated by changing
the position of the two legs each time
and the number of times each leg is
flexed is to be equal to that for which
that leg is extended. This mudr¡ is
called mah¡bandha by YTU. The
practice of this mudr¡ considerably

enhances digestive ability and cures all
kinds of diseases and according to HP,
sends ku¸·alin¢1 upwards along the
suÀumn¡ (cf. Brahm¡nanda).

mah¡meru ̈ É½þÉ¨Éǟ û (VU V 62), a synonym
for sahasr¡racakra.

mah¡moha ¨É½þÉ¨ÉÉä½þ (SK 48; VB I 8), one
of the five forms of the kle¿a
viparyaya = (YS's avidy¡). According
to Vy¡sa, mah¡moha is another name
for r¡ga. Attachment to five kinds of
externally aroused and five kinds of
internally aroused (cf. VB I 35) experie-
nces is the tenfold mah¡moha accord-
ing to V¡caspati Mi¿ra (cf. SK 48).

mah¡yoga ¨É½þÉªÉÉäMÉ (YSU I 130), yoga-
catuÀ¶aya ªÉÉäMÉSÉiÉÖ¹]õªÉ (the fourfold yoga)
in which mantrayoga, ha¶hayoga,
layayoga and r¡jayoga are all
combined.

mah¡li´ga ¨É½þÉË±ÉMÉ (G 12), a strange
structure inside the yoni (perineum).
That it faces backwards towards the
suÀumn¡ (the spinal cord) means that
its sphere of activity is along the
suÀumn¡. When ku¸·al¢ is aroused
the yog¢ sees a distinctly formed image-
an image like that of a gem (jewel). It
is said that it appears when the ¿akti
(energy) in the mah¡li´ga and
ku¸·al¢¿akti are aroused. They may
be ultimately the same ¿akti.

mah¡v¡yu ̈ É½þÉ´ÉÉªÉÖ (SSP I 32), air element,
one of the five gross elements. Its five
characteristic features are movability,
directibility tactuality, dryness, and
having smoke-colour.

mah¡bh¡svara mah¡v¡yu
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mah¡videha ̈ É½þÉÊ´Énäù½þ (YS III 43), bahira-
kalpit¡v¤tti. It is not a cittav¤tti.
Vy¡sa calls it a dh¡ra¸¡-that in which
the citta leaves the body and goes to
another object, which may be another
body. Bhoja however, explains it as a
v¤tti in which the yog¢ looses even
sense of his having a body.

mah¡vedha ¨É½þÉ´ÉävÉ (GS III 18-20; YTU
26; HP III 6, 24-28), one of the principal
mudr¡s according to GS. It consists in
first adopting the mah¡bandha pose,
and then getting into the u··iy¡na
posture (by raising the diaphragm) and
suspending respiration. According to
YTU, if while in the mah¡bandha
posture, a yog¢ practises concentration,
stopping his breath, then anila (pr¡¸a2)
soon rises, i.e., he begins to have the
creeping sensations in the back. This
performance is strongly recommended
as a means of success in yoga.

mah¡vrata-1 ¨É½þÉµÉiÉ-1 (YS II 31), the
yamas (restraints) strictly to be obser-
ved without any exceptions whatso-
ever. Perhaps the use of the word is
necessitated by the fact that a beginner
in yoga may not be able to follow the
yamas rigorously and for him, during
the course of early practice, an a¸uvrata
+hÉÖµÉiÉ (easy restraint) is suggested.

mah¡vrata-2 ¨É½þÉµÉiÉ-2 (SSP VI 47), a
variety of s¡dhakas of the N¡tha cult.
One who has taken the vow of persuing
the highest tattva.

mah¡vy¡h¤ti ¨É½þÉ´ªÉÉ¾þÊiÉ (BY III 5, 6),

seven vy¡h¤tis which are- bh£r,
bhuvaÅ, svaÅ, mahaÅ, janaÅ, tapaÅ and
satyam. These are prescribed during the
practice of pr¡¸¡y¡ma.

mah¡¿akti ¨É½þÉ¶ÉÎCiÉ (HP IV 10), great
force, as synonym for ku¸·alin¢.

mah¡¿£nya ̈ É½þÉ¶ÉÚxªÉ (HP IV 74), the space
below the spot, between the eyebrows.
Pr¡¸a2 reaches this spot, which is said
to be the source of all siddhis, in the
paricaya- avasth¡ of yoga.

mah¡salila ¨É½þÉºÉÊ±É±É (SSP I 34), water
element, one of the five gross elements.
Its five characteristic features are
flowing, drenching, liquidity, gustatory,
and having white colour.

mah¡s¡k¡rapi¸·a ¨É½þÉºÉÉEòÉ®úÊ{Éhb÷ (SSP I
35), a synonym for Ëdin¡tha ¿iva, the
first expounder of ha¶hayoga of N¡tha
cult.

mah¡siddha ¨É½þÉÊºÉrù (HP I 9; SSP V 53),
one who has achieved the power of
ha¶hayoga, HP gives a list of about 34
siddhas who have achieved the success
in ha¶hayoga and thus have broken the
law of death by its power. One who has
devotional attitude towards his guru
and cautiously equalising the p¡da-
pi¸·a and also stabilizing oneself in
universal bliss-becomes mah¡siddha.

mahe¿vara ¨É½äþ¶´É®ú (G 5; SAU III (2) 5),
synonym for ¿iva, conceived as first
expounder of ha¶hayoga. Thus
perhaps here it has been said that he
knows even the minute details of all the
¡sanas.

mah¡videha mahe¿vara
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m¡¸·£k¢ ¨ÉÉhbÚ÷EòÒ (GS III 2, 51-2), one
of the five animal mudr¡s described
by Ghera¸·a. It consists in closing the
mouth and moving the root of the
tongue without displacing the whole
tongue and slowly imbibing the pure
secretion which thus oozes. M¡¸·£k¢-
mudr¡ is said to ward off old age
(keeping the practicant ever young) and
prevents the hair from turning gray.

m¡ta´g¢ ̈ ÉÉiÉÆMÉÒ = m¡ta´gin¢ ̈ ÉÉiÉÆÊMÉxÉÒ (GS
III 3, 68), one of the five mudr¡s
named after animals mentioned by
Ghera¸·a. It consists in remaining in
neck-deep water for taking in water
through both nostrils and throwing it
out through the mouth, again taking in
through the mouth and throwing out
through the nose. This process is to be
repeated several times. This mudr¡ is
said to overcome old age and death. If
a yog¢ performs this mudr¡ in a
secluded place, where there is nobody
to see him, with his mind not wandering
from his ultimate purpose, he becomes
like an elephant. The exact qualities of
the elephants, which success in this
mudr¡ brings to the yog¢, are not
mentioned. Probably the reference is to
great strength and composure of this
animal.
A yog¢ who succeeds in m¡ta´g¢
mudr¡ remains extremely happy wher-
ever he may be and whatever he may
be doing.

m¡t¡pit¤ja ¨ÉÉiÉÉÊ{ÉiÉÞVÉ (SK 39), inherited

bodies. The paµcha-mah¡bh£tas (the
five elements) are said to be the ¿¡nta,
ghora and m£·ha vi¿eÀas, But, in fact,
the three vi¿eÀas- s£kÀma, m¡t¡pit¤ja
and prabh£ta are the ¿¡nta, ghora and
m£·ha vi¿eÀas respectively. The first
of them have their base in vaik¤ta
(s¡ttvika-r¡jasika) aha´k¡ra and the
second and the third in bh£t¡di-
r¡jasika-t¡masika aha´k¡ra. Sattva2

predominates in the first, rajas in the
second and tamas in the third.
Of every living being the transmigra-
ting self is the s£kÀma part, that which
the living being gets from the parents
is m¡t¡pit¤ja part, and the contribution
of the mah¡bh£tas, which is responsi-
ble for growth of the body, the
prabh£ta part.

m¡tr¡-1 ¨ÉÉjÉÉ-1 (GS V 40, 55; YTU 40-
2; TSM 96-7), a unit of time for measu-
ring the duration of p£raka (inhaling
kumbhaka (suspending respiration)
and recaka (exhaling). It is described
as the time taken by the palm, placed
on the kneecap, for making one circular
movement, which according to YTU,
should be followed by a single snap of
fingers to make one m¡tr¡. For the
measurement of the length of p£raka,
kumbhaka and recaka in relation to
one another, they advise counting of
m¡tr¡s; as for example, if a p£raka is
of sixteen m¡tr¡s, kumbhaka should
be of sixtyfour and recaka of thirtytwo
m¡tr¡s. Similarly, the time required for

m¡¸·£k¢ m¡tr¡-1
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uttering a short vowel is said to be one
m¡tr¡ and that required for uttering a
long vowel two m¡tr¡s. The uttama
(superior) type of sahita sagarbha
pr¡¸¡y¡ma covers 20, 80 and 40
m¡tr¡s; the madhyama (intermediate)
one 16, 64 and 32 and the adhama
(inferior) one 12, 48 and 24. Bh¡v¡-
ga¸e¿a and VB on II 50 quote from
M¡rka¸·eya Pur¡¸a that a m¡tr¡ is the
time taken by one usual wink of the eye
and that if this measure of time is
lengthened it is known as atim¡tra,
which is defined by the B¤hadyogiy¡-
jµavalkyasm¤ti (VIII 12-3) as the time
taken by a single movement of the arm
required, (1) for milking a cow (2), for
releasing an arrow or (3) for striking a
bell.
According to Vijµ¡na BhikÀu, as well
as B¤hadyogiy¡jµavalkya, the three
components of pr¡¸¡y¡ma should be
of equal measure.
Brahm¡nanda on HP II 12 quotes
Y¡jµavalkya, Skandapur¡¸a, Yoga-
cint¡ma¸i etc. and gives the following
definitions of the term m¡tr¡; the
measure of time taken for:-
1) snapping the thumb and the middle

finger together three times;
2) making three circular movements

round the knee by the palm placed
on it;

3) clapping the hands thrice;
4) one respiration;
5) one respiration by a person while

asleep;

6) making a circular movement, neither
fast nor slow, by the palm around
the knee followed by snapping of the
thumb and a finger;

7) making one circular movement by
the palm around the knee, preceded
and followed by snapping of the
thumb and finger together.

m¡tr¡-2 ¨ÉÉjÉÉ-2 (G 93), tanm¡tr¡. The
theory accepted by GorakÀa¿ataka is
that there are five different kinds of
subtle substances (tanm¡tr¡s) in the
five sense-organs which are responsible
for the five different kinds of sensation.
They are, therefore, called by the same
name as the five senses (viÀayas). TSB
significantly calls them jaivatan-
m¡tras.

m¡tr¡spar¿a ̈ ÉÉjÉÉº{É¶ÉÇ (BG II 14), contact
of the sense organs with their objects.

m¡dhyasthya ¨ÉÉvªÉºlªÉ (SK 19), having
neither pleasurable nor painful expe-
riences. The idea is that pleasure and
pain do not touch puruÀa1. They are
the concern of puruÀa2 only, who has
a gu¸¡tmaka component.

m¡dhyasthyajµ¡na ¨ÉÉvªÉºlªÉYÉÉxÉ (VB IV
15), indifference, which results from
samyagdar¿ana (realisation of the
Truth).

m¡nasa ¨ÉÉxÉºÉ (HP IV 6, 24, 54, 62),
manas2.

m¡y¡-1 ¨ÉÉªÉÉ-1 (VM IV 13), not the
reality-illusion. The objects that we
perceive are illusory in the sense that
they are transitory forms which the
gu¸as take.

m¡tr¡-1 m¡y¡-1
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m¡y¡-2 ¨ÉÉªÉÉ-2 (YSU VI 48), one of the
five ¿aktis (energies). This ¿akti is
supposed to reside in the fore-part of
the forehead, called the vyom¡mbuja
´ªÉÉä̈ ÉÉ¨¤ÉÖVÉ.

m¡y¡-3 ¨ÉÉªÉÉ-3 (SSP I 58), one of the five
gu¸as of the vyakti¿akti. Other four
are icch¡, kriy¡, prak¤ti and v¡¸¢.
M¡y¡ is said to be five-fold in nature-
having arrogance, hatred, egoism,
immaturity and falsehood.

m¡y£ran¡da ̈ ÉÉªÉÚ®úxÉÉnù (DBU 103), intern-
ally aroused sound resembling the
sound of a peacock.

m¡ruta-1 ¨ÉÉ¯ûiÉ-1 (GS III 29; HP II 32),
the wind, the air which blows.

m¡ruta-2 ¨ÉÉ¯ûiÉ-2 (ANU 38; TSM 140,
142; HP II 4, 41-2, III 123, IV 24, 105,
114), pr¡¸a2 for which both GS and
HP use the word mah¡khaga.
According to ANU, this pr¡¸a2 is
raised from guda (a centre at the base
of the spine) and taken up to the head.
In verse 52 G speaks of a combination
of pr¡¸a and ap¡na rising to the  head
and in I 48 of HP ap¡n¡nila being
raised again and again in this manner.
In fact it is only a matter of sensory exp-
erience which is metaphorically descri-
bed by the yog¢s in many ways.
According to ANU, if a yog¢ success-
fully raises this m¡ruta to the m£rdh¡
(head) at the time of death, he is not
supposed to be born again and acco-
rding to HP he attains the knowledge
of the Supreme Truth.

m¡ruta-3 ̈ ÉÉ¯ûiÉ-3 (GS V 35, 88; ANU 19;
HP I 49, IV 24), the air which is inhaled
and exhaled. Faster his respiration
earlier the man dies; and so long as this
air is not expelled at all, as in ¡bhyan-
tara kumbhaka (suspension of
respiration after inhalation), there is no
death. Mental and respiratory activities
go on hand in hand. If one of them
ceases the other also ceases.

m¡ruta-4 ¨ÉÉ¯ûiÉ-4 (HP IV 29), pr¡¸a4.
m¡rga-1 ̈ ÉÉMÉÇ-1 (ANU 25), the way a yog¢

wishes to tread; i.e., the one leading to
the state which he wishes to attain,
presumably mokÀa.

m¡rga-2 ¨ÉÉMÉÇ-2 (G 26), path of a nerve-
current. According to the GorakÀa¿a-
taka, the normal path for the autonomic
nerve-currents is along the two n¡·¢s2

known as i·¡ and pi´gal¡. This is here
called the v¡madakÀi¸a ´ É É¨ Én ù ÊI Éh É
m¡rga. The path for the currents that
are started when the ku¸·al¢1 is
aroused is along the suÀumn¡ (the
spinal cord) and is called the pa¿cima
m¡rga.

m¡rga-3 ¨ÉÉMÉ Ç-3 (G 40), respiratory
passage-one on the left side and the
other on the right. These are also called
the v¡ma ´ÉÉ¨É (left) and dakÀi¸a nùÊIÉhÉ
(right) m¡rgas respectively.

m¡hendraloka ̈ ÉÉ½äþxpù±ÉÉäEò (VB III 26), the
third of the seven worlds which make
up the universe. Six kinds of gods reside
here.

mit¡h¡ra-1 Ê¨ÉiÉÉ½þÉ®ú-1 (GS V 16; TSM 33;

m¡y¡-2 mit¡h¡ra-1
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YKU I 2, 4; HP I 38, 40, 58; DU I 6;
VU V 13; SAU I (1) 4, 13), restraint in
eating. It is one of the ten yamas. Acco-
rding to YKU and HP, mit¡h¡ra
consists in eating nourishing, soft and
sweet food, well lubricated with ghee,
to the 3/4 capacity of the stomach and
after offering it to God.
YKU, however, does not consider
mit¡h¡ra to be one of the yamas.
According to this text, it is the first of
the three steps prescribed for attaining
sam¢rajaya. HP on the other hand, not
only includes it among the yamas, it
considers it to be the most important of
them. DU (I) 19 uses mitabhojana Ê¨ÉiÉ-
¦ÉÉäVÉxÉ as a synonym for mit¡h¡ra. GS
mentions mit¡h¡ra as one of the four
prerequisites for pr¡¸¡y¡ma2 and adds
that a yog¢ who does not observe the
restrictions of diet falls victim to dise-
ase and does not attain success in yoga4.

mit¡h¡ra-2 Ê¨ÉiÉÉ½þÉ®ú-2 (VS I 50), measured
diet. VasiÀ¶ha prescribes the measure-
ment of diet consisting of 32 mouthfuls
(gr¡sa) of food for house-holders, 16
for forest-dwellers, 8 for ascetics
whereas brahmac¡rins can consume
according to their need.

mithuna Ê¨ÉlÉÖxÉ (SK 12), combination,
fusion, blending with one another.
Mixing with one another is one of the
four operations of the gu¸as (cf.
janana).

mithy¡d¤À¶¡nta Ê¨ÉlªÉÉoù¹]õÉxiÉ (BY XII 10),
false reasoning.

mi¿ra (karmaphala) Ê¨É¸É (Eò¨ÉÇ¡ò±É) (BG
XVIII 12), mixed karmaphala. One of
the three kinds of the results of the
action, the other two being iÀ¶a and
aniÀ¶a. A mixture of desirable and
undesirable result is called mi¿ra-
karmaphala.

m¢na ¨ÉÒxÉú (HP I 5), name of a siddha-
yog¢.

mukta ̈ ÉÖCiÉ (HP I 49, III 104, IV 107, 110,
112; ATU 12), a person who is free
from transmigration. If somebody gets
the opportunity of serving a yog¢ who
knows the ¿¡mbhav¢ mudr¡, the
person becomes mukta (liberated)
according to ATU.
HP mentions the following attainment
of a person who can be  called mukta
that he is perfectly clam  and free from
every kind of dissatisfaction and lives
in a waking state appearing as if he were
asleep. In fact, he is neither awake nor
asleep, neither remembering anything
nor devoid of all memory.

muktapadm¡sana ̈ ÉÖCiÉ{ÉnÂù̈ ÉÉºÉxÉ (GS II 21),
padm¡sana without taking the arms
round the back and holding the right
toe with the right hand and the left toe
with the left hand. Here reference is to
the foot-lock of this ¡sana1, which is
to be adopted for performing
matsy¡sana.

mukt¡sana-1 ¨ÉÖCiÉÉºÉxÉ-1 (GS II 11; HP I
37, IV 67; TSM 46), one of the principal
¡sanas. It consists in placing the right
heel on the left side of the frenum below

mit¡h¡ra-2 mukt¡sana-1
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the generative organ and the left heel
on the right side and pressing them. GS
advises placing the right heel above the
left heel in the middle below the
generative organ.
HP considers this ¡sana1 to be a variety
of siddh¡sana and advises it for
¿¡mbhav¢mudr¡.

mukt¡sana-2 ̈ ÉÖCiÉÉºÉxÉ-2 (VS I 67, 81, 82),
one of the ten ¡sanas recognised by
VasiÀ¶ha. Its technique consists in
keeping the left ankle on the penis and
the other ankle upon it. Another
technique has also been given in which
the subtle perineum is pressed from the
left by the right ankle.

mukti ̈ ÉÖÊHò = vimukti Ê´É¨ÉÖÊHò = mokÀa ̈ ÉÉäIÉ
(G 2, 8, 73, 101; HP I 35, III 59, 101,
103, IV 8, 15, 25, 30; BY IX 34, 43, XI
32, 33; ABU 2-3), the highest end to
which all yoga is a means. Yoga4 is,
therefore, aptly described as the sop¡na
or the sop¡nam¡rga ºÉÉä{ÉÉxÉ¨ÉÉMÉÇ (a ladder)
leading to mukti.
ABU has used the words mukti and
mokÀa neither in the sense of
s¡´khyan kaivalya, nor has it empha-
sised the cessation of the process of
birth and death (saÆs¡ra). It has used
these words in the sense of j¢van-
mukti, which apparently is the nirviÀa-
yatva ÊxÉÌ´É¹ÉªÉi´É (detachment) preceding
mukti. Cessation of saÆs¡ra (transmi-
gration) is referred to only in connec-
tion with the fourth (turya) state of
existence. Obviously the meaning is

that the person who is mukta in this
sense ultimately gets freedom from
birth and death.
BY declares that only those who are too
lazy to do anything believe that mukti
can be gained by a thorough under-
standing alone. The fact, according to
this text, is that without practising the
well known eight yog¡´gas, mukti is
impossible. Jµ¡na and karma in this
sense are both necessary.

mudit¡ ¨ÉÖÊnùiÉÉ (YS I 33), joy. Cultivation
of the attitude of joy towards those
engaged in meritorious deeds. This
helps in attaining mental clarity.

mudr¡-1 ¨ÉÖpùÉ-1 (HP I 43, 55-6, III 5, 7,
14, 120-126, IV 35-7, 43-5, 67; SS IV
20, 23-6, 29, 35-6, 47, 53; G 33-4; GS
III 1-3, 57, 66; VU V 68), pose, attitude.
Ësanas are postures, mudr¡s are states
midway between ¡sana and pr¡¸¡-
y¡ma as explained by some writers on
yoga. They are said to be more subtle
than the former. Many mudr¡s involve
suspension of breath also, which
¡sanas generally do not. Mudr¡s are
obviously much more important for a
yog¢ than the ¡sanas. GS has raised
them to the dignity of a separate
yog¡´ga (component of yoga), though
Pataµjali has not mentioned them at all.
While G mentions only two mudr¡s
namely mah¡mudr¡ and khecar¢, GS
has included the three bandhas
(locking of limbs) and the five bh£ta-
dh¡ra¸¡s also among the mudr¡s.

mukt¡sana-2 mudr¡-1
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Ten mudr¡s are mentioned in HP and
SS. It appears that there is a whole
continuum of postures, running from
what Sw¡m¢ Kuvalay¡nanda calls
cultural poses, through the meditative
poses and easy mudr¡s, to khecar¢
and ¿¡mbhav¢ which affect the most
vital parts of the nervous system and
involve sam¡dhi. The particular
arrangement of the jaws and the tongue
which is a part of siÆh¡sana is often
called siÆha mudr¡.
According to Sw¡m¢ Digambarj¢ of
Kaivalyadh¡ma, Lon¡vla, mudr¡ is the
attitude of body and mind which an
advanced yog¢ adopts when he is on
the verge of a unique spiritual experie-
nce (see YOGA TO-DAY, published
by the Friends of Yoga Society,
Bombay, 1971).

mudr¡-2 ¨ÉÖpùÉ-2 (SSP VI 29, 30), that
which expresses the bliss of union of
individual soul and universal soul.
Mudr¡ has been conceived always as
auspicious and beneficial since through
it one attains the bliss of the union of
j¢v¡tm¡ and param¡tm¡. Even God
rejoices in mudr¡.

mudrik¡ ¨ÉÖÊpùEòÉ (GS III 51), mudr¡.
muni ¨ÉÖÊxÉ (BG II 56, 69, V 6, 28, VI 3, X

26, 37; BY II 65, XI 52), ascetic. One
who remains totally unperturbed by
adversities, unattached towards the
pleasures, who has got rid of passions,
fear and anger entirely and whose intel-
ligence has established in stability. One

who is well restrained and looks within
oneself all through by contemplation.

mumukÀ¡ ¨ÉÖ¨ÉÖIÉÉ (VU II 4, IV (1) 12),
desire for mokÀa (emancipation),
(though whether it could be called a
desire is a question). It is a man's incli-
nation all the same. Yog¢s in the first
three bh£mis (stages of development)
are said to be mumukÀu ¨ÉÖ̈ ÉÖIÉÖ (desirous
of mokÀa).

m£rch¡-1 ̈ ÉÚUôÉÇ-1 = m£rchan¡ ̈ ÉÚUÇôxÉÉ (GS
V 46, 83, VII 6, 16; HP II 44, 69), one
of the eight kumbhakas. It consists in
suspending respiration, without first
effortfully exhaling or effortfully inha-
ling, and shutting out all objects what-
soever, from consciousness. This will
ensure what Pataµjali would call citta-
v¤ttinirodha. But it brings ¡nanda
(bliss) which shows that there is not
complete nirodha (suspension of every
kind of consciousness) in this state. It
is a state like Pataµjali's nirb¢ja
sam¡dhi in which the sam¡dhi
prajµ¡ consists of ¡nanda and asmit¡
which are not objects. GS seems to have
equated m£rch¡1 pr¡¸¡y¡ma2 with
the aspect of  r¡jayoga which he calls
manom£rch¡, merging of citta, pro-
bably in ¡tm¡2. HP does not mention
suspension of breath as a part of
m£rch¡kumbhaka, though it also
brings in suspension of mental activity
and the feeling of bliss.
In this text the words m£rch¡ and
m£rchan¡ are used as synonyms and

mudr¡-2 m£rch¡-1
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stand for first inhaling, then forming a
firm j¡landharabandha (chin-lock)
and then exhaling slowly.

m£rch¡-2 ¨ÉÚUôÉÇ-2 = manom£rch¡ ¨ÉxÉÉä-
¨ÉÚUôÉÇ (HP II 69; GS VII 6, 16), suspen-
sion of all mental activity which is a
part of m£rch¡kumbhaka.

m£rch¡-3 ¨ÉÚUôÉÇ-3 (HP III 38), stupor,
which the person practising khecar¢
does not know.

m£·ha-1 ¨ÉÚfø-1 (SK 38), that in which
tamas2 predominates. Material creation
consists of material objects which are
called m£·havi¿eÀas, because tamas2

predominates in them. á¡nta and
ghora vi¿eÀas, according to SK, are
s£kÀma and m¡t¡pit¤ja respectively
in which sattva and tamas2

predominate.
m£·ha-2 ¨ÉÚfø-2 (VB I 1), one of the five

bh£mis of citta2, the other four being
kÀipta, vikÀipta, ek¡gra and nirud-
dha.  According to VM, tamas2 predo-
minates in this state of mind. Dreamless
sleep is a m£·ha2 state of the mind for
the same reason.

m£·ha-3 ¨ÉÚfø-3 (BY II 24, 97), one of the
three states in all of which brahman is
immanent, the other two states being
¿¡nta and ghora. Since tamas predo-
minates in the m£·ha condition, every-
thing material in the sense in which we
understand this word today, would be
m£·ha, and in living beings the
dreamless sleep state would be m£·ha
as tamas is comparatively more active

in this state. All is brahman. This is
monistic Ved¡nta.

m£rti ¨ÉÚÌiÉ (VB III 53), form, one of the
causes of differentiation. On the basis
of form, objects can be differentiated.

m£rtimat ̈ ÉÚÌiÉ¨ÉiÉÂ (ATU 10), one of the two
kinds of manaskat¡rakayoga, the
other being am£rtimat. The object
(lakÀya) of manaskat¡raka (= m£rti-
matt¡raka) is known by an indriya
(sense). This indriya is not any perip-
heral sense organ. It is the central
sensing apparatus. Even while the eyes
are closed the manaskat¡raka-lakÀya is
said to be seen with the cakÀu indriya
in this sense.

m£rdh¡ ¨ÉÚvÉÉÇ (VS III 64), top of the head,
the last vital point in the series of
eighteen vital points. It has been further
renamed by VasiÀ¶ha as vyoma in
verse number III 73.

m£lakanda ¨ÉÚ±ÉEòxnù (SSP II 1), bulbous
root, root of the n¡·¢s situated in the
m£l¡dh¡ra cakra.

m£lacakra ̈ ÉÚ±ÉSÉGò (VS II 14), originating
point of the cakras. This is located in
the n¡bhi, the centre of the kanda. This
has been described as a circle where
the individual moves motivated by
merit and sin.

m£lataÅsarga ̈ ÉÚ±ÉiÉ:ºÉMÉÇ (SK 54), the lower
levels of creation. It consists of lifeless
objects. It is one of the three big divi-
sions of creation, the other two being
£rdhva (higher) and madhya (mid-
dle). These two are sattvavi¿¡la (sattva

m£rch¡-2 m£lataÅsarga
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dominant) and rajovi¿¡la (rajas domi-
nant) respectively, while the m£lataÅ-
sarga is tamovi¿¡la (tamas dominant).

m£laprak¤ti ¨ÉÚ±É|ÉEÞòÊiÉ (SK 3), avik¤ti (=
avyakta = pradh¡na). It is so called
because it is matter and matter alone.
It is primeval matter which assumes
different forms. Pataµjali's word for it
is ali´ga, and according to Vy¡sa, it is
such an indeterminate reality that we
can say nothing about it-not even
whether it exists or does not exist (II
18). This is why some ancient Indian
thinkers call it m¡y¡. It is anirvacan¢ya
+ÊxÉ´ÉÇSÉxÉÒªÉ (indescribable).

m£labandha-1 ¨ÉÚ±É¤ÉxvÉ-1 (G 37; GS III
13; HP III 6, 60-8; YTU 26, 121; YCU
45-7), Ghera¸·a includes m£laban-
dha among his twentyfive mudr¡s. It
consists in pressing the region between
the anus and the scrotum with the left
heel, contracting the anus, pressing the
navel against the spine, and placing the
right heel against the pubes.
G and YTU omit the last of these
actions and G, HP and YTU all include
raising the ap¡nav¡yu. Pressing the
navel against the spine, of course, helps
this v¡yu4 to rise. According to YCU,
by regularly practising m£labandha,
ap¡na and pr¡¸a1 are joined, faeces
and urine becomes scanty and even an
old man becomes young. Contracting
the anal muscles is a muscular action
which promotes the rising of ap¡n¡nila
(cf. HP I 48).

m£labandha-2 ¨ÉÚ±É¤ÉxvÉ-2 (TBU I 27),
concentration on brahman, who is the
m£la ̈ ÉÚ±É (source) of the entire universe
and by whose grace the mind is
controlled, is m£labandha2, according
to TBU. This is a Ved¡ntic interpreta-
tion of the term.

m£la¿akti ¨ É Ú ± É¶ É ÎCiÉ (YSU V 37),
sarasvat¢ (= ¡dh¡ra¿akti =
ku¸·alin¢).

m£la¿odhana ̈ ÉÚ±É¶ÉÉävÉxÉ (GS I 13, 41), one
of the four dhautis. It consists in first
scrupulously cleaning the lowest bowel
either with a stick made of the root of
the turmeric plant, or the middle finger,
and then washing it several times. This
mudr¡, as it is called by this text, cures
constipation and indigestion. It gives
brightness and strength and promotes
ja¶har¡gni (digestion).

m£lasth¡na ̈ ÉÚ±ÉºlÉÉxÉ (HP III 73), the start-
ing point of suÀumn¡ n¡·¢.

m£l¡gni ¨ÉÚ±ÉÉÎMxÉ (YSU V 30), the basic
fire. One of the five varieties of fire
residing in the body. This fire resides
in the whole body and is responsible
for the origin of n¡da. The remaining
four agnis are: k¡l¡gni, v¡·av¡gni,
p¡rthiv¡gni and vaidyut¡gni.

m£l¡dh¡ra ¨ÉÚ±ÉÉvÉÉ®ú (GS III 40), ¡dh¡ra.
Ku¸·al¢ is said to sleep in this region
of the trunk.

m¤tavat ¨ÉÞiÉ´ÉiÉÂ (HP IV 107), like a dead.
One who has completely controlled the
modification of citta, becomes like the
one who is dead. After mastering all

m£laprak¤ti m¤tavat
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the stages of n¡d¡nusandh¡na, the
yog¢ remains in this world as if he is
dead.

m¤t¡vasth¡ ¨ÉÞiÉÉ´ÉºlÉÉ (HP III 27), stage
beyond the capacity of maintaining the
kumbhaka. When such stage comes,
the breath should be exhaled.

m¤t¡sana ¨ÉÞiÉÉºÉxÉ (GS II 4, 19; HP I 32),
¿av¡sana.

m¤tyu-1 ¨ÉÞiªÉÖ-1 (GS III 71), death which
is not followed by another life like
mara¸a2. According to this text, the
yog¢ who practises p¡rthiv¢dh¡ra¸¡
regularly, conquers death in this sense,
i.e. he is not born again after he dies.

m¤tyu-2 ¨ÉÞiªÉÖ-2 (HP III 51, 56, 58, 87,
112), mara¸a1.

m¤tyu-3 ¨ÉÞiªÉÖ-3 (HP III 29, 37, 43, 78, IV
2), mara¸a2.

m¤du ̈ ÉÞnÖù (VS I 22), one of the three kinds
of t¢vrasaÆvega, the other two being
madhya and adhim¡tra. The degree
of intensity of this kind of yoga is the
lowest in the three scales.

meghadhvani ¨ÉäPÉv´ÉÊxÉ (DU VI 36), sound
resembling the thunder of clouds. As a
result of the practice of Àa¸mukh¢-
mudr¡, after v¡yujaya, the internal
sound (n¡da) is produced. This is the
sound produced at the intermediatory
stage of n¡d¡nusandh¡na.

me·hra-1 ¨ÉäfÅø-1 (G 8, 13, 14, 16, 86),
sv¡dhiÀ¶h¡na-one of the nine dhy¡na-
sth¡nas according to G.

me·hra-2 ¨ÉäfÅø-2 (VS III 69), penis. One
of the eighteen vital points.

meru ¨Éǟ û (SS II 1), a synonym for verte-
bral column.

merukampa ¨Éǟ ûEò¨{É (GS V 56), vibration
in the spinal cord, which is felt when
the yog¢ practises what they call
madhyamapr¡¸¡y¡ma.

meruda¸·a ¨Éä¯ûnùhb÷ (GS III 12), spinal
cord.

merup¤À¶ha ¨Éǟ û{ÉÞ¹`ö (GS I 19), back. For
doing agnis¡ra the navel is pressed
hundred times so as to touch the back.

melana ¨Éä±ÉxÉ (YKU II 5, 9, 12), practice
of khecar¢ and the insight gained by it
are two different things. The yog¢ who
just practises khecar¢ cannot by
practice alone acquire that knowledge
which is much more difficult to gain
than mere practising khecar¢. This
knowledge can be had only from a
competent guru. The yog¢ can get
success in khecar¢ as described by so
many ¿¡stras (authoritative texts) only
when the yog¢ is blessed with the
realisation here called melana; then the
yog¢ becomes immortal, i.e. free from
transmigration.

maitr¢ ¨ÉèjÉÒ (YS I 33, III 23), friendliness.
By cultivating a friendly attitude
towards those who are happy, i.e. by
not grudging their happiness, one gets
peace of mind.

mokÀa-1 ¨ÉÉäIÉ-1 (ANU 26; G 73; GS III
80; VB II 15,  18, 23-4, III 26, IV 25;
HP I 35, III 101, 103, IV 15, 25, 30),
deliverance from the bondage of
transmigration.

m¤t¡vasth¡ mokÀa-1
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mokÀa-2 ¨ÉÉäIÉ-2 (VB, VM II 15; VBh I
3), liberation. One of the four aspects
of yoga ¿¡stra. While discussing four
parts of the yoga ¿¡stra i.e., heya, heya-
hetu, h¡na and h¡nop¡ya, mokÀa has
been conceived as h¡na. And this h¡na
consists in the total cessation of associ-
ation between pradh¡na and puruÀa.
Establishment of the self or seer
principle in its own form is also known
as mokÀa according to VBh.

mokÀada ̈ ÉÉäIÉnù (BVU 51), one of the three
kinds of ¡c¡rya (guru2-teacher). It is
the true guru2 who leads the disciple
to mokÀa (emancipation).

mokÀadv¡ra ¨ÉÉäIÉuùÉ®úù (ANU 26), gateway
of liberation. One of the seven gate-
ways for realising the self. This door
leads to the non-differentiated
brahman.

mokÀapatha ¨ÉÉäIÉ{ÉlÉ (VS II 26), way to
liberation, a synonym for suÀumn¡
n¡·¢.

moha ¨ÉÉä½þù (SK 48), sloth one of the five
viparyayas. It is generally identified
with the kle¿a asmit¡ and the com-
mentators connect the eight forms of
moha with the eight a¸im¡di siddhis.
This connection can, however, be
established only if we interpret the
word moha as 'pride'. The relation of
these siddhis with moha as asmit¡ is
rather far-fetched.

mauna ¨ÉÉèxÉù (TBU I 15, 22), silence. TBU
recognises fifteenfold yoga; and
mauna is fourth in the sequence. Since

nothing can be expressed completely
by v¡k or articulated sound, so mauna
is the best of all nomenclatures based
on the inherent qualities of the things
to be named.

ya- ªÉ
yatam¡nasaÆjµ¡ ªÉiÉ¨ÉÉxÉºÉÆYÉÉ (VM, VBh

I 15), first in the series of four kinds of
vair¡gya. This consists in the practice
of detachment preceded by a conscious
non-attachment. This vair¡gya is
followed by vyatirekasaÆjµ¡.

yati ªÉÊiÉ (BG IV 28), ascetic. Who is dili-
gent in following severe vows.

yatheÀ¶adh¡ra¸a ªÉlÉä¹]õvÉÉ®úhÉ (HP II 20),
holding it easily. After the purification
of n¡·¢s, one is capable of retaining
breath inside with ease.

yama-1 ªÉ¨É-1 (YS II 29, 30; HP I 38: YTU
24, 28; SAU I (1) 2; MBU I (1)-3; VU
V 11-13; DU I 6; TBU I 15-17; BY VII
32, IX 35), (literally) restraint. By YTU
and HP laghv¡h¡ra (eating a little) is
mentioned as the principal yama and
nothing more is said about any of the
other yamas. For SAU, as also for
Pataµjali and BY, yama is one of the
eight a´gas (components) of yoga.
While Pataµjali mentions only five
yamas but in this UpaniÀad, as in many
other texts, ten yamas are mentioned
of which ahiÆs¡, satya, asteya and
brahmacarya are common to Pataµ-
jali's list. áauca (cleanliness), (which
is a niyama according to Pataµjali) is
generally mentioned as a yama.

mokÀa-2 yama-1
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Day¡rjavakÀam¡dh¤timit¡h¡ra
(compassion, straightforwardness,
forgiveness, fortitude and restraint in
eating) are generally included among
yamas. Pataµjali's aparigraha (not
owning property) is often omitted by
other writers.
MBU classifies the yamas into (1)
control over the feeling of cold, heat,
hunger and sleep; (2) over present
tranquility of mind; (3) not wavering
from the chosen ideal; and (4) preven-
ting the indriyas from running after
their objects.

yama-2 ªÉ¨É-2 (TSM 28), TSM defines
yama2 as a sense of separation from
the body, the sense and the karmen-
driyas.

yama-3 ªÉ¨É-3 (VS I 33, 35, 38, 52), first
in the sequence of eightfold yoga.
VasiÀ¶ha enumerates ten yamas. He
has excluded 'aparigraha' of Pataµja-
lean yama from his list and included
dh¤ti, kÀam¡, day¡, ¡rjava, mit¡-
h¡ra and ¿auca. However, ¿auca is
available in PYS under niyama, but
other yamas enumerated by VasiÀ¶ha
are found neither in yamas nor
niyamas of Pataµjali.

yama-4 ªÉ¨É-4 (BG X 29, XI 39), kind of
death.

yam¢ ªÉ¨ÉÒ (HP I 62, III 118), epithet for
advanced practitioner of yoga such as
who is capable of arousing ku¸·alin¢.

ya¿asvin¢-1 ªÉ¶ÉÎº´ÉxÉÒ-1 (G 18, 21; TSM
72; YCU 17, 20; SAU I (4) 9, 11) one

of the principal n¡·¢s2. It runs from the
n¡bhikanda to the left ear according
to YCU, and to the right ear, as it
appears from the wording of the text
according to TSM. According to SAU,
ya¿asvin¢ is situated between the
g¡ndh¡ri and sarasvat¢ n¡·¢s. It goes
from the ku¸·alin¢sth¡na to the big
toes.

ya¿asvin¢-2 ªÉ¶ÉÎº´ÉxÉÒ-2 (VS II 31, 35), one
of the fourteen important n¡·¢s origin-
ating from kanda which spreads on the
right side downward to the right toe.

yoga-1 ªÉÉäMÉ-1 (YS II 28; HP I 10, 14-16,
36; BY I 1, 10, II 27, 66, VIII 35, IX
32-3, XII 49), a whole discipline (consi-
sting of many components). Pataµjali's
yoga consists of eight members; name-
ly the five yamas (abstentions), the five
niyamas (observances), ¡sana (post-
ure), pr¡¸¡y¡ma (stopping of breath),
praty¡h¡ra (withdrawal of all impul-
ses to enjoy objects of perception),
dh¡ra¸¡ (continued attention to an
object), dhy¡na (single mindedness)
and sam¡dhi (mind becoming one with
the object of dhy¡na). This is yoga
which leads to vivekakhy¡ti (gnosis),
the only means of getting rid of the
duÅkha experienced by everybody
caught in the cycle of birth and death.
Yoga is essentially Indian and the old
Indian yog¢s, without an exception, all
believed in transmigration of the soul
and considered liberation to be the
summum bonum. Without these beliefs

yama-2 yoga-1
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yoga, even in all its depths, has no
meaning, not to speak of just ¡sana and
pr¡n¡y¡ma. Judged from this stan-
dard, even if a person has mastered all
the eight components of yoga, he can-
not be called a yog¢, if he has not done
it with the object of attaining mokÀa
(liberation). We can coin another word
for referring to such a person e.g.
''Yogist'' if we choose. Yoga is thus the
science and art of (1) accelerating the
progress towards liberation, and (2) the
various ways and means adopted by the
Indian yog¢s to achieve this end. The
abstinences, observances and all the
practices and experiences in themselves
happen to be of inestimable worth to
humanity, irrespective of a belief in the
theory of transmigration and release.
This is a different matter. They cannot
be called yoga in its original sense.

yoga-2 ªÉÉäMÉ-2 (YS I 1; 2; SAU I (7) 24),
sam¡dhi. Reading the first two s£tras
of the first chapter of Pataµjali together,
it becomes clear that they introduce
only the first chapter of the book to the
reader. The first chapter deals with the
various types of sam¡dhis and their
pre-requisites. Thus the s£tra I 2 is not
a definition of the term yoga. Pataµjali's
yoga2 is unambiguously an eight-
membered discipline. The yoga2 refer-
red to in these s£tras is only cittav¤tti
nirodha (sam¡dhi). It would be certai-
nly more correct to say that Pataµjali's
definition of yoga is ''yogaÅ yamani-

yam¡sanapr¡¸¡y¡mapraty¡h¡radh¡ra¸¡-
dhy¡n¡ni cittav¤ttinirodha¿ca''. SAU
considers yoga2 to be one of the two
stages of making the citta inactive, the
other being jµ¡na. On attainment of
jµ¡na the yogi ceases to perceive the
universe as consisting of real objects.
Pataµjali's word for such jµ¡na is
vivekakhy¡ti, which is the outcome of
the practice of yoga1. A firmly
established vivekakhy¡ti Pataµjali
calls dharmamegha sam¡dhi.

yoga-3 ªÉÉäMÉ-3 (YSU I 65-9; HP III 63; BY
II 49, 69, 138), union of (1) pr¡¸a and
ap¡na1, (2) rajas and retas, (3) s£rya2

and candra and (4) j¢v¡tm¡ and
param¡tm¡.
The first and the third of these unions
are, in fact, only series of sensations
which are experienced as ascending,
descending and mixing. These sensa-
tions may be felt on the right and left
sides or in the middle of the back.
Nearly all the writers on yoga speak of
something rising up along the suÀumn¡
and of the rising being redirected from
i·¡ and pi´gal¡, sometimes called
candra3 and s£rya2 respectively, to the
suÀumn¡; i.e. from the right and left
sides to the middle of the back. The
fourth union is the Monistic Ved¡nta
View of yoga, according to which the
successful yogin becomes one with
brahman, the Supreme Reality. The
second union referred to here is
between the secretion from the lower

yoga-2 yoga-3
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regions of suÀumn¡ and that from the
higher regions (cf. rajas).
BY uses the word yoga for union of
j¢va and brahman and for that ¤Ài
advises concentration of consciousness
on brahman in the form of om. This
text describes union with brahman as
nirmalat¡ ÊxÉ¨ÉÇ±ÉiÉÉ (purity) probably
meaning absence of avidy¡. The kle¿as
are considered to be sources of all evils
which make a j¢va of brahman.

yoga-4 ªÉÉäMÉ-4 (BY XI 34), performing,
practising. Performing sacrifices and
other religious rites and practising
dama (control of indriyas), ahiÆs¡,
d¡na and sv¡dhy¡ya leads to self-
realisation.

yoga-5 ªÉÉäMÉ-5 (BY I 44, II 138), getting
the mind confined in the oÆk¡ra
placed in endless space of heart.

yogakÀema ªÉÉäMÉIÉä̈ É (BG IX 22), attainment
of unattained thing and preservation of
things attained.

yogacakÀu ªÉÉäMÉSÉIÉÖ (BY IX 128), yogic
eye, which gives extra-sensory-
perception.

yogacikits¡ ªÉÉäMÉÊSÉÊEòiºÉÉ (HP V 22), treat-
ment of diseases through yogic
methods. Sv¡tm¡r¡ma in fifth chapter
of HP describes treatment of different
diseases arising out of erroneous pra-
ctices of yoga, specially pr¡¸¡y¡ma
(HP V 1). However, in this verse,
Sv¡tm¡r¡ma seems to suggest the
treatment of any diseases through yoga.
But he has suggested to apply yoga-

cikits¡ preferably by combining a
careful treatment in consonance with
the method prescribed by the science
of medicine, i.e., Ëyurveda.

yogatantra ªÉÉäMÉiÉxjÉ (HP III I), practices
of yoga1. All such practices aim accor-
ding to this text, at awakening the
ku¸·al¢¿akti and thus centre round
ku¸·al¢.

yogadharma ªÉÉäMÉvÉ¨ÉÇ (BY XI 1), conduct
prescribed by yoga. BY declares that
all the other religious conducts (exclu-
ding yoga) are full of imperfections and
hence cause rebirth. But yoga never
goes in vain. Certainty of success lies
in its practice.

yogadh¡ra¸¡ ªÉÉäMÉvÉÉ®úhÉÉ (BG VIII 12),
determination in yoga or dh¡ra¸¡ as
described in yoga. Fixing the mind in
one place or at one object or concen-
trating the mind in the lotus of heart or
fixing one's own vital force in the head
is called yogadh¡ra¸¡.

yoganidr¡ ªÉÉäMÉÊxÉpùÉ (HP IV 49), a state
attained as a result of the practice of
khecar¢. Since in this state overt as
well as covert life activities are reduced
to minimum and the v¡yu as well as
the mental process gets stabilised in
their own place, it is termed to be
yoganidr¡.

yogapratipakÀa ªÉÉäMÉ|ÉÊiÉ{ÉIÉ (VB I 30),
yogamala (VB I 20), yog¡ntar¡ya
(VB I 30), foes of yoga. Nine distrac-
tions of mind are known as impurities
of mind or obstacles for yoga. These

yoga-4 yogapratipakÀa
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distractions of mind occur alongwith
the modifications of mind. Nine distr-
actions are vy¡dhi (sickness), sty¡na
(idlenes), saÆ¿aya (doubt), pram¡da
(negligence), ¡lasya (sloth), avirati
(lack of detachment), bhr¡ntidar¿ana
(misapprehension), alabdhabh£mika-
tva (failure to attain stability in concen-
tration), anavasthitatva (inability to
stay in the stage of concentration attai-
ned). All three terms are synonymous
technical names for these obstacles.

yogaphala ªÉÉäMÉ¡ò±É (VBh I 1), result or
fruits of yoga in the form of overcom-
ing the pr¡rabdhakarma like expiation
etc., and immediate release from them
is called the result of yoga. So also,
when all the subliminal impressions are
destroyed and in the absence of the
accompanying subliminal impression
of experience, even the karma which
has started giving results, become
incapable of giving rise to the fruits, is
known as result of yoga.

yogabala ªÉÉäMÉ¤É±É (BG VIII 10), power of
concentration which consists in stead-
fastness of mind arising from accumu-
lation of impressions resulting from
spiritual absorption.

yogabhraÀ¶a ªÉÉäMÉ§É¹]õ (BG VI 41), person
unable to attain success in yoga in one
life. He is born in the house of the pious
and the prosperous.

yogama¶ha ªÉÉäMÉ¨É`ö (HP I 13), ideal hut
for the practice of ha¶hayoga. Sv¡tm¡-
r¡ma suggests that the ideal hut should

have a small entrance and no other
openings, holes or pits, floor should
neither be too high nor too low, but well
besmeared with a thick layer of cow-
dung, clean and free from all insects,
there should be a canopied platform and
a well in the compound outside of
which should be enclosed by a wall.

yogamala ªÉÉäMÉ¨É±É (VB I 30), hindrance in
yoga (cf. yogapratipakÀa).

yogas¡dhan¡ ªÉÉäMÉºÉÉvÉxÉÉ (BY II 66), means
of yoga. BY conceives that pra¸ava
or om alone should be known as the
best means.

yogasiddhi-1 ªÉÉäMÉÊºÉÊrù-1 (HP I 65), succ-
ess in yoga. Achievement of the stage
of n¡d¡nusandh¡na.

yogasiddhi-2 ªÉÉäMÉÊºÉÊrù-2 (BY IX 196),
accomplishments of yoga. Ability to
disappear, memory, lustre, vision and
proficiency in the Vedas, leaving one's
body and entering into other's and prod-
ucing things at will are the characte-
ristics of the yogic accomplishments.

yogastha ªÉÉ äMÉºlÉ (BG II 48), having
established in yoga. Casting off attach-
ment and remaining equipoised in
success or failure is the state of establi-
shment in yoga.

yog¡gni ªÉÉäMÉÉÎMxÉ (BY VIII 35) = yog¡nala
ªÉÉäMÉÉxÉ±É  (GS I 8), fire of yoga. Through
it man becomes sinless, passionless,
pure and like a burnt-rod. The fire of
yoga consists in mantra, homa,
m¡rjana, abhyukÀa¸a and pr¡¸¡y¡ma,
a combined practice of all.

yogaphala yog¡gni
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yog¡´ga ªÉÉäMÉÉÆMÉ (G 4; YS II 28-9; YCU
2), component of yoga1. Six compo-
nents are separately described by G; but
no hard and fast lines are drawn to
distinguish one from the other. Yoga2

is said to be performed in the state of
(1) ¡sana which is one of yog¡´gas;
and it appears that according to G, it is
not essentially different from his (2)
pr¡¸asaÆyama- which is another.
Even (3) dh¡ra¸¡, (4) dhy¡na, and (5)
sam¡dhi are said to be pr¡¸asaÆya-
ma (96) in a sense. The most important
yoga1, the central process of G's yoga,
thus seems to be pr¡¸asaÆyama
according to this text. Depriving the
s£rya in the chest of the nectar which
flows from the throat is called (6)
praty¡h¡ra. Pataµjali has given eight
yog¡´gas. He adds yama and niyama
and considers the practice of all of them
to be the means of attaining the ultimate
aim of yoga1, Viz vivekakhy¡ti, which
leads to kaivalya (emancipation).
Some other texts have omitted yama
and niyama also. But these are perhaps
taken for granted by them, as practice
of restraints and observances were in
those days considered to be a necessary
qualification for those who sought
admission to an ¡¿rama for learning
yoga1. From HP I 17, and the colophons
at the end of the second, third and fourth
lessons of HP, the yog¡´gas appear to
be the following four according to this
text: ¡sana, pr¡¸¡y¡ma2, mudr¡ and
sam¡dhi.

yog¡ntar¡ya ªÉÉäMÉÉxiÉ®úÉªÉ (VB I 30), obstac-
les in yoga (cf. yogapratipakÀa).

yog¡r£·ha ªÉÉäMÉÉ¯ûfø (BG VI 3), ascending
the steps of yoga (dhy¡na), or getting
established in yoga. Action is said to
be the means for ascending the steps of
dhy¡nayoga. So also, a person who has
given up thought about everything and
does not get attached to the actions or
sense objects is said to be established
in yoga.

yog¡sana ªÉÉäMÉÉºÉxÉ (GS II 45; ANU 18),
one of the ¡sanas mentioned in GS. It
consists in turning the feet upwards and
placing them on the opposite knees and
then gazing at the tip of the nose after a
complete inspiration.
This shows that gazing at the tip of the
nose while suspending respiration is a
part of this ¡sana. ANU considers this
¡sana to be one of the four ¡sanas fit
for dhy¡na and to be necessarily
accompanied by agnidh¡ra¸¡.

yonibandha ªÉÉäÊxÉ¤ÉxvÉ (YTU 121), m£la-
bandha.

yonimudr¡ ªÉÉäÊxÉ¨ÉÖpùÉ (GS III 38-48; DBU
86; YCU 59; HP III 42), one of the
twentyfive mudr¡s mentioned in GS.
It consists in first adopting the siddh-
¡sana, then closing the ears, eyes and
the nostrils with fingers and retaining
breath after complete inhalation
through the mouth by forming k¡k¢-
mudr¡-thus combining pr¡¸a3.4  and
ap¡na-and then rousing the ku¸·a-
lin¢, carrying it to the head along with

yog¡´ga yonimudr¡
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the self and enjoying perfect bliss by
becoming one with brahman.
Although m£labandha (contracting
the anus) helps in raising bindu2 to the
head, the difference between m£la-
bandha and yonimudr¡ seems to be
that while this rising of something along
the suÀumn¡ (the spinal cord) up to the
yog¢'s head is a part of yonimudr¡,
m£labandha may be practised without
such a rising. In other words m£la-
bandha becomes yonimudr¡ if it is
accompanied with this udgh¡ta (ris-
ing). In the words of YCU, by perfor-
ming yonimudr¡ the bindu2 is forced
upwards as if it were thrown in fire and
had to rise to escape burning. In this
context bindu is often equated with
ku¸·alin¢. The word generally used
by writers on yoga for something
perceived as rising upwards along the
back is pr¡¸a2 (cf. bindu-4).

yonisth¡naka ªÉÉäÊxÉºlÉÉxÉEò = yonisth¡na
ªÉÉäÊxÉºlÉÉxÉ = yoni ªÉÉäÊxÉ (G 8, 11, 12; GS
II 7; HP I 35, III 60-62; YCU 7, 8; DBU
44), perineum-the seat of mah¡li´ga
near the gud¡ (anus). The metaphor of
flower and its ovary is well kept up in
these texts. The dhy¡nasth¡na (spot
for meditation) ¡dh¡ra is the lotus of
which yoni is the ovary. They speak of
pressing the  yoni instead of gud¡ or
¡dh¡ra.

ra -®ú
rajas-1 ®úVÉºÉÂ-1 (SSP I 51), one of the five

components of kulapaµcaka. D¡na

(charity), bhoga (enjoyment), á¤´g¡ra
(ornamentation), vastugraha¸a (recep-
tion of the objects), and sv¡rtha (selfish-
ness) are the five characteristics of
rajas.

rajas-2 ®úVÉºÉÂ-2 (VB I 2, II 18, III 43, IV
31; SK 13, 54), movements of frequen-
cies intermediate between those of
sattva2 and tamas2. According to
Pataµjali and S¡´khya, even objects
which appear to be stationary and stable
are all the time undergoing transition
and are unstable at bottom; and
prak¤ti2 (nature) in action is thus a
continuum of complex movements of
different frequencies. It appears that the
upper end of the scale is sattva2-
predominant and the lower tamas1-
predominant. These three terms, how-
ever, are strictly relative. We can distin-
guish sattva2, rajas1 and tamas2 in
every band of frequencies, from
wherever in the continuum the band is
picked up.
SK calls rajas stimulating and mobile.
This fits well into the S¡´khya theory
as nature's movements of intermediate
frequencies may appear as movements
in the physical world and those of
comparatively lower frequencies in the
high frequency band as emotion and
violent urge in the mental world. The
influence of rajas is thus seen to be
predominant in physical movement as
well as in emotion etc.

rajas-3 ®úVÉºÉÂ-3 (YSU I 68, 137), dev¢tattva

yonisth¡naka rajas-3
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näù´ÉÒiÉk´É (the feminine principle) which
resides in the yoni. One aspect of the
yoga taught in this UpaniÀad is the
union of rajas2 and retas (the mascu-
line principle) which resides in the
throat.
According to UpaniÀadbrahmayog¢, the
feminine principle is áakti and the
masculine principle ¿iva and the union
of rajas and retas ¿iva¿aktisaÆyoga,
which is r¡jayoga. R¡jayoga gives the
siddhis3 (extraordinary powers) like
a¸im¡ (becoming extremely small,
even of a microscopic size) according
to YSU.

rajas-4 ®úVÉºÉÂ-4 (HP III 95, 97, 98), secre-
tion from the lower parts of suÀumn¡.
Mixing of retas1 and rajas3 by vajrol¢
mudr¡ is very much praised by HP and
SS and is considered to be an important
yogic practice.

ratna ®úixÉ (YS II 37), a thing of the highest
value. When the habit of not misappro-
priating or stealing is firmly establish-
ed, one is rewarded with possessing all
the things of the highest value. Gold and
precious stones are not considered to
be things of the highest value by the
yog¢s. Reference seems to be to acqui-
ring the highest virtues.

ratnaprabh¡ma¸·ala ® úixÉ|É¦ÉÉ¨Éhb÷±É

(MBU II (1) 10), one of the signs indi-
cating success in ¿¡mbhav¢mudr¡. It
is the vision of a round light shining
like a jewel, presumably of any colour.
It is a t¡rakalakÀya-a viÀayavat¢

prav¤tti (YS I 35) = a divyar£pasamvit
Ênù´ªÉ°ü{ÉºÉÆÊ´ÉiÉÂ (VB).

ravi-1 ®úÊ´É-1 = bh¡skara ¦ÉÉºEò®ú (G 57,
63), literally the sun. Here it stands for
something in the navel region presum-
ably heat, which dries up the nectar
flowing from the centre above called
¿a¿i (moon).

ravi-2 ®úÊ´É-2 (G 58), the sun. The ¿ambhu
¶É¨¦ÉÖ (God) in the h¤daya (chest) is
compared to the luminous sun.

ravi-3 ®úÊ´É-3 (BY IX 95), synonym for sun.
A golden pitcher having thousands of
small holes through which the rays
come, therefore, he is named as ravi.

ra¿misaÆjµaka ®Î¶¨ÉºÉÆYÉEò (BY IX 96),
having the form of ra¿mi, i.e. rays. I·¡
and suÀumn¡ are two n¡·¢s existing
in the form of rays.

rasa-1 ®ºÉ-1 (VB I 35), taste. It is said to
be one of the five objects of sense-a
viÀaya4.

rasa-2 ®ºÉ-2 (VB I 45, II 9), one of the
five tanm¡tr¡s. It is the avi¿eÀa of the
vi¿eÀa ap. This tanm¡tr¡ in the tongue
is stimulated by the rasa2 tanm¡tr¡ in
the stimulus and gives a gustatory
sensation.

rasa-3 ®ºÉ-3 (HP IV 26-7), mercury.
Steadiness of mind is compared to that
of mercury. Both work wonders when
stabilized. Mercury imparts ability to
rise to the body and mind to pr¡¸a.

rasana ®ºÉxÉ (SK 26), sense of taste-one
of the five buddh¢ndriyas (senses).
The physiological organ tongue is not

rajas-4 rasana
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rasana in this context (cf. indriya1-2).
It is something very subtle which, like
the other senses (indriyas), transmi-
grates with the soul.

ras¡nanda ®ºÉÉxÉxnù (GS VII 5), one of the
six aspects of r¡jayoga. This is the
aspect of r¡jayoga attained by success
in khecar¢mudr¡, its characteristic
being the bliss accompanied with the
subjectively aroused tastes of objects
like butter, ghee, milk, honey. Like the
other aspects of r¡jayoga mentioned
by GS, this also does not seem to be an
established state of r¡jayoga. It looks
like a passing phase-a temporary
experience of r¡jayoga.

r¡k¡ ®ÉEòÉ (YSU V 24), one of the sixteen
principal n¡·¢s. The function of this
n¡·¢2 is to dry up water. It causes
hunger and collects phlegm in the nose.

r¡ga ®ÉMÉ (YS II 3, 7; SK 45), one of the
kle¿as. It consists in getting attached
to that which brings one pleasure. The
sentiments which are thus formed are
all called r¡gas and in this way there
are many r¡gas in each mind, e.g. love
of wealth, delicious dishes, fashionable
clothing, wife, children etc.
According to SK, it is the bh¡va2 which
is the opposite of vir¡ga, hence called
r¡jasa ®ÉVÉºÉ (pertaining to rajas) as
opposed to vir¡ga which is s¡ttvika
(pertaining to sattva). Rajas predomi-
nates in the r¡ga.
If we have to think of r¡ga as a single
disposition as Pataµjali seems to do, it

would be the tendency to get attached
to whatever brings pleasure. This
tendency is innate in every living being.

r¡gadvesa ®ÉMÉuäù¹É (BG III 34, XVIII 51),
attraction and repulsion. Attraction
towards desirable things and repulsion
against undesirable things-they are
ordained with regard to the objects of
all the organs. It is hereby suggested
that one should not come under the in-
fluence of these two. To achieve sup-
reme consummation of knowledge, one
should eliminate the attachment and
hatred also besides the other conditions.

r¡jadanta ®ÉVÉnùxiÉ (HP III 21), the front
part of the row of the upper teeth.
According to one opinion, for perfor-
ming mah¡bandha the tongue should
be pressed against the front teeth
instead of pressing the chin against the
chest.

r¡jadantabila (m£la) ®ÉVÉnùxiÉÊ¤É±É (¨ÉÚ±É)ù (G
64; HP I 46), the hollow of the
saucerlike roof of the mouth. Yog¢s are
advised to press this spot with the tip
of the tongue and meditate upon the
goddess who is supposed to be the
source of nectar which oozes from that
spot.
According to some authorities, for
performing padm¡sana the tongue
should be pressed against the hard
palate.

r¡japatha ®ÉVÉ{ÉlÉù (HP III 3), royal path.
When the dormant ku¸·alin¢ is
awakened, all the centres and knots in

ras¡nand r¡japatha
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the suÀumn¡ get pierced whereby a
royal highway for the pr¡¸a is created.

r¡jam¡rga ®ÉVÉ¨ÉÉMÉ Ç (GS VI 19), the
luminous passage in the brain above the
level of the eyes. When ku¸·alin¢ is
aroused and rises above the level of the
eyes, it becomes one with ¡tm¡ and
remains there. But even there it is inces-
santly moving and is not perceptible on
account of the rapid fluctuations. Most
probably by r¡jam¡rga Ghera¸·a
here means the sahasr¡ra.

r¡jayoga ®ÉVÉªÉÉäMÉ (GS VII 6, 17; HP I 2,
67, II 74, 76-7, III 122, IV 3-8; YSU I
129, 137, 138; YTU 19, 129; SS V 15).
GS mentions six aspects of r¡jayoga
each of which is to be practised. They
are (1) dhy¡na by ¿¡mbhavi mudr¡,
(2) n¡da by bhr¡mar¢ mudr¡, (3)
ras¡nanda by khecar¢ mudr¡, (4)
layasiddhi by yoni mudr¡, (5)
manonman¢ by bhaktiyoga and (6)
manom£rch¡ by murch¡ kum-
bhaka, which is also more a spiritually
oriented mudr¡ than anything else.
Each of these aspects develops into
sam¡dhi by sam¡patti in which
manas2 is the tatstha which merges
into tad (cf. P I 41). Each of these
aspects of r¡jayoga ultimately leads to
Supreme Realization; viz. "there is not-
hing except brahman and I am that".
In GS VII 17 this is called r¡jayoga.
YTU mentions r¡jayoga as one of the
four kinds of yoga, the other three being
mantra3, laya and ha¶ha. YSU calls

it an aspect of mah¡yoga. R¡jayoga,
according to SS and YTU, also appears
to be another name for the niÀpatti
avasth¡ of yoga, rather than a kind of
yoga in itself.
According to YTU, life activity (v¡yu)
is withdrawn from the nine openings
of the body as a tortoise withdraws its
limbs. Perhaps these nine doors are
mentioned only as symbols for the
extremities of the body. If conscious-
ness is withdrawn from them by a yog¢
successfully and these doors are thus
closed (i.e. sensation and action are
both stopped altogether), life activity
remains confined in the head to
whatever is in the yog¢'s mind. With-
drawal of v¡yu in this manner is called
nirv¡ta ÊxÉ´ÉÉÇiÉ (breathless) kumbhaka in
YTU 142. In this state the yog¢ is left
with his ¡tm¡2 and ¡tm¡2 alone as
there is nothing else in his mind.
R¡jayoga, according to this UpaniÀad,
is possible only after success in ha¶ha-
yoga is attained (cf. rajas3). HP
appears to consider the condition of the
individual after Supreme Realization to
be r¡jayoga. It appears that in fact,
there is only one yoga which has vario-
us components, aspects, phases and
stages, each with its own name. This
multiplicity of names gives rise to the
wrong idea that there are many yogas.

r¡jayogaphal¡vadhi ®ÉVÉªÉÉäMÉ¡ò±ÉÉ´ÉÊvÉ (HP
I 67), until the attainment of the stage
of r¡jayoga. All the ha¶hayogic prac-

r¡jam¡rga r¡jayogaphal¡vadhi
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tices should continue till the r¡jayoga
is attained. Ha¶hayoga accepts the
r¡jayoga to be its goal.

r¡tri ®ÉÊjÉ (HP IV 42), i·¡ n¡·¢, R¡tri is
a technical term used for i·¡ n¡·¢ as
against div¡ for pi´gal¡. Ëtman
should not be meditated upon either
when pi´gal¡ is active or even when
i·¡ is active, i.e., it should be meditated
only when both are inactive (i.e. when
suÀumn¡ is active).

rucira-1 ¯ûÊSÉ®ú-1 (ANU 9), kumbhaka.
rucira-2 ¯ûÊSÉ®ú-2 (ANU 8), suspension of

respiratory as well as mental functions
(see UpaniÀadbrahmayog¢). After get-
ting rid of the kilbiÀas (taints), the yog¢
is advised to direct his effort towards
rucira, which here appears to be a stage
even above s£kÀma dhy¡na (medi-
tation on a subtle object) because
dhy¡na, after all, is a manov¤tti ¨ÉxÉÉä́ ÉÞÊkÉ
(mental process). Kumbhaka (suspen-
sion of breath) is obviously implied in
rucira. Rucira seems to be complete
state of a pra¿¡nta (calm) person. In
any case, rucira is not exactly the same
phenomenon or state as kumbhaka;
because kumbhaka is a pr¡¸¡y¡ma2

while rucira is to be tried after the
doÀas (sins) are burnt away by
pr¡¸¡y¡ma2 and kilbiÀas (taints) by
dh¡ra¸¡.

ruja ̄ ûVÉ (G 54), disease. GorakÀa declares
that diseases are destroyed by the
practice of ¡sanas, whereas Ghera¸·a
(GS V 57) says that it is through
pr¡¸¡y¡ma the diseases are destroyed.

rudra ¯ûpù (GS III 61; BY IX 84), the
presiding deity of five elements situated
at the navel. Vai¿v¡nar¢dh¡ra¸¡ is
practised by merging pr¡¸a along with
citta for 2 hours on this fire element in
the navel. Due to the act of tearing,
roaming, loving and hastening, he is
named rudra according to BY.

rudragranthi ¯ûpùOÉÎxlÉ (VU V 66; HP IV
76), one of the three hurdles in the way
of the v¡yu which appears to be rising
up along the back to the head. This is
the highest and the last of the three
hurdles located in the bhr£madhya.
What exactly the granthis are, is diffi-
cult to say at this stage of our know-
ledge of ancient Indian Physiology.

rudr¡¸¢ ¯ûpùÉhÉÒ (HP III 121), ¿¡mbhav¢.
r£pa-1 °ü{É-1 (YS III 46), visible form.

Beauty of form is here said to be gained
as part of perfection of body attained
by performing saÆyama on the
material side of nature.

r£pa-2 °ü{É-2 (VB I 45, II 19), one of the
five tanm¡tr¡s, the subtle matter
which takes the form of the element
agni (fire). The theory is that this
tanm¡tr¡ has three qualities of which
that which stimulates the eye, predomi-
nates not those qualities which stimu-
late the skin or the ear spar¿a and
¿abda respectively.

r£pa-3 °ü{É-3 (TSB 4), one of the five
jaivatanm¡tras, i.e. the active princi-
ples in the sense organs, which are
responsible for the sensory function.

r¡tri r£pa-3
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R£pa is the jaivatanm¡tra in the eye,
which is stimulated by the corres-
ponding tanm¡tr¡ in visible objects.

r£pa-4 °ü{É-4 (TSB 6, 9), sight. It is the
function of the sense organ cakÀu3 (the
eye).

r£pa-5 °ü{É-5 (ANU 14), one of the five
stimuli for the five sense organs. It is
the stimulus for the eye and is called
its viÀaya4. It is the predominant quality
of the tanm¡tr¡ r£pa. The natural
desire to see things (r£pas) is also
called cakÀu indriya in Sanskrit and
of this also the viÀayas4 are r£pas5.

r£pagraha¸a °ü{ÉOÉ½þhÉ (ATU 10), visual
perception, which is impossible without
the instrumentality of manas (mind)
and cakÀu (eye). For seeing the
t¡rakalakÀya (which is a prav¤tti and
not a v¤tti) also, the j¢v¡tm¡ (the indi-
vidual self) needs the instrumentality
of manas as well as of cakÀu. CakÀu
here is the central apparatus necessary
for vision-not the peripheral sense
organ eye.

rekh¡traya ®äúJÉÉjÉªÉ (GS VI 11), the three
lines (a, ka and tha) of the mystical
triangle ha, la, kÀa which may be
imagined (in the state of sth£la-
dhy¡na) in the pericarp of the twelve-
petaled lotus, which in its turn, is
imagined in the pericarp of the 1000
petalled lotus. Om is imagined inside
this mystical triangle.

recaka-1 ®äúSÉEò-1 = reca ®äúSÉ (G 47; HP II
36, 45, 68, 69, 71, 72, 73; VU V 18;

DU VI 13; YCU 101; MBU I (1) 6; BY
VIII 9, 10), exhalation-one of the three
phases of pr¡¸¡y¡ma2, the other two
being p£raka1 (inhalation) and
kumbhaka1 (retention of breath). It is,
however, not necessary that every
pr¡¸¡y¡ma2 should have all the three
phases. For Pataµjali e.g., kumbhaka
is pr¡¸¡y¡ma2 proper, which may or
may not be preceded by inhalation or
exhalation.

recaka-2 ®äúSÉEò-2 (VU V 57-8), driving out
all objects, external as well as internal,
from consciousness.

recaka-3 ®äúSÉEò-3 (BY VIII 22), expired
air.

recaka-4 ®äúSÉEò-4 (BY VIII 20, 21, 25, 42),
b¡hya kumbhaka. Contemplation
upon ¿iva is prescribed in this
condition.

recana ®äúSÉxÉ (TSM 94, 108), exhalation =
recaka.

retas-1 ®äúiÉºÉÂ-1 (G 65), flow, current. Its
direction becomes upwards within two
or three years after the body of the yog¢
becomes full of am¤ta (nectar). Retas
is generally supposed to be semen and
the word £rdhvaretas has become
synonymous with brahmac¡r¢ (a
celibate person). But in the context of
G 63 retas should be taken to be secre-
tion from the upper parts of suÀumn¡.
Rajas3 is to be raised up by vajrol¢
mudr¡ to mix with retas1. This may
help maintaining celibacy; but it seems
to be more appropriate to say that this

r£pa-4 retas-1
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helps in raising pr¡¸a2. It may be that
v¢rya (energy) is needed for that also.

retas-2 ®ä úiÉºÉ Â-2 (YSU I 68, 137), the
masculine principle which is supposed
to reside in the throat (see UpaniÀad-
brahmayog¢). One aspect of the yoga
taught by this UpaniÀad is union of
rajas2 and retas2-of ¿akti and ¿iva. It
is here called r¡jayoga.

la-±É
lak¡ra ±ÉEòÉ®ú (GS III 70, V 44), laÆ ±ÉÆ  the

b¢jamantra of the p¤thv¢ (earth)
tattva3 (element). Hence the bhauma-
tattva ¦ÉÉè̈ ÉiÉk´É (earth) which is contem-
plated in adhodh¡ra¸¡ has the letter
'la ±É ' on it. These single-lettered
mantras3 are mystical and it is difficult
to say anything about them. The 'la ±É'
b¢jamantra is repeated thirtytwo times
during samanun¡·¢ ¿uddhi when the
air is exhaled for the second time,
obviously through the right nostril.

lakÀa¸a ±ÉIÉhÉú (YS III 13, 53), the condi-
tion of an object or a citta2-whether
active or niruddha-which results from
the object, or the citta2 under-going a
change between one moment of time
and the next moment. This change also
is a series of changes. Though the mem-
bers of this series are not perceptible,
or introspectible; yet they are there and
are known as avasth¡s in Pataµjali's
language. These changes are going on
all the time, and in this way, as
explained by VB, every lakÀa¸a is a
succession of such changes. Thus the

difference between an avasth¡ and
lakÀa¸a is that while the later can be
perceived or introspected, as the case
may be, the former can neither be
perceived nor introspected.

lakÀa¸apari¸¡ma ±ÉIÉhÉ{ÉÊ®úhÉÉ¨Éú (YS III
13), a pari¸¡ma made up of a series
of avasth¡pari¸¡mas. A series of
lakÀa¸apari¸¡mas constitutes a
dharmapari¸¡ma.
A lakÀa¸apari¸¡ma is not an object
proper but a changed condition in which
an object is found when perceived after
some time. The perceptibly changed
conditions of one and the same object
are all called lakÀa¸apari¸¡mas. The
objects themselves are dharmapari-
¸¡mas and the imperceptibly changed
conditions behind the perceptibly
changed ones are avasth¡pari¸¡mas.
In fact the changes take place in
kramas of prak¤ti, which as they are
perceived and understood by us are
called pari¸¡mas by Pataµjali. When
one object changes into another object,
as threads into cloth, there is a
dharmapari¸¡ma. If a piece of cloth
becomes old, it is seen as a lakÀa¸a-
pari¸¡ma and the imperceptibly
changed conditions which are constan-
tly arising one after another while the
perceptibly changed condition of the
object remains the same are avasth¡-
pari¸¡mas.

lakÀya ±ÉIªÉ (ATU 7), that which the
t¡rakayog¢ experiences when he succ-

retas-2 lakÀya
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eeds in his yoga. It may be an antar-
lakÀya or a b¡hyalakÀya or a madhya-
lakÀya i.e. only a content of conscious-
ness or something localised in the outer
world or something which is in the yog¢
and which surrounds the yog¢'s body.
The yog¢ finds himself in it.

lakÀyatraya ±ÉIªÉjÉªÉ (SSP II 26-29), three
types of objects (for dh¡ra¸¡). They
are antarlakÀya, bahirlakÀya and
madhyalakÀya. In the first variety, the
objects are internal such as suÀumn¡,
the atomic flame in koll¡¶ama¸·apa
above the forehead, reddish circle in the
naso-pharyngeal cavity. 'dhuna' like
n¡da  in the head, blue flame like retina
of the eyes.
The second type of objects are external
such as blueflame-like object four
fingers away from nose, smoke-like
v¡yu-element eight fingers (below the
nose), wave-like water-element ten
fingers away from the nose, earth-
element with yellow colour twelve
fingers away from the nose, ¡k¡¿a
pervaded with rays, empty space, hot
gold-like ground etc. Dh¡ra¸¡ on
¡k¡¿a makes the citta pure and free
from modifications. Gazing the hot
gold-like ground makes the gaze
steady.
The third type of objects; this consists
in having dh¡ra¸¡ on bahirlakÀya in
one's own body, these objects are
whitish, reddish, black  jyoti; lighten-
ing, sun or moon etc., any object of

one's choice. Considering oneself as
unattached with objects as such comes
under this variety.

laghu-1 ±ÉPÉÖ-1 (SK 13), light, not heavy.
Sattva2 is supposed to be light, while
tamas2 is supposed to be heavy.
Laghutva ±ÉPÉÖi´É (lightness) in this con-
text corresponds to immateriality and
the indriyas2 (sense and action organs)
are said to be immaterial because they
are s¡ttvika. They are composed chief-
ly of rajas and sattva and predomina-
nce of the latter in them makes them
immaterial.

laghu-2 ±ÉPÉÖ-2 (HP II 64), quickly, while
doing bhastrik¡ pr¡¸¡y¡ma2, when
the practicant feels tired, he is advised
to inhale through the right nostril and
immediately hold the nostrils with his
thumb and the ring and the small
fingers.

laghut£lasam¡patti ±ÉPÉÖiÉÚ±ÉºÉ¨ÉÉ{ÉÊkÉ (YS,
VB III 42), sam¡patti on lightness
such as that of cotton fibre. This is an
alternative means for the attainment of
the power like movement in the air. The
other means for attaining this power is
the practice of saÆyama on the invari-
able relationship between the body and
¡k¡¿a (space). Both the means make a
yog¢ very light. Because of this light-
ness, a yog¢ is said to become able to
walk over water, or over spider's web
or even over rays of light and gradually
he is able to move through the air at
will.

lakÀyatraya laghut£lasam¡patti
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laghv¡¿¢ ±ÉP´ÉÉ¶ÉÒ (BG XVIII 52), one who
eats moderately (cf. mit¡h¡ra).

labdhav¤ttikle¿a ±É¤vÉ´ÉÞÊkÉC±Éä¶É (VB II 4),
active kle¿a. It is not a disposition (a
part of the mental structure) which the
kle¿as are, according to Pataµjali, but
a functioning of the mind prompted by
a kle¿a (cf. VB).

lampik¡ ±ÉÎ¨{ÉEòÉ (G 86), one of the nine
dhy¡nasth¡nas (spots on the body for
meditating upon). It is probably the
highest of the three parts of the throat
(ka¸¶ha) below which there are
gha¸¶ik¡ and candra. The yog¢ how-
ever, does not meditate on the uvula,
but on the spot somewhere near or
inside it in the mouth; although
gha¸¶ik¡ is uvula.

lambik¡ ±ÉÎ¨¤ÉEòÉ (GS I 31, III 22), the
tongue. If one cuts the frenum under
the tongue and then regularly practises
moving the tongue upwards, the tongue
gets longer and longer till it reaches the
spot under the eyebrows. Then ensues
khecar¢.

laya-1 ±ÉªÉ-1 (YTU 19, 23; KU 23), beco-
ming a void. Obviously it is not the
layasiddhi of Ghera¸·a (V II 5), which
is a state of r¡jayoga brought about by
success in yonimudr¡ or laya of VU.
It is more like the laya of Pataµjali's
prak¤tilayatva |ÉEÞòÊiÉ±ÉªÉi´É which is abse-
nce of all cittav¤ttis or cetana- an
obliteration of the whole being of citta2.
Layasiddhi of GS and VU is the merg-
ing of citta in the object of concen-

tration as in Pataµjali's sam¡patti-
while laya of these (TBU and KU)
UpaniÀads is citta2 becoming a void. It
is compared to the extinction of a
candle when it has spent itself.

laya-2 ±ÉªÉ-2 (VU V 10, 75), one of the
three stages of yoga, the other two ac-
cording to this UpaniÀad, being ha¶ha
and mantra3. Laya is the opposite of
ha¶ha. While ha¶ha is predominantly
of the body and is gross, laya is subtle
and much deeper than ha¶ha. Nothing
more is said about layayoga. The
niÀpatti stage of yoga is described as
laya of j¢va in brahman and is called
the state of j¢vanmukti. This shows
that this laya is not a permanent mer-
ging but a state which lasts for a longer
or shorter period. All the same, it
illumines the soul.

laya-3 ±ÉªÉ-3 (HP IV 33), getting merged
in, becoming one with.

laya-4 ±ÉªÉ-4 (HP IV 3, 29, 31-2, 34, 80,
103), r¡jayoga, sam¡dhi.

layasiddhi ±ÉªÉÊºÉÊrù (GS VII 5), one of the
six states of r¡jayoga mentioned by
Ghera¸·a. It is attained by yonimudr¡.
Adopting the yonimudr¡ pose, the
yog¢ takes himself to be the ¿akti which
is to unite with ¿iva and thus enjoy bliss.

lal¡¶a ±É±ÉÉ]õ (VS III 73), forehead. One of
the eighteen vital points. It is three fin-
gers above the middle of the eyebrows.

l¡ghava ±ÉÉPÉ´É (GS I 9, 11), feeling of
lightness-one of the seven achieve-
ments of ha¶hayoga. The means by

laghv¡¿¢ l¡ghava
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which this is attained is pr¡¸¡y¡ma2.
By virtue of this the yog¢ feels as if he
is suspended in air. Pra¸ava (= pr¡¸a2

= v¡yu) rising to the head may or may
not bring about actual reduction in
weight. But it does create this feeling.

li´ga-1 Ë±ÉMÉ-1 (SK 20, 40), the transmi-
grating entity, ordinarily known as the
soul. It appears that according to
Ì¿varak¤À¸a only kara¸as2 (senses
etc.) are the constituents of li´ga1.
Li´ga1 is thus the ¿¡nta vi¿eÀa which
carries the bh¡vas2 with it. This view
tallies with Pataµjali's idea of citta1,
which is all aindriya, being taken from
one body to another and with the G¢t¡'s
view that the senses and the manas1

which are pr¡k¤ta (pertaining to
prak¤ti) go along with the transmi-
grating soul.

li´ga-2 Ë±ÉMÉ-2 (YCU 72; BY II 135),
subtle body. According to YCU, it
consists of the ten subtle indriyas1, five
objects of sense, five v¡yus, manas
and buddhi. This li´ga2 is called one
of the three bodies of man, the other
two being sth£la and k¡ra¸a ¿ar¢ras.
Li´ga2 is s£kÀma (subtle) as compared
to sth£la prak¤ti which is gross. It
appears to be the same as li´ga1, though
it is not mentioned that this body
transmigrates, nor is it called k¡ra¸a.

li´ga-3 Ë±ÉMÉ-3 (SK 10, 41), vyakta, which
does not actually exist, except in the
form of gu¸apari¸¡mavi¿eÀas-
particular individuals differentiated in

it; i.e. the s£kÀma, ghora and m£·ha
vi¿eÀas.

li´ga-4 Ë±ÉMÉ-4 (SK 5; YSU II 9-10), mark
of anything (cf. li´gin2). In YSU om is
called li´ga4, because it is the symbol
which stands for brahman. It is itself
sometimes said to be the Supreme
Reality.

li´ga-5 Ë±ÉMÉ-5 (HP IV 42), ¡tman,
brahman, meditation of whom is here
prescribed in the state of kumbhaka.

li´gade¿a Ë±ÉMÉnäù¶É (G 22), the region of
sexual organs. The kuh£ n¡·¢ runs
from the kandayoni, from where all the
n¡·¢s originate, to this region.

li´gadh¡r¢ Ë±ÉMÉvÉÉ®úÒ (SSP VI 44), whose
mind is completely merged along with
all the component elements of the body,
a devotee of Lord ¿iva.

li´gam¡tra Ë±ÉMÉ¨ÉÉjÉ (YS II 19), the
S¡¸khya mahat. Pataµjali considers
it to be one of the four gu¸aparvas
(levels of differentiation) in prak¤ti.
VB distinguishes between vyavas¡y¡-
tmaka ́ ªÉ´ÉºÉÉªÉÉi¨ÉEò and vyavasey¡tmaka
´ªÉ´ÉºÉäªÉÉi¨ÉEò li´gam¡tra, which corres-
pond to SK's vaik¤t¡ha¸k¡ra and
bh£t¡di respectively. Pataµjali does
not use the word aha´k¡ra in any of
his s£tras. Li´gam¡tra is the first diff-
erentiation in ali´ga, which is perfectly
indeterminate prak¤ti. In li´ga-
m¡tram or mahat are differentiated
the tanm¡tr¡s and asmit¡, which are
at the avi¿eÀa level according to VB's
explanation of Pataµjali's S£tra.

li´ga-1 li´gam¡tra
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li´ga¿ar¢ra Ë±ÉMÉ¶É®úÒ®ú (VS V 13), causal
body. According to Indian thought,
there are three causal bodies-¢¿vara,
¡tman and prak¤ti.

li´gin-1 Ë±ÉÊMÉxÉÂ-1 (ABU 19), one who
knows the brahman. The knowers of
brahman differ from one another as
do cows of different colours; but their
knowledge (the knowledge of
brahman) is the same as the milk of
all the cows is of the same colour.

li´gin-2 Ë±ÉÊMÉxÉÂ-2 (SK 5), that which has a
particular mark, li´ga4 being the word
for mark. We infer either what has the
mark from its mark, or a mark from that
which has that mark.

loka-1 ±ÉÉäEò-1 (YCU 72), deva (God),
tiryak (animal), nara (man), or
sth¡vara ºlÉÉ´É®ú (stationary living being).
These are the four varieties of life
which constitute one of the three
sargas-the bhautikasarga-according
to Ì¿varak¤À¸a (SK 53).

loka-2 ±ÉÉäEò-2 (VB I 49, III 17), worldly,
ordinary, of people in general; e.g. loka-
pratyakÀa, lokabuddhi.

loka-3 ±ÉÉäEò-3 (VB III 26), the various
worlds; e.g. janoloka, tapoloka etc.

lobha ±ÉÉä¦É (YSH IV 6; YS II 34), acco-
rding to YSH, one of the four kaÀ¡yas
Eò¹ÉÉªÉ, the other three being krodha,
m¡na ¨ÉÉxÉò (pride) and m¡y¡. Lobha is
said to be the repository of all the doÀas,
destroyer of all the gu¸as and root of
all the troubles. There is no end to
lobha. It is icch¡ (desire) which goes

on increasing as it is being satisfied
(r¡g¡t r¡go vardhate ®úÉMÉiÉÂ ®úÉMÉÉä ´ÉvÉÇiÉäò). Its
only antidote is santoÀa. According to
Pataµjali, hiÆs¡ (causing pain to
others), which is the opposite of one of
his yamas (restraints), is like other
vitarkas motivated by lobha, krodha
and moha. Lobha can be rendered in
English as greed.

laulik¢ ±ÉÉèÊ±ÉEòÒ (GS I 12), one of the Àa¶ka-
rmas which is said to consist in moving
the abdomen with force from one side
to another. It is obviously the same ex-
ercise as is ordinarily known as naul¢.
It is not described by GS in greater deta-
ils. Of course it would not be possible
without some kind of u··iy¡na (rising
the diaphragm), though not exactly
what Ghera¸·a calls by u··iy¡na1.

laulya ±ÉÉè±ªÉ (HP I 15), fickleness of mind,
which undoes all yoga.

va-´É
vaÆ ´ÉÆ (GS V 44), the b¢ja which a yog¢

is advised to recite mentally sixtyfour
times while performing kumbhaka
(stopping of  breath) for the third time
in the process of samanun¡·¢¿uddhi.
It is a monosyllabic mystic formula
with an anusv¡ra +xÉÖº´ÉÉ®ú at the end.

vaÆ¿¢n¡da ́ ÉÆ¶ÉÒxÉÉnù (GS V 74; HP, IV 86),
one of the internally aroused sounds
heard by the yog¢ who is successful in
performing bhr¡mar¢ kumbhaka.
This sound is like that of a sweet
sounding flute.

vakra ù́ ÉGò (BY IX 10), vibratory. The four

li´ga¿ar¢ra vakra
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syllabled oÆk¡ra is vibratory in the
initial stage.

vacana ù´ÉSÉxÉ (SK 28; TSB 6), expressing
what is in one's mind-a thought, a
feeling, or a wish- by bodily activity
mainly by speaking. It is the function
of v¡k which according to TSB, is an
aÆ¿a (part) of p¤thv¢ (earth). Hence
vacana is said to be a k¡rya (function)
of p¤thv¢.
 According to SK, v¡k has to do with
sound and sound alone. In this way
vacana would consist only in making
a vocal sound for communication with
others.

vajrakumbha ù´ÉXÉEÖò¨¦É (BVU 75), a class
of kumbhaka. UpaniÀad-brahmayog¢
explains that some varieties of
kumbhakas such as s£ryabhedana,
ujj¡y¢, ¿¢tal¢ are understood to be
vajrakumbhakas.

vajradarpa¸a ù´ÉXÉnù{ÉÇhÉ (MBU II (1) 10),
one of the visions which when seen by
a yog¢ points to his success in ¿¡m-
bhav¢mudr¡. It is a light like forked
lightening which yog¢ sees as a
divyar£pa or divine light (cf. VB III
36).

vajr¡sana-1 ù´ÉXÉÉºÉxÉ-1 (GS II 3, 12), one
of the thirtytwo ¡sanas1 described by
Ghera¸·a. It consists in flexing the legs
hard and placing the two feet by the two
sides of the anus.

vajr¡sana-2 ù´ÉXÉÉºÉxÉ-2 (HP I 37, III 110-
11; YKU I 4, 6), one of the only two
¡sanas1 recommended in YKU, the

other being padm¡sana. According to
YKU, it consists in placing the left heel
below the m£lakanda- central part of
the pelvis-and the other above the left
foot and the neck, the back and the head
being kept in line.
According to HP, gupt¡sana, mukt-
¡sana and vajr¡sana2 are the other
names of siddh¡sana which it explains
as follows: ''fix the left ankle above the
penis and the other ankle over that''.

vajrol¢-1 ù´ÉXÉÉä±ÉÒ-1 (GS III 2, 39), one of
the twentyfive mudr¡s mentioned in
this text. It consists in resting the two
palms on the ground, raising the feet
and the head in air. It aims at awake-
ning of the ku¸·al¢1 and prolonging
of life. This mudr¡ is also said to bring
liberation, to facilitate bindusiddhi and
to bring every success to a yog¢

vajrol¢-2 ù́ ÉXÉÉä±ÉÒ-2 (SS IV 78, 80), sucking
up semen back again after a sexual act.

vajrol¢-3 ù´ÉXÉÉä±ÉÒ-3 (HP III 6, 82, 84, 90,
93, 95, 97, 99, IV 14), one of the ten
mudr¡s mentioned in this text. It consi-
sts in raising the secretions of the pelvic
region by appropriately contracting and
manipulating the inner organs situated
in this region. As the fluid poured from
the suÀumn¡ begins naturally to flow
downwards, it is preserved by exerting
an upward pull in the manner explained
above. The practice of this mudr¡ is
said to conquer death, i.e. break the
cycle of birth and death.

vamanadhauti ù´É¨ÉxÉvÉÉèÊiÉ (GS I 39), filling

vacana vamanadhauti
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the stomach and the gullet with water
after a full meal and vomiting it out.
This is to be done about three hours
after eating, though this precaution is
not mentioned by Ghera¸·a.
If one practises this dhauti regularly
one does not suffer from any
kaphadoÀa.

vara¸aka ù´É®úhÉEò (SK 13), that which res-
trains, causes obstruction (cf. tamas).

vara¸abheda ù´É®úhÉ¦Éänù (VB, VM IV 3),
separation of the covering. The cause
is never generated by the effect. It
happens simply by the separation of the
covering. Just as farmer does not draw
the water with his own hand in order to
irrigate it but simply cuts its resistance
and when that is set off, the water itself
overflows the different plot of lands-
similarly, virtue separates vice which
is the covering of the intensive causes.

vara¸¡ ù´É®úhÉÉ (VS II 22, 32, 35), one of
the fourteen important n¡·¢s. This is
situated between ya¿asvin¢ and kuh£
and it stretches in the body below and
above everywhere.

varu¸a-1 ù´É¯ûhÉ-1 (TSB 8), one of the
twelve presiding deities (gods), active
in the twelve principal n¡·¢s2 as the
ten pr¡¸as.

varu¸a-2 ù´É¯ûhÉ-2 (DU IV 7, 16, 36), one
of the fourteen principal n¡·¢s. It is
situated between ya¿asvin¢ and kuh£.
V¡yu is here said to be its presiding
deity.

vare¸ya ù´É®äúhªÉ (BY IX 42, 44, 51, 56),

effulgence of savit¤ is technically
known as vare¸ya. This is supposed
to be the guiding principle for intellect
known as cid¡tman.

var¸a-1 ´ÉhÉÇ-1 (GS V 48, 50-1; G 77),
letter of the alphabet. The rajogu¸a
brahman is represented by the red ''a''
(+), the sattvamaya (full of sattva)
hari by the blue ' 'u'' (=) and the
tamomaya (full of tamas) ¿iva by the
white ''m'' (¨ÉÂ).

var¸a-2 ´ÉhÉÇ-2 (G 91), colour. A clean
crystal shines in its colourless beauty.
It is seen as of different colours if its
whiteness is covered by a coloured
object which it reflects. Similarly,
¡tm¡ is seen in His purity when medi-
tated upon as separated from His ¿akti
which is his m¡y¡.

var¸a-3 ́ ÉhÉÇ-3 (G 89), quality, here gu¸a.
Ëtm¡ with His ¿akti is explainable
with reference to His qualities and
forms which the gu¸as take. Ëtm¡ and
¡tm¡ alone cannot be explained in any
such way. Hence all the words referring
to Him as such are negative (cf. ¿akti-
5).

var¸atraya ´ÉhÉÇjÉªÉ (VS III 3-9), three
letters, A, U, and M, representing the
whole devan¡gar¢ alphabets. A is the
foremost syllable, whereas M is the
concluding syllable of the group. U
denotes the first deformation in the
devan¡gar¢ alphabets.

var¸al¢na ´ÉhÉÇ±ÉÒxÉ (BY IX 12), oÆk¡ra,
the essence of all letters. Though it is

vara¸aka var¸al¢na
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beyond letters, yet it is the life principle
behind each letter, hence it is called
var¸al¢na.

vartam¡na ´ÉiÉÇ̈ ÉÉxÉ (VB IV 12), present =
existing. In respect of adhvabheda
(difference of time) dharmas are
divided into three kinds; at¢ta, an¡gata
and vartam¡na. All of these dharmas
are real according to Pataµjali. The
at¢ta dharmas exist in the form of
dispositions which affect the varta-
m¡na and the an¡gata ones as potenti-
alities. This is how VB explains the
reality of the past and the future.

varÀ¡ ´É¹ÉÉÇ (GS V 8, 11), the monsoon
weather. Beginning of strenuous
pr¡¸¡y¡ma is prohibited in this
season. It may tell on one's health.
Middle of June to middle of August are
supposed to be the rainy months.

va¿¢ ´É¶ÉÒ (HP II 1), one who has subdued
one's passions. Sv¡tm¡r¡ma considers
it as one of the essential prerequisites
for the practice of pr¡¸¡y¡ma. Passi-
ons may work as a great hindrance in
the practice of pr¡¸¡y¡ma. Therefore
va¿¢ is the prerequisite.

va¿¢k¡ra-1 ́ É¶ÉÒEòÉ®ú-1 (YS, VB, VM, VBh
I 15), a variety of vair¡gya (detach-
ment). Absence of greed towards ob-
jects seen and heard is called va¿¢k¡ra
vair¡gya. Detachment from visible
objects mean detachment from women,
food, drink and power etc. Detachment
from heard things is detachment from
attainment of heaven, etc. It is the fourth

and last in sequence of the stages of
vair¡gya.

va¿¢k¡ra-2 ́ É¶ÉÒEòÉ®ú-2 (YS, VB, VBh I 40),
mastery, complete control. Such a citta
reaches from smallest atom to the
object of the greatest magnitude.

vasanta ´ÉºÉxiÉ (GS V 9, 12, 15), one of
the two seasons in which the practice
of yoga should begin, the other being
¿arad. It covers the months of caitra
SÉèjÉ and vai¿¡kha ´Éè¶ÉÉJÉ i.e. from the
middle of February to the middle of
April; but its influence spreads over
four months, i.e. from the middle of
January to the middle of May.

vasti ´ÉÎºiÉ = basti ¤ÉÎºiÉ (GS I 12, 43, 45;
HP II 22, 27-9), one of the Àa¶karmas
(six performances). It is of two kinds;
jalabasti (with water) and ¿uÀkabasti
(without water). Jalabasti consists in
sitting in the posture known as
utka¶¡sana in water coming up to the
navel and relaxing and contracting the
anus in the course of practising
madhya naul¢.
This basti is supposed to cure urinary
diseases, disorders of digestion and
wind in the stomach, as also to purify
the body and make it like that of cupid
k¡madeva EòÉ¨Énäù´É. Dry basti consists in
assuming the supine position, folding
the legs on the body, trying to move
the contents of the intestines down-
wards and contracting and relaxing the
anus. It cures all the abdominal disea-
ses, increases the gastric heat and
destroys the disorders of the bowels.

vartam¡na vasti
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vastu-1 ´ÉºiÉÖú-1 (YS IV 14-15), an indivi-
dual object. Every individual object is
a single pari¸¡ma. The pari¸¡ma is
the object as known; nevertheless, the
object is not only in the mind of the
person who knows. Every object corre-
sponds to a krama and there is no
pari¸¡ma without a krama. Some
reality out there is known as an object.
Every object is in this way an objective
reality.

vastu-2 ́ ÉºiÉÖú-2 (TBU I 49, 50), substance-
here the one ultimate Substance =
brahman.

vastum¡tr¡tmaka ´ÉºiÉÖú¨ÉÉjÉÉi¨ÉEò (VB III
15), (of the nature) of the substratum
only. Out of the characteristics of mind,
the unperceived one has the nature of
substratum only, i.e., latent impressions
of objects only (cf. pratyay¡tmaka).

vahni-1 ¥… ·-1 (GS III 61; YTU 92; G 71),
one of the five tattvas2 (elements) on
which contemplation is prescribed in
five dh¡ra¸¡s. This tattva3 is suppo-
sed to reside in the n¡bhi (navel) and
to be red like an indragopa (a bright red
insect). Its b¢ja is surrounded by the
lines of a triangle. It resembles the
effulgent sun and its presiding deity is
rudra. In the course of samanun¡·i2

¿uddhi, when the yog¢ performs
p£raka for the second time, he is advi-
sed to recite the vahnib¢ja mentally for
sixteen times and to raise this tattva3

from the navel.
G places this element in the palate.

Vahni literally means fire.
vahni-2 ¥… ·˛-2 (HP III 45, IV 18), ordinary

fire.
vahni-3 ¥… ·-3 (HP III 48, 66), heat.
vahnijaya ´ÉÎ¼xÉVÉªÉ (G 71), control over

element of fire attained by vai¿v¡nar¢-
dh¡ra¸¡.

vahnib¢ja ¥… ·§…“V… (DU V 9), agnib¢ja
+ÎMxÉ¤ÉÒVÉ (V 8), seed of fire. UpaniÀad-
brahmayog¢ considers raÆ to be the
seed of fire. VasiÀ¶ha also considers
raÆ to be the seed of fire (VS IV 8).

vahnima¸·ala-1 ¥… ·®…hb˜ôÙ-1 (GS I 44),
the digestive system. M£la¿odhana
improves the health of the digestive
system, which is here called
vahnima¸·ala- literally the sphere of
vahni (digestive heat).

vahnima¸·ala-2 ¥… ·®…hb˜ôÙ-2 (HP III 65),
the navel region. When ap¡na rises up
and reaches this region of fire, the
flames of the fire blaze forth, fanned
by the v¡yu (ap¡na).
This is an allegorical description of the
effect of what is here called ap¡na,
rising up along the back to the navel
region. Blazing up the fire signifies
intensity of sensation.

vahni¿ikh¡ma¸·ala ¥… · ∂…J……®…hb˜ôÙ (MBU
II (1) 10), one of the visions seen by a
yog¢ when he is about to attain success
in ¿¡mbhav¢mudr¡. It is like a ring
of yellowish flame surrounding a white
light. This vision is a sign of mental
stability which is attained by perfection
in ¿¡mbhav¢mudr¡.

vastu-1 vahni¿ikh¡ma¸·ala
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vahnis¡ra ¥… ·∫……Æ (GS I 14), agnis¡ra.
vahnisth¡na-1 ¥… ·∫l……x…-1 (YTU 91), the

seat of vahni (fire element) which is
said to extend from the anus to the
chest.
G places the fire element in the region
of the palate (G 71), GS in that of navel
(III 75-6).

vahnisth¡na-2 ¥… ·∫l……x…-2 (VS III 36, IV
6), the region of fire. VasiÀ¶ha considers
the region from anus to heart to be the
place of fire (igneous spot).

vahnisev¡ ¥… ·∫…‰¥…… (GS V 26), agnisev¡.
v¡k-1 ´ÉÉEÂò-1 (SK 26, 34), the karmen-

driya of speech. It is not the tongue or
any other vocal organ. It is s£kÀma,
i.e. imperceptible. It is an indriya of
which the v¤tti (function) is vacana
(speech). According to SK, v¡k has to
do with sound and sound alone and
vacana can thus stimulate only one
sense organ, viz. the ear. The v¤ttis of
the other karmendriyas can, on the
other hand, stimulate all the sense
organs. In this way vacana would
consist only in making sounds which
are heard by others. The v¤ttis of the
other karmendriyas, on the contrary,
can be heard, felt (touched), seen, tasted
or smelt in the sense that what one does
by means of these indriyas can be
perceived in any of the five ways. It is,
however, rather difficult to imagine
how behaviour can be tasted.

v¡k-2 ´ÉÉEÂò-2 (SSP I 60), one of the five
components of vyakti¿akti-paµcaka.

The five varieties of speeches are par¡,
pa¿yanti, mdhyam¡, vaikhar¢ and
m¡t¤k¡.

v¡cakav¡cya ´ÉÉSÉEò´ÉÉSªÉ (TSB 4), one of
bh£tabhedavibh¡gas = bh£tavik¡ra-
vibh¡gas ¦ÉÚiÉÊ´ÉEòÉ®úÊ´É¦ÉÉMÉ  (multifarious
differentiations in the elements) which
are responsible for all the diversity in
creation. V¡cakav¡cya vibh¡ga is the
differentiation between an object and
its name.

v¡cika ́ ÉÉÊSÉEò (DU II 13; SAU I 10), word
uttered verbally. Japa uttered by mouth
is of two types-uttered in low pitch and
high pitch. However, the word uttered
in low pitch is thousand times better
than uttered in high pitch.

v¡ta-1 ´ÉÉiÉ-1 (SS I 85), the mah¡bh£ta
v¡yu.

v¡ta-2 ´ÉÉiÉ-2 (SS I 47; VB III 22), the air,
or the wind, which blows. It dries up
wet clothes, fans a fire, and so on.

v¡ta-3 ´ÉÉiÉ-3 (HPII 2), breath = respira-
tion. The body and the mind are active
so long as one breathes. If breathing
ceases every activity ceases.

v¡ta-4 ´ÉÉiÉ-4 (HP II 28, 65, V 12), one of
the humours of the body. We use the
English word 'humours' but the
Ëyurvedic v¡ta, pitta and kapha are
very different from the humours of the
ancient Greeks. While the Greeks be-
lieved in four humours, which were all
liquid or semiliquid, the ancient Indians
thought that there were only three. The
latest Indian Ëyurvedic opinion does

vahnis¡ra v¡ta-4
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not favour the idea that v¡ta, pitta and
kapha are substances like blood, bile
and phlegm.

v¡ta-5 ´ÉÉiÉ-5 (HP II 50, V 1, 18; VB III
29), any disease caused by a malfunc-
tion of v¡ta4.
The ancient Indian pathologists placed
all human diseases in three groups,
which they called disturbances of v¡ta,
pitta and kapha. The diseases of
nervous origin and those resulting in
digestive disturbances characterised by
formation of gas in the stomach and
intestines are generally diagnosed as
v¡ta doÀas. According to ancient
Indian pathology, however, every
disease necessarily involves a v¡ta
doÀa. There are no purely pitta or
purely kapha diseases.

v¡ta-6 ´ÉÉiÉ-6 (HP IV 114), the cutaneous
sensation which the yog¢s perceive as
something rising up their back. It is here
called pr¡¸av¡ta and success in yoga
is said to consist in being able to control
this sensation and to retain it in the
head.

v¡ta-7 ´ÉÉiÉ-7 (HP V 3), v¡yu5.
v¡takrama ´ÉÉiÉGò¨É (GS I 54-56), one of

the three techniques of bh¡labh¡ti. It
consists in drawing the air in through
the i·¡ and expelling it through the
pi´gal¡ and again drawing in through
pi´gal¡ and expelling it through i·¡
in a rapid manner.

v¡tas¡ra ´ÉÉiÉºÉÉ®ú (GS I 14, 16), one of the
four kinds of antardhautis, the other

three being v¡ris¡ra, vahnis¡ra and
bahiÀk¤ta. It consists in swallowing air
slowly by protruding the lips like a
crow's beak, moving that air in the
stomach and  then expelling it slowly
by way of the anus. This is supposed to
cleanse the body, cure all diseases and
improve the digestive ability.

v¡tasth¡na ´ÉÉiÉºlÉÉxÉ (HP V 3), region of
v¡ta, extending to the navel.

v¡naprastha ´ÉÉxÉ|ÉºlÉ (SSP VI 36), one
who is always stable in the inner light
of one's own internal world is supposed
to be a man undergoing v¡naprastha.
This interpretation is in accordance
with N¡tha cult. It opposes virtually
going to the forest and living there like
an animal.

v¡makrama ´ÉÉ¨ÉGò¨É (GS I 54), one of the
three methods of performing bh¡la-
bh¡ti. V¡makrama bh¡labh¡ti con-
sists in slowly inhaling through the left
nostril and exhaling through the right,
then again inhaling through the right
and exhaling through the left. It is
supposed to cure kaphadoÀa (any dis-
ease arising from a disorder of phlegm).
However, in Kaivalyadh¡ma edition the
word v¡takrama is used in the place
of v¡makrama.

v¡madeva ´ÉÉ¨Énäù´É (VU IV (2) 34, 35, 36,
41), one of the two kinds of aspirants
of liberation, the other being ¿uka. The
divison is based on the speed with
which they proceed towards liberation.
The v¡madeva is the slow aspirant. He

v¡ta-5 v¡madeva
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has to go through a number of deaths
and births before he is finally liberated.
He follows the paths of yoga, S¡´khya
and karma with devotion, life after life
and then succeeds.

v¡yavaÅ ´ÉÉªÉ´É: (SK 29; BY VIII 53),
pr¡¸a, ap¡na, ud¡na, sam¡na and
vy¡na are generally referred to when
this word is used. They are described
by SK as s¡m¡nyakara¸av¤tti (joint
function of all the kara¸as). Vy¡sa
describes them as samastendriyav¤tti
ºÉ¨ÉºiÉ ä Î xp ù ª É´É Þ Êk É  (function of all the
indriyas) (III 39). They are the func-
tions of the indriyas in general, none
of them being a specific function of any
particular indriya.
In all, there are ten such v¡yus, pr¡¸a
etc. mentioned above are the five
principal v¡yus: while n¡ga, k£rma,
k¤kara, devadatta and dhanaµjaya
are second in rank. The most satis-
factory interpretation of the term
v¡yavaÅ (in general) is that they are
reflex actions brought about mainly
through the agency of the autonomic
nervous system.
BY prescribes a suspension of these
functions. Many writers consider the
state of sam¡dhi to be a condition like
that of a log of wood.

v¡yav¢-1 ´ÉÉªÉ´ÉÒ-1 (G 72), one of the five
dh¡ra¸¡s. The object or the content of
this dh¡ra¸¡ is the mah¡bh£ta
(element) v¡yu (air) which is here said
to be circular in form. The yog¢s who

succeed in this dh¡ra¸¡ are supposed
to acquire the siddhi3 (special ability)
known as ¡k¡¿agamana (floating in
air). They are said to fly without wings
and move about in air (cf.dh¡ra¸¡ and
v¡yav¢dh¡ra¸¡).

v¡yav¢-2 ´ÉÉªÉ´ÉÒ-2 (NBU 6), the second
part of the caturm¡tr¡ (having 4 parts)
oÆk¡ra.

v¡yav¢dh¡ra¸¡ ´ÉÉªÉ´ÉÒvÉÉ®úhÉÉ (GS III 62;
G 72), one of the five dh¡ra¸¡s. It
consists in concentrating the pr¡¸a and
the citta (mind) in the seat of this
sattvamayatattva (air) for two hours.
The practice of this dh¡ra¸¡ is said to
enable the yog¢ to fly in the air. it is
also supposed to conquer old age and
ever recurring death. The element air
is called by GS sattvamayatattva and
is described in both these texts as dark
in colour. In GS it is compared to dense
smoke. G places it (inside) between the
eyebrows.

v¡yu-1 ´ÉÉªÉÖ-1 (VB III 39; SK 29; G 25;
GS V 64; SAU I (4) 1-12; DU IV 24),
reflex activity (functions of the auto-
nomic nervous system). Ten such func-
tions are enumerated- five pr¡¸¡dy¡Å
v¡yavaÅ and five n¡g¡dy¡Å. Some-
times language is used which shows
that the v¡yus operate the action
organs, and it appears that they are
nervous phenomena. But both SK and
VB describe the five v¡yus as v¤ttis
(actions) and call them s¡m¡nya-
kara¸a v¤ttis and samastendriya v¤ttis

v¡yavaÅ v¡yu-1
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(function of all the indriyas) respecti-
vely which shows that they are more
like karmendriya functions than like
nerves or nervous phenomena. Under-
standing the v¡yus as reflex functions
(the specific reflexes) will explain
satisfactorily most of the texts dealing
with them.

v¡yu-2 ´ÉÉªÉÖ-2 (GS V 39; YTU 95; G 72),
the sattvamayatattva (element) which
is the object (content) of v¡yav¢
dh¡ra¸¡ and of which the b¢ja is ''yaÆ
ªÉ Æ''. In the human body this tattva is
supposed to reside inside between the
eyebrows, though Ghera¸·a has not
mentioned this. It is supposed to resem-
ble collyrium. The presiding deity of
the dhy¡nasth¡na (centre for medi-
tation) where this tattva2 resides is
¢¿vara. According to YTU also, v¡yu
is one of the five bh£tas (elements) in
the body on which dh¡ra¸¡ is prescri-
bed. Its seat in the body is said in this
UpaniÀad to extend from the chest to
the middle of the eyebrows and it is said
to be hexagonical in shape and black
in colour.

v¡yu-3 ´ÉÉªÉÖ-3 (YTU 37, 41, 49, 50, 52,
96, 97; DU IV 40, VI 3, 12-3, 23-7, VII
10-11; HP II 3, 12, 15, 72, III 9, 27, V
7), air which is breathed in and out,
respiration.

v¡yu-4 ´ÉÉªÉÖ-4 (DU VI 31, 36, 40, 42. 43,
VII 5; YKU III 7-8, 13; HP II 3, III 26,
65, IV 14, 16, 19, 52, 72), the pr¡¸a
which can be taken to any part of the

body and held at this spot or that. When
carried to the head it rises along the
suÀumn¡ (in the spinal cord). Carrying
it to the top of the head Ghera¸·a calls
nabhomudr¡. Bhoja uses the word
udgh¡ta for it. This achievement is
very much praised and sometimes
equated with ku¸·alin¢. All this is,
however, a matter of centrally aroused
experience.

v¡yu-5 ́ ÉÉªÉÖ-5 (TSM 139, 144), one of the
five divisions of the human body, each
division being called by the name of a
mah¡bh£ta. The v¡yu region extends
according to this text, from the navel
to the nose. This region is, therefore,
called v¡yusth¡na.

v¡yu-6 ́ ÉÉªÉÖ-6 (DU IV 36), the deity called
v¡yu.

v¡yu-7 ´ÉÉªÉÖ-7 (HP III 71, V 1-2, 7, 9, 11
18), v¡ta4.

v¡yu-8 ´ÉÉªÉÖ-8 (SSP I 41), one of the five
gross elements having five characteri-
stics of running, jumping, expansion,
contraction and controlling.

v¡yujaya ´ÉÉªÉÖVÉªÉ (VS III 35), control of
breath. VasiÀ¶Åa gives a particular
technique for controlling the air. The
technique is as under-after restraining
forcibly all the senses from their objects
and drawing the ap¡na upwards, a yog¢
should retain it at the place of fire, then
one should close ear etc. sense organs
by both hands which produces a
peculiar variety of sounds. Through this
the v¡yu is conquered.

v¡yu-2 v¡yujaya
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v¡yudv¡ra ´ÉÉªÉÖuùÉ®ú (ANU 26), door of
v¡yu. Second in the series of the seven
doors recognised by ANU leading to
the attainment of Ëtman. This door of
v¡yu leads to the attainment of S£tra.
Since V¡yu is conceived as having
form of S£tra.

v¡yudh¡ra¸¡ ´ÉÉªÉÖvÉÉ®úhÉÉ (G 72; YTU 96),
the dh¡ra¸¡ of which the content is
v¡yu. It consists in taking pr¡¸a4 to
the region of v¡yu5 and retaining it
there for two hours, contemplating
upon ¢¿vara, the omniscient.
G calls it v¡yav¢dh¡ra¸¡ and prescri-
bes the taking of citta to this spot along
with pr¡¸a.

v¡yurabhy¡sa ´ÉÉªÉÖ®ú¦ªÉÉºÉ (VU V 46-7),
raising v¡yu4 regularly and systemati-
cally. Here v¡yu4 signifies pr¡¸a4.
This rise is brought about by the pra-
ctice of u··iy¡na1 and, in its turn,
intensifies the heat in the body. The heat
helps digestion and thus nourishes the
dh¡tus (essential ingredients of the
living body). This leads to some kind
of realization as a consequence of
which all sins are washed away.

v¡yuvegin¢ ́ ÉÉªÉÖ́ ÉäÊMÉxÉÒ (NBU 9), the fourth
of the twelve m¡tr¡s of om. The
mantrayog¢ who dies when he is recit-
ing this m¡tr¡ (of the pra¸ava) is re-
born as a gandharva MÉxvÉ´ÉÇ (celestial
musician).

v¡yusakh¡ ́ ÉÉªÉÖºÉJÉÉ (VS II 18), a synonym
for fire.

v¡yusthala ´ÉÉªÉÖºlÉ±É (VS IV 7), region of

v¡yu considered by VasiÀ¶ha, from the
middle of the heart to the middle of the
eyebrows.

v¡r¡¸as¢ ´ÉÉ®úÉhÉºÉÒ (DU IV 48), one of the
seven internal vital spots.

v¡ris¡ra ´ÉÉÊ®úºÉÉ®ú (GS I 14, 18), one of the
four kinds of antardhauti. It consists
in drinking water to capacity (literally
up to the throat), moving the stomach
slowly and then expelling it by way of
the anus. This dhauti cleanses the body
and makes it lustrous. Some practising
yog¢s call it ¿a´khaprakÀ¡lana.

v¡ru¸a ´ÉÉ¯ûhÉ (YTU 89; ANU 30), the
region of the element water in the body,
on which v¡ru¸¢dh¡ra¸¡ is prescri-
bed.

v¡ru¸¢-1 ´ÉÉ¯ûhÉÒ-1 = v¡ru¸a ´ÉÉ¯ûhÉ =
varu¸a ´É¯ûhÉ (YSU V 26; VU V 24;
SAU I (4) 11), one of the principal
n¡·¢s. Its function is said to be
urination and it is said to be situated
between kuh£ and ya¿asvin¢.

v¡ru¸¢-2 ´ÉÉ¯ûhÉÒ-2 (G 70; HP V 16), one
of the five dh¡ra¸¡s. The object (con-
text) of this dh¡ra¸¡ is the mah¡-
bh£ta (element) ambu +¨¤ÉÖ (water),
which is compared to the eighth moon,
and the jasmine flower and is supposed
to reside in the ka¸¶ha (throat). It is
filled with p¢y£Àa (nectar) and graced
by god viÀ¸u.

v¡rt¡ ´ÉÉiÉÉÇ (YS, VB III 36), supernormal
power of smell. As a result of the prac-
tice of saÆyama on sv¡rtha, there
arises supernormal powers in sense

v¡yudv¡ra v¡rt¡
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organs. Due to v¡rt¡, there is know-
ledge of divine smell.

v¡san¡ ´ÉÉºÉxÉÉ (YS IV 8, 24; HP IV 22,
34; BY II 43), acquired mental disposi-
tion in which conation predominates.
The arousal of a v¡san¡ is its abhi-
vyakti +Ê¦É´ªÉÎCiÉ (manifestation) which
is called sm¤ti (revival) by Pataµjali
in IV 9. V¡san¡ itself abides in the
form of a saÆsk¡ra (disposition) and
a disposition and its arousal naturally
correspond to each other. This is their
ekar£patva (similarity). Reference in
IV 8 is to the v¡san¡s formed in previ-
ous lives, to which corresponds their
arousal in a subsequent life.
The many r¡gas and dveÀas formed
according to the law called r¡gadveÀa
by Pataµjali are v¡san¡s; but the law
itself is innate. So is the kle¿a abhini-
ve¿a. It is not a v¡san¡ in the strict
sense of the word; though Pataµjali has
included it among v¡san¡s in support
of his statement that some v¡san¡s are
beginningless.

v¡sudeva ́ ÉÉºÉÖnäù´É (ABU 22), God in whom
everything resides, i.e. who supports
everything and who is all pervading
brahman.

v¡sodhauti ´ÉÉºÉÉävÉÉèÊiÉ (GS I 35, 39), swall-
owing a soft cloth measuring four
fingers in width and nineteen to twenty-
five cubits in length and then vomitting
it. The person who does this regularly
does not suffer from any stomach
trouble, fever, enlarged spleen, leprosy,

respiratory disease or liver disease and
acquires more and more stamina
everyday.

vi Ê´É (G 62), bird-here swan. Vi is the first
part of the word vi¿uddha. The second
part-¿uddha-means pure. Vi¿uddha-
cakara in the ka¸¶ha is so called
because it is pure like a swan which is
unaffected by the water in which it
swims.

vikara¸abh¡va Ê´ÉEò®úhÉ¦ÉÉ´É (YS III 48),
extra-sensory-perception. This ability
is said to be acquired as a result of
practising saÆyama (deep meditation)
on the various forms of immaterial
nature.

vikalpa Ê´ÉEò±{É (YS I 6, 9, 42), concept,
meaning of a word. The ¿abd¡rthajµ¡-
navikalp¡Å: (word, meaning, knowl-
edge and concept) which characterise
a savikalpa or a savic¡r¡ sam¡patti,
are associated ideas which are the
vikalpas corresponding to the various
parts and aspects of the object of
contemplation.

vik¡ra-1 Ê´ÉEòÉ®ú-1 (G 9, 54), disorder. In
the ninth verse reference is to the
dearrangement of any urge of the body
which is cured by practising padm¡-
sana. Mental aberrations are, however,
said to be cured by praty¡h¡ra.

vik¡ra-2 Ê´ÉEòÉ®ú-2 (VB III 13), product,
change. A product can never be perma-
nent. Though the substratum is perma-
nent, the qualities undergo a variety of
change due to interaction. Thus all the

v¡san¡ vik¡ra-2
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products of prak¤ti are impermanent
because they have a beginning.

vik¡rak¡ra¸a Ê´ÉEòÉ®úEòÉ®úhÉ (VB II 28),
cause of change. One of the nine
causes. The cause of change is an object
that modifies the mind.

vik¤ti Ê´ÉEÞòÊiÉ (SK 3), formation, matter
assuming a form. All forms of vyakta
(manifested nature) are vik¤ti; avyakta
(unmanifested nature) are not, It is only
prak¤ti (that which is the matter of
every form).
Vik¤ti which is not prak¤ti (a material
cause of anything) is called vik¡ra. It
is in the act of formation (prasava-
saµc¡ra |ÉºÉ´É-ºÉÆSÉÉ®ú) that differentiations
appear.
If A differentiates into B, C and D, i.e.
B, C and D appear in it, then A is
prak¤ti in relation to B, C, and D which
are its vik¤tis. Prak¤ti and vik¤ti are
thus relative terms. Avyakta is prak¤ti
in relation to vyakta. Mahat is prak¤ti
in relation to aha´k¡ra and aha´k¡ra
in relation to the indriyas. Avyakta is
not vik¤ti in relation to any prak¤ti and
the vik¡ras are not prak¤ti in relation
to any vik¤ti.

vikÀipta Ê´ÉÊIÉ{iÉ (VB I 31-2), one of the
five bh£mis of citta. It is the ordinary
state of attention in which one is more
conscious of some objects and less of
others; i.e. some ideas occupy the locus
of consciousness while others flit about
in the margin.

vikÀepasahabhuvaÅ Ê´ÉIÉä{ÉºÉ½þ¦ÉÖ́ É: (YS, VB

I 31), accompaniment of vikÀepas
which are: duÅkha (pain), daurmana-
sya (dejection), a´gamejayatva (unst-
eadiness of the body) and ¿v¡sa-
pra¿v¡sa (inhalation and exhalation).

vigraha Ê´ÉOÉ½þ (G 8), the body. It is to be
held erect while performing siddh-
¡sana.

vighna Ê´ÉPxÉ (TBU I 40, 41; YKU 1 61),
obstacle. Nine vighnas in the way of
sam¡dhi are enumerated in TBU, as
nine antar¡yas (hindrances) are men-
tioned by Pataµjali. The vighnas of this
text are anusandh¡nar¡hitya, ¡lasya,
bhogal¡las¡, laya, tamas, vikÀepa,
teja, sveda and ¿£nyat¡, (absence of)
bh¡van¡s. YKU mentions ten vighnas
(hindrances) viz. abhy¡saty¡ga +¦ªÉÉºÉ-

iª É É M É (abandonment of practice),
saÆ¿aya (doubt), pramattat¡ (delu-
sion), ¡lasya (indolence), nidr¡ (drow-
siness), virati Ê´É®úÊiÉ (disinterestedness),
bhr¡nti viÀaya (object of affection or
concern), an¡khya (inability which
cannot be described) and yogatattv¡-
labdhi ªÉÉäMÉiÉk´ÉÉ±ÉÎ¤vÉ (not understanding
the essentials of yoga4).

vic¡ra Ê´ÉSÉÉ®ú (YS I 17, 44), s£kÀma
(subtle) viÀaya4 of sam¡patti (merging
the citta-mind-in the object of conscio-
usness). According to VB, with the
exception of the five mah¡bh£tas and
their modifications, all the gu¸aparvas
are the subtle objects referred to.

vic¡ra¸a Ê´ÉSÉÉ®úhÉÉ (VU IV I 3, II 1, 4), in-
vestigation. Second in the series of

vik¡rak¡ra¸a vic¡ra¸a
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seven stages of knowledge. Vic¡ra¸¡
consists in proneness to good conduct,
preceded by steady application to the
study of ¿¡stras, the company of
virtuous people and the practice of
vair¡gya or detachment.

vic¡r¡nugata Ê´ÉSÉÉ®úÉxÉÖMÉiÉ (VBh I 17),
accompanied by reflection. Second in
the four stages of samprajµ¡ta yoga.
Samprajµ¡ta accompanied by reflect-
ion is the direct perception of the esse-
nce of the subtle object. After vitarka
comes vic¡ra wherein, in the same
support, the mind is able to directly
perceive the subtle aspects of the object
such as prak¤ti, mahat etc.

vicchinnakle¿a Ê´ÉÎSUôzÉC±Éä¶É (YS II 4), a
kle¿a (innate psychological disposition)
which is neither ud¡ra (aroused at the
moment) nor prasupta (perfectly
inactive), nor tanu (weak). It is inactive
for the time being. But vicchinna does
not mean ''repressed'' in the psycho-
analytic sense, as it may be aroused the
very next moment. It is only temporar-
ily suppressed and has not gone deep
into the unconscious.

vijana Ê´ÉVÉxÉ (TBU I 23), seclusion.
vij¤mbhik¡ Ê´ÉVÉÞÎ¨¦ÉEòÉ (HP II 54), exha-

lation, which is to be done through the
nose for s¢tk¡r¢ pr¡¸¡y¡ma.

vijµ¡na Ê´ÉYÉÉxÉ (SK 2), knowledge. It
includes philosophical understanding.

vitarka-1 Ê´ÉiÉEÇò-1 (YS I 17, 42, 43), sth£la
(concrete) viÀaya4 (content) of sam¡-
patti (merging of citta2-mind in the
object).

vitarka-2 Ê´ÉiÉEÇò-2 (YS II 33), violation
of a yama (restraint). When a yog¢ is
tempted to violate a restraint or an
observance he is advised to remind
himself that such violation would mean
endless misery and ignorance.

vitark¡nugata Ê´ÉiÉEòÉÇxÉÖMÉiÉ (VBh I 17), acc-
ompanied by deliberation. The first
among fourfold samprajµ¡ta yoga.
Vitarka is that where there is a special
perception of the gross object. Special
reasoning or ascertainment is yoga, the
restriction connected with it is yoga
connected with vitarka.

videha-1 Ê´Énäù½þ-1 (VBh I 15, 19), without
gross body. Having the experience
through the subtle body is called
videha. Videhas have the modification
of the intellect without reference to the
body, i.e. they are devoid of gross body.

videha-2 Ê´Énäù½þ-2 (VB III 43), a type of
dh¡ra¸¡. According to this text, this
kind of dh¡ra¸¡ is of two types; viz.,
kalpit¡ and akalpit¡. In the former, i.e.
videha, the citta remains inside the
body. In the latter, however, it goes out
of the body (cf. v¤tti2).
Pataµjali has not used the word videh¡.
He has used the word mah¡videh¡,
which may be a technical term not imp-
lying that there should be a akalpit¡
videha dh¡ra¸¡.
In the dh¡ra¸¡ called videha the body
is forgotten to a large extent and this
gives it the name by itself i.e. the yog¢
remains regularly oblivious of the body

vic¡r¡nugata videha-2
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in the state. Though self consciousness
is not entirely absent.

vidyut Ê´ÉtÖiÉÂ (NBU 9), second in the series
of twelve m¡tr¡s of pra¸ava. A
s¡dhaka who leaves his body during
the second m¡tr¡ is reborn as a high
souled yakÀa.

vidh¡ra¸a Ê´ÉvÉÉ®úhÉ (YS, VBh I 34), hold-
ing of breath. According to Vijµ¡na-
bhikÀu, this retention of breath should
be practised after inhalation, since after
exhalation, it is not possible to retain
the breath in. But VM's technique of
retention is preceded by exhalation and
not inhalation.

vidhiyajµa Ê´ÉÊvÉªÉYÉ (BY X 13, 14), a
ritualistic sacrifice. However, this yajµa
has been considered to be inferior to
japa yajµa.

viniyoga-1 Ê´ÉÊxÉªÉÉäMÉ-1 (YS, VB III 6), app-
lication. When one stage has been con-
quered by saÆyama, it is applied on
the immediately following stage, i.e.,
only after conquering the earlier stages,
the yog¢ should apply saÆyama to the
later stages.

viniyoga-2 Ê´ÉÊxÉªÉÉäMÉ-2 (BY I 42, II 5, 40,
50), application. One of the five
features of mantra. Application of
oÆk¡ra in the beginning of every
religious act. This is called viniyoga.
Mantra, applied for the achievement
of specific desired object, is called
viniyoga.

viniÀkampa Ê´ÉÊxÉ¹Eò¨{É (ANU 22, 23),
motionlessness. It is an essential requi-

site for kumbhaka (suspension of
breath) and is to be maintained for
seven or eight m¡tr¡s (cf. UpaniÀad-
brahmayog¢) for dh¡ra¸¡ and for
twelve m¡tr¡s for practising yoga.
Obviously yoga here means dhy¡na.

vipar¢takara¸¢ Ê´É{É®úÒiÉEò®úhÉÒ (G 58,59; GS
III 2, 30-1; YTU 122; HP III 6, 76, 78;
SS IV 69). It is a general name for the
three topsy turvy poses-¿¢rÀ¡sana,
sarv¡´g¡sana and vipar¢takara¸¢ -
in which the n¡bhi (navel) is taken
above the t¡lu (roof of throat), by the
yog¢ standing on his head or his
shoulders, so as to prevent the p¢y£Àa
(nectar) secreted in the t¡lu from falling
into the agni (fire) in the n¡bhi.
Depriving agni of this p¢y£Àa is given
much importance in GorakÀa áataka
and the aspirant is required to learn it
from a guru2 and not only read about it
in books. This shows that there are
more subtle methods also of preventing
p¢y£Àa from falling into agni e.g.
manipulating pr¡¸a2. Vipar¢takara¸¢
of GS and YTU is the same as is
ordinarily known as ¿¢rÀ¡sana. It
consists in placing the head on the
ground supported by both hands from
behind, throwing up the legs and
becoming straight and steady. Thus the
n¡bhi goes above the t¡lu and this
prevents the am¤ta from flowing into
the n¡bhi. Consumption of this secre-
tion by fire in n¡bhi is supposed to be
the real cause of death and therefore a

vidyut vipar¢takara¸¢
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daily practice of this mudr¡ is said to
save the yog¢ from old age and early
death.
YTU does not include vipar¢takara¸¢
among the ¡sanas. According to this
text, it is to be done just for a moment
to begin with and then the duration is
to be gradually increased. It is said to
cure all the diseases. Daily practice of
this posture increases the internal heat
of the body which is responsible for
digestion. HP and YTU prescribe in-
crease of food intake for the yog¢s who
practise vipar¢takara¸¢. A person
who practises ¿¢rÀ¡sana has to eat
different kinds of food so that he may
not remain under-nourished in any way.
After three months of practice, signs of
old age are said to disappear and if
someone practises it for three hours
everyday they believe that that person
will never die of old age or disease.

viparyaya-1 Ê´É{ÉªÉÇªÉ-1 (YS, I 8; VB II 5),
ajµ¡na +YÉÉxÉ (ignorance) -one of the five
cittav¤ttis. All experiences caused by
making mistakes in perception, mem-
ory or reasoning are viparyaya1.
Pataµjali has not used this word as a
synonym for the kle¿a avidy¡, as even
pram¡¸a (correct knowledge) can be
prompted by the kle¿a avidy¡ accor-
ding to him. But the commentators of
SK and YSU have used this term as a
synonym for the kle¿a avidy¡, which
is also called tamas by them. This has
caused unnecessary confusion.

viparyaya-2 Ê´É{ÉªÉÇªÉ-2 (SK 46, 47), five
of the fifty experiences which are, acc-
ording to one arrangement, considered
by the author to constitute the pratya-
yasarga. Ì¿varak¤À¸a has not said in
so many words that the experiences
generated by tamas, moha, mah¡-
moha, t¡misra and andhat¡misra are
these five kinds of experiences; but
since he has counted the variations of
these five sources of ignorance among
the fifty members of the pratyaya-
sarga, it is clear that he means such
experiences.

viparyasta Ê´É{ÉªÉÇºiÉ = vipary¡sa Ê´É{ÉªÉÉÇºÉ
(SK 19, 23, 45), opposition, being
entirely different. All the distinguishing
marks of puruÀa mentioned in K¡rik¡
19 are said to flow necessarily from the
puruÀa and prak¤ti1 principles being
essentially different from each other.
Absence of the bh¡va, called ai¿varya,
amounts to meeting with insurmount-
able obstacles. The opposites of
dharma, jµ¡na, vir¡ga and ai¿varya
i.e. adharma, ajµ¡na, r¡ga and
anai¿varya, are said to be the tamas
contents of buddhi. Of these, ajµ¡na
leads to bandha, which is the opposite
of apavarga, and anai¿varya means
vigh¡ta Ê´ÉPÉÉiÉ, the opposite of avigh¡ta.

vip¡ka Ê´É{ÉÉEò (YS I 24, II 13, IV 8), actua-
lization of a potentiality formed in a
human or animal organism. In so far as
v¡san¡s are such potentialities, their
arousal is also vip¡ka. Whatever a man

viparyaya-1 vip¡ka
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does (all kinds of behaviour including
consciousness), he leaves behind a
disposition (saÆsk¡ra), which remains
as a permanent potentiality in the
organism. Whenever this disposition is
aroused by an experience in some way
associated with the experience which
caused the disposition, there results
some action or experience. This is
called the vip¡ka of the previous
experience or action which generated
the potentiality.
If by repeatedly acting in a certain way
we developed a fascination for going
on pilgrimage, whenever there is an
opportunity of going on pilgrimage, we
will readily avail of it. This is the
vip¡ka of a disposition we have
formed. According to the believers, in
what they call depth-psychology, most
of our actions and choices which cannot
be explained in any other way are the
vip¡ka of the wishes we had fostered.
That we have forgotten those wishes,
does not prevent their fulfilment.
Memory is a system of dispositions.
Remembering is their vip¡ka.

viprak¤À¶ajµ¡na Ê´É|ÉEÞò¹]õYÉÉxÉ (VB, VM III
25), knowledge of distant things. When
one gets stability of mind then only
there arises luminous sense activity
which leads to viprak¤À¶ajµ¡na.

viplav¡ Ê´É{±É´ÉÉ (VM II 26), wavering (co-
mbined with erroneous perception).
Yogic summum bonum lies in the attai-
nment of unwavering discriminate disc-

ernment i.e. aviplav¡ vivekakhy¡ti.
vibh¡ga Ê´É¦ÉÉMÉ (SK 15), distinction = one

being different from another-otherness.
K¡rya (effort) and k¡ra¸a (cause) are
distinct from each other. This is what
is here called their vibh¡ga. Some
causes are other than their effects-not
the same in any sense, but some causes
are in some sense the same as their
effects. Such a cause and its effect is
different in one sense and yet the same
in another sense. A potter is in a sense
the cause of the pot, which he makes;
but the pot is other than the cause-in no
sense the same. Earth, on the other
hand, which is the material cause of the
pot, is other than the pot in one sense
and the same thing as the pot in another.
It is present in the pot. The pot is
earthen and earth in that form is the pot.
Difference in the properties of earth and
pot is k¡ryak¡ra¸avibh¡ga. Their
being of the same stuff is k¡rya-
k¡ra¸avibh¡ga. Similarly there is
vibh¡ga as well as avibh¡ga between
the vyakta (the manifested) and the
avyakta (the unmanifested nature)
which is its cause. This is the S¡´khya
view.

vibhu Ê´É¦ÉÖ (BG V 15), ubiquitous, one of
the qualities of God.

vibh£ti Ê´É¦ÉÚÊiÉ (VM III 1, 55), the super-
normal powers. The third chapter of
yogas£tra, describes the supernormal
powers for the sake of the propagation
of belief and also because it is favour-

viprak¤À¶ajµ¡na vibh£ti
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able to the concentration. Vibh£tis are
said to be accomplished through
saÆyama. V¡caspati while stressing
the importance of vibh£ti rejects the
objection against it and clearly states
that for the attainment of isolation the
supernormal powers are not absolutely
useless though they are not directly the
causes.

vimatsara Ê´É¨ÉiºÉ®ú (ATU 14), one who has
no dveÀa (ill-feeling towards others) of
any kind. To have no dveÀa is one of
the qualifications of an ¡c¡rya (teacher
of yoga).

vimarda Ê´É¨ÉnÇù (SK 46), conflict, clash,
struggle. Gu¸avaiÀamya vimarda is
the clash caused by inequalities in the
strength and proportion of gu¸as at any
time.
If all gu¸as were always equally
forceful, then perhaps there would be
no conflict among them and no
possibility of one being overpowered
(= dominated) by the other. The fifty
different forms of the pratyayasarga
are due to gu¸avaiÀamya vimarda. In
the absence of such conflict between
the gu¸as there would be no pheno-
mena either mental or material.

vimuktaphala Ê´É¨ÉÖCiÉ¡ò±É (ATU 7), the
person who is not bound by the law of
karmaphala (cf.YS II 14). The yog¢
who succeeds in seeing the internally
aroused light is here said to be no longer
subject to this law.

vimokÀa Ê´É¨ÉÉäIÉ (SK 56), liberation, rele-

ase from saÆyoga (connection with a
li´ga). According to SK, creation is for
the sake of vimokÀa of the puruÀas.
In pradh¡na there is said to be a natu-
ral urge for bringing about vimokÀa of
puruÀas and the ultimate aim of all that
takes place in nature is puruÀa-
vimokÀa. This is the S¡´khya theory.

viyogak¡ra¸a Ê´ÉªÉÉäMÉEòÉ®úhÉ (VB II 28), the
cause of separation. The cause of sepa-
ration is discriminate discernment
being the cause of separation from
impurity.

vir¡ja Ê´É®úÉVÉ (KU16), not possessed by the
properties of rajas, an epithet for
suÀumn¡n¡·¢.

virati Ê´É®úÊiÉ (YKU I 60), indifference. One
of the ten obstacles in the path of yogic
practices to be overcome.

vir¡ga Ê´É®úÉMÉ (SK 23), deatchment. It is
one of the four s¡ttvikar£pas (superior
functions) of buddhi. Deatchment from
everything leads to prak¤tilayatva
(SK 45). It is only when jµ¡na dawns
that vimokÀa is attained.

vir¡mapratyaya Ê´É®úÉ¨É|ÉiªÉªÉ (YS, VB,
VBh I 18), cessation of content of citta
and modification. Regarding the modi-
fication also, the idea that it should
vanish is vir¡mapratyaya1. It is supe-
rior detachment, which is a sense of
satiety even in discriminate discern-
ment. By the continuous practice of
vir¡mapratyaya one attains anya i.e.
asamprajµ¡ta stage.

vir£p¡kÀa Ê´É°ü{ÉÉIÉ (HP I 5), name of an

vimatsara vir£p¡kÀa
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important ha¶hayog¢ of the N¡tha cult.
Sv¡tm¡r¡ma quotes his name as a mark
of salutation to the yog¢.

vilambin¢ Ê´É±ÉÎ¨¤ÉxÉÒ (YSU V 18, 20), one
of the sixteen principal n¡·¢s2. It is said
to be situated in the navel region from
where the n¡·¢s branch off in all
directions.

vivekakhy¡ti Ê´É´ÉäEòJªÉÉÊiÉ (YS II 26, 28,
IV 29), the knowledge that puruÀa and
prak¤ti are absolutely different. But
while this viveka (knowledge) is an
experience, vivekakhy¡ti is a living
belief. It is a part of the mental structure
which determines experience and
behaviour-not just a passing mental
process. It is a realization. For Pataµjali
it is the knowledge that puruÀa is quite
different from citta, which is ordinarily
supposed to be the only self.
This realization makes the citta2 con-
scious of its own secondary status. The
only everlasting Reality is the puruÀa,
not the citta. Sooner or later, every
citta has to undergo pratiprasava
(reverse evolution) and cease to exist
as an individual.

vivekajajµ¡na Ê´É´ÉäEòVÉYÉÉxÉ (YS II 52, 54),
intuitive discrimination. By performing
saÆyama on kÀa¸a and krama (patt-
ern of change which occupies a kÀa¸a)
the yog¢ gets an intuitive knowledge of
what is imperceptible. If there are two
similar objects, e.g. one of which can-
not be discriminated from the other by
perception, the yog¢ knows by

saÆyama which is which. Intuitive
knowledge of a complex situation is not
gained part by part. It is given all at
once. Besides, it can be of the past, of
the future, as well as of the present. It
sustains a yog¢ by giving him self-
confidence. Discrimination between
prak¤ti and puruÀa naturally follows
in course of time.

vivekadv¡ra Ê´É´ÉäEòuùÉ®ú (G 1), gateway of
discrimination. GorakÀa's concept of
discrimination lies in understanding of
the true nature of up¡dhi and tattva.

vivekanimna Ê´É´ÉäEòÊxÉ¨xÉ (YS, VB, VBh  IV
26), inclined towards the intellective
distinguishing power. The citta at this
stage becomes full of discriminative
knowledge.

vivekin Ê´É´ÉäÊEòxÉÂ (YS II 15), a person who
analyses and discriminates-a wise man,
and not the yog¢ who has successfully
discriminated between puruÀa and
citta (the permanent and the imperma-
nent selves).
For realizing that life in the world is
essentially and on the whole painful, it
is not necessary first to discriminate
between puruÀa and citta. This comes
as the result of success in yoga4. On
the other hand, one takes to yoga4

because one sees that there is more
misery than pleasure in the world.

vi¿uddha Ê´É¶ÉÖrù (G 62, 63, 83; YSU I 174,
V 10), one of the cakras (centres for
meditation). Its seat is the lower part
of ka¸¶ha (throat), inside on the level

vilambin¢ vi¿uddha
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of the Adam's apple. Somakal¡jala
(nectar) which is secreted from this part
of the body is to be retained there; and
if this nectar is retained by a yog¢ in
the vi¿uddhacakra for one month, the
yog¢ does not decay. Two such nectars
are mentioned in the GorakÀa¿ataka: (1)
that which is secreted in the vi¿uddha-
cakra and is called somakal¡jala and
(2) that which oozes from candra in
the throat and is referred to as p¢y£Àa
and am¤ta. But the two liquids are spo-
ken of in the same terms and it appears
that the ka¸¶ha is regarded as one
organ and that the whole of it secretes
the am¤ta which flows down to the
n¡bhi (navel) and is there burnt up by
its heat.
Three dhy¡nasth¡nas-(1) r¡jadanta-
bila (G 64), (2) gha¸¶ik¡ (G 86) and
(3) lampik¡ (G 86) are distinguished
by G in the ka¸¶ha and obviously
am¤ta is supposed to flow from all
these spots.
YSU places the vi¿uddhacakra in the
ka¸¶hak£pa (lower down in the
throat) and using the simile of a wheel,
believes it to have sixteen spokes.

vi¿uddhi Ê´É¶ÉÖÊrù (YKU III 11), fifth cakra
in the series of six cakras. This cakra
is situated in the ka¸¶ham£la.

vi¿eÀa-1 Ê´É¶Éä¹É-1 (YS II 19; SK 38-9, 41),
last of the four stages of differentiation,
according to Pataµjali. As compared to
the other stages, it is the stage of great-
est specialization. The vi¿eÀas are the

forms in which the avi¿eÀas exist. Acc-
ording to VB, the eleven indriyas and
the five mah¡bh£tas are the vi¿eÀas.
Ì¿varak¤À¸a writes that though the
mah¡bh£tas are supposed to be the
¿¡nta, ghora and m£·ha vi¿eÀas, in
his opinion the ¿¡nta, ghora and
m£·ha vi¿eÀas are the s£kÀma, the
m¡t¡pit¤ja and the prabh£ta indivi-
duals respectively (cf. ghora). The
commentator, V¡caspati Mi¿ra equates
s£kÀmas with s£kÀma dehas (subtle
bodies), m¡t¡pit¤jas with the À¡¶-
kau¿ika (having six sheaths) ones and
prabh£tas with gha¶a (pot) etc.
Thus li´gas in which sattvagu¸a
predominates, are s£kÀmavi¿eÀas, the
kalalas (fertilized ova), in which rajas
predominates, are ghora vi¿eÀas and
the sth£la ¿ar¢ras (the material part
of the living bodies, mainly the contri-
bution of food) in which tamas predo-
minates are the m£·ha vi¿eÀas. In
K¡rik¡ 41 he obviously uses this word
for two vi¿eÀas other than s£kÀma.

vi¿eÀa-2 Ê´É¶Éä¹É-2 (SK 16), specific, diffe-
rent from all others. Every form which
the gu¸as take is a particular combina-
tion, different from all other combina-
tions.

vi¿eÀa-3 Ê´É¶Éä¹É-3 (SK 34), concrete as opp-
osed to abstract, a percept or an image
as opposed to a sensum. As a sense or-
gan is stimulated we sense a quality like
softness, redness, fragrance etc. At the
same time we perceive a soft, red,

vi¿uddhi vi¿eÀa-3
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fragrant object. The latter is a vi¿eÀa3

viÀaya. Co-operation of manas with an
indriya is necessary for experiencing
vi¿eÀa3 viÀayas.

vi¿eÀatattvasamat¡ Ê´É¶Éä¹ÉiÉi´ÉºÉ¨ÉiÉÉ (YCU
114), becoming one with the Absolute
Reality, which is the final goal of yoga4,
according to the ved¡nta school of
thought. One of the methods adopted
by the yog¢s for becoming one with
brahman is here said to be to assume
the posture of an ¡sana in which heels
are placed touching the perineum below
the genitals, to close ears, eyes, and
nostrils with the fingers, to breathe in
through the mouth and to suspend
breathing, raising ap¡na in all its
richness and holding it in the head. In
this context vi¿eÀa tattva is the One
Supreme Reality (brahman).

vi¿eÀadar¿in Ê´É¶Éä¹ÉnùÌ¶ÉxÉÂ (YS IV 25), a
person who has discriminated between
the permanent and the impermanent
selves. Obviously, such a person sheds
egoism, for which Pataµjali's kle¿a
asmit¡ stands. In this S£tra asmit¡ is
referred to as ¡tmabh¡vabh¡van¡.

vi¿ok¡ Ê´É¶ÉÉäEòÉ (YS I 36; VM III 49),
removal of sorrow. There are two types
of sense activities which are without
sorrow. One is obtained by concentra-
ting on intellect and the other on the
first principle. Both the types are also
of the nature of light. The supernormal
powers like omnipotence and omnipre-
sence are also termed as vi¿ok¡
perfection.

After attaining this perfection the yog¢
becomes omniscient with his afflictions
and bondage dwindled and gaining
control he rejoices.

vi¿va Ê´É¶´É (YCU 72; YKU III 21), one of
the four puruÀas3 who are said to
experience the four states of living
beings, particularly men. Vi¿va is sup-
posed to be the experiencer of the
waking state and the experiencer of real
objects with which one is face to face
in the waking state.
YKU considers vi¿va to be one of the
three puruÀas3 the other two being
taijas and pr¡jµa. In fact, there is only
one ¡tm¡2 to which different roles are
attributed and different names given
accordingly. Waking state (j¡grat)
experiences are considered by these ¤Àis
to be gross as compared to those of
svapna (dreaming), nidr¡ and turya
states.

vi¿vakarm¡ Ê´É¶´ÉEò¨ÉÉÇ (BY IX 92), one of
the names of God, performing all the
actions of the universe, he is called
vi¿vakarm¡.

vi¿vodar¡-1 Ê´É¶´ÉÉänù®úÉ-1 (DU IV 8, 15,23,
39), one of the four principal n¡·is acc-
ording to this text. It is situated between
kuh£ and hastijihv¡. Its presiding
deity is p¡vaka (fire).

vi¿vodar¡-2 Ê´É¶´ÉÉänù®úÉ-2 (VS II 32, 40), one
of the fourteen important n¡·¢s, on the
left side of the body. It is supposed to
be interconnected with all the n¡·¢s.
The position of this n¡·¢ in kanda is
in between kuh£ and hastijihv¡.

vi¿eÀatattvasamat¡ vi¿vodar¡-2
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viÀaya-1 Ê´É¹ÉªÉ-1 (YS I 11, 33, 37, 44-5,
49, III 54; SK 11), an object of
knowledge or contemplation. Sm¤ti is
successful recall of any object known
previously and the sentiments of
maitr¢ etc. are to be entertained
towards objects apprehended as sukha
etc., vic¡ra is subtle (s£kÀma) object
of contemplation, vitarka a gross one
(cf. vivekajajµ¡na).

viÀaya-2 Ê´É¹ÉªÉ-2 (YS I 15; YKU I 60; HP
IV 90-1), desirable object. It may be
one of this world or of the other world
like svarga (heaven).

viÀaya-3 Ê´É¹ÉªÉ-3 (YS II 51), act; here the
act of exhalation or inhalation (cf.
pr¡¸¡y¡ma).

viÀaya-4 Ê´É¹ÉªÉ-4 (SK 11, 50), object, as
opposed to puruÀa. Complete disinte-
restedness in the five kinds of objects-
visual, auditory, tactual, gustatory and
olfactory, five out of the nine tuÀ¶is.

viÀaya-5 Ê´É¹ÉªÉ-5 (SK 33-5), the material
(collected through the indriyas) dealt
with by the antaÅakara¸a. The group
of ten indriyas is said to convey this
material to the threefold antaÅkara¸a
and buddhi is said to go deep into it.

viÀayavat¢prav¤tti Ê´É¹ÉªÉ´ÉiÉÒ|É´ÉÞÊkÉ (YS I
35), a centrally aroused light, sound,
smell etc. enjoyed by a yog¢. This is
not caused by any external sensory
stimulation, nor it is ESP. It is some-
how caused by an inner stimulation of
the corresponding cerebral centre.
When this arises, the yog¢ finds it easy

to fix his attention on it, i.e. easy to
perform dh¡ra¸¡. It also brings self-
confidence and optimism to the yog¢.

viÀ¡da Ê´É¹ÉÉnù (SK 12), dullness-neither
tranquillity nor agitation. It is said to
be of the nature of tamas. In conscious-
ness, which is on the whole sattva
dominant, the part of tamas is dullness,
stupidity, ignorance. It raises its head
in the state of viÀ¡da. Though all the
three gu¸as are present everywhere in
ptak¤ti, the phenomena in which one
gu¸a predominates and the other two
are comparatively less active, are called
after the name of that gu¸a s¡ttvika,
r¡jasa or t¡masa.

viÀuva Ê´É¹ÉÖ´É (BVU 55), point of equal
separation. The point where the i·¡ and
pi´gal¡ meet and from where pr¡¸a
enters the m£rdh¡ is called viÀuva.

viÀ¸u-1 Ê´É¹hÉÖ-1 (TBU I 5, 9; GS VII 18;
YCU 75; HP III 105, IV 100), the
Supreme Being. No difference has been
made between viÀ¸u and brahman in
TBU or HP. GS also equates viÀ¸u with
brahman. YCU considers Him to be
responsible for the maintenance of the
creation of brahm¡. This function
being a pious one, viÀ¸u is said to be
s¡ttvika.

viÀ¸u-2 Ê´É¹hÉÖ-2 (BY IX 81), God of
preservation.

viÀ¸ugranthi Ê´É¹hÉÖOÉÎxlÉ (YSU I 87; YKU
I 68, 85; HP IV 73), one of the three
obstacles in the way of pr¡¸a2 rising
up the suÀumn¡ (spinal cord), the other

viÀaya-1 viÀ¸ugranthi
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two being the brahmagranthi and
rudragranthi. According to UpaniÀad-
brahmayog¢, this granthi is situated on
this an¡hata kav¡ta Eò´ÉÉ]õ  (door) in the
chest. YKU calls this granthi an
obstruction in the way of ku¸·alin¢
rising along the suÀumn¡.

vihara¸a Ê´É½þ®úhÉ (SK 28), change of place
by moving the entire body, going about.
It is one of the five v¤ttis (functions)
of the karmendriyas. It is the function
of the karmendriya p¡da (literally
foot); though it is not necessarily the
work of the feet. Vihara¸a is possible
even for those who have no feet at all.
Flight of birds also comes under
vihara¸a, Rolling and hopping would
also be vihara¸a.

v¢tar¡ga ´ÉÒiÉ®úÉMÉ (YS I 37), person who
has no attachment to things of any kind
whatsoever. Such a person is able to
cross the bhavas¡gara ¦É´ÉºÉÉMÉ®ú (worldly
existence, which is compared to a very
rough sea difficult to cross).

v¢r¡sana-1 ´ÉÒ®úÉºÉxÉ-1 (HP I 21; SAU I (3)
4; VU V 16; DU III 1, 6; TSM 37), one
of the principal ¡sanas2. It consists in
sitting with one foot above the opposite
thigh and the other foot below the other
thigh.

v¢r¡sana-2 ́ ÉÒ®úÉºÉxÉ-2 (GS II 3, 17), sitting
with one foot on the opposite thigh and
the other foot, turned upside down by
folding the leg, placed under the other
thigh.

v¢r¡sana-3 ´ÉÒ®úÉºÉxÉ-3 (VS I 67, 72; VM

II 46), hero posture. One of the ten prin-
cipal ¡sanas mentioned by VasiÀ¶ha.
Its technique consists in placing the foot
on the opposite thigh and the other foot
under the other thigh steadily. VM also
discusses the technique of this ¡sana
while commenting on VB. This is one
of the twelve ¡sanas enumerated by
Vy¡sa. Its technique is as under: after
sitting well on the ground, one foot
touching the ground and other foot is
placed over the partially contracted
knee.

v¢rya-1 ´ÉÒªÉÇ-1 (YS I 20), effort. Some
people succeed in asamprajµ¡ta yoga
by effort. Others are in this state by their
very nature.

v¢rya-2 ´ÉÒªÉÇ-2 (YS II 38), energy. One
acquires strength by living a continent
life.

v¤kÀ¡sana ´ÉÞIÉÉºÉxÉ (GS II 5, 36), one of
the thirtytwo ¡sanas2 mentioned by
Ghera¸·a. It consists in standing on the
ground like a tree, placing the right foot
at the root of the left thigh.

v¤tta ´ÉÞkÉ (G 72), globular in shape. The
atmosphere surrounding the earth is
generally supposed to be spherical in
shape. Hence the mah¡bh£ta v¡yu is
here said to be a v¤tta in which sattva
predominates.

v¤tti-1 ´ÉÞÊkÉ-1 (YS I 4, 5; VB I 5, III 1, 12-
13, 28-31), function. Cittav¤tti should
therefore, mean mental process. But
from the enumeration of v¤ttis given
by Pataµjali it is clear that by the word

vihara¸a v¤tti-1
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cittav¤tti he means only ''cognitive
mental process''. All the citta-v¤ttis
mentioned by Pataµjali are forms of
cognition.
Whether a v¤tti be of the gu¸as or of
any or all of the kara¸as, it is according
to SK, always purposive, the purpose
of all of them being service of the
puruÀa1 concerned (cf. puruÀ¡rtha).

v¤tti-2 ´ÉÞÊkÉ-2 (YS II 50, III 43), position.
In the context of pr¡¸¡y¡ma2 three
positions of the chest are mentioned by
Pataµjali; (1) when the lungs are
practically empty, (2) when they are full
of air and (3) the mid-chest position.
Accordingly, there are three kinds of
pr¡¸¡y¡ma2. Pataµjali's fourth kind of
pr¡¸¡y¡ma2 has nothing to do with
any such position of the chest. It can
take place in any chest position.
Bahirakalpit¡v¤tti III 43 is supposed
by VB to be a position taken up by a
citta1 outside the body.
This obviously can be done, if at all,
only by the citta1 of a highly advanced
yog¢ and would be one of the rarest
extraordinary powers that can be
attained by practising yoga. The expe-
riences of such a citta will now be
called extra-somatic. But this does not
seem to be Pataµjali's meaning. For
pataµjali, bahirakalpit¡v¤tti is the
position of sam¡patti in an object
outside, not in a part of the body and
akalpit¡ here may mean complete
absence of self-consciousness. This

position alone can be called videh¡. A
cittav¤tti can never be videh¡ if we
understand akalpit¡ in this way and
according to this interpretation kalpit¡
v¤tti cannot be videh¡ (cf. VB).

v¤tti-3 ́ ÉÞÊkÉ-3 (YS II 15), conation. Gu¸a-
v¤ttivirodha is the conflict between
s¡ttvika, r¡jasika and t¡masika v¤ttis3,
i.e. conations due to sattva, rajas and
tamas respectively predominant.

v¤tti-4 ́ ÉÞÊkÉ-4 (HU 8), v¤tti4 includes cog-
nitive, affective and conative states of
consciousness, as well as the four well-
known states: j¡grat (waking), svapna
(dreaming), suÀupti (dreamless sleep)
and tur¢ya (fourth). HU has mentioned
a fifth state beyond the tur¢ya, in which
the last nasal sound of oÆk¡ra merges
in the haÆsa (Supreme Reality) (see
UpaniÀad-brahmayog¢).

v¤ttinirodha ́ ÉÞÊkÉÊxÉ®úÉävÉ (VB I 2), restriction
of the modification of the mind. This is
twofold-samprajµ¡ta and asampra-
jµ¡ta.

v¤ttibodha ´ÉÞÊkÉ¤ÉÉävÉ (VBh IV 22), know-
ledge of the modification of citta. The
citta is predominantly s¡ttvika and it
has the capacity to reflect the puruÀa.
The puruÀa principle reflected in this
mirror not only intelligizes the content
of the citta but also identifies itself as
the possessor of that knowledge and
this state is called v¤ttibodha.

v¤Àa ́ ÉÞ¹É (G 60), the individual transmigra-
ting soul (the j¢va), who is said to reside
in the chest. J¢va (= j¢vana) is else-

v¤tti-2 v¤Àa
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where in this text described as pervad-
ing the entire autonomic nervous sys-
tem (G 25). But here j¢va is said to re-
side in the an¡hatacakra in the chest.
As he is governed by the laws of the
three gu¸as, he is said to be tridh¡-
baddha ÊjÉvÉÉ¤Érù (tied in three ways)
The j¢va is described as roaring aloud.
Perhaps the meaning is that it is always
in a state of pain which makes him roar
for an escape.

v¤À¡sana ´ÉÞ¹ÉÉºÉxÉ (GS II 5, 38), one of the
thirtytwo ¡sanas mentioned by
Ghera¸·a. It consists in placing the
anus on the right ankle and the opposite
(left) foot under the other (left) side,
touching the ground.

vedana ́ ÉänùxÉ (YS, VB III 36), supernormal
power of touch. As a result of the prac-
tice of saÆyama, there arises superno-
rmal power in sense organs by which
there is access to divine touch. These
powers arise even without desire for
them.

vedap¡raga ́ Éänù{ÉÉ®úMÉ (BY XI 10), accomp-
lished in Vedas. One who goes beyond
the tattvas and also knows the reality
beyond it is called vedap¡raga. One
who is simply expert in recitation of
Vedas should not be considered
vedap¡raga according to BY.

vedab¡hya ´Éänù¤ÉÉÁ (BY XII 21, 22), not
available in Vedas or other than Vedas
or heterodox philosophical doctrines.

vedavit-1 ́ ÉänùÊ´ÉiÉÂ-1 (KU 17), he who knows
the truth. Veda here meaning pure

knowledge. Between i·¡ and pi´gal¡
there is said to be the supreme spot,
presumably the one occupied by the top
of suÀumn¡. SuÀumn¡ is said to be the
spot of the parabrahma. By the know-
ledge of that spot, is therefore, meant
the knowledge of brahman.

vedavit-2 ́ ÉänùÊ´ÉiÉÂ-2 (BY XI 9), well-versed
in Vedas. The word appearing in Vedas
consists of only five syllables. The
person who knows the sixth becomes
well-versed in Vedas.

ved¡nta ́ ÉänÉùxiÉ (KU 10), expositions of the
ved¡nta philosophy. The ved¡nta,
particularly Ka¶ha and ávet¡¿vatara, in
which the a´guÀ¶ham¡tra +MÉÖ¹`ö¨ÉÉjÉ

puruÀa is said to reside in the cavity of
the heart (h¤daya) described as shining
like a red lotus.

veditavya ´ÉäÊnùiÉ´ªÉ (ABU 17), that which
ought to be known and is thus the
lakÀya (target) of true knowledge-the
ultimate goal of knowledge. The seeker
after truth, aims at the knowledge of
two things.
One is ¿abdabrahma which is svara
and the other the asvara brahma. The
former is brahman symbolised by the
sound of om and the latter brahman
beyond any sound or any other worldly
representation.

veÀadh¡ra¸a ´Éä¹ÉvÉÉ®úhÉ (HP I 66; SSP V
19), external appearance; wearing a
particular type of dress. Sv¡tm¡r¡ma
says that practice alone brings success,
wearing a particular dress does not lead

v¤À¡sana veÀadh¡ra¸a
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one to success in yoga. In SSP also it
has been declared clearly that veÀa is
related to external  physical appearance.
VeÀa is related only to particular sect
so as to facilitate the recognition of its
followers but unless they follow
particular ethical rules, they cannot
attain the highest goal.

vaik¡rikabandha ́ ÉèEòÉÊ®úEò¤ÉxvÉ (VBh I 24),
one of the three bondages. The other
two being pr¡k¤tika and dakÀi¸¡. The
bondage of videhalayas is vaik¡rika.
The liberated souls become liberated
from these different bondages which
itself proves that they had bondage at
some time. Ì¿avara of yogas£tra has
been conceived as beyond three
bandhas.

vaik¤tika ´ÉèEÞòÊiÉEò (SK 43), acquired-
developed, not original. Those bh¡vas
(dispositions) which are not innate and
original are called vaik¤ta ´ÉèEÞòiÉ. The in-
born ones are pr¡k¤ta. Some pr¡k¤ta
bh¡vas are present at the time of birth
in a potential state only. They need time
and opportunity for their full develop-
ment. Such bh¡vas2 get completely
developed by the time the child is old
enough to act according to them.
The s¡Æsiddhika bh¡vas are those
pr¡k¤tika ones which are fully fledged
from the beginning, e.g. pecking in a
chick. The vaik¤tika bh¡vas are those
which are acquired by education and
training.
Jµ¡na, r¡ga and vir¡ga and mostly

ai¿varya are all vaik¤tika bh¡vas.
Some ai¿varyas are not. They are
either s¡Æsiddhika or pr¡k¤ta.

vaikhar¢ ´ÉèJÉ®úÒ (YSU III 5, 10), one of
the four ¿aktis (energies) which are said
to be operative in producing speech.
They are said to be the four constituents
of sarasvat¢, the v¡k¿akti (power of
speech).
Vaikhar¢ is responsible for emitting
vowel sounds by manipulation of
breath. This is the culmination of the
function of the v¡k¿akti. If a yog¢
knows the v¡k¿akti then by the grace
of this goddess-sarasvat¢-he acquires
command over speech.

vaidyuta-1 ´ÉètÖiÉ-1 (YSU V 32), one of
the five agnis (fires), which is here said
to constitute the s£kÀma (subtle) vapu
´É{É Ö (body) taken by brahman (the
Supreme Reality). It is supposed to
reside in the region between the lower
part of the abdomen and the navel. It
is described as one's own inner self. The
five agnis3 may be the five centres of
energy consumption. The energy
consumed in living is, according to this
text, the s£kÀmar£pa (form) of
brahman, which is described as the
subtle body of brahman. By GS agni3

is said to reside in the navel region. This
fits in well with the idea expressed in
YSU.

vaidyuta-2 ´ÉètÖiÉ-2 (BY II 114, 122), one
of the ten synonyms of niÀkala-
brahma. OÆk¡ra is called vaidyuta

vaik¡rikabandha vaidyuta-2
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because it makes apparent the ascetic
light between the eyebrows which
shines setting aside the darkness.

vairaty¡ga ´Éè®úiªÉÉMÉ (YS, VM II 35), ab-
sence of enmity. As a result of ahiÆs¡,
there is giving up of mutual enmity
amongst all living begins, which are
near him, such as cat and mouse or
horse and buffaloes etc.

vair¡gya-1 ´Éè®úÉMªÉ-1 (KU 24; YS I 12, 15;
HU 8), renunciation. The keenest
pr¡¸¡y¡ma2, according to KU, is shar-
pened on the stone of vair¡gya; and
for this reason vair¡gya becomes a part
of the yoga taught in this UpaniÀad. It
is thus the yoga comprising of
vair¡gya, pr¡¸¡y¡ma2, pavana-
dh¡ra¸¡ and manodh¡ra¸¡. For
Pataµjali vair¡gya is complete renun-
ciation of both worldly and super-
worldly enjoyable objects as well as of
everything of the nature of gu¸as. VB
gives svarga as an example of the
latter. According to HU, the j¢va expe-
riences vair¡gya when he occupies the
centre of the heart called h¤tpadma
(see UpaniÀadbrahmayog¢.

vair¡gya-2 ´Éè®úÉMªÉ-2 (VM I 21), passion-
lessness or absence of passions.

vair¡gya-3 ́ Éè®úÉMªÉ-3 (YS, VB, VM III 50),
renunciation.

vair¡ja ´Éè®úÉVÉ (YSU II 15), the sth£la
(gross) r£pa (form) of brahman.
Brahman in the form of the five
mah¡bh£tas (cf. TSB 2) is called
vair¡ja here. N¡da, i.e. aum, is here

said to be the s£kÀma (subtle) r£pa of
brahman. It consists in the sounds a,
u, and m. The para form of brahman
is even more subtle.

vai¿¡radya ´Éè¶ÉÉ®út (YS, VB, VBh I 47),
clarity. The pure steady flow of the
sattva intelligence which is not over-
powered by rajas and tamas, which is
of the nature of brightness and from
which the dirt of the impure covering
has been removed is called clarity.
Impurity is p¡pa etc. which increases
energy and delusion which alone is dirt
and when it is removed that is not
overpowered by energy and delusion
and therefore the clarity.

vai¿var£pya ´Éè¶´É°ü{ªÉ (SK 15), the unive-
rse and all that it contains. Ì¿varak¤À¸a
gives several reasons to support his
thesis that there is a material cause of
the universe and calls that cause
avyakta. The orthodox ancient Indian
philosophers had a confirmed belief in
a single indiscriminate, indeterminate
material cause of the universe. In the
state of pralaya the universe disappears
but its material cause survives. It is
ever-lasting. The universe as it exists
is transitory. According to SK,
pradh¡na is avyakta in the state of
pralaya; otherwise it is vyakta and
exists as the universe.

vai¿v¡nar¢ ́ Éè¶´ÉÉxÉ®úÒ (G 71), one of the five
dh¡ra¸¡s. The object (content) of this
dh¡ra¸¡ is tejas (fire) which is here
said to be situated in the t¡lu (roof of

vairaty¡ga vai¿v¡nar¢
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the throat) bright red in colour like the
insect indragopa and triangular in
shape. The tejas in the t¡lu is the seat
of rudra, whose b¢jamantra is raÆ
®Æ ú ú. Success in this dh¡ra¸¡ brings
vahnijaya (conquest of fire) to the
yog¢.

vaiÀamya ´Éè¹É¨ªÉ (SK 46), state of ine-
quality (= disharmony). The difference
between the vyakta (manifest) and the
avyakta (unmanifest) condition of the
gu¸as is that while in the former state
they are active and clash with one
another, in the latter state they are even
with one another. None of the gu¸as
then is subordinate to any other gu¸a
and none stronger or weaker. This is
their s¡my¡vasth¡ ºÉÉ¨ªÉÉ´ÉºlÉÉ. By dint of
this conflict among the gu¸as there
appear fifty different forms of the
pratyayasarga. Of course, it is for the
same reason that the innumerable forms
of the other sargas also appear. In their
s¡my¡vasth¡ ºÉÉ¨ªÉÉ´ÉºlÉÉ one gu¸a cannot
even be distinguished from another.

vaiÀ¸av¢-1 ´Éè¹hÉ´ÉÒ-1 (SAU I (7) 14), one
of the important spiritually oriented
mudr¡s. It consists in (1) the senses
(here the eye) being directed towards
external objects, while the mind is fixed
on something else which is called the
antarlakÀya and (2) a fixed gaze, i.e.
stopping of the winking reflex. Many
texts explain ¿¡mbhav¢mudr¡ in these
terms and some describe khecar¢-
mudr¡ in this way. The distinguishing

mark of this mudr¡ is that while the
eyes are open, the yog¢ does not see
the objects before him. The essence of
these mudr¡s is the same, viz. their
spiritual orientation. They are all
contemplation on brahman which is
called by different names.

vaiÀ¸av¢-2 ´Éè¹hÉ´ÉÒ-2 (VS II 26; NBU 10),
that which leads to the abode of viÀ¸u.
A synonym for suÀumn¡. According
to NBU, one of the twelve different
m¡tr¡s of the pra¸ava, which leads
to the attainment of the abode of viÀ¸u.

vyakta ´ªÉCiÉ (SK 2, 10, 11), distinct like
a figure on a ground. It is one of the
three realities, complete insight into
which is the best and the purest means
of permanently getting rid of the three
kinds of pain. Vyakta is the opposite
of avyakta in as much as it is not the
first cause; it is manifold and is neither
everlasting, nor all-pervading, nor
supporting, nor formless. It is many in
one. But it resembles avyakta in being
gu¸¡tmaka (of the nature of gu¸as),
objective, knowable in the ordinary
manner by perception, introspection,
inference or testimony and devoid of
cetan¡ as also in not being a class of
simple discrete individuals.
With the exception of avyakta, all
gu¸¡tmaka reality is vyakta (cf.
mahat).

vyakti¿aktipaµcaka ́ ªÉÎCiÉ¶ÉÎCiÉ{ÉÆSÉEò  (SSP
I 55), five characteristics of vyakti-
¿akti: icch¡ (desire), kriy¡ (action),

vaiÀamya vyakti¿aktipaµcaka
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m¡y¡ (that indescribable potency
which limits it by time or space),
prak¤ti (principle behind universe) and
v¡k (speech).

vyatirekasaÆjµa ´ªÉÊiÉ®äúEòºÉÆYÉÉ (VM, VBh
I 15), the consciousness of discrimi-
nation. The second variety of vair¡gya
in the series of four types of vair¡gya.
This consists in the capacity to ascertain
by differentiation which sense organs
have been controlled and which are yet
to be controlled.

vyavadh¡na ´ªÉ´ÉvÉÉxÉ (SK 7), screen,
covering, envelope. It is one of the eight
causes of lack of knowledge (imperce-
ptibility = our inability to know) of
something. It is a screen coming
between the knowing mind and the
object to be known.

vyavahitajµ¡na ´ªÉ´ÉÊ½þiÉYÉÉxÉ (YS, VBh III
25), knowledge of veiled or hidden. The
luminous sense activity if directed
towards veiled object one knows it.
This is a type of vibh£ti.

vy¡dhi ´ªÉÉÊvÉ (YS, VB I 30), disease. One
of the nine obstacles (antar¡yas) in the
path of yogic practices. Disease is
caused by imbalance in the three
humours or in the secretions or in the
organs of the body.

vy¡na-1 ´ªÉÉxÉ-1 (TSB 5, 9; TSM 1, 77,
82, 85; ANU 35; VB III 39; BY IX
132), one of the five aÆ¿as (compo-
nents) of v¡yu2. Its function is
graha¸a. It is in conjunction with this
that manas exists as v¡yu.

In TSM the seat of vy¡na is said to
extend to the ears, the throat, the
shoulders, the loins, the thighs and the
bowels and it is supposed to facilitate
the working of pr¡¸a, ap¡na etc.
Vy¡na is generally mentioned as one
of the five well-known pr¡¸as1

(v¡yus3). It is supposed to pervade the
whole body and to be of the colour of
fire. Circulation of blood, which is an
autonomic function, is often given this
name as blood circulates all over the
body. The different descriptions of
v¡yus given in different texts can be
reconciled if we take v¡yus, called
pr¡¸as2, to be reflex actions performed
by the agency of  the autonomic
nervous system.

vy¡na-2 ´ªÉÉxÉ-2 (VS II 42, 46, 51), name
of one of the ten v¡yus and also one
among five important v¡yus. It perva-
des eyes and ear, neck, nose, throat and
the region of eyes. The eminent func-
tions of vy¡na are releasing, holding,
movement etc.

vy¡h¤ti ´ªÉÉ¾þÊiÉ (ANU 10), bh£Å ¦É Ú ô:,
bhuvaÅ ¦ÉÖ́ É:, svaÅ º´É:, mahaÅ ̈ É½þ:, janaÅ
VÉxÉ:, tapaÅ iÉ{É: and satyam ºÉiªÉ¨ÉÂ are the
seven vy¡h¤tis. These words are to be
recited along with om2, the ¿iras and
the g¡yatr¢ mantra during pr¡¸¡-
y¡ma2. The first three of the vy¡h¤tis
are called mah¡vy¡h¤ti ¨É½þÉ´ªÉÉ¾þÊiÉ (see
Medh¡tithi on Manu II 18).

vyutkramakap¡labh¡ti ´ªÉÖiGò¨ÉEò{ÉÉ±É¦ÉÉÊiÉ
(GS I 54), one of the three kinds of

vyatirekasaÆjµa vyutkramakap¡labh¡ti
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kap¡labh¡tis, other two being v¡ta-
krama and ¿¢tkrama. These, in fact,
are the three ways of performing
kap¡labh¡ti. Vyutkramakap¡la-
bh¡ti consists in raising up water
through the nose and throwing it out
through the mouth slowly. It wards off
¿leÀmadoÀas (diseases of phlegm).

vyutth¡na ´ªÉÖilÉÉxÉ (VB, VM I 3), active
state. The conditioned state of spirit in
which there is preponderance of one or
the other gu¸as. The unconditioned
state comes only after the cessation of
the modification of mind by which the
spirit regains its unalloyed pristine
form.

vyutth¡nasaÆsk¡ra ´ªÉÖilÉÉxÉºÉÆºEòÉ®ú (YS,
VB III 9), subliminal impression of
modification. The subliminal impres-
sions of modifications are the characte-
ristics of the mind. Similarly inhibition
of the subliminal impression is also the
characteristic of mind.

vyutthitacitta ́ ªÉÖÎilÉiÉÊSÉkÉ (VB II 1), unste-
ady or fickle mind. Vy¡sa considers the
second chapter of yogas£tra i.e., s¡dha-
nap¡da as a means of yoga for the unst-
eady mind. He further adds that a per-
son with unsteady mind should begin
the yogas¡dhan¡ with kriy¡yoga.

vyoma-1 ´ªÉÉä̈ É-1 (GS III 63), the sky-one
of the five tattvas3 (elements). It rese-
mbles the pure sea water. Its presiding
deity is sad¡¿iva. Its b¢ja is ''ham ½Æþ ''.
Its seat is mentioned by GorakÀa (G 73)
to be the brahmarandhra in the head
(cf. nabhodh¡ra¸¡).

vyoma-2 ´ªÉÉ ä ¨É-2 (VS III 73), head,
bregma. Last in the series of eighteen
vital points. This is located three fingers
above the forehead. The total measure-
ment of the body from toe to bregma is
ninetysix fingers by one's own hand.

vyomacakra-1 ´ªÉÉä̈ ÉSÉGò-1 (HP IV 45), a
centre for meditation situated high up
in the suÀumn¡ between i·¡ and
pi´gal¡. It is said to be the seat of
khecar¢.

vyomacakra-2 ´ªÉÉä¨ÉSÉGò-2 (HP III 36),
khecar¢.

vyomapaµcaka-1 ´ªÉÉä̈ É{ÉÆSÉEò-1 (MBU IV
1, 5; YCU 3), the five-fold ¡k¡¿as;
b¡hy¡bhyantara (outer-inner)
lakÀyas (contents) of dhy¡na in
¿¡mbhav¢mudr¡. These five ¡k¡¿as
are not the madhyat¡rakalakÀyas of
the Advayat¡rakopaniÀad (cf. ¡k¡¿a).
A knowledge of the cakras, the
¡dh¡ras, the three lakÀyas and the
vyomapaµcaka-gained by the method
of saÆyama-makes one a true yog¢.
YCU places this ¡k¡¿a in the yog¢s
body instead of calling it a b¡hy¡bhya-
ntaralakÀya.

vyomapaµcaka-2 ́ ªÉÉä̈ É{ÉÆSÉEò-2 (SSP II 30),
group of the five ¡k¡¿as. They are:
¡k¡¿a, par¡k¡¿a, mah¡k¡¿a, tattv¡-
k¡¿a and s£ry¡k¡¿a. Among these the
first i.e. ¡k¡¿a is said to be without
attributes whereas the rest are said to
be with attributes.

vyomavijµ¡na ´ªÉÉä̈ ÉÊ´ÉYÉÉxÉ (G 99), this is
one of the descriptions of a yog¢ who

vyutth¡na vyomavijµ¡na
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is in sam¡dhi. The word means omni-
science itself and since such a yog¢ is
also described as brahman Himself the
qualification is not quite inappropriate.

vrata-1 µÉiÉ-1 (DU II 1), one of the ten
niyamas (observances). No explana-
tion is offered in DU. According to
Jµ¡n¡r¸ava, a jain text, it consists in
abstention from hiÆs¡, an¤ta +xÉÞiÉ

(falsehood), steya ºiÉ äªÉ  (stealing),
maithuna ¨ÉèlÉÖxÉ (sexual enjoyment) and
parigraha {ÉÊ®úOÉ½þ (possessing property).
Hence vrata is a yama (literally
abstention).

vrata-2 µÉiÉ-2 (VU V 14), fasting; which
is said to be one of the eleven niyamas
in this text.

vrata-3 µÉiÉ-3 (VS I 66), vows. One of the
ten niyamas. This vow consists in
practising all the theoretical knowledge
acquired from the guru for the attain-
ment of dharma, artha and k¡ma.

¿a- ¶É
¿akta ¶ÉCiÉ (SK 9), that which has the

potentiality; e.g. a seed has the pote-
ntiality of developing into a plant. It will
develop into its specific plant if it gets
the proper soil, water, manure, sunlight,
etc. In the seed there is a potentiality,
of which plant is the actuality. One of
the reasons which SK gives in support
of satk¡ryav¡da is that, something can
be produced only out of that in which
there is a potentiality of the thing to be
produced. A mango-plant can come out
of a mango-seed only and not out of

another seed or a piece of stone. The
effect exists in its cause in this sense.
áakta and ¿akya ¶ÉCªÉ are relative terms.
The former has the potentiality of that
latter; and the latter is the actuality of
what is already there in a hidden form
in the former. This is the theory known
as satk¡ryav¡da.

¿akti-1 ¶ÉÎCiÉ-1 (SK 15; GS I 24), poten-
tiality. Avyakta develops into vyakta
because it has the potentiality of doing
so. Hence it is the cause of the
vai¿var£pya (multiform) vyakta (cf.
¿akta, avyakta, vyakta).

¿akti-2 ¶ÉÎCiÉ-2 (GS III 36, 37, 40, 43, 49,
V 57, 65, VII 12; YKU I 2, 7, III 4,7;
HP I 48, III 10, 100, 103-4, 107, 116
IV 54), ku¸·alin¢. It is called ¿akti
because it is a potential energy which
every man is supposed to possess. This
potential ability can be actualised by the
yog¢s in many ways. In its potential
form ku¸·alin¢ is said to be sleeping.
Its being made kinetic is called its
awakening. It is raised by the yog¢ to
the head, where it is to merge in ¿iva.
This is layayoga. The yog¢ imagines
the ¿akti to be himself and the ¿iva in
the brahmarandhra to be the
brahman. This merging of himself in
brahman brings bliss to him; and then
the yog¢ is in the ''one'' and the ''one''
alone.
According to HP, the sleeping ku¸·al¢
indicates bondage. If it is awakened by
yoga, it brings liberation to the yog¢.

vrata-1 ¿akti-2
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The yog¢ is advised to become one with
it by meditation.

¿akti-3 ¶ÉÎCiÉ-3 (HP III 50), the rich and
intense sensation complex rising up
along the spine to the head. If in the
state of khecar¢ one meditates on this
experience, one enjoys a long disease-
free life.

¿akti-4 ¶ÉÎCiÉ-4 (HP IV 18, 33, 102),
energy. SuÀumn¡ is called energy of
Lord ¿iva. It is this energy which is
heard by the yog¢s as an internally
aroused sound and nothing else.

¿akti-5 ¶ÉÎCiÉ-5 (G 91), prak¤ti, here
supposed to be ¡tm¡'s own-not a
separate and independent principle of
reality. This is close to áa´kar's
philosophy of advaita (monistic)
ved¡nta.

¿akticakra ¶ÉÎCiÉSÉGò (SSP I 14), the circle
of primordial force responsible for
creation. These forces consist of five
evolutes, viz., nij¡¿akti, par¡¿akti,
apar¡¿akti, s£kÀm¡¿akti and
ku¸·alin¢¿akti. The parapi¸·a ¿iva
has been manifested through these
¿aktis.

¿aktic¡la ¶ÉÎCiÉSÉÉ±É = ¿aktic¡lana  ¶ÉÎCiÉ-
SÉÉ±ÉxÉ (YKU I 2, 7, 8; HP III 6), arousing
of the ku¸·alin¢ which is called ¿akti.
áaktic¡lana is the movement of this
¿akti up and down from its seat near
the m£lakanda to the middle of the
eyebrows. Sarasvat¢c¡lana and
pr¡¸¡y¡ma are said to  be the two
main requirements for this. It is suppo-

sed to cure enlargement of spleen,
dropsy and all other abdominal diseases
(cf. ¿aktic¡lan¢-mudr¡.)

¿aktic¡lan¢mudr¡ ¶ÉÎCiÉSÉÉ±ÉxÉÒ¨ÉÖpùÉ (GS III
2, 48-9; HP III 104), one of the twenty-
five mudr¡s enumerated by GS. It
consists in inhaling through the nostrils,
blending pr¡¸a2 with ap¡na1 by force
and, so long as pr¡¸a1-2 does not rise
up along the suÀumn¡ (spinal cord),
keeping the anus contracted. Succe-
ssfully raising pr¡¸a1-2 to the head will
raise an internally aroused sensation of
light also. Practice of this mudr¡ is a
prerequisite for the performance of
yonimudr¡.
The practice of ¿aktic¡lan¢mudr¡ is
said to ward off old age and death; and
every yog¢ is advised to practise it if
he wants success in yoga4. This mudr¡
appears to be the first phase of
yonimudr¡. No hard and fast line can
be drawn between the two. Just arou-
sing the potential power is ¿aktic¡lana,
while raising it upwards is said to be
yonimudr¡. The name pr¡¸a is also
given to the air which is being inhaled
and ap¡na to that which is being
exhaled and their mixing up with each
other is a description of kumbhaka.
But the so called pr¡¸a which is to be
raised up to the head along the spinal
cord is neither pr¡¸a nor ap¡na, thus
understood. It is not air at all. In fact,
nothing actually rises. Certain sensa-
tions are felt in the back and to the yog¢

¿akti-3 ¿aktic¡lan¢mudr¡
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it appears that something is rising. This
rising thing is variously called v¡yu,
pr¡¸a2, ap¡na, ku¸·alin¢ etc.

¿aktijµ¡n¢ ¶ÉÎCiÉYÉÉxÉÒ (SSP VI 49), knower
of ¿akti, a synonym of kaualajµ¡n¢ i.e.
one who is adept in both laukika and
vaidika activities, one who is always
in sam¡dhi avasth¡ is called ¿akti-
jµ¡n¢.

¿aktin¡·¢ ¶ÉÎCiÉxÉÉb÷Ò (GS I 22), lowest part
of the large intestine. It may come out
by a slight straining at stool if the anal
muscles are abnormally relaxed. For
prakÀ¡lana this n¡·¢ is drawn out by
the healthy yog¢ deliberately and
washed continually so long as faecal
matter comes out. Then it is to be with-
drawn carefully. PrakÀ¡lana is des-
cribed in connection with bahiÀkrta
dhauti and is highly praised.

¿aktip¡ta ¶ÉÎCiÉ{ÉÉiÉ (SSP V 62), one of the
four cause for the attainment of
paramapada, i.e., highest abode.
Other three are listening to the guru,
surrendering at the feet of guru and
blessings of the guru.

¿aktibh¡k ¶ÉÎCiÉ¦ÉÉEÂò (SSP VI 48), one who
knows the identity between kula and
akula is called ¿aktibh¡k.

¿aktisth¡na ¶ÉÎCiÉºlÉÉxÉ (VU V 53), locus
of ¿akti. The locus of six cakras are
the locus of ¿akti.

¿a´khin¢-1 ¶ÉÆÊJÉxÉÒ-1 (YCU 17, 20; G 19,
22; VU V 26; DU IV 8, 17, 22, 38),
one of the principal n¡·¢s2 of the n¡·¢-
cakra. It is situated between sarasvat¢

and g¡ndh¡r¢ and runs up to the inside
of the left ear. Its presiding deity is
candram¡ (moon). It is obviously a
nerve. áa´kha ¶ÉÆJÉ  (conch shell) is an
appropriate Sanskrit word for cochlea.

¿a¸khin¢-2 ¶ÉÆÊJÉxÉÒ-2 (VS II 33, 38), one
of the fourteen important n¡·¢s, loca-
ted in between g¡ndh¡r¢ and saras-
vat¢ and extends upto left ear.

¿a´khin¢ vivara ¶ÉÆÊJÉxÉÒ Ê´É´É®ú (SSP II 6),
a synonym for r¡jadantabila.

¿abda-1 ¶É¤nù-1 (YS I 9, 42, B I 42-3, III
17; G 14, 62; ANU 4), word. According
to Pataµjali, vikalpa is the knowledge
(a cittav¤tti) corresponding to which
there is no perceived or imagined
object. It is abstract knowledge, which
is the meaning understood when a word
is heard, spoken, read or imagined. It
is of the nature of a concept which is
only the meaning of a word. The object
(content) of s£kÀmadhy¡na is said to
be om which is a word. But the true
object is not the word om. It is reality
to which the name om is given.
Pataµjali considers the word om to be
the name of ¢¿vara.

¿abda-2 ¶É¤nù-2 (G 93), jaivatanm¡tra,
one of the five tanm¡tr¡s in the body,
the other four being r£pa, rasa,
gandha and spar¿a which are not men-
tioned in the GorakÀa¿ataka. The theory
is that the subtle form of matter known
as tanm¡tr¡ is found in each sense
organ and is responsible for making that
sense organ respond to its adequate sti-

¿aktijµ¡n¢ ¿abda-2
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mulus by virtue of an affinity between
that stimulus and the tanm¡tr¡ in the
sense organ. This is the traditional
explanation of ''adequate stimulus''.
TSB calls the tanm¡tr¡s in the sense
organs jaivatanm¡tras.

¿abda-3 ¶É¤nù-3 (VB I 45, II 19, IV 14),
the tanm¡tr¡ in which ¡k¡¿a is
differentiated. This tanm¡tr¡ in ¡k¡¿a
is responsible for sounds being heard
by living beings. It is the source of
affinity between external sound and the
sense organ ear. Hence external sounds
stimulate the ear and cause the expe-
rience of sound.

¿abda-4 ¶É¤nù-4 (ANU 5, 14), one of the
five kinds of objects which are enjoyed
by the five indriyas (innate dispositions
to enjoy objects known by the same
names as the five senses).
áabda4 is sound. Every living being is
by nature a lover of certain sounds,
including words and music. He is
naturally attracted by them after having
once experienced them. The experience
brings pleasure to the individual. Indian
call this instinct also as ¿rotra indriya
which is directed towards sounds i.e.
¿abda4.

¿abda-5 ¶É¤nù-5 (ANU 19), om2.
¿abda-6 ¶É¤nù-6 (SK 51), one of the real

achievements. It consists in knowledge
gained by testimony by correctly under-
standing the meanings of words heard
or read.

¿abda-7 ¶É¤nù-7 (GS V 76; HP IV 101;

YS III 17; VB I 35, 42-3, II 19, III 17),
an auditory sensation, perception or
image-a presentative experience of
hearing-ordinarily the effect of sound
waves striking the drum membrane of
the ear or an auditory abnormality. But
yog¢s hear sounds without any such
stimulus or disorder being present. In
yogic language such auditory experie-
nces are referred to as an¡hata ¿abda7.
These sounds are normal auditory sen-
sations for which the stimulus comes
from somewhere inside the body; may
be the auditory centre of the cortex is
directly activated by nerve currents
coming through the spinal cord.

¿abda-8 ¶É¤nù-8 (SK 28, 34; VB III 41),
physical sound- the air waves which
strike the drum membrane of the ear.
SK considers the v¤tti of the auditory
sense to be directed towards it. Sound
in this sense is generally called the
viÀaya of the ¿rotra indriya. Accor-
ding to this text, the v¡k karmendriya
only produces sounds which can be
heard.

¿abdabrahma ¶É¤nù¥ÉÀ (ABU 17), cf.
akÀara.

¿abdam¡y¡ ¶É¤nù¨ÉÉªÉÉ (ABU 15), all that
we understnad from the words we use
in vyavah¡ra ´ªÉ´É½þÉ®ú (our daily life). It
is not ultimately real; only for our
practical purposes it is real. Therefore,
it is called m¡y¡ (illusion). For exam-
ple, although everything except
brahman is constantly in motion, we

¿abda-3 ¿abdam¡y¡
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perceive stationary objects and fixed
things. This is m¡y¡. For vyavah¡ra
they are fixed, stationary and perma-
nent.
But from the p¡ram¡rthika {ÉÉ®ú¨ÉÉÌlÉEò
(ultimate Reality) point of view nothing
is fixed or stationery. This pragmatic
reality is called ¿abdam¡y¡. Because
it is only of the nature of meanings of
words which are all relative. Every
word is ambiguous. A word can be
understood  only with reference to the
context in which it is used. Yet the use
of language serves our purpose very
well. We can use more and more words
to make ourselves intelligible to others.
But no words can make the nature of
ultimate reality clear to us. All clari-
fication is relative. This is the theory
of relativity propounded by ancient
Indian philosophers.

¿abdasaÆvit ¶É¤nºÉÆÊ´ÉiÉÂ (VB I 35), perce-
ption of supernatural sound. As a result
of the practice of concentration on the
root of the tongue, there arises the cons-
ciousness of supernatural sound, which
further holds the mind in stability.

¿am¡di ¶Éù¨ÉÉÊnù (ATU 1; VU II 4), ¿ama
¶Éù̈ É (tranquility), dama nù̈ É (self control),
uparati ={É®úÊiÉ (detachment), dvandva-
sahana uùxuùºÉ½þxÉ (endurance), ¿raddh¡
(faith) and sam¡dh¡na ºÉ¨ÉÉvÉÉxÉ (com-
posure). These terms are so described
by UpaniÀadbrahmayog¢. Advayat¡ra-
kopaniÀad is meant for those who have
acquired perfection in these qualities

and only those who have these qualities
can hope to succeed in t¡rakayoga.
These qualities are acquired by follow-
ing the discipline of the stage of life to
which one belongs, by bearing hard-
ships and by pleasing the gurus
(teachers of yoga4).

¿arad ¶É®únÂù (GS V 9, 14), one of the two
seasons in which the practice of yoga
proper should begin. From this point of
view pr¡¸¡y¡ma2, dhy¡na and
sam¡dhi1 alone are yoga proper. The
other season for beginning yoga is
vasanta. áarad covers roughly the
months of September and October; but
its influence is said to be felt approxi-
mately from the middle of August to
the middle of November.

¿ar¢ra-1 ¶Éù®úÒ®ú-1 (YCU 72), one of the
bodies of living beings. áar¢ras are
here said to be sth£la, s£kÀma and
k¡ra¸a.
In the English language however only
the sth£la (gross) ¿ar¢ras are referred
by the word bodies.

¿ar¢ra-2 ¶É®úÒ®ú-2ù (VS II 5), body (of all
human beings). It admeasures ninety-
six fingers in its height from one's own
fingers and has thirtytwo bones on both
sides of the backbone and has seventy-
two thousand n¡·¢s.

¿ar¢ran¡da ¶Éù®úÒ®úxÉÉnù (HP III 96), n¡da
aroused internally in the body. As a
result of prolonged practice of ¡sana
and pr¡¸¡y¡ma etc., the yog¢ starts
hearing internally aroused sounds.

¿abdasaÆvit ¿ar¢ran¡da
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¿arvap¢¶ha ¶É´ÉÇ{ÉÒ`öù (HP IV 76), the highest
centre for meditation, the topmost part
of the brain.

¿alabh¡sana ¶Éù±É¦ÉÉºÉxÉ (GS II 6, 39), one
of the thirtytwo ¡sanas2 enumerated by
Ghera¸·a. It consists in lying on the
ground with face downwards, placing
the two hands on the ground on either
side of the chest with their palms
pressing the floor, and lifting the feet
half a cubit high.

¿avavat ¶Éù́ É´ÉiÉÂ (HP I 32), like corpse. áava
means dead body. In ¿av¡sana, the
practitioner is directed to imitate the
position of the dead body. It requires
complete relaxation of the muscles
leading to total immobility of the body
as in the case of a dead body.

¿av¡sana ¶É´ÉÉºÉxÉù = m¤t¡sana ̈ ÉÞiÉÉºÉxÉ (GS
II 4, 19; HP I 32), one of the principal
¡sanas. It consists in lying supine on
the ground perfectly relaxed, as if a
dead body. It removes fatigue and
brings peace to the mind. The essence
of ¿av¡sana is relaxation.
Sw¡m¢ Digambarj¢ recommends
ujj¡y¢ pr¡¸¡y¡ma and dhy¡na in this
position if one keep awaking in this
condition.

¿a¿i ¶ÉÊ¶Éù (G 59; HP III 78), candra-
literally moon. Centres for meditation
in the body are called by names like
the sun, the moon and so on. áa¿i is
said to be situated at the base of the
palate.
In a topsy-turvy pose this part of the

body lies below the navel region and
the bh¡nu in the navel is thus unable
to swallow up the nectar flowing from
the ¿a¿i.

¿a¿in¡·¢ ¶ÉÊ¶ÉxÉÉc÷Ò (GS V 42), i·¡.
¿¡kta ¶ÉÉHòù (SSP VI 51-53), literally means

devotee of ¿akti and follower of five
mak¡ras in this changed sense. Accor-
ding to GorakÀa, these five mak¡ras
have a different significance which is
different from its literal sense and acco-
rdingly madya stands for mada, mudr¡
stands for mati, m¢na for m¡y¡, pala
for manas and mithuna for m£rcch¡.

¿¡´kar¢ ¶ÉÉÆEò®úÒ (NBU 10), one of the ten
m¡tr¡s of pra¸ava. This m¡tr¡
eighth in the sequence. S¡dhaka
leaving his body in this m¡tr¡ takes
rebirth as rudra.

¿¡nta-1 ¶ÉÉxiÉ-1ù (VB III 12), those expe-
riences which generate happiness.
Ghora experiences are those which
engender pain and m£·ha are those
which delude us. Sattva2 dominates the
¿¡nta experiences, rajas the ghora
ones and tamas the m£·ha ones.

¿¡nta-2 ¶ÉÉxiÉ-2 (BY II 24), one of the three
states in all of which brahman is
immanent, the other two being ghora
and m£·ha. Sattva should dominate
in the ¿¡nta2 condition as it does in
¿¡nta experiences. Hence we can say
that brahman, immanent in cittas1,
exists in the ¿¡nta state.

¿¡nta-3 ¶ÉÉxiÉ-3ù (BY II 130), one of the
four ways of reciting om. The other

¿arvap¢¶ha ¿¡nta-3
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three being hrasva, d¢rgha and pluta.
This according to BY, is the view of
P¡r¡¿ara and other thinkers. In all
probability the ¿¡nta3 way is the one
in which no sound is produced whether
hrasva, d¢rgha or pluta.

¿¡nt¡Å ¶ÉÉxiÉÉ: (SK 38), one of the three
kinds of vi¿eÀas, the other two being
ghora and m£·ha. Satttva2-gu¸a
predominates in the ¿¡nta vi¿eÀas.
They are in this way li´gas according
to SK and according to Pataµjali,
cittas-the transmigrating souls. The
living bodies they take are ghora. In
them rajas predominates. The purely
material part responsible for the growth
of these bodies is m£·ha in which
tamas2 predominates. Hence according
to SK, the li´gas, the m¡t¡pit¤jas and
prabh£tas are the true ¿¡nta, ghora
and m£·ha vi¿eÀas.

¿¡bara ¶ÉÉ¤É®ú (HP I 5), one of the ha¶ha-
yog¢s mentioned by sv¡tm¡r¡ma as a
mark of salutation to the yog¢s and
glorification of ha¶hayoga.

¿¡mbhava ¶ÉÉ¨¦É´Éù (TBU I 1), pertaining
to áambhu (born out of nothing).
Brahman is so called because He is
born out of nothing. However,
brahman is pease itself, not ¿£nyat¡
(absolutely nothing).

¿¡mbhavasth¡na ¶ÉÉ¨¦É´ÉºlÉÉxÉù (VU V 53),
the locus of áambhu. Above the throat
and upto the top of the head.

¿¡mbhav¢-1 ¶É É¨¦É ´ É Ò-1 (HP III 4),
suÀumn¡.

¿¡mbhav¢-2 ¶ÉÉ¨¦É´ÉÒ-2 (HP IV 18), pertai-
ning to áambhu, Lord ¿iva.

¿¡mbhav¢mudr¡ ¶ÉÉ¨¦É´ÉÒ¨ÉÖpùÉù (GS I 53, III
2, 53, 54, 57, VI 20, VII 57; HP IV 35,
36, 38, 67; ATU 12; MBU I (3) 5, II
(1) 8, III (1) 2), one of the spiritually
oriented mudr¡s. It consists in looking
within the eyes or looking a little above
the eyes inside, though the eyes may
be open and seeking delight in oneself.
R¡jayoga is possible by successfully
adopting this mudr¡, which implies
dhy¡na. Both, Supreme Bliss and
Supreme Realization, come to the yog¢
by success in this kind of meditation.
Essentially these two are one and the
same thing. ËtmapratyakÀa +Éi¨É|ÉiªÉIÉ

(self-realization) is said to imply
¡nanda (bliss).
In ATU two characteristics of this
mudr¡ are mentioned; (1) antara
b¡hya lakÀya d¤À¶i and (2) absence of
nimeÀa  and unmeÀa ÊxÉ¨Éä¹É-=x¨Éä¹É (closing
and opening the eyes). The commen-
tator UpaniÀadbrahmayog¢ so interprets
antarab¡hyalakÀyad¤À¶i. This seems to
be a better rendering than ''either in
antaralakÀya or a b¡hyalakÀya being
the object of d¤À¶i''. The idea seems to
be that in the state of ¿¡mbhav¢-
mudr¡, yog¢'s eyes may be directed
towards the objects outside but he sees
the brahman within. The idea of the
Reality, which everybody really is, is
incessantly present in the yog¢'s cons-
ciousness, even while he is looking at

¿¡nt¡Å ¿¡mbhav¢mudr¡
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something outside. This is exactly how
vaiÀ¸av¢mudr¡ is described by SAU.
The winking reflex can be stopped
either by keeping the eyes closed or half
open. Hence it is said that the t¡raka-
yog¢ either keeps his eyes closed or
half-open. This, however, is not
mentioned by Ghera¸·a.
á¡mbhav¢ thus appears to be sam¡dhi
without kumbhaka (suspension of
breath). Pataµjali too does not insist on
kumbhaka for sam¡dhi. The chara-
cteristic which distinguishes ¿¡mbhav¢
from Pataµjali's sam¡dhi is that the
lakÀya (= artha) is always brahman
in ¿¡mbhav¢mudr¡.
This mudr¡ is brought in by SAU and
NBU as an advanced stage in pr¡¸¡-
y¡ma. This appears to be the signi-
ficance of the expression p£rv¡bhy¡sa
{ÉÚ́ ÉÉÇ¦ªÉÉºÉ.

á¡mbhav¢mudr¡, according to these
UpaniÀads, consists in (1) keeping the
eyes open or half-closed, (2) not seeing
anything at the same time, i.e. having a
vacant gaze, (3) not winking, (4) fixing
the mind on a psychological object of
consciousness, (5) carrying pr¡¸a2 to
the head and (6) raising the eyebrows
just a little.
Success in this mudr¡ means reali-
zation of the saccid¡nanda tejaÅk£¶a-
r£pa-paraÆbrahma iÉäVÉ:EÚò]õ°ü{É-{É®Æ ú ú¥ÉÀ
(God).
According to HP, ¿r¢ ¸ÉÒ (esteemed)
¿¡mbhav¢ and khecar¢ (mudr¡s) dif-

fer in their condition (of gaze) and place
(point of concentration in the body);
(but both) bring the bliss of laya of citta
in the void which is of the nature of
citsukha ÊSÉiºÉÖJÉù (divine bliss). Bodily
counterpart of ¿¡mbhv¢mudr¡ is a
vacant gaze and fixed eyelids while that
of khecar¢mudr¡ is the insertion of
the tongue in the cavity in the upper
palate and the gaze fixed between the
two eyebrows inside.
Since no particular spot in the body is
prescribed for concentration in
¿¡mbhav¢mudr¡, the spot does not
seem to be of such great importance and
some manuscripts have omitted the
word dh¡ma vÉÉ¨É (region).

¿¡¿vata ¶ÉÉ¶´Éi É (TBU I 8), eternal.
brahman is here, as elsewhere referred
to, ¿¡¿vata (eternal).

¿ikh¡pr¡¸amay¢v¤tti Ê¶ÉJÉÉ|ÉÉhÉ¨ÉªÉÒ´ÉÞÊkÉ
(TSM 23), manaÅpr¡¸av¤tti (respi-
ration accompanied by mental activity)
both of which are to be eliminated by
the practice of the yog¡´gas. Acco-
rding to Pataµjali, cittav¤ttinirodha
(cessation of cittav¤ttis) is sam¡patti.
Pr¡¸arodha (absence of respiration)
is pr¡¸¡y¡ma2. Generally these two
are practised together by the yog¢s.
They say that success or failure in one
of these brings success or failure in the
other. Ordinarily mental processes and
respiration go on simultaneously.

¿ikhisth¡na-1 Ê¶ÉÊJÉºlÉÉxÉ-1 (TSM 56),
agnisth¡na (cf. agni).

¿¡mbhav¢mudr¡ ¿ikhisth¡na-1
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¿ikhisth¡na-2 Ê¶ÉÊJÉºlÉÉxÉ-2 (DU IV 1), a
spot in the central part of the body
shining like molten gold. It is of a
triangular shape in men, 1 2

1  inches
above the gud¡ (anus) and 1 2

1  inches
below the genitals.

¿ikhisth¡na-3 Ê¶ÉÊJÉºlÉÉxÉ-3ù (VS II 8-9),
place of fire. In the centre of the body
(dehamadhya) there is a place of fire
having the glow of heated gold. It is
triangular in the human body, quadran-
gular in animals and circular in birds.

¿iras Ê¶É®úºÉÂù (ANU 10), literally peakpin-
nacle, climax, During pr¡¸¡y¡ma2 the
g¡yatr¢ mantra is repeated twice
along with the vy¡h¤tis, the pr¡¸ava
(om) and ¿iras. The popular ¿iras
consists of the words: ¡po jyot¢ rasom¤-
taÆ brahma bh£rbhuvaÅsvarom (¡pah,
jyoti, rasa, am¤ta, brahma, bh£Å
bhuvaÅ, svaÅ and om). The vy¡h¤tis
precede, while the ¿iras comes after the
recitation of the mantra.

¿iva-1 Ê¶É´É-1 (GS III 36-7; TSM 12-13,
16, 20), brahman = ¡tm¡. For the
purposes of yonimudr¡, ¿iva is located
in the par¡mbuja {É®úÉ¨¤ÉÖVÉ in the head.
This spot is perhaps that which is called
brahmarandhra. The transmigrating
self of the yog¢ is identified with the
¿akti which is roused and carried to the
head, where it merges in the ¡tm¡
(brahman) and the yog¢ has the expe-
rience of ''One and One alone''.

¿iva-2 Ê¶É´É-2ù (TSM 27), auspicious. Jµ¡-

nayoga is said to be the most
auspicious.

¿iva-3 Ê¶É´É-3 (HP I 33, 58, IV 1, 46, 48),
Mahe¿vara, the Supreme deity ordina-
rily supposed to be higher than brahm¡
and viÀ¸u. Some writers consider ¿iva
and viÀ¸u to be the names of the same
God, the Supreme Reality called
brahman.

¿iva-4 Ê¶É´É-4ù (SSP I 14), parapi¸·a.
¿¢¿ira Ê¶ÉÊ¶É®úù (GS V 8, 11, 14), the winter

season. Beginning of strenuous pr¡¸¡-
y¡ma is prohibited in this season. It
may tell on one's health. Each season
according to this text, covers two
months. Middle of November to middle
of January are supposed to be cold
months.

¿¢tal¢ ¶ÉÒiÉ±ÉÒù (GS V 46, 69; HP II 44, 58;
YKU 1, 21, 31), one of the eight
kumbhakas. It consists in sucking air
so as to strike the tongue, restraining
the breath, and then slowly exhaling
through both the nostrils. This is sup-
posed to cure enlargement of spleen,
fever, indigestion, diseases of phlegm
and bile, as also to conquer hunger and
remove all poisons from the body.

¿¢tkrama ¶ÉÒiGò¨É (GS I 54), one of the
three methods of performing kap¡la-
bh¡ti, the other two being v¡takrama
and vyutkrama. It consists in throwing
out through the nose, the water which
has been taken in through the mouth.
By practising this, which is one of the
Àa¶karmas the yog¢'s body acquires

¿ikhisth¡na-2 ¿¢tkrama
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unparalleled beauty and the yog¢ does
not suffer from old age, fever or any
other diseases. All kapha doÀas
(diseases of phlegm) are cured by this
practice.

¿uka ¶ÉÖEòù (VU IV (2) 34, 36, 38), one of
the two kinds of aspirants of liberation,
the other being v¡madeva. The ¿uka's
is the speedy way, v¡madeva's the
slow way. The ¿ukamuktas ¶ÉÖEò¨ÉÖHò are
those who have realised the truth
quickly by discriminating between
brahman and  everything else. Follow-
ing this method a yog¢ can, they
believed, attain mokÀa in his present
life.

¿ukra ¶ÉÖGò (HP III 89), spinal secretions
which are necessary for preserving life
and which can be controlled by a yog¢
by practice and thus a yog¢ can live
long.

¿ukla-1 ¶ÉÖC±É-1ù (VB, VM, VBh I 33), pure,
s¡ttvika. As a result of the cultivation
of attitude like maitr¢, karu¸¡,
mudit¡ and upekÀ¡ towards sukha,
duÅkha, pu¸ya and apu¸ya objects
respectively, there arises pure or
s¡ttvika dharma in the citta of
s¡dhakas. Vijµ¡nabhikÀu explains
¿ukla as not mixed with the sin. By
destruction of tamas, the mind gets rid
of dirt and therefore, it becomes ¿ukla.

¿ukla-2 ¶É ÖC±É-2 (BY II 114, 121), a
synonym for niÀkala-brahma. It is
called ¿ukla because by nature it is
pure, it carries to the holy state and
removes the sin.

¿uklak¤À¸akarma ¶ÉÖC±ÉEÞò¹hÉEò¨ÉÇù (VB, VM,
IV 7), mixture of good and evil
karmas. One of the three varieties of
karmas belonging to the persons other
than yog¢s or sanny¡s¢s. An action
leading to both good and evil conse-
quences such as performance of rituals
which involve injury to some and
benefit to others.

¿ukl¡n¡·¢ ¶ÉÖC±ÉÉxÉÉb÷Òù (KU 9), a synonym
for suÀumn¡ n¡·¢. The n¡·¢ which
is principal among seventytwo
thousand n¡·¢s, is of white colour,
hence ¿ukl¡ n¡·¢.

¿uci ¶ÉÖÊSÉ (YS II 5; ATU 14), pure. Since
rajas and tamas are supposed to be
impure and sources of ignorance and
delusion ¿auca in addition to clean-
liness implies s¡ttvika qualities. SK
regards dharma, jµ¡na, vair¡gya and
ai¿varya to be the s¡ttvikar£pa
buddhi. In this way they will all be
included in ¿auca which, according to
ATU, should be one of the qualifica-
tions of an ¡c¡rya (teacher of yoga4).
Taking a¿uci (impure things) to be pure
is, according to Pataµjali, a part of the
kle¿a avidy¡.

¿uddha-1 ¶ÉÖrù-1ù (YS II 20), not affected
in anyway. PuruÀa2 does not assume
the form of citta1 or its v¤ttis. Never-
theless he knows them. Paµca¿ikh¡-
c¡rya calls this jµ¡nav¤tti; but in fact
we have no appropriate word in English
or Sanskrit to describe this knowledge
of his citta2 which every puruÀa has.

¿uka ¿uddha-1
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Perhaps following Pataµjali, we can use
the word anud¤À¶i +xÉÖoùÎ¹]õù corresponding
to his anupa¿yaÅ (seer). In IV 22
Pataµjali uses the word saÆvedana in
this sense.

¿uddha-2 ¶ÉÖrù-2ù (TBU I 49), having no
trace of avidy¡ or any other kle¿as.
Since brahman is ¿uddha those who
know brahman should be ¿uddha-
citta.

¿uddhi ¶ÉÖÊr (YS III 55), separationiso-
lation. It is not the same thing as a¿ud-
dhikÀaya (destruction of impurities) of
(YS II 43), At kaivalya, puruÀa and
citta are separated and thus both of
them become equally unmixed in every
way.

¿ubha ¶ÉÖ¦É (TSM 73), one of the ten
principal n¡·¢s2. It extends from its
source in the kanda to the end of the
genitals.

¿ubhecch¡-1 ¶ÉÖ¦ÉäSUôÉ-1 (VU IV (1) 3, (2)
1, 3, 11), the first of the three mumukÀ¡
(desire for liberation) bh£mis (stages).
Before getting vair¡gya (detachment)
a person wishes that he should be
counted among people who are learned
and good. This is the stage called
¿ubhecch¡. It is the beginning of
progress in the right direction. The very
first stage of development out of the
seven mentioned in this UpaniÀad.

¿ubhecch¡-2 ¶ÉÖ¦ÉäSUôÉ-2 (VU II 5, 11), virt-
uous desire. First in the series of seven
stages of knowledge.

¿uÀkabasti ¶ÉÖ¹Eò¤ÉÎºiÉ (GS I 45), cf. basti
= vasti.

¿£nya-1 ¶ÉÚxªÉ-1ù (HP III 52, IV 10, 70),
the hollow in the upper palate which is
the meeting place of the passages from
the two nostrils, the two ears and the
mouth. This pure spot is said to be the
seat of khecar¢mudr¡. By the practice
of different ¡sanas, pr¡¸¡y¡mas and
mudr¡s, pr¡¸a gets concentrated
there. Then the yog¢ experiences pure
bliss and hears a peculiar centrally
aroused tinkling sound.

¿£nya-2 ¶ÉÚxªÉ-2ù (HP IV 38, 71), absence
of all the states of ¿¡mbhav¢ and
khecar¢. Instead the yog¢ experiences
divine bliss.

¿£nya-3 ¶ÉÚxªÉ-3ù (VS III 56, VI 59, 60),
void. Sam¡dhi is said to be a state
devoid of all desires hence it is void. It
is a state wherein there is oneness
between individual self and absolute
self. Void is a state which transcends
the dhy¡na.

¿£nya-4 ¶ÉÚxªÉ-4ù (SSP I 15, 18), self-caused
(causa sui) having five characteristics-
l¢lat¡ (spontaneity), p£r¸at¡ (complet-
ness), unman¢ (ultimate stage of
consciousness), lolat¡ (uncomprehend-
ableness), and m£rcchat¡ (egoless-
ness).

¿£nyapadav¢ ¶ÉÚxªÉ{Énù´ÉÒ (HP III 3, 4),
suÀumn¡.

¿£ny¡¿unya ¶ÉÚxªÉÉ¶ÉÚxªÉ (HP IV 4), r¡ja-
yoga, sam¡dhi.

¿£r¡ ¶ÉÚ®úÉ (YSU V 22), one of  the sixteen
principal n¡·¢s2. It runs from the n¡bhi
(navel) to the middle of the eyebrows.

¿uddha-2 ¿£r¡
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¿aiva ¶Éè́ Éù (SSP VI 40), knower of ¿iva.
One who knows ¿iva as having the
nature of purity, calmness, formless-
ness, highest blissfulness is called
¿aiva.

¿odhana-1 ¶É É ä v É x É-1 ù (TSM 94) =
kumbhaka1.

¿odhana-2 ¶ÉÉävÉxÉ-2 (GS I 9, 10), cleansing.
It is one of the seven achievements of
gha¶ayoga described by GS. The
Àa¶karmas are here said to be the six
ways of ¿odhana2.

¿oÀa¸¢ ¶ÉÉä¹ÉhÉÒ (G 74), nabhodh¡ra¸¡.
¿auca-1 ¶ÉÉèSÉ-1ù (YS II 32; DU I 6, 20-21;

TSM 33; SAU I (1) 4, 14; BY VII 159),
purity. It is one of the niyamas.
Washing away dirt from body by earth
and water is said to be ¿auca in DU.
Since the self is pure, the knowledge ''I
am the self" is said to be the true ¿auca
(purity itself). Those who only think of
cleaning their bodies are ignorant
persons.
TSM considers purity of the body and
the mind to be ¿auca.
In SAU ¿auca is said to be of two kinds.
Cleaning the body with earth and water
is external ¿auca. Purification of the
mind is said to be internal ¿auca. The
latter is attainable by training the mind.
BY seems to includes ¿auca among the
yamas.

¿auca-2 ¶ÉÉèSÉ-2 (VS I 51), purity, clean-
liness, one of the ten yamas. It is two-
fold in nature-external and internal. The
first variety involves the purity of body

with the use of clay and water etc,
whereas the second is mental purity to
be achieved through right action and
spiritual knowledge.

¿ma¿¡na ¶¨É¶ÉÉxÉù (HP III 4), suÀumn¡.
¿raddh¡ ¸ÉrùÉ (YS I 20), religious faith

and optimism. Yog¢s are said to get into
the asamprajµ¡ta state after a long
practice of ¿raddh¡ etc. but the bodi-
less prak¤tilayas are in this state by
nature.

¿rapa¸a ¸É{ÉhÉ (TSB 6), heating for the
purposes of assimilation of food. It is
the function of ap¡na, to be more corr-
ect, the reflex action called ap¡na. The
five words pr¡¸a, ap¡na etc., often
called the five pr¡¸as or five v¡yus,
are used in different senses in different
contexts. It is necessary to understand
the correct significance of any of these
words with reference to the context in
which it is used.

¿r¡ntihara ̧ ÉÉÎxiÉ½þ®úù (HP I 32), warding off
fatigue. áav¡sana wards off physical
fatigue. By the practice of ¿av¡sana
muscles work more efficiently because
of they being relaxed.
As fatigue is removed from the body
¿av¡sana is called '¿r¡ntihara'.

¿r¡va¸a ¸ÉÉ´ÉhÉù (YS, VB, VM III 36),
supernormal power of hearing. When
knowledge of the puruÀa has been
obtained by performing saÆyama on
sattva, the yog¢ achieves the capacity
of hearing the divine sounds.

¿r¢parvata ¸ÉÒ{É´ÉÇiÉ (DU IV 48), name of

¿aiva ¿r¢parvata
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a holy place of pilgrimage. According
to this UpaniÀad, all the holy places of
pilgrimage are inside the human body
and one should travel (meditate on)
these internal holy places. ár¢parvata
resides in the head region in one's own
body.

¿rut¡num¡naprajµ¡ ¸ÉÖiÉÉxÉÖ¨ÉÉxÉ|ÉYÉÉ (YS
VB, VM, VBh I 49), an intelligence
arising from scriptures and inference.
The object of such an intelligence is not
the particular but generic or universal
in nature because it is not possible to
denote a particular either through
scriptural testimony or inference. Such
an intelligence is different from
¤tambhar¡prajµ¡ because the latter
has a particular as its object.

¿ruti ¸ÉÖÊiÉ = ¿abda ¶É¤nùù = vacana ´ÉSÉxÉ (G
3), the Vedas. They are compared to a
kalpataru Eò±{ÉiÉ¯û (the tree which fulfills
all desires) and yoga to the fruit of that
tree.

¿rotra ¸ÉÉäjÉ (SK 26), the sense of hearing
(ear). It is one of the five buddh-
¢ndriyas, the other four being, cakÀu
(eye), ghr¡¸a (nose), rasan¡ (tongue)
and tvak (skin) (cf. indriya).

¿leÀma ¶±Éä¹¨É (HP II 52, 65, V 4; VB III
29), kapha.

¿leÀmadh¡tu ¶±Éä¹¨ÉvÉÉiÉÖ (HP V 4), kapha;
one of the three (Ëyurvedic) humours.
It is said to be in the parts of the body
above the region of the chest.

¿v¡sa-1 ¶´ÉÉºÉ-1 (HP II 17, 25, V 13, 15),
asthma which is cured by dhauti, by

doing a few kumbhakas after meals
and practising the mudr¡s to
perfection.

¿v¡sa-2 ¶´ÉÉºÉ-2 (VS V 25-27), inhalation
and exhalation. It is through ¿v¡sa,
v¡yu is said to pass throughout the
living body. áv¡sa is (small) unit of
time equal to four seconds. Sixty ¿v¡sas
are equal to one pr¡¸a, six pr¡¸as
make one gha¶ik¡, and five gha¶ik¡s
are equal to one r¡¿i and twelve r¡¿is
make one day and so on. Thus one
¿v¡sa is equal  to four seconds.

¿v¡sapra¿v¡sa ¶´ÉÉºÉ|É¶´ÉÉºÉ (YS I 31),
accelerated breathing. If a plateau ap-
pears in the curve of progress in yoga
due to some serious obstacle which
causes the yog¢'s mind to waver and
the yog¢ feels distracted then, among
other signs, he experiences accele-
ration of breath, i.e. breathing, which
slows down while yoga proceeds satis-
factorily, gets perceptibly rapid when
there is a disturbance causing a set-
back.

Àa- ¹É
Àa¶karma ¹É]ÂõEò¨ÉÇ (GS I 12; HP II 21-2,

37), the six purificatory processes-
dhauti, basti, neti, nauli (laulik¢),
tr¡¶aka and kap¡labh¡ti. Purification
of body in every way is said to be
acquired by the practice of these.
HP advises them only for those who
suffer from excess of fat or phlegm.
Otherwise they need not be resorted to.

Àa¶cakra-1 ¹É]ÂõSÉGò-1 (GS III 34), while

¿rut¡num¡naprajµ¡ Àa¶cakra-1
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rising to the head pr¡¸a2 (=m¡ruta)
has to pass through six dhy¡nasth¡nas
(centres for meditation), each of which
is to be contemplated by the yog¢, one
after the other, during the performance
of yonimudr¡. Ghera¸·a has not
enumerated them. G has however,
mentioned nine dhy¡nasth¡nas. These
cakras are sometimes referred to as
wheels with so many spokes and
sometimes as lotuses with so many
petals.

Àa¶cakra-2 ¹É]ÂõSÉGò-2 (YCU 3-13), six
cakras. Centres of energy, there are six
such centres. They are m£l¡dh¡ra,
sv¡dhiÀ¶h¡na, ma¸ip£ra, an¡hata,
vi¿uddha and ¡jµ¡. The location of the
first, m£l¡dh¡ra, is anus and has four
petals, the second is at the root of
genital and has sixteen petals, the third
is in navel region and has ten petals,
the fourth is in heart region with twelve
petals, the fifth is in throat region and
has six petals and sixth is in between
the eyebrows and has two petals.
Without the knowledge of these cakras
one cannot get success in yoga.

Àa¶sampatti ¹É]ÂõºÉ¨{ÉÊkÉ (VU II 4), ¿ama
(peace of mind), dama (self-control),
uparati (detachment), titik¿¡ (resignat-
ion), ¿raddh¡ (faith) and sam¡dh¡na
(composure) (see UpaniÀadbrahma-
yog¢) (cf. sam¡dhi).

Àa·bh¡va ¹ÉbÂ÷¦ÉÉ´É (VU I 8), six modes of
being. Asti (is), j¡yate (comes into ex-
istence), vardhate (grows), pari¸amate

(changes) kÀ¢yate (decays), na¿yate (is
destroyed) are six of the ninetysix
tattvas1 (realities) according to this text
and are called the six bh¡vas.

Àa·a´gayoga ¹ÉbÆ÷MÉªÉÉäMÉ (ANU 6), sixfold
yoga, consisting of praty¡h¡ra,
dhy¡na, pr¡¸¡y¡ma, dh¡ra¸a,
tarka and sam¡dhi.

Àa¸mukh¢kara¸a ¹Éh¨ÉÖJÉÒEò®úhÉ (MBU II
(2) 2), the practice of covering both the
ears, both the eyes and both the nostrils
with the fingers. Nothing more is said
about it. It is a position in which
dhy¡na is practised.

ÀaÀ¶ina·ik¡ ¹ÉÎ¹]õxÉÉÊb÷EòÉ (G 96), sixty
n¡·ik¡s. One n¡·¢ is a time unit of
twentyfour minutes, therefore sixty
n¡·¢k¡s means twentyfour hours.
According to G, dhy¡na (should) last
for twentyfour hours.

Ào·a¿¡dh¡ra-1 ¹ÉÉäb÷¶ÉÉvÉÉ®ú-1 (HP III 72),
sixteen vital points in the body. They
are, according to Brahm¡nanda,
a´guÀ¶ha (big toes), gulpha (ankles),
j¡nu (knees), £ru (thighs), s¢van¢ (peri-
neum), li´ga (generative organ), n¡bhi
(navel), h¤d (mid chest), gr¢v¡ (neck),
ka¸¶hade¿a (throat), lambik¡ (tongue),
n¡sik¡ (nose), bhr£madhya (space
between the two eyebrows), lal¡¶a
(forehead), and brahmarandhra.
Through the practice of j¡landhara
bandha one can have proper control
over these ¡dh¡ras.

Ào·a¿¡dh¡ra-2 ¹ÉÉäb÷¶ÉÉvÉÉ®ú-2 (SSP II 10),
sixteen vital points. They are (i) big

Àa¶cakra-2 Ào·a¿¡dh¡ra-2
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toes- dhy¡na on these makes the gaze
steady; (ii) m£l¡dh¡ra-(when pressed
with heels) increases the fire; (iii)
gud¡dh¡ra-through the concentration
and expansion of which the ap¡nav¡yu
is steadied; (iv) me·hr¡dhara-through
the contraction of which three knots i.e.
brahm¡, viÀ¸u and rudra are broken
and pr¡¸ic sensation is made to rest in
space between the eyebrows; (v)
u··y¡n¡dh¡ra-through the practice of
u··iy¡na urine and faeces are mini-
mised; (vi) n¡bhy¡dh¡ra-when from
n¡bhi om is pronounced with concen-
trated mind, n¡da gets absrobed; (vii)
h¤day¡dh¡ra-when pr¡¸a is retained in
heart, lotus is opened up; (viii)
ka¸¶h¡dh¡ra-root of the throat, when
it is tied through j¡landharabandha
the flow of v¡yu in i·¡ and pi´gal¡ is
stopped; (ix) gha¸¶ik¡dh¡ra-ulva when
touched with tip of the tongue the
am¤takal¡ (nectar) starts flowing; (x)
t¡lv¡dh¡ra-soft palate-by moving (in all
directions) and lengthen-ing the tongue
and placing its tip in the cavity at the
end of soft palate yog¢ becomes like
wooden log, i.e. unmoved by external
and internal stimulus or disturbances;
(xi) jihv¡dh¡ra-tongue-dhy¡na upon
the tip of the tongue removes all the
diseases; (xii) bhr£madhy¡dh¡ra-in
between the eyebrows-dhy¡na on
candra is bhr£madhya brings cooling
effect; (xiii) n¡s¡dh¡ra-nose-
concentration upon tip of the nose

makes the mind steady; (xiv) n¡s¡-
m£la-root of the nose-dhy¡na on it
(one finger below the bhr£madhya)
yog¢ visualises the flame; (xv)
lal¡¶¡dh¡ra-forehead-by dhy¡na on
flame at forehead yog¢ becomes
lusturous; (xvi) brahmarandhra-
bregma, here there is ¡k¡¿acakra with
¡din¡tha and by dhy¡na on this yog¢
becomes like ¡k¡¿a.

sa-ºÉ
saÆjµ¡saÆjµin ºÉÆYÉÉºÉÆÊYÉxÉÂ (B III 26), one

of the four kinds of divine beings living
in the satyaloka-the third world of
brahm¡. These gods are supposed to
establish in themselves and have
control over the primary cause. These
divine beings are always in the state of
asmit¡m¡tra dhy¡na.

saÆyama ºÉÆªÉ¨É (YS, VB, VM, VBh III
4), a technical term for the combination
of the practices of dh¡ra¸¡, dhy¡na
and sam¡dhi having the same object
for all these three stages of concen-
tration. This also indicates the gradual
intensity of concentration in these three
consecutive stages. According to Dr.
P.V. Karambelkar, the mastery over all
these three processes leads a s¡dhaka
to sam¡dhi in one instant which
suggests that the whole process is under
s¡dhaka's control and thus is has been
designated as saÆyama i.e., complete
control. Vy¡sa and Vijµ¡na-bhikÀu
consider this one name for this trio-
dh¡ra¸¡, dhy¡na and sam¡dhi.

Ào·a¿¡dh¡ra-2 saÆyama
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saÆyamitendriya ºÉÆªÉÊ¨ÉiÉäÎxpùªÉ (GS II 7; HP
I 35), with indriyas (desires) contro-
lled. The word indriya has at least three
meanings; (1) sense and action organs,
which are physiological, (2) the abilities
to sense and the dispositions to act,
which transmigrate with us and are
s£kÀma (subtle) and (3) innate impu-
lses to perceive objects of pleasure and
act to get pleasure. It appears that in
this verse Ghera¸·a uses the word
indriya in the third sense as Pataµjali
does in I 41. A more or less permanent
freedom from desires would be
vair¡gya. But at least a temporary (for
the time being) desirelessness is neces-
sary for success in siddh¡sana, acco-
rding to GS and HP.

saÆyoga-1 ºÉÆªÉÉäMÉ-1 (YS II 17, 23, 25; SK
20-1, 66), puruÀa prak¤ti relation. It
is unique relation which cannot be
defined. VB's word sannidhi ºÉÊzÉÊvÉ
(being near) is significant. SaÆyoga
does not mean actual contact, or near-
ness in space. It is only an orientation,
and is the source of all the misery in
the world. Hence the need for kaivalya.
What exactly the S¡´khya saÆyoga
is, is a mystery. But all the S¡´khya
thinkers believe that it is broken only
by virtue of supreme realization which
Pataµjali calls vivekakhy¡ti. The only
object with which the ancient thinkers
took to yoga was ending the saÆyoga.
Health and mental fitness are only
secondary gains. The ancients never

considered these to be the aim and
object of yoga, though they are
necessary prerequisites.

saÆyoga-2 ºÉÆªÉÉäMÉ-2 (VB, VM, VBh II 17,
23), conjunction, the cause of bhoga
(experience, birth and re-birth) and
apavarga (liberation). The conjunction
of seer (draÀ¶¡) and the seen (d¤¿ya)
is the cause of all sorts of experiences
since it leads to cycle of birth and re-
birth. SaÆyoga is also said to be the
cause (means) of liberation which
consists in self-realization through the
knowledge of it by puruÀa.

saÆvit-1 ºÉÆÊ´ÉiÉÂ-1 (YS III 34), insight into
anything. If a yog¢ wants to have an
insight into the nature of citta, he is
advised to perform saÆyama on
h¤daya (central spot inside the chest)
where his citta may be seen by him.
Of course, no image of citta is possible.
Concentration on h¤daya, while
inquisitively thinking of citta, will give
a yog¢ insight into the nature of citta-
not its image. This seems to be
Pataµjali's idea.

saÆvit-2 ºÉÆÊ´ÉiÉÂ-2 (VB III 36), sensation.
What Pataµjali calls viÀayavat¢
prav¤tti, VB calls divya (extraordi-
nary) saÆvit, in the sense that it is a
sensory experience aroused without
any external stimulus impinging on the
corresponding sense organ. Thus if a
yog¢ hears an internally aroused sound
Vy¡sa would call it a divya ¿abda
saÆvit.

saÆyamitendriya saÆvit-2
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saÆvida ºÉÆÊ´Énù (VB, VBh I 35), (to be)
conscious of. The consciousness of
supernatural smell which comes to one
concentrating on the tip of the nose.
Such consciousness dispels saÆ¿aya
and opens the door to sam¡dhiprajµ¡.

saÆvega-1 ºÉÆ´É äMÉ-1 (YS I 21), speed.
T¢vrasaÆvega yog¢s are those whose
progress in yoga is rapid. This speedy
progress itself is said to be of three
degrees (cf. m¤du, madhya and adhi-
m¡tra).

saÆvega-2 ºÉǼ ÉäMÉ-2 (YSH II 15), one of
the five characteristics of samyaktva
ºÉ¨ªÉCi´É (perfection in yoga). It is mokÀa
abhil¡À¡ +Ê¦É±ÉÉ¹ÉÉ (desire for liberation).

saÆvedana-1 ºÉ Æ´É än ùxÉ-1 (YS IV 22),
introspection-direct knowledge which
is knowledge with a difference. PuruÀa
has such a knowledge of its own
buddhi (citta and its v¤ttis). Citta
cannot introspect itself (YS IV 21).

saÆvedana-2 ºÉǼ ÉänùxÉ-2 (YS III 38), know-
ing how to do something. If a yog¢
acquires skill in raising his pr¡¸a2 he
can also take it out of his body and
along with it his citta. Thus he can
leave his body at will. The commen-
tators believe that reference is to such
a yog¢ creating many bodies, entering
each of them and acting simultaneously
with all of them. But a greater proba-
bility is that Pataµjali refers to a yog¢
leaving his body at will after acquiring
vivekakhy¡ti (the supreme realiza-
tion), or when yog¢ thinks that his

present body cannot endure any longer,
i.e., he sees what Pataµjali calls
prak¤ty¡p£ra. In the latter case he
enters another foetus, in the former he
does not.
Reference here is obviously to leaving
the body at will. This is what Pataµjali
calls para¿ar¢r¡ve¿a (entering another
body).

saÆ¿aya-1 ºÉÆ¶ÉªÉ-1 (YS I 30), doubt (lack
of certainty or confidence). It is men-
tioned as one of the nine obstacles in
the path of yoga, obviously because it
gives rise to diffidence which always
retards progress. For success in any
endeavour it is necessary to have confi-
dence in oneself (cf. ¿raddh¡).

saÆ¿aya-2 ºÉÆ¶ÉªÉ-2 (YKU I 59), doubt.
One of the ten obstacles in the practice
of yoga. The other nine are roga ®úÉäMÉ
(disease), pramattat¡ (carelessness),
¡lasya (sloth), nidr¡ (sleep), virati
(cessation), bhr¡nti (delusion), viÀaya
(worldly affairs), an¡khya (what could
not be adequately described) and
alabdhiyogatattva (nonaptitude for the
understanding of the truth of yoga).

saÆsarga ºÉÆºÉMÉÇ (BY VIII 32), contact,
association.

saÆs¡ra-1 ºÉÆºÉÉ®ú-1 (SK 45), transmigra-
tion. R¡ga which is predominantly
r¡jasa-though it is rajasa- tamasa like
the tanm¡tr¡s and their differentia-
tions- is responsible for a soul adopting
one body after another, while vair¡gya
and jµ¡na lead to kaivalya.

saÆvida saÆs¡ra-1
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saÆs¡ra-2 ºÉÆºÉÉ®ú-2 (VB II 15), the cycle
of birth and death. One of the four
aspects of the yoga¿¡stra. The other
three, in the sequence are the cause of
saÆs¡ra, liberation and the means of
liberation.

saÆs¡ramocana ºÉÆºÉÉ®ú¨ÉÉäSÉxÉ (ATU 19),
freedom from transmigration. The idea
seems to be that the yog¢ who goes the
whole hog in t¡rakayoga is liberated;
though the ordinary meaning of the text
would be that whoever recites the
Advayat¡raka-UpaniÀad gets mukti
(liberation).

saÆsk¡ra ºÉÆºEòÉ®ú (YS I 50, II 15, III 9,
10, 18, IV 9, 27), potentiality of a beha-
viour, or consciousness, or both. It may
be innate or acquired. It is believed that
the dispositions which are innate, so far
as the present life is concerned, have
been acquired in previous lives. Behav-
iour and consciousness leave their after-
effects behind and these determine
subsequent behaviour and conscious-
ness. VB's mention of v¤ttisaÆsk¡ra-
cakra (cycle of v¤ttis and saÆsk¡ras)
shows his keen insight into psychology.
V¡san¡s are also saÆsk¡ras and their
abhivyakti +Ê¦É´ªÉÊHò (resulting into
action or consciousness) is the v¤ttis
motivated by them. VB considers
dharma and adharma (merit and
demerit respectively) also to be saÆ-
sk¡ras. They are said to bring us plea-
sure and pain respectively. But only if
the pleasure and pain referred to, are

due to our conscience being satisfied,
or other-wise, can dharma and
adharma be explained as the after-
effects of our past behaviour, satisfac-
tion of conscience being pleasant and
stings of conscience highly unpleasant
- at times positively painful. Pleasure
and pain would thus be the hedonic tone
of the vip¡ka of our karm¡¿ayas. But
they are generally supposed to be the
phala of our actions-karmaphala.
The ancient Indians believed that the
kind of life and the environment in
which we are born are determined by
the v¡san¡s we had developed in our
previous lives.
Plato has given a picturesque descri-
ption of this theory in his Dialogues.
As he puts it allegorically, the souls of
the dead are given a dip in a river. As
they emerge from the water they forget
all about the life they have lived. In
course of time, models of different lives
are presented to them and they are
asked to choose one. Strangely enough
without knowing anything about it,
their choice is determinedly their own
v¡san¡s. While the memory of previ-
ous lives were completely wiped out,
the saÆsk¡ras formed in them were
not washed away.

saÆsk¡raduÅkha ºÉÆºEòÉ®nÖù:JÉú (YS, VB II
15), pain caused by the subliminal imp-
ressions. The experience of pleasure or
pain (on particular occasion) awakens
the subliminal impressions of previou-

saÆs¡ra-2 saÆsk¡raduÅkha
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sly experienced pleasure or pain which
gives rise to memory and accordingly
there is attachment or aversion and then
there is activity and this again results
in pain and in turn to subliminal
impression and so on endlessly.

saÆhatyak¡ritva ºÉÆ½þiªÉEòÉÊ®úi´Éú (YS IV 24),
co-operation. Citta1 considers itself to
be the Supreme Self, which it is not (cf.
par¡rtha1). It forgets that it is whatever
it is because of its beginningless asso-
ciation with a puruÀa1. It depends for
everything-even its own existence-or its
being connected with a puruÀa1 in this
manner. That it remains oblivious of
this, is a different matter. This depen-
dence is par¡rtha2 in  another sense.

sakala ºÉEò±É (SAU III (1) 5), one of the
three forms of brahman i.e. divisible
forms. When brahman co-exists with
primordeal matter (m£laprak¤ti) and
illusion (m¡y¡) bears three qualities-
lohita, ¿ukla and k¤À¸a, brahman also
acquires the divisible form. This form
is called sakala form of brahman. The
other two forms are niÀkala and
sakala-niÀkala.

sakalaniÀkala ºÉEò±ÉÊxÉ¹Eò±Éú (SAU III (1)
3, 6), one of the three forms of
brahman. The sakala-niÀakala form
is neither perfectly simple nor comple-
tely differentiated. As compared to his
completely uncomplicated form he is
brahman with his ¿akti (m¡y¡). But
he is undifferentiated as compared to
the creation as we find it.

sakal¡maya ºÉEò±ÉÉ¨ÉªÉ (HP II 28), several
diseases. Disorders of spleen and other
glands. dropsy and diseases originating
from v¡ta, pitta and kapha are cured
through the practice of jalabasti.

sakriya ºÉÊGòªÉ (SK 10), active. One of the
nine characteristics of vyakta which
distinguish it from avyakta. Vyakta is
active, avyakta is inactive.

sagarbha ºÉMÉ¦ÉÇú (GS V 47-8), sagarbha-
sahita- pr¡¸¡y¡ma is one of the two
kinds of sahita-pr¡¸¡y¡mas, the other
being nigarbha. According to Ghera-
¸·a, it consists in first squatting on the
ground with folded legs, either facing
the east or the north, thinking of vidhi
(brahm¡) and inhaling with the left
nostril (the duration of inhalation being
sixteen m¡tr¡s), then performing
u··iy¡na, thinking of hari (viÀ¸u) and
suspending respiration for sixtyfour
m¡tr¡s, and then thinking of ¿iva and
exhaling gently through the right
nostril, the duration of exhalation being
thirytwo m¡tr¡s. This process is to be
repeated, closing the nostrils at the time
of kumbhaka with two fingers and the
thumb only without using the index or
the middle finger.

sagu¸adhy¡na ºÉMÉÖhÉvªÉÉxÉ (G 77), dhy¡na
with attributes or characteristics.
Dhy¡na on objects with attributes such
as form, colour etc. is called sagu¸a.

sa´ka¶¡sana ºÉÆEò]õÉºÉxÉú (GS II 28), one of
the thirtytwo ¡sanas2 enumerated by
Gheta¸·a. It consists in firmly placing

saÆhatyak¡ritva sa´ka¶¡sana
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the upper part of the left shank on the
ground, the right foot under the left
knee and the two hands on the two
knees.

sa´kalpa-1 ºÉÆEò±{É-1 (ANU 15; SK 27; VB
III 45; TSB 6; BY II 136), wishing,
desiring. This, according to SK, is one
of the two functions of manas, the other
being converting sense into percepts
etc. Manas is sa´kalpaka (maker of
sa´kalpa) antaÅkara¸a. As an
indriya, by virtue of simultaneous
association, it perceives and imagines
objects on the basis of the simple
material brought by the sense and the
karmendriyas.
According to ANU, considering manas
as sa´kalpaka of wishes and desires, the
wise men should merge it in ¡tm¡ and
keep it there. This is dh¡ra¸¡ acco-
rding to this UpaniÀad. It resembles
sam¡dhi and Pataµjali's sam¡patti,
though Pataµjali does not bring in the
¡tm¡.

sa´kalpa-2 ºÉÆEò±{É-2 (TBU I 13), the sense
of losing or regaining physiological
homeostasis-, the experiences which
are foreign to the person who has
realised brahman and is therefore
brahman Himself. Heat, cold etc. the
dvandvas have no effect on such a
person; and in this sense he is not a
sa´kalpaka.

sa´kalpa-3 ºÉÆEò±{É-3 (HP IV 32, 58),
thought constructions.
According to the philosophy accepted

by HP, the entire universe is a mental
construction. Laya supervenes when
all thought constructions cease. Though
this too is an experience it cannot be
described in words.

sa´kalpavarjita ºÉÆEò±{É´ÉÌVÉiÉ (GS VII 21),
free from all desires. Thus what is
called sany¡sa ºÉÆxªÉÉºÉ yoga in the G¢t¡
(VI I) is a prerequisite for sam¡dhi
according to Ghera¸·a.

sa´k¢r¸a ºÉÆEòÒhÉÇ (YS I 42), complex. The
contents of savitark¡ and savic¡r¡
sam¡pattis are complications. They
are made complicated by the presence
of vikalpas (associated ideas) which
are described by Pataµjali as being of
the nature of the knowledge of
meanings of words (¿abda-artha-
jµ¡na). These three words signify only
an explanatory qualification of
vikalpas as the term is defined by
Pataµjali in I 9.

sa´khy¡ ºÉ ÆJªÉÉ (YS II 50), number.
Pr¡¸¡y¡ma gradually gains perfection
as the number of its repetitions incre-
ases. In Pataµjali's words it becomes
more and more d¢rgha. Progress in this
dimension is said to be progress
measured in terms of sa´khy¡.
Pr¡¸¡y¡ma becomes more and more
perfect as the number of times, the yog¢
does it everyday, increases.

sa´ga ºÉÆMÉ (YS III 51), attachment. An uns-
werving and abiding realization of the
fact that citta1 and puruÀa1 are diffe-
rent, bring to the yog¢ power and omni-

sa´kalpa-1 sa´ga
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science. Temptations come in this way,
but he has to remain unattached in the
face of all the worldly temptations.
Otherwise he may fall from the position
attained by him. Thus life after viveka-
khy¡ti is a test. If the yog¢ passes this
test he attains kaivalya.

sa´g¤h¢tatva ºÉÆMÉÞ½þÒiÉi´É (YS IV 11), causal
connection. V¡san¡s (wishes-consci-
ous or unconscious) are causally conne-
cted with dharm¡dharma (merits and
demerits), sukhaduÅkha (pleasure and
pain), r¡gadveÀa (attractions and repu-
lsions) and all the desired objects.
Hence if these are controlled, v¡san¡s
cease to be active. Pataµjali calls these
four causes hetu (motive), phala,
a¿raya and ¡lambana respectively.

sa´gh¡ta ºÉÆPÉÉiÉ (TBU I 7; SK 17), a com-
bination (mixture). All the ¿¡nta,
ghora and m£·ha are vi¿eÀas made
up of the indriyas and the bh£tas and
one of SK's arguments for proving the
existence of puruÀas is that coming
together (combination) of many things
has always a purpose behind it. Hence
there must be some entities whose
purpose these combinations serve.
These entities are puruÀas-the entities
whose purpose the li´gas, the m¡t¡-
pit¤jas and the prabh£tas serve. This
makes the philosophy of SK teleolo-
gical.

saccid¡nanda ºÉÎSSÉnùÉxÉxnù (GS VII 4),
brahman = ¡tm¡, the One Supreme
Reality of the nature of cetana (which

is not consciousness in the ordinary
sense of the word) and ¡nanda (bliss
which is not pleasure in the ordinary
sense). According to GS, the realisation
that the aspirant is brahman and
nothing other than brahman is the
essence of sam¡dhi.

saj¡t¢ya ºÉVÉÉiÉÒªÉ (TBU I 18), ideas and
activities in keeping with brahmav¤tti,
viz. all is brahman. These are to be
adopted and those which are not in
keeping with this belief to be eschewed.

satk¡rya ºÉiEòÉªÉÇ (SK 9), the theory that
the effect exists potentially in its cause
before it actually appears. According
to this theory, all the gu¸apari¸¡ma-
vi¿eÀas - the li´gas, the m¡t¡pit¤jas
and the prabh£tas- are potentially
there in avyakta (the undifferentiated
reality). Their actual existence would
not have been possible otherwise.

satt¡ ºÉkÉÉ (VM II 19), existence. The
existent (sat) is that which is capable
of actions fulfilling a purpose, and
having existence is the abstract form of
'existent'. Mahat is made of existent
i.e., whatever action fulfilling a purpose
there be, is comprehended in and
through mahat or intellect.

satya-1 ºÉiªÉ-1 (YS II 30, 36; TSM 32; DU
I 6, 9; YSH I 21, II 53-64; BY II 63,
VII 159), one of the yamas. It consists
in saying only that what one has directly
perceived, inferred, or learnt from a
reliable source. The belief that all that
is real is brahman and that nothing else

sa´g¤h¢tatva satya-1
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is real is the supreme satya according
to the ved¡nta philosophy.

satya-2 ºÉiªÉ-2 (VS I 41), truth, one of the
ten yamas. A person is said to speak
the truth only when he or she fulfills
three conditions:
1. speech must be in accordance with

fact;
2. he/she must be guided by good

intention and justice;
3. speech must be couched in

agreeable words.
satya-3 (loka) ºÉiªÉ-3 (±ÉÉäEò) (BY III 21),

universe of satya. Last in the seven
lokas enumerated in BY. This is said
to be the adobe of brahman attainable
through jµ¡na and karma accompa-
nied by pursuit of satya1.

satyaloka ºÉiªÉ±ÉÉäEò = brahmaloka ¥ÉÀ±ÉÉäEò

(NBU 4; VB III 26), one of the six
higher regions of creation above the
earth. According to NBU, it is the part
of the forehead of haÆsa between the
eyebrows. HaÆsa represents the
vir¡¶ar£pa (universal form) of the One
Supreme Reality.

satyav¡d¢ ºÉiªÉ´ÉÉnùÒ (SSP VI 61), speaker
of truth. He is said to be satyav¡d¢ who
is steadfast in intellect and speaks only
after knowing that the truth is One, Un-
created, Eternal, Infinite, Immovable.

sattva-1 ºÉk´É-1 (YS II 41; III 35, 49; TSM
7), Pataµjali has used this word as a
synonym for citta because of the predo-
minance of the sattvagu¸a in it. This,
according to Pataµjali, is the distin-

guishing characteristic of aindriya
(immaterial) reality. It distinguishes it
from bhautika (material) reality.

sattva-2 ºÉk´É-2 (SK 13, 54), one of the
three gu¸as, the other being rajas and
tamas. It is described as laghu (light
in weight) and prak¡¿aka |ÉEòÉ¶ÉEò  (illu-
minating). Its l¡ghava (lightness)
makes it immaterial and its prak¡¿a
gives it the ability to develop conscious-
ness. Citta is made up of indriyas,
which takes form in s¡ttvika aha´-
k¡ra. It is for this reason immaterial
and have consciousness. The function
of buddhi and buddh¢ndriyas (the
senses) is clearly prak¡¿a; but the
S¡´khya philosophers consider the
functions of the karmendriyas (action
organs) also to be prak¡¿a; obviously
because the function of the karmen-
driyas is not supposed to be actual
movement, but conative consciousness.
Thus prak¡¿a seems to stand for cons-
ciousness as modern psychologist
understands this term and not for
cetana, as the ancient Indians under-
stood this word, nor for cognition alone.

sattva-3 ºÉk´ É-3 (TSM 164), being
áuddhasattva is, therefore, pure being,
i.e. ¡tm¡ (= brahman).

sattva-4 ºÉk´É-4 (SSP I 49, 50), one of the
three gu¸as of prak¤ti and one of the
five components of kulapaµcaka hav-
ing five characteristics: day¡ (compas-
sion), dhrama (virtues), k¤p¡ (mercy),
bhakti (devotion) and ¿raddh¡
(faithful regard).

satya-2 sattva-4
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sattvabuddhi ºÉk´É¤ÉÖÊrù (YS, VB, VM III
49, 55), pure intellect. An intellect
which is devoid of r¡jasika and
t¡masika taints and thereby has attained
a state of perfect clarity known as
sattva (buddhi).

sattva¿uddhi ºÉk´É¶ÉÖÊrù (YSH IV 34-35),
purification of mind, which is necessary
for indriyajaya (conquest of  immate-
rial reality). It implies kaÀ¡yajaya (com-
plete control over the kle¿as). The
gu¸as (good qualities) are futile
without manaÅ¿uddhi (purification of
mind). R¡ga-dveÀanirodha is signifi-
cantly mentioned as a means of
manaÅ¿uddhi. As a result of manaÅ-
¿uddhi, ¡tm¡ is said to exist in its pure
(true) form. This is the Jain view.

sattv¡patti ºÉk´ÉÉ{ÉÊkÉ (VU IV (1) 3, (2) 2,
6), the fourth bh£mi (stage of progress
in yoga), and the first stage of j¢van-
mukti (emancipation before death). A
yog¢ at this stage is called brahmavid
(one who knows brahman). He has
realised that he is the pure ¡tm¡. This
realization accrues to him as a result of
having passed through the first three
bh£mis and becoming disinterested in
worldly objects. The yog¢ now looks
at the world as a dream. This is an
aspect of r¡jayoga.

sadguru ºÉnÂùMÉȪ ûù (SSP V 65-69), true tea-
cher. In these verse appreciation for
sadguru has been made. Only sadguru
can make even the paramapada
attainable in an instant. He is capable

of cutting of the eight p¡¿as (jar¡,
mara¸a, k¡ma, krodha, lobha,
moha, ahÆak¡ra and avidy¡) of his
disciple, through the sword of his com-
passion. Only sadguru can remove all
the doubts arising in the mind of his
disciple.

sad¡j¢v¢ ºÉnùÉVÉÒ´ÉÒ (SSP VI 58), a variety
of s¡dhaka who has proper understan-
ding of j¢va and also of the conscious-
ness behind 'it' is called sad¡j¢v¢.

sad¡¿iva ºÉnùÉÊ¶É´É (YCU 72), the Lord of
¡k¡¿a which is all-pervading and is the
most s¡ttvika of the bh£tas (elements)
and which, according to this text, comes
out first of all from the ¡tman. From
¡k¡¿a was created v¡yu (air) and so
on. This is the theory of this UpaniÀad.

santuÀ¶i ºÉxiÉÖÎ¹]õù (TSM 33), contentment.
It is one of the ten niyamas (obser-
vances) according to this UpaniÀad.
Pataµjali's word for this is santoÀa.

santoÀa-1 ºÉxiÉÉä¹É-1ù (YS II 32, 42; VU V
13; SAU I (2) 1, 3; YSH 59), content-
ment. It is one of the niyamas (obser-
vances). It consists in remaining con-
tented with what is in one's possession,
i.e. not hankering and ever exerting for
getting more and more. A s a n t o À a
+ºÉxiÉÉä¹É (discontentment) is said by YSH
to be a result of gardha MÉvÉÇ, which word
is used by Vy¡sa to explain r¡ga.
Vy¡sa also mentions t¤À¸¡ (thirst) and
lobha as synonyms of gardha (VB II
7).

santoÀa-2 ºÉxiÉÉä¹É-2ù (VS I 55; DU II 4, 5),

sattvabuddhi santoÀa-2
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contentment. One of the ten niyamas.
One must be contented with whatever
is gained spontaneously, such an
attitude of mind is called santoÀa.
According to DU, the supreme content-
ment consists in detachment for every-
thing till one realizes the brahman.

sandhy¡ ºÉxvªÉÉù (BY VI 1-30), an obliga-
tory religious rite to be performed daily
after bath in the morning, in the noon
and in the evening, by every twice-born
(dvija). It consists mainly of chanting
savit¤mantra addressed to sun and is
popularly known as G¡yatr¢ Mantra.
It is called G¡yatr¢, when performed
in the morning, S¡vitr¢ when perfor-
med in the noon and Sarasvat¢, when
done in the evening.

sany¡s¢ ºÉxªÉÉºÉÒù (SSP VI 37; BG V 1; VB
IV 7), an ascetic. One who experiences
¡tm¡ and param¡tm¡ in one's own
self, and never expects any reward for
his action, is called sany¡s¢. The
actions of a sany¡s¢ are called
a¿ukl¡k¤À¸a.

saptap¡t¡la ºÉ{iÉ{ÉÉiÉÉ±É (SSP III 2), seven
worlds under the earth enumerated as
p¡t¡la, tal¡tala, mah¡tala, ras¡tala,
sutala, vitala and atala. All these P¡t¡las
are assumed in the different parts of the
human body, beginning from feet to
thigh respectively reside in sole of the
foot, big toes, tip of the big toes, back
position of the feet, ankle, knee and
thigh. Knowledge of these p¡t¡las is
essentially required for pi¸·asaÆvitti

which in turn leads to self-realization.
saptas¡dhana ºÉ{iÉºÉÉvÉxÉ (GS I 9), seven

aids (for conditioning the body). These
are ¿odhana (purification), d¤·hat¡
(firmness), sthairya (steadiness), dhai-
rya (composure), l¡ghava (light-ness),
pratyakÀa (realization) and nirliptat¡
(isolation), which come through the
practice of Àa¶karmas, ¡sana, mudr¡,
praty¡h¡ra, pr¡¸¡y¡ma, dhy¡na
and sam¡dhi respectively.

saptasn¡na ºÉ{iÉºxÉÉxÉù (BY VII 163), seven
types of bath. For the person who is
weak or old, the authorities have sugge-
sted different forms of bath to purify
the body. These are mantra, bhauma,
¡gneya, v¡yavya, divya, v¡ru¸a and
m¡nasa.

sab¢jasam¡dhi ºÉ¤ÉÒVÉºÉ¨ÉÉÊvÉ (YS I 46),
savitark¡, nirvitark¡, savic¡r¡ and
nirvic¡r¡ sam¡pattis are thus called.
S¡nand¡smit¡ ºÉÉxÉxnùÉÎº¨ÉiÉÉ sam¡patti is
not included, obviously because it is a
form of sam¡patti in which the
sam¡dhiprajµ¡ (content) is not a
viÀaya. The content of sam¡patti in
not a viÀaya only in nirb¢jasam¡dhi,
in which the yog¢ experiences ¡nanda
(bliss) and asmit¡. These two objects
are not supposed to be viÀayas-neither
gross nor subtle. Nevertheless, nirb¢ja-
sam¡dhi is samprajµ¡ta yoga.
If it is considered to be asamprajµ¡ta
as Vy¡sa does, then there would be left
no sam¡dhi in which the sam¡dhi-
prajµ¡ is ¡nanda or asmit¡, because

sandhy¡ sab¢jasam¡dhi
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he clearly lays down that there is no
sab¢jasam¡dhi apart from the four
sam¡pattis of which the contents are
sth£la and s£kÀma, vitarka and
vic¡ra.

samat¡ ºÉ¨ÉiÉÉ (TBU I 28), equilibrium.
Ninth in the series of fifteen-fold yoga
recognised by TBU. This consists in
perfect equilibrium among the gross,
subtle and causal bodies to enable its
dissolution in well poised brahman.

samatva ºÉ¨Éi´É (BG II 48), equanimity in
success and failures. One who performs
action without any attachment towards
reward is called having the samatva
attitude of mind.

samanu ºÉ¨ÉxÉÖ (GS V 36-7), one of the two
methods of n¡·¢¿uddhi, the other
being nirmanu. It consists in first ado-
pting the padm¡sana pose and offering
prayers to the guru and the gods; and
then contemplating the v¡yu b¢ja-
inhaling through the left nostril (the
duration of inhalation being sixteen
m¡tr¡s), stopping respiration (for the
duration of sixtyfour m¡tr¡s) and ex-
halation being thirtytwo m¡tr¡s). After
this the yog¢ raises the vahni (fire) of
the p¤thv¢ tattva (the earth element)
from the navel region and contemplates
it- inhaling with the right nostril for
sixteen m¡tr¡s, suspending breath for
sixtyfour m¡tr¡s and exhaling with the
left nostril for thirtytwo m¡tr¡s-all the
time reciting mentally the vahnib¢ja
raÆ ®Æú.

In the end, the yog¢ contemplates the
moon with her rays localizing the image
just in front of him-and inhales for the
duration of sixteen m¡tr¡s through the
left nostrils, stops breathing for sixty-
four m¡tr¡s and exhales for thirtytwo
m¡tr¡s. While inhaling, the yog¢ men-
tally recites the ¶haÆ ( Æ̀)ö b¢ja, during
suspension of breath he recites the vaÆ
(´ÉÆ) b¢ja and during exhalation the laÆ
(±ÉÆ) b¢ja. At the time of kumbhaka
the yog¢ imagines that the am¤ta
(nectar) flowing downwards is purify-
ing all his n¡·¢s. We should be perfec-
tly confident about the result. All this,
which is ordinarily known as pr¡¸¡-
y¡ma, is called samanu-n¡·¢-¿uddhi
by Ghera¸·a and is performed, accord-
ing to this thinker, by way of prepa-
ration for pr¡¸¡y¡ma proper.

samanvaya ºÉ¨Éx´ÉªÉ (SK 15), uniformity
underlying diversity. This is one of the
four reasons adduced by SK in support
of the theory that the ultimate material
cause of the manifold vyakta is the one
avyakta. Uniformity implies unity in
diversity. Vyakta is the multifarious
form of avyakta. In fact the latter is
not a form at all. It is only a matter of
which all manifestations are forms. It
is the formless which is ultimately the
root cause of all the various forms. It is
itself not the form of any other matter.
This is the S¡´khya principle of ''Unity
of Nature''.

samabh¡va ºÉ¨É¦ÉÉ´É (HP II 21), balanced

samat¡ samabh¡va
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condition of v¡ta, pitta and kapha.
S¡dhakas in whom three humours are
in balanced condition, need not practise
the six cleansing processes.

samarasatva ºÉ¨É®úºÉi´É (HP IV 6), the state
of equilibrium, a synonym for
sam¡dhi. When the life activity dwind-
les and mental activity also ceases, then
there arises the state of equilibrium.

samarasaikatva ºÉ¨É®úºÉèEòi´É (G 94), the ''all-
merged-into-one'' state. In the state of
sam¡dhi, according to this text, neither
is pr¡¸a active in any sense, nor is
there any cittav¤tti (consciousness).
Ëtm¡ and ¡tm¡ alone is there.
Everything has disappeared in ¡tm¡.

samasaÆsth¡na ºÉ¨ÉºÉÆºlÉÉxÉ (VB, VM II
46), a posture having even arrangement
of the body. One of the eleven ¡sanas
enumerated by Vy¡sa. V¡caspati des-
cribes its technique as the two feet
contracted and pressed against each
other at the heels and at the tips of the
feet.

sam¡kÀipta ºÉ¨ÉÉÊIÉ{iÉ (G 27), struck by.
Driven by pr¡¸a and ap¡na, the j¢va
(living being) goes here and there and
everywhere in the body. In fact pr¡¸a,
ap¡na, etc. constitute j¢vana (life) and
they appear as if they were a j¢va
(j¢var£pi¸aÅ). Once a j¢va is posited,
we can say that it is wherever pr¡¸a,
ap¡na, etc. are. This is what is meant
by saying that the j¢va is drawn hither
and thither by pr¡¸¡p¡na, i.e. pr¡¸a,
ap¡na, ud¡na, vy¡na, sam¡na, n¡ga,

k£rma, k¤kara, devadatta and
dhanaµjaya.

sam¡dhi-1 ºÉ¨ÉÉÊvÉ-1 (YS I 20, 46, 51, II 2,
29, 45, III 3, IV 1; GS I 11, III 30, 42,
V 82, VII 1, 3, 8, 13, 15, 21; HP III
121, IV 2-8, 81, 108-9, 111), a state of
concentration of which the characteri-
stic feature is that in this state the self
is completely forgotten. Sam¡dhi1 is
brought about by sam¡patti, which
consists in the subject of consciousness
merging into the object of conscious-
ness, and thus there remaining no
consciousness as ordinarily understood,
as there is no subject-object relation in
that state. Thus sam¡dhi does not fall
within the scope of normal psychology
as understood at present.
Pataµjali calls sam¡dhi a kind of
dhy¡na, because of the single content
of consciousness in the state of
sam¡dhi.
For GS, sam¡dhi1 consists in detaching
manas from the body and identifying
it with ¡tm¡. It is the means for accom-
plishing the s¡dhan¡ which Ghera¸·a
calls nirlipta; and since this author
equates nirlipta with mukti (GS I 11)
sam¡dhi is the means by which the
yog¢s attain emancipation. Again these
ved¡nta-minded yog¢s often identify
sam¡dhi and r¡jayoga which they
consider to be the pinnacle of yoga.
Thus ¿¡mbhav¢, khecar¢ and yoni-
mudr¡s, m£rcch¡ and bhr¡mar¢
pr¡¸¡y¡mas and bhakti are, accor-

samarasatva sam¡dhi-1
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ding to these yog¢s, the six processes
of which the end result is r¡jayoga or
sam¡dhi.
According to HP, sam¡dhi ensues if
there is sam¡patti in n¡da or in
brahman-here called ¡tm¡.

sam¡dhi-2 ºÉ¨ÉÉÊvÉ-2 (YS III 37, IV 29), a
state of living perfectly unmotivated by
any kle¿a or v¡san¡. The characteristic
feature of this state, according to
Pataµjali, is that the yog¢ in this state
does not swerve at all from what he
calls vivekakhy¡ti. Pataµjali names
this state as dharmamegha-sam¡dhi,
as in this state, everything mundane is
cast away (cf. dharma).

sam¡dhi-3 ºÉ¨ÉÉÊvÉ-3 (NBU 54; YCU 113),
a state of temporary mokÀa in which
the body becomes as if it were quite
dead; yet the man is alive and is suppo-
sed to be seeing the Supreme Light
(brahman).

sam¡dhi-4 ºÉ¨ÉÉÊvÉ-4 (SAU I (1) 2-3 (11);
YTU 107; VU II 75; HP IV 5-7),
merging of j¢v¡tm¡ (individual self)
into the param¡tm¡. Sam¡dhi of
these UpaniÀads is sam¡patti in ¡tm¡2

(= param¡tm¡) and nothing else.
sam¡dhi-5 ºÉ¨ÉÉÊvÉ-5 (TBU I 37; TSM 162;

MBU I (1) 10), absence of all v¤ttis.
This is a state of absolute void so far as
the mind is concerned. Nevertheless,
according to the ved¡nta philosophy,
it is a state of cetan¡, which is the
original spiritual consciousness, as opp-
osed to mental activity - our ordinary
mundane consciousness.

sam¡dhi-6 ºÉ¨ÉÉÊvÉ-6 (DU X 5; ANU 16),
realization that everything except
brahman is illusory.

sam¡dhi-7 ºÉ¨ÉÉÊvÉ-7 (VS IV 57-66), the
eighth limb of aÀ¶¡´gayoga enumerated
by VasiÀ¶ha. The state of identifying
individual self with Supreme Self or the
merging of individual self in the Supre-
me Self. Being possessed of yoga etc.,
conquering the pr¡¸a, subduing the
senses and being associated with
dh¡ra¸¡ and dhy¡na, one should
practise sam¡dhi.

sam¡dhi-8 ºÉ¨ÉÉÊvÉ-8 (SSP II 38), the equi-
nimous state of all the elements,
withdrawing from the object of senses
are the characteristics of sam¡dhi.

sam¡dhipari¸¡ma ºÉ¨ÉÉÊvÉ{ÉÊ®úhÉÉ¨É (YS III
11), a lakÀa¸a-pari¸¡ma of citta2.
This pari¸¡ma is a succession of many
avasth¡pari¸¡mas of the citta2 and a
succession of these pari¸¡mas of the
citta2 is its dharmapari¸¡ma, which
is called nirodha by Pataµjali.
Avasth¡pari¸¡mas of citta2 Pataµjali
calls ek¡grat¡pari¸¡mas. Sam¡dhi-
pari¸¡ma is described by Pataµjali as
the exclusive possession of the field of
consciousness by an object for some
time; in other words a continuation of
ek¡grat¡pari¸¡ma. A continuation of
sam¡dhipari¸¡ma is nirodhapari-
¸¡ma.
In this way nirodha is continued
sam¡dhi and sam¡dhi is continued
ek¡grat¡; and ek¡grat¡ being a

sam¡dhi-2 sam¡dhipari¸¡ma
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dhy¡na (= pratyaya-ekat¡nat¡),
sam¡dhi is continued dhy¡na.

sam¡dhisiddhi ºÉ¨ÉÉÊvÉÊºÉÊrù (YS, VB, VBh
II 45), attainment of sam¡dhi. Devo-
tion to ¢¿vara results into breaking
open the pathway towards sam¡dhi
because devotion to ¢¿vara removes
the delusion, ignorance and the
s¡dhaka gets the capacity to know all
that he desires to know, as it is in truth.

sam¡na-1 ºÉ¨ÉÉxÉ-1 (YS III 40; DU IV 23,
29, 31; ANU 34, 37; GS V 60; G 24;
SAU I (4) 12-3; BY IX 132), one of
the ten v¡yus. Since it pervades the
whole body the function of sam¡na
would be to provide oxygen, water and
food to all the parts of the body. Some
writers on yoga, however, ascribe this
function to vy¡na. According to ANU,
sam¡na resides in the navel region and
is white like the cow's milk. It is here
supposed to be responsible for assimi-
lation of food, as it provides nourish-
ment to all the organs of the body. In
fact the distribution is done by circu-
lation, as the blood carries nourishment
to all the organs. Whether sam¡na
should have to do with digestion or with
circulation is therefore, neither easy nor
important to decide; but since vy¡na
is also said to be all pervading (cf. VB)
it is generally associated with circula-
tion and sam¡na with digestion.
According to V¡caspatimi¿ra, sam¡na
is so called because it carries the essen-
tial fluids of the body to all the parts

equally well. According to the Su¿ruta,
sam¡na digests the food in the stomach
in co-operation with animal heat and
propels chyle, blood and the other
fluids.

sam¡na-2 ºÉ¨ÉÉxÉ-2 (VB, VM, VBh III 39;
VS II 42, 48, 49, 52), one of the five
important v¡yus of the group of pr¡¸a
etc. Sam¡na is so called because it
distributes (food) equally to all parts of
the body and manifests itself upto the
region. VBh explains sam¡na as 'since
it distributes the essences of food
according to nature to all the nerve
centres therefore it is called sam¡na2,.
VS enumerates it under ten v¡yus and
considers it as one of the five prominent
v¡yus. It pervades all the parts of the
body, wandering through the seventy-
two thousand n¡·¢s in the body. It
supplies the digested essence of all
edibles to each and every limb of the
body with the help of the gastric fire.
Nutrition of the body is also ascribed
to the function of the sam¡nav¡yu.

sam¡n¡bhih¡ra ºÉ¨ÉÉxÉÉÊ¦É½þÉ®ú (SK 7), mix-
ing up with other, apparently identical
objects. Such a confusion of mind is one
of the eight circumstances in which it
becomes impossible to know some-
thing. If the object which we are see-
king gets thus mixed up with a number
of other extremely similar objects, e.g.
a pearl among pearls, a bean among
beans, an Indian among Indians, then
it becomes difficult to differentiate that
object from other similar objects.

sam¡dhisiddhi sam¡n¡bhih¡ra
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sam¡patti-1 ºÉ¨ÉÉ{ÉÊkÉ-1 (YS I 41, 42; II 47,
III 42), merging of the knowing citta1

into the object known. In this S£tra
Pataµjali has used the word grah¢t¤ for
the knowing citta, graha¸a for consci-
ousness and gr¡hya for the object of
which the grah¢t¤ is conscious. Of
these according to Pataµjali, the
grah¢t¤, for which he has used the
word tatstha, assumes the form of the
gr¡hya, here called by him tad, just in
the same way as a clear crystal placed
on a coloured object is seen as of the
colour of the object. Sam¡patti is the
essence of sam¡dhi according to
Pataµjali. Pataµjali describes four
forms of sam¡patti and calls them to
be the only four kinds of sab¢ja-
sam¡dhi.
Ënanda and asmit¡ are not considered
to be viÀayas by Pataµjali. Neverthe-
less, sam¡patti in them is possible.
This is what occurs in nirb¢ja-
sam¡dhi. Sam¡dhi is a state of the
mind. What happens in that state is
sam¡patti and sam¡patti with an
object in view is saÆyama.

sam¡patti-2 ºÉ¨ÉÉ{ÉÊkÉ-2 (VBh I 40), attai-
ning clearly the form of the support i.e.,
an activity of direct perception of the
object. It is only in sam¡patti direct
perception of objects in their totality can
be grasped and not in dh¡ra¸¡,
dhy¡na and sam¡dhi, because the later
concern themselves with only objective
aspect of reality and not with their
totality.

sam¡s¢na ºÉ¨ÉÉºÉÒxÉ (HP I 19; GS II 13, 31)
well composed psychophysical state
conducive to meditative postures.

sam¡hitacitta ºÉ¨ÉÉÊ½þiÉÊSÉkÉ (VBh II 1),
concentrated mind i.e., the best aspi-
rant, taking into account only the means
of abhy¡sa and vair¡gya. Vy¡sa dec-
lares that the sam¡dhip¡da of yogas£tra
meant for concentrated mind or the best
aspirant of yoga.

sam¢kara¸a-1 ºÉ¨ÉÒEò®úhÉ-1 (TSB 6), func-
tion of the sam¡na v¡yu. It may mean
assimilation (absorption), which is res-
ponsible for nourishing the body.

sam¢ra¸a-1 ºÉ¨ÉÒ®úhÉ-1 (HP II 10), air
which one breathes in and breathes out.

sam¢ra¸a-2 ºÉ¨ÉÒ®úhÉ-2 (HP III 62, IV 22),
pr¡¸a. It is the experience of many
yog¢s that as they inhale sam¢ra¸a1,
sam¢ra¸a2 is felt rising inside. They
therefore, often considered the two to
be the same thing and believed that
what they inhaled rose to their head.

samudaya ºÉ¨ÉÖnùªÉ (SK 16), combination -
here interaction of gu¸as. It is one of
the two ways in which avyakta sub-
sists, the other being just the presence
of the three gu¸as without any activity.
Mixture of these elements in various
ways results in the appearance of the
various forms of reality.

sampu¶ayoga ºÉ¨{ÉÖ]õªÉÉäMÉ (VU V 45), m£la-
bandha, which is so called probably
because it affects all the n¡·¢s2-the
entire n¡·¢cakra-and raises up along
the suÀumn¡, ud¡na along with

sam¡patti-1 sampu¶ayoga
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pr¡¸a. It is catuÀpatha bandha (VU V
43), because it affects all the four prin-
cipal n¡·¢s2 and opens up one of them
viz. the suÀumn¡. According to Upani-
Àadbrahmayog¢, these four n¡·¢s are
suÀumn¡, i·¡, pi´gal¡ and kuh£.

samprajµ¡ta ºÉ¨|ÉYÉÉiÉ (YS I 17), a state
of sam¡patti in which the citta2 has
merged itself in a gross or a subtle
object, or in ¡nanda (bliss) and asmit¡
(the true self). The significance of this
s£tra is that yoga is samprajµ¡ta by
virtue of the presence of vitarka,
vic¡ra, ¡nanda or asmit¡ as the con-
tent of consciousness. The anya (other)
yoga (YS I 18), which may be called
asamprajµ¡ta yoga, is that in which
there is no content neither vitarka, nor
vic¡ra, nor ¡nanda, nor asmit¡. Of
these the former two alone are viÀayas;
and for this reason, Pataµali calls
savitark¡, nirvitark¡, savic¡r¡ and
nirvic¡r¡ sam¡pattis as sab¢ja-
sam¡dhi and the one in which the
sam¡dhiprajµ¡ consists of ¡nanda
and asmit¡, not considered by him to
be viÀayas, nirbijasam¡dhi. In this
way samprajµ¡ta sam¡patti is of two
kinds, sab¢ja and nirb¢ja. Pataµjali's
other yoga is neither nirb¢ja nor
sab¢ja.

samprayoga ºÉ¨|ÉªÉÉäMÉ (YS, VBh II 44) per-
ception, communion. As a result of the
practice of sv¡dhy¡ya, one attains
communion with the desired deity.
Whichever deity he desires to see, that

deity becomes perceptible to a yog¢
who has perfected sv¡dhy¡ya.

samyagjµ¡na ºÉ¨ªÉMYÉÉxÉ (SK 67, 71), com-
prehensive, correct grasp (knowledge)
of Reality-true knowledge. After gain-
ning true knowledge (supreme Reali-
zation), the body goes on by its own
momentum and the actions are all
motiveless in this sense. Bodily activity
is said to be impelled by previously
acquired saÆsk¡ras; but no new
saÆsk¡ras are being formed while it
goes on in this manner. Thus the action
performed after Realization are not
karmas. They do not bear fruit.

samyagdar¿ana ºÉ¨ªÉMnù¶ÉÇxÉ (VB, VBh II
15), true perception. One who knows
that the cause of saÆs¡ra is the contact
between puruÀa and prak¤ti and thus
takes refuge in true knowledge i.e. the
cause for the removal of all pain called
samyagdar¿ana.

samyagdar¿in ºÉ¨ªÉMnùÌ¶ÉxÉÂ (VB IV 23), true
seer.

sarasvat¢-1 ºÉ®úº´ÉiÉÒ-1 (DU IV 7, 14, 16-
7, 21, 35; VU V 25), one of the principal
n¡·¢s. It is situated by the side of
suÀumn¡ (in the spinal cord) as is
kuh£. I·¡ and pi´gal¡ are situated to
the left and right side of suÀumn¡
respectively. On which side kuh£ and
sarasvat¢ are situated, is not mentioned
in DU. Perhaps p¡r¿va {ÉÉ¶´ÉÇ only indi-
cates proximity. This n¡·i is here said
to extend to the end of the tongue-
probably the root of the tongue. Its

samprajµ¡ta sarasvat¢-1
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presiding deity is vair¡ja. According
to VU, sarasvat¢ is situated at the back
of suÀumn¡.

sarasvat¢-2 ºÉ®úº´ÉiÉÒ-2 (SAU I (6) 3) , one
of the three forms of the mak¡ra m£rti
(figure)-on which the yog¢s are advised
to meditate when they practise
pr¡¸¡y¡ma2, and recite om, the other
two forms being g¡yatr¢ and savit¤.
Sarasvat¢ is described as dark comple-
xioned, riding an ox, wielding a trident
and looking elderly.

sarasvat¢-3 ºÉ®úº´ÉiÉÒ-3 (VS II 31, 37), one
of the fourteen important n¡·¢s. It is
situated on the side of suÀumn¡ and
its region is extended upto the upper
part of the tongue.

sarga-1 ºÉMÉÇ-1 (SK 24, 52-4), innumerable
patterns formed by the three gu¸as1

combining in innumerably different
ways. Thus there are innumerable
li´gas, innumerable strengths of the
eight bh¡vas, innumerable types of life
and innumerable experiences possible
in these lives. These are the li´ga,
bh¡va, bhautika and pratyaya sargas
respectively.
Ì¿varak¤À¸a has not mentioned a sarga
of material objects, though these too are
formed as the result of the gu¸as
mixing in innumerable ways. But he
does mention a tanm¡tr¡ sarga in
K¡rik¡ 24; and as the material objects
are made of the bh£tas and these in
their turn of the tanm¡tr¡s, this
tanm¡tr¡ sarga may be taken to be

the sarga of material objects. The other
sarga mentioned in this (24) K¡rik¡-
the eleven indriyas would thus include
the li´ga, bh¡va and pratyaya sargas.
The bh¡vas inhere in li´gas and the
pratyayas are their experiences. All of
them together form what Pataµjali
would call aindriy¡tmaka, d¤¿ya. Thus
there would be two main sargas,
Ì¿varak¤À¸a's bhautika sarga being a
combination of the two sargas men-
tioned in K¡rik¡ 24. Pataµjali would
call these two indriyas and tanm¡tr¡-
sargas as aindriya and bhautika
respectively.

sarga-2 ºÉMÉÇ-2 (SK 21, 66), pratyaya-
sarga = experiences of puruÀas2, who
are li´gas in saÆyoga with puruÀas1.
After attaining kevalajµ¡na, puruÀa2

no longer has any experiences moti-
vated by these seven bh¡vas and
performs no actions motivated by
dharma, adharma, ajµ¡na (ignor-
ance) r¡ga or ai¿varya. Vir¡ga and
anai¿varya never prompt any action.
Thus there is a jµ¡na-vimokÀa interval
during which puruÀa2 does not perform
actions motivated by the seven bh¡vas.
Jµ¡na (true knowledge) and jµ¡na
alone is the motive which impels his
actions (cf. samyagjµ¡na).

sarvajµab¢ja ºÉ´ÉÇYÉ¤ÉÒVÉ (YS, VB, VM I
25), glare of omniscience. Ì¿vara has
been designated as element where
resides germ of unexcelled omnisci-
ence. The processes of knowing subtle

sarasvat¢-2 sarvajµab¢ja
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objects either singly or collectively,
whether in the past, present or future,
either small or great, is the germ of om-
niscience. However, according to VBh,
omniscience consists in possession of
such knowledge which is beyond the
senses.

sarvajµ¡t¤tva ºÉ´ÉÇYÉÉiÉÞi´É (YS, VBh III 49),
attainment of the state of omniscience.
One who has attained the knowledge
of differentiation between pure or
sattva intellect and puruÀa, there co-
mes omniscience. Omniscience means
simultaneous rising of knowledge born
of discriminate discernment with
references to the gu¸as which are the
essence of all things and which are
manifested as past, present and future
states of existence. This is a perfection
called vi¿ok¡, attaining which the yog¢
becomes omniscient. Omniscience is
the simultaneous knowledge of all
puruÀas.

sarvadharma ºÉ´ÉÇvÉ¨ÉÇ (VS I 31), common
duties assigned to all. VasiÀ¶ha recogni-
zes yoga practice as common duty assi-
gned to all. He recommends it for all
irrespective of caste and creed. In other
words, yoga broadens the outlook of
its practitioner who developes a sense
of humanitarianism, in which no discri-
mination is made among castes, creeds
and religions. The secular nature of
yoga had been duly recognized by
VasiÀ¶ha.

sarvanirodha ºÉ´ÉÇÊxÉ®úÉävÉ (YS I 51), cessa-

tion of all (modifications of mind),
complete destruction of prajµ¡ and its
subliminal impression. This is the state
of nirb¢ja sam¡dhi. When the mind
turns away from activity i.e. after
sarvanirodha, the puruÀa stays in its
own form and is therefore called free,
isolated or liberated.

sarvabh¡v¡dhiÀ¶h¡t¤tva ºÉ´ÉÇ¦ÉÉ´ÉÉÊvÉ¹`öÉiÉÞi´É
(YS III 49), supremacy over all states
of existence. One who has attained the
knowledge of differentiation between
sattva or pure intellect and puruÀa,
there comes supremacy over all states
of existence. The gu¸as which are the
essence of all things which have both
the determination and objects of deter-
mination as their essence present them-
selves before the owner. It gives the
capacity to function as in one's own
body according to one's own will with
reference to prak¤ti, its effects and the
puruÀas.

sarvabh£tarutajµ¡na ºÉ´ÉÇ¦ÉÚiÉ¯ûiÉYÉÉxÉ (YS
III 17), knowledge of sounds produced
by living beings. As a result of the
practice of saÆyama on the word, its
intended object and the idea conveyed
through it, the s¡dhaka acquires the
knowledge of the sounds of all living
beings (creatures).

sarvaratnopasth¡na ºÉ´ÉÇ®úixÉÉä{ÉºlÉÉxÉ (YS II
37), gain of all the gems or surrounded
by wealth from all places. One who has
perfected non-stealing (asteya), jewels
from all directions come to him. How-

sarvajµ¡t¤tva sarvaratnopasth¡na
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ever, Dr. Karambelkar (commn. on
P.Y.S. published by Kaivalyadh¡ma)
considers its meaning as custodian of
many treasures'. One who will be very
sincerely trying to adhere to the yama
of asteya, would be recognized by all
as a person of utmost honesty and when
such occasions may arise, everyone
would want to entrust their valuables
to the custody of such person only and
in that sense he is surrounded by wealth
from all places.

sarvaroga ºÉ´ÉÇ®úÉäMÉ (HP II 16, V 22), all
diseases (arising out of the erroneous
practice of pr¡¸¡y¡ma). A list of such
diseases has been given by Sv¡tm¡-
r¡ma in HP II 17. Diseases like hiccup,
asthma, cough and pain in the head, ear
and eyes arise as consequences of
erroneous practice of pr¡¸¡y¡ma or
disorder of pavana (v¡ta humour).

sarv¡rtha ºÉ´ÉÉÇlÉÇ (YS, VB, VBh, III 11,
IV 23), attention to all things. This has
been considered as one of the characte-
ristics of citta as opposed to another
characteristic i.e. one pointedness. The
sarv¡rtha state of citta has been
explained by VBh as vikÀipta state of
citta.

sarvasambhav¡bh¡va ºÉ´ÉÇºÉ¨¦É´ÉÉ¦ÉÉ´É (SK
9), impossibility of everything develop-
ing in everything. It is one of the five
reasons given by SK in support of the
S¡´khya's theory of satk¡ryav¡da.
Since only certain phenomena result
from certain other phenomena and not

every phenomenon from every other
phenomenon, the consequent pheno-
menon, which is the effect, must be
potentially present in the antecedent
phenomenon which is the cause, i.e.,
an effect and its cause cannot be compl-
etely disconnected. Causation is not a
matter of mere succession of pheno-
mena. This is the S¡´khya view known
as satk¡ryav¡da.

sarvas¡kÀ¢ ºÉ´É ÇºÉÉIÉÒ (YCU 72), the
absolute Reality in living beings. It is
not one of the enjoyers like the vi¿va,
taijas and pr¡jµa puruÀas, because its
s¡kÀitva is not a function or a state, and
yet all of us are That. This is like the
monistic Ved¡ntic theroy.

savik¡ra ºÉÊ´ÉEòÉ®ú (BG XIII 6), with the
modifications of prak¤ti (beginning
with great element and ending with
fortitude).

savic¡r¡ ºÉÊ´ÉSÉÉ®úÉ (YS I 44), Pataµjali calls
sam¡patti in a s£kÀma viÀaya, which
is complicated by simultaneous asso-
ciations called vikalpas in I 42 and
sm¤ti in I 43, as savic¡r¡ sam¡patti
(cf. samprajµ¡ta).

savitark¡ ºÉÊ´ÉiÉEòÉÇ (YS I 42), according
to Pataµjali, sam¡patti in an object
which is not s£kÀma, i.e. of which the
yog¢ can raise an image in his mind,
and which is complicated by simulta-
neous associations here called
vikalpas-is-savitark¡ sam¡patti. In I-
43 Pataµjali uses the word sm¤ti for
such simultaneous associations. Accor-

sarvaroga savitark¡
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ding to Dr. Karambelkar (commn. on
PYS, pub. by Kaivalyadh¡ma), the
meaning of vitarka should be taken
uniformly throughout the PYS, and
Pataµjali himself defines vitarka in II.
34 as anti-yamas or evil or bad ideas,
thoughts, emotions, actions etc. Thus
savitark¡ which is first in the series of
four varieties of sam¡patti is to be
understood as sam¡patti in which the
arising of vitarka (II. 34) is the
dominant aspect.

savit¡ ºÉÊ´ÉiÉÉ (BY IX 56), Vedic Sun god.
Because of the functions of savana
(generation) and pavana (purification)
it is called savit¡.

savyan¡·¢ ºÉ´ªÉxÉÉb÷Ò (HP II 49), the left
nostril (cf. s£ryabhedana).

sasvana ºÉº´ÉxÉ (HP II 51), with sound. The
technique of ujj¡y¢ involves the
production of a smooth frictional sound
during both p£raka and recaka
phases. One should keep the mouth
closed and then draw the air in through
both the nostrils producing the sound
in such a manner that the air is left
touching the region from throat to the
chest.

sahaja ºÉ½þVÉ (HP IV 4, 9, 11, 75; GS VII
17), r¡jayoga, sam¡dhi.

sahajol¢ ºÉ½þVÉÉä±ÉÒ (HP III 90-91, IV 14;
YTU 27), one of the two variants of
vajrol¢, the other being amarol¢. This
is a state in which the yog¢ or the
yogin¢, after successfully mixing the
secretions from the upper and the lower

parts of suÀumn¡ by vajrol¢, forthwith
besmears his or her body with the ashes
of burnt cow-dung made into a paste
by adding water and sits in perfect bliss
doing absolutely nothing for the time
being.

sahasr¡ra ºÉ½»ÉÉ®ú (ATU 13; GS VI 9), the
highest dhy¡nasth¡na (centre for
meditation) on the topmost part of the
head. It is compared to a thousand-
petalled lotus. To be able to control all
the psycho-physical activities, the
cerebrum must be able to send forth
impulses in thousands of directions.
The antarlakÀya of ¿¡mbhav¢mudr¡
is sometimes described as being of the
nature of a burning light in the
sahasr¡ra. According to GS, in sth£la
dhy¡na the yog¢ may imagine his
guru2 seated on a throne in a triangle
inside the ovary of the twelvepetalled
lotus which, in its turn, is imagined in
the ovary of this thousandpetalled lotus.
The dhy¡nasth¡nas are often referred
to as lotuses.

sahita ºÉÊ½þiÉ (HP II 72; GS V 46-7), one
of the two well-known forms of
kumbhaka (= pr¡¸¡y¡ma). It is
pr¡¸¡y¡ma complete with p£raka,
kumbhaka and recaka and is of two
kinds-sagarbha and nigarbha. The
former appears to be for those who
believe in the gods vidhi, hari and ¿iva,
the latter for those who do not. The two
points of difference between nigarbha
sahita pr¡¸¡y¡ma and the sagarbha

savit¡ sahita
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one are: (1) in the latter the duration of
kumbhaka is estimated by repeating
some mantra or the other so many
times, while in the former it is estimated
by rotating the left palm on the left knee
so many times (cf. Yoga M¢m¡ms¡,
Vol VI, No. 2, Sept. 1956) and (2) in
the latter the yog¢ calls up the images
of the gods brahm¡, viÀ¸u and mahe¿a
(¿iva) to his mind, while in the former
this is not necessary.

sahitakumbhaka ºÉÊ½þiÉEÖò¨¦ÉEò (VS III 28,
29), retention of breath accompanied by
inhalation and exhalation. Here sahita
refers to p£raka and recaka. Thus the
term means kumbhaka alongwith
p£raka and recaka. The intense
practice of sahita kumbhaka leads to
kevalkumbhaka.

s¡Æsiddhika ºÉÆÉÊºÉÊrùEò (SK 43), mature
(= full-blown = fully fledged) from the
beginning itself. It is one of the three
kinds of bh¡vas2, the other two being
pr¡k¤ta and vaik¤ta. In fact there are
only two forms of bh¡vas, viz. natural
and acquired. But the natural bh¡vas2

can further be divided into two kinds,
viz. those which need a period of
maturation and those which are
competent from the beginning itself.
The former abilities appear only when
a certain stage of development has been
attained. What is inborn is their
potentiality. The s¡Æsiddhika ones, on
the other hand, can prompt action soon
after birth. They are full-blown from

the very beginning, just as the newly
born sucks the mother's nipple without
learning to do so (cf. vaik¤tika).
Whether we say that pr¡k¤tika
bh¡vas are of two kinds:- s¡Æsidd-
hika and ¡gamasiddhika +ÉMÉ¨ÉÊºÉÊrùEò or
we say that natural bh¡vas are of two
kinds: pr¡k¤tika and s¡Æsiddika, the
meaning is the same.

s¡kÀ¡tk¡ra ºÉÉIÉÉiEòÉ®ú (VU II 41), direct
realization. When one understands 'I am
the brahman' he realizes the truth
directly.

s¡kÀitva ºÉÉÊIÉi´Éú (SK 19), seeing passively,
witnessing. It is one of the five
characteristics of puruÀa which follow
from His being other than the three
gu¸as. A s¡kÀ¢ ºÉÉIÉÒ (witness) is an
observer from a distance-an observer
who is not involved in what he sees.
Nor is he in anyway affected by what
he sees. S¡kÀitva, m¡dhyasthya,
kaivalya and draÀ¶¤tva can therefore
be attributes of puruÀa only when we
think of him as an individual who is not
in saÆyoga with anything gu¸¡tmaka.
In saÆyoga with a li´ga, the same
puruÀa is neither just s¡kÀ¢, nor a
kevalin Eäò´ÉÊ±ÉxÉÂ, nor m¡dhyasthya, nor
a mere draÀ¶¡.

s¡ttvika ºÉÉÎk´ÉEòú (SSP VI 59, 60), variety
of a person. One who has devotion to-
wards other person and who is the ruler
of his sense organs is called s¡ttvika.
Another variety of s¡ttvika also has
been explained. One who has comple-

sahitakumbhaka s¡ttvika
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tely realised the haÆsa and through
ajap¡ experiences it in his own body,
is called s£kÀma s¡ttvika.

s¡dhaka ºÉÉvÉEò (ABU 10), beginner in
yoga. To become a s¡dhaka is the first
step in the direction of mukti (emanci-
pation).

s¡dhan¡ ºÉÉvÉxÉÉ (GS I 9), achievement. The
sevenfold yoga4 of Ghera¸·a entails
seven achievements by the seven
means which can very well be called
the seven yog¡´gas of the gha¶astha-
yoga taught in this text. These seven
means are: Àa¶karma, ¡sana2, mudr¡,
praty¡h¡ra, pr¡¸¡y¡ma2, dhy¡na
and sam¡dhi1; and the seven results
achieved by these means are: ¿odhana,
d¤·hat¡ (hardness), sthairya,
dhairya, l¡ghava, pratyakÀa and
nirlipti ÊxÉÌ±ÉÎ{iÉ (detachment) respec-
tively.

s¡dharmya ºÉÉvÉ¨ªÉÇ (SK 27), community
of function. Manas2 is sa´kalpaka (that
which wishes and desires). But it is also
an indriya because it is with the co-
operation of manas that the ten
indriyas perceive in the light of past
experience and perform goal-directed
actions, the elements of both being
provided by the indriyas alone. Manas
presents its material to buddhi as the
eleventh indriya.

s¡m¡nya-1 ºÉÉ¨ÉÉxªÉ-1 (SK 11), having no
individuality. Every puruÀa is distinct,
separate and unmixable with other
puruÀas, while neither vyakta, nor

avyakta, possesses such individuality.
One mother substance assumes in-
numerable gu¸¡tmaka forms while the
puruÀas are themselves, by their very
nature, many. They are not so many
forms of one and the same ultimate
reality as objects of nature are. This is
one of the features which distinguishes
between puruÀa and prak¤ti1.

s¡m¡nya-2 ºÉÉ¨ÉÉxªÉ-2 (SK 29), joint.
S¡m¡nyakara¸av¤tti is not the
specific v¤tti of any kara¸a but a joint
activity of all the kara¸as. The ten
v¡yus are said to be such v¤ttis.

s¡m¡nya-3 ºÉÉ¨ÉÉxªÉ-3 (VB I 7), general and
vague. Knowledge obtained by infe-
rence and testimony is predominantly
s¡m¡nya in this sense, while that gai-
ned by perception is vi¿eÀa (concrete).

s¡m¡nya-4 ºÉÉ¨ÉÉxªÉ-4 (VB III 44), the
common material stuff as opposed to
the various forms which it takes; e.g.,
the mah¡bh£ta p¤thiv¢ is s¡m¡nya
in relation to the solid objects made of
it. In this sense p¤thiv¢ is s¡m¡nya4

and earthen pot is vi¿eÀa.
s¡m¢pya ºÉÉ¨ÉÒ{ªÉ (SK 7), nearness, mea-

ning extreme nearness. It is one of the
eight circumstances under which obje-
cts cannot be seen. Reference here is
to visual perception only. Things touch-
ing the cornea cannot be seen. But in
other kinds of perceptions nearness, far
from being an obstruction, is a neces-
sity; e.g., we can touch and taste things
only when they are in actual contact

s¡dhaka s¡m¢pya
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with our body. For vision, on the other
hand, it is necessary that the image of
the seen object must fall on the retina
and for that some distance is necessary.
All the same it is easier to see near
objects than the distant ones.

s¡r£pya ºÉÉ°ü{ªÉ (YS I 4). According to
Paµca¿ikh¡c¡rya, the jµ¡nav¤tti of
puruÀa1 is implied in the v¤ttis of
citta2. VB consider saÆyoga to be its
cause and has called it cittav¤ttibodha
(knowledge). This is v¤ttis¡r£pya of
puruÀa.
What happens by virtue of saÆyoga
of puruÀa and citta is the s¡r£pya of
the former and the latter. It is just
passive ''seeing'' and nothing more. We
may call it introspection.
When cittav¤ttis are going on, saÆ-
yoga is called puruÀa's1 v¤ttis¡r£pya;
when there are no cittav¤ttis it is said
to be puruÀa's svar£pe'vasth¡nam
i.e. the saÆyoga of puruÀa with a
v¤tti-less citta1.

s¡rvabhauma ºÉÉ´ÉÇ¦ÉÉè̈ É (YS II 31), unive-
rsal. The yamas are to be observed uni-
versally. When the vows are observed
universally at all stages, towards all
things, in every possible way without
any exception, they are called s¡rva-
bhauma.

s¡vayava ºÉÉ´ÉªÉ´É (SK 10), a whole with
distinct components. It is one of the nine
characteristics which distinguish
vyakta (manifested nature) from
avyakta (unmanifested nature). Altho-

ugh the components are differentiations
in the same matter, they are distinct
from one another. Avyakta, on the
other hand, is not a whole with such
distinct parts. We cannot say what
exactly it is; but whatever it is, it is
something perfectly homogenous. We
cannot distinguish one part of it from
another.

s¡vitr¢-1 ºÉÉÊ´ÉjÉÒ-1 (SAU I (VI) 3), one of
the three forms on which the yog¢s are
advised to meditate while performing
pr¡¸¡y¡ma2 and reciting om2. This
form is described as ¿vet¡´g¢ ¶´ÉäiÉÉÆMÉÒ
(white feminine form), riding the sacred
bird garu·a MÉ¯ûc÷, weilding a cakra (=
disc) and young in appearance. The
other two forms which are the objects
of contemplation, according to this text,
are g¡yatr¢ and sarasvat¢.

s¡vitr¢-2 ºÉÉÊ´ÉjÉÒ-2 (VS III 7), the name
of the Goddess that embody the third
letter of pra¸ava 'ma'. S¡vitr¢ has to
be meditated upon during the recaka
phase of pr¡¸¡y¡ma. She has been
described as an old lady of above fifty
years of white complexion having three
eyes and she is riding on a bull with a
spear in her hand. The other synonyms
of this name are sarasvat¢, m¡he¿var¢
and pa¿cim¡.

siÆha ËºÉ½þ (YTU 29; GS II 3, 26; HP I
34), siÆh¡sana.

siÆh¡sana-1 ËºÉ½þÉºÉxÉ-1 (SAU I (3) 1, 6;
DU III 1, 6 (1-3); GS II 14-5; HP I 50-
52), one of the principal ¡sanas1. It con-

s¡r£pya siÆh¡sana-1
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sists in pressing the two ankles below
the scrotum on either side of the
perineum-the left heel on the right side
and the right heel on the left side-and
placing the two hands on the two knees
with fingers spread out, opening the
mouth with the tongue protruded and
fixing the gaze at the tip of the nose
with mind composed. Sw¡m¢
Kuvalay¡nanda emphasizes sitting
evenly on the heels with soles turned
upwards, putting the whole weight on
thighs and knees, stiffening the
forearms, spreading out the fingers,
throwing the jaws wide open, stretching
out the tongue to its utmost limit and
fixing the gaze at the centre of the
eyebrows (cf. ¡sana).
GS prescribes to place the (front side
of the) lower legs on the ground.

siÆh¡sana-2 ËºÉ½þÉºÉxÉ-2 (VS I 67, 73-75),
name of an ¡sana. One of the ten
¡sanas enumerated by VasiÀ¶ha. A
posture wherein one keeps one's ankles
(heels) under the scrotum (testicles) on
the either sides of the perineum. The
right side of the perineum should be
pressed by the left ankle and left side
by the right ankle, hands with spread
out fingers on the knees, mouth wide
open, gaze at the tip of the nose with
composure.

siddha-1 ÊºÉrù-1 (TBU I 26, 39; ATU 5;
HP I 13, 57, II 30, 34, III 7, 40, 49),
perfect (successful) yog¢. The perfec-
tion of yoga, according to this text, con-

sists in becoming one with brahman.
This is a siddhi according to this
UpaniÀad. Sometimes, however, a yog¢
who has acquired supernatural powers
(siddhis) as a result of practising yoga
is said to be a siddha. These powers
are supernatural in the sense that they
can override the laws of physics; but
they are all the same pr¡k¤tika (=
pertaining to prak¤ti) and are in this
sense natural. They have their own
laws, which the siddha alone under-
stands, other people do not.

siddha-2 ÊºÉrù-2 (HP I 34, 38-9, 43),
siddh¡sana.

siddha-3 ÊºÉrù-3 (BG X 26), perfected one.
Who are by birth endowed with an
abundance of the wealth of virtues,
knowledge and renunciation.

siddhadar¿ana ÊºÉrùnù¶ÉÇxÉ (YS III 32),
vision of the siddhas. Siddha means
those who move in the space between
the earth and the sky. As a result of the
practice of saÆyama on the radiance
of m£rdh¡, one gets the power of
perceiving siddhas.

siddhapuruÀa ÊºÉr{ÉȪ û¹É (SSP V 53), one
who knows and has experienced the
five stages of sth£la, s£kÀma, k¡ra¸a,
turya and tury¡t¢ta.

siddh¡nta ÊºÉrÉùxiÉ (BY XII 35), an ortho-
dox system of philosophy which is
described by Hira¸yagarbha, Kapila,
Ap¡ntaratama, Sanatkum¡ra,
BrahmiÀ¶ha, P¡¿upata and Paµcar¡tra.

siddh¡nta¿rava¸a-1 ÊºÉrÉxiÉ¸É´ÉhÉ-1 (VU

siÆh¡sana-2 siddh¡nta¿rava¸a-1
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V 14; SAU I (2) 1, 7), one of the ten
niyamas (observances) according to
these UpaniÀads. It consists in listening
to the sacred books and dwelling on the
meaning and significance of the
Ved¡nta texts.

siddh¡nta¿rava¸a-2 ÊºÉrÉxiÉ¸É´ÉhÉ-2 (DU
II 1, 9), clearly understanding that one's
innermost self is the Ultimate Truth, the
Supreme knowledge and Perfect Bliss;
i.e. brahman. DU includes it among
the niyamas like the other UpaniÀads.

siddh¡nta¿rava¸a-3 ÊºÉrÉxiÉ¸É´ÉhÉ-3 (VS
I 60-61), study of the doctrines, one of
the ten niyamas. Listening to and
pondering over ved¡ntic or UpaniÀadic
doctrines. VasiÀ¶ha further explains that
it also involves study of one's own
branch of Veda, study of different
sections of history and mythologies and
thereby studying others' doctrines etc.
This can be equated with the concept
of sv¡dhyaya of Pataµjali.

siddh¡sana-1 ÊºÉrÉºÉxÉ-1 (GS II 3, 7, III
33, 54; YTU 29; HP I 34, 35, 37, 38),
one of the important ¡sanas. It consists
in placing one heel near the anus,
pressing it hard, placing other heel
above the organs of generation, fixing
the chin over the chest, assuming an
erect sitting posture-not entertaining
any desire or wish for the time being-
not moving the eyes and fixing the gaze
between the eyebrows. Success in this
¡sana opens the door to mokÀa.
HP eulogises siddh¡sana and mentions

vajr¡sana, mukt¡sana and gupt¡-
sana as its various synonyms only.

siddh¡sana-2 ÊºÉrÉºÉxÉ-2 (TBU I 26), any
posture by practising which the
siddhas1 acquire siddhi3 (success).

siddh¡sana-3 ÊºÉrÉºÉxÉ-3 (G 8), one of the
two distinguished ¡sanas mentioned by
GorakÀa, the other being kamal¡sana.
The technique of siddh¡sana consists
in pressing firmly the perineal space
with one heel and placing the other heel
above the pubes, keeping the body
erect, remaining motionless with the
organs under control and fixing the
gaze at the spot between the eyebrows.

siddhi-1 ÊºÉÊrù-1 (SK 4, 14), proving
something (= establishing some propo-
sition, or existence, or reality). The
siddhi of a prameya, (the proposition
to be proved) is done, i.e., it is proved,
by citing a pram¡¸a. That pradh¡na
and vyakta are avivek¢ etc., because
they are traigu¸ya jÉèMÉÖhªÉ (of the nature
of the three gu¸as) is an example of
siddhi.

siddhi-2 ÊºÉÊrù-2 (SK 46, 47, 49, 51), expe-
riences which mark success or attain-
ment. It is one of the four constituents
of the pratyayasarga according to SK.

siddhi-3 ÊºÉÊrù-3 (YS III 37, II 43; ATU
11), extraordinary powers. A¸im¡ (be-
coming extremely small-even micro-
scopically small)-the first among eight
siddhis, all of which, according  to
Pataµjali, are acquired by bh£tajaya
as the result of success in saÆyama
on the material aspect of nature.

siddh¡nta¿rava¸a-2 siddhi-3
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siddhi-4 ÊºÉÊrù-4 (ATU 19; YS II 45; HP
I 11, 64-6, II 18, 43, III 82, 97, 116-7,
121, 124, IV 8), success. The person
who rises to the top of t¡rakayoga, i.e.,
covers the whole way, meets with succ-
ess in all his endeavours (ATU). Accor-
ding to Pataµjali, the yog¢ is successful
in attaining sam¡dhi if he surrenders
himself to God.

siddhip¡da ÊºÉÊrù{ÉÉnù (HP I 6), name of a
ha¶hayog¢ enumerated by Sv¡tm¡r¡ma
as a mark of salutation to the yog¢.

s¢tk¡ ºÉÒiEòÉ (HP II 54), sound like s¢t ºÉÒiÉÂ
while practising s¢tk¡r¢ pr¡¸¡y¡ma.
The sound s¢t is produced while brea-
thing in through mouth. The very name
of s¢tk¡r¢ pr¡¸¡y¡ma is derived from
the production of this sound.

s¢van¢ ºÉÒ´ÉxÉÒ (HP I 53; VS I 69, 73, 79,
82, III 42), perineum. The part of the
body in between the scrotum and the
anus. According to some yogic texts,
this is considered to be the seat of
ku¸·alin¢ ¿akti. Yonisth¡na is the
synonym of s¢van¢.

s¢vin¢ ºÉÒÊ´ÉxÉÒ (YSU V 27), synonym of
citr¡n¡·¢, situated at the frenum of the
penis. Its main function is to discharge
the semen.

suk¤tak¡rya ºÉÖEÞòiÉEòÉªÉÇ (GS I 6), good
deed. What bodies we get and in which
environment we are born after death
etc. depend upon our good and bad
deeds. This is Ghera¸·a's view, as of
many others. Pataµjali's nimitta
(motive) (YS IV 3) is also explained as

good and bad deeds performed in the
past. It would, however, be more consi-
stent with Pataµjali's thought if nimitta
(motive) is interpreted as conative dis-
positions formed during the course of
lives. These do not bring about death.
They only determine the kind and envi-
ronment of the next life. Death is
brought about by natural causes.

sukha-1 ºÉÖJÉù-1 (YS I 33, II 46; TBU I 14,
25; HP II 69-70, IV 2, 111), pleasure.
It is ordinary pleasure which every one
experiences. But it is quite foreign to
the person who has realised brahman
and is brahman himself. If somebody
is happy in this sense, Pataµjali advises
that we should not be jealous of him
but should share his happiness as a
friend. This attitude he calls maitr¢
(friendship). The essence of ¡sana,
according to Pataµjali, is remaining in
the state of sukha for a long time; i.e.,
not feeling any uneasiness while
maintaining a pose for a length of time.

sukha-2 ºÉ ÖJÉ ù-2 (HP IV 78), sahaja
¡nanda, supreme bliss. According to
this text, whether there is anything like
salvation or not, there is uninterrupted
consummate bliss in r¡jayoga.

sukhal¡bha ºÉÖJÉù±ÉÉ¦É (YS II 42), acqui-
sition of pleasure. This pleasure is deri-
ved by the cessation of desire. Vy¡sa
quotes anonymous verse which states
that no pleasure is equal to the pleasure
derived by the cessation of desire
(santoÀa).

siddhi-4 sukhal¡bha
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sukh¡sana ºÉÖJÉÉºÉxÉ (DU III 2, 13; GS V
48), one of the ¡sanas (postures). In
whatever pose one attains comfort and
composure of mind, that pose is
sukh¡sana. It is recommended for
those who are weak. It is not included
by Ghera¸·a among the principal
¡sanas, though it is recommended by
him for performing sagarbha
pr¡¸¡y¡ma2.

sudh¡candrama¸·ala ºÉ ÖvÉÉSÉxpù¨Éhb÷±É

(MBU II (1) 5). A marginal light, or
one of the bright visions preceding the
appearance of a ¿¡mbhav¢ lakÀya.
Whether this light is seen by yog¢
before, or around, or on top of, or blen-
ded with the lakÀya is not clear. A yog¢
who is successful in ¿¡mbhav¢-
mudr¡, sees the lakÀya necessarily.

sumahat¢mudr¡ ºÉÖ¨É½þiÉÒ¨ÉÖpùÉ (YCU 66),
mah¡mudr¡.

sur¡nanda ºÉÖ®úÉxÉxnù (HP I 8), name of one
of the ha¶hayog¢s enumerated by
Sv¡tm¡r¡ma as a mark of the salutation
to those yog¢s.

suvarloka ºÉÖ´É±ÉÉæEò (NBU 3), one of the
six higher regions of creation above the
earth. According to NBU, it should be
imagined as the waist of the haÆsa
who represents the vir¡¶ Ê´É®úÉ]Âõ (univer-
sal) r£pa (of the One Reality).

suÀira ºÉÖÊ¹É®ú (ANU 26), one of the seven
dv¡ras (doors) according to this text.
They are called doors because they
show the way. SuÀira is a tiny little
hollow somewhere inside the head. If

a yog¢ finds that, concentration on that
spot leads him to the goal of self-
realization, he should regularly take
pr¡¸a1-2 to that spot and concentrate
there.

suÀupta ºÉÖ¹ÉÖ{iÉ (TSM 10, 150), one of the
four avasth¡s-states-in which we live,
the other three being j¡grat (waking),
svapna (dreaming) and tur¢ya. The
content of the suÀpta v¤tti is supposed
by this ¤Ài to reside in the centre of the
upper palate. It is a dreamless sleep-
like state, but a state of consciousness.
According to TSM, it has nothing to do
with j¡grat, while every svapna is the
svapna of j¡grat. SuÀupta and tur¢ya
are in no way reproductions of the
experiences of the waking state.

suÀupti-1 ºÉÖ¹ÉÖÎ{iÉ-1 (YCU 72; ABU 11),
one of the four avasth¡s (mental states)
of men, the other three being j¡grat
(waking), svapna (dreaming) and
tur¢ya. The experiencer of this dream-
less sleep state is called pr¡jµa. But
essentially there is a unity behind all
these states and one and the same
¡tm¡1 (=bh£t¡tm¡) resides in all of
them (ABU).

suÀupti-2 ºÉÖ¹ÉÖÎ{iÉ-2 (TSM 165), inattention
to objects. It is not like the inattention
of absent-mindedness or dream in
which we do not perceive objects, but
a state in which one is inattentive to
objects because one's mind is preoc-
cupied with the ultimate Reality.

suÀumn¡-1 ºÉÖ¹ÉÖ¨xÉÉ-1 (GS III 46; SAU I

sukh¡sana suÀumn¡-1
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(4) 9-11, (7) 1, 9; DU IV 5, 7, 10, 13;
DBU 52, 56; VU V 23, 30, 67; YSU I
115, 118-9; HP II 6, 75, III 4, 54, 113-
4, IV 12, 16, 18, 20, 46, 64, 68), the
central n¡·¢. It is significantly descri-
bed as ratnap£rita ®úixÉ{ÉÚÊ®úiÉ (passing
through beads), which shows that it
runs inside the vertebrate. Ku¸·alin¢
sleeps below the lower end of the
suÀumn¡n¡·i2.
SuÀumn¡ is said to be situated between
i·¡ and pi´gal¡, because these two
n¡·¢s2 run on either side of suÀumn¡.
V¡yu is to be sent up along the suÀu-
mn¡ and prevented from running up
along i·¡, pi´gal¡ or kuh£.
SuÀumn¡ is the most important n¡·i
in the human body. It is supported by
the spinal column and is said to run
from behind the anus to the head up to
the point known as brahmarandhra.
This n¡·¢2 is firmly attached to the
vertebral column. Its presiding deity is
called ¿iva. According to GS, pr¡¸a
is to be withdrawn from its sphere of
activity in the nose and blended with
ap¡na in the lower part of the spinal
cord and this combined v¡yu is to be
raised up along the suÀumn¡ to the
brain. Whether this process itself is
ku¸·alin¢ or it rouses some other
potentiality which is ku¸·alin¢, is not
quite clear. If a yog¢ succeeds in raising
the blend of pr¡¸a1-2 and ap¡na1 to the
head, he is said to see it there in the
form of a light, though according to

Ghera¸·a, ku¸·alin¢ above the level
of the eyes, is not perceptible. In TSM
it is compared in fineness to the thin
fibre of a lotus stalk.
'Pr¡¸a stopping its activity in the nose'
probably means suspension of respira-
tion. Rising of pr¡¸a1-2 and ap¡na1,
along with j¢va and agni, is a forceful
unique phenomenon which is called
awakening of the ku¸·alin¢ ¿akti.
According to HP, when suÀumn¡ is
thoroughly purified, distinct sound is
unmistakably heard as an internally
aroused sensation (cf. suÀumn¡-2).

suÀumn¡-2 ºÉÖ¹ÉÖ̈ xÉÉ-2 (HP IV 17), suspen-
sion of the functions of the right and
left nostrils, i.e., respiration and pr¡¸a2

rising to the head. When this happens
life activity is reduced to the minimum
and the process of decay slows down.
This delays death. This phenomenon is
expressed here by saying that
'suÀumn¡ eats up death'. Since suspen-
sion of respiration facilitates rising of
pr¡¸a in the suÀumn¡ the function of
kumbhaka is attributed to suÀumn¡.
Similarly in HP IV 18, suÀumn¡ is
called the ¿akti of Lord ¿iva, while this
¿akti is in fact ku¸·al¢, obviously
because ku¸·al¢ rises along the
suÀumn¡.

suÀumn¡-3 ºÉÖ¹ÉÖ̈ xÉÉ-3 (BY IX 96), pi´gal¡.
Y¡jµavalkya's word for suÀumn¡1 is
am¡ which other writers have used for
a d¤Àti-closed eyes.

suÀumna-4 ºÉÖ¹ÉÖ̈ xÉÉ-4 (VS II 19, 25-6, 30),

suÀumn¡-1 suÀumna-4
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the central n¡·¢ located at the middle
of the kanda. Its range is upto the
brahmarandhra in the head through
the backbone and it is considered to be
the path of liberation. It is invisible and
subtle and is also known as vaiÀ¸av¢.
It is the source of rejoicing the time
factor. During the practices of kum-
bhaka, the internal pr¡¸a enters and
resides in suÀumn¡. That particular
length of time, which the  pr¡¸a stays
there, is swallowed up by the suÀumn¡
and so the practicant remains unaffli-
cted by that particular time. That is why
suÀumn¡ is called "rejoicing the time-
factor".

susth¡na ºÉÖºlÉÉxÉ (HP IV 16), good place.
The place appropriate for the practice
of yoga.

suh¤d ºÉÖ¾þnùÂù (SK 51), friend (a true friend).
Here friend means guru2. Suh¤tpr¡pti
ºÉÖ¾iÉ|ÉÉÎ{iÉ (obtaining a true friend) is,
therefore, considered to be a piece of
good luck obtainable by good fortune
and is considered to be one of the
siddhis (marks of success).

s£kÀma-1 ºÉÚI¨É-1 (SK 37), subtle. The very
subtle and difficult distinction between
pradh¡na and puruÀa is made by
buddhi (intellect) and buddhi alone
and by no indriya (sense). The realities
are not open to perception.

s£kÀma-2 ºÉÚI¨É-2 (GS I 49), thin. A thin
thread is used for neti.

s£kÀma-3 ºÉÚI¨É-3 (GS I 52), small. A tiny
little object is gazed at in tr¡¶aka.

s£kÀma-4 ºÉÚI¨É-4 (SK 39, 40; YCU 72),
one of the three kinds of vi¿eÀas, the
other two being m¡t¡pit¤ja and
prabh£ta. In s£kÀma vi¿eÀas, sattva
predominates. In m¡t¡pit¤jas, rajas
and in prabh£tas, tamas predomi-
nates. The s£kÀma vi¿eÀas are im-
material and transmigrate from one
body to another carrying their bh¡vas2

(dispositions) with them. They are
aindriya (made of indriyas) in
Pataµjali's language. Li´ga is another
name given to this kind of vi¿eÀa. YCU
calls it the s£kÀma body of man.

s£kÀma-5 ºÉÚI¨É-5 (GS VI 18, 20-1; ANU
4, 21), one of the three kinds of dhy¡na
(meditation), the other two being
sth£ladhy¡na and tejodhy¡na. The
object (content) of this dhy¡na is
ku¸·alin¢ after it has crossed the
region of the eyes. Then it becomes
imperceptible. Still it can be an object
of dhy¡na according to Ghera¸·a.
According to ANU, it is the dhy¡na of
the akÀara brahma which may be
accompanied with the asvara mak¡ra
(ma ¨É) which is not a sound at all.

s£kÀma-6 ºÉÚI¨É-6 (YS II 50), feeble,
gentle, not forceful. As a yog¢ progres-
ses in the first three types of pr¡¸¡-
y¡ma, according to Pataµjali, the
exhalation or inhalation preceding
kumbhaka becomes more and more
s£kÀma in respect to de¿a. Pataµjali
uses the word de¿a because when respi-
ration gets s£kÀma, the exhaled air is

susth¡na s£kÀma-6
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felt only when a hand is taken quite near
the nostrils. Respiration is so gentle that
the exhaled air is not felt by the hand at
a distance from the nose.

s£kÀma-7 ºÉÚI¨É-7 (YS II 10), not open to
introspection. The kle¿as are innate
mental dispositions which inhere in
citta1 and transmigrate with it. The
consciousness motivated by them can
be introspected, not the propensities
which motivate them. The yog¢s can
lay them completely to sleep. But they
can be removed root and branch only
when the citta in which they inhere
undergoes pratiprasava and ceases to
exist as a citta1.

s£kÀmalaksya ºÉÚI¨É±ÉIªÉ (HP II 32), minute
object. While doing tr¡¶aka, one is
advised to gaze constantly at a minute
object.

s£kÀmaviÀaya ºÉÚI¨ÉÊ´É¹ÉªÉ (YS I 44, 45),
subtle object (content) of sam¡patti.
Tanm¡tr¡s, li´gam¡tra and ali´ga
are said to be the s£kÀmaviÀayas by
VB. Vy¡sa has thus excluded the
indriyas and the mah¡bh£tas from
the list of s£kÀmaviÀayas. The mah¡-
bh£tas and indriyas would in this way
be sth£la viÀayas. But it appears that
in this context Pataµjali considers
s£kÀmaviÀayas to be those objects
(contents of sam¡patti) which cannot
be imagined. Images like those of the
gods are capable of being introspected.
Hence objects of sam¡patti.
Bhautika ¦ÉÉèÊiÉEò (made of bh£ta) objects

can also be imagined. They too are
therefore clearly sth£la objects though
not necessarily the bh£tas of which
they are made up. But the indriyas and
the cittas, which are made up of them,
can neither be perceived nor imagined.
Hence they cannot form sth£la objects
of sam¡patti. Vy¡sa is therefore, not
justified in excluding them from the list
of s£kÀma objects of sam¡patti.

s£kÀma¿akti ºÉÚI¨É¶ÉÊH  (SSP I 7), the cause
of ku¸·alin¢¿akti. It consists of five
characteristics. They are beginningless-
ness, continuity, steadiness, firmness
and indescribability.

s£kÀma¿ar¢ra ºÉÚI¨É¶É®úÒ®ú (YCU 72). One
of the three bodies of living beings, the
other two being sth£la and k¡ra¸a
li´ga which are not material. By virtue
of their being made up of the kara¸as
they should be k¡ra¸as, but the k¡ra-
¸a¿ar¢ras are considered to be a third
kind of ¿ar¢ras. Reference may be to
the gu¸as of which everything is made.

s£kÀmas¡ttvika ºÉÚI¨ÉºÉÉÎi´ÉEò (SSP VI 60),
of s¡ttvika.

s£kÀm¡ ºÉÚI¨ÉÉ (VS II 26), synonym of
ku¸·alin¢.

s£rya-1 ºÉÚªÉÇ-1 (YKU I 21), s£ryabhe-
dana.

s£rya-2 ºÉÚªÉÇ-2 (GS V 40-1, 58; HP II 7-8,
63, III 27, 108), pi´gal¡.

s£rya-3 ºÉÚªÉÇ-3 (GS III 29, 30; HP II 10,
IV 17), a source of heat which is suppo-
sed to reside (probably in the nervous
system) in a spot on the level of the

s£kÀma-7 s£rya-3
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navel (ma¸ip£ra cakra). It is suppo-
sed to devour the am¤ta (nectar) which
oozes from the candra in the throat
(vi¿uddha cakra). Vipar¢takara¸¢
mudr¡ is prescribed for preventing
this.

s£rya-4 ºÉÚªÉÇ-4 (HP III 76-7), heat that re-
sides in the navel region. The same is
also known as ja¶har¡gni (digestive
fire). S£rya is also supposed to absorb
the nectar oozing from the candra.

s£rya-5 ºÉÚªÉÇ-5 (VS II 29), sun. Breath
flowing through pi´gal¡ n¡·¢ has a
heating effect on the body according to
yogic texts. Hence, sun is supposed to
move through pi´gal¡ n¡·¢ (cf.
pi´gal¡) and it is said to be rajas.

s£ryagraha¸a ºÉÚªÉÇOÉ½þhÉ (DU IV 47), pas-
sing of pr¡¸a from pi´gal¡ into the
ku¸·al¢sth¡na, obviously suÀumn¡.

s£ryadv¡ra ºÉÚªÉÇuùÉ®ú (VB III 26), door of
suÀumn¡ n¡·¢, saÆyama upon which
leads to the knowledge of entire
bhuvana.

s£ryabhedana ºÉÚªÉÇ¦ÉänùxÉ (YSU I 88, 92; HP
II 44, 48-50; YKU I 26; GS V 46, 63,
68), one of the eight kumbhakas. It
consists in inhaling gently through the
right nostril as much air as possible.
Suspending respiration by means of
j¡landharabandha (chin-lock) with
great effort until perspiration appears
at the root of nails and hairs (HP and
GS), raising (cf. GS) all the v¡yus from
the s£rya3 (at the navel), and after that,
exhaling gently and steadily through the

left nostril. This whole process is to be
repeated several times. This practice
wards off old age and death, arouses
the ku¸·alin¢¿akti and promotes
ja¶har¡gni (digestion). It is said to be
good for kap¡la¿odhana (YKU).
These texts give the pr¡¸¡y¡mas the
name kumbhakas because retention of
breath is considered by them to be the
most important phase of pr¡¸¡y¡ma2.
S£ryabhedana pr¡¸¡y¡ma2 is a fully
fledged pr¡¸¡y¡ma2 complete with in-
halation, retention and exhalation.
Pataµjali (YS II 49) defines
pr¡¸¡y¡ma2 as kumbhaka1.

s£ryama¸·ala ºÉÚªÉÇ̈ Éhb÷±É (MBU II (1) 5),
solar region. Second attainment in the
sequence of attainments through
¿¡mbhav¢ mudr¡.

s£ryar£p¡gni ºÉÚªÉÇ°ü{ÉÉÎMxÉ (YSU V 32), one
of the five agnis which are said to con-
stitute the s£kÀmar£pa (form) of
brahman (cf. vair¡ja). This agni is
supposed to reside in the n¡bhi-
ma¸·ala and to dry up the nectar
which drops from the candra in the
t¡lum£la. While the candra3 in the
t¡lum£la faces downwards, the s£rya2

in the n¡bhi faces upwards. Poison is
here said to ooze from the s£rya2.

s£ry¡k¡¿a ºÉÚªÉÉÇEòÉ¶É (MBU I (2) 13; ATU
7), one of the five forms of the madhya
lakÀya of t¡raka yoga. It is said to
have the brightness and majesty of
crores of suns put together.

sopakrama ºÉÉä{ÉGò¨É (YS III 22), having a

s£rya-4 sopakrama
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quick vip¡ka. Pataµjali's theory is that
every mental process and every action
leaves a saÆskara (disposition) behind
and that some saÆsk¡ras have a long
life and they prompt behaviour even
after a lapse of time; while others show
their result soon. The latter are said to
be sopakrama. Action or mental acti-
vity for which a saÆsk¡ra is responsi-
ble is the vip¡ka of that saÆsk¡ra.

sop¡¿raya ºÉÉä{ÉÉ¸ÉªÉ (VB, VM II 46), one
of the thirteen ¡sanas enumerated by
Vy¡sa. According to V¡caspati, this
¡sana is performed with a support of
yogapa¶¶aka.
Wood translates it as yogic table.
Ëra¸yaka mentions that a cloth was
used to the back and the legs while
siting for performing this ¡sana. This
cloth was called yogapa¶¶aka.

soma-1 ºÉÉä̈ É-1 (HP III 27), i·¡. The pra-
ctice of mah¡bandha brings about the
union of the currents of i·¡, pi´gal¡
and suÀumn¡.

soma-2 ºÉÉä̈ É-2 (HP III 43), somakal¡jala.
If one practises khecar¢, he gets ample
of this liquid to drink.

somakal¡ ºÉÉä̈ ÉEò±ÉÉ = somakal¡jala  ºÉÉä̈ É-
Eò±ÉÉVÉ±É (HP III 44-5; G 63, 66), secre-
tion from the vi¿uddha cakra in the
throat. If this is not allowed to flow
down to the agni in the n¡bhi (navel)
the yog¢, they say, becomes immortal
within a month. Their explanation is
that the deh¢ (j¢va) does not leave the
body so long as the latter is saturated

with the somakal¡jala saved from
being burnt up by the fire in the n¡bhi.

somagraha¸a ºÉÉ ä¨ÉOÉ½þhÉ (DU IV 46),
passing of pr¡¸a3 from i·¡ into the
ku¸·al¢sth¡na-the suÀumn¡ n¡·¢.

somama¸·ala ºÉÉä̈ É¨Éhb÷±É (G 56), literally
the region of the moon. It is the
vi¿uddha cakra (a centre for medita-
tion) in the throat from which the nectar
is said to flow and which is further
consumed by the sun in the navel.

so'haÆbh¡va ºÉÉä%½Æþ¦ÉÉ´É (SSP I 27), consci-
ousness of "I am that". The last creation
in the sequence which is manifested
through prak¡¿a. It is supposed to con-
tain five characteristics. I-ness, ability
to fulfill any desire, self-ness, ability
to experience universality and omnisci-
ence are its characteristics.

saukÀmya ºÉÉèI¨ªÉ (SK 7, 8), subtlety, being
extremely small. Perhaps, in the abse-
nce of the modern powerful micro-
scopes, many microscopically small
things were considered to be s£kÀma
when the K¡rik¡s were written. But
s£kÀma also includes substances
which are ultramicroscopic and not
capable of being perceived even with
the help of the most highly developed
scientific devices. The unmanifested
nature is s£kÀma (subtle) in this sense.
Pataµjali's kle¿as (mental dispositions)
are s£kÀma in a still another sense-in
the sense that they are not capable of
being introspected as mental processes
are.

sop¡¿raya saukÀmya
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saumanasya ºÉÉè̈ ÉxÉºªÉ (YS II 41), peace of
mind. As a result of observing the
niyama (observance) which Pataµjali
calls ¿auca (purity of mind and body)
the yog¢ experiences peace of mind.

stambhakar¢ ºiÉ¨¦ÉEò®úÒ (G 69; GS III 59),
causing stability of mind. Bhuvodh¡-
ra¸¡ is described as stambhakar¢. It
appears that here stambha does not
refer to the heaviness of the earth,
though some commentators connect
these two.

stambhan¢ ºi É¨¦Éx É Ò (G74),
bhuvodh¡ra¸¡.

stambhav¤tti ºiÉ¨¦É´ÉÞÊkÉ (YS III 50), one
of the three kinds of pr¡¸¡y¡ma other
than kevala kumbhaka. This type of
pr¡¸¡y¡ma is cessation of respiration
after as much of inhalation or exhala-
tion as is necessary to bring about that
position of the chest which, according
to Pataµjali, is a stambhav¤tti, i.e. a
position in which the lungs are neither
completely empty nor full to capacity
with air-the midchest position. The
other two types of pr¡¸¡y¡ma natur-
ally are b¡hya and ¡bhyantara.

sty¡na ºiªÉÉxÉ (YS I 30), temporary inability
of citta to exert itself so as to move in
the direction of yoga. This is here called
one of the nine obstacles (antar¡yas)
in the path of yoga.

sth¡¸u-1 ºlÉÉhÉÖ-1 (G 8, 39), unmoved like
a pillar. In the state of siddh¡sana, no
part of the body moves in any way,
Sth¡¸utva (fixity) of verse 39 is still

more rigorous. According to this text,
in the state of sam¡dhi even the
autonomic functions of the yog¢'s body
cease and in appearance he becomes
literally a pillar with no marks of life
in him.

sth¡¸u-2 ºlÉÉhÉ Ö-2 (HP II 2), steady,
motionless (like a pillar). As a result of
the practice of kumbhaka, the yog¢
attains the stability. Since body is con-
trolled by mind and mind is controlled
by breathing, therefore, with the restri-
ction of breathing mind becomes steady
resulting into stability of the body and
making it like a pillar.

sth¡na-1 ºlÉÉxÉ-1 (GS V 2), suitable place.
GS enumerates various prerequisites
for the practice of pr¡¸¡y¡ma in whi-
ch suitable place is the first requisite.

sth¡na-2 ºlÉÉxÉ-2 (HP II 12), a particular
stage attained as a result of the practice
of pr¡¸¡y¡ma (uttama). The coveted
blissful position in which the pr¡¸a
enters the brahmarandhra. This can
be attained only when a s¡dhaka has
perfected the uttama stage of
pr¡¸¡y¡ma.

sth¡natraya ºlÉÉxÉjÉªÉ (ABU 11), j¡grat
(waking state), svapna (dreaming) and
suÀupti (dreamless sleep). The state of
mukti (emancipation) is beyond these.
Sth¡natray¡t¢ta is the description of a
liberated soul also. If one leaves one's
body in the sth¡natray¡t¢ta state (i.e.
the sam¡dhi state) one is not born
again. This is one view. Another view

saumanasya sth¡natraya
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is that by the practice of any kind of
yoga, including bhaktiyoga and
jµ¡nayoga, one becomes j¢vanmukta
(liberated while alive) and when that
yog¢ dies he is not born again. Acco-
rding to this view, it is not necessary
for not being born again to go into the
state of sam¡dhi at the time of death.
This latter is the S¡´khya, the
P¡taµjala as well as the Ved¡nta view.

sthitaprajµa ÎºlÉiÉ|ÉYÉ (BG II 55), a man
of steady wisdom. When one comple-
tely renounces all the desires that have
entered the mind and remains satisfied
in the self alone is called a man of
steady wisdom.

sthiti-1 ÎºlÉÊiÉ-1 (SK 69; YS I 13, 35), kee-
ping or remaining. It is one of the three
phases through which everything has
to pass. It is of the subjects explained
in the puruÀ¡rthajµ¡na (knowledge
of the ways of nature for liberating
puruÀas) revealed by Kapila, the other
two phases being utpatti (coming into
existence) and pralaya (destruction).
Abhy¡sa, according to Pataµjali, is eff-
ort directed towards keeping the citta2

empty of all cognitive processes.
If a viÀayavat¢prav¤tti (internally aro-
used sensation) arises it helps keeping
the attention directed towards the same
object and thus prevents fluctuation of
attention, i.e., helps concentration
(dh¡ra¸¡).

sthiti-2 ÎºlÉÊiÉ-2 (HP IV 8), sahaja, the
condition brought about by r¡jayoga.

sthirat¡ ÎºlÉ®úiÉÉ = sthairya ºlÉèªÉÇ (YS III
31; GS I 9, 10; HP I 17), steadiness-
one of the seven achievements of
gha¶astha yoga taught in GS.
Sthairya is obtained by the practice of
the various mudr¡s. Most probably it
is nervous stability, in general, stability
of whatever is achieved by practice.

sthirapada ÎºlÉ®ú{Énù (HP IV 82), sthiti.
sthirasukha ÎºlÉ®úºÉÖJÉ (VB, VM, VBh II

46), quality of ¡sana which can be
practised steadily and comfortably.
VBh considers yath¡sukha as the expla-
nation of sthirasukha, which means
"any comfortable sitting posture''.

sthir¡ ÎºlÉ®úÉ (KU 15), suÀumn¡.
sthir¡tmaka ÎºlÉ®úÉi¨ÉEò (VS V 32), that

which has a stationary characteristic.
The four signs of zodiac, viz., taurus,
leo, scorpio and acquarius reside in the
right side of the human body and they
are of stationary characteristics.

sth£la-1 ºlÉÚ±É-1 (GS VI 1, 8, 14-5, 21),
one of the three kinds of dhy¡na (medi-
tation), the other two being jyotir-
dhy¡na (tejodhy¡na) and s£kÀma
dhy¡na. It consists in contemplating
either the m£rti (image) of one's guru2

(teacher of yoga) or of god. The object
of sth£ladhy¡na can be vividly visua-
lised. It is quite a complex affair. It is
an image with all its beautiful and
attractive environment. It is not a single
simple object of cognition- a sensum
or an elementary image, is the type of
dhy¡na for the beginner. Jyotir-

sthitaprajµa sth£la-1
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dhy¡na is a hundred times more impo-
rtant than sth£ladhy¡na, and s£kÀma-
dhy¡na is lacs of times more important
than jyotirdhy¡na.

sth£la-2 ºlÉÚ±É-2 (YCU 72), one of the three
¿ar¢ras (bodies). The other two being
s£kÀma and k¡ra¸a. Sth£la¿ar¢ra
corresponds to bhautika (material)
gu¸apari¸¡mavi¿eÀa (material bodies)
(cf. Ì¿varak¤À¸a). Parts of the body
known as sense organs also are inclu-
ded in it. According to this UpaniÀad,
the sth£la2 (bodily) indriyas are a part
of this ¿ar¢ra (body). The puruÀa
called vi¿va, who is said to be the expe-
riencer of the waking state, is the enjo-
yer of the sth£la ¿ar¢ra. In other
words, the subject who perceives and
enjoys concrete objects is said to be
vi¿va.

sth£la-3 ºlÉÚ±É-3 (YS III 44), material
objects. While talking of gu¸aparvas,
Pataµjali mentions four of them: vi¿eÀa,
avi¿eÀa, li´gam¡tra and ali´ga. But
in the context of conquest of nature he
has enumerated five aspects of material
reality-the gross and subtle forms in
which matter exists-viz., sth£la,
svar£pa, s£kÀma, anvaya and
arthavatva. If we equate s£kÀma with
avi¿eÀagu¸aparva-asmit¡ and tan-
m¡tr¡ as VB takes it to be-then sva-
r£pa would be the five mah¡bh£tas
and sth£la the material objects made
up of them. In this way the mah¡-
bh£tas will also be a matter on which

the sth£la objects are the various
forms. In fact, for the purposes of a
layman, the latter alone are the material
things that exist (cf. svar£pa).

sth£ladhy¡na ºlÉÚ±ÉvªÉÉxÉ (GS VI 2-14), con-
templation of the image of a concrete
object. It may be the image of ones tut-
lary god with all its beautiful surround-
ings, of one's guru2 in all his grandeur,
or of om2 as it is seen, written or
printed.

sn¡na ºxÉÉxÉ (BY VII 1), bath, described
as of seven kinds, viz., (1) with recita-
tion of prescribed mantras; (2) using
mud etc.; (3) with smearing of the
sacred ashes; (4) with the dust rising
when the herd of cows passes; (5) done
in the rains with sunshine; (6) imme-
rsing in water; and (7) by merely reflec-
ting upon Lord viÀ¸u (cf. saptasn¡na).

spar¿a º{É¶ÉÇ (TSB 5; VB II 19), one of the
five tanm¡tr¡s. Vy¡sa considers it to
be one of these five avi¿eÀas, the sixth
avi¿eÀa being asmit¡.
According to TSB, it is one of the five
aÆ¿as of ap. It exists as a jaiva tan-
m¡tra in the skin of all living beings
and is stimulated by the corresponding
tanm¡tr¡ in the objects which come
in contact with the skin. As a stimulus,
it is a viÀaya4; and according to this
UpaniÀad, one of the five k¡ryas of
agni.

spar¿asaÆvit º{É¶ÉÇºÉÆÊ´ÉiÉÂ (VB, VM, VBh I
35), consciousness of touch which is
acquired through the concentration at

sth£la-2 spar¿asaÆvit
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the middle of the tongue. This further
leads to the control of mind (manas¡-
sthitinibandhana). VB enumerates
other four consciousnesses also, viz.,
rasasaÆvit, r£pasaÆvit, gandha-
saÆvit and ¿abdasaÆvit.

smaya º¨ÉªÉ (YS III 51), pride, self-
consciousness. On gaining omnipote-
nce and omniscience the yog¢ will have
all kinds of temptations. But he has to
remain perfectly detached and control-
led and at the same time without the
least feeling of pride or self-conscious-
ness. He may fall even if he becomes
self-conscious; i.e., his mind will be
proud of his achievements.

sm¤ti-1 º¨ÉÞÊiÉ-1 (YS I 6, 11, 43), calling
up an image. Although Pataµjali defi-
nes sm¤ti as if it were a saÆsk¡ra, he
obviously means by it the mental proc-
ess we call remembering, because he
is defining a citta-v¤tti-sm¤ti as a
mental function-as opposed to a part of
the mental structure.

sm¤ti-2 º¨ÉÞÊiÉ-2 (YS I 20), dhy¡na.
sm¤ti-3 º¨ÉÞÊiÉ-3 (YS IV 9), the arousal of

a v¡san¡, which would be a v¤tti, the
relevant v¡san¡ being the saÆsk¡ra
responsible for it. The v¤tti caused by
the awakening of a saÆsk¡ra necessa-
rily corresponds to that saÆsk¡ra. The
word vip¡ka in this s£tra is thus used
for vip¡k¡¿aya. Experiences of all
kinds generate v¡san¡s-the karma-
vip¡k¡¿ayas abiding in the form of
saÆsk¡ras and arousal of these

saÆsk¡ras is v¡san¡bhivyakti in this
context.

sm¤ti-4 º¨ÉÞÊiÉ-4 (HP IV 110), remembe-
ring in general. In the state of sam¡dhi
there is neither remembering nor
forgetting. This is Sv¡tm¡r¡ma's idea.
Perhaps, what he means is that in the
state of sam¡dhi nothing is obliterated
from memory altogether nor do we call
up any idea or an image.

sm¤ti-5 º¨ÉÞÊiÉ-5 (BG XVIII 73), memory,
regarding the reality of the self, on the
acquisition of which follows the
loosening of all the bonds.

sm¤tisa´kara º¨ÉÞÊiÉºÉÆEò®ú (YS IV 21), con-
fusion or memories. Pataµjali here
points out a fallacy in accepting the
kÀanikav¡din's contention that puruÀa
need not be accepted as self-
illuminating seer principle over and
above the citta. If one citta is said to
be illuminated by another citta, which
further in turn illuminates other cittas,
it not only leads to the infinite regress
but also that lead to confusion of memo-
ries. As many are the cognition of citta,
so many are memories. Further, on
account of this confusion, there will
also be the absence of ascertainment of
one memory and thus sm¤tisa´kara
(cf. atiprasa´ga).

sva º´É (YS II 23), the individual self.
While the ¡tm¡ according to the ha¶ha
yogins like Ghera¸·a is One all-
pervading brahman and neither one of
the many puruÀas of the S¡´khya

smaya sva
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philosophers like Pataµjali, nor any-
thing gu¸¡tmaka, the sva of Ghera¸·a
appears to be the same as the sva of
Pataµjali. The sv¡m¢ (Pataµjali's
puruÀa) appropriates a sva (sometimes
called by him sattva) which is an
aindriya-vi¿eÀa (Ì¿varak¤À¸a's
s£kÀma-vi¿eÀa or li´ga), but while the
S¡´khya philosophers aim at discrimi-
nating between the two, the ha¶ha
yogins stress the union of the two.
Viveka is such discrimination accor-
ding to the former and realization of the
identity of the two according to the
latter. Ghera¸·a emphasises this union
in connection with his r¡jayoga of the
dhy¡na type. When in the state of
¿¡mbhav¢mudr¡ the yog¢ sees a light,
that is the light of ¡tm¡2 (brahman)
and the yog¢ is advised to identify him-
self with that, he then sees himself and
brahman as one and the same reality.

svadharma º´ÉvÉ¨ÉÇ (SSP V 20), recognised
as virtuous pathway. GorakÀan¡tha
declares that among several virtuous
pathways yoga way is the best one.

svapna º´É{xÉ (YCU 72; MBU II (4) 1), one
of the four avasth¡s (states) in which
men live. It is the dreaming state and
taijas is said to be the experiencer
(introspector) of this state.

svapnajµ¡na º´É{xÉYÉÉxÉ (VBh I 38), know-
ledge which is of dream. The mind
which has dream as its support, i.e.,
object, sees the dream even in the
waking state. Because of the perishable

nature of objects, the knowledge of
such objects even during waking state
is considered to be dream. This, in turn,
leads to detachment which becomes the
cause for stabilizing the mind.

svara º´É®ú (ABU 7), sound-here "om2",
which symbolizes brahman.
brahman in fact is asvara. So long as
we know Him as represented by a
sound, or any other sensum, or a
percept, we do not know the true
brahman. By reciting om2 we get a
knowledge of brahman as represented
by a word. We know brahman, as He
is, only when, as the result of a long
practise of yoga4, we rise above the
representation and realise the One
which can in no way be represented or
explained. It is a matter of direct
experience and not of description.

svarasav¡h¢ º´É®úºÉ´ÉÉ½þÒ (VBh II 9), that
which flows by its own potency or by
subliminal impression. This subliminal
impression is born from the experience
of fear of death in an earlier life. This
subliminal impression is found even in
a worm just born.

svar£pa-1 º´É°ü{É-1 (YS I 3, II 54), the form
in which citta exists when there are no
citta v¤ttis. In the absence of citta
v¤ttis the relation (saÆyoga) of
puruÀa1 sees (introspects) the v¤ttiless
citta.
As there is v¤ttis¡r£pya of puruÀa1

in vyutth¡na, i.e., when there are citta2

v¤ttis, so there is his citta

svadharma svar£pa-1
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svar£pe'vasth¡nam when there are no
citta v¤ttis. This is not kaivalya
(breaking of saÆyoga), but a particular
state of saÆyoga. It is not return of the
puruÀa1 to the saÆyoga-less state. It
is saÆyoga of puruÀa1 with the
svar£pa of citta1.

svar£pa-2 º´É°ü{É-2 (YS III 44, 47), the
substance which takes different forms.
The material objects are the various
forms which the mah¡bh£tas (ele-
ments) take and the cittas the forms
which the indriyas take (cf. VB).
Hence the five elements are here called
the svar£pa of material objects and the
indriyas, the svar£pa of the cittas.
Praty¡h¡ra is the absence of activity
of any indriya3 as if the indriya was
imitating such a v¤tti-less citta1.

svastika º´ÉÎºiÉEò (VS I 67, 68, 69; VM II
46), one of the ten ¡sanas enumerated
by VasiÀ¶ha. VasiÀ¶ha has described
two techniques of this ¡sana:
(1) sitting properly on the level ground
with body erect and setting the two
soles between the opposite thighs and
knees;
(2) a posture wherein a person sits well
keeping the ankles by the side of
perineum is also called svastika (verse
69).
VM describes its technique similar to
the first one referred to above.

svastik¡sana º´ÉÎºiÉEòÉºÉxÉ (GS II 3, 13;
TSM 34-5; VU V 16; SAU I (3) 1), one
of the principal ¡sanas2. It consists in

inserting the two feet in the folds
between the opposite calves and thighs
and sitting in an easy position, keeping
the trunk straight.

svastha-1 º´ÉºlÉ-1 (SK 65), Although the
connection of li´ga with a body on the
one hand and with a puruÀa1 on the
other may persist for some time after
attaining kaivalyajµ¡na (K¡rik¡ 64),
the attitude of the puruÀa2 during that
time of apavarga (indifference), not
that of bhoga (enjoyment). Then he is
said to be sustha ºÉÖºlÉ (in blissful state),
svastha, svaccha º´ÉSUô (unconcerned).

svastha-2 º´ÉºlÉ-2 (HP IV 112), not percei-
ving the objects presented to sense. If
in the waking state one remains
svastha2 as one does in sleep, one is
surely a liberated soul.

sv¡´gajugups¡ º´ÉÉÆMÉVÉÖMÉÖ{ºÉÉ (YS II 40), dis-
gust for one's own body. As a result of
the practice of niyama called ¿auca,
one is able to perceive the filthiness of
the body and this develops a feeling of
disgust towards it. According to VBh,
this perfection is under external
cleanliness (b¡hya¿auca).

sv¡dhiÀ¶h¡na-1 º´ÉÉÊvÉ¹`öÉxÉ-1 (G 79; DBU
43-4; YCU 4, 6, 11), one of the cakras
(centres for meditation in the body)-the
second from the lower end, the first
cakra being ¡dh¡ra. Sv¡dhiÀ¶h¡na is
described by G as beautiful like a
genuine ruby.

sv¡dhiÀ¶h¡na-2 º´ÉÉÊvÉ¹`öÉxÉ-2 (SSP II 2),
the second in the sequence of nine

svar£pa-2 sv¡dhiÀ¶h¡na-2
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cakras recognised as one of the spots
important for the purpose of dhy¡na.

sv¡dhy¡ya-1 º´ÉÉvªÉÉªÉ-1 (YS II 1, 32), one
of the five niyamas (observances) in-
cluded by Pataµjali. It is a part of
Pataµjali's kriy¡yoga. According to
VB, it includes (1) study of the sacred
texts and (2) recitation of mantras2.

sv¡dhy¡ya-2 º´ÉÉvªÉÉªÉ-2 (BY VII 59),
recita-tion of Vedic mantras. These
are expected to be accompanied by their
¤Ài @ñÊ¹É, chandas Uôxnù:, devat¡ näù´ÉiÉÉ,
br¡hma¸a and viniyoga in addition to
their meaning related to their know-
ledge and action.

sv¡bh¡sa º´ÉÉ¦ÉÉºÉ (YS IV 19), known by
itself. Citta2 not being the draÀ¶¡
(introspector) does not perceive itself.
It is only a cogniser of objects, itself
introspected by its puruÀa1. As a
cogniser it only perceives the objects,
not itself.

sv¡rtha-1 º´ÉÉlÉÇ-1 (SK 56), for its own
sake. The creation, material as well as
immaterial, appears to exist for its own
sake. But in fact it exists for the sake
of puruÀas1, to afford this or that
puruÀa1, the opportunity of attaining
vimokÀa (emancipation). Thus Ì¿vara-
k¤À¸a's S¡´khya is a teleological
philosophy.

sv¡rtha-2 º´ÉÉlÉ Ç-2 (YS III 35), one's
correct position or status, one as one
is. Ordinarily the citta takes itself to
be the permanent supreme self without
thinking of another reality with which

it is conjoined and which is the really
permanent and thus the superior self.
We can say citta1 usurps the status of
puruÀa1.
This is its par¡rtha position. It enjoys
everything in this position. But by
means of saÆyama on sv¡rtha2 for
realising what its exact position is, it
gets the knowledge that it necessarily
belongs to puruÀa1. Then it sees that
there is a puruÀa1 behind it, without
whom it is nothing and develops an
attitude of indifference. This is the
apavarga, which can become an
abiding sentiment in him.

sveda-1 º´Éänù-1 (HP II 12), sweat. In the
primary stage of the kumbhaka, a
particular kind of heat is generated in
the body which causes sweating. This
sweat is indicative of the achievement
of the primary stage of kumbhaka.

sveda-2 º´Éänù-2 (TBU I 41), sweat here has
been considered as one of the obstruc-
ting factors for the practise of sam¡dhi.
One is advised to avoid such obstruc-
tions cautiously.

ha-½þ
haÆsa-1 ½þÆºÉ-1 (HU 4, 7, 8, 10; YSU VI

20), paramahaÆsa = param¡tm¡.
haÆsa-2 ½þÆºÉ-2 (GS III 34, V 80; HU 10;

YSU I 171; G 40), respiration which
comprises of two processes: (1) passing
of air in and out and (2) expansion and
contraction of the chest.
The yog¢s associate a third process also
with respiration, viz. the activity of the

sv¡dhy¡ya-1 haÆsa-2
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pr¡¸a v¡yu in the upper parts of the
region spreading from the nose to the
bottom of the spinal cord (m£l¡-
dh¡ra). The ap¡na v¡yu works in the
lower parts of this region. V¡yus in this
sense are life which is supposed to be a
representation of brahman in the living
being.
Hence Ghera¸·a finds haÆsa in the
two nostrils, in the chest as well as in
the m£l¡dh¡ra.
The respiratory rate they have correctly
measured to be fifteen in a minute and
they have found that ordinarily the
expired air can be felt at a distance of
nine inches below the nostrils.
According to YSU, if yoga is learnt
from a competent guru2 respiration
stops and self-realization (so'ham,
meaning "I am that") takes its place by
virtue of a process which goes on in
the suÀumn¡ n¡·¢, i.e., haÆsa is
converted into so'ham. If the words
haÆ-sah are repeated quickly it
becomes sa-ham (= so'ham) ham-sa-
ham-sa-ham-sa-ham and so on. GS
therefore calls respiration ajap¡
mantra.

haÆsa-3 ½þÆºÉ-3 (G 62), a bird, particularly
a swan. The centre for meditation in the
throat is named vi¿uddha because it
resembles a clean pure bird.

haÆsa-4 ½þÆºÉ-4 (BY II 115, 123, IX 102;
BVU 60-62), one of the ten names of
oÆk¡ra enumerated by BY. It is so
called because it always helps medita-

tion on ¡ditya and udg¢tha and also
because with the incessant movement
it destroys ignorance. BVU considers
it to be the epithet of highest reality to
be achieved.

haÆsayoga ½þÆºÉªÉÉäMÉ (NBU 5). According
to UpaniÀadbrahmayog¢, this yoga con-
sists in the realization on the part of a
yog¢ that he is the one Supreme Reality
(= brahman) in all its wide expanse,
viz. the oÆk¡ra, the three gu¸as, the
tattvas2, dharma, adharma and the
seven higher regions of creation.

hak¡ra ½þEòÉ®ú (G 73), "ham ½þÆ" is said to be
the b¢jamantra2 of sad¡¿iva. In
Var¸ab¢ja Prak¡¿a of Saryu Prasad
Sharma, hak¡ra is mentioned as the
vyomab¢ja-one of the seven b¢jas
mentioned in connection with
sad¡¿iva.

ha¶ha ½þ`ö =ú ha¶hayoga ½þ`öúªÉÉäMÉ (YTU I
19, 24 YSU I 129, 133; HP I 1, 2, 3, 4,
9, 11, 56), one of the four kinds of yoga4

mentioned in the UpaniÀads, the  other
being mantra, laya and r¡jayogas, of
which, according to YSU, ha¶hayoga
consists of Pataµjali's eight yog¡´gas
and twelve more practices. These four
yogas are often said to make up one
yoga. According to HP, ha¶hayoga
forms a ladder for ascending the heights
of r¡jayoga. In this text these two
yogas are described together in such a
manner that they can well be taken to
be two aspects of one and the same
discipline-yoga. HP uses ha¶ha,

haÆsa-3 ha¶ha1
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ha¶hayoga, ha¶havidy¡, ha¶h¡bhy¡sa
and ha¶hayogavidy¡ as synonyms.
According to Sv¡tm¡r¡ma, there are
four components of ha¶hayoga, viz.
¡sana, pr¡¸¡y¡ma2, mudr¡ and
n¡d¡nusandh¡na, according to GS (I
9), gha¶a, which is Ghera¸·a's word
for ha¶hayogavidy¡, has seven compo-
nents, viz., Àa¶karma, ¡sana, mudr¡,
praty¡h¡ra, pr¡¸¡y¡ma2, dhy¡na
and sam¡dhi. Thus yama and niyama,
which also form parts of yoga as taught
by Pataµjali, do not figure as regular
components of yoga4 taught by HP, GS
or G. Though these authors seem to
have taken for granted that everybody
who sets his foot on the path of yoga4

has first mastered these two disciplines
(cf. Brahm¡nanda's commentary on
HP).
In I 29 ha¶ha is described by YSU as
the union of the sun and the moon. In
ha¶hayogic language sun and moon, for
which the letters ha ½ and ¶ha ̀ ö are often
used, refer to many different things,
e.g., right and left nostrils, pi´gal¡ (to
the right) and i·¡ (to the left) n¡·¢s2,
and the navel and throat regions.

ha¶hakriy¡mauli ½þ`öÊGòªÉÉ¨ÉÉèÊ±É (HP II 35),
best among the cleansing processes of
ha¶hayoga. HP considers nauli to be
the best among the six purificatory
processes of ha¶hayoga.

ha¶hasiddhilakÀa¸a ½þ`öÊºÉÊrù±ÉIÉhÉôú (HP II
78), characteristics of success in ha¶ha-
yoga. Sv¡tm¡r¡ma enumerates a num-

ber of characteristic features that ensue
as a result of success in ha¶hayoga,
viz., slim body, radiance on the face,
clarity of voice, lustre of eyes, freedom
from diseases, control over the ejacula-
tion of semen, stimulation of gastric fire
and purification of n¡·¢s. These are the
signs of success in ha¶hayoga.

hari ½þÊ®ú (GS V 50), viÀ¸u. For sagarbha
sahita pr¡¸¡y¡ma2 the yog¢ is
advised to contemplate hari at the time
of kumbhaka (pause in breathing).
Hari is here said to be sattvamaya (full
of sattva) and of a dark colour. His
b¢jamantra is om2. At the time of
p£raka the yog¢ is advised to contem-
plate the rajovidhi ®úVÉÉäÊ´ÉÊvÉ and at the time
of recaka the tamogu¸amaya (full of
tamas) ¿iva. The sattvamaya viÀ¸u is
said to be the substratum of both vidhi
(brahm¡) and ¿iva.

halakÀa ½þ±ÉIÉ (GS VI 11), the name of the
triangle seen (imagined) in the twelve-
petalled lotus, which in its turn is imagi-
ned in the ovary of the thousand
petalled lotus. In this triangle "om" is
imagined and also the guru2 as seated
on a beautiful throne bearing a pair of
sandals of the shape of two swans. This
image is here prescribed for purposes
of sth£ladhy¡na.

hastijihv¡-1 ½ÎºiÉÊVÉ¼´ÉÉ-1 (VU V 27; TSM
71), one of the principal n¡·¢s2. It is
situated between i·¡ and vi¿vodar¡,
behind the suÀumn¡, and goes to the
right eye.

ha¶hakriy¡mauli hastijihv¡-1
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hastijihv¡-2 ½ÎºiÉÊVÉ¼´ÉÉ-2 (VS II 32, 39),
one of the fourteen important n¡·¢s
situated in front of the i·¡ n¡·¢ and it
extends downwards upto the left toe.

hastiniÀadana ½ÎºiÉÊxÉ¹ÉnùxÉ (VB, VM, VBh
II 46), one of the ¡sanas enumerated
by Vy¡sa wherein the sitting style of
elephant is to be imitated as the
technique of this ¡sana.

hastibala ½ÎºiÉ¤É±É (VB, VM III 24), stren-
gth of an elephant. As a result of the
practice of saÆyama on hastibala one
attains the strength similar to that of an
elephant.

h¡na ½ÉxÉ (YS, VB II 25), removal of the
cause of the pain. One of the four aspe-
cts of discussion related to the science
of yoga. These four parts are heya-to
be avoided; heyahetu-cause of that
which is to be avoided; h¡na-removal
of that cause; and h¡nop¡ya-the means
for removal. H¡na here refers to the
removal of the cause of that which is to
be avoided. Once the person recognises
the cause of the pain to come, he can
strive for its removal. Since the cause
of such pain has been described as
association between the seer and the
seen according to yoga, the h¡na
consists in removal of this association.
This h¡na can be considered to be the
highest goal of effort in order to
establish the puruÀa or seer principle
in its own form.

h¡nop¡ya ½þÉxÉÉä{ÉÉªÉ (YS, VB, VM II 26),
means for removal which consists in

uninterrupted discriminate discern-
ment. However, this continuous discri-
minate discernment is achieved through
aÀ¶¡´gayoga, thus in other way
yog¡´ga also can be considered as
h¡nop¡ya. Since this uninterrupted
discriminate discernment only can lead
to the complete dissociation between
seer and seen principle, i.e., h¡na, this
can be considered h¡nop¡ya.

hiÆs¡ Ë½þºÉÉ (YSH II 18-52), injuring. All
creatures, according to this text, should
be treated like one's own self in relation
to sukha and duÅkha, irrespective of
their being liked or not liked. Injuring
them in any way is hiÆs¡, which is
strictly prohibited. HiÆs¡ of plants and
trees is permitted only for maintaining
one's body or that of one's family.
Pataµjali's ahiÆs¡ signifies complete
absence of enmity towards anyone.

hikk¡ Ê½þCEòÉ (HP II 17, V 13), bronchial
hiccup. When v¡yu accumulates in the
region of phlegm diseases like hikk¡
easily develop.

hit¡ Ê½þiÉÉ (BY IX 194), a term representing
all the seventytwo thousand n¡·¢s.
According to BY, all these n¡·¢s
originate from the heart region.

hira¸yagarbha Ê½þ®úhªÉMÉ¦ÉÇ (BY XII 5), the
first exponent of yoga. The same verse
has been quoted by V¡caspati and
Vijµ¡nabhikÀu in their commentaries
on YS I 1. This suggests that these com-
mentators do not consider Pataµjali to
be the first expounder of yoga and this

hastijihv¡-2 hira¸yagarbha
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is also apparent from the s£tra - "atha
yog¡nu¿¡sanam" (YS I 1) (cf. anu¿-
¡sana).

huÆ ½Ö Æ þ (GS III 34), one of the two
mantras2 which the yog¢s are advised
to recite, the other being haÆsa, at the
time of contemplating the Àa¶cakras
while performing yonimudr¡.

h¤tpadma-1 ½þ Þi{ÉnÂ ù¨É-1 (DBU 26), the
an¡hata cakra in the chest. This is said
to be aÀ¶apatra +¹]õ{ÉjÉ (eightpetalled).
UpaniÀadbrahmayog¢, however,
describes an¡hatacakra as dv¡da¿a-
dala (having twelve petals). This lotus
is said to face downwards. As a bud it
is as a pretty as full-blown 100-petalled
flower. By meditating on the sun, the
moon and the fire, localised in that one
above the other, the yog¢ can cause the
bud to open up and face upwards; and
by reciting the b¢jamantra of this
cakra, viz., "aÆ +Æ" he can soon realise
the brahman. This is the idea.

h¤tpadma-2 ½þÞi{ÉnÂù¨É-2 = h¤daya ½þÞnùªÉ (HP
II 51, 61, III 69), the chest. In ujj¡y¢
pr¡¸¡y¡ma the touch of inhaled air
should be felt all the way from the
throat to the chest.
In bhastrik¡ pr¡¸¡y¡ma exhalation
is felt in the chest, the throat and up in
the head.
In j¡landharabandha the chin firmly
placed on the chest.

h¤d-1 þ½ÞnÂù-1 -h¤daya þ½ÞnªÉ (GS II 7-8, 40;
III 10, VI 2, VII 14; G 9, 60, 82, 86;
ANU 26, 34; ATU 5), the chest, includ-

ing the lungs. It is not what we call the
heart. It is the whole of the chest. Acco-
rding to ATU, the object of meditation
in t¡raka yoga may be located here or
in the head. Inside the chest is the seat
of ¿ambhu (¿iva) of which the bright-
ness resembles that of the midday sun.
This is the an¡hata cakra. It is one of
the nine dhy¡nasth¡nas. ANU calls it
one of the seven dv¡ras (gates) and
considers it to be the seat of pr¡¸a.

h¤d-2 þ½ÞnÂù-2 (GS I 37-38), the gullet ( =
oesophagus). Possibly it includes the
larynx and the pharynx also, H¤ddh-
auti is a method of cleaning these parts.

h¤ddhauti þ½ÞnÂùvÉÉèÊiÉ (GS I 13, 35), one of
the four kinds of dhautis. It consists in
cleaning the gullet in three ways, viz.,
by means of a da¸·a nùhb÷ (small stick),
by vamana (vomitting) and by means
of v¡sa (a piece of cloth).

h¤ddv¡ra þ½ÞnÂùuùÉ®ú (ANU 26), the door of
the heart. The first door in the sequence
of seven doors mentioned, in the
context of the attainment of ¡tman.

h¤daya þæn˘™… (YS, VB, VM III 34), heart.
Vy¡sa recognises it as the citadel of
brahma wherein in the lotus-like
cavity is the locus of intelligence (con-
sciousness). As a result of the practice
of constraint (saÆyama) on this place
called h¤daya, there arises the
consciousness of mind-stuff.

h¤dayapu¸·ar¢ka æn˘™…{…÷hb˜Æ˙“EÚò(VB, VM
I 36), lotus of the heart, attention on
which gives the consciousness of the

huÆ h¤dayapu¸·ar¢ka
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intellect resulting into stability of the
mind. V¡caspati describes this lotus
having eight petals with the head
downwards between the abdomen and
thorax.

h¤dayamadhya æn˘™…®…v™… (VS III 70), mid-
dle of the heart. The eleventh vital point
in the body. It is situated fourteen
fingers above the navel.

h¤day¡dh¡ra æn˘™……v……Æ˙ (SSP II 4), name
of a cakra, fourth in the series of nine
cakras described by SSP. This eight-
petalled lotus is described to be located
in the heart with the head downwards.
As a result of the meditation on it, all
the sense organs come under control of
the practitioner. This description is
almost similar to that of VB, VM I 36
and YS III 34.

hemanta ½äþ¨ÉxiÉ (GS V 8, 11, 14), the
autumn seasons. Beginning of stren-
uous pr¡¸¡y¡ma is prohibited in this
seasons. It may tell on one's health.
Each season according to this text, lasts
for two months. Middle of October to
middle of December are supposed to
be the autumn.

heya þ½äþªÉ (YS, VB II 16), pain to be avoi-
ded. According to the yoga philosophy,
only such sort of pain which is bound
to come in the future, depending on the
past and present karmas, are to be
avoided (heya).

heyahetu ½äþªÉ½äþiÉÖ (YS, VB, VM II 17), cause
of that which is to be avoided. This
refers to the investigation into the cause

to be avoided. V¡caspati calls it nid¡na.
Nid¡na (diagnosis) implies an insight
into the treatment of the disease. The
cause of pain in the world is due to the
association between the Seer and the
Seen.

hrasva þ¿º´É (VU V 68), one of the three
modes of pronouncing "om" during the
practice of mantrayoga, the other two
being d¢rgha (long) and pluta. It is the
shortest length of exhalation required
for a single recitation. Of course, short
and long are relative terms.
According to this text, the recitation of
om destroys the after-effects of sinful
karmas which would otherwise remain
in the form of dispositions (saÆs-
k¡ras) for a long time after the per-
formance of the evil deeds.

hr¢-1 þ¿Ò-1 (SAU I (2) 1, 8; DU II 10), one
of the ten niyamas (observances) -the
feeling of embarrassment on doing any-
thing which is against the injunctions
of the Vedas or the rules of society.

hr¢-1 þ¿Ò-2 (VS I 62), modesty. One of
the ten niyamas. An attitude of avoid-
ing the deeds condemned by the Vedas
and social laws.

hl¡da þ¼±ÉÉnù (YS II 14), pleasure. Accor-
ding to the theory of karmaphala, all
pu¸yas (virtuous actions) are rewarded
by an experience of pleasure at some-
time or the other in future. Hl¡da is not
the blissful experience called ¡nanda,
which forms an aspect of the sam¡dhi-
prajµ¡ of nirb¢jasam¡dhi.

h¤dayamadhy hl¡da


